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Introduction

If there is one principle of playrighting that

We haVe insisted upon in these pages more than

all others, it is that the audience KNOW, In the

closing Quarter of this yeor of our Lord 1912 We
are still quite alone in this contention. Complete
ignorance on the part of the audience can only

result in negative interest: surprise. Surprise is

the tool of the fiction Writer. Knowledge or «jr*

pectation in some degree is the indispensible con-

dition for generating suspense. If you, dear stU'

dent, cannot grasp this subtle dramatic laW at the

outset. We ask that you take it on faith, as most

of our iinoWledge is accepted, until its inevitable

operation can be Verified,

There is one other ingredient that We contin*

ually cry for: Conflict, Conflict is a character

creator in tWo senses. In life there is no such
thing as acquiring character Without conflict. In

drama there is no illusion of character possible

Without a stage Conflict to mold it in Conflict

is the die that casts character. And this is the

secret of the salutary poWer of drama. Of all

moral instruction it is the most effectual, A
gripping play is the nearest substitute for the

actual character-creating process of life.

Easton. Pa.

October, 1912
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New Vlays
Harken to the parable of the press agent and you would be

persuaded that the author of this remarkable Play was only
yesterday a Pittsburg glass-blower. In reality, Mr. Edward
Locke, like all other arrivals in stageland, is a graduate of the

University of Hard Knocks. He has learned technic

through repeated failures and from years of experience as

actor and newspaper man. The unrivaled triumph of his first

great play lies in its elemental simplicity of direct appeal to

the sympathies of every-day people. This characteristic per-

meates the plot which is set forth in but three acts, the cast

which involves only four people and introduces them in the

first five minutes of the Play, the stage setting which requires

but one set scene and the theme which is approximately con-
fined to its legitimate circumference. The Play abounds in

minor flaws and elements foreign to the structure and the
"Climax" when reached is merely talked into the audience in-

stead of coming out of dramatic invention. The rascal who
has tricked a girl into marriage calmly relates his unscrupu-
lousness instead of being detected in a truly dramatic manner
and the effort to reconcile the girl- to such treachery on the
plea that this rascal's half-hearted love has matured certain

tone qualities in her voice is the merest apology for plot!

What is the theme of the Play? Seeking a wife through dis-

honest means! Can there be but one answer to this proposi-
tion? The play leaves the verdict to the audience. Drama
must be definite or it is not Drama. The logical end and cli-

max of this Play is reached when this rascal is exposed, and the
girl's voice is recovered. The only word for him is : "Beat it

!"

If our theme dealt with this girl's love for this man we might
finish with some solution of love but in no sense is her love es-

tablished and any attempt to make it a part of the play is sim-
ply a departure from the immutable limits of the given theme
and a step toward the construction of a distinct and separate
plot. Love is not a factor in this play and cannot be spliced
onto it! The framework of "The Climax" is ideal structure
for a play. The acts are ideal divisions of the material. They
define the Beginning, the middle and end of a completed ac-
tion in a very skillful way. The blending of plot theme with
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melody theme is a master stroke and the Play deserves its

place in the ranks, far to the front

!

IS MATRIMONY A FAILURE
A Successful Adaptation.

There is one peculiarity about this work by Mr. Leo Die-

trichstein that deserves a word of comment and commenda-
tion. Out of a reigning Berlin success this author has made an
American comedy! It sounds impossible, perhaps, but he has
done his work with rare skill, transposing atmosphere, collo-

quialisms and character.

Unlike most adaptations the work is clean and free from
the odor of vulgarity. But the point that is of value to the

aspiring dramatists of this country is the fact that here is a

triumph as a result of the strenuous study of technic without
the aid of inventive genius required to construct an original

Play.

This should be a source of hope and inspiration to the Dra-
matist who feels after repeated attempts that he does not pos-

sess the required degree of creative imagination. There is a

wide chance in the field of adaptation and dramatization for

utilizing the fancy of others. But the one ever necessary re-

quisite is—Technical skill ! If you cannot be a Fitch be a Die-

trichstein I

THE RINGMASTER.
The season thus far has not brought forth any plays re-

markable for their technical merit such as "The Easiest Way"
and "The Climax" of last year but we call attention to "The
Ringmaster" more for its want of technic, the negative

study often being a more potent lesson than the ideal drama.
Here we have the making of a bully good play with a cou-

ple of well built scenes but encumbered by the traditional de-

sire to "ring in" an abundance of sentiment and comedy. For
this purpose the author calls into existence a sister of the
Ringmaster who does a wireless, sea-sick, champagne stunt

just to delay the principal action of the Play; and a pair of

juvenile lovers whose vicissitudes belong to a skit for the

vaudeville stage and not in "The Ringmaster."
For want of Scene Units in the structure a superfluity of

characters is mortgaged onto the production and Drama sleeps

while these useless accessories apologize for their intrusion.

There is a good scene where the daughter unconsciously de-

nounces the unscrupulous business methods of her father, the

Ringmaster of Wall Street, in accusing the innocent party of

the crimes actually committed by her parent.
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Without a doubt the Play for need of skillful technical

treatment. It smacks of the old school of double stories and
bi-plots and fails to conform to the new type of Drama so

clearly defined in recent successes.

SAMUEL JOHNSON, PLAYWRIGHT.
David Garrick and Dr. Samuel Johnson were warm friends.

Johnson could write a dictionary but not a Play. After a futile

attempt to stage "Irene," a tragedy especially written for the

actor, Garrick made the following allusion: "When Johnson
writes Drama, declamation roars whilst passion sleeps. When
Shakespeare wrote he dipped his pen in the blood of human-
ity."

Will some one kindly tell us why the author of a gem like

"Rasselas" could not write Drama? Was it because he tried

to write it and not build it? Shakespeare studied Play build-

ing along with stage building! As an actor he acquired the
Dramatic conscience which is invaluable to the dramatist. If

Johnson could have said to Garrick: "David, teach me what
you know about the laws of dramatic construction," doubtless
the two might have made a fair play of "Irene," But Garrick
was Johnson's pupil to begin with and the writer of dictiona-

ries was not a man to be taught

!

Lytton-Bulwer, on the other hand, had a similar experience
with Macready, the famous actor-manager, and profited by
the association and advice of an expert in stagecraft. Although
a noted writer of the narrative class of composition Bulwer
failed utterly in his early attempt at playwriting. "The
Duchess de la Vailliere." Critics declared that it was not in

his power to attain the Art of dramatic construction and the-

atrical effect. Macready came to the rescue! It was a union
of imagination and craft. Macready wrought wonders in the
re-shaping of Bulwer's plays and his next offering, "The Lady
of Lyons," is a sample of what "Rasselas" might have been
had Johnson yielded to the same available expedient.

ANOTHER DECLARATION OF
INDEPENDENCE

John Bull Backing American Play Builders.

The Progressive Play Producing Association is the name
of a co-operative company being formed for the purpose of
producing N. Y. successes in London and the English Pro-
vinces. The tide has turned, my brother! American mana-
gers are no longer dependent upon European dramatists for
high-class plays ! The success of Henry E. Dixey's "The Man
on the Box" and of James Forbes' "The Chorus Lady," re-
cently produced in London are practical proof of the drift dra-
matic tides have taken. Here is a double source of income for
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the Playwright. Pinero, Barrie and Jones have long reaped
a Yankee harvest—Johnnie Bull must now pay toll for Uncle
Sam's attractions!

NATURAL-BORNNESS
The following article is written by Arthur F. Sheldon, who

calls his great institution "A School of Scientific Salesman-
ship." It is virtually a University of Character Construction

formulating the Science of SELF—A study of infinite value to

the dramatist who also is a salesman, or should be

!

One good thing about those of this class who are truly

great is their progressiveness. They recognize the fact that

"the world do move" and they move right along with it. They
see clearly that no one is so great that he cannot become
greater. They realize that knowledge is power and they grasp
every opportunity to add to their store of knowledge, both
general and specific.

"They acquire all the general knowledge possible because
they know that the broader their range of knowledge, the bet-

ter can they appeal to, and put themselves in tune with, the

vastly varied degrees of intelligence and types of human na-
ture with which they come in contact.

"They recognize quickly the value of all specific knowledge
pertaining to their own special business of salesmanship, for

they realize the fact that their business is a science and the
practice of it a profession.

"But there are dangers in being a *natural-bom.' The in-

centive for work, application and perseverance is largely taken
away from the man who inherits a fortune, whether it be in

money or natural gifts of qualities.

"He comes to rely so thoroughly upon natural gifts that he
does not go ahead in the work of self-development, and he
leans so hard upon those natural gifts that he sometimes wears
them out or breaks them down. He comes to a point pretty
soon where his natural gifts will not keep him going ahead,
and then he commences going backward, for there is no such
thing as standing still.

"J. I. C, Maud S., Sunol, Pink Coat, Wyeth and Lou Dil-

lon were all *natural-born' trotters, runners or pacers, but sup-
pose their owners had rested content with their good breeding,
their pedigrees, their 'natural-born-ness,' and had not em-
ployed scientific trainers to develop their speed, do you sup-
pose they would have broken world's records and won great
races? Not at all. Horses that were not so well blessed in

their 'horning,' as the old lady said, but who got down to earth
and worked hard would have made them go way back in the
stable or pasture and lie down. Don't you think so?
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"Now let us go back to mother earth for an illustration.

The richest natural soil will not produce its richest harvests

except by cultivation. If left alone as nature made it, its

owner will not continue to reap abundantly unless he tends,

cultivates, enriches and develops it. Without scientific care,

it will soon lose its strength and begin to go backward. With
that care, its productiveness is ever on the increase.

"And to come to man in the line of intellectual effort. Lord
Byron was without question a natural-bom poet. But do you
suppose his name would now be written among the immortals
had he not cultivated the talents which nature gave him? At
fifteen years of age he had studied and largely digested some
1,500 volumes. He became the master of many languages.

He enriched his mind. He recognized that knowledge was
power. He cultivated his natural gifts. He developed them,
and he became truly great and left a lasting fame.

"And so we might go on and on with illustrations without
end, to show how unwise, how dangerous, how absolutely

foolish it is to neglect natural gifts. They are but the founda-
tion upon which to build. They should be honored and rever-

enced and cared for as precious gifts, and the possessor of

them should bestow upon them his tenderest care.

"I hope you see clearly, therefore, that I in no way belittle

the fact and the value of natural gifts ; but, on the other hand,
I want you to see clearly how foolish it is to make the claim
that because one is bom that way he cannot become stronger

by scientific cultivation.

"And now I want you to see just as clearly the fact that it

is just as foolish to say that unless one is a 'natural-born sales-

man' he can never become a great salesman.
"Listen to me now while I tell you the truth. I would

rather undertake to make a great salesman out of one who
was not bom with great natural gifts in that direction than to

undertake to make a truly great salesman out of one with
those natural gifts who is not progressive enough to see the

importance of cultivating and developing those natural gifts.

"Do you see clearly what I mean? It, in one sense, is the

old case of the tortoise and the hare. The hare, depending
upon his natural fleetness, went to sleep ; but the tortoise kept
on trying, plugged right along, and beat Mr. Hare out in the
race.

"Let us go back to mother earth for another illustration.

Were you ever out in Colorado or Wyoming or any of those
districts that are, or were, arid wastes, with a soil in which
nothing good would grow? If you have been there, you have
seen here a strip of that barren land upon which nothing good
is growing, and there by its side a soil once just like it in every
respect, which is now yielding in most bountiful abundance.
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"The natural elements of great abundance were there all

the time, and had been for ages; all that land needed was the

application of scientific irrigation and cultivation in order to

develop its productiveness.

"And did you ever see the little old gnarled crab-apple tree,

with its sour and bitter fruit, and counted by the farmer a fail-

ure? And have you seen some one come along who under-

stood that nature could be assisted by grafting a sprout of use-

ful fruit upon its body or one of its limbs? Have you watched
that sprout grow and its fruit ripen into the luscious Pippin or

Baldwin or some other fine apple that made our hearts glad

and our mouths water when we were boys? Oh! Nature
teaches us lots of lessons if we will only look and listen and
believe.

"And now let us come to man, the highest type of creation

and the only creature blessed with reason.

"Because he was bom a certain way, must he always re-

main in that natural state? Is he the only one of nature's pro-

ductions which is chained by environment and natural condi-

tions? Is he a slave to inherited traits? No! No! If he will

but use his greatest gift, the one so great that God gave it to

none but him—reason, pure, reason, I mean—he can break the
strongest chains that bind ; he can change the most barren soil

and can make it produce what harvest and what fruit he wills

it to produce.
"Millions have been sleeping long enough. The night of

misunderstanding of their own possibilities has been long
enough. The day of truth is here, and it's time to wake up.
Wake! O man, and know you have it in your power to be-

come what you will.

"And now let me tell you what it seems to me is one of the
drugs which has caused so many to sleep so long in utter un-
consciousness of their own possibilities of development. It is

the fact of the world's accepting as facts many things that are
nothing more than falsehoods. And the one who first gave
utterance to statements concerning man's inability to outgrow
unfavorable *natural-bom-ness' may have been either an hon-
est man who made a mistake, or an insincere man who was
trying to say something smart.

"Some one, generations ago, said something that sounded
all right. The world liked it and handed it down to the next
generation, which passed it along to its children, who passed
it along to the next generation, which assimilated it, until it

finally became a part of the human race and was accepted uni-
versally as the truth, when, as a matter of fact, it was all the
time 'a lie, and the truth abode not in it.' It has been a drug
of misunderstanding all this time, deadening the senses and
narrowing the possibilities of millions of human beings.
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"It continues to do its deadening work until the X-ray of

concentrated thought comes along and reveals its true nature,

and then the world first laughs and scoffs and jeers at the

voice of truth; then it listens, and pretty soon it says: 'Why,
yes, of course, I always knew that old fogy statement was
false.' And then everybody hurries up to get into the band
wagon of truth, while the band of enlightenment plays the

march of progress.

"The old statement and belief that the world was flat was
handed down this way for ages, and everybody believed it.

There are races today which bow down to and worship wooden
gods and tell their children it is true and right for them to so
worship; that their pleasure will bless and their wrath will

curse ; and the children believe it and hand this lie on down to

their children. And so do false ideas of religion and mistakes
in every line of thought dam—and damn—the current of prog-
ress, until the discernment and courage of truth points the way
to better things. Those who are bold enough to smash the
graven images of falsehood and error do the world good.

"Did you know that Swoboda and Sandow, two of the
strongest men in the world today physically, were born weak-
lings? Ah, but you say, that's a different thing. You can de-
velop muscle by certain methods but you cannot develop those
mental, moral and spiritual qualities which go to make certain

characteristics,

"But please do not make such a statement, my good friend,

until you have looked into modem science as applied to char-
acter building. If you will reserve your judgment until you
look into that, you will never make the mistake of counting
yourself so weak and powerless as all that.

"Blessed with reason, the greatest gift of God to man,
backed up by real desire to do and be, reinforced by the cour-
age which makes you dare to try, and with the energy which
puts all these to the test of application and perseverance, you
are absolutely the architect of your own future; the actual
builder of your own self; and you can build as you will, and
will realize that verily the reason most men do not accomplish
more is because they do not attempt more."

THE INTELLECTUAL DRAMATIST.
Ibsen, Klein and Others.

Schopenhauer told us that simplicity was a mark of truth

—

of Genius! And warned the writer against a manifest endea-
vor to exhibit more intellect than he possessed ! The romantic
nature in many persons leads them to soar above the common
herd into the realm of the muses little knowing that such
flights betray more of the "manifest endeavor" than intelli-

gence.
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As a practical lesson in the paramount importance of sim-

plicity in Dramatic Art let us take the life and evolution of
Ibsen as a master Dramatist. "Peer Gynt," "Brand" and "Em-
peror and Galilian," are three high art specimens written in

accordance with the ideals of literary critics but as Plays they
are far from the pungency and skill of Ibsen's later realistic

Drama. For this great playwright whilst he ascended tech-
nically had to come down the ladder of intellectual analysis
and apply his attacks on idealism to the everyday people of

everyday life.

Here he found his greatest scope for demonstrating ideal-

ism as a social force. Not in the production of Art for art's

sake—emperors, saints and romantic personages but in the
homely, familiar species like doctors, parsons, bankers and
builders such as he employed in the "Pillars of Society."

This transition in the life of Ibsen the Dramatist is a tre-

mendous endorsement in favor of simplicity in dramatic com-
position. No highly intellectual scholar has made a successful
dramatist for this very reason. He cannot see with the eyes
of the multitude nor feel with their hearts. And few are the
instances where experience has triumphed in teaching very
learned minds that a descent from the heights of philosophic
illusion is the only path to playwriting

!

It is freedom from these scholarly fetters that explains the
remarkable rise of certain pla5rwrights. They are not ham-
pered with learning ! They spring from the ranks of the com-
mon people and know well the call of the herd

!

Charles Klein might be cited as a most conspicuous exam-
ple of this type of successful dramatist. In neither of his two
pronounced successes, "The Music Master" nor "The Lion and
the Mouse," is intellectual supremacy or even technical skill

the dominant factor. They are not psychological fantasies,

they are crude Plays telling a simple tale in familiar, homely
heart language ! There is even an over-abundance of ordinary
life in them, ordinary in the sense of being superfluous. But
by hook or crook some sort of interest is kept going in each
and the Play starts creeping at the tag end of the first Act, and
manages to hold interest till the curtain falls.

In "The Third Degree" a perceptible improvement in the
author's technic is noted. He has relinquished the anti-

quated form of double story in a play and maintains his vigi-

lant adherence to the throbbing of the heartstrings. Do not
gain the impression that this faculty has come to Mr. Klein
without years of patient toil and observation. In fact the lack

of technic might indicate more observation and research for

situation than structure as is evinced in his use of the popular
hypnotic device in his latest Play.

8
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Have we made a clear case against the ineffectiveness of

the intellectual author? It is quite a journey from Ibsen to

Klein but who can say that in simplicity of structure and real

dramatic force such plays as the above and "Paid in Full," "A
Happy Marriage," "The Witching Hour" and "The Climax"
are not the eve of an evolution in playbuilding that will out-
Ibsenize Ibsen?

"IT IS MORE PROFITABLE TO RECKON UP OUR
DEFECTS THAN TO BOAST OF OUR ATTAIN-
MENTS."—Carlyle.

"GET BUSY!" IS THE SLOGAN OF THE AGE! IT
REQUIRES NOT TALKERS BUT DOERS! SAME
WITH DRAMA—DON'T TALK ! ACT

!



DRAM

Jl
*P\ay is the lengthened shadow of a

man—the man Who Writes it.

Yes, he is a miracle of genius because he is a miracle of

labor; because instead of trusting to the resources of his own
single mind he has ransacked a thousand minds; because he
makes use of the accumulated wisdom of ages and takes as his

point of departure the very last line and boundary to which
science has advanced; because it has ever been the object of

his life to assist every intellectual gift of Nature, however mu-
nificent and however splendid, with every resource that art

could suggest and every attention that diligence could bestow.

—Business Philosopher.

10
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The 1909 Record
How Many Young Authors Master the Fundamentals?

ONE IN 500.

Out of fifteen thousand plays by unknown authors sent to

managers during igog thirty were accepted! What of the re-

maining fourteen thousand nine hundred and seventy? Mana-
gers unanimously agree that the great majority of them gave
no evidence whatever of a mastery even of the fundamentals
of dramatic construction ! 500 to ! ! ! Is the proportion over-

whelming? Begin the New Year with a resolution to reduce
that fourteen thousand ! Study your art

!

MANAGERS HUNTING FEVERISHLY
FOR PLAYS.

Theatres Close for Want of Attractions.

What does it all mean? Is it possible that there is actually

a dearth of plays? Is the demand greater than the supply in

a profession that surpasses all others as a short cut to fame
and fortune? For surely no other occupation brings a man
half a million dollars for a year's work! There is no scarcity

of plays of the sort that answered the purpose only a few years

back, but the fact of the matter is that an entirely new species

has developed in Drama in this short space of time. This
transition is due to the awakening of the audience. The pub-
lic of this strenuous age has become many times more critical

and has ceased to submit to the irrational artificiality hereto-

fore served up as Drama.

The old style play was a mere vehicle for the absurd hys-
teria of the emotional capacities of the actor. The new or
naturalistic type depicts life in its real aspects exposing its

virtues and vices and drawing conclusions therefrom. We only
need refer to the plays of yesterday to see in the philosophy of

many writers, this tenor: Put it on the stage and the people
will think it is true. The play of today and of the future is the
one whose author carefully considers the logic of his average
onlooker if not the severest test that sound common sense will

II
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afford. This is an era of Scientific thought and the most mag-
nificent discovery of the searching modem spirit is the pres-

ence of law, order and harmony in all the world around us;
that creation is not a chaos, a collection of simple isolated

facts, but that all is correlative and interdependent.

The same law holds true of the highest and best of human
creations. Art is Nature passed through the alembic of man.
The reign of law has crept into every department of life trans-

forming knowledge everywhere into Science. And the pursuit

of law is the passion of Science. Our finest mental structures

are built upon laws or principles and every branch of modern
education has a classified knowledge resolving in general laws
and scientific principles. For the first time in the history of

Dramatic Literature can Drama boast of a Science! The Sci-

ence of Drama shows the student the underlying laws and in-

terdependent principles upon which good plays must be con-

structed. It is this enlightened method of studying the Art
of Playwriting that has enabled Dramatists to advance the

standards of plays to meet the modem demand for higher Art.

The imbecile play does not fit the scientific spectator!

This new type of play is clearly defined in recent successes

and the characteristics above mentioned are conspicuously
absent in the most pronounced failures. The New Drama has
evolved as rapidly in this country as elsewhere and in the mat-
ter of simple, straightforward technic the Yankee genius leads

!

Eight years ago sixty per cent of the plays in America were
foreign importations. Today the foreign product is scarcer

than the native was then. Here is a practical evidence of

progress! In another similar epoch the United States will be
the foremost exponent of Theatrical Art in the World

!

The increasing tendency is to reflect contemporary life.

Managers want plays by American authors taking a firm hold
on Modern American life! They may deal with life in the
East or life in the West, in the heart of civilization or on its

frontiers; social, commercial, domestic, political and even re-

ligious so long as the quality of the output is abreast with the
progressive standards demanded by the strenuous public.

"For the most perfect production of Art in ALL its forms,
the needful preparation is still—SCIENCE!"—Herbert Spen-
cer.

THE COTTAGE IN THE AIR.
First New Play at the New Theatre.

It seems incredible to think that The New Theatre does
not know a Play when it sees one? It seems still more diffi-

cult to believe that it would have selected "The Cottage in the

Air" for its opening week had it realized that this piece is not

12
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a Play. If we can show, therefore, that it is not a Play, we
must take for granted that the "New" conception of Dramatic
Composition is not altogether clear. For technical purposes
we may define a play as A Completed Action having a begin-

ning, a middle and an end. Can this definition be applied to

"A Cottage in the Air?"

Let us see what constitutes its Theme: The folly of indis-

criminate almsgiving. How is this theme carried into Plot?

A young princess chooses a life devoted to charity in prefer-

ence to a royal union. She finds her indiscriminate almsgiving
a harmful influence and finally consents to marry the prince.

This is a tale of adventure, but not a completed action. Action
implies doubt, Drama is Conflict always. There should be a

clash of interests and an obstacle to be overcome, but here we
have a tranquil little tale of fairyland as languid as a lullaby.

There is no doubt. There is no conflict. There is nothing at

issue. None of the dramatic elements of anxiety, suspense,

curiosity or sympathy are dramatically employed in its devel-

opment. The "Comedy" was adapted from a fairy tale and re-

mains nothing but a simple fable for want of proper technical

treatment. There is plenty of material in it for a Play, but it is

not moulded into a sustained action! The presentation of a
young girl's adventures, even though she be a runaway prin-

cess, does not constitute action. "The Cottage in the Air" is

a most excellent example of what Drama is not. If "The New
Theatre" knows exactly what a Play is, it has found out since

selecting this first bill, for surely no evidence of that know-
ledge is manifest in the virgin effort.

THE COMMANDING OFFICER.
Does the Play Reader Know?

The important question about this play written by a man
who has acted as Play reader for Charles Frohman for the last

eleven years is: Does Burt Sayre really know how bad his

Play is? Would he allow it to be staged if he did? These are
the points that concern the many American pla5rwrights who
forward their manuscripts to managers for approval.

"The Commanding Officer" violates every law of Drama
that the science of Playwriting has thus far formulated ! It is

a child's conception of what a Play should be dealing with a
monstrous subject which the play gives no excuse for venti-
lating. It is the oldest of the "old school" melodrama written
by a man who is supposed to judge modern dramatic material.
Some years ago Thomas wrote a play on this order called "Ari-
zona," but he has long since graduated from that obsolete
standard

!

13
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There are so many useless characters employed in this play

that it may be likened to the Three-ring circus with the usual
supplement of side shows. And while Mr. Sayre is said to en-

joy the distinction of never having abstracted ideas from the
plays presented to him for reading it is at least evident that

this crude document is nothing more than a conglomerate
compilation of little "stunts" assembled from somewhere. The
author's process is plainly discernible. He wishes to write a
Play—^he refers to his scrapbook of situations—here he finds

a clever device for procuring indelible evidence by means of a
camera. "All right," says Mr. Sayre, "we will take a snap shot
of a wife kissing the villain No. i," and he begins to construct

his Plot around this inspiring incident. On page "23" of the

said scrap book he also finds a memorandum that a shadow
cast upon a window curtain is a rare bit of compromising tes-

timony, and in consequence he inserts the episode of the sha-

dow of a "Man in the room" which turns out to be only a wo-
man in male attire. The trick compromises the character of

his heroine and away he goes writing all around this little

scandal splitting his Plot into half a dozen shreds of disunity.

The continual run of such digression soon establishes the fact

that his play is a collection of "thrillers" drawn from the read-

er's notebook and that his melodrama is merely a net work
strung around these incidents as compared with a legitimate

play BUILT upon a theme by a process of creative imagina-
tion.

We have referred to villian No. i because like the double
Topsy's and Eva's in "Uncle Tom's Cabin," this new melo-
drama has pairs of everything—villains, lovers, sweethearts,

leading men and leading women. "Stilly" music is also a fac-

tor in painting the dime novel atmosphere that pervades this

piece.

Strange as it may seem, however, there are good spots in

this crude specimen of "workmanship," and stranger still is

the fact that these commendable scenes have only resulted

when Mr. Sayre evidently quit his scrap book for a moment
and put his own pen to the paper. Act II has a very respecta-

ble bit of dramatic composition in the way of a cross-examina-
tion of an innocent girl who finds difficulty in defending her
innocence without exposing the dishonor of her dearest friend.

The Scene is a good one.

There are possibilities in this material for a good Play
which a dramatist with a clear vision of Unity could clarify

and reduce to a simple, compact play. But judging from this

specimen of Mr. Sayre's work, it is safe to say that he will

never in a thousand years write a Play in the modem accept-

ance of that term, unless he wakens to the fact that an entirely
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new type of Drama has evolved—a scientific Drama which re-

quires systematic structure and until he studies this Drama
and masters its principles (all of which we have said are trans-

gressed in "The Commanding Officer") he will not even know
how to efficiently perform the functions of his office as reader

of plays for the most prominent manager in America.

SEVEN DAYS AND THE WOMAN PAYS.
The Advantage of Collaboration.

That a writer with some notion of stage requirements may
fail utterly in his own attempt and yet make good in collabo-

ration with another is clearly illustrated in the joint effort of

Avery Hopwood and Mrs. Rinehart : "Seven Days" which is a
tremendous success following Hopwood's dramatic disaster

"The Woman Pays."
In "The Woman Pays" Hopwood attempted a morbid

problem play which is conspicuous for its absence of technical

problem and which manifests little skill in any feature

of its creation save a fair notion of stage require-

ments. But in collaboration with Mrs. Rinehart who furnished
the humorous material highly susceptible of dramatization he
succeeded in bringing out a Play of the lighter vein which
threatens to rival "Charley's Aunt" in a record breaking run
on Broadway.

Nothing could testify more profoundly to the demand for

consistent Cause and Effect even in a farce than the success of

this play. It is highly improbable in many details but the

great big Cause that binds the complete action into one whole
is logical and rational. The house is quarantined for smallpox
and hence the reason for keeping this jolly bunch of fun mak-
ers in continued relations of merriment for the seven days.

"The Woman Pays" is a much feebler argument logically.

A woman forces her betrayer to marry her at the point of a
pistol. She rears the child in solitude but because of its ap-
peal to both of them the man and wife are reunited. The Cause
for this reunion is not convincing. It could doubtless be
wrought into the play if the characters and conditions were
modified to make such an issue plausible but the play as it

stands fails for want of rational Cause. Of course the Theme
to start with is morbid and unsympathetic.

These two plays are cited as an instance of collaborative
success following individual failure. It is frequently advisable
for an author to join efforts with one of an entirely different

point of view. Readers of "The Dramatist" who would like to
enter into arrangement to collaborate with other authors are
invited to forward their manuscript to the editor who after
reading same will suggest, if possible some name with whom
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the applicant may correspond. Two heads are ofttimes bet-

ter than one

!

ISRAEL.
By the French Builder of Gigantic Scenes.

Bernstein's new play "Israel" is a startling example of the

French structural method of building backward from a huge
situation. This play conforms so closely to that plan of pro-

cedure that the one Big Scene virtually constitutes the play
despite all backward or forward attempt at construction.

It might be said in a strictly technical sense that the play
does not begin in the first act nor end in the last act. We lis-

ten to a great deal of talk in Act I about Thibault's hatred for

the Jews, and see him challenge a prominent Hebrew gentle-

man to a duel. We see no purpose in the duel, and it is for

this reason that the first act does not begin the play. The con-

ditions of the actions are not shared with the audience. We
have nothing to arouse our emotions to any dramatic degree
because we are not given the facts which should arouse them.
The author could have done this had he imparted to his audi-

ence (not necessarily to the characters in the play) some sub-
tle inference that Thibault is challenging his own father to

mortal combat. We would then have something for our emo-
tions to feed upon—fear, hope, sympathy, and solicitude, all

would spring from such an inference, but in absolute ignorance
of the premises of the play how can we be expected to "Take
Notice" of the first, or anticipate anything for the second act.

The same author has accomplished this feat most dexter-

ously in "The Thief," where he allows the boy to be charged
with the theft but gives the audience two clues to the con-

trary: the fact that the young wife is inconsistently extrava-

gant and that the boy has strong reason for concealing his er-

rand in the room where the thefts had been committed.
On the other hand the Third or last act of "Israel" does not

conclude the action that really gets a going in the magnificent
second act for the reason that it deals with a love affair be-

tween Thibault and a girl who drops from the clouds, instead

of bringing the race prejudice problem to a solution. The au-

thor skilfully illustrates that a Jew, under the pressure of Gen-
tile environment and misconception as to his own blood can be
taught to despise the Jews just as religiously as any misguided
Christian, but here the magnitude of the play is thrown to the

winds. The denouement is ignored and the opportunity of

making an exalted triumph for the transcending personality

created in the character of Thibault's father, is cast asunder.

The father appeals to his natural son in vain. Thibault calmly
replies "I hate you," and the insipid, manufactured mush above
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mentioned is allowed to end the play—a love scene truckling

to the traditional demand for a "Happy-ever-afterward."

But we can well afford to forget all this distorted structure

(and it is rumored that the conventional happy ending is an
American amendment) while witnessing the Second act, for

here we have the acme of technical perfection. The act is

practically one extended scene between mother and son, in

which the boy wrings the awful intelligence (which now
dawns dramatically upon the audience and would carry fully

as well if the first act were entirely omitted) that the man
whom Thibault is about to fight, once cared for her; then, that

she cared for this man; that the affection was entirely pure
and innocent ; and finally after a harrowing cross-examination,

that she had sinned and that this Hebrew is Thibault's own
father. The master stroke in this scene is the skilfull treat-

ment which enables every atom of evidence to be confined to

the tense dialog between these two people—mother and son.

The marriage certificate, the wedding ring, the witnesses,

and all the thousand hum-drum devices familiar in common-
place Drama are dispensed with. The Dramatist places these

two characters before us and out of the strongest exigency of

circumstances and relations between them, builds this power-
ful situation of plain, pungent Drama. As a scene it has few
rivals in recent playwriting, the nearest approach being the
second act of "The Thief" by the same author, which is treated
under separate heading in this issue.

YOUR HUMBLE SERVANT.
Excellent Example of Amateur Infirmities.

Picture two writers helplessly drifting in a current of clever
play ideas, unable to gain a foothold where they might deter-
mine which to select and which to reject; and you have an
adequate conception of the whirlpool of conflicting thoughts
that submerged Newton Booth Tarkington and Harry Leon
Wilson in their futile efforts to make a consistent Play of
"Your Humble Servant."

It is the purpose of the following analysis to show conclu-
sively that a certain circumscribed area of material contains
the possible structure for ONE Play and that any departure
from that inherent course of development after the boundaries
are once laid out, merely invites disunity and confusion. It is

not always easy to ascertain this native structure from the au-
thor's staged production for his intended idea is often obscured
by hazy technic. In "Your Humble Servant" it is neces-
sary to search diligently for the dramatic germ which the au-
thors attempted to exploit but it is about as follows

:
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An actor discovers that he loves his ward upon her an-

nouncement that she is infatuated with a younger member of
their company. Financial distress confronts them disillusion-

ing the boy but stimulating the man who attains success as
well as the love of his ward.

This is the legitimate play idea intimated in the chaos of

distracted stuff which the authors have endeavored to merge
into one drama. It is the view of their material which a su-

perior altitude would have afforded them—a height they must
climb before being able to survey the prospect and determine
what legitimately constitutes their own play-territory.

According to the synopsis above, the fundamental condi-

tion is that the guardian discovers his love for his ward when
he learns that she loves the younger fellow. This element
should be introduced as soon as possible for it is one of the

cardinal points upon which the action rests. Where do we
first encounter it in the play? At the end of the Third Act!
To be sure there is some intimntion of the situation shown in

the first act by the guardian's behavior when the girl tells him
of her love for the lad, but a basic factor in the primal struc-

ture of a play cannot be left to guesswork or the symptoms of

love-lorn sighs. These bulwarks of construction must be built

with strong lines of permanence and the only effective method
of doing this is by means of Scenes! Some such scene does
occur at the end of the third act but not being the outgrowth
of what precedes it is little more than a one act play in itself.

This scene should precede the entire action of the play for if

we do not know beyond the shadow of a doubt that this man
loves his ward what foundation is there for the play to rest

upon? What basis is there to stimulate that hope—hope

—

hope—that the "worthy one will win her." Instead of confin-

ing doubt to this issue the play casts a doubt upon the love of

the guardian which our summary shows to be one of the fore-

most essentials of demonstration.

Instead of fixing the premises firmly in the minds of their

audience the authors start off the play with a diverting piece

of episode. The sheriff, who rightfully belongs in the first act

to convey the impending financial disaster, is made to do a lit-

tle amateur theatrical stunt; not because it in any way ad-

vances the Plot but simply for the reason that the vaudeville

stage in ages past has endorsed the stunt as "funny." It is

funny just as a thousand other tricks might be. But there is

no place in a real Play for the most humorous thing in the

world unless it contributes in some perceptible degree to the

progress of Plot or the Action. Of course this rule does not
apply to farce or the fantastic Play.

The next impression given us in the first act of this play is

that the Plot will concern a young man's choice between home
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and a stage sweetheart. In a special scene the boy's father is

introduced. He appeals to his runaway son to renounce this

life of folly for a home of luxury and a career in the financial

world. Haven't we every right to presume from this empha-
sized condition that the play will involve a struggle between
these two contending forces? But this predicted struggle is

no material factor in the play

!

In the summary above you will note that the true cause
for the boy's desertion of the girl is the financial distress that

confronts them. The father's protest is brought in as an addi-

tional motive and results in diluting the main cause. The fact

that the authors wish to establish is that the boy's love is not

equal to the test ! He is out of the running ! The mature love

of the actor is of superior quality. The father's opposition to

the stage and the fine home that awaits the boy might be inci-

dental factors in the action but they are not facts that warrant
whole Scenes to pronounce them ! Particularly if such Scenes
subordinate the Plot essentials. If is in this regard that the

authors need more perspective in their play plans

!

All of the second act is given over to proving two things.

That the boy is pigeon-hearted and surrenders—that the man
is eternally optimistic and strikes luck. But here again Unity
is impaired, for the luck that he strikes is a precarious horse
race—not the legitimate success that is in keeping with what
has gone before. This resort to irrelevant chance is the flimsi-

est subterfuge. The success consistent with the Plot is stage
success ! If the second act ended with the young cub's capitu-

lation coincident with a gleam of triumph for the guardian, the
third and fourth acts might easily be merged into one epoch of

the action setting forth the triumph. As it is, these two acts

ramble aimlessly about taking artistic success as a matter of

course instead of attaining it out of the natural development of
the play. All sorts of mock martyrdom artificially defer the
conclusion of the love story and the fourth act is only made
possible by the mechanical stage hysterics of the girl in act
III, who, after warmly declaring her love for the guardian
frantically asserts she didn't mean it ! This is the author's con-
trivance irrespective of the nature of their plot.

Besides these principal violations of technic there is the
spurious episode of the juggler who is supposed to have
aroused the jealousy of the young lover (This promises an en-
tirely new play)—the guardian's drink contest with the society
sot, which prompts us to expect some complication arising
from this debauch ; and the Yiddish stagemanager who works
overtime to give us an accurate account of the vicissitudes of
his profession

: all of which encumber the legitimate progress
of the Plot without bearing essential relation to any minor de-
tail of Plot action.
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"Your Humble Servant" is the strongest argument for

complete plans and specifications in the project of Play build-

ing ! If the novice does not know what constitutes the frame-
work of a house how can he construct one? He is very apt to

fall into the error of the authors of this piece building more
rooms than the walls will contain or the roof shelter

!

THE FORTUNE HUNTER.
Another Example of the New Type.

"The Fortune Hunter" takes first place in the 1909 edition

of productions for two reasons. It is the new type of simple
story and construction and it is an IDEA Play ventilating a
vital problem of social welfare. The moral of the Play is:

Don't marry a rich "lady," for ycu may some day be able to

support yourself and the woman you love!

Let us reduce the Play to a synopsis and survey the result.

A young man seeks a rich man's daughter but declines the
match upon discovering his business ability to provide for the
girl he really loves. It is a very v/holesome little story and Mr.
Winchell Smith has handled it with rare skill and humor. He
can study with pr.ofit, however, the superior technic of Eugene
Walter in "the Easiest Way" and "Paid in Full." Particularly

is this advisable in the denouement of his play. The solution

is not obtained from a logical manipulation of the material but
is patched up out of foreign threads of irrelevant fabric.

The closing situation is as follows. The young man has
attained the fullest measure of success in his undertaking.
The heiress has proposed marriage. But alas! He now finds

himself capable of earning money and to cap the climax he
really loves a bewitching little lass! The question that now
confronts the plajrwright is: How can he shake the heiress?

Mr. Smith loses courage. He does not see a legitimate way to

accomplish this feat so he trumps up a second story of ru-

mored embezzlement, permits this rumor to repel the moneyed
maiden and bluntly tosses his hero into the arms of his hero-

ine.

But this is not playwriting! The Play is still unfinished. The
ending affixed is not a conclusion dramatically drav/n from the
proposition he started with. The materials are all there to work
with but the builder has laid them down just at a moment when
the completed structure was promised. Deserting his firm foun-
dation he selects another building site, sticks a few straws in

the sand and says : "My building is finished !" The true solu-

tion of this Play is in the plot itself. The young man's discov-

ery of self-sufficiency is the real cause that dispels the feminine
financial fancy and not the haphazard device of a false rumor
of embezzlement. Such clap-trap contrivance puts a farce-

comedy end to a Play that is otherwise original and funny.
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There is a third story lightly sketched in this play which

serves more as an obstacle to the progress of the main plot

than any other purpose. It retards the beginning of the play

and clogs the essential action which we are only too eager to

see. We refer to the water-gas invention. Considerable talk

is necessary in the first act to prepare for this impediment and
it comes to nothing of plot value. The Theme purpose of the

author is to show that his young hero has in him the qualities

that win success which faculty only the exigency of circum-

stances could arouse. Instead of that he divides the issue and
decides to "ring in" a cheap, irrelevant episode of speculation

to achieve the young man's success. His ability had already

been illustrated. The get-rich-quick element only dilutes the

force of the principal story and impairs the Problem which
calls for that moderate degree of success financially which
would naturally accrue from the honest efforts of newly at-

tuned personality in developing a business enterprise. The
author should choose one course of action and cling to it. By
all odds the regular commercial method of legitimate trade is

preferable. It enforces the character of our hero. To prevent
a sacrifice sale of an old man's invention is a fortuitous expedi-

ent and to become rich through a clever sale of this patent,

(which does not take place before the audience) is not dra-

matic method, it is story.

THE HARVEST MOON.
Intellect Against Art.

In his new play "The Harvest Moon" Augustus Thomas
boldly defies the fundamental principles of play construction.

The play deals with a metaphysical theory that is fast becom-
ing science but while it is an evidence of intellect it is a lapse

of art. The result is a preachment—not a Play. This may be
due to deliberate intention in the belief that he, the author, is

bigger than his art, or it may come through utter surrender to

an absorbing theme.
The death of Clyde Fitch leaves Thomas his lenial succes-

sor as the leading exponent of American drama, but the latter

certainly inherits no liberal legacy of Fitch's mastery of tech-
nic. Thomas is a capable scene builder. He has created
one scene in the second act of his new play which is supreme
in itself, but the great gaps in Plot structure all about it natu-
rally detract from its potency and render the absence of tech-
nic painfully apparent. He expects to arouse our sympathy
concerning a young girl's ill-treatment, but from the very out-
set neglects to share with his audience the information that is

expected to generate these emotions. In dissecting the first

act we see the author's intention to lead us to hope that a cer-
tain French visitor will turn out to be the girl's father. This
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parental relation is one of the vital conditions upon which he

builds his play as well as the basis of authority for this man's

meddling with the domestic affairs of the girl's family. The
only clue we have to the blood relation between these two
people is the information that the girl's mother had some love

affair in France and the Frenchman's observation: "She is

very like her mother—but not like me." We see that the au-

thor is endeavoring to make us suspect some such outcome,

but this factor of kinship being one of the cardinal essentials

of Plot should not be left to any such precarious guess-work
so far as the audience is concerned. It is not necessary that

the characters in the play be given this bit of information until

the proper time, but the audience should know or at least sur-

mise it from the very first. The province of the playwright is

to lead his audience to think in a certain direction, not to baffle

or bewilder them. It is in this respect that Mr. Thomas has

defied an immutable law of his art, transposing drama into

mere fiction simply for want of conditions properly laid to gen-

erate and sustain Dramatic Action.

The Harvest Moon is made to shine upon a separate Plot

of irrelevant romance concerning a dissolute old judge and a

widow of startling sophistication. This sub-plot is in no way
joined to the main story. It is a little vaudeville skit grafted

on to the main Plot to meet the traditional notion that Drama
is a blending of "Laughs and Tears!" Such episode should
be exceedingly strong to warrant an interruption of a Play,

and it must be said that technically this specimen is far below
the standard Mr. Thomas has set, both in scene construction
and character study.

In the absence of any evidence that this Frenchman is the

girl's father the play makes a desperate effort to put an end to

itself at the close of Act III where she and her lover are re-

united by the light of the Harvest Moon. The fourth act
which attempts to separate them again, is a gross transgres-
sion upon the Unity of the principal theme, for we are now
witnessing a melodrama concerning the illegitimate birth of

our heroine which complication is dissolved only by the
trumped-up testimony of the Frenchman whose evidence is so
devoid of conviction as to reveal the author's pen sticking
through the thin fabric of invention. If such a Play were of-

fered by any writer other than a man of Mr. Thomas' prestige
the advice would be: "Go study technic! Take Eugene
Walter for a model !"
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THE MELTING POT.
Mr. Zangwill Evades the Issue.

The gist of the Melting Pot is as follows

:

A girl of the Russian aristocracy falls in love with a Jew-
ish musician whose family her father has massacred. The
Russian aristocrat relinquishes his Life Prejudice. He and
the Jew are fully reconciled. The daughter marries him.

Purged of all detail these are the essentials of Zangwill's

new Play. In every good Play the essentials are invariably

proven. Do we find that the case here ?

The young Russian girl is fascinated with the Hebrew's
musical skill but her love for the man is far from being firmly

established. There is no reasonable basis for love between
these radically opposed types. The author requires this condi-

tion in his premises and practically assumes the fact. The
young people have a little quarrel and then: "Nothing shall

separate us!"
But if we accept the author's proposition that the most vio-

lent class hatred in the world may be overcome by a little mu-
sic and love, we are still face to face with the opposition of the

Russian father, who is bitterly opposed to the match to say
nothing of the Jew's attitude toward an enemy who had mas-
sacred the members of his own family! Here we have two
firm wills in violent conflict. There may be some subtle

agency in the realm of Dramatic invention that could reconcile

two such enemies but Mr. Zangwill has not shown it to us.

He merely evades the issue ! By the aid of a little eloquent
preaching the author gives us to believe that the battle is over
and that the Jew wins. For after listening to a sermon con-
demning his bloody deeds the Russian calmly surrenders. The
weapon he was about to use on his young adversary he now
offers in abject resignation, saying : "You're right—shoot me !'*

Despite the fact that ex-president Roosevelt and "Collier's

Weekly" commend this play for its lofty motif it cannot be
called good Drama for it is not convincing. The dramatist
like the jurist must firmly establish every link in his chain of

evidence. When he fails to do so he reveals the naked hand
of an author writing his personal views into the play instead
of causing them to be brought out through the clashing inter-

ests of his characters.

Very much after the fashion of "The Harvest Moon," "The
Melting Pot" contains a spurious fourth act which is almost
wholly foreign to the Play itself, containing none of the essen-
tials in the syllogism above outlined.

What does the fourth act accomplish? The third act ends
with the reconciliation of enemies. The daughter could easily
find herself in the arms of her sweetheart, now. But no, Mr.
Zangwill wishes further opportunity to shout his theories
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from the housetops. He places his hero on the roof garden of

a city building—to preach to us—for the character has nothing
more to say in his relation to the other characters. The au-

thor is so intent on this sermonizing that he soon forgets to

take in a valuable violin out of the rain. The play has long
since stopped, but we are asked to listen to a manufactured
quarrel between the lovers, long-drawn-out, and not until his

eloquence is exhausted does Mr. Zangwill allow us to go home.
The motive involved is highly commendable. Our purpose,

however, is technical discussion and study—and the secret of

the play's success is its appeal to the Jewish element. If it

were not for his own tribe Mr. Zangwill would soon exhaust
his audience.

PAID IN FULL AND THE THIEF.
Comparing Technical Attributes.

These two plays have been praised by nearly every critic

in the country and have received the stamp of approval of mil-

lions of people. On that basis we will call them the two best

modern plays extant. There may be better types of drama but
they have either not been pronounced good or they have not
had the final test of time. It is the duty of the aspiring drama-
tist to study such specimens very closely not alone from a

financial outlook but from the standpoint that only as a play
succeeds is the dramatist successful for his object is to reach
the greatest number of people with the message he has to con-
vey. We will therefore inquire into the Dramatic elements
that evidently give these plays their distinction and determine
their success.

Each play tells a simple, straightforward story embodying
a single and simple Theme. That of "Paid in Full" is: "The
reward of selfishness." That of "The Thief is: "Theft for

Love."
Our next step of analysis is the reduction of each play to

its least common denominator or its briefest possible syllog-

ism. We will quote the following proposition done by one of
the students of the Institute of the Drama.

PAID IN FULL.
Conditions.

A Clerk steals money from his employer who loves his

wife.

Cause.

The clerk compels his wife to make "any terms" for his
escape from imprisonment.
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Conclusion.

She accomplishes her husband's release without losing her

honor.

THE THIEF.

Conditions.

A woman steals money from a friend to hold her husband's
admiration.

Cause.

She induces a boy who is madly in love with her to assume
the theft.

Conclusion.

Her husband repudiates her when he learns the truth.

Of course these Plays contain many twists and turns not

indicated in these brief summaries but the above problems
contain the essential germ that is the seed from which the

Play grows. All further details belong to Plot development.

Like the postage stamp they stick to one thing until they
get there. The action is not clogged with secondary story or

biplot. The author signifies his purpose and sets about at

once to accomplish it. The method in each case is much the

same. No time is wasted on the antiquated theory that there

must be an "exposition" of all the characters in the Play.

From the very outset the conditions out of which the action is

to grow are planted firmly with the audience. The characters

take care of themselves as they always will where Theme and
Proposition are adhered to. Now do not gain a misconception
of our meaning. Neither Bernstein nor Walter may have fol-

lowed any set chart like the foregoing but the Theme was a
guiding star, nevertheless, and the flaws that do crop out in

their Plays result from a departure from Theme and Propo-
sition.

In "Paid in Full" the wife is shown to be a stoic amidst the

faultfinding relatives who remind her constantly of the hus-
band's poverty. We also get a glimpse of the husband's self-

ishness and of the bachelor employer's partiality for the wife
and his appreciation of her merits. We are prepared for the

husband's salacious proposal that his wife barter her chastity

for his freedom but we are also given reason to expect her
strength sufficient to resist and conquer even such a monster
as the employer is seen to be. The author does not tell us
how he will solve the problem but he skillfully leads us to hope
—hope—hope—for the issue he finally arrives at.

In "The Thief" we learn of the unwarranted extravagance
of this young wife so madly in love with her own husband

—

a
man of modest income. Then we see that the young man of

as
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the house is sorely smitten with her. But there is no sugges-
tion of impurity. The news of the theft in the house is given
out and under rather suspicious circumstances the boy is made
to confess the crime. But we are only half convinced. The
author has imparted a subtle hint to us that this boy has a rea-

son for confessing rather than expose certain things that

would reveal his secret love for the young wife and by this

means we are allowed to divine the error awaiting develop-
ments in breathless suspense. We do not suspect the wife at

first because of the infallible evidence apparently convicting
the boy, but when the proper time comes we connect the ex-

travagance with the dawning proof against her and our sympa-
thy is only intensified for this little soul who has transgressed
man's law in her desperation to exchange even earthly things
for a fuller portion of her husband's love. This is not a lax

lesson? It is merely a tribute to the old maxim that "Love is

blind."

The climax in each play is a struggle between man and
woman. The one between a pure woman and her would-be
seducer. The other between a pure woman and her own hus-
band. In each conflict only two people are concerned and each
constitutes one big scene which is the making of the Play. The
Thief has one advantage over its contemporary in the matter
of physical form. It is put forth in three acts. This is the
ideal division for a Play! The first conveys the Conditions,

the second, the Cause and the third the Conclusion. "Paid in

Full" is susceptible of this ideal arrangement but a fourth Act
has been attached which accomplishes nothing that could not
have been settled in the third. In fact the wife's denunciation
of her selfish husband could have been many times intensified

if backed up by the old employer's presence and his over-

whelming evidence of her heroic strength and honor! Think
what a scathing reckoning the young imp would receive at the

hands of a monster she had virtually sanctified ! Jimsie's love
theme is a slight tendency to Disunity of the main Theme but
the episode is so well handled it makes its own apology. It

may be seen in the above outline of the Play that no such issue

is a part of the Proposition. It is a side story spliced on to

achieve the "happy ending" but so cleverly interwoven with
the main fabric as to retard action the least bit possible.

A like criticism may be made of the husband's jealousy in

Bernstein's Play. The complication is startling and the temp-
tation for the author to incorporate it in his play is overpower-
ing but it is nevertheless Disunity for it bears little or no direct

relation to the Proposition of the real Play and hinders the
progress of the main Theme demanding a solution apart from
the denouement of "The Thief." In the chaos that results the
author fails to allay the jealousy he has aroused in the husband
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and the Play is allowed to end in a very pretty but a very
tame and undramatic talk condoning the wife's actions. This
is true of all the Plays written by this young Frenchman. He
is a winner at the climax but a "dead one" when the battle is

once past. And what accounts for this sluggish denouement?
It is the Disunity created by the jealousy motive. The mo-
ment the wife makes public confession of her guilt the Play is

at an end and the proposition solved for the husband's love is

restored and any foreign element interposed to defer this pro-

per end vexes us unawares and generates the sighs and yawns
that greet the labored efforts that precede the final curtain.

The flaw no doubt arises in transposing and transplanting the

Play from France to America. Slight modifications are the

usual thing and a good Play cannot be tampered with even in

the tiniest parts. In France the evidence of a wife's love
might not be fortified by the fact that she committed theft

only that she might appear the lovelier in her husband's eyes.

The American ideal is a trifle loftier. And any attempt to

make a husband suspect such a wife of a monstrous sin de-

bases both the man and the Play. The flaw is just as truly

technical for it is a direct violation of both Proposition and
Theme. The summary does not call for a jealous motive and
the Theme is love, not jealousy.

The purpose of analysing these two Plays is to illustrate

the supremacy of ART in even the most popular form of

Drama. In other words these Plays please because they ap-

proach perfection in craftsmanship and not because they in-

volve sensational subject matter. They mark a very noticea-

ble trend in the evolution of Drama toward Unity and sim-
plification of Plot. It is a stride forward in perfect keeping
with the tremendous progress of this scientific age! It is the
only sort of Play that will fit the age ! It is standard

!

THE RETURN OF EVE.
A Fantasy Because it is Not Drama.

As an evidence that this is the AGE of the NEW AUTHOR
no better proof can be advanced than the fact that such pro-

ducts as "The Return of Eve" by Lee Wilson Dodd, are able

to obtain a metropolitan hearing. The program styled it "A
modem fantasy in four acts," but we shall treat of it as a Play,
there being no musical accompaniment to admit it to the realm
of opera.

There are some good spots in the Eve character—a woman
reared in total ignorance of the conventions of the inhabited
world—but she is not framed in a dramatic picture; merely
sketched off with very little heed to theatrical requirments.
Instead of allowing conditions to unfold themselves in the
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inevitable dramatic way, the author elects an orator in the per-

son of "Old Winters" to talk the premises of his Play into the

audience. There is little or no compulsive origin in this talk.

It happens simply because the author so ordained it. The one
thing that should be less conspicuous in a Play than any other

is the AUTHOR! Or the author's purpose ! The moment his

v/ill dominates the spontaniety of the speech of the characters

that moment the dramatic illusion is threatened

!

What there is of coherent Plot in this piece is highly me-
chanical. This is the aoparent reason for naming it a "fan-

tasy." It is too fantastic or artificial to come under the title

of Play. But even a Phantasy in this day and age must pos-

sess some logical cohesion if it is to exist upon its capacity to

hold and entertain an audience. Mere stage pictures and
smart epigram are no provocation for a fee of admittance.

For want of consistent Plot the author finds difficulty in

dividing his Play into Act units. The material is not suffi-

ciently shaped to allow any such decision. An attempt is made
in Act III to work up to a big Scene on the supposition that

here is where the climax begins. But the emotional exhibition

hangs in mid air. It is no climax for it has no foundation to

rest upon. It is situation for situation sake ! The Play has no
central story that leads up to climax. Some effort is devoted
to creating a struggle between Adam and a worldly suitor for

the hand and heart of Eve, but Adam drops completely out of

the contest after a first hint at the contention and no continued
purpose is seen. In Act III the Plot becomes an intrigue to

swindle Eve out of her legacy. At no point in the Play are the
lines of battle openly drawn. Attention is concentrated on
character contrast and catchy epigram. There is no tendency
toward a completed action or a concluded argument with a
Beginning, a Middle and an End.

As is so often the case in crude Drama the fourth Act is

spurious, being nothing more than an unnecessary "stretching

out of the agony." Three Acts are as a rule sufficient and the
third and fourth in this Play should have been merged into
one. There is no rational reason for keeping Adam and Eve
apart. There is a fake misunderstanding sustained on the
stage but not in the minds of the audience. Drama is definite

!

If there is an obstacle it must be clearly apparent ! The spec-
tator loves to submit to such an illusion when the obstacle is

genuine, but when he sees that it is merely a device of the
author's—action is killed outright! And it should require a
pretty substantial reason to keep two unconventional lovers
apart!
We call attention to the favorable attitude of managers to-

ward untried Plays to remind you of the fact that this is the
AGE of the NEW AUTHOR! His opportunity is Ripe! A
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demand has been created for the Native product and producers

are willing to risk their capital to secure such financial prizes

as "Paid in Full" and "The Climax." These Plays, however,
were not the virgin efforts of gifted men. They represent the

final victory of a long lonesome struggle with the subtle se-

crets of stagecraft! Numerous failures preceded them. Take
courage, Mr. Dodd! In 1850 Ibsen manufactured documents
just as undramatic as yours!

SUDERMANN'S ONE-ACT PLAYS.
Streaks of Light, The Last Visit, Margot and The Faraway

Princess.

The one act play is a severe test of the author's skill, for if

properly done it must accomplish the purpose of a full even-

ing's Drama setting forth the Conditions of the action, the

Cause and the Conclusion. It is really a Drama in miniature.

It is a Gem. Sudermann, however, does not endorse this

theory in this new group of one act plays recently translated

into the English under the title of "Roses"*. In fact he does

not make a great difference between Drama and Story ex-

cept for the Dialogue. These specimens do not speak well
for the progress of German Dramatic Composition if Suder-
mann is taken as a criterion and he is recognized in that coun-
try as one of the leading exponents of dramatic literature.

They do not compare favorably with the best English or

American standards and are behind the age in most of the
technical attributes which characterize a brand new species
in the evolution of Drama.

"Streaks of Light" approaches nearest the mark of modern
craftsmanship. The Theme is a morbid one but the funda-
mental principles of Playwriting are not so flagrantly violated
as in the other three. There is excellent Preparation on Page
13 in the mother's reference to the mysterious disappearance
of the roses. We at once see the clue that will lead the hus-
band to the hiding place of his runaway wife. On page 32 the
author employs the obsolete method of allowing two persons
to converse in the presence of a third character struck tempo-
rarily deaf. No author would do this who knew how to sub-
stitute real art for the subterfuge. It is a survival of that
antiquated form which relied upon speech instead of the
actor's art for interpreting the author's meaning. All of these
asides and aparts belong to the actor's facial or pantomimic
performance. They destroy the illusion, if uttered aloud un-
der circumstances that would not be reasonably probable in

actual life.

*Chas. Scribner's Sons, $1.25 net.
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"Margot" is a gem of character drawing in so far as the in-

troduction of the persons of the playlet is concerned. On page
53 the intimation that the attorney himself loves the girl is

conveyed in the subtlest manner. The Scene between her
mother and the attorney abounds in the liveliest germs of ac-

tion. But the Theme is perverted at the very climax of the
skit and its possibilities are scattered to the four winds.

After the author's philosophy^ has exposed the shallowness
of that social law which prescribes that a girl shall marry the

man who has betrayed her even though he be a veritable beast
and after he has created a wholesome self-reliant man broad
enough to rescue this girl from the fate her own mother de-

signs for her—^he deliberately abandons this Theme transform-
ing this purified girl into a depraved creature of base appetite.

This is no part or product of the premises which concern the

imperious caprice of a young and innocent girl. In this at-

tempt to spring an irrelevant sequel the author descends from
the dramatic to the most ordinary of illogical narrative. It is

rank Disunity!

"The Last Visit" is another example of transgressed Unity
with a surprise introduced at the end which in slight degree
results from anything that has preceded. It cannot be too em-
phatically impressed upon the Dramatist that any extraneous
climax not a healthful outgrowth of the primary conditions of

the play is diametrically opposed to Dramatic Law ! To merely
dismay your audience is not to win their confidence

!

In this little sketch an officer has been killed in a duel. A
certain countess is supposed to be the cause of the quarrel.

The countess calls to secure the love letters she had written
the officer and snubs a young girl on the premises. This
young girl turns out to be the officer's wife or widow as it

were. Is this a Play? No! It is merely a page of weird
fiction. The author sets out to fool us and succeeds. He
apparently ignores the fact that the basis of dramatic action

is the knowledge of preliminary conditions imparted to his

audience.

The Play is conversational to a degree of being wordy.
Little really happens before our eyes. It is all talked ABOUT.
The greatest genius under the sun could not make a good
Play after this process. There must be a predominant Cause
in a Play and we must SEE that all things evolve around it.

Things must happen. We lose interest when they are merely
told us.

"The Far-Away Princess" like "The Last Visit" is mostly
talk. The introduction comes to us from parties not vitally

concerned in the action—the landlady and her waitress. The
piece is devoid of a tangible proposition. Nothing is solved
when it is over.
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A young man cherishes the ideal of a princess whom he

woos through a telescope. He meets a very ordinary looking

girl who proves to be the princess and his ideal vanishes.

This is the substance of the thesis of this sketch. It is far

—

—far away from anything that would be defined as dramatic
action. It would not arouse interest either in the reading or

the acting. It is the result of affecting exalted purpose in

play philosophy. But true drama can only be conveyed in

the simple language of the soul and such attitude toward Art
merely dilutes the effect strived for.

HOW HE LIED TO HER HUSBAND.
A Four-day Composition.

Compare the foregoing efforts with a technical masterpiece

like Shaw's little four day composition "How He Lied to Her
Husband." See what the skill of a trained dramatist can do
with the most hackneyed of situations—Husband, Wife and
Lover.

Action begins at the very rise of the curtain, even before a

word is uttered, and continues through every moment of the

Playlet. Study the structure and you will note that the panto-
mime of the actors interprets the author's meaning almost
without words. This is the crucial test, after all ! What story
will your play tell to the deaf mute?

THE GODDESS OF REASON.
A Product of Penmanship.

Do not spend two dollars for the printed copy of this Play
unless you desire to read a delusion in blank verse that has
hypnotized the leading actress in America into believing that
a collection of scattered phrases and pretty speeches consti-
tute a Play, Julia Marlowe produced this piece probably for
the reason that she saw opportunities for much talk. For it is

practically talk—talk from cover to cover. There are few in-

stances where the author has departed from the story telling

method which made her "To Have and to Hold" famous. It is

true the thing is done into Dialog but not in a dramatic
sense and the descriptive method is carried on by means of the
characters just the same. There is little or no play construc-
tion and Scene writing is a principle that has never dawned
upon the novelist. Up to page sixteen, for instance, there is

not the slightest glimpse of dramatic action. The author
merely addresses the audience through the agency of her
characters relating the conditions upon which the action of her
composition is based. In a well made Play not a single word
is uttered that is not compelled by the relations shown to exist
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between the characters. This story meanders along with no
ultimate purpose, taking first one course then another, much
after the popular narrative method.

The history of individual characters, who bear no vital rela-

tion to Plot is given as much attention as an essential point
and on the other hand many of the biggest moments are al-

lowed to occur offstage or between Acts, reaching the audience
only through second hand chatter. One such instance is\

Yvette's election to the office of "Goddess." How did she get

there? Nothing that preceded gave us any reason to believe

she was entitled to such honors. Another essential which
should be seen but is merely heard of is Yvette's plea for De
Vardes' pardon. Yvette merely tells DeVardes that she ob-

tained his pardon.

There is a systematic way to go about building a Play. It

is not by beginning with the Dialog as Miss Johnston has
evidently done. The scenario must be built step by step, each
successive Scene denoting material progress in the action.

Miss Johnston sees a possible stage picture and she jots it

down whether it concerns the Plot or not.

The fact that the piece reached production proves one thing

:

that even an actress of Miss Marlowe's intellect can be de-

ceived readily by alluring opportunities of heroic declamation
irrespective of the fact that these recitations are not substan-
tial parts of that completed whole familiarly known as a Play.

And this talented actress was highly enthusiastic at the time
over the part she played thoroughly believing it good dramatic
material.

Even actors, you see, would do well to learn the Art of

Playwriting. It would enable them to KNOW a Play. And
novelists should take up the subject with all the reverence of

a printer's devil aspiring to journalism.

For study, read the knitting song on page 115 reposed in

the din and slaughter of French revolution. Note on the same
the undramatic way in which Nanon and Celeste talk into the

audience the intervening history and election of Yvette as

Goddess. On page 182 read the tiresome soliloquy and see if

you can determine any possible use of it. Shakespeare used
soliloquy we'll admit, but that doesn't retard the law of evolu-

tion in playwriting. Science is pointing out the truer way,
dramatically. "The world do move" and Drama keeps apace

with it ! If you are in search of a modern Play, a pretty safe

guide would be to follow the dramatic laws which in this Play
Are Not! And at the top of your page of "Don'ts" place the

taboo: "Blank Verse!" As far as Dramatic quality is con-

cerned it is a snare and a delusion.
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AN ENGLISHMAN'S HOME.

Dramatizing National Defence.

This is the best example extant of Theme for Theme sake.

The Play is simply swamped with Theme ! An Army Propa-
gandist takes advantage of the psychological moment to dra-

matize a public sentiment—a moment when England is all

agog over possible invasion by Germany, and the result is

success—for that moment!
Taking as his Theme the inadequacy of England's National

defense to repel the attack of a formidable adversary, Major
Du Maurier has done one of the best bits of atmosphere ever

achieved on the stage. But it is not a Play ! It is a charadfi f

None of the characters employed in the stage pictures are en-

gaged in that personal conflict which in itself is the very fibre

of Drama.

The remarkable quality of his portrayed conditions may be
seen on pages 15 and 16, where the old man is mastering the

technic of Ping Pong Art to a microscopic degree of perfec-

tion; and on pages 12-15 where the young follis fix the impres-

sion that Football is life's paramount issue.

Out of these conditions an excellent Play could grow with
the care and attention of a dramatic gardener. But the Major
fails to bring his theory down to personal interests,—it re-

mains a National issue and a Play cannot take place on the or-

dinary stage with Nations constituting its cast of characters.

THE FAITH HEALER.
A Play Without an Impression.

No better example of the absurd, unreal and idiotic Drama
can be found than this bit of artificial character study written

by the author of "The Great Divide." What is he? That
is about as definite as the question can frame itself concerning
the principal person in the Play. This supposed human crea-

ture is so utterly intangible that it does not appeal to a mortal
audience. We subscribe to the dramatist's invention only
because it is based upon the real—all else in stage-land is rele-

gated to the fantastic or fairy tale farce and opera.

The striking feature technically in this piece is that it is

practically devoid of problem or proposition. It starts no
where and ends in mid air. There is noxnmg at issue—a mere
tale of a faith healer's adventure. The author strives for ex-
alted Theme but aims so high that he shoots above his own
head as well as ours. But Art is the law of gravity that brings
his arrow down to earth ! And science bumps his air ship
with a stilly thud

!
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The most valuable lesson taught by "The Faith Healer" is,

that the author avails nothing in mystifying his audience.

His purpose should be as clear and straightforward as con-
sistent logic can make it. To bewilder his spectators as Mr.
Moody proceeds to do in the third Act by introducing frag-

ments of the past career of his heroine, Rhoda, is the wildest

of crude Disunity! He leads us to anticipate all sorts of en-

tanglements regarding her thin-skinned love affair with the

"healer" by flinging in little inferences that the Doctor had
had an affair with her of some unclean description.

We feel in a very vague sort of way that some sensational

exposure is the author's intended climax but the whole effort

at playwriting is so ineffectual that no enduring impression
of any nature is made. In fact the nearest approach to a
theme is "Unstable equilibrium." The author perhaps wishes
to indicate that faith healing is merely a fictitious name for

positive mental suggestion but his method is too faltering to

carry any conviction with it. The moral for young drama-
tists is : "Go thou and do otherwise !"

COMPETITION.
...DO NOT PREACH! THE PUBLIC CAN SECURE
FREE SEATS IN A CHURCH

!

Manager Savage's Advice to Tyros.
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CHAIR OF DRAMATIC WRITING.
Need of Real Plays.

A very prominent New York Theatrical manager would be
one of ten to contribute $25,000 each to establish a chair of

dramatic writing in an American University. He is very
much in earnest on this subject and does not believe that any
Playwright ever made a real, genuine success until he first

had learned the rudiments of his art.

He doesn't believe in the heaven-bom brand of playwright
—the man who comes down to the office in the morning with
one finger on his brow in a high-art pose and dictates a Play
before he goes to lunch. He believes playwriting is as serious

a profession today as any other of the so-called learned ones,

and that before a man ventures to practice it he ought at least

to know what he wants to do and how it ought to be done.

"We have 3500 theatres in this country," said he. "not to

speak of one-night stands. We have more actors than can
find work. We have plenty of managers, an excellent ma-
chinery for the production of Plays, all the money that is

needed—far more money than can be utilized—a vast organi-
zation ready. The one thing that is needed, and that we can't

get is real Plays. Every day managers produce Plays with
which they privately find fault, or of the success of which
they are in doubt. They are forced to it by the dearth of good
material. Think of it; the really successful American drama-
tists can be counted almost on the fingers of one hand. It isn't

because of any lack of the raw material of which dramatists
are made, but because that raw material isn't properly trained.

Before the budding dramatist learns his trade he is apt to
starve to death."

Plenty of Reward Waits.

And he is ready with proof that the successful pla5rwTight
can depend on financial rewards which few of the other pro-
fessions offer their votaries. He mentioned one American
author as an example. If not a leading author, he is at least
the most voluminous American writer. He turns out fiction

and humor and pathos, and the other set pieces, as fast as any
other writer in the world. It is rare, indeed, that some one
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of his stories is not running in one of the periodicals which
make a feature of fiction, and his personal clientele is, perhaps,
larger than that of any other American writer.

"That man got for his latest story $31,000. Mr. James
Forbes has already drawn $60,000 in royalties from his play

'The Traveling Salesman.' He has received more than $100,-

000 for 'The Chorus Lady.' Charles Klein has drawn several

hundreds of thousands of dollars in royalties from his various

productions. The list might be extended indefinitely. A suc-

cessful play means more to the author than ten years of suc-

cessful practice in one of the other professions in many in-

stances."

"I read everything that is submitted to me. When a play

comes in I number it, and take it up in turn in my moments of

leisure. But—I receive from 1500 to 1600 plays a year. Many
of them may be dismissed with hardly a glance, because the

writer has very obviously broken every rule of dramatic con-

struction. Others need careful study. I give them that study,

because I believe in the American dramatist. I have made
money in producing American plays by American playwrights.

In all my life I have produced only two English plays. They
were this season's crop—one 'The Earth,' and the other 'The
Noble Spaniard.' Both were failures. I was driven to them
because I could not find a play by an American that promised
success. Yet in a large percentage of the plays offered to me

—

in the rough, so to speak—I find good ideas."

Good Ideas Poorly Handled.

"The writers have happened upon a great theme. They
have a good situation. They have a strong central idea. But
they have not worked it out in such form that it could be pro-

duced on the stage. Many of them would make excellent

novels, I am persuaded. They have every element that enters

into a good seller between green covers ; but they are not han-
dled in that particular way that is demanded of the drama

—

and until they are I cannot touch them. But I have faith in

some of these writers. There are, perhaps, a dozen young fel-

lows whom I have 'grubstaked,' as they say in the West. I

have furnished them with enough money to go on with while
they try to hammer their stories into dramatic form. I may
lose money on them all. I may find one great play in the

bunch—and come out a winner in the end."

Nor does this manager believe that a dramatic author may
hammer out a play while he waits.

"Too many people quote the example of Dion Boucicault,"

said he "who wrote 'London Assurance' in twenty-four hours.

The best authors take the longest time. Fitch's plays would
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have been bettered if he had worked them over. Pinero is lei-

surely in his treatment. He lets the idea for a new play mull
in his mind before he touches it. Thomas and Klein never
attempt to turn out more than one play a year. There are 20,-

000 plays written in this country every year—and perhaps 2

per cent, of them are really successful. There should be fewer
plays written—and more good ones."

"What good, he asks, "is the endowment of a theatre if no
good Plays can be furnished it? Better endow a means by
which the country, that wants new plays—is crying for them
—can get them.

JUST A WIFE.
Walter's High Water Mark.

Again the laurel wreath must be awarded Mr. Eugene Wal-
ter who has surpassed all other American Dramatists and out-

classed his own prior efforts in this latest drama "Just a

Wife."

An author matures only as he rises above the hidebound
convention of the society he lives in, to a position where he
can observe the human condition that lurks beneath the veneer
of form and custom.

The Dramatist matures only as he rises above traditional

theatric situation and builds about the bigger, deeper basis of

Theme.
On both these counts Mr. Walter has made good in "Just a

Wife" and his play which received the censure of critics of the
immature class has been approved by that higher tribunal

—

public opinion—and if it does not make a long run at The Be-
lasco Theatre it will simply prove that the Theme is above the

heads of the average playgoer. In other words the length of

its run will measure the length of New York's intelligent play-

going public.

What is this Theme so highly commendable?
It has long been the custom of a large majority of well-to-

do mothers to train their daughters for "just a wife" and noth-
ing more. Not for motherhood—not for womanhood—but
sheer wifery. And wifery of wealth

!

Now it might be possible to show up the suicide of this cus-

tom by merely parading the misery of some such marriage
upon the stage. But this is not the province of Drama!
Drama is Conflict and to drive home his argument Mr. Walter
saw that he must engage two extreme types in combat. He
knew that no commonplace contrast would awaken the moth-
ers who have been slumbering peacefully thru such criminal
conditions for centuries.
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And it was for this reason that he chose the shocking asso-

ciation of mistress and wife. How better could he illustrate

the immortality of the "just a wife" system? The husband
married one woman who had nothing but her beautiful sex to

offer. She was a splendid feminine specimen! He gave this

woman the position of wife but gave his love to another
woman who had sex plus—she had business ability and strong
personality which brought the husband half his success.

Both women were selling their sex! Here is the horrible

truth of his Play! It is not the wife but the WOMAN who
makes the helpmeet. After six years of thinking the legal wife

evolved into a fitter mate and succeeded to the fuller execution

of the contract she had agreed to fill. Isn't this a Theme worth
exploiting? Isn't this a blow to hollow social form? Isn't Mr.
Walter a more potent preacher than any dozen parsons in the

land?

And now that we have dealt with the greatness of this play

let us turn our attention to the imperfections which are equally

the office of this journal. A little more attention to physical

anatomy would have shown the author the true structural di-

visions of his action. Nothing really happens in the first Act
as it stands, and it is therefore not a correct sub-division of the

play. Acts I and II set forth the Conditions and should consti-

tute the first legitimate division in the structure. The drama
really gets a going by this time and we have the true Begin-
ning of a Play.

A similar mistake occurs in "Paid in Full" by the same au-
thor, with respect to the third and fourth Acts. In that in-

stance the action had ended with Act III save for a touch of

Theme which could easily have been interwoven and the Con-
flict closed.

In the modem simplicity Play three acts are sufficient. The
author may deceive himself that the peculiar nature of his ma-
terial demands a greater number of divisions. But is he sim-
ply lapsing in Art? The rightful portions of a Play were un-
consciously named by Aristotle hundreds of years ago—"The
Beginning, the Middle and the End !"

The only serious lapse of Logic in Mr. Walter's Play is the
character of Maxcy, a chum of the wife's brother who "butts
in" on the most delicate and personal domestic occasions. It

must be that the part was tailor-made to afford a friend a
comic opportunity. For the fellow does please even though
we feel in our bones that he has no rational right in the Con-
flict. But how many other plays have so few flagrant foreign-

alities?
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THE CITY.

Was the Work Finished by Fitch?

Although Mr. Fitch may have drawn the general outlines

for "The City" it is difficult for one familiar with the excellent

technique of "The Truth" to believe that this master American
craftsman finished the scenes and dialog of this alleged

"last play."

"The City" abounds in structural transgressions of almost
every sort, yet technical skill was the author's predominant
faculty. Hence the hesitation in accepting this crude speci-

men as the final product of his prolific pen.

Disunity is rampant throughout the structure. Theme is

one thing, Plot another, and the actual success of the piece de-

pends upon a tremendous blast of dramatic dynamite which is

still a third and distinct factor in the divergent ideas which
permeate this Play.

It is the purpose of this article to show that the Play idea

which is intended to conform to a Theme consistent with its

title is distinct and separate from the main Plot of the struc-

ture, and that the strongest single incident Fitch ever wrote
which ends the second Act, constitutes a Conflict all by itself

that could best be presented in a one-act sketch. These three

ideas will be traced out to their solitary unities to show cause
for the question: "Was the play finished by Fitch?"

The theme which endeavors to exploit the effects of the
searching spirit of city publicity upon the character of all who
come within its walls is not embodied in the main Plot of the

Play. The story that contains this Theme is the one that

opens the Play showing the aspiration of a young attorney for

that larger opportunity afforded by the city. After the father's

death he goes to New York but his political career is headed
off by an exposure of his own moral obliquity (evidence of

which is not brought out but merely talked) and this story is

wound up with the young man's resolution to mend his ways
and begin the battle of life on a clean field.

But not until virtue is rewarded is the curtain allowed to

descend for at this juncture a beautiful heroine is cast at his

feet without the slightest warning. She assures him that his

past life is no obstacle to her eternal affection and all ends hap-
pily.

The only recent blunder of like magnitude that this can be
compared with is a similar resort to sentimentality in the last

act of "Israel." In the latter play the happy-ever-after was
said to be the interpolation of an American carpenter. Who
knows but the same tinkerer "finished" the Fitch Play?

The second story is by far the most effective one dramatic-
ally. There are fragments of it entwined in the Theme story
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of Act I, but these particles could easily be woven into the
thirty minute sketch which embraces most of the material in

Act II ending with the catastrophe that brings down the cur-

tain. This sketch has nothing in common with Act III. It is a

completed action in itself and if treated as such would unfold
itself as follows: A young girl falls in love with a man em-
ployed by her brother. The latter knows that the man is his

illegitimate half-brother but conceals this fact from him and
from all others while he employs the illicit relative out of a

sense of duty. The brother learns of their clandestine mar-
riage—an hour since—and is compelled to tell his employee-
half-brother of the terrible mistake. The latter refuses to be-

lieve the monstrous secret but rather than have the brother

tell the girl the truth he draws a gun and shoots her straight

in the heart! This is the sum and substance of the little one-

act tragedy but there is much more by way of a morphine
fiend's frenzied writhings which might be tacked onto the

sketch, just as it is spliced on to the play proper, if mere the-

atric sensation were desired. And this little playlet is a thing

apart from the first and third acts and does not require that

part of Act II which deals with the brother's political career

which we have designated story #i.

There is a third story which retards the legitimate action of

Act II and consumes much of III while it makes a feeble ef-

fort to conform to theme. This story drags in details of the

marital corruption of a second sister to the young attorney.

Her husband is a drunken sot who provokes a little comedy.
But their divorce and reconciliation has about as much to do
with either of the foregoing play ideas as does the comet
Halley.

These three stories comprise the divergent branches of Plot

that rend the Unity of the whole. The only one that partakes

of the real definition of drama having Conditions, Cause and
Conclusion is the second one. The first story is utterly devoid

of Cause for in the original the Cause of the second story is

interjected as a substitute. The third story is a mere episode

from life which fails to assume semblance of drama in any
sense.

Perhaps Clyde Fitch wrote this play but his earliest and
crudest efforts give no warrant for the belief that he could
wander so far astray in technic. None of his other half hun-
dred plays violate the canons of dramatic art with half the fe-

licity. His ripest efforts have been models of good construc-

tion. If this master craftsman really did perpetrate this

artistic crime in its entirety his dramatic conscience must
have been deadened by the roar and echo of the one big scene.
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Profit could not have blinded him to the laws of his Art. It

may have been that death reached the mental man within be-

fore it claimed the mortal man without.

THE TURNING POINT.
Most Censured Play of the Season.

Most young dramatists are prone to condemn the manager
who rejects their coveted manuscripts and waste their years
yearning for the financial wherewith to produce their own
works of Art "Just to show him."
We wish that we might send every aspiring author in

America to see "The Turning Point" so that the prevailing

notion that "money makes the dramatic mare go" could be
forever discarded. This may be the case in some professions

but it is not true of the Theatrical filly

!

Preston Gibson, the author of this piece, had ample funds
to give its production every financial provision of success. His
effort surpasses the average amateur offering and yet it failed

miserably. Why? Because it is not a Play! All the money
in America cannot bribe the play going public to place their

stamp of approval on something that does not appeal to their

emotional faculties, and this is precisely the fate that would
attend the financially forced production of 98 out of 100 plays
written by intelligent, yes, highly cultivated men and women
who have not mastered the fundamentals of play Construc-
tion.

Wild disunity abounds in the main Plot and punctures the
many minor plots of this distracted attempt at drama. Condi-
tions forecasting a dozen developments of disonant and dis-

tinct actions are reeled off thick and fast in the first few min-
utes of Act I. At the end of this act no palmist or conjurer
could say what this play is to be about. It is simply a mess

—

a mix-up—and there you are.

In order to clearly convey the violations of Unity to those
who have not seen the production it will be necessary to out-
line, primarily, the author's possible play material. If he had
not resorted to monstrosities of biplot his Problem would
have been as follows

:

Conditions.

1. A broker buys a valuable coal land for a mere song.

Cause.

2. The owner retains the only right of way to market.

Conclusion.

3. He defeats the broker's game?
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It is not illogical that in the development of this Problem

a love interest should be introduced in which both men
are striving for the hand of the same girl. Such a complica-
tion in the execution of Plot is easily legitimate and crudely
outlined in the play as presented. And so much of the native

Plot is raw material for a splendid play

!

But Mr. Gibson would not confine his efforts to the con-
struction of a play of normal proportions. He would not stop

here. He continued to pile on the agony thick and deep, with
sub-plots and counterplots till every character in his play

ceases rational existence and becomes a theatrical puppet of

artificial stageology.

Besides the legitimate features of Plot above mentioned, he
"rings in" a parodized parson and his matronly inamorata: an
insipid v/idow who is an unscrupulous flirt (in no slight de-

gree attached to the Plot) : an entirely separate conflict be-

tween the broker and a juvenile lover centering in the former's

betrayal of the latter's sweetheart—her abrupt death and sub-
sequent resurrection—all of which is foreign matter crudely

TALKED into the play to the detriment of main plot. The
parson's inamorata is plunged into another plot, needlessly

defiling a mother with the embezzlement of her daughter's

funds merely to float still another plot of the old-time mock
heroic variety wherein the daughter is forced to marry the

"heavy villain" to prevent her mother's name "from being
dragged in the dust."

But lest you think absurdity ends here let us relate a couple
of counterplots whereupon the leading lady beholds the South-
erner giving counsel to the juvenile lover's sweetheart and
straightway proceeds to hate our hero #i, and at the same in-

stant the juvenile himself sees the Southerner "chinning his

gal" and storms off in a fit of jealous rage

!

If a contest were instituted to award a gold medal for the
most flagrant violation of the law of Unity; in these two last

mentioned instances, Mr. Gibson would deserve the honors!
No loftier examples of a desecration of that cardinal principle

could well be invented! And yet do you know there is ma-
terial in this chaotic mass of incongruity for a good play?

The veil between playwriting and mere penmanship is

sometimes an invisible thread. With less real effort than the
author has applied to this imperfect piece, his same energies,

properly directed, might have done a play worth while. Re-
member the moral, young dramatist, that money never made
a makeshift manuscript marketable.
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ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE.

A Photograph of Paul Armstrong.

The proof of a Playwright is his play. A portrait of a
writer's playwriting proclivities is plainly depicted in the posi-

tive and negative qualities of his work. You can't get away
from it—the camera doesn't lie! "Alias Jimmy Valentine" is

a snap shot of Mr. Paul Armstrong and the likeness is won-
derful ! It does not portray a dramatist, however, but a clever

workman with eye and ear trained for detecting the possi-

bilities in another fellow's story. He is more the curator
than the creator. The play reveals both his ignorance and
aptness of Art. It proves one thing ; that the author's method
of construction is not a safe, scientific system but a loose hap-
hazard process. He begins with no conscious gjasp of what
he is about and thus allows irrelevant absurdity to supersede
the fundamental factors of Plot.

In order to demonstrate this assertion let us reduce the play
to its native Problem—not the Problem that we think
best but the one that actually exists in Mr. Armstrong's ma-
terial—the one broad legitimate syllogism of the play which
should have governed Unity from curtain to curtain. We will

state this Problem in its three clauses; Conditions, Cause and
Conclusion.

Problem.

1. An ex-convict baffles a detective's attempt to identify

him.

2. In the latter's presence he is compelled to pick a lock.

3. The detective is so pleased he lets him go.

This is the Problem of "Alias Jimmy Valentine," which
in other words might be termed the beginning, the middle and
the end. Without some such working plan the author is very
apt to begin somewhere else than the beginning as does Mr.
Armstrong in this latest play. Instead of starting with evi-

dence that "Jimmy" was a convict he takes us into the prison

where we see that he actually is a convict and reviews the

whole history of his being pardoned just to work in some
inane episode contained in his scrap book. It is for this reason
that Acts I and II appear to drag heavily. They are not a
legitimate part of the play. The real play does not begin until

Act III which sets forth the first clause of our proposition;

that "Jimmy" is an ex-convict and that he successfully baffles

the detective who is hunting him down, "Jimmy" passes him-
self for another in one of the best made scenes in the play.
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Nearly all of Acts I and II are taken up with an effort to

"ring in" a pretty little romance of the following PLAUSI-
BLE stripe: A girl happens to visit Sing Sing and there hap-
pens to recite an adventure wherein she happened to be res-

cued from one bandit by another. She happens to be the niece

of the lieutenant governor of the state who happens to call at

the prison with her and they happen here to meet the identical

hero of her bandit fairy tale. He in turn happens to appear
innocent and happens to be pardoned by the girl's uncle and
happens to be placed in a position of trust in a national bank
by the girl's own father who happens to be credulous enough
to take stock in her innocent convict.

Of course all this improbable stuff could be transformed
into Drama by proper treatment and adherence to Sequence
but it is not worth while for it is not in keeping with Prob-
lem! The same could be condensed into a few words, if ne-

cessary, or a better Condition Precedent could be invented
v/ithout consuming two whole acts which even then fail to get

the play going.

Another glance at Problem will show that four acts are

not required. The first act should set forth the Conditions.

As mentioned before the conditions do not call for the past

history of "Jimmy's" imprisonment, or the romance of his res-

cuing the girl, or a host of stunts performed by the inmates
of Sing Sing, or Mr. Armstrong's theory concerning the in-

sanity of criminals. The Conditions merely call for evidence

of "Jimmy's" rehabilitation and the efforts of the authorities

to recapture him on an old charge.

The second act should develop the love story which is inci-

dental to "Jimmy's" reform and lead up to the splendid climax
where he is compelled to practice the criminal art of his past
"profession." The curtain falls at the moment this predica-

ment is realized.

The third act is represented by the fourth act of the original

play. "Jimmy" is seen actually operating on the combination
lock by means of touch highly sensitized in the sandpapering
of his finger tips. He does this in the presence of the detec-

tive. There should be some logical solution of the action,

however, which is wanting in the original play. This detec-
tive who has journeyed all the way to Illinois to secure this

culprit announces: "The lady needs you more than the state

of Massachusetts." And calmly relinquishes his prize! Is
this drama? If a detective gives up a prisoner he has been
seeking for years there must be some valid reason for his doing
it. But it is dishonest to dodge the issue! Dramatic dis-
honesty !

How easy it would be to adjust all this by the slightest turn
in Plot. In the play a child wanders into the vault and
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"Jimmy" must pick the lock to save its life. Let us intensify

action by placing the sweetheart in the vault. She was in

"Jimmy's" arms when "Doyle" the detective entered and she

slyly dodged into this hiding place. "Doyle" has utterly failed

to identify "Jimmy" although he is morally certain of his man.
He has gone so far as to guarantee "Jimmy" his freedom if he
will merely show him the subtle secrets of his craft. "Jimmy"
is still obstinate in his declaration that he is not the man. As
a last resort "Doyle" slams the huge safe door which locks

with a combination. "Jimmy" exclaims that his sweetheart is

locked in there and that he does not know the combination!
"Pick it !" challenges the detective

!

Act III is but a moment later. "Jimmy's" fingers itch with
conscious ability to do the old trick. It is too late to mince
matters ! We hear a faint cry from within ! The splendid feat

of the criminal locksmith now follows! The girl is rescued
and the lovers reunited ! With some degree of rational proba-
bility it can now be imagined that "Jimmy" will hold "Doyle"
to his promise. He has shown him the secrets of his craft.

This is an exchange for his liberty!

There is one other detail that goes to show the eternal vigil-

ance required of the Dramatist who would observe Logic in

everything. It is the matter of the combination lock. Mr.
Armstrong introduces this vault as a new one recently in-

stalled in the bank. He has undoubtedly aimed at immunity
by placing the scene out in Illinois. He has not gone far

enough. Even the back-woods banker has long since rele-

gated this sort of security to the junk heap. The village

banker has his time-lock equipment which challenges the
smoothest locksmith in the business. Nothing can persuade
its tumblers to turn before the hour set by the clock in its

mechanism! To meet this contingency the time of the play
should be set back to a period when combination locks were in

vogue or the point should be established that this particular

vault is an obsolete factor in the bank's security. The drama-
tist who is sincere in his Art will not compromise with the
slightest detail of Dramatic Fact.

THE LILY.
A Wretched Structure Artistically Staged.

No better instance of the prevailing paucity of good plays
can be cited than David Belasco's adaptation of this deficient
French Drama. Not that he has failed to see his opportunity
to create one great scene and one intensely human type but to
the artist all discord is painful and without the wizard's in-

comparable stage management this piece would be absolutely
intolerable.
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Do you think that he would concentrate all the powers of

his craft on one solitary situation if he could obtain Plays that
were Drama from start to finish? He could write such a Play,
to be sure, but he is a very busy man. He hasn't the time and
when a vacancy occurs by the abrupt end of another produc-
tion he is obliged to take what he can lay his hands on. His
triumph in this instance is not the Dramatist's success but the
stage master's achievement. He knows the call of the mob so
well that he can bank upon a single moment of tremendous
magnetism portrayed with utmost skill. The fact that few
critics, even, saw the yawning gaps in structure speaks vol-

umes for the supremacy of his craftsmanship

!

If we were to accept this as a specimen of David's original

composition it would simply show that the Dramatist had not
kept pace with the procession which is advancing the struc-

tural standards of his chosen profession at break neck speed.

And heaven knows they needed advancement! But the

adaptor is apt to be blinded to the flaws of the original writers,

particularly if they be authors of renowned fame, and again
he may not be licensed by them to cut and slash at liberty.

The first act of "The Lily" is without exception the most
slipshod construction of any play in the entire Belasco group.

It ranks only in inferiority with Preston Gibson's "The Turn-
ing Point" treated elsewhere in this journal. There is no
definite purpose in the act and the few Plot essentials that do
crop out in a desultory fashion give little evidence of the keen
oversight of a master mind. The chief cause of the ineffec-

tiveness of Act I is that it performs no legitimate function in

the whole play. The minor elements presented in it are so out

of Sequence that Action limps with a crutch. The Act does

not advance the Action as such an epoch in the Plot should.

The first act should set forth the Beginning of the Play. Many
of the Conditions given are not essential to the main Plot and
could well be left to inference or be taken as a matter of

course. All could be worked into Act II which is the legiti-

mate Beginning or first Act of the play.

PROBLEM.
Conditions.

An old maid has sacrificed matrimonial chances for a pater-

nal despot.

Cause.

The younger sister's happiness meets the same opposition.

Conclusion.

The old maid's bitter life strengthens her to defy the irate

father?
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Of course, this broad structural synopsis does not prescribe

what course the working Plot will take but it serves as a guide

to the cardinal requisites of same. The arbitrary father fla-

vors the thing as French. No Yankee girl submits to such
tyranny. The foreign point of view, therefore is a funda-
mental in Problem for without this basis the Plot would
have no foundation to rest upon. We must therefore accept

it if we would have a play even though the outrage is incon-

sistent with parental obedience as we practice it in America.

As implied in the Problem the old maid's sacrifice is neces-

sarily a matter of history for she is already withered wjien we
first see her as a result of the life sacrifice. This Condition is

readily established as the Plot proceeds but begins with
the second Act of Mr. Belasco's play and therefore the second
Act really begins the Conflict. It is the valid first act.

The next step would be to show the younger sister's clandes-

tine love affair against the background of the fossilized old

wretch of a father who would almost eat the child alive that

ran counter to his pleasure

!

At this point the degenerate French standard has made the

girl's lover a married man who has no right to love her. This
moral slope could well be eliminated for there is abundant
Plot material in the powerful climax which takes its origin in

the old maid's motherly protection from the father of the lit-

tle sister who has loved without license in her natural effort to

escape the old man's rule. In a stricter sense even to mar the

girl's chastity might be deemed Disunity. It adds spice to

the scene but the line between legitimate drama and effect for

effect's sake is sometimes difficult to discern. The great force

of the scene is the operation of the second law of Nature—the

love of parent for child—^which is portrayed in this motherly
old maid's affection for her child-sister. Through the medium
of this girl she craves the realization of the love that was lost

to her. It is now the only outlet of that pent up affectation in

her bosom which in youth had been crushed out by the iden-

tical tyrant who now attempts a repetition of such arbitrary

rule.

There is much to admire in Act III. The superb gradation
with which the girl's confession is wrung from her lips—little

by little—is a height of Art most worthy of Belasco. The old

maid's final rise to the defence of her tender little sister is a
scene that will live with indelible life in the minds of the spec-

tator. There is every temptation to let loose here, tooth and
nail! The audience is ready to riddle the old rascal them-
selves. But the restraint with which the moment is handled!
Ah! There's the Art! Most any author must have shown
his teeth a trifle! But the cold full tones that emanate and
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echo from the years of wretched subjugation suflFered by this

poor woman penetrate the soul and find a sympathy that is

the personification of DRAMA

!

Now after such a tribute to the skill of this workman our
comment on the paucity of plays might be a trifle incoherent.
But we said good plays. And by a good play is meant a uni-

formly well built drama of specific Theme and purpose which
sets about unfolding its Conditions, developing its Cause and
attaining its Conclusion in a simple, subtleized, straightfor-

ward fashion. This definition does not admit a makeshift
hastily patched up merely to SELL to the public a few power-
ful scenes no matter what their effectiveness. Mr. Belasco
can construct a good play, we are certain. But this case is

much like that of Mr. Fitch with "The City." If America's
foremost stage master had much to do with "The Lily" his

mind was dazzled by the one culminating moment of stupend-
ous dramatic magnitude

!

THE BARRIER.
Presbrey's Dramatization of Beach's Novel.

"The Barrier" is an example of good Play material so bun-
gled in one instance of the dramatization as to impair its effec-

tiveness. If properly treated, however, there is little hope for

such a Play. Undisguised melodrama is a thing of the past.

This thrilling tale of border life fails to produce the illusion of

reality upon a tenderfoot audience.

Its failure is not entirely a matter of vogue, however. There
are technical reasons why "The Barrier" does not grip with
the power inherent in it. The chief of these causes lies in the

fact that the cart is hitched before the horse. We get effect

before cause.

Long before there is any reason assigned for "John Gale's"

trepidation we see terror written in every move he makes.
This is not Action. It is a flagrant violation of Sequence. Our
sympathies are solicited before we have a knowledge of the

source of this old man's anxiety. In other words the first es-

sential of Action is omitted. What the audience does not know
it cannot act upon and an undefined danger is not capable of

arousing Action. The information that is necessary to our in-

telligent comprehension of Acts I and II does not cross the

footfights till Act III. Here we find out that "Gale" was
charged with murder actually committed by another. This is

one of the first conditions that should have been established in

Act I. It is not one of the elements of doubt that need be held

in solution for the climax of the play. It is precedent fact that

is necessary to the interpretation of Plot.
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Here we get the difference between the dramatist's and the

storyteller's treatment. The latter may build his conflict be-

tween himself and the reading public—the former must make
his struggle between the characters on the stage. The novel-

ist may spring all sorts of surprises on his reader whereas to

bewilder your auditor is to deal a deathblow to Drama. This
does not mean that the playwright must tell his audience how
he is going to solve the problem of his play but that he cannot
obey the laws of his Art and allow characters to perform
stunts that are unintelligible. You will find spectators con-
stantly asking WHY. A play is a rational structure and each
particle in its building must be recognized as belonging to the

whole. To introduce the minutest atom of foreign or incoher-

ent matter merely confuses the auditor needlessly.

This one instance of structural deficiency is cited not be-

cause it is the only one but because it is of magnitude suffi-

cient to destroy any play written. "The Barrier" abounds in

trifling incongruities but on the whole is a remarkably well

built drama. In spite of the fact that New York does not want
melodrama in the nude state we believe that this play would
have made a better showing had the one cardinal weakness
been rectified. The Plot for the most part is admirably con-

ceived and more skill is manifested than in many of the more
successful plays now running.

INCONSTANT GEORGE.
An Insipid Horse-play Farce.

The specimens of French plays seen here this season do not
sustain the supremacy of technic heretofore accredited the

dramatists of that nation. "Inconstant George" at least is not
a good type in its American raiment. But there's the rub. We
never know how much the original has been robbed when it

has passed through the importing processes of translation and
transplantation. For the French point of view and moral stan-

dard will not fit the American audience without considerable
modification.

Bronson Howard once wrote a farce "Saratoga" as insipid

as "Inconstant George." He was writing then, however, a
style fully up to the times. No sane manager would attempt
to stage "Saratoga" today without labeling it a relic of an-
tiquity. It fitted the unevolved audience of former days who
assembled to witness the antics of the actors punctuated with
occasional puns. That audience has passed with the contem-
porary species of dram.a that suited it and the dramatist who
goes along writing the obsolete form must hope for a fossil-

ized producer to appreciate his plays. He must also look for
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an antediluvian actor to take the part. Poor old "Uncle" John
Drew hobbles obediently through the role of "George" with
the perfunctory pitifulness of a well trained work horse.

Like "Israel" this play opens with the clumsy three-ring

circus introduction. There are four women and three men on
stage of whom we know nothing and care less. These people
whom we do not know talk of others we have not seen and
the auditor who has lost the art of making up the deficit by
continual reference to his program is adrift. He cannot see

all that is going on in the "three rings" with an eye that has
been trained to observe a solitary story simply told where
every atom of acting is self-explanatory.

There is no coherent Plot to this silly farce and the wobbly
structure defies analysis on legitimate standards. It is a con-
glomeration of marital infidelity, horse-play and snatches of

vaudeville and burlesque. It would not even serve as a com-
prehensive negative model for study. The structural infringe-

ments are too wide of technical definition. At best the thing
is a hopeless relic of antiquity.

SALVATION NELL.
A Hopeless String of Dissociated Episodes.

With the popular amateur misconception that a succession

of disconnected episodes, occasional uproar and haphazard
happenings constitute that dramatic Action known as a play,

Mr. Sheldon did his best to live up to the highest ideal of

drama visible to the naked eye at the time he wrote this piece.

For in this Art as in all others we must see the image be-

fore we can give expression to it. The only part of the dra-

matic picture that penetrated Mr. Sheldon's comprehension
was that curious little flirt of the brush which distributes the

pigment. And he was in no wise watchful of where he applied

it. A dab on the canvas or one on the wall was immaterial to

him. Any old swish of the brush only so it simulated the ex-

pert stroke of the painter.

This play belongs to the spineless species for it has no
structural backbone. It has no central support for the ana-

tomy. The connecting cartilage is also missing. The one
common characteristic contained in every real play from
Sophocles to Shakespeare, from Shakespeare to Sheldon IS
NOT THERE!

A slum girl loves a worthless convict who is sent to prison

for accidental murder leaving her the mother of his child.

She is rescued by a Salvation sister (in a very thrilling mo-
ment of the triumph of good over evil). "Jim," the convict, re-

turns and drags poor Nell from her pedestal. After a ram-
bling conflict between them she crawls back to the higher
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plane and in a most humorous duet with her young son prays

for the forsaken criminal father. An attempt is made to show
that this prayer is materialized and "Ji"^" joins the "Army."

This is the nearest approach to Plot—though it is not Plot

for it lacks the one fundamental factor CAUSE ! There is no
suggestion of underlying Cause for the completed Action.

WiSiout Cause there can be no Conclusion. Without this

prime requisite the most skillful Dramatist on earth could not

produce a plausible play.

To illustrate more clearly the missing link in the three loop

chain of Problem we will devise an imaginary CAUSE that

would make this play conform to the elementary Law of

Structure, the only suggestion of which, in the original, is the

supposed efficacy of prayer which is a new means of placing

God in the cast of characters.

PROBLEM.
Conditions.

A convict loves a slum girl who becomes the illicit mother
of his child-

Cause.

She is raised to a higher moral plane which causes her to

be repelled at her former suitor.

Conclusion.

Her repulse awakens the dormant manhood within him.

Do you see the slight turn that converts an indefinite noth-
ing into a precise something? It is only necessary to change
the rambling uncertainty of Nell's attitude toward this con-
vict into a decided refusal to consider him in his present de-
pravity, to transform mere narrative into dramatic Action.
There is a problem—something to be done—something to be
solved. Instead of relying on the heavenly power to reform
poor "Jim" we come down to earth and rehabilitate him by hu-
man means. For Drama is a conflict between human wills

—

not between superhuman and human. The superhuman is not
susceptible of convincing presentation upon the stage.

In addition to Structural neglect, "Salvation Nell" abounds
in absurdities of all sorts. The goat love of Nell for this

wretch of a convict is an example of carnal lust unfit for pub-
lic presentation. Particularly is this true when the chimpan-
zee sphere of affection is uncalled for in Plot. The prayer re-

ferred to is a most preposterous thing. The concert cackle of
mother and son could produce nothing save emotions of mirth
and sacrilege. The effort to stir up a counter affection of one
of the Salvation officers for "Nell" is misapplied invention and
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dangerous disunity. A telephone episode where "Nell" threat-

ens to call up the police and expose "Jim" is illogical farce.

Why wouldn't this dare-devil pulverize the telephone with
one pass of his brawny fist? As an accompaniment for

the prayer Providence throws in a thunderstorm for full mea-
sure. Anything plumped in after this fashion merely reveals

the will of the author—it never becomes a part of the play.

Against such feeble Action a prostitute stands out as the one
bit of virile truth in the Plot. We have been so bored with
irrelevant stuff that we welcome the harlot in contrast who is

at least consistent with herself.

In Act III the issue is helplessly adrift ! Several sub-plots

scramble for momentary existence but no sign of the main
Plot is in sight. Of course, the absence of Cause obviates a

Conclusion and no definite solution can be reasonably ex-

pected. There is no Sequence of events in this act. We flit

from one incongruity to another. The lovers wish to make
love in the public street and the playwright waves his magic
wand ! All of the hundred heads that hung from the windows
a moment before now kindly duck and the accommodating fruit

man deserts his stand leaving his wares an open treat to the

boys of the Bowery. All is quiet! Save the cooing of the

lovers and the steady beating of the pulse of common sense

—

"False! False! False! For an audience will feel the fake if

they cannot define their feelings.

From curtain to curtain in this final act there is not the

feeblest breath of Dramatic Action to sustain or stimulate in-

terest. The play with no beginning, with no middle part—can
have no end ! The three clauses of Problem are so cor-

related and interdependent that one cannot exist without an-

other—without the other two.

Moral: Let PROBLEM Rule Supreme!

THE MAN WHO STOOD STILL.
Not a Play.

Several subscribers have requested an analysis of "The
Man Who Stood Still," but we regret to admit our inability to

perform such an operation on something that is not a play.

The piece was evidently a hasty pudding made as a vehicle
for Mr. Louis Mann's eccentric acting. It appears to be a
hodge-podge of particles copied from successful plays such as
"The Music Master" and "Way Down Eiast." There is pain-
ful effort at Action but little or no success in the creation of

that subtle principle. The promulgators of the piece seem to

have confused activity with Action. Every character bustles
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about with undue attempt at excitement but this is not Dra-

matic Action. The piece is of the old school of many-story
drama which is now obsolete. Its only possible value to the

student is its example of the sort of drama to be avoided.

YOUR VOTE COUNTS.
Each subscriber is invited to express his preference of the

plays to be treated technically in "The Dramatist" from time

to time. If your selection does not appear in the list you will

know it is for one of two reasons. Either that we are un-

able to see the play for purposes of analysis or that a larger

majority of votes have been cast in favor of the ones criticized.

"WORLD" PRIZE PLAY.
$500 Prize Awarded a Modern Play Idea.

The great lesson to be learned from the New York "World"
prize contest award is that a picked board of Judges selected

the New Type of Drama with a single centred story, devoid

of all suggestion of sub-plot, confining every moment to the

ONE Theme and thought contained in the Problem, which
is as follows:

PROBLEM.
Conditions.

To relieve the poverty of the household a mother resumes
her professional work as an actress. Her child dies.

Cause.

Piqued by her superiority the husband charges her with
maternal neglect.

Conclusion.

Will she tolerate this monster of selfishness?

Here is a foundation for a play intensely human and real-

istic. The dramatist (for she has well earned her title to the
distinction) has eliminated all silly sentimentality and clung
to the legitimate purpose of propounding her One Straight-

forward Story of this husband and wife. The people are real

creatures of the sort she has seen and known and no effort is

made to besmear them with a varnish of theatric-ideality.

They LIVE and breathe the same air continually inhaled by
the spectator and for this reason will bind the interest of the
audience.

Mrs. Martha Fletcher Bellinger, the winner of this remark-
able prize, has made one serious mistake in the Scenario draft
of her Play idea. The Action is divided into four Acts where
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the material calls for but three. Instead of a first act to show
the poverty of the home and the mother's decision to resume
her stage career; a second act to portray her stage success,

interrupted by the terrible news of her baby's fatal illness; a

third act for the husband's charge of ambitious neglect and a

fourth act to end this struggle; she should divide the Action

as follows:

Act I. and Act II. same as original.

Act III. Husband's charge of neglect really actuated by
pique at her superior talents. Wife's meek decision to resign

stage career. Further despotism which causes wife to desert

this selfish wretch.
Here the Action ends as finally as Problem can pre-

scribe; Any attempt to attach further complications merely
threaten the beginning of another play in Act IV which is so

clearly the case in "Paid in Full" and "The Third Degree."
It is a great thing to know when to stop! Problem tells

you. Just to achieve the happy ending, the author of this

prize play expects to "ring in" lover for the wife in the charac-

ter of a playwright. If this is done an economy could be at-

tained by making a composite of the stage manager who em-
ploys her and the pla5rwright who writes the play in which
she is to star. Another structural defect that will probably
receive attention under the advice of professional management
is the elimination of spurious set scenes in the second and
fourth Acts. This is an antedeluvian form seldom resurrected
by modem Dramatists!

But before we dismiss the subject let us glance into the his-

tory of this woman whose work has won favor with five

worthy judges and see if this Scenario was a thing dashed off

in a fit of inspiration or the result of careful study of the
fundamentals of Drama.

Mrs. Bellinger left college in 1892. She had already given
much thought to dramatic and literary pursuits. Year after

year she toiled and struggled with her hobby availing the best
technical advice obtainable until she finally became a public
lecturer on the subject in the schools of New York. Twenty
years, at least, may be reckoned as her preparatory period and
this is her first play to be produced! Does this look to you
like a flash of genius? A spell of inspiration? Or the re-

ward of work, work, work?
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LUTHER B. ANTHONY. E.ditor

Vol. I. EASTON. PA. No. 4

QUARTERLY 1910 JULY

Enchained
A Rare Specimen of Modem Construction.

It may be deemed an assumption on the part of an Ameri-
can to sit in judgment on the work of the Grand Prize winner
of the French Academy, but even though the French pay more
attention to structure than any other dramatic writers in

the world, they have yet to resolve the art of playwrit-

ing into a safe and sound science. Of course, the French
moral standard is bound to infest their drama and unfit much
of their best product for American presentation despite the

maudlin efforts of our own play butchers to chop them to fit

our stage. But the ethics of any play should be measured in-

side the limits the author has imposed upon himself and not
by any external standard.

The commendable qualities of structure in this play out-

number the negatives in a greater proportion than any manu-
script we have reviewed, comprising a list of many thousands.
The fundamentals of Play construction are observed in nearly
every instance so that it serves as an excellent model for the
student.

Drama.

This subtle dramatic agent so little understood by the ama-
teur is well illustrated in "Enchained." By Drama we mean
that effect produced upon the audience by the things that

HAPPEN upon the stage. If you want to see this principle in

full operation, calling forth doubt, sympathy and suspense,
read Scene VI of the first Act. Note how the constantly drift-

ing relations between these two characters keep interest alive.

Note the superb dignity and extreme fidelity of the author's
art. The Scene is brief, so brief that we all want more of it.

We sit in breathless suspense wondering what is to come of
this complicity.

In Scene VIII another phase of Action is created by an
opposite course. It may not vibrate our sympathies with as
much delight but to the Plot this Scene is just as essential. It

promotes the Play. It is a decided stride for progress, advanc-
ing the completed Conflict perceptibly.
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Scene VI of Act II is fully as powerful as the same number

in Act I. No one, better than the beginner, knows how to

make a sameness in all Scenes that occur between the same
characters. You will note no similarity here, even though we
have the same characters, dealing with the same emotion, but
creating an entirely new effect for the reason that there is in-

finite progress in the Conflict. The pot is boiling ! New fuel is

thrown into the fire continually. See what restraint is exer-

cised by the dramatist toward the end of Scene VI Act II.

How readily the novice would have thrown them into each
other's arms, thereby destroying that potent sympathy in-

spired with the audience by their nobler conduct.

Scenes.

Please notice that the Scene divisions refer to the struc-

tural units and do not mean a change of stage setting. This is

what we invariably mean when we speak of Scenes in techni-

cal discussion. Without Scenes there can be no Play. A Scene
is a little Play in itself. Note what marvellous headway Her-
vieu makes in a brief Scene of less than a page at times. Take
Scene VIII in Act I, for instance. The author wishes to show
that Irene keeps her promise to Michel : "I shall forever keep
myself for myself." Pages of dialog could not accomplish
what he does here in seventeen speeches

!

And strange to say the poorest Scene in the whole play is

one of the longest. It is Scene I in Act III. In a well written
Scene there is not a word of the dialog that is said with-
out inevitable Cause. The character must say it, either

because of the predicament in which he is placed or by
mere reason of his nature of which we must have seen traits

that give credence to his utterance. There is hardly a line in

the above mentioned Scene that has the dramatic force back of

it. The words are there because the author wanted to get cer-

tain information before the audience and for this moment
lapsed in his art and employed the amateur's method of

TELLING the audience first hand. Valanton is as foreign to

this Scene as the king of the cannibal islands. The informa-
tion that is pumped across the footlights should come out in-

directly and inevitably through the dialog of the principals

concerned. There is nothing doing between Valanton and
Fergan and where there is nothing at issue you may be sure
that mere rhetoric and inaction will result.

A splendid contrast to this flaw may be found in Scene VI
of the first Act. Here there IS an issue. These two beings are
in Love. Circumstances are keeping them separated. The pur-
pose of the Scene makes it throb with life and emotion ! Ob-
serve this difference in these two examples and you have the
main secret of Scene construction, which is half of the art of

Playwriting.
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Sequence.

And now we come to the gravest transgression of principle

in the Play; an effort to "ring in" a factor of preparation for

subsequent effect at a juncture entirely out of Sequence. In
Scene V of Act I as Valanton is getting ready to depart Pau-
line says: "You were very delicate when you were little," and
Michel admits it, citing heredity as the cause. The thought is

plumped into the midst of another Scene where its violation of

Sequence destroys effectiveness. And the hint itself is a very
important one. Without this intimation of Michel's affliction

we cannot properly comprehend the impending catastrophe in

Act III when we see the son of Michel the heir to his father's

malady. Lack of such comprehension dilutes suspense, for the

audience should begin to see Fergan's impending doom. If

we do not, the rudiments of Action are at fault

!

But this preparation must come in somewhere, you will

say. Yes, and there is a place for it, just as there is a real har-

bor for every thought waiting to be launched. Look at Scene
VI of this Act. Michel is going away. Irene does not want
him to go. Wouldn't it be the most natural thing in the world
for her to advance the argument that he was not strong
enough to make this trip. Michel would retort that he was
never stronger, that this delicacy is a thing of heredity with
him. All the more reason for Irene wanting him to remai/
where she could watch over him. And there you are! The
item of preparation has here crept in without obtruding itself

upon a foreign Scene, and besides fusing with the dialog
in hand it has served to advance the sentiment of the Scene of

which it is now truly a part.

Future Study.

We dedicate this Play to the sincere student of the Drama
who wants a model of good structure. When helplessly adrift
in accomplishing your point refer to this masterpiece and see
how Hervieu did it. You will find few patterns that will serve
as well.

We shall refer to this Play from time to time for illustra-

tion, to drive home our discussion on principle. Please feel at
liberty to communicate on any point that confuses you. If

you care to rewrite Scene I in Acts I or III we will analyse
your effort. These are the two weakest Scenes in the play.
Persevere and study! Look upon your art as the physician-
candidate contemplates his course at the University. The dra-
matic is the most subtle Science of them all.
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DRAM
E,NCH AIN ED

A PLAY IN THREE ACTS
By Paul Harvieu

Translated by Ysidor Asckenasy

Copyri(ki 1910 by TtUor Atcktaaiy

Characters:
Michael Davemier.
Ferdinand Valanton.
Robert Fergan.
A Servant (man.)
Rene Fergan.
Pauline Valanton.
Irene Fergan.

ACT I

The Stage represents an elegant drawing-room. In the

rear a conservatory. Doors at right and left. Lamps lit. Light
as for small reception.

Scene I.

Irene, Pauline.

(As the curtain rises PAULINE questions her sister with
tenderness. IRENE, agitated, nervous, traverses the stage its

entire length. The men are smoking and can be seen behind
the glazed door of the conservatory.)

PAULINE.—Finally, for what can you reproach your hus-

band?
IRENE (with vehemence).—His incapacity to make me

love him.
PAULINE.—Whose fault is it? You accuse him of not

loving you. Perhaps he could answer that you are not affec-

tionate.

IRENE.—Ah! I feel that I would know how to cherish

some one, if that some one for whom I am longing with all my
heart would only come! But Robert, after ten years of mar-
ried life, of life in common, has not even made me resigned,

and I am now in despair.

PAULINE.—Ah ! when I saw last month that that devilish

law of divorce was voted, I immediately thought of the new
stimulant you would find in it; you and all like you, my poor
Irene, who until now were contented with making simply a
very bad household

IRENE.—I was never satisfied.
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PAULINE.—Why don't you arrange your life differently?

You have no child to console you; go into society to amuse
yourself. Do not refuse the opportunities of being outdoors as

much as possible. Here, in this house so excellently planned

for receiving guests ; with such comfort ; with a jolly fellow as

a husband and a charming woman as hostess,—you should be-

gin to entertain again. Reopen your circle, which you have
narrowed, so that it scarcely counts any one but myself, your
old sister, not exceedingly amusing, and your brother-in-law.

By and by have an occasional evening with us. j

IRENE.—It is not pleasure that I need ; it is happiness,

crave and weep for the lack of it ; you advise me to tal-

drugs.

PAULINE.—I repeat, Robert, no doubt, is not ic

it is yourself who makes your misfortune, with you
and your lively and excitable disposition. This •w'iil:^ leaves
alas ! and sooner than you know

IRENE.—Can you reproach me for being differ^^g^

this man who feels enthusiasm for nothing, whirene did
against nothing, who is nothing, nothing but my yy^ guests,
me V of your

PAULINE.—For you, who are ready to listen to every-
thing, who feel all things passionately, who are ready to live

and die for everything.
IRENE.—I do not pretend to be of a superior nature. I

have no vanity. I should not ask my husband to be a great
man. It would have been enough, perhaps, that he were a
man, an ordinary man, possessing the ordinary virtues, and
even vices, but also emotions, the power to feel pain, to be in-

terested in life. But my husband does not give me even the
possibility of commiserating him, to spend for him a bit of my
heart, which is so large

!

PAULINE.—Notwithstanding, you have very fine occa-
sions to show a little pity! Just see: your disagreements in

everything, your discords, your quarrels ; see ; There is much
to anger, to enrage him.

IRENE (with a restrained irony).—You don't know him.
Such men as he are always calm, in their conviction of being
right. When he rises in the morning he is ready to be right all

day. He is right with the servants, with the horses, with
everything. In all stories that he relates there is always one
who was wrong, while he was right.

PAULINE.—He is not right, then, against you?
IRENE (wild, sullen).—Yes! As a husband he uses his

power against me whenever it is convenient to him, but with-
out the least regard whether it is convenient to me.

PAULINE.—I take the liberty of giving you a sermon. It

is I who caused you to be married and in a manner exactly as
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I v/as married by our mother. My husband is identical with
yours. They both have the same manner of conduct, the same
kind of idleness in their equal wealth. Their habits of clubs,

sports, hunting are almost similar. Both are sons of rich fami-

lies, having had fathers who worked hard ; they and others like

them form a legion of similar husbands, who have wisely

married, before being too baldheaded, before being too ugly,

young girls richly endowed like us, excellently educated and
reared in convents like ours. Their households compose the
Tood middle class of society. And as for my part, I am very

^11 satisfied with my lot, Ferdinand and I love each other
Micii« ly—just as we should.

Ferdin jvJE.—Oh! I know that. You are one of a certain lim-
Robert -iber of wives always satisfied with their lives. But it

A Serva, .lo at the right moment will make also the most re-
Rene Ft idows. The one and the other are of the same kind.
Paulme line (a little offended).—I don't quite see the con-
Irene Fv

"C.—T&''that so? Just a few months ago, at the dinner

The St^^l Davemier told us of his trip to Greece, do you

rear a co^^^* your husband said? He said very naturally:

"bitjuid I have the misfortune to lose my wife, and were I still

young enough, I should take just such a trip? You seemed
to find this also very natural."

PAULINE.—Why, was it not?

IRENE.—What? Is that a good husband, who in presence
of his wife should thus foresee a possibility of becoming a wi-
dower, to start a trip with just a little baggage?

PAULINE.—You always go to the extreme.

IRENE.—And you? Is that, then, the manner of being in

perfect accord in a household? It is not like that I want to

be loved; nor do I care to love like that. It is against such
misery that I cry and struggle here.

PAULINE (maliciously).—If I gave but little attention to
what my husband said, it is, no doubt, because I amused my-
self watching you.

IRENE.—Me?
PAULINE.—Yes, you. While Michel Davemier kept us

under the charm of his speech, his ideas seemed to me devil-
ishly advanced in every respect; but you gave the impression
of finding them very eloquent.

IRENE (with embarrassment).—What do you mean to
say?

PAULINE.—Would you like me to add even the reason to
which I attribute the particular nervous irritation that you feel

against your husband? It is because he lacked, I confess it,
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ability and refinement, which Michel showed during the dis-

cussion. Since we have again met the friend of our childhood,

your husband has given you but very little opportunity to

show how small he is.

IRENE (agitated).—Then you think—what do you think?
PAULflNE.—I think that you were wounded in your self-

love, and that there is nothing in it. All this will pass (point-

ing to the back of the stage). The smokers are coming back.

Your eyes are red. You should perhaps

—

IRENE.—Yes, make myself presentable. (She goes into

her chamber—right).

Scene II.

Pauline, Fergan.

FERGAN.—How is this, my dear Pauline? My wife leaves

you alone?
PAULINE.—You came just in time to take her place.

FERGAN.—In fact, I came to take leave of you. Irene did

not think it necessary to tell me that we would have guests.

I had to pretend urgent business to avoid the company of your
Mr. Davemier. I have come to believe that he is a fellow of

great value, but he is poison to me. I left him with Ferdinand,
who, it seems, can endure him more than I.

PAULINE.—And you go away to make your indispensa-

ble visit to the club?
FERGAN.—Oh! indispensable? No! But there is a little

group of friends who play the game among themselves. When
we take leave at seven o'clock, we say: 'Will you be here this

evening?' 'I will be if you will be.' 'Well, then, I'll be.' Then
we have a mark, an aim, our little word to keep.

PAULINE.—Did you never ask yourself if there was no
other thing of more importance to you? Yes; the peace of

your home. What do you think your wife feels whenever you
leave her alone at home?

FERGAN.—My wife? She is enchanted! You could cer-
tainly see how sullen and disobliging she acted towards me all

the time at dinner. Well, the moment she knows that I am
away, I wager she will become very amiable, very joyous. The
moment I come where she is, she becomes gloomy. When I

depart, she feels at once an air of deliverance.
PAULINE.—Instead of being contented with things as

they are, you should try to change them. The situation is in-

deed grave.

FERGAN.—What would you have me do? It is Irene who
does not suffer me any more. That began, I do not know
when; and continues, I do not know why; and I don't care
even to give the impression of perceiving it.
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PAULINE.—If you become stubborn on your side, she

will become stubborn on hers, and the breach between you
will become more and more wide.

FERGAN.—The worse ! I have thought a great deal. My
conscience does not reproach me for anything. Of what does
Irene complain?

PAULINE.—Of nothing precisely—of not being happy.
FERGAN.—Does she believe I am? With her singular,

capricious character, her continual hostilities, her glum and
scowling look! She should bear that in mind: the more she
comports herself so, the more I shall go for fresh air and shall

wait until that passes.

PAULINE.—But then, what will become of her during
that time?

FERGAN.—She will think the matter over.

PAULINE.—Oh ! She is of such a nature that you might
wait a long while for her submission.

FERGAN (with authority).—She is my wife.

PAULINE.—She is first herself, and then your wife.

FERGAN.—I married her to give her a peaceful and
agreeable home. I ask her to share with me an ordinary, pos-

sible life, like all the world.
PAULINE.—Irene is a person who is not like all the

world.
FERGAN.—I pity her. Whoever is not like the rest of the

people is of necessity wrong. As you see, it is not I who must
change. For my part I take life as it presents itself. Irene is

constantly dreaming. I never dream. And I do not under-
stand how one can wish for anything better than a peaceful

life. It is your sister who must change, and you should tell

her so.

PAULINE.—I told her the best I could, just a few min-
utes ago.

FERGAN.—Did you? And what argument did she use
against me?

PAULINE.—^The most adroit of all—it is beyond your
comprehension.

Scene III.

Pauline, Fergan, Irene.

(IRENE scowls as she sees her husband; she stops for a

while.)

FERGAN (low to PAULINE).—There she is. (Loud.)
Here you have company. I shall go away. (Irene cheers up.)

(Low.) Do you see? (Loud.) Good by. (He bows slightly

to IRENE, who lets him pass, and he goes out through the

left.^
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Scene IV.

Pauline, Irene.

IRENE.—Did you speak of me?
PAULINE.—Certainly ! We had a heart to heart talk.

IRENE.—Oh! Then you should understand each other

very well!

PAULflNE.—Just as well as I understand you.

Scene V.

The same, Valanton, Michel Davemier. (The last two ar-

rive from the conservatory.)

VALANTON.—So, did I not convince you?
MICHEL.—Not in the least

VALANTON.—I was about to marry off Mr. Davemier.
IRENE.—To whom?
VALANTON.—To whom? How do I know? We did

not reach that far. I said to him: "Now look, you are thirty

years old. Your personal merits, your eminent situation in the

university, entitle you to a wife with a large dowry, and it is

for you to find her. It is only a short time since you returned

to Paris ; you did not make undesirable acquaintances nor any
entangling alliances

"

PAULINE.—Oh

!

VALANTON.—"Consequently, you don't love any one;
then go ahead and marry ! The first thing to do in such a case

is to say to oneself, 'I want to marry.' Afterwards, there is

nothing left but to look for a desirable match. Of course, as

usual, one compares, chooses, and gives preference. This is

worth more than the opposite method; to provide one's self

with a woman first, and decide to marry her later
—

"

PAULINE (to MICHEL)—And what did you answer to

these exhortations?
MICHEL.—To me marriage, birth, and death constitute

the three great solemnities of our existence. I attribute to

each an equal importance. I look at them with the same spirit.

Personally, we do not anticipate our birth; we die involuntar-
ily when our time comes. So, also, I think that marriage
should be accomplished without our intervention, just as well
as our birth; without preparing for it more than we prepare
for death. I should like marriage to come suddenly, fatally,

instinctively, through the sovereign action of nature. The sac-
ramental "yes," it seems to me, should come forth from our
hearts, because it was put therein mysteriously, unknown to
us, as if it were the first mewing, as it shall be the last sigh.

IRENE.—Nature takes care to give us birth and make us
die. It does not care to marry us.
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MICHEL.—In fact, it watches how we fall in love in spite

of ourselves, with one that excludes every one else. And this

sentiment is as arbitrary, as undefinable, as divine, as is the

law which first opens our eyes, and then closes them to the

light

PAULINE.—Still, one has the liberty to get married or

not ; we are free to marry without love, and even against love.

MICHEL.—Exactly. Here nature inspired itself on the

subject. It is not brutal, as in the question of life and death.

It is more humble and very gallant. It insinuates, beseeches,

delays, and torments.
IRENE.—And after all it is powerless to make people re-

frain from marrying for family reasons, for reasons of conve-
nience, or any other reasons, which are naught but reasons.

MICHEL.—We may disregard nature for a while, or we
may not wait till it announces itself, but you may rest assured

that sooner or later it will assert itself; it will either confirm
through love the marriage of those who disregarded it at the

beginning, or will make them unite with some one else outside

—as in nature.

VALANTON.—I know only one way of marrying; the

city hall and the church.

MICHEL.—Marriage is love, to which the virtuous cus-

toms have nobly added the city hall and the church. In your
system, it would be nothing else but the serious action of sign-

ing an important contract. I can see in this kind of engage-
ment the most notable act of the bourgeoisie, but I deny it the

character, the fatal beauty, of being one of the three great hu-
man acts.

PAULINE.—Is it at the French schools in Athens that

one learns things like that?

MICHEL.—No, in the school of life, where, my dear
madam, you were present at my debut.

VALANTON.—It is true, then, that you were the first

playmate of my little sister-in-law?

MICHEL.—We were neighbors in our gardens at St.

James. A day came when I had no father, no mother, no gar-

den. But the illusion of still having a family^ of a place in the

world, I found in the good neighboring home.
A Servant (coming in).—The carriage of Mr. Valanton is

ready.

VALANTON (to the Servant).—All right. Give us our
coats. (The servant goes out.)

PAULINE.—You were very delicate when you were little.

MICHEL.—Yes, very sickly. I inherited that from my pa-

rents.

IRENE.—And he was a bad boy, too.

MICHEL.—Truly?
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PAULINE.—Not at alL I have a vague recollection that

he was very gentle.

IRENK—You did not know what more things to invent,

that I should not always end by crying, and above all, you
used to assume such a haughty air, and become angry, and
then go away.
MICHEL (melancholy).—That is probably the way the

boys cry. (During this VALANTON has risen and made a

sign to his wife, who also is ready to go away.)
VALANTON (to Irene).—You will excuse us, dear friend,

but I arose this morning at five o'clock to go htmting, and I

ought to start again tomorrow morning. I am literally worn
out, it simply kiUs me.

IRENE.—If that were work, yes ; but as it is amusement—
(goes toward MICHEL).—Good by, Mr. Davemier.
MICHEL (who also rose).—I go. I beg your pardon, per-

haps I detained you by my staying a little too long. (To PAU-
LINE and to IRENE.) But it was in some respects my fare-

wells that I wanted to bid, and which I prolonged.
IRENE (with emotion).—Farewell?
PAULINE (with a simple curiosity).—Are you going

away again?
MICHEL.—I am charged with a mission of researches in

Asia Minor.
IRENK—And you must depart at once?
MICHEL.—I should be ready in a very short time.

PAULINE (whom her husband hastens to the door of the
conservatory).—Will you not come to pay me a last visit?

MICHEL.—Certainly. (MICHEL stays to take leave of
IRENE, while PAULINE and VALANTON go out.)

Scene VL
Irene, Michel.

IRENE.—Why must you go? Tell me about this project
which is so unexpected?

MICHEL.—I should have preferred not to speak at all.

IRENE.—And it seemed to you best to let us know
through a letter that you had gone, and would remain away
for a long time?

MICHEL.—Don't scold me, please.
IRENE.—What made you take such a resolution?
MICHEL.—I once went away for reasons known by no

one but myself. The time passed slowly. I tried to delude
myself, and then I made the mistake of coming back. To-day
I have first realized that mistake—I must depart.

IRENEw—The reasons that you had and still have, is it im-
possible to let me know them?
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MICHEL.—No. There is no one else to whom I could tell

them.
IRENE (confused).—Ah!
MICHEL.—Ask me.
IRENE.—I do not dare.

MICHEL.—Well, then, it is I who shall dare. Above all,

the long months that I passed in the very heart of antique

things have undoubtedly diverted my attention from my own
life. Leave the present, and let me take you with me in my
recollections along a sweet and sad walk through a temple in

ruins.

IRENE.—I understand very well that you are going to in-

vent one of those games of which I spoke a few minutes ago,

and which always made me shed tears.

MICHEL.—When your marriage was decided upon you
were eighteen years old. I was twenty and had just left the

normal school. You became the wife of Mr. Fergan. All this

fell upon me heavily, like a judgment. I do not know how a
woman feels at the age of eighteen, but I know that a boy of

twenty is something which is not yet fully conscious. I con-
tinued to see you, to see you again and again, until one day I

realized that I loved you distractedly. When one finds out
that such is the circumstance, he is fully aware of his future.

I was destined to love you forever, and it was forbidden me
to ever love you. Then I looked for a refuge in work, and then
in exile. I was going to live three years in the far East, trying

to drown my thought, which you occupied, in the sun, in the

vast pure sky of those shores. It is not because I felt healed

that I returned, but it is because I felt no better. But here,

here was something even worse to meet.
IRENE (interrupting him).—I did not want to follow you

in the past.

MICHEL.—Now, I have nothing else to tell you, (A
pause).

IRENE.—Perhaps there is something missing in woman's
soul. As for my part I shall never understand how one is able

to leave the person he loves. To me it seems everything would
be supportable but the absence. Of course I realize that the

first sentiment was not to depart from the one we love so
dearly.

MICHEL.—And if I were to tell you that it was a kind of

folly which compelled me to run away from you would you
not see in that impulsive action a most humble and passionate
confession, the most painful proof of my sincerity and my sub-
mission?

IRENE.—But if you came to realize that the sacrifice of

remaining near me would be still greater—^would you not con-
sent? (Silence from MICHEL.) Even if I should ask it?
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MICHEL.—I did not say that. I never thought this ques-

tion would present itself.

IRENE.—Nor did I, until now.

MICHEL.—And now?
IRENE.—It seems to me I cease to be the woman who has

ignored herself for such a long time. And at the news that

came so suddenly that I was going to lose you again (she be-

gins to shed tears), I felt that I had come to consider you
something that belongs to me, I do not know how, but never-

theless very much to me.

MICHEL.—You feel ill. I am very culpable. I beg your
pardon. I have not the right to understand what you say, to

dare to believe it. It is only I alone who has to suffer.

I learned it. You should not do it.

IRENE (supplicating).—Promise that you will go away
no more

!

MICHEL.—What will become of us?

IRENE.—Ah! whatever the future reserves for us please

do not abandon me. Be my providence, my consolation. If

you only knew how unhappy I am. No. Remain. Let us

share our sorrows.

MICHEL.—You believe me stronger than I am.

IRENE.—I believe you are strong, and I feel that I am
strong.

MICHEL.—Yes, but in my love for you, you think that I

am capable of wishing anything which shall be in the least in-

jurious to you. But did you never stop to think that the most
unspeakable anguish can soil even the purest sentiment?

IRENE.—I do not understand you.

MICHEL.—I see here beside you a man whose rights and
caprices can dispose of you.

IRENE (palpitating with shame).—You are not generous.

MICHEL.—I am jealous. (IRENE covers her face.) And
you will understand that there will not be room enough for me
and the man to whom you belong. (A long pause.)

IRENE.—You have made me feel how great a part of my
heart you occupy—and I know also that I cannot belong to

you. I ought not to belong to anybody. Help me. Remain
to defend me ; you will always see my eyes resting sincerely on
yours. From this moment I shall forever keep myself for my-
self. (She extends him her hand, which he very respectfully
kisses.) Return as soon as you can—thanks; this evening I

feel my soul was bom again.

MICHEL.—You have also renewed my life. (Exit Michel
through the conservatory.)
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Scene VII.

IRENE (alone after watching MICHEL'S departure, falls

in an elbow chair, in a pensive attitude).

Scene VIII.

Irene, Fergan. (Fergan returns through the door of his

room, left. He is still in his evening dress, except the dressing
gown that he has on. He comes in without being noticed by
IRENE, until he puts his hands upon the back of the armchair
where she sits.)

FERGAN.—Are you asleep?

IRENE (jumping).—You frighten me!
FERGAN (amiably).—I did not mean to. I thought I

would not find you in tihe drawing room at this hour. There is

no more fire here. (Feeling her hands.) Your hands are

frozen.

IRENE (freeing herself).—Let me alone, please.

FERGAN.—What is the matter?
IRENE.—I thought I should be left alone.

FERGAN.—Your nerves again?
IRENE.—Yes.
FERGAN (very gallant).—That suits you very well. You

look still prettier.

IRENE.—Pray, let me alone.

FERGAN.—Are you really angry? But I am determined
not to become angry. (He embraces her.)

IRENE (breaking away).—You are stepping on my dress.

FERGAN (whispering in her ear).—Come, it's bedtime.
IRENE.—No!
FERGAN.—Listen!
IRENE (she exits and closes the door abruptly).—Good

night

!

FERGAN.—No! Irene! (He tries to open, but the lock
resists. He shouts furiously).—You shall pay for this.

ACT II

The same setting as in Act I. Daylight. The spring roller

blinds of the glazed back door are lowered-
Scene I

Irene, Fergan. (As the curtain rises, FERGAN is ready to

drink a cup of coffee at the table at the right. IRENE, seated

in an armchair, at the other extremity of the room, reads, ob-

stinately, a book. FERGAN, after manifestations of impa-
tience, closes the book in the hands of his wife, and takes it

away with a move of firm resolution.)
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FERGAN.—Although you have tried it, I think I can de-

lay no longer from telling you the changes I wish to make, and
which I think are absolutely necessary. (IRENE, her arms
crossed, listens to him, without looking at him.) It has been
a long time, several months, since you mentioned the subject

of your health. The state of your nerves, your migrims and
your hysterics alarmed me only at first; to-day my opinion is

settled as to these imaginary ills, which I deplore you still

simulate. I have resolved to adopt extreme measures—to cure
you. If life in Paris still continues to disagree with you I shall

take advantage of the opportunity to terminate the lease of

this residence, whose term of renewal is just approaching.
Have you any objection to offer?

IRENE.—None.
FERGAN (with a cunning and spiteful tone).—Then, all

that remains for me to do is to consult you as to your choice

between two estates that I have in view. They have equal
reasons for furnishing you a salutary climate. Both are in the

country, far from any town, and receive excellent breezes from
the neighboring forests. I would willingly abide by your pre-

ference, because you are destined to live at one of these two
places more constantly than I, because I shall be compelled to

be away frequently. The administration of our estates or

some unforeseen events will make this necessary. Such ab-

sence will not annoy you whose life is so uniformly arranged.

When do you think you will be disposed to examine the de-

tails of this question?

IRENE (rising).—Never! I refuse to interfere in what-
ever you may bring before me regarding the future. We shall

never form any plans together. I cannot conceive of the possi-

bility of a common existence between us; you hate me as I

hate you.

FERGAN.—It is you who compel me to hate you. You
impose upon me, your husband, a situation which is singular,

ridiculous, outrageous ! Change and I will change too.

IRENE.—This does not depend on me. I feel something
which is stronger than I am.

FERGAN.—You were not always like that? Were you?
IRENE.—^Why not! At first, as any other girl who mar-

ries, I asked nothing else but to love the man whose wife I had
become. I tried, I struggled, I tormented my heart, but I

could not triumph over myself. I cannot, I cannot! And I

swear it from the depth of my heart, I shall never be able. It

is from experience that I know I cannot love you at all.

FERGAN (beside himself).—There is not one single word
in what you say which is not a violation of your duty and a

defiance of all my rights.
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IRENK—I do not utter one word which does not express

the sorrow and the truest outburst of my soul.

FERGAN.—Do you realize where this will lead to?
IRENE.—I don't care!

FERGAN.—Then you are a fool! This at least can be
cured.

IRENE.—And I hope that you will be wise.

Scene II

The same, PAULINE. The latter comes in just when the
quarrel begins.

PAULINE.—My God! My God! Again? Is it then
really impossible for you to be of accord?

FERGAN.—I give up. You may listen to her. It's use-

less to argue with her. Let her talk. I predict that in time
you will visit a cell. (Exit.)

Scene III

Irene, Pauline.

PAULINE.—Still quarreling?

IRENE.—Appalling! From week to week, from hour to

hour the thing becomes more evil.

PAULINE.—Oh! Still more patience!

IRENE.—The end has come! Yesterday you heard his

vague menaces. To-day they are about to be executed. Yes,
he wants to take me away from here, isolate me from the rest

of the world, sequestrate me, I do not know where, in prison,

with him as my jailor

!

PAULINE.—Irene, my poor sister Irene!
IRENE.—Under such circumstances I think nothing bet-

ter than divorce, or

PAULINK—Or what?
IRENE (despairingly).—Out through the door; or, if

—

jump from the window

!

PAULINE.—You frighten me!
IRENE.—Will you desert me? If you are with me there is

no time to lose.

PAULINE (embracing her).—You are wicked! But it is

for your good that I try to convince you of your error. Your
husband is not a villain. Let's see! Do you suspect there is

another woman? Perhaps some gratitude is due him.
IRENK—For what?
PAULINE.—For not being brutal, as many others permit

themselves to be; and which would be nothing less than you
deserve.

IRENE.—No, Pauline, you cannot with full conscience ad-
vise the immolation of this great sentiment,—one that a wo-
man feels above all others

!
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PAULINE.—And still it is your duty to remain an honest

woman.
IRENE.—No ! I shall never admit that there is an honest

duty under a similar constraint.

PAULINE.—Religion also commands obedience.

IRENE.—No. Religion, though based on abnegation, can-

not command such extreme humility to any of its creatures.

And in fact, does not religion teach us that chastity is the

state nearest to God? I cannot conceive a more miserable sin

than to impose complaisance, affection for one's flesh. Yes,

this is marriage. People have transformed this lie into a sa-

cred religious institution ! To feel and realize the only obsta-

cle to one's happiness, to abominate it with all one's strength,

and to be compelled to accept as a pleasure, what you really

feel a deadly poison ! Ah, the profanation, the shame

!

PAULINE,—Irene, you love somebody?
IRENE.—Why?
PAULINE.—Because people do not exalt themselves

against something, but for something
IRENE.—Suppose I do. I would then have another rea-

son to long for my deliverance.

PAULINE.—But, my poor darling, a new husband—for

another you will feel the same as you have felt for the first;

you, with those caprices and indefinite ideas of yours.
IRENE.—I am no longer the unsophisticated g^rl who fol-

lowed your advice more than her own, when you made me
marry Robert Fergan. You had your experience. And I

obeyed your great and dear authority. It was not I who mar-
ried ten years ago; it was another that hardly existed then,

and of whom I hardly remember anything. But now I feel I

am somebody, I have become myself. I know what I want,
and what I cannot endure longer. This struggle tears me to

pieoes, my heart suffocates me, and I have a terrible desire to
kill myself

!

PAULINE.—Ah ! Be quiet. For God's sake ; what shall

I do, what shall I do?
IRENE.—You know what to do ; it is understood, you pro-

mised me. It was you who postponed the hour—now it has
arrived. You are just in time.
PAULINK—Then do you really want it?

IRENE.—Go to my husband immediately. Tell him what
you think best, be explicit and decisive. I would go, but I

have no influence whatever upon him. He would simply treat
me once more as a fool. To you he will listen. He always
wanted me to have your seriousness, your commonsensc. The
gravity of your advice would make him reflect.

PAULINE.—Yes, all this is right, but for divorce one
should have at least a reason, present a pretext.
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IRENE,—It will be enough that my husband be of accord

with me ; as to the means that we shall adopt, invent, simulate,

to obtain the grant which will give me the liberty, we'll see.

Oh, tell him anything, until he concedes. Do not allow your-
self to be repulsed from the very beginning. Insist, suppli-

cate, frighten him. Go, you can do that—you are afraid? I

suppose you have reason to be.

Scene IV.

The Same. A Servant.

THE SERVANT.—Mr. Davemier asks if madam is dis-

posed to receive him.
IRENE.—Ask him to come in. (Exit servant.)

Scene V.

Irene, Pauline.

PAULINE.—What have you to say to Michel in such a

moment as this? (With an air of mistrust.) Does he know?
IRENE.—No. Michel does not even suspect what you are

going to do. (Very loyally.) But—if he should know? (With
anguish) Would you abandon me? (PAULINE is silent a
moment, in emotion. Then embraces her sister with infinite

tenderness.)

PAULINE.—My poor dear sister! (She goes to FER-
GAN.)

Scene VI.

Irene, Michel.

MICHEL.—I beg your pardon for coming here.

IRENE (tenderly).—Yes. (Gravely.) But you should

not have done it. You should not do it.

MICHEL.—I know. I promised that to you. I swore that

to myself. But, supposing that you love me just as much as

I love you.

IRENK—Let us suppose.

MICHEL.—^Then the resolution of not seeing you is more
difficult for me to keep than for you.

IRENE.—In what way?
MICHEL.—Because I know if I should not come I should

not see you at all, while you, you could always think that I am
coming.

IRENE.—And then?
MICHEL.—Then your time flies, hoping I might come,

whereas with me, I feel from minute to minute the certitude

repeating itself of not seeing you—should I obey your warn-
ing.
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IRENE.—During those days, so long and so numerous, in

which we live apart, so far from one another, have you not
thought that our fate can change?

MICHEL.—I dare not wish for anything. Do you think of

it, do you?

IRENE.—During your absence I always see your pale
forehead, all these dolorous characteristics of a malady that I

would like to cure, and which engenders in me a pity still

greater than the pity I feel for both of us. I dream of you as
being delivered of this air of suffering, as being happy, very
happy. When I am not with you, do you not see me—such as
I am, and then, such as I could be?

MICHEL.—Yes. There are hours when you appear be-

fore me all distracted, full of love, and all unknown as yet by
me, and still it is certainly you

; yes, you, belonging to me for-

ever, as through a miracle, without even a shadow of remorse
or reproach, or even of mourning caused by the death of an-
other!

IRENE.—How similar your soul is to mine! and how our
love seems to me greater with all the intensity of our pride!

Neither you nor I have conceived of the possibility of a happi-

ness in disloyalty. So, for a long time, without having spoken
to you, I have thought of nothing else except to be with you
forever.

MICHEL.—What do you mean?
IRENE.—Just at this moment our fate is being decided.

Pauline is meeting my husband to ask him whether he is dis-

posed that we give each other legally our rights as well as our
liberty.

MICHEL (eagerly).—And do you hope?

IRENE.—I hope he will concede. I could not expect a

senseless tenacity from his part against the only imaginable

solution. Why, does he not need to-day his liberty just as

well as I do? Nobody likes to remain in hell!

MICHEL.—I want to believe that, I believe it.

IRENE.—But, to respond to the great event that now ap-

proaches, a great resolution is imposed upon you and me. The
project of your going away, which I opposed at first, becomes
now a necessity.

MICHEL.—To leave you?
IRENE.—Yes. If there shall be any prospect for me to

become your wife—it will probably be after one year. Then
you might return—but if I am not able to break my chains

(with a sob) we shall see each other no more

MICHEL.—Irene!
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IRENE.—We shall always be apart, each of us in the dig-

nity of our mourning, in the mourning of promised marriages,
which never culminate ! From the bottom of your soul are we
in accord?

MICHEL.—No, I cannot go away from you any more. I

have lost that rough energy that sustained me long ago. I

could not live without you, without seeing you, or feeling that

you are near me. When we are not together, I need the warm
recollection of having touched—so—your hands, and the hope
that I shall soon bend over your eyes, drink in the sweetness
of your words—(he wants to embrace her, to press her close

to his bosom, and she shows g^eat emotion.)

IRENE.—Michel, please do not unnerve me, do not take

away from me the confidence I have in myself, do not diminish
the faith I sincerely have in my honesty. If our happiness is

to last from to-day, let me remain all-deserving, let there be no
memory to reproach me. Let me! (She withdraws herself

quickly.) I am your betrothed

!

MICHEL.—I adore you. Your will shall be obeyed.

IRENE (showing- much uneasiness).—You have stayed

quite long. You must go.

MICHEL.—Without knowing? What will become of me?
How could my patience endure the uncertainty?

IRENE.—I shall let you know immediately.
MICHEL.—But if you could not? What if something or

some one would interfere or oppose your writing or going out?
IRENE (pointing to the conservatory).—Then wait there.

But take care not to be seen. That is all. Go, go ; time passes.

I am full of anguish. I hear steps approaching. (Michel dis-

appears into the conservatory.)

Scene VII.

Irene, then Pauline. (With attentive ear IRENE goes to

the other door, through which PAULINE enters swiftly.)

PAULINE.—Where is Michel? Did he go away? (Al-

most out of breath.) Don't get angry, don't wonder. I just

had a terrible fright, that your husband might meet him—and
catch an impression—in his wrath.

IRENE.—Does he refuse?

PAULINE.—He wants to tell you about that. Here he
comes now.

Scene VIII.

The Same. Fergan.
FERGAN.—So this is, then, the beautiful plot that you

have prepared for me with your sister

!

PAULINE.—We did not plot.
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FERGAN (to IRENE).—This is the pitiful proposition

that you calculated, in which your headaches and nervous
spells would culminate?

IRENE.—You know very well that I never played at di-

plomacy with you. Since I have suffered in being your wife I

never dissimulated that. I told you very loyally, very plainly.

To-day I tell you again that I am not able to suffer more. And
as this depends on you I sent some one to ask you to be kind
enough not to cause me further suffering.

FERGAN.—Dear me ! You ask of me, of me, who repre-

sents the defense of the right and the respect of morals, to ac-

cede to you, who represent the revolt against society

!

PAULINE (interfering).—Listen, Robert, do not assume
the authority of principles. It is not a question here of being
right or wrong.

FERGAN.—Is that so?

PAULINE.—As for myself, I tried my hardest to prevent
this crisis.

FERGAN.—My compliments.
PAULINE.—But in the name of my tenderness for my sis-

ter, and of my very affectionate esteem for you, I adjure you,
be generous. Be good, be even weak, if this is necessary at

this moment; be nobly human.
FERGAN.—My dear Pauline, your sister had thought ne-

cessary to ask you to act as mediator. As for myself, I need
none. And I wish to settle our debate once for all by our-
selves, between her and myself.

IRENE (to PAULINE).—Do not leave me!
FERGAN.—Do not be afraid. I shall not strike you. Or,

at any rate—that depends. (To PAULINE). But I repeat,

my dear friend, that if you do not obey me at once you will

oblige me to convince your sister that I am master here.

PAULINE.—You are very cruel.

IRENE.—No! (preventing her from passing through the
conservatory).—Wait for me in my chamber.

PAULINE (embracing her).—I regret I am helpless to do
anything for you. (Exit PAULINE.)

Scene IX.

Irene, Fergan.

IRENE.—You want then to push me to the limit, reduce
me to, I don't know what extremity?

FERGAN.—I want simply to bring you to reason.
IRENE.—But what argument do you oppose to my re-

quest for a separation? It cannot be that you still love me,
after all

!
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FERGAN.—No, I do not love you any more. I even re-

proach you for having spoiled my life—and if it were to make
it over again

—

IRENE.—Then you feel a desire for revenge, to inflict

upon me an expiation without end?
FERGAN.—^That would be my right. But I have some-

thing else to answer, and that is : On the day of our marriage
I concluded with you with all my heart a very clear contract

that made of me a married man. This contract doubled my
situation morally and materially. Of this contract I observed
all the clauses; I conformed to its spirit without any hesita-

tion. Today you come deliberately to ask me to lessen, to be-

come a divorced man, a man who sells half of his furniture,

who empties half his portfolio, and who remains with a half

facade in society. And all these because it pleases you to have
no more liking for my company? Well, now confess that my
motives are a little more serious than yours. At least such
would be the advice of all the family counsels, and all the tri-

bunals on earth.

IRENE.—And I cry out in horror against this dissembling
life of marriage, where we are naught to one another, where
hatred alone exists. Have we the love which makes one happy
through the happiness we give ? You talk to me of human re-

spect, of deeds of notary public, and things of that kind.

FERGAN.—But it is you who insisted that your existence
in my home should be that of a stranger to me; I treat you
therefore as the adverse party, against whom I have titles and
signatures, without any other sentiment than that of my
rights.

IRENE.—Oh, yes, I admit all the laws which govern for-

tunes, determine the fate of wealth, assure to one his money,
and even somebody else's;—for mine, I do not even think of
it—but I do not admit that the law should make a person for-

ever the property of another.

FERGAN.—All you say is nothing but the negation of
marriage itself whose first principle is that one cannot leave of
his own will

!

IRENE.—Now let us talk seriously. There is an instance,
very recent too, in which here in France the decision of only
one of the spouses would be sufficient to break marriage.

FERGAN.—Who told you that?
IRENE.—The attorney.

FERGAN.—Ah! ah! Have you gone that far already?
IRENE.—In the first years of this century,—a time which

perhaps was better than ours, that was the law of married life.

As you see, I do not dream of monstrous things, incompatible
with the social order. To hate despairingly one's spouse, to
hate him to-day more than yesterday, and to-morrow more
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than to-day, this was a cause won for divorce. And I think

that should be the supreme reason. I do not see another as

worthy as that

!

FERGAN (contemptuously).—The new law has not even
admitted the divorce by mutual consent

!

IRENE.—Eh ? When a husband and a wife are capable of

understanding a divorce, they would have no more necessity

of it ! It is for those who are incapable of any accord, even in

that, that the divorce has been invented.

FERGAN.—Do whatever you please; all the ways arc

closed before you.
IRENE.—I shaU find one.

FERGAN.—None! I do not impose services, nor serious

injuries upon you. I am faithful, and as far as I know, no
word of condemnation was ever uttered against me. Without
these three grounds, and against a husband such as I am, you
cannot ask anything of the tribunals.

IRENE.—I can do and shall do much that it will be you
who will ask to be released from me

!

FERGAN.—Nothing!
IRENE.—Nevertheless, suppose I create for you a situa-

tion which shall be intolerable?

FERGAN.—You shall not triumph over my character.

IRENE.—We will see.

FERGAN.—Whatever grief you would bring upon me I

would not answer except by keeping you more and more under
my domination.

IRENE.—I shall leave home, I shall run away.
FERGAN.—And I will bring you back with gendarmes.

(IRENE suddenly springy up.) I have the right to do it.

IRENE (outraged).—And if the revolt should make of me
a woman such as no man of honor could keep in his house?
FERGAN (unyielding).—I shall keep you! It pleases me

to not give you your liberty. Even my pleasure gives me a le-

gitimate right to oppose yours. I shall keep you and shall not
let you go

!

IRENE.—Oh ! and they say there are no more slaves in the
world ! And still I must be a slave because I have a husband

!

There is no eternal oath before God any longer, because a sis-

ter nowadays may leave the convent, and yet there is one eter-
nal oath, of a wife to her husband ! No, this is above me ; I do
not accept it, I will not endure it

!

FERGAN.—Little by little you will become accustomed to
it. Mark well I I am more than ever resolute about the reform
of our habits, of which I advised you. We shall leave Paris.
I am going to procure for you a calmer atmosphere, which will
undoubtedly do you the necessary good; and then I will also
profit by a little rest.
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IRENE (lost).—^Is this your last word?
FERGAN.—Yes.
IRENE (imploringly with joined hands).—You will not be

pitiless. You will not desire my ruin.

FERGAN (repulsing her).—Ah, I pray, do not be foolish!

When you would not yield to me I spared you from my sup-
plications. My decision is now firmly made.

IRENE (kneeling).—Mercy! Mercy! Save me!
FERGAN.—My will is resolute. Arrange your toilet.

Later on, some day, I am convinced you yourself will praise

me for having kept you in the regular way. (Fergan goes out
through the door which leads to his chamber.)

Scene X.

Irene (alone) then Michel. (IRENE remains for a mo-
ment in an attitude of despair. Then, as if blinded, she goes

towards the conservatory, wherefrom MICHEL springs upon
her and receives her in his arms.
IRENK—Ah ! You ! You ! Do whatever you please with

me.

ACT III

The action takes place in the drawing room of a castle out
in the country. In the back a porch which opens into a park.

Doors at right and left.

Scene I.

Fergan, Valanton.

(As the curtain rises, FERGAN is busy arranging some
volumes on his book shelves. He has the aspect of a mature
man. VALANTON, who has also grown old, enters through
the right, carrying with him a fishing outfit.)

VALANTON.—Are you not going with me? Are you
busy?

FERGAN.—You see, my dear fellow, it is I who continues

to be the hostess of this home. Ever since we came here, al-

most ten years ago, I have never been able to persuade Irene

to give the least attention to the little arrangements of the in-

terior.

VALANTON.—To be sure! But you must admit that it

was not for her pleasure she came to reside in this country
place.

FERGAN.—Yes, but after ten years

!

VALANTON (taking a seat in order to arrange a fishing

line).—Oh, the women; they can continue to be that way for

a long time. People have even written special plays on this

very theme. They had their boudoir a century before men
came to have the smoking-room.
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FERGAN.—But you should not believe that Irene shows

at present any ill will. I attribute her neglect of the house to

a little fault in her character. But, thank God, I do not com-
plain of her. We have come to an end, once for all, of that hor-

rible time, when I certainly was compelled to make her feel an
iron hand.

VALANTON.—In an iron glove.

FERGAN.—Undoubtedly. But this way I accomplished
the mission I had to.

VALANTON.—Certainly, first the mission towards your-
self.

FERGAN (with satisfaction).—Especially towards her. I

assured her the existence of an honest, honorable woman.
With all her exuberances of ideas, there is no telling of what
she was capable, had I allowed her the direction of her actions.

I tell you, I congratulate myself every day for having insisted

sternly on that subject. In this retreat the physical condition

of my wife has rapidly improved. She has become a mother.
Her sentiments have modified. At last she understands life as

one should understand it, as something which in fact is not so

very bad, and in which we needed nothing more but to live a
good life near one another.

VALANTON.—Oh, evidently. In marriage there is no
strife except during the first fifteen or twenty years. After
that everything is serene.

FERGAN.—Notwithstanding, this does not exclude the
possibility of questions arising now and then which do not
pass so easily. As, for example, just now I am going to settle

a difficulty for which I foresee I shall need to summon all my
courage.
VALANTON (with an air of consternation).—Are you go-

ing to renew the strife with your wife ?

FERGAN.—Yes. A rather serious one, I am afraid. The
trouble is in regard to the instruction of our Rene, and my wife
seems not to be disposed to teach him as he should be taught.

VALANTON.—Oh! my dear friend, will you not wait un-
til Pauline and I have finished our sojourn at your home?

FERGAN.—Impossible. The opening of the schools takes
place today. I have sent word to the college of St. Christophe,
fifteen miles from here, that Rene will sleep there to-night. On
various occasions Irene was so hostile to the idea of parting
with the lad that I preferred to put off the discussion until the
last moment.
VALANTON.—What? Have you not even obtained her

consent?
FERGAN.—She always refused it in the same nervous

manner that we know she had a long time ago. Then it seemed
preferable to me to keep silent on this subject in order to save
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her a priori excitement and superfluous trepidation. In fact is

not this right? The crisis of the separation was inevitable.

Now, as you see, it is better to reason with Irene but once, at
just the moment of the execution of what I think I must do.
VALANTON.—Hm! Hm! This may not be an easy mat-

ter. (Ready to go away with his outfit) At least try to have
the reconciliation made before I return. I go to install myself
with my fishing lines in a little comer that I discovered.

FERGAN.—What kind of fish do you catch?
VALANTON (modestly).-—Oh, I do not exclude any.
FERGAN.—But do you catch any?
VALANTON.—None.
FERGAN.—That is because you do not know your busi-

ness.

VALANTON.—It is the fishes that ignore theirs! They
pass, they look, they scent, but do not bite. They do not know
even how to play with the cork. They are sad—like all this

country of stones and ravines. Well, good by. (Exit through
the left)

Scene II.

Fergan, Irene and Pauline.

(The two women enter through the door of the p>orch,

IRENE has gray hair, her appearance austere and her habili-

ments somber. PAULINE carries an armful of dainty
grasses and water flowers.)

PAULINE.—Ah, how tired we are

!

FERGAN.—Did you go very far?

PAULINE.—^We began with the woods, then arrived

down at the field ; we wanted to go out from the park and re-

turn through the hamlet
FERGAN (with the certainty of a landowner aware of

everything).—Yes, but the hedge was an obstacle on your
way.

PAULINE.—Not at all. The path was cleared of its

bushes. A peasant woman was just going in to wash some
clothes in the river. The wife of a neighbor—wasn't it, Irene?

FERGAN.—This is a little too much. (To IRENE.) And
what did you say to her?

IRENR—I asked her how her child was getting along.

FERGAN.—And that is all?

IRENE.—No. I gave her what she needed for the medi-

cine.

FERGAN (taking his hat).—Well, I—I shall go and ask

her to be kind enough to leave there.

PAULINE.—Oh! I should never have expected that of

you ! At least do not abuse her. She is a very poor woman.
FERGAN.—Well, has she any right to my property?
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PAULINE.—Do you never get tired of always insisting on

your rights?

FERGAN.—^Were all the people as I am, society would do
better. I can guarantee that. (Exit.)

Scene III.

Irene and Pauline.

PAULINE.—You should have detained your husband.

IRENE.—He does what he wants, and I do all in my power
to oppose his wiD.

PAULINK—So neither the past years nor the situations

that changed with age modified your attitude toward him?
IRENE.—No!
PAULINE.—But you do not quarrel any more, do you?
IRENE.—At present between us there is only one quarrel

that is possible; and this we have in our hearts as yet unex-
pressed.

PAULINE.—And what is that quarrel?

IRENE.—The education of Rene.
PAULINE. I think he finds your maternal tenderness a

little exaggerated.
IRENK—Oh, yes, I adore my son. It is to make him Uvc

that I renounced death. And, if I am still alive, it is for this

child, through this child, from whom nobody would be able

to separate me. Ah ! this little unquiet life, his little sad soul,

which it seems to me is made but of my sighs; never shall I

consent to trust him out of this home to teachers, strangers,

others

!

PAULINE.—Has your husband spoken to you in regard
to this?

IRENE.—Yes, several times his explanations and insist-

ences on this question have carried me to the lowest depths of

despair. Until the last few days I trembled secretly, fearing

that he may try to put his intention into action. But this year,

as you see, he neglected to pay any attention to date when col-

leges begin, and he did not renew his efforts. He who is so
resolute in everything ! One would say that in this respect he
sees in me a creature guarding his little one. And in this he
sees correctly; I would dispute it with him desperately, even
to the death

!

PAULINE.—Poor sister! I realize that you live only for
your child. But were you not destined to live your own life?

Sometimes I think of what might have been if you had married
the other ; and I realize that you certainly were not marked for
happiness.

IRENE (thoughtfully).—Who knows?
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PAULINE.—Oh ! no ! certainly not ! Your life would have

been somber, rigorous and extremely painful.

IRENE.—Why?
PAULINE.—I am thinking of what sorrow you would

have been condemned to endure afterwards if you had realized

your dreams of long ago
; you have never told me about them,

but I have guessed them.
IRENE.—I do not understand you.
PAULINE.—^My God, I should not recall this to you. But

I have thought of it often, very often.

IRENE.—^Will you please explain?

PAULINE.—Why should you not confess it now? Is it

not true that you intended to marry Michel Davernier?
IRENE.—(turning aside).—Perhaps.
PAULINE.—There ! Ah ! how many times have I thought

that the worst of your sufferings would have been to lose the
happiness after you had gained it

!

IRENE.—Then the only thing they should have done was
to have granted me my share of happiness. As to the rest, I

was willing to endure all.

PAULINE.—No, this is not so. Then you would have
truly known the depths of human sorrow and suffering ; when,
ascended to the greatest height of bliss with your beloved, you
would have fallen suddenly,—he dead, in your arms

!

IRENK—Had I married Michel he would not be dead
now! I could have preserved him from death. I could have
been there at any moment to care for him with love, and cure
him with caresses. I could have saved him from what in his
life without a home destroyed him little by little! solitude,

anxiety, imprudence, all that one does not know—(as she
would talk to herself)—all that one cannot know!

PAULINE.—Pfff! A consumptive, son of a consump-
tive

—

IRENE (agitated).—Keep still!

PAULINE.—What is it?

IRENE (restraining herself) .—Nothing. The dreadful
thought of death! (Evasively.) The recoUection. Why did
you talk to me of that?

Scene IV.

The same, Rene, Fergan.

RENE (enters running).—Mamma, mamma!
IRENE (opens her arms).—Rene! My treasure! my little

one so weak ! Come, let me embrace you (she entwines him)

that I may see you looking better! Oh! become strong (the

boy babbles) and noisy (he wants to free himself), even bad,

like a good little rascal.
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RENE.—Papa promised me that he was going to take me

in his dog cart.

IRENE,—No, sir, no! Don't you know that you are not
allowed to go out without me?

RENE.—Oh!
IRENE.—First of all, just see, you are wet.. What fool-

ishness have you been doing? When I left you, you were
going to write your lessons with mademoiselle.

Scene V.

The same, Fergan.

FERGAN.—This proves that mademoiselle ceased for some
time to have any influence upon the lad.

IRENE,—You must change your clothes from head to

foot
FERGAN (raising his shoulders).—Tut, tut, tut!

PAULINE (taking RENE by the hand, to IRENE).—
Leave him with me. I am going upstairs. I shall give him a

scolding, like all the aunties know how to scold. (With a

feint of gravity.) That will not make him laugh (tenderly)

nor cry. (Exit PAULINE and RENE.)

Scene VI.

Irene, Fergan.

FERGAN (a bit embarrassed).—I want to discuss with
you the education of Rene.

IRENE (frightened).—Why to-day?

FERGAN.—Because the matter cannot be delayed any
longer.

IRENE,—Why?
FERGAN.—He is almost ten years of age.

IRENE.—Well?
FERGAN.—Well, up to this time I gladly recognized that

it was best to let you have authority over him. There are

thousands of primary cares which only the mother under-
stands perfectly. I think you will find me right in that. Al-

though disapproving of your excess of attention, I never
crossed you.

IRENE,—And now?
FERGAN,—Now, as our son grows to be a little man, it

is not pleasing to me that you should make a young lady of

him,
IRENE.—Then why not tell me how to rear him?
FERGAN,—I am no more competent than you are in the

details of education. I only know that Rene is in need to-day
of a broader instruction. We should not limit him only to that
which is given in the family.
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IRENE.—If you think I alone am not sufficient, let us

take a teacher, or if necessary several teachers.

FERGAN.—No, that is not the point. We should thus

render a very bad service to the boy. When of age he will

find himself unaccustomed to discipline, to emulation. He
would have no self-confidence; and these things can never be
acquired except in a college.

IRENE.—Then we stand again at the vital question. How
many times must I tell you that this will be a murder, a real

murder, to take Rene from my care?

FERGAN.—Let us forego inordinate imagining. Let us
be serious. Our son will never work well enough at our side.

You love him too much in a very passionate manner. You
will never know how to be severe enough.

IRENE (indignantly).—And you would like to hire people
to be severe with him? A poor little child that I his mother
did not dare to believe she would be able to rear? But don't

you see that he is always in need of some one to take care of

him? At the slightest indisposition he coughs. At times I

rise during the night and find him in perspirations which
frighten me.

FERGAN.—Well, this is just exactly what angers me, and
what I find quite ridiculous. It is your luxury of precautions
that does not give him enough sunshine and good fresh air.

The little gentleman, I think, will be better off when he is less

spoiled.

IRENE.—My son will never leave me.
FERGAN.—He will follow my example. At his age I had

already been two years in a boarding school. He will do as the
children of all our neighbors, as the children of all the people
do. He will come here Sunday; I shall go to see him. You
might go and see him whenever you want—and when the con-
dition of our horses will permit it.

IRENE,—Rene is sick, I tell you, very sick, his life is in

doubt. Oh ! I know it ! The doctors have told me.
FERGAN.—What doctors?
IRENE.—All. All that I could consult in the neighbor-

hood.
FERGAN.—Did you do that? Without my knowledge?
IRENE.—Yes.
FERGAN.—This is absurd. And what kind of sickness

did they find our son has?
IRENE.—They recognize that

FERGAN.—What?
IRENE.—That only my love would be able to preserve

him, to save him, through a daily regime and by an every mo-
ment treatment.
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FERGAN.—Enough empty phrases! When somebody is

sick his malady has a name. Please be precise.

IRENE.—How you torment me ! Don't you see how over-

wrought I am?
FERGAN.—Oh! the doctors could easily realize what you

want them to do. You brought accommodating diagnostics.

And then, how is it? You are a healthy woman; I, by Jove! I

have a sound body. Is it with such antecedents that sickly

children are born? (IRENE bends her head during these

words, which embarrass her.) And then we shall see how our
son has profited from his first year away from home.

IRENE.—Never.
FERGAN.—What?
IRENE.—You will never convince me on this point. I

shall never give him up

!

FERGAN.—^Well, then, let us finish immediately this use-

less discussion. Will you please prepare the necessary bag-
gage for Rene?

IRENE.—For what?
FERGAN.—I take him with me to the college

IRENE.—Will you? Do you dare?
FERGAN.—In the course of one hour I want to leave.

IRENE.—Oh ! this will never happen. It is the life of my
son that I defend against your horrible error. I shall keep him
if it were necessary day and night in my arms.

FERGAN.—I see you are exactly as I knew you long ago.

You compel me now to exert all the power as a father that I

exerted once as a husband

!

IRENE.—Don't speak of what you have done. It was too
great a triumph for you, that you should try again. I bend my
head with still more hatred in my heart. I hid my face, and
since then I have never looked you straight in the face. But
to-day it is not your wife who stands before you, and whom
you oblige to defy you ; it is the mother, a mother whom noth-
ing will move.

FERGAN.—You don't know the rights of the mother.
IRENE (with a fierce contempt).—It is not the mothers

who abuse their rights ! We women feel them. They assume
form with us just as the child forms within us, and our eyes
see those rights growing, bound to our own beings.

FERGAN.—Once more I say I am right by law, in spite of
your Utopian ideas.

IRENK—Oh! this dreadful word comes forth again. You
also, I think, are playing with my son's life, just as you did
when you destroyed mine, without any remorse, with these
eyes of yours as imperturbable as an executioner in accom-
plishing his duty

!
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FERGAN.—You may say whatever you please, nothing

will deter me from disposing of our son.

IRENE (in a tragic hesitation).—Do you think I do not

know what to offer as an argument?
FERGAN.—Our son belongs to me more than to you, ac-

cording to law.

IRENE (out of breath).—That is not right.

FERGAN.—In spite of you, it is.

IRENE.—No, no

!

FERGAN.—Go see to his departure.

IRENE.—Listen

!

FERGAN (going away).—No, I will order the horses

hitched.

IRENE (barring his way).—Before God, this child is only
mine!

FERGAN (pushing her back).—He is mine, I am his

father

!

IRENE (violently, with a great decisive move).—You are

not his father

!

FERGAN (stupefied).—What? are you becoming a fool?

IRENE (almost restored to serenity).—No, I become
frank, open.

FERGAN (suffocated).—You say that? Do you know
what you say?

IRENE.—I know.
FERGAN.—You want to mislead me. This phrase. Un-

believable. This outrage. This is your last recourse. Talk
rapidly, but talk.

IRENE.—You ask for proofs? Well, I'll give them to you.
Do you remember I closed the door of my chamber against
you? I tried all in every possible manner to go out of your
way. You took me in servitude.

FERGAN (with a fierce voice).—And then?
IRENE.—Through what sentiment do you think I could

again become your wife?
FERGAN (beginning to understand).—Oh!
IRENE.—I had my secret. To keep my child safe I kept

the truth hidden, just as to have him now I speak

!

FERGAN (rushing upon her).—You contemptible harlot!
IRENE (at the door bell).—I shall call your servants.

FERGAN (mastering himself) .—The scandal! In fact, I

know now that no infamy could have kept you.
IRENE.—It is your pitiless logic which compelled me to

lie—to do evil. And it is I who do not pardon now.
FERGAN.—That man? Did I ever meet him?
IRENE.—Perhaps.
FERGAN.—What is his name?
IRENE.—I shall never say.
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FERGAN.—Did he come here?

IRENE.—No, near here.

FERGAN.—I cannot realize how you came to see him.
IRENE.—Nor do I.

FERGAN.—Did you see him often?

IRENE.— ! ! !

FERGAN.—Do you still see him?
IRENE (hiding from him the sorrow of her answer).—No;

it is a long time since he went away, very far, forever

FERGAN.—And don't you think it is abominable that the

son of your lover should be my son, and must remain always
my son?

IRENE.—Who says so? It is your own law, which said

that in spite of me, in spite of all, I shall remain your wife

!

FERGAN.—I never could have suspected you. I knew you
as my enemy, but—(tears rise in his eyes, because of his van-
quished pride)—but I honored you as such.

IRENE.—Everybody makes war according to his means.
You employed all your might ; I had naught to use against you
(with a soft voice) , but my weakness

!

FERGAN.—I did nothing but stand firmly for my rights.

IRENE.—Nature has her rights also.

FERGAN (maliciously).—At least haste made you very
imprudent. By exempting me from my duties of father you
cannot take away my authority. You have betrayed this child

with whom I can do whatever I please.

IRENE.—Now, after I have told you everything, you can
do nothing.

FERGAN.—Is that so?
IRENE (with authority).—Nothing which would not be a

cowardice, an impossible vengeance.
FERGAN.—The worse

!

IRENE.—No. I dared make this revelation because I

wanted to get my son back forever, and free him from your
very polite and obliging sentiments of a man pure and simply
civilized.

FERGAN (menacing).—And if I become a savage now?

Scene VII.

The Same. Rene.

IRENE.—Rene ! My God

!

RENE (going toward FERGAN, between him and
IRENE.) Don't we go out soon, papa?
FERGAN (agitated).—Hush!
IRENE (embracing him).—Yes, hush!
FERGAN.—Send him away, that we may say all we have

yet to say.
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IRENE (to RENE).—Go and wait for me with Aunt Pau-

line.

RENE.—Why did papa cry? He never cries.

IRENE (willing to make him go, with a soft voice).—Go
on!

RENE.—How is it that you don't cry, too, you who always
cry—^when you think that nobody is seeing you? Oh, I have
seen you often, I

IRENE (embracing him).—Ah! my dear, no more tears.

(Accompanying him.) Go, go. (Exit RENE.)

Scene VIII.

FERGAN.—The child is now your own—^yes ! I leave him
to you. You may do with him whatever you choose. You were
right when you said that I cannot do him any injustice.

(Weakening). It is enough that I realize that I do not love

him. (With authority.) You will take him with you. You
shall go away with him.

IRENE.—I shall not go away.

FERGAN.—What?
IRENE.—I shall never consent to be cast out. For my son

I shall sacrifice nothing of his regular situation and of the con-
sideration which is attached to his legal—^birth

!

FERGAN.—I shall compel you then.

IRENE.—No.
FERGAN.—It was you who pleaded so ardently for di-

vorce. It is I who ask it now.

IRENE.—I shall not accept it now. My youth has gone,

my hopes lost, my future as a woman is dead. I refuse to

change the course of my life, to budge, to move out. I have
but the will to remain till the last where I am and what I am.

FERGAN.—And you expect me to support you?

IRENE.—You should. You have nothing against me ex-

cept my confession.

FERGAN.—Would you deny it?

IRENE.—^Would you dare to make it public? (A pause.)

FERGAN (annihilated).—^Then what do you want me to

do, live face to face with you always? Do you expect me to

endure such a life?

IRENK—You have to endure the same life that you have
imposed upon me until today. We have come to the same
shore. Now make yourself comfortable, so that you can feel

the weight and carry it also. It is quite a long while that I

have carried it alone.
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IRENE.—There is no justice

!

IRENE.—There is only one, of a common unhappiness.

FERGAN.—You are guilty and I am innocent.

IRENE.—We are both unhappy. And at the bottom of

misfortune there are only equals.

THE END.

MRS. DOT.
A Play Without a Cause.

Few plays of the past season have been so utterly unworth
technical discussion as "Mrs. Dot" by W. Somerset Maugham.
The piece was doubtless designed as the lighter vein of dra-

matic composition, but the thing is so fearfully shallow it

hardly fits the definition of farce or comedy. Considerable com-
mon sense would have to be injected to give it even the sub-
stance of high class comic opera.

We have come to measure all manuscripts worthy of the

name by the standards of human life. If we encountered such
a simpering flirt in real form as "Mrs. Dot" is portrayed to be,

we would condemn her as an artificial idiot. The character is

without motive for the reason that the Play is without Cause.
And here we draw a lesson from negative qualities. Conflict

creates character.

Drama is not primarily built upon character. There must
be a Cause and this Cause creates Conflict and Conflict is the
dominant key in play Construction. But who can imagine
strong situation without relatively forceful character to enact
it? Potent Dramatic Conflict, then, is the thing to strive for.

Create this and a wealth of personality permeates your Play as
inevitably as the apple falls to the ground.

A MAKER OF MEN.
Alfred Sutro's One-Act Drama.

This little narrative from the pen of a noted playwright is

positive evidence of the crying need of scientific study of
Drama. If Mr. Sutro understood the anatomy of the creature
he is trying to create it would be impossible for him to commit
so gross a blunder.
A husband rebels at his belated promotion in a bank. A

younger man attains the honor. The wife consoles him with
the fact that she is content with her children, the product of
their great and wonderful love. He becomes reconciled. Is this

a Play?
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Is it 2 Conflict between human wills or is this bit of recita-

tion a mere psychological illustration of the force of suggested
thought? The drama takes place in the husband's mind. He
is cajoled out of the blues by the mental suggestion of the

wife. Compare this Plot with the contending forces that go to

make up the struggle in any real Play and you will see that

"A Maker of Men" is mere chatter.

A GENTLEMAN FROM MISSISSIPPI.
The Stuff That Real Plays Are Made Of.

It would be a sad blow to the advocates of Dramatic Sci-

ence if a play could enjoy the long run accorded "A Gentleman
from Mississippi" and still be a worthless thing structurally!

The frank endorsement of public opinion would tend to offset

Science. But this is not the case. Public opinion and Science

Concur. The Play has traits of master workmanship. It has
a Theme. The authors have something to say. The simple
little sermon of their story ranks the Play among the first.

A Southern Senator of untested moral fibre encounters the
customary bribery of the legislature. To overflow his cup of

temptation the financial affairs of his family will be hopelessly
wrecked if he does not yield to the lure of graft. He resists

!

This is the legitimate story of the Play. The triumph of Good
in a rugged heart

!

The t3^e of the Play is extremely modern and drama throbs
while the valid portion of the Play performs. But unfortu-
nately there are foreign features of construction that hark back
to the old school situation of complication for complication
sake. If the Plot were confined to this excellent story and
concluded when this story is told we would have one of the
strongest specimens of modem playwriting extant.

But the Play is not allowed to stop when Conflict ceases.
At the end of Act III the verdict is practically rendered but the
authors proceed with a fourth to stretch out something we al-

ready know and in their helplessness to quit a thing already
finished they "ring in" spurious episode. This results in dis-

unity and the Plot ingredients of several other Play possibili-
ties.

Think of marrying off this honest old codger to a sophisti-
cated Washington widow after the sanctifying effect he has
had on us ! Much of the melodramatic plottiness of Plot could
be ripped out to the benefit of the reality of illusion. The tra-
ditional stage-made villain could well be relegated to the age
that knew him intimately.
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THE GIRL HE COULDN'T LEAVE

BEHIND HIM.
Devoid of Sound Sense.

While farce is not supposed to be of a serious texture there

must nevertheless be a shadow of sense in the Conditions of

its Action or there results nothing upon which the audience

can rest its supposition or hypothesis. To persuade us that

any married man would feel obliged to keep his word with a
Spanish dancer to the effect that he is to devote one day a year

to said dancer, is hardly within the province of the loosest fan-

tasy. The husband, through such inane conduct loses all claim

to interest, let alone sympathy, and the Conditions of the Ac-
tion being lame, the Cause limps and the Conclusion lan-

guishes.

The production should be a lesson to those who have not
learned that this brand of vapid farce is obsolete. Its failure

was foredoomed! There is as much difference between "The
Girl He Couldn't Leave Behind Him" and a farce like "Seven
Days" as between "Enchained" and "Chinatown Charlie." It

may also be true that the American audience is sick of marital
infidelity and masculine depravity. At least they know the dif-

ference instinctively, between true dramatic action and old
time "rough-house" horseplay.

For lifeless, unconvincing types of character this cast of
fourteen takes the jelly cake. And even the negative qualities
of structure are so remote from rational standards that it

would be futile to discuss them in parallel. The fact that Wil-
liam Collier directed the thing is an added evidence that the
player knoweth not the Play.
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TWO THEATRICAL SEASONS

COMPARED

EVENTS IN PRODUCING THEATRES.
1908-9 1909-10

Number of new plays 74 102

Number of new musical comedies 29 26

Number of revived plays 34 38
Number of revived musical comedies 8 4
Shakespearian revivals 11 13

Totals 156 183

CLASSIFICATION OF PLAYS.
Serious and sentimental dramas 23 37
Melodramas 19 26
Romantic comedies 4 10

Light comedies 16 10

Tragedies 2 3
Farces 10 16

Totals 74 102

SOURCES OF NEW PLAYS
Original plays 59 74
Adapted from foreign plays 9 15
Dramatized from novels or stories 6 13

Totals 74 102

NATIONALITY OF AUTHORS
By native authors 56 63
By foreign authors 18 39

Totals 74 102

NEW MUSICAL COMEDIES
By native composers 26 18

By foreign composers 3 8

Totals 29 26

A study of the foregoing table may assist the dramatist in

determining what kind of play to write. The serious and sen-

timental drama appears to hold the record for popularity. The
new author's chances are indicated by the 102 new plays pro-

jected.
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LUTHER B. ANTHONY. E,ditor

Vol.2 EASTON, PA. No. I

QUARTERLY 1910 OCTOBER

Plays of the NeW Season
It is with deep regret that we find no one example in the

Plays of the opening season that is actually worthy of praise.

Several half-hearted efforts have received the approval of New
York Critics but the fact remains that there is not a specimen
among those thus far produced that will rank with Fitch or

Walter. The great majority of the new arrivals seem designed
for that hilarious style of stage management familiar to farce

or musical comedy. Authors are temporarily laboring under
the delusion that boisterous activity is related to Dramatic
Action little heeding the fact that the most placid happenings
on the stage frequently contain the liveliest essence of that

subtle force. Nothing is more certain of remedy than an
abundance of this tickling in the ribs for while the sensation
may delight the infant mind of an audience momentarily, a
continued application of the author's knuckles in the region of

the wishbone ceases to be a source of ecstatic joy. Welcome
to the avalanche of fun forcers bom of a commercial effort to

fill the overbuilt theatre situation! For despite the praise of

critics these mirth producers are failing one by one and before
many days it is safe to say the legitimate brand of drama as
advocated by our friend Belasco will again hold sway. The
class who attend the comic opera are hardened to this snicker-
ing sort of silliness but when the playgoer is confronted with
horseplay farce put up in the shape of drama he is apt to com-
plain of false pretense.

Here's to the Art of Playwriting, conspicuous for its ab-
sence !

BELASCO ON TECHNIQUE.
His Advice to the Novitiate.

"The Dramatist's profession, MORE THAN ANY
OTHER, calls for preparation, for study."

"The greater number of these hastily enlisted aspirants
have NOT EVEN AN ELEMENTARY conception of the
qualifications requisite for one who is going to make a busi-
ness of Playwriting."
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"The demands of the Drama upon its creators are greater

than those of any other Art."

"Above all he should study ! This is the one thing at which
the would be dramatist most often balks. He will not study.

Ninety-five out of a hundred do not seem even to feel the ne-

cessity for study."
"If I could use but one word in which to sum up the advice

of which young playwrights seem to stand more in need, the

word I should choose is: CONCENTRATE!"
—From the Sunday Magazine.

Mr. Belasco goes on to say that of the many thousands of

Plays he examines the greater portion of them are rendered
valueless from a producing standpoint through their lack of

concentration. He cautions the raw hand against utilizing

two or three heroes, heroines, or villains, all more or less

equal importance. He advises singling out "one couple from
among the characters" and concentrating upon them the atten-

tion, interest and affection of the audience ruthlessly thrusting

into the background any figure that steps forward and threat-

ens to disturb the priority of interest the leading characters

enjoy.

This is a left hand method of stating a very important dra-

matic truth. We say left hand for Mr. Belasco has not said

exactly what he means. With the stage manager's conscience
uppermost he is trying to pay tribute to that magnificent Law
of Drama called UNITY. If the Dramatist's conscience pre-

dominated, however, he would see this thing as the Unity of

the Action in the Play and not any Unity of Actors.

Let the amateur writer concentrate his attention upon the

characters instead of the structure of the Play and you would
soon find an elaborate TALK between two people. The bet-

ter admonition might be to concentrate upon ONE PLAY.
But to make this precaution clear it would be necessary for the
student to learn the real meaning of the term Play and this is

impossible without careful investigation of the One Specific

Conflict that constitutes every Play possibility. The more this

Conflict is concentrated the narrower becomes the group of
principal characters naturally. The "one couple from among
the characters" is thus acquired in a truly dramatic and tech-
nical fashion- In other words : "The Play's the Thing." Build
the Play and the characters will take care of themselves. A
Play of Unity will contain characters that concentrate the in-

terest, desires and sympathies of the audience.
The five injunctions above quoted would be valuable pre-

cepts for the tyro. If you, dear reader, fail to see the infinite

truth in any of these, have a copy made to decorate your study
walls, and con them over till you recognize their value.
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HERVIEU'S REPLY TO OUR CRITICISM.

FURTHER STUDY OF THE PLAY "ENCHAINED."

Paris, August 6, 19 lo.

Dear Sir:

I received your admirable letter and magazine at the very
minute I was starting on a voyage and am answering hur-

riedly after taking notice of the critical observations which pre-

cede your translation of "Les Tenailles."

I found these observations highly satisfactory as a whole.

The two Scenes which are judged less favorably are Scenes of

exposition. The first in Act I and the first in Act III, which
takes place ten years later. These two require a few minutes
of information for the audience. The exposition is always
slower than the action, and seems longer; but we could not

dispense with this even if the spectators could guess what is

going io happen, and in such case, the theatrical intrigue,

would not excite in them any further curiosity.

Please accept the expression of my confratemal compli-

ments.

PAUL HERVIEU.

This is an exceedingly interesting letter for it represents

the view of one of the foremost Dramatists of that Nation
which has long been the criterion on technique. If what M.
Hervieu states of "Exposition" is correct, then the highest
American authority on Dramatic Principle is sadly at fault.

But let us examine into this thing called Exposition and weigh
its worth.

Brander Matthews speaks of Exposition as an introduction
of the several characters, information as to their past lives and
as to their present desires. Alfred Hennequin defines Exposi-
tion as follows: "It is necessary, at the beginning of the Play,

to put the spectator in possession of all the facts necessary to

a perfect comprehension of the story as it unrolls before him."
Neither of these statements may convey Hervieu's idea of

"Exposition" but they will serve our purpose in assailing this

notion that explanatory matter should precede the actual Play.
For we hold that this theatrical tradition is a violation of art

and not a dramatic principle in any sense of the word. We
shall endeavor to show in the instance of the two Scenes in

question how the substance of "Exposition" should be implied
along with Plot progress and not constitute a separate entity.
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Scene I, Act I.

The pet weakness of Ibsen was this "Exposition" idea of

bringing in the past lives of his characters. He was a past

master at this stunt and for that reason is not a highly profit-

able model for technique. The Play that most nearly ap-
proaches perfection is undoubtedly the one in which the Con-
flict is ALL of the present with absolutely no encumbrance of

ancient history. This is the case with Ibsen's "An Enemy to

the People" and Shakespeare's "Macbeth." If we see the Plot
unfold before us on the stage and are not called upon to listem

to the story of the lives of any of the characters we naturally

concentrate our attention more readily upon Plot. Our ener-

gies are not wasted.
Now in studying the first Scene in Act I we note that noth-

ing comes across the footlights that the eye can reach. It is

all for the ear. The past ten years of married life is reported.

Wherever this historical tendency prevails there is bound to be
a lapse of interest. It results from the author's attempt to

speak through the medium of his characters in place of motiv-
ating them to say the inevitable thing.

Hervieu says that "The theatrical intrigue would not excite

further curiosity" in the souls of the spectators. Would there

be more curiosity or less curiosity if we actually saw the hus-

band in this first Scene and learned the relation, first hand, be-

tween husband and wife? There would be more curiosity

—

there would be a hundredfold more interest.

Nothing HAPPENS in thi' first Scene. Some intimation

is made of what is ABOUT TO HAPPEN but this is

TALKED into the audience and in no way becomes evidence
in possession of the spectator as would a direct presentation

by means of a quarrel between the two principals concerned.

The shortest distance between two points in a straight line.

This is true of Play and Audience. If we permit interest to

take a circuitous route we are not making the shortest dis-

tance. It is like incidents in every day life. What you see of

the happenings of events becomes much MORE REAL than
what is told you.

Scene I, Act III.

The construction of this Scene is much the same as Scene I,

Act I. It takes place between one principal and one disinter-

ested character. Nothing is said because it has to be said but
merely "To put the spectator in possession of all the facts ne-

cessary" after a lapse of ten years between Acts.

The chief facts that we get from this Scene are that Fergan
is still the tyrant and that having apparently triumphed in the
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matter of subjugating his wife has now transposed his means
of torment to her separation from a ten year old son. Hervieu
tells us that "even if the spectators could guess what is going
to happen we could not dispense with exposition—the theatri-

cal intrigue would not excite in them any further curiosity."

This is almost equivalent to saying the audience cannot
interpret what they see, that they must be told beforehand
what is about to be pictured. M. Hervieu does not believe

this. He knows that the audience is never so flattered as when
they are allowed to divine (As they think) the progress of the

Play as it actually transpires before their eyes. If, without
further notice, the curtain rises upon a mother with gray hair

and a ten year old son, it is surely not necessary to TELL
the audience that ten years have elapsed.

If we see the actual preparation for the separation of

mother and child and learn from the father's cautioning that

this cruel disruption is to be a surprise to her, the spectators

actually possess the information, first hand, and the bugbear
of "Exposition" is eliminated. Is there any loss of curiosity?

Is there any loss of Drama? To say this would be strangling

the very essence of drama itself. For there is no keener inter-

est possible than that aroused in the souls of a theatre audience
by means of the visual thing before them

!

Much the same criticism applies to Scenes II and III of this

Act. They are not valid Scenes because they leave the anvil

when the iron is shaping. Scene II gives an irrelevant in-

stance of the husband's further tyranny, but have we not had
sufficient evidence of this within the bounds of legitimate ma-
terial? Scene III goes to TELL the audience, (and with
much effort) of Irene's past with Michel. This information
could be deftly woven into the momentary progress of Plot

and be brought out, as it should be, in a Scene between the
only two principals concerned—husband and wife.

Next Discussion.

In the January Dramatist we will analyse the Unity and
Disunity of "Enchained." Look sharp for breaches of this

principal. It is only by cultivating your powers of analysis
that you will become an efficient critic of your own work.

MOTHER.
Based Upon the Third Law of Nature.

There are three cardinal Laws of Nature: Self Preserva-
tion, Reproduction and Preservation of Offspring. The nearer
any author comes to any one of the fundamental Themes of
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life the more certain is he of universal acceptance by an audi-

ence. From a review of these Laws and the Play we are dis-

cussing it will be seen that Mr. Goodman has availed the Third
Law : The preservation of offspring or a mother's love for her
child. Technically he has improved upon "The Man Who
Stood Still" in a small degree but in choice of Theme he has
made a lucky strike. This same Theme made "The Music
Master" such a powerful drawing card, even though in tech-

nique it was little better than "Mother."
But the novice may inquire : "What's the good of technique

if we can make a hit without it." It does seem true that if the

public will stand for this crudeness of construction that we
might let it go at that but let us take a glance at conditions.

Here are nearly a hundred theatres in New York all clamoring
for plays. Good Plays are not available. This is clearly de-

monstrated by the fact that there is not a new Play in New
York that comes within a stone's throw of the GOOD stan-

dard. And by this standard we mean the average set by the

hundreds of Plays of all times that go down to enduring suc-

cess.

The underlying principles of good Play construction do
not change and whether it is Sophocles, Scribe, Shakespeare
or Walter the same laws hold good. Only customs change. If

any of these authors transgress these principles, the law still

remains, but in the measure of their best results we see the

operation of eternal dramatic principle. It is by this omnipres-
ent standard, then, that we judge the Plays of aspirants.

Nearly every dramatist on Broadway this morning, is an aspi-

rant and not a matured fact. The day will soon come when
this overflow of theatres will seek its own level, then look out
for the standard of good Plays. Even at this dawn of a new
season Plays are going down on all sides and a few managers
prefer to keep their theatres dark rather than risk the stuff that

is available.

The central idea in "Mother" is that parent's sacrifice of

home, fortune and the birthright of her younger children to

make good the forgery and mis-appropriation of a worthless
son. It does not concern an older sister's self denial in sacri-

ficing her lover to the younger girl, nor the younger sister's

broken heart at the reverse in these said love affairs. It does
not concern the younger brother's escapade with the forsaken
sister of the worthless wife of the forger. It does not concern
the mother's love affair with the family attorney. Yet all these
divergant sub-themes are mortgaged on to the Plot proper
until it becomes the chief problem of the Play to untangle this

web of conflicting ideas that we may follow the valid thread of
the central idea. For, stripped of these unnecessary and irrele-

vant adjuncts the principal theme would be a powerful drama
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in keeping with the Play standard of all ages. Any competent
dramatist could take this Theme and Plot and build a good
Play out of it. The germ is there but the bacteria will not
allow it a leg^itimate and steady growth.

Now how may an author remedy such defects of Art? He
must avail the positive qualities of plajrwriting explored by the

pioneers of his craft ! Each of them added some new light on
the subject and the past decade has seen more progress than
any century preceding. There is little chance for the most en-

terprising aspirant to catch up with the procession without
some competent instruction. For the standard will be ad-

vanced more rapidly in the next ten years than in all the cen-

turies back of it. Drama is coming into its own! The best
minds of the country are turning their attention to its study
and the science of the Art is gradually being formulated. No
Play will be built by technic any more than speech will be
made by the science of grammar but to omit this sum of uni-

versal knowledge in either instance breeds despair! Moral:
study every available work on dramaturgy and observe parti-

cularly the operation of the rigid principles of playwriting in

good and bad plays

!

THE COUNTRY BOY.
An Excellent Theme Miscarried.

There is no better example extant today of the Play "that
might have been" than Edgar Selwyn's latest attempt. With
apparently no conviction that a good play must be built by
structural Scenes but with the idea that any little stunt that
brings a laugh or a tear is valid, he has thrown together a med-
ley of mill ends that is remarkable more for its irrelevant epi-

sodes than for its Unity of purpose.
Of these various stunts the best, perhaps, is a boarding

house Scene in the second act. The callous existence of the
prisoner of a city hash shop is cleverly depicted. But unfortu-
nately the Scene itself does not contribute to Plot and cannot,
therefore, be reckoned an integral part of his Play. It would
make a neat little vaudeville skit and its severance from the
main structure would not injure the interpretation of either
Play or sketch.

Like many other commercial writers who have been carried
away by the sudden success of "Seven Days" Mr. Selw5m has
listened to the laughs of this record breaker and worked in
the traditional "comic relief" despite the fact that his Play is of
the pathetic variety. Nothing can be more irrational than this
notion that a good Play is a "blending of laughter and tears."
This catch phrase is the cry of the compromise author and is
thoroughly riddled by the success of such plays as "Madam
X.,

'
"Paid in Full" and "The Lily." Barely a smUe creeps
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into the lines of any of these Plays and yet managers and
agents alike cling to the theory that is in no wise manifest in

the very Plays they have produced successfully. It is safe to

say that if an untried author took a masterpiece to any of the

managers of these three successes he would be advised to etch

in a little "comic relief." Hark to these theatric conventions

and you will write the same sort of stuff that is closing the

theatres in New York this season. Let Theme govern the na-

ture of your Play and all things being equal you will command
both sympathy and interest of your audience. Truth and not

tradition is the ruling power ! A giggling auditor is no certain

sign of a satisfied patron against the competition of a Play
built upon Theme.

But apart from such gross disunity "The Country Boy"
lacks one fundamental essential : CLARITY ! In the first half

of Act I there is no defined purpose. The author wanders aim-

lessly about the stage in the very thin disguise of characters

unknown to the audience attempting to TELL you what his

Play is going to be about instead of starting the Act with the

actual representation of something doing. Hogs, chickens and
automobile vicissitudes all ring in a "comic relief" before any
background is made to require it. Of course the audience tit-

ter for they come to the theatre to submit themselves to the
playwright's illusion and with the customary appetite for en-

tertainment they seize these symptoms of a dawning Plot
thinking it the promise of a play.

The Play proper does not attempt to start until these intro-

ductory efforts of the author are over. When we see the "coun-
try boy" and his sweetheart quarrelling over her criticism of

his idle shiftlessness we begin to see what the Play will be
about WITHOUT BEING TOLD BY THE AUTHOR.
This is what we mean by the ACTUAL REPRESENTA-
TION. It is essentially NOT TALK! The characters speak
from compulsion generated by the complication in which they
have been placed. The author's only mission is to PLACE
them and then see to it that truth and a fair deal characterize
their attitudes. The curtain would do well to rise here elimi-

nating all the spurious effort to foretell what we now SEE
represented. It tells itself

!

This first sign of drama gives us reason to expect a Play
concerning the character building of a worthless youth similar

to that excellent idea contained in "The Fortune Hunter."
No doubt Mr. Selwyn received his impetus to write a regenera-
tion drama from the pronounced success of that simple sermon
comedy. But the artifice of theatredom betrayed him

!

The "Country Boy" goes to the city to do big things and
make a name for himself. He falls desperately in love with a
simpering chorus girl just to please the author for we are not
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convinced that the boy even though he comes from the coun-
try is such an aimless dupe. We are carried through further

purposeless Scenes with the boy's sweetheart introduced,

without rhyme or reason, and the lad's abject poverty until we
arrive at the funniest situation in the entire Play! The
despondent youth is rejected by the fickle footlight beauty
whereupon he endeavors to disconnect himself from this

wicked world by closer association with the gas fixture. Here
indeed is the satire of the "comic relief" convention brought
about by the companion superstition that theatrical effect is

the thing to be achieved at the expense of reason, truth and
common sense. But again the law of horse sense asserts itself

for the audience engage in a universal titter. Theme has been
outraged and they laugh at the author and not with him.

Well, the boy is interrupted in his free lunch of asphyxiat-

ing fluid by a fellow boarder who divines his purpose and in a
rather commendable Scene diverts the youngster by a truly

dramatic means. Intimation of the fact that his companion is

about to commit a similar deed rouses remonstrance in the

boy's soul and this is the occasion of his reform. He is going
back to the little country town to make a name for himself
there! We thrill with approbation at this resolution. But
alas! Our hopes are shattered! At the very moment when
our young hero has a chance to stand for what is good, he
falls. At the request of his sweetheart her father's iniquity is

winked at and the boy who was about to become something
compromises with his own lofty ideals to save the father-in-

law's reputation. It is in this respect that we contend an ex-
cellent Theme has miscarried.

BOBBY BURNIT.
Early Promise of Craftsmanship Not Kept.

When is a Dramatist not a dramatist? When he fails to
dramatize! This is the case with Winchell Smith in his late

effort at making a Play out of another man's novel. He has
not transformed fiction into drama. The Play begins with
Talk and Ends with Talk. The characters do not speak be-
cause they are factors in a Dramatic Problem compelled to
do so by the ever advancing Plot but merely to voice the au-
thor's effort to tell the novel narrative in dialog form.

"Bobby Bumit" is far inferior to Mr. Smith's two season
success "The Fortune Hunter" and does not fulfill the promise
made in the technic of that Play. The author has many
years of hard study before him if we are to judge by this
miserable makeshift of dramatization. There was truth and
verity in the earlier product while in this nothing but the crud-
est farce abides. The author has caught the fetch-a-laugh
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fever which is now rampant in New York City where horse

sense is substituted by horse play and legitimate drama is

turned into vaudeville absurdities.

Is it any wonder that this wild-goose chase for nonsense
leads an author astray? Mr. Smith begins with a Plot about
one thing and winds up with another. A department store, a

gas plant and then a newspaper. "Bobby" dabbles in all of

these and with magic capacity defeats his enemies who were
pioneers at the game. And how does he defeat them? What
is the trump card? He secures a majority of stock in a corpo-

ration by forcing a man who thinks he has killed a comrade to

sign a transfer in order to purchase silence. This is the crown-
ing climax of the Play and the gentle auditor is asked to be-

lieve that a man thus tricked out of his collateral would make
no effort to regain same and that "Bobby" is a smart hero for

perpetrating so commendable a sham.
Other little incongruities like a department store proprietor

appointing a girl for the trustee of his son we can overlook,

even though the author does insist upon concealing her iden-

tity all during the time she should be trusteeing the will. This
young lady is required to fall into the arms of "Bobby" at just

the right time so we will stand for her. Such absurdities sink

into insignificance compared with the naked gaps of structure

!

But there is one consolation. Each such failure of this arti-

ficial type of play is one more victory for Dramatic Art ! Each
such negative demonstration makes a possible convert to the

positive Science of play construction. Apprentices will learn

that the realm of Drama is governed BY LAW and that this

Law plays no favorites ! The only Dramatists who have made
enduring success are those who have conformed to Dramatic
LAW. Empiricists may cry down this theory only to be
finally hit by the operation of the thing they revile—LAW

!

THE COMMUTERS.
Forbes Takes a Step Backwards.

It is always interesting to watch the after product of a man
who has made good in his first Play. James Forbes hit the
mark in "The Chorus Lady" and came preciously near a repe-
tition of this achievement in "The Traveling Salesman" at

least, he made one good character in the "Salesman" himself.
This inspired the confidence of managers and he was sought as
a maker of sure plays, a circumstance calculated to test the
true worth of a Dramatist. Possibly no Playwright is reliable

until he has reached this state where ready money awaits his
effort. If he can look the anticipated currency square in the
face and still cling to the definition of Drama while he draws
the money, he has indeed passed the acid test. This feat Mr.
Forbes has not performed.
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The only dramatic quality in the latest output is its name

:

"The Commuters." The Play has a valuable title which the

Plot fails to live up to. If we were to take Mr. Forbes' mea-

sure from this specimen we would be compelled to think he

had everything to learn but the trick of fetching laughs. For

he certainly does make fun even at the expense of the ancient

annals of this emotion. He makes laughing a contagion of a

rather unhealthful sort for he propagates this response by the

most artificial performers exaggerating and distorting every

atom of mirth to the highest pitch of affectation. At times this

patent laugh provoking process sinks to the level of the hyp-

notic hysterics handed out by the average vaudeville hot-air

artist. There is nothing real in the representation. Every
chuckle is a cheap theatric hold-up.

Mr. Forbes* two other Plays had Plots. This one is devoid

of either Plot or story. Such an accident might happen with a
Dramatist if he were carried away by the strength of one or

more vital characters, but this is surely not the case in "The
Commuters." None of the characters come within arm's
length of "The Chorus Lady" or the "Salesman." In fact the

delusion that snared the author is difficult to discern. There
is a similarity to "What Happened to Jones" in Mr. Forbes'
first act, in the commuting husband who brings home a

drunken companion of the night before. But "The Commuter"
lacks that splendid CAUSE that holds "What Happened to

Jones" together. In the latter piece Jones, the gambler, lands
in the Professor's house because they were chased there by the
police who raided a prize fight. In "The Commuters" the man
of the house himself was so eternally soused that the gambler
goes to bed and the husband does not learn that "Sammy" is

in the house until the next morning. Even then the event is

so miserably handled that all of the drama that could be made
of it is LOST for want of giving the audience this information
from the opening of the play. We do not learn of the fact un-
til the very last minute of the first Act, If this unusual lodger
had been utilized as a cause for the "commuter's" extended
delay in making ready for his early morning train there would
have been suspense of a certain degree all through the Act. As
it is, the thing is a hold-up, a laugh compelling device. We
laugh because some actor on the stage spreads the infection of
hilarious guffawing.

In Act II little or nothing is made of "Sammy's" presence
in the house save an interruption of a suffrage party. The suf-
fragette idea is timely and would make a good vaudeville
sketch. It does not particularly belong in this Play. But any-
thing belongs here according to the usage of the author. Again
he goes to "What Happened to Jones" for the interruption of
a policeman. The stunt in no way advances any Plot but is
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rung in to stir up another laugh. In the "Jones" Play the po-
liceman performed a service in the Plot. In this Play it is

merely horse-play. At the end of Act II the story has lost its

head completely and all through III the thing drifts hopelessly
into an entirely new absurdity to the effect that the wife pre-

tends to have been out joy riding with a physician (Whom we
have never seen) just to get even with the husband who really

has indulged in a similar lark. This is a beautiful ideal of

Commuting life to present to the Play going public! The
suburbanites must be flattered at the high standard of human-
ity thus portrayed of them

!

But it is not our intention to dwell on the ethics of the
Play. To turn this criticism to account we must show the stu-

dent just where Mr. Forbes lost his way and how in his com-
promise with small flaws he became oblivious to the very defi-

nition of Drama. This demonstration takes us into the princi-

ple of Logic as applied to the art of Play construction. Noth-
ing should be resorted to in a Play just because the author
needs the item. Everything is founded upon CAUSE. Some
shiftless writers cling to the belief that this rigid law of Logic
is waived in Farcical comedy. To the real Dramatist the very
opposite holds good. Incidents of real mirth are founded upon
the most immutable Cause for it is the very inevitableness that

makes them funny. Take away the quarantine Cause in

"Seven Days" and see how flat everything falls. In "The Com-
muters" there is no such cohesive Cause. In a very simple in-

stance from this farce we will illustrate how an author may
lose his grip on this Law of Drama and demoralize his entire

product as a result.

At the end of Act II the wife needs a market basket in

which to gather provisions from the neighbors for a hurried

meal. She puts on her hat to start this foraging expedition

and lo and behold ! The basket is waiting for her at the very

door! But this seems a frivolous illustration? Ah! Dear stu-

dent! It is the atom that makes the mountain. No real Dra-

matist can afford to slight the meagrest thing in his property

list. Where did this basket come from? Why was it there at

the door? Account for it before you make use of it or you are

simply inviting disaster in some mightier event by a like ab-

sence of Cause. Suppose the servant girl had been ordered to

bring a basket. She would obey the command and appear with

basket in hand. The wife would ask her to go to the neighbors

to procure these edibles and she resigns on the spot. This is

the order of events in the farce except that the basket is not

ordered brought by the servant. The basket simply happens

to be there and this is the rule throughout the entire piece.
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Everything "Happens to be there." Nothing belongs for all is

haphazard Disunity.

Observe exacting Causes

!

THE SPENDTHRIFT.
Another Evidence of the Paucity of Plays.

What better proof of the paucity of Good Plays can be had
than the fact that a drama with two good Acts and two miser-

ably poor Acts is held over from last season in the desperate

hope that the public will stand for it. A few days' trial, how-
ever, tested the discernment of the public and the theatre was
left dark rather than force the issue. Mr. Porter Emerson
Browne evidently does not know that a Play is a logical entity

but believes that Drama is a convenient exponent of the au-

thor's frivolous caprice. In other words he ventures to place

before his audience two Acts of a Play showing the utter aban-
don of a female spendthrift and in a third Act TELLS us (For
we do not SEE it) that this spineless creature withstood the

overtures of a libertine who paid her $20,000 cash! Out of

mere caprice the author disarms this voluptuary in order that

his shallow heroine may contradict the entire premises of his

Play and exert some show of resistance.

In the same act where this gross breach of Logic occurs we
note other startling transgressions of dramatic Principle—Se-

quence—Theme. By Sequence we mean the order in which
the evidence reaches the audience. To be of service in the in-

terpretation of his Play Mr. Browne should have shown us the
real means by which the wife will acquire this $20,000 before
introducing the fact that she has obtained the money. Instead
it is all mystery. The yarn that she borrowed it from Aunt
Gretchen is preposterous for we know this aunt. She lays the
fat sum upon the table and the audience is allowed to guess at

the hidden enigma. But this is not the worst of it. The
Theme of the Play is well established by this time and this

Theme implies nothing of an adulterous nature. To branch
off from the true Theme of "The Spendthrift" to a secondary
Theme of Chastity is the height of Disunity. For Theme is

the largest subject circumference in a Play and its disruption,
therefore, the gravest violation possible.

It is very easy to see how such blunders creep into a manu-
script. An author is at work on a Play concerning a spend-
thrift woman. He arrives at that auspicious moment in the
Play known as the climax. His inspiration languishes and he
looks about for the muse instead of striving further to execute
the necessary situation out of his own material. Along come
several successful Plays: "The Thief," "Israel" and "The
Lily." The author looks up from his own half made Plot and
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takes the tip from these three successful pieces weaving into

his "Spendthrift" pattern the stray design of a woman's down-
fall. But to be different from the rest the woman is illogically

rescued from the certain doom that awaits such mental profli-

gacy. For surely the creature who sells her body and does not
deliver it after the money is paid is no better than the harlot

who completes the transaction.

The Fourth Act of "The Spendthrift" like dozens of other

recent Plays is an amendment to the original structure and in

no sense a legitimate feature of it. A distended effort to sepa-

rate principals further for the obvious purpose of an insipid

reconciliation is all that can be said of this Act by the most
charitable. The double-themed deformity ended with III. If

any reconciliation is rational between this man and this wo-
man it should happen here. Such a measure, however, would
tend to again alter the Theme proper, for any man who could

bear up under the shower of impositions perpetrated by this

bloodless wife would be abnormally condolent. The Theme
and title of such a play would better be "The Propitiator" than
"The Spendthrift."

CAMEO KIRBY.
A Miserable Botch Technically.

It is difficult to conceive how two mature men with ample
opportunity for observing modem specimens of the Drama-
turgic Art can concoct a thing like "Cameo Kirby" under the

manifest impression that it is a Play. It is true the first Act
starts off like Drama. The Conditions of a Plot are plainly set

forth: the son of a deceased planter will kill a gambler who
ruined his father. But these Conditions are relinquished very
suddenly and Acts II and III take up other Conditions dealing

with the masquerading gambler's love for the planter's daugh-
ter. The Problem in the first instance was : "Will the son kill

the gambler." The Problem in the second instance is: "Will
the girl find out that her lover is "Cameo Kirby." The son,

who should be the opposing factor in the first Play disappears

from off the earth till Act IV where the authors attempt to

resume Conditions i^i and ring down on a happen-ever-after.

Here we have an excellent example of the school boy's no-

tion of Technic. The outraged son who was going to kill the

gambler is now reconciled at the latter's unsupported declara-

tion that he ruined their father to prevent another scoundrel
from so doing, and the proverbial "deed to the plantation"

comes to the rescue showing that our hero-gamester had long
since reconveyed the father's property back to him, "his heirs

and assigns.**
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Now such a conclusion might be made feasible with a slight

admixture of Plot ingredients, but to splice on a denouement
so utterly irrelevant and remote from anything that has been
brewing in the preceding Acts of the Play is the crudest of em-
piricism.

The entire structure of this piece is founded upon a double-

barrelled code of perverted honor: the supposition that it is a

son's duty to kill the man who gambled his drunken father out

of house and home; and that the cultured family of the de-

ceased and ruined father is obligated to approve this illegiti-

mate transfer of plantation, slaves, etc., without so much as a

protest ; all out of morbid duty to the deceased parent. These
moral laws are of the Stage Stagy

!

A well built Play is founded upon certain BELIEFS of the

auditors, which beliefs are so manipulated that they bring up
to new and plausible conclusions. These conclusions consti-

tute the author's philosophy. Imagine the futility of attempt-
ing this feat with ideas that are not popular beliefs with the

audience and you have a fair estimate of the impossible thing

undertaken in "Cameo Kirby." It is preposterous to expect a
Play out of such irrelevant premises.

The credulity of the crowd is far greater than the credulity

of the individual but their skepticism can easily be provoked if

this credulousness is fostered at the expense of structural ideas

that are not the common belief of the masses. And where is

the practical present day audience who will not smile deri-

sively at the notion of relinquishing home and happiness for

the mere whim of liquidating a drunken father's gambling
debts? Such a premise is surely no Belief of the Auditor.
"You'll have to show me!" would be the universal reply. "If

your card player's deed is valid let him eject us !" This would
be the American's attitude toward such rotten codes of honor
and the fact that this deed was executed on board a steamboat
in the middle of the Mississippi River would not tend to allay

all possibilities of litigation before final surrender.

The authors dispense with all rational thought for us by
setting this Plot conveniently in the past. But the Play is

written for the present! Here's the difficulty. Any Drama
done for contemporary audiences that tends to shut out the
reasoning faculty either of the characters or the auditors is

doomed to failure and oblivion. We need only refer to the
Plays of a decade back to see that this style of Play was ac-
cepted. But a new day is dawning! The author deals with a
far different auditor ! "The world do move !"
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"World" Prize Play.

It may be of interest to many of our subscribers who tried

for the New York "World" prize to know that Mrs. Bellinger

has completed the manuscript and handed it over to Mr. Har-
ris for production as soon as same can be arranged. We all

congratulate the winning author. She has been a close stu-

dent of play construction for many years. An analysis of her

play will appear in THE DRAMATIST soon after its appear-

ance on the stage.

THE DESERTERS.
Bowery Melodrama on Broadway.

Mr. Henry B. Harris did not profit by the failure of "The
Commanding Officer" last season. Military melodrama re-

plete with preposterous impossibilities is a thing of the past!

"The Deserters" has all of the absurdities of "The Command-
ing Officer" and still some. Strange to say the most artificial

role is allotted Miss Helen Ware, the star, who is asked to

make real the part of a female detective with a convenient phi-

losophy, all her own, to the effect that only criminals below
the distinction of murderers deserve punishment. Sure death
awaits the public performance of any drama founded on a
sophistry. For Plays must be built of accepted beliefs or de-
sires possessed by a majority of the Playgoing public ! It is to

be hoped "The Deserters" will be the last experiment along
this preposterous line, for the financial loss to the management
is terrific.

A SPECIMEN CRITICISM OF AN AMATEUR PLAY BY
THE EDITOR.

Yours of the 22nd, and the play, both arrived safely. I note
what you say about managers not rendering you a criticism.

This is beyond their province. A true criticism might offend
and as only one Play in a thousand shows any real hope, you
can imagine the host of enemies a manager would create in a
lifetime if he told the truth ! But criticism IS our province and
making enemies part of the work, if we are to subjugate those

999 mortals who presume to write Plays without the slightest
regard for the Science of the Art.

"The Reformers."

In the science of Logic any argument to be sound must
stand the test of syllogistic analysis. It must be susceptible of
reduction to three primal terms the first two of which logically
lead to the third which is the conclusion. For instance, we
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reach the conclusion that Socrates is mortal in the following

manner

:

All men are mortal.

Socrates is a man.
Therefore, Socrates is mortal.

For centuries this form of reasoning has been the basis of

logic. It is only of late years that a similar syllogism has been
found to hold good in drama. We call this dramatic syllogism

the Problem. The three terms are: Conditions, Cause and
Conclusion. I shall attempt to reduce your manuscript to

Problem and then after showing you the impossibility of such
an operation construct a Problem setting forth the Play you
evidently intended to build.

Problem No. i.

The Play You Have Attempted.

Conditions.

A hypocritical parson renounces his son for choosing a

stage career.

Cause.

A stranger finds the boy's mother is a shameless flirt.

Conclusion.

Therefore (?) the father is reconciled to his son's profes-

sion?

Problem No. 2.

The Play You Intended to Build.

Conditions.

A hypocritical parson renounces his son for choosing a
stage career.

Cause.

The son detects a swindle in the father's ecclesiastical
methods.

Conclusion.

Therefore, the father is reconciled to his son's profession.
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In the second Problem you will notice that the third clause

or Conclusion follows, as a logical reasoning of the other

two. In the first Problem, which is the one you employ, there

is absolutely no relation between the first and second clauses

nor between the second and third. There can be no logical

outgrowth of a Conclusion from such disconnected premises.

You might urge that I have not chosen for the second clause

of your Problem the CAUSE that you intended. It is true

you bring in an uncle, an utter stranger to the Plot, and at the

last minute of the Play attempt to fabricate a Conclusion by
having this old gentleman announce that he had heard of the

father's hypocrisy in the West. This is too remote. The
father's hypocrisy must be SEEN in his own conduct and not
TALKED about. You show this h5rpocrisy in a scene be-

tween the father and his partner in crime but you do not let

the right character see it. You merely show it to the audience

!

The son is the logical agent of the old man's undoing and you
must bring him in upon this scene of degradation if you wish
to preserve the very essence of Play which is a conflict be-

tween human wills. If the son is not in this scene he is not in

the Conflict. As you have it, the mother intercepts their de-

bauch but she is not made fully aware of their depravity and
she could do nothing with this evidence if she were. The valid

conflict is between the father and son. Hold it there.

What You Intended.

You evidently started out with the intention of having the

son discover the hypocrisy of the father and use this evidence
in such a way as to make the parent a ready party not only to

the son's career but to his marriage with an actress. You
strayed from this path because you had no structural plan se-

curely outlined in your own mind. Your Play was not BUILT,
it was WRITTEN ! Instead of devising in advance the means
by which you would bring this fraud of a father to justice you
allowed your pen to follow inclination and the chance of catch-

ing the mother in a compromising situation betrayed you.
Your fancy seized a tempting opportunity and you jotted down
the scene not realizing that the mother was no party to the
Conflict. Her disgrace would in no way advance your Plot.

It is the father you must bring to terms. The young man you
employed to expose the mother was foreigfn to the Plot and to

the cast of characters already introduced. He had no place in

the Play.

There are hundreds of minor errors, like the introduction of

Phoebe and her painful death, which do not serve to promote
Plot and therefore become features of disunity. But why dwell
on them when a correct structure of the bolder framework will
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eliminate the need of all? You attempted to sound a note for

your Theme when you made this poor wretch denounce the

clergy on her deathbed—but nothing counts in a play that is

recited apart from the performance of the Plot itself. What-
ever attack you wish to make upon a condition in society niust

be done in the regular development of your Play and with the

legitimate characters of the Conflict. All side remarks are

wasted and more, they halt the direct progress of the main Ac-
tion.

How Will You Remedy All This?
I would advise you to take Proposition No. 2 and devise a

Plot to execute such a play. You have an abundance of mate-
rial for BUILDING a very good Play. You also have the

creative faculty. You have merely gone wrong in the funda-
mental framework. Lay out your plans and specifications be-

fore you touch a word of the dialog. I have shown you how
to handle the true CAUSE given in the second Problem ; Viz.

:

"The son detects a swindle in his father's ecclesiastical meth-
ods." You must contrive to have him intercept the father in

his debauch. You may reply that you see no way to accom-
plish this. My dear fellow: this is the delight of the true Dra-
matist ! This battle with obstacles is the very essence of Play
construction ! Prescribe a problem for yourself and then solve

it! If you balk in this initial step you might as well abandon
the craft, for it is a veritable maze of just such puzzling prob-
lems. Some such conundrum is eternally challenging you.

Reconstruct by merely outlining the essentials of Plot r.nd

I will give you further help toward perfecting your Play. It

should not require more than a page to state fundamental ele-

ments constituting your drama. Observe that the second clause

of Proposition (We call it CAUSE) is the main-spring of the

entire works. Every other chief factor in Plot takes genesis
from this one Parent CAUSE and your Play becomes a net-
work interdependent Causes firmly tied and strung around it.

Yours very truly,

THE DRAMATIST,
Easton, Pa.

This is a specimen analysis of an amateur Play. Yours
might be widely different in offence, but unless you are that
one in the thousand your Play will contain similar violations
of technic.
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VARIOUS managers are

continually requesting

that we forward any

plays that we deem suited to

their needs. Of course we can-

not volunteer to read every play

that our subscribers send in, but

if a brief synopsis of the play

idea is submitted, the editor will

offer his opinions as to the mar-

ketability of the product.

The Dramatist,
Easton, Pa.
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The Province of Analysis

THE AMUSEMENT MARKET WOULD NOT SEEM
GLUTTED WITH GOOD PLAYS WHEN WE ARE CON-
FRONTED WITH THE CONDITION OF ONE MANA-
GER OFFERING $5000 FOR A NEW VAUDEVILLE
ACT AND ANOTHER OFFERING $2000 FOR A PLOT.
TO BE SURE, THERE IS A SURPLUS OF THE DRAMA
IN VOGUE A FEW YEARS BACK BUT THE STAN-
DARD HAS CHANGED.

INCREASED COMPETITION IS THE INDIRECT
CAUSE OF THIS CHANGE SINCE IT GIVES SPEED
TO THE LAW OF THE SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST,
BUT THE TRUE SOURCE OF THE INNOVATION IS

THE INTELLIGENCE OF THE PLAYGOING PUBLIC.
PEOPLE ARE NOT SO CREDULOUS AS FOR-
MERLY. THEY STAND FOR LESS SOPHISTRY AND
MOONSHINE. THE SUREST INDICATION OF THIS
FACT IS THE RESPECT PAID BY COMMERCIALISM
TO OUR COMMON SENSE IN ADVERTISING SCI-

ENCE.

ADVERTISING SCIENCE? IS THIS A SLIP OF THE
EDITOR'S PEN? NO! WE ARE REDUCING EVERY-
THING TO SCIENCE NOWADAYS AND THE FEL-
LOW WHO USED TO DO THINGS IN A HAPHAZARD
FASHION NOW FOLLOWS FORMULATED CODE.

THIS ANSWERS A VERY GRAVE CHARGE
BROUGHT AGAINST THE CRITICISMS IN THE DRA-
MATIST. "YOU KNOCK EVERY PLAY THAT'S PRO-
DUCED!" ONE MAN WRITES. WELL, PERHAPS WE
DO. BUT HOW MANY AUTHORS HAVE GIVEN AS
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MUCH SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT TO THE PREPARA-
TION FOR THEIR ART AS THE EXPERT ADVERTIS-
ING EDITOR? HOW MANY HAVE GIVEN AS MUCH
TIME TO THE PREPARATION FOR DRAMATIC AU-
THORSHIP AS THE ARCHITECT, SURGEON, AND
LAWYER GIVE? AS DAVID BELASCO SAYS, 95% OF
THEM LAUGH AT THE NEED FOR STUDY.

IS IT ANY MARVEL, THEN, THAT THE SUDDEN
BIRTH OF A NEW SCIENCE, THE SCIENCE OF PLAY
CONSTRUCTION, FINDS INFINITE FLAWS IN THE
PRODUCTS OF THOSE WHO HAVE PRACTICED
THE ART WITH NO THOUGHT TO SCIENTIFIC
TRAINING?

ACRID CRITICISM, BASED UPON RIGID ANALY-
SIS, NEED NOT CONDEMN A PLAY FOR PRESENT
PRODUCTION PURPOSES. THE COMPETITION OF
EXCELLENT PLAYS IS NOT SO PLENTIFUL. IT IS

FOR THE TRUTH OF PRINCIPLE WE ARE CON-
TENDING AND NOT FOR THE SUPPRESSION OF
EVERY PLAY THAT HAPPENS TO VIOLATE LAW!
THE PREDICTION WE MAKE IS FOR THE FU-

TURE. A NEW GENERATION OF PLAYWRIGHTS,
SCHOOLED, IN THE PRINCIPLES OF THEIR CRAFT,
WILL PUT PRESENT PRACTITIONERS TO FLIGHT
AS DID THE DOCTORS THE QUACKS IN THE MEDI-
CINE OF OLD. MANAGERS WILL SELECT THEIR
SPECULATIONS WITH THE AID OF A POSITIVE
SCIENCE AND CRITICS WILL BASE THEIR OPIN-
IONS ON ROCK BOTTOM FACTS. FOR UNIVERSI-
TIES WILL EMBRACE THIS BRANCH AND DRAMA,
THE GREATEST OF ARTS WILL TAKE ITS JUST
RANK AT THE HEAD OF THE COLLEGE CURRICU-
LEM!

GET IN ON THE GROUND FLOOR! READ THE
DRAMATIST

!
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Vlays of the Season
THE THUNDERBOLT.*

The Best Play of the New Century.
Since our journal began, no Dramatist has so successfully

shut the gate of criticism against us as Arthur Wing Pinero in

his delightful though sordid comedy "The Thunderbolt." This
Play produced at the New Theatre easily ranks Sir Arthur the

Arch Dramatist of the New Century. For besides being a
technical gem it lacks that intellectual arrogance which imme-
diately disqualifies many English Dramas.

The Poet or Novelist may ascend to lofty altitudes forsak-

ing us poor sinners but such a seclusion is impossible to the

Dramatist. His field is right down here among the common
everyday herd of mortals. His intellect must not surpass the

intellect of the throng only as he interprets mighty thoughts
thru the A-B-C emotions of his audience. But this is digres-

sion.

It is exceedingly fortunate for our readers that such a mod-
ern play is in print so that the high standards advocated by
The DRAMATIST may not remain mere castles in the air.

Procure this Play and see the Principles APPLIED. In treat-

ing of it we will refer to the page number for illustrations and
to substantiate our claim that "The Thunderbolt" is the great-

est Play extant we will proceed to dissect it on our usual
method of first reducing the entire structure to a three clause

Problem.

Problem,

Conditions : A man bequeaths his entire estate to a natural

daughter.

Cause: A legal relative destroys the will in order to dis-

inherit her.

Conclusion : The bequest does not miscarry.

This is a pretty brief condensation but it covers the boldest
outlines of Plot. One of the most difficult problems on earth
for the amateur is to SEE his Play in the nucleus. A detail
here and a detail there so clutters his attempt to state Plot
compactly that the skeleton becomes a well covered animal too
hidden in flesh and fibre to allow anatomical study. This state
of premature development is fatal to fundamental construction
and the above Problem is amply elaborate for first soundings.

Walter H. Baker & Co., Boston. Price 50c.
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Problem being sound we must now proceed to Conflict. Is

there a conflict to supply the psychological element of FIGHT
which is the real essence of Drama save that we supplement
the animal instinct for battle with the more modern weapons
of human wills. The human Conflict is well provided for in

"The Thunderbolt." The struggle is thirteen to one. That is,

out of the nineteen characters employed, fourteen are actually

in the battle and nearly thirteen of these are pitted against the

one—the natural daughter of the deceased. It is a sordid study
of the selfish phase of society affording the sprightliest hu-
mor in its contemplation upon the stage. . The author's analy-

sis of character is so intricate that his unfolding of so gloomy a

theme at times becomes positively ludicrous. His entire hand-
ling of the Conflict is new and unique for the heroine is made
to appear to take no part in it. The thirteen other combatants
are finally hit by the boomerang of their incessant acts of self-

ishness.

And out of this grim, miserable story, what is the lesson

taught by the humor of irony? There are many of them. No
spectator can leave the theatre without the subconscious sug-
gestion for nobler, loftier living. What the Third Floor Back
endeavors to do with goody-goody Talk, Pinero has accom-
plished by legitimate means of Drama. The behavior of this

illicit daughter of the deceased beer merchant is the most
pungent sermon on the true brotherhood of man we have ever
imbibed—for we do not LISTEN to it—we drink it in through
the emotions. It gives a bigger heart, a purer soul! And if

we were inclined to believe the current German theory that

Christ was the natural son of a Roman soldier, this character
of "Helen" would go a long way toward conviction. The sor-

did background is an invaluable contrast. The little grains of

good sparkle all the brighter in the sands of selfishness.

But it would be a technological crime to pass by the nega-
tive elements of Play construction contained in this great
Play. Not that they are crimes of enormity but that we must
ever look to the purity of Theme else we forget the use of the
Dramatic microscope.

First we will examine into the division of Acts, which seems
to be a popular subject in this issue of The DRAMATIST.
How does our 3-act theory apply to "The Thunderbolt?" Act
I ends on page 64 according to the text. Is this a proper end-
ing? It would be save for one greater defect—the audience is

not put in possession of the Plot secret—that Phyllis has de-

stroyed the will. Here is the one and only place for this in-

side information to "come across" if the full force of interest is

to be availed. To suppress it may stimulate considerable Sus-
pense—but a suspense of the undramatic sort. To let Phyllis

expose her secret here would not in any way spoil the later
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scene where she bares her tortured heart to her husband—it

would enhance that scene at least fifty percent

!

We have commended this trait from a positive standpoint

in our article on "Nobody's Widow," this number, and the

more you think of it the firmer must be your conviction that

Suspense depends upon the superior knowledge of the audi-

ence against the ignorance of one of the characters on the

stage. That one is "Thaddeus," her husband, in this instance.

If the Dramatist had cleverly conveyed this criminal know-
ledge to the audience, or better still—LET US SEE—her steal

the will ; the Suspense of the piece would be many times mul-
tiplied and technic thereby improved. Read pages 114 to 125

with the supposition that you had this advance knowledge of

Phyllis' destruction of the will but that Thaddeus did not pos-

sess same and see if there is any diminution in the effect of this

excellent scene upon him. Of course you must prevent READ-
ING the scene as one reads a story, you must adopt the Play-
reader's attitude of SEEING the Play!

The second Act is the logical climax of the Play and with-

out doubt is the only other legitimate division of Plot for cur-

tain purposes.. The division between III and IV is false and
superfluous simply because the author has temporarily run
away with a tempting scene somewhat disjoined from his own
Play. There is Drama in the accumulated selfishness that per-

mits these narrow mortals to accuse "Helen" of collusion in

defrauding them out of their portion, but it smacks of material
for an entirely different Play, as does the long cross examina-
tion of "Thaddeus" which could be infinitely closer to Plot
were his wife present to reflect the purpose of prodding him
with these incriminating questions.

Read pages 151 to 192. Can you see where Pinero goes off

on a tangent? Conduct this cross examination in the pres-
ence of "Phyllis"—let the audience SEE her cave in at the
awful onslaught directed at her husband and her behavior
gives the snap away! There you are! Intensified DRAMA

—

because VISUAL! Surely the other method is a swamp of
waste compared to the keener Dramatic treatment

!

Aside from this flaw there is little else of importance. The
Play might begin at once by skipping the first four pages and
opening with page 5. There is a universal tendency among
writers new and old to attempt to INTRODUCE the Play be-
fore they PLAY it. You can't do this without lapsing into
TALK and you might as well take the hint from tfie motion
picture and let the reel roll ! In other words SHOW the thing
—don't TELL IT

!

One farewell remark about disunity. It is so slight we
ought to overlook it but we can't. The love story t^tween
"Helen" and a priest has no more connection with this Play
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than the rise and fall of the Roman Empire ! We look at it as

a trembling attempt on the part of the author to reconcile that

romantic portion of his audience bent on the happy ending,

but even this narcotic failed to do the work in his own land,

for we understand the Play was a fizzle in London. Does this

mean that America furnishes a more cultivated audience for

the best Play on earth? If it does mean this, look out for

your tools and technics!

ELECTRICITY AND GET RICH QUICK
WALLINGFORD.

Cohan and Gillette Trade Places

One of the startling events of the present season is to see

Gillette and Cohan swap positions in the hall of fame. This
somersault is due chiefly to the recent change of dramatic pat-

tern demanded by a saner audience in the thing they begin to

KNOW as a Play. The Art has crystalized into a Science

and the ordinary auditor who used to take his pink medicine
from the physician at a gulp now asks the where's and why-
fore's

—"What effect will this dope have. Doctor?" The hod-
carrier now seeks the Cause and Effect of things as did the

scholar of old!

Four years ago Gillette was deemed the Dramatist and
Cohan a mere parody. Today the tables are turned. Cohan is

the Dramatist and Gillette comes so near the parody in his

latest venture "Electricity" that there is no fun in it. Cohan
has listened to the call of the Crowd while Gillette has catered

to the classes. The one appeals to the subconscious, composite
soul of his audience—the other to the conscious mentality of

the individual. The one BUILDS a Play founded upon the

BELIEFS of his auditor — the other WRITES an essay
founded upon his individual view of socialism.

Get Rich Quick Wallingford

Without exception George M. Cohan has made more tech-

nical progress in the past two years than any author in Ameri-
ca. With his handicap of musical comedy standards he had
farther to go than the average beginner. The hill has been
harder to climb. In the present instance he has taken a book
idea, to be sure, but we are not concerned with this fact save
that it requires still more genius for the feat. It is harder to

transform well written fiction into Drama than to build an en-

tirely new and original Play! And the truly Dramatic Germ
in this Plot is the Dramatist's flash of genius, not the novelist's

latent work.

1x8
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And here let us explain this "flash" of the Dramatist. We

refer to the chief CAUSE in the Problem, which we under-
stand is entirely the invention of Mr. Cohan

:

"The Crooks turn straight BECAUSE of their commercial
triumph born of a criminal tendency to exploit little deals

!"

We call this the Dramatic Germ because it supplies the fun-

damental element in this most peculiar regeneration Play. The
Dramatist transforms premeditated evil into spontaneous good
—and there you are ! It is this mysterious uplift element that

is pulling continual crowds to the Gaiety Theatre with a cer-

tainty that brooks little competition. Other Dramatists are at-

tempting regeneration Plays but most of them lack this vital

spark which put "The Fortune Hunter" in the king row—that

subtle trick of Providence developing positive qualities out of

perverse purpose!
Several spurious biplots mar the construction of this piece

and the fourth act is an excrescent growth tacked on to the

main Plot after all essence has been squeezed out of the mate-
rial. It is obviously a temptation on the part of the author to

fill the measure to overflowing long after the effervescence of

his fun gas has escaped. The three legitimate Acts of the Play
round up one of the best examples of American craftsman-
ship on the stage today. It is staged with the instinct of a
Belasco and doubtless this propensity for picturesque scenic

effect had led Mr. Cohan into the idle maneuvers of character
parade which consume all of Act IV.

Electricity.

Without exception "Electricity" is the least like a Play of

anything put on the New York stage for seasons! Mr. Gil-

lette has either a tremendously vague notion of what consti-

tutes Drama or he has lost the train of his intention during the
repeated revisions of his piece prior to New York production.

Judging from the long procession of clap-trap performances
that New York audiences stand for, there is no more tolerant

public in the Universe. It is safe to say, however, that every
auditor paying his price of admission to this makeshift gave
vent to audible protest when the ordeal was over.

It is only as a negative example of construction that the
piece holds interest to the student. With a Problem founded
on a fallacy, a Plot without a Conflict, a heroine of awful
artificiality and a treatment replete with stone walls of dis-

unity, there is not paucity for profitable illustration of what
the aspirant should avoid. There is little left to perpetuate
the glory of the author of "Clarice" and "Secret Service."

At the opening of the Play we see a father plotting with his
son to marry off his daughter whom we are TOLD is an advo-
cate of Socialism and opposed to accumulated resources. Of
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course we all know such fathers and believe there are such
girls in fairyland, but the Law of Cause and Effect that per-

meates ever5rthing under the sun, as well as drama, demands
that we ESTABLISH such characters as a reality before we
use them on the stage. It would require considerable treat-

ment to substantiate either of these people, too much perhaps,
for any Dramatic value possible in the outcome.

But passing these minor absurdities, could the Play pro-

ceed? The suitor for this damsel of deranged whims disguises

as a day laboring electrician so that he may appease her antipa-

thy for wealth. The suitor has money to burn. Straightway
the Plot changes color and in Act II we find ourselves in an
utterly strange environment listening to the wails of some-
body's sweetheart whose wedding day is doomed by the non
appearance of the groom. Story fashion, the Problem has
drifted from one of marrying off the girl, don't you see, to an
entirely new Conflict of keeping the electrician drunk whilst
the counterfeit workman makes love to Miss Sociology.

Step by step the unconvincing complication rises, each
ascent a little more remote from Plot! By the time we reach
Act III the plotting father has ceased to know an3rthing about
his own Plot—the disposal of his daughter—so that the wrathy
parent may make fun with himself swearing at the electric

lights now disconnected by the tamperings of the bogus elec-

trician. We have a few more complications concerning the

electrician's fiancee whose future spouse is still a victim of

inebriety and then after sustained misunderstandings of the
most obvious transparency the grand conclusion of the origi-

nal Problem is achieved instantly! In a fit of mock martyr-
dom the hero is "going to tell her good bye and go!" Just
here the long arm of the Dramatist comes to the rescue. He
clears the stage of all other characters and as the two princi-

pals pronounce in concert the mysterious term: "Electricity,"

the curtain descends upon a question mark. Why did he write

it? The audience have no source of knowing and judging from
the text the author is not certain himself.

THE TEST.
By the author of Mother

"The Test" clings to no concentrated story and no sooner
is one branch of biplot started than another is sprung. The
motives of the characters are as artificial as the types them-
selves. Conditions are as vague as lack of information could
well make them and Effects are continually before Cause. We
see the author's naked effort, for instance to stir up jealousy

before the lovers are even known to the audience so that by the

time the curtain descends on Act I the chief occupation of the

spectator becomes a guessing at what the author means.
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We have said that Effect follows Cause. We can go a step

further and say that premises follow Conclusion, or nearly so,

in the peculiar fashion with which Mr. Goodman gives us hazy
knowledge of the Conditions of the Conflict for the first time at

the very climax of his play. Sprinkled all through the Play are

chapters of past history that are TOLD instead of being
woven into the present pattern as bits of unobtrusive thread.

Now all this may not interest those who cannot see the per-

formance of "The Test" but we try to build the requested criti-

cism so that all readers may profit by the negative instances of

play principle. We are fast departing from this class of pro-

duct and Mr. Goodman himself would not think of putting out
such stuff now, although "Mother" smacks of similar disparity

of purpose. As Channing Pollock says : "Mother has every bit

of the hard luck you expected her to have, and then some.
Hers is a three ring circus of a house. She has three sets of

children, so to speak, and each set provided its own peculiar

brand of trials and tribulations." Mr. Goodman is making
rapid strides, but as you see he has not yet advanced to the
head of the class where he can build a whole play out of ONE
THING. That is the test of the mastercraftsman

!

MARY MAGDALENE.*
Maeterlinck's Off-Stage Drama.

It is with trembling pen we tackle the work of a Poet. For
Drama and Poetry are two separate arts. But since Mr. Mae-
terlinck has descended into the vulgar realm of Drama, bereft

of all the glamour of verse, we may take up the probe with
more assurance. The present attempt at the English standard
of Drama is as bad an output as the average foreigner's change
of tongue, but we must judge the piece by what we know as
drama and not by that mystic literary measure set by the au-
thor in previous work. Technique teaches us not only that
Poetry and Drama are two separate Arts but that Dramatic
Poetry is still a third—a mongrel Art.

It is our purpose to show that this poetic habit of mind has
marred the Dramatic conscience of the author and that it will

require almost as much study on his part to master the Princi-
ples of play construction as any beginner of like intellect. His
literary capacity has taken him into descriptive rather than
dramatic dialog and in this particular instance has resulted in

an off-stage Play, the Conflict taking place anywhere but be-
fore his audience. And this results largely in a Drama of
TALK. And in addition to this main flaw there are minor
essays of disunity to Theme introduced merely to voice the

Dodd, Mead & Co., New York. Price $1.25.
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author's philosophy. A strong example of this digression is

the grief essay contained on pages 36, 37, 38 and 39. Longinus
and his child are plumped into the dialog with all the indiffer-

ence of an amateur WRITING his first masterpiece.

But beneath all this is a far graver difficulty—the dialog is

incoherent! "Why, I understand it, perfectly," you may re-

tort. But Drama must ever be measured by the minds of the

multitude. Even your interpretation is often based upon con-

scious thought and this is a violation of purest Drama. But
the poor fellow who has no acquaintance with Metrodorus,
Kermachus, Zeno, Hades and Persephone—what of him? Are
you in the majority with a theatre audience, or is he. Of course

if you contend that this is a Drama for intelligent men, there is

no argument. But is there such a thing? Isn't Drama the one
Art that is calculated to appeal to every man, woman and child

of us in the ABC language of the soul? Are not words mere
auxiliaries in this Art put in for the purpose of illuminating

WHAT WE SEE?
Hark to the broadside that Appius lets out (Refer to page

28 of the English translation) and let us know if you think

this coherent in a Dramatic sense. "Venus has left Cyprus
and soars above Jerusalem! Or rather, it is the fair Tech-
messa, who already brings back the smile to the lips of the son
of Telamon! .... Admire, O Coelius, the magnificent

image raised under this portico by Love and Beauty !" Is this

calculated to convey a thought to the subconscious mind of

the spectator or does it halt the Play? For the average au-

ditor we would say the latter is true. It is the Call of the Poet
who cannot lose his tuneful opportunity.

And still deeper lies a sterner deficiency! Let us strip the

Problem to its naked truth that we may examine its anatomy.

Problem.

Conditions : An officer seeks a harlot whose spiritual love

is awakened by Christ

Cause : The officer is commissioned to slay Christ.

Conclusion: Will she barter her body for the Lord's life?

This is the gist of "Mary Magdalene" heralded as a Theme
of profound reverence in no degree verging on sacrilege! It

is the spiritual regeneration of the Magdalene ! In spite of the

fact that a large fraction of the civilized world look upon
Christ as a sacred figure this playwright deems it fit to repre-

sent His love as a factor of lascivious traffic. But there,

we are posing as moral censors when our horizon does not per-

mit us to see clearly above the mere mechanical. We simply
had to say it

!
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A discussion of structural weakness is more in our line.

We have said that the Play contains no Conflict. This is not
literally but dramatically true. The spiritual opponent of

Verus, the Roman Officer, is not sufficiently dramatized. His
only combatant is the off-stage influence of the Lord's reported
presence. The story of raising Lazarus from the dead is Told
not represented upon the stage. It is not essential that we see

him actually exit from the tomb; but his earlier entrance in

Act II to replace the vapid twaddle of the others (Read Scene
II, Act II) would convert dialogued narrative into dramatized
speech. The author has refrained from introducing Christ,

himself, and the restraint is a wise one. But some such reality

as Lazarus must actively take His place if the story is to con-
summate actual Dramatic Conflict. Instead of thus visualiz-

ing the Spiritual element, the Play stumbles about the Plot
vainly attempting to sustain this factor by idle chatter of the

Lazarus incident and the miraculous cure of Lepers, cripples,

etc.

As for the public approval of the piece, it should certainly

take, with its double appeal to sacrilege and spirituality ! The
entire product is sufficiently obscure to be conveniently in-

terpreted any old way and the religious enthusiast will doubt-
less make his own version of it. For like a sermon it leaves

room for the auditor's particular slant, whereas the real drama
molds conviction with immutable fixity.

This is essentially true of a well built Play for the reason
that we SEE the Problem unfold before us and believe in it,

provided the author's illusion is Logical. If we accept his

premises we must concur in his Conclusion, not with respect
to all things but the ONE specific syllogism set up for solu-

tion. Logical solution is impossible in the case discussed:
"That Mary will NOT barter her body for the Lord's life," for

we have not seen her character pass through the flames of

transfiguration necessary to such high moral force. If we rely
upon belief in divine impulse for this choice, particularly with
theatrical audiences, we are again going beyond the limitation

of Law which fundamentally prescribes that we deal with be-
liefs of the whole public.

"Audiences with the experience of observation or of hear-
say, will not accept conduct outside their own knowledge."

David Belasco.

THE GAMBLERS
The Authors' Producing Company.

Besides being Charles Klein's greatest achievement struc-

turally, "The Gamblers" is notable as the initial effort of The
Author's Producing Company, an institution that promises
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much to the American Dramatist, known and unknown. Every
move toward closer fidelity to the author's conception as well

as the subjugation of the ignorant stagemanager's innovations,

is a triumph for technic! Too many Plays of moderate worth
are made ridiculous by the mechanical meddling of the hide-

bound stage carpenter in his honest effort to excite what he
thinks Suspense. May the Authors' Producing Company pros-

per and bring many more masterpieces to market

!

At the start let us call attention to Mr. Klein's greatest tech-

nical accomplishment. He has put his new Play in THREE
Acts ! We are not vain enough to think that this is solely the

result of the doctrine handed down by The DRAMATIST.
Far from it. This improved method of dividing the Conflict

into three epochs of exposition is in keeping with the advance
this author is making all along the line. There is more Unity
in this Play, more Sequence, More Logic and a higher value of

Scene Construction in every sense. Three Acts, therefore, are

the natural result of higher evolution. A number of new Plays
have them! If for no other reason, they are commendable in

that they conserve the element of illusion.

It is true that the author has wavered between two distinct

plots and that the real story, the love episode, is not as new as

the high finance feature of second plot. The two have been
ingeniously interwoven but their coexistence in the one Play is

detrimental to Unity in its last analysis. We call the love epi-

sode the real story for the author chooses to climax his Play
with this, and ends with it as well. Either plot would make an
excellent Play, we merely prefer the financial fragment for the
reason that missuspected marital infidelity is too closely a copy
of plays like "The Thief" and "The Spendthrift." Rip that ele-

ment out of Klein's new Play and you still have a great Prob-
lem out of which the same clever craftsman could construct
infinitely more dramatic Scenes.

HUSBAND.*
Noted Critic's Craftsmanship.

The critic is often called more destructive than construc-
tive. This charge is fully substantiated in the constructive
effort of John Corbin whose book "Husband" has been recently
published. If the identical work could be brought to him for

critical inspection he would doubtless render the same verdict
we now offer : the writer of this work has the crudest notion of
how to go about BUILDING the framework of Drama. He
attempts to write a Play without recourse to that Dramatic
unit known as a Scene and persists in TALKING the Plot
essentials that should HAPPEN before the audience by means
of REPRESENTATION on the stage.

Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Boston. Price $1.50.
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We do not mean to say that there are no Scenes in "Hus-

band" but we do say that the Play is not built by means of

them. For the far greater part is a heterogeneous collection

of aimless chatter and drift. It is hardly as bad as "Electri-

city" by Gillette. But this is faint praise. The Scenes at-

tempted on pages 114 to 124; 185 to 209 &c., have Drama in

them and rise above the plane of mere TALK but they fall

short of their design for the reason that oceans of gibberish

engulf them.
Page 223 thows a soliloquy cleverly avoided and the end of

Act II brings an effect in the way of a strong situation which
should have been the result of demonstrated CAUSES. The
premises have been so fearfully muddled in the undramatic
method of introduction that they fail to stand above dozens of

other irrelevant thoughts equally emphasized. Whatever Sus-

pense stirs the souls of the audience at this climax, therefore,

is as momentary as though it were treated apart from the

Play.

From pages 9 to 53 there is at least one new subject

TALKED to the page. Page 62 begins a Scene which lapses

into reminiscence of little or no Plot value. Things happen on
page 88 but lack of preparation leaves the author's hand ex-

posed to public view. And there is little sympathy possible for

types of character that do not exist within the mind or imagi-

nation of the crowd—the masses.
Act II follows the same rhetorical fashion and even the

things Talked about happened off stage. After 22 pages we
reach a Scene (115 to 124) but so far as Plot progress is con-

cerned we stand about where we started. Several times there

is an allusion to an illigitimate child which misleads the audi-

ence into thinking some developments will come of it. But
neither mother nor child ever gets across the footlights save as

the burden of confused ideas. They are not in the Play no
matter what subtle fancies they fired the author's mind with.

Act III the conversational drama continues. The minor
characters recapitulate to make sure the audience has an in-

ventory of things transpired. And much has happened be-
tween the acts, but this does not concern the spectators for it

is the betrothal of people that do not belong in the Plot. They
do utter the best lines in the book, however, and we are grate-
ful for that. (Note two speeches top of page 171.) The de-
nouement deserts the original Theme and endeavors to strike

a new one. Husband and wife both branch off suddenly on
the subject of race suicide. (Pages 214 and 223). And what is

the grand total? The husband who may have been the father
of the illicit child, for all we know, is reconciled to his queen
of a wife, the meantime mistress of a molly-coddle nobleman.
The Play is in THREE Acts

!
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But lest the reader conclude that we cite these flaws merely

to vaunt our knowledge of technology, let us draw an immedi-
ate moral; Belasco says 95 per cent of every hundred persons
who try to write Plays do not even recognize the necessity for

study. Here is the exceptional case of a noted critic. Ex-play
expert for the New Theatre ; and even he has not seen this vi-

tal need of mastering the cardinal principles of play construc-

tion before attempting to BUILD a Play. Take the lesson

home, dear reader! Let it teach you a proper reverence for

your Art ! If a man of Mr. Corbin's cultivation fails for want
of fundamental training, what chance is there for you with like

neglect and far less apprehension. You have one consolation

in the state of things. Intellectual arrogance is against the au-
thor. He must not write above the heads of those who spend
but fifty cents to "see the show." Our dramatists have been
students, not scholars. They are the men who with the in-

stinct bom of brotherly love mix with the multitude and
KNOW their souls!

Dramatist Know thy subject

!

Dramatist Know mankind

!

Dramatist Mix well these two ingredients

!

THE FAMILY.
Pleases Boston But Not New York.

We print the following personal letter from the editor to

Mr. Davis to demonstrate how a waste of unnecessary dia-

logue may impair a play for Metropolitan production. Several
nights after the receipt of this letter the Play was withdrawn
in New York, although it was so good technically it made even
m^anagers snifF and blink.

October 10, 1910.

My dear Mr. Davis

:

I arrived at one definite conclusion the other night at the

trial performance of your new Play. Although this is your
first production you have set a higher standard of technique
than that of any American author save Eugene Walter. If

every play in New York were required to conform to your
structural standard, the Gay White Way would be suddenly
converted into Cimmerian darkness. Particularly is this true

of "The Family" in such principles as THEME, Plot, Unity,

and Drama.
Theme is the broadest principle in Drama and the first step

toward a restriction of the material to be utilized in a Play.

You adhere to Theme with strict fidelity. Theme is implied in

the title of your Play. A fuller definition might be "The Fam-
ily a Unit." There is no single instance of a violation of this

Law in your Play.
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Your Plot being strung upon this Theme is unique and ori-

ginal. The story hinges upon a new treatment of an old, old

idea of the seduced daughter. You employ the family as an
organized entity to defend this child against her betrayer and
the hollow convention of Society which would turn her out

even from her own fireside. And after all this new turn to an
old familiar tale is all we need for an original Play. It is in

combining the common ideas that we arrive at the uncommon
and not in combining uncommon or unfamiliar materials. This
is all you will have to do to build another Plot as good as "The
Family."

The Unity of your Play surpasses an3rthing we have had in

New York for several years—even the Plays of Fitch and Wal-
ter. You hammer away at the single-centred conception of

Theme and Plot with almost ideal results. I can point to no
other specimen that illustrates the application of this Principle

more potently. In this particular as well as in many others

your work is a splendid model for students of the Drama.

Suspense is the only Law you cheerfully violate. But even
in this Principle your work so far surpasses the host of indiffer-

ent current Plays that it might seem malicious to point out
minor defects if your high standard of craftsmanship did not
invite scrutiny. The chief transgression is in Act I, Scene I.

You say you employ this first Scene to show precedent Condi-
tions of the family circle. A careful analysis of your Plot will

show you that it is not necessary or essential to show them.
Here is a S5mopsis of your Play

:

An erring girl feigns marriage to avoid family censure.

Her deception is detected.

Will the family rescue her and share her shame ?

You will find nothing in this Scientific Problem that calls

for advance details, almost devoid of ordinary interest (save
for a pun or two) and on the other hand there is no reason
why these same facts should not "come across" as live ingredi-
ents if utilized in legitimate Scenes of the Play. Structurally
speaking there are no Scenes in the first set scene of your Play.
The bulk of it is conversational drift without a single Plot hap-
pening up until the entrance of the girl's betrayer. Here is

where your Play should rightfully begin and with all the ear-
lier part eliminated you would still have a full evening's per-
formance. It is an abomination, anyhow, to divide an Act into
set scenes! Employ the same constructive imagination that
built the balance of your Play, in merging the valid conditions
of your Plot into an unbifurcated first Act and you will have a
mighty good example of modem playwriting

!
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In closing I will make one more observation. Your great-

est Scene is between Mother and Daughter at end of II. The
mother finds no wedding ring and the audience concludes at

once that she fully detects the terrible truth. It should be
clearly established that she still clings to the idea of her
daughter's innocence or you lose considerable effectiveness at

the height of this wonderful Scene. This and not the scene of

the boy throwing a pitcher at the parading minstrel, is the final

note for the Second Act.

Yours very sincerely,

THE EDITOR.

JUSTICE.*
An Example of Overworked Theme.

From the title of John Galsworthy's new Play it might
easily be suspected that the Author has a Theme to expound in

Dramatic form. The first act of the Play supports this belief

setting forth the Conditions of the Plot in the Englishman's
best style. His dialog is a most superb specimen. The second
act is a model trial Scene commendable for its unique device of

breaking into the midst of the proceeding and consummating
all in the way of prosecution that is necessary to the Problem.
But the third ! Three Set Scenes are devoted to exposing pri-

son atrocities in the abstract with as little fidelity to Plot pur-

pose as could be imagined were the author bent on evading it.

It is for this reason that we say theme is overworked. A
dramatist may go mad over his theme without advancing
Problem purpose one iota. The clever dialog in III, therefore,

is nothing more than hollow harangue so far as the Play
started in I and II is concerned. If the theme is to be utilized

it must be dramatized. To spend two acts getting an audience
into atmosphere identified with theme does not warrant an
oration or essay on the subject, pending a final return to Play
at the death moment of our hero.

The author's personal chat with us on the sins of omission
in the treatment of prisoners substitutes the logical Conclusion
of his Plot and affords an arbitrary ending without sufficient

regard to denouement of Problem premises. The Play belongs
in Three acts. The criminal punishment doctrine must be
woven into the fibre of the Play if it is to be legitimately used.

We advise all aspirants to read this Play. If you do not find it

in the Library, ask your librarian to secure it. We find libra-

rians accommodating in this respect. The Play is one particu-

larly suited to reading. Closet Drama

!

*Scribners, New York. Price 6oc.
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BABY MINE.

Structurally, the Gem of the Season.

We dedicate this farce to our many subscribers who, with-

out so excellent an example of ONE STORY drama might go
on thru life skeptical of the possibility of building a Play upon
a single solitary idea without dragging in a few foreign plot-

lets to kill time. To kill time? "Baby Mine" hasn't a breath-

ing spell. The fsirce is so full of its own theme that it over-

flows continually. But we cannot impress you, dear aspirant,

that this is the case with your Play. No ! No ! Yours is a dif-

ferent problem. And instead of righteously spinning the

legitimate material of your Plot you go wool gathering in the

pastures of another flock. Set it down in your book of pre-

cepts, "To write a Play is to write about one thing and to write

TWO Plays is to write about another THING."

And here let us note the fact that the ONE THING writ-

ten about in this Gem of Construction is unfolded in

THREE Acts. It is a strange but inevitable truth that the
fewer things you have to present the fewer Acts you need to

represent them. And when the Problem of a Play resolves

itself into its minutest simplicity the only concern of the dra-

matist in dividing the Conflict into curtain epochs is to provide
for lapse of time and change of scene. Of course, the highest
pitch of Drama is suspense and the instinct of the Artist will

instruct him to plunge his audience into this anxious experi-

ence while the curtain holds us for another round. Miss Mar-
garet Mayo has accomplished this feat with exquisite discern-
ment and projected unconscious anticipation into the follow-
ing act after each ending with a pen full of the ink of Dramatic
Essence.

Perhaps some of you think farce isn't drama? It ceases to
be Drama only when it fails to become a Play. This is the case
with too many of the season's earlier contributions. With the
accepted theory that a farce is unlicensed horseplay, authors
relax their qualms of Dramatic Conscience and descend into
miserable absurdity and imbecility. When a farce follows the
principles of play construction as rigidly as "Baby Mine" it

falls as legitimately under the classification of Drama as a tra-

gedy of the sombrest hue.

Problem.

Conditions: A husband leaves home.

Cause
: The wife counterfeits motherhood.

Conclusion
: The sham fatherhood reunites them.
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This is the sum and substance of "Baby Mine" but of

course, it gives no glimmering of the fun and uproar caused by
the apparently thin situation. Miss Mayo leaves no stone of

preparation unturned to make the absurdity real and her tri-

umph is only a tribute to that supreme something we call

ART. We have always contended that Farce requires more
Logic than Comedy. There is no better demonstration of this

truth extant than the Play in question. The more preposter-

ous the hypothesis the more rigid the demand for continual

Cause and Effect—Cause and Effect—^to bolster it up

!

Even the fundamental criticism that such a Theme outrages
motherhood is met by the Dramatist's quick precaution to cre-

ate so shallow a "mother" as to dissolve all scruple in this par-

ticular. This same Art of taking infinite pains pervades the

entire piece and is nowhere more welcome than in a letter

writing episode at the end of Act I. The wife has been inocu-

lated v/ith the suggestion to feign this sham of motherhood.
She "takes her pen in hand to say" 'My dear Alfred*—^but in-

stead of boring us with the traditional stage letter, the curtain

descends with her elfish little laugh insinuating more mischief
than words can convey. This is DRAMA! And it is in

THREE Acts! It is the shortest three-act Play on record,

actually playing one hour and ten minutes.

REBECCA OF SUNNY BROOK FARM.
A Simple Life Drama.

One of the most gratifying evidences of the season is the
cordial welcome extended this little drama of rural life. It ex-
plores a new field for the Dramatist in that it brings to the
theatre a class of spectators not reached by the average the-

atrical spellbinder. If you are not convinced of this fact go to
the Republic Theatre and witness the crowds of thrifty, in-

telligent and cultured people entering this play house. Try to

duplicate them anywhere in New York entertainments outside
of an ethical society lecture. Note the contrast to that t5rpically

conventional audience attending all the other theatres. What
is the answer? An exquisitely refreshing photograph of sim-
ple life represented upon the stage with absolute naturalness!

As a Play it has many flaws—it is a book Play—but it

stands out in such happy contrast to the overstock of artificial

representations of artificial life that it easily ranks first among
the "mirror up to nature" products. And book writers who
have an5rthing like the child story ability of Kate Douglas
Wiggin will do well to turn their novels into stage produc-
tions. It is to be hoped, however, that a better structural com-
pass may be employed, for Mrs. Wiggin loses the path repeat-

edly and wanders from what might be a perfect Play into di-

gressions of various degrees. To accomplish this disunity the
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piece lives through four different acts and five set scenes.

Much of this shifting could be avoided by adherence to the one
legitimate Play story contained in the material.

What is this story? It is the youth of an ingenuous girl

who, consigned to live with an irascible old aunt thoroughly
transforms the crabbed lady's nature by the sunshine of her
childish soul. But this does not include the love story, you will

say? And this is not a Play, there is no Conflict. You are

right on both counts. The love episode is no part of the Play
material so far as the authors have fused it but a Conflict can
readily be supplied and the love interest united by simply pit-

ting the girl, her lover and her love against the aunt's will.

What would be more natural than that the child fall in love

with this hero and the aunt oppose them? The circuit of Con-
flict would then be complete. The two children against the

aunt.

Of course the two foreign stories of Abner Simpson's theft

as well as his illicit relations with a woman known as his wife
are no factors in the real Play possibility. If they are to be
preserved for their entertaining qualities they must become so

much a part of Plot that structural progress is achieved by
them. This might be hard to do—nothing is impossible—but
the result might not pay for the labor. As a thoroughly new
sort of regeneration Play the greatest value lies in the direct

Conflict possible between the characters above mentioned. Un-
doubtedly Mrs. Wiggin wanted to weave in all the pretty little

touches contained in her books, but she can't embrace all of

them in all of her books and the illusion of Drama is just as

surely disturbed by utilizing one false ingredient as by incorpo-

rating a thousand. The Play ceases to be a real Play the mo-
ment ONE streak of disunity obtrudes. When the Conditions
of a consistent Conflict are once projected across the foot-

lights, the audience should be put to sleep by the absolute har-
mony of every mental suggestion thereafter oflFered. To waken
the spectator with a discordant note is to destroy the very il-

lusion attempted! Oh, be humble, my brother, in your abject
homage to UNITY ! For Unity implies a preservation of
the Dramatic Illusion.

NOBODY'S WIDOW.
Another Three-Act Play.

Without Mr. Belasco's Arch-craftsmanship Avery Hop-
wood's new Play might have been as shallow as "The Concert"
under like circumstances. Both are Plays fortunate for falling
into the hands of so expert an Artist of Stageology. The effort
is far superior to the same author's "This Man and This
Woman," but compared to "Seven Days" it is of flimsier fiber.
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The greatest virtue in the whole structure is that the author

imparts his secret to the audience instantly giving them su-

perior knowledge to the other characters upon the stage. This
is the essence of Dramatic CONFLICT and tends to demon-
strate that the dramatist has learned a fundamental of his

Science. Many writers of more merit juggle dangerously with
this primal LAW only to find in the end that by withholding
cardinal elements of DRAMA they destroy illusion, for the
auditor is compelled to THINK consciously, whereas he should
be allowed to DREAM subconsciously.

Another commendable feature in this farce is the absence of

Horseplay. Mr. Hopwood relies more upon genuine fun, smart
repartee and rational behavior for his laugh-producing for-

mula. But of course, this palls after a time, particularly when
we know that a man is flirting with his own wife from whom
he is separated on an hypothesis so hollow that it echoes in re-

peated similarity of situation.

Early in the second Act the Play descends to salacious sug-
gestion. The Problem bends from its original course, which
concerns the reunion of husband and wife, branching off onto
biplot of ready-made misunderstanding and still another bi-

plot of an entirely separate love affair between others. Neither
of these minor stories advance the action of the real play but
so bewilder the mind of the auditor that the effect of Plot is

badly diluted.

In the third Act salacious suggestion dominates all else,

even the legitimate Conclusion of the Play which Plot would
define as the reconciliation of the man and wife. Instead of

contenting himself with this solution which is reached in

their remarriage after a CABLED DIVORCE, the author
needlessly dwells upon details of the marital relation which
make his Play unfit for the younger generation and highly
distasteful to the adult not steeped in lascivious depravity.

Such sensualism would not come within the province of the

analyst's pen were it a legitimate outcome of the play premisies,

but being a spurious factor it invites censure.

The Play is divided into THREE ACTS and the divisions

are Logical. Many critics contend that you must divide the

Conflict where the material demands. That is true, but in nine

cases out of ten the Four Act Plays are arbitrarily divided and
at least one of the Acts or one of the divisions is false treat-

ment. We are not ready to advance the THREE ACT theory

as a LAW but the observation of thousands of Plays with a

greater number of acts tends to strengthen the theory. And if

you, dear reader, think you can show us a Play legitimately di-

vided into more than three epochs, apply for the verdict of

"The DRAMATIST."
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THE SQUAW MAN.

A Play of Artificial Foundation.

The DRAMATIST was not in existence when many of the

Plays in this list were projected but we are glad to respond to

the various requests of our patrons provided a performance or

manuscript of the desired Play can be had.

This Play was a success in its day, but the few years inter-

vening have brought radical changes of fashion dramatically.

Frontier drama founded on fictitious episode is not in demand
today as was demonstrated in the abrupt failure of "The Bar-
rier" last season. And that drama was an exceptionally good
example of the "wild and woolly." The taste of the playgoing
public is evolving swiftly these days. It is this fact that makes
the public's pulse so hard to take.

What are the features of this Play made obsolete in so brief

a period? Characters depart from their impersonations and
communicate direct with the audience. Others indulge in

"asides" and follow the old school of "Exit speeches" purely

for the purpose of EXPLAINING what the helpless author
does not know how to send across the footlights by dramatic
means. Letters are read aloud and eaves droppers are the

rule, not the exception. When convenient for the author, one-
half the stage doesn't hear what the other half says. Or they
do hear, just as the case may be. After a lapse of two years,

brothers and sisters do not know each other, even though they
chance to meet five thousand miles from home. Is this hold-
ing the lookin' glass up to nature? The only mirror that will

reflect such technic without a crack is the relic from grand-
ma's toilet set

But apart from these structural trivialities the Play has no
thread of valid Plot to hang on. We are required to believe in

the UNCAUSED death of a defaulting brother (off-stage) and
the suicide of a dejir little Indian mother in order that the for-

mer's buxom widow may wed the dead Indian's husband who
is no less than her deceased husband's brother, remember, im-
morally in love with her brother-in-law from the start. Now
what kind of mirror would reflect such Nature?

Besides this main story there are several biplots of murder
and monstrosity which are mere products of a semi-concen-
trated imagination. It would hardly be worth while, you will
admit, to go into a careful diagnosis of such a disease, for Na-
ture could hardly duplicate such an affliction, and the remedy
we might discover would not be applicable to other ailments.
The highest service this Play can perform in present-day study
is to stand as an example of negative qualities to be severely
avoided. Its success will retard the author's progress if Mr.
Royle accepts the verdict as a criterion to go by.
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LEAH KLESCHNA.
A Play of Mixed Sequence.

You ask us to analyse a Play that has pretty well estab-

lished itself in the good will of the playgoing public. Without
denying the drawing qualities of the piece we will point out
some very salient negatives that might add materially to its

current success if transformed into positive structural ele-

ments.

The first and largest of these changes would be to reverse
of acts III and IV, sequence being considerably off. This
suggestion is not offered as a remedy but as a correction of

the order of acts as they stand. The second is the elimination

of the entire fifth act, which has nothing whatever to do with
the Plot of the Play, but is a poetic sequel of the narrative or-

der. After these operations are complete it would be well to

go further and divide the Play into three Acts, doing away
with most of Act IV concerning the father's solicitude for his

daughter's absence, throwing the balance into III. The time
and place for the girl to renounce her father and his crooked
profession are in Paul Sylvain's home after he has caught her
in the act of stealing. This would enhance Unity a hundred
percent. As it is the fourth and fifth acts are more like the

chapters in a novel than the sequenced acts of a Drama.

We will not dwell on this Play, for some of our readers may
be unable to see or read it and much of the analysis would
thereby be lost. There is considerable disunity in the two out-

side suitors for Leah's hand and if either is retained he should
be entered into the initial Conflict of the Plot. The young
journalist and his sweetheart introduced for the purpose of

letting us know that the girl lives just down stairs, so that

later reference to her quarters will be explanatory, is a pretty

big dose of disunity to accomplish so small a point of prepara-

tion. Particularly is this true when the later reference to her
quarters involves a further streak of disunity; the capture of

Kleschna. This is not one of the purposes of the Plot, and all

such misleading inferences tend to dilute the presentation of

main Problem. The audience is quick to take cognizance of

these little points and EXPECT an outcome. Their confi-

dence is therefore betrayed to whatever extent the promise is

made and not kept by the author.

Leah Kleschna contains stuff for an excellent Play. It is

of the regeneration species and after all is said and done this

purpose of reconstructing character in a Play is about the

loftiest lesson a Plot can project. ! And since Human Nature
likes to see herself eternally benefitted we have a union of

moral and popular qualifications in the regeneration Play. If

it is properly constructed it is far more effective than any
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sermon could possibly be, for Dramatic Conflict communicates
direct with the soul where oratory must pass thru the agency
of the ear, requiring conscious attention and interpretation.

THE CALL OF THE WILD.
Frederick Remington's Novel Dramatized.

There may be several Plays of this name but we presume
the one you mean is the book dramatized by Louis Ivan Ship-

man. The novel was called "John Ermine of the Yellow-
stone." The book is probably far better than the Play al-

though we do not presume to judge the merit of fiction. The
two arts are entirely separate and distinct although it appears

to us that the one is as badly in need of the crusade of science

as the other.

Unable to SEE the Play reposing in the material of the

novel, Mr. Shipman blindly follows the story text oblivious to

the necessity of pruning all that does not apply to the one Con-
flict between John Ermine and the conventional stage villain.

We are perhaps literally wrong in saying that Remington's
novel is DRAMATIZED for in the closer meaning of the term
all that is lacking is dramatization. Proper dramatizing would
do away with the needless Prologue which precedes the four
long acts of the piece, converting yards of Talk into valid Dia-
log and vitalizing many plot essentials that are either related

to the audience by means of conversation between characters

or referred to as having happened BETWEEN ACTS

!

This RECITATIVE process is carried out to a finish. An
old man pipes a most distressing monologue of past history

in the first scene and then relates the history of his own life

in the last act. Neither of these Te Deums are of value to the
Play which should be enacted HERE and NOW. The hero
finds a photograph and then falls in love with the original.

We would be much more persuaded of the reality if we SAW
this fellow pick up the lady's likeness and the old man's effort

to explain what a picture is would bring forth all the antece-
dants required. The old man would then be speaking BE-
CAUSE he had to and not because the AUTHOR desired to

push certain information across the footlights as an apology
for more enlightened treatment.

The Play is full of these undramatized flaws and contains
some bigger violations of technic. Any attempt to stage the
traditional Conflict between villain and hero "for the hand of
the gueirl—1!" is pre-doomed to melodramatic destiny. Mod-
ern audiences have tabooed this form of false Art and only the
hard-of-hearing can fail to interpret the signs of the times.
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The "Call of the Wild" is thus handicapped and on top of

this is the conflicting character of the hero who in one act com-
promises the character of the heroine unwittingly and in the

next suddenly exercises the finest discretion of sentimental

deportment. Charles Klein says that Playw^riting has made
more advance in the last decade than in the eighteen centuries

preceding. We almost feel like abbreviating his term decade
and saying the last three years. This Play is a victim of the

species outclassed by evolution

!

ENCHAINED.
Published in the July 19 lo Number.*

The following is a revision of Scene I, Act III of Hervieu's
play printed in our July issue. We asked for suggestions from
our subscribers and this was submitted by Edward Gruse, of

Revillo, South Dakota,

Irene—May I assist you?
Fergan—You need not, as I know where every volume be-

longs. You might go and prepare tea.

Irene
—

'Tis early, but I'm hungry myself so I'll prepare our
lunch before the usual hour. Is there any special dish you de-

sire?

Fergan—Oh, no, an5rthing you have handy will do.

Irene—It will take but a few moments, then. (Exit Irene)

(Enter Valantin with fishing rod)

Val—Are you busy?
Fergan—I have accustomed myself to such task since our

arrival here ten years ago.

Val—Is she still unfaithful and ill-willed?

Fergan—More neglected than unfaithful and ill-willed and
whatever one neglects adds to another's burden.

(Enter Rene)

Rene—Tea is ready, papa.
Fergan—All right, I'll be there. (Exit Rene)
Val—How the boy grows

!

Fergan—Yes, he is not our only cause for difference be-

tween us. Irene does not wish to send him away from home
for his education and I have resolved to send him away to the

college of St. Christopher, where I mean to convey him to-

night.

Val—So soon?
Fergan—Ay! But I will not approach Irene with my de-

cision until the last moment.

*See page 58
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Val—Send him without her consent?
Fergan—So is my purpose, he must receive proper instruc-

tion. But come, Valanton, have tea with us.

Val—No, thank you. I lunched before I came and I've de-

layed here now too long.

Fergan—Well, I will not detain you, then.

(Exit Valanton.)

Besides showing time and place, this first scene should
above all, carry its purpose, which is to show that Irene and
Fergan renew their quarrel in the instance of Rene's leave for

college. Time is established by the fact that they have a young
son. But the son should enter early in Act III. Mr. Gruse has
accomplished this requisite in excellent fashion. He does not

show Place and the original only shows it in a very haphazard
fashion of dialog between one principal and one character in

no wise concerned with the Problem. Purpose is Talked by
Mr. Gruse same as M. Hervieu. The talk could not become
dialog until it is the inevitable thing—until they are forced to

talk it and this is not the case in original nor revision. We
are not analysing the above attempt at scene further than the

achievement of purpose. Irene's tea talk is contradictory. We
would think she and Fergan on the chummiest terms. The
flat statement of the renewed quarrel over the boy is all wrong.
Visualize this contention. Let us SEE it. Try again, Mr.
Gruse.

A further study of the Act leads us to believe that Scenes
I, II, III and V are spurious. These do nothing but attempt a
forecast of what is going to happen. If the act opened vdth
Scenes IV and VI we would have all that we, the audience re-

quire for interpretation of time, place and purpose and the Plot
would be intensified by the fact that we see it unfold BEFORE
US. With all due respect to M. Hervieu's argument, there is

no value in predicting happenings by mere talk in advance.
Let the fight proceed

!

Disunity of Enchained.

We have spent so much space in discussing this Scene I

that we have little left for Unity. In a word, the greatest

breach of Unity is the link out of the story that should inform
the audience of Rene's illicit parenthood. The surprise is for

Fergan, not us, and Interest is diluted by our ignorance. Mas-
ter this first essence of DRAMA

!

THE FIRE COMMISSIONER.
By Harrison Armstrong

This sketch is appearing on the Keith circuit and gives con-
siderable evidence of structural knowledge and experience. It
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deals with a far more ambitious theme than the average play-

let. Civic Graft! But theme is not allowed to predominate
as it should and two distinct plots cleverly interwoven in an
attempt to embrace more than one main idea, operate to the
distraction of thought in the audience. The mightiest genius
under the sun could not accomplish this feat without subordi-
nating one plot by means of making it advance the action of

the other.

One plot concerns a boy's determination to become a hero
in order to win his hero-worshipping sweetheart. The author's

impatience would not allow him to wait the natural order of

introducing the sweetheart and her heroic proclivities in the

person of the little lass herself—he must falsely substitute her
by monologue and telephone talk before we have made her ac-

quaintance. In the conclusion of this first plot the boy "makes
good" by a hair-breadth rescue of his heroine from a fire that

takes place OUT of the Play. Moral: Let the Play take place

ON the stage!

The second plot deals with legitimate theme; a minister

compelling a fire commissioner to resign from office by means
of telephonic communication of a fire in which his daughter is

being consumed as a direct result of his grafting mismanage-
ment of fire-fighting apparatus.

The telephone is a more visual means of making the fire a
factor in the plot but it remains a makeshift at best. An at-

tempt at descriptive reproduction of the terrific conflagration

for the benefit of the audience endangers a descent to the

ridiculous. Several snickers in the audience announce the fate

that awaits the false conduct of characters or false effect at-

tempted by the playwright's mechanism.
The sketch is well worth studying. Harrison Armstrong

will bear watching as one of the best builders of the better

grade of vaudeville Acts that grip.

INTERVIEWED.
Published in November Smart Set.

Like "The Fire Commissioner" this is a sketch worth read-

ing. It has been tried out in Chicago, we understand, but
found wanting in certain fundamental principles. It has a

Theme much like the other sketch referred to but is much
more concentrated in Unity.

The chief violation is the omission of Conditional informa-

tion that should get into the mind of the audience early in the

Play. We refer to the identity of the officer who calls to ar-

rest Miss Hale, the supposed burglar, and her fiance. They
are one and the same but the big opportunity to establish this

fact while she is talking to her editor on the telephone is lost.
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To the novelist's mind it would seem a pity to waste this

SURPRISE which might be sprung to advantage on the indi-

vidual reader, but to the dramatist such a suppression is dam-
aging to the interpretation of his Play. In fact it is the first

essential of presentation. It is an ingredient in PLOT that

cannot be replaced by the empty suspense or surprise manu-
factured by the absence of any information as to the police-

man's relation to Miss Hale. It resolves itself, then, into a

choice between two suspenses. Empty or full! For surely

the audience cannot nourish the hope that her lover will save
the day unless they KNOW that she has planned with him to

respond to the call.

Besides this giant transgression there are little deficiencies,

such as the impossible telephone talk at the beginning which
might mar the opening effect. And here the author makes or

breaks in the brief time allotted to vaudeville skits. The Busi-
ness of breaking into the house, is excellent for it creates SUS-
PENSE at once. On the whole the Act is miles above the
average and could be made into a perfect gem with little varia-

tion.

Subscribers are invited to state their choice of sketches to

be analysed in this department. Particularly the printed Acts
are desirable, for the subscriber may then refer to the score.
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'PlaifWriting

Are you satisfied with the progress you are making as a

playwright? Are you content to spend the best years of your

life in an effort to master dramatic composition? Are you

content to continue in the bitter and gruelling school of experi-

ence of the "try, try again"—^hit or miss theory? Or are you

willing to take a short cut to the mastery of your Art?

The majority of Authors who arrive on the Metropolitan

stage bring with them the history of fifteen to twenty years'

hard struggle with the mysteries of the Craft. This has been

the case with Fitch, Thomas, Pinero, Shaw and Walter. It is

this long period of helpless preparation that the Institute of

the Drama is designed to avert.

Let us tell you of the invaluable service the Institute ren-

ders the aspiring Playwright—how we help develop the abili-

ties and possibilities of the young Dramatist—how we perfect

a play into scientific and saleable form—and how you may add

to your fund of practical information, knowledge that you can

apply to the very play you are building—knowledge that will

place you years in advance of your normal development as a

Dramatist.

INSTITUTE OF THE DRAMA,
Easton, Pa.
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Technical Tendencies
There is a prevalent tendency to confuse the province of

technic with prophecy. A miserable botch of play construc-

tion may meet with popular approval. A technically good
Play may not. This is no conclusive argument against dra-

matic science. The timely subject alone may draw the crowd.
A group of actors might merely recite a story and still excite

interest. A dozen different ingredients may effect popular ac-

ceptance while none of these need concern technic. The fact

that a man speaks coherent English without strict adherence
to grammar need not condemn the underlying science of lan-

guage. In each instance it is the standard of the art we strive

to exalt. What the majority approves is not the criterion of

science.

It is a great pleasure, nevertheless, to observe that popular
demand for Drama coincides with the tendency toward tech-

nically improved playwriting. This is shown by the prepon-
derance of good modern structural specimens in the list of rec-

ord-breaking runs in New York to-day. "The Concert," "No-
body's Widow," "Get Rich Quick Wallingford" and "The
Gamblers" are all types of the simplicity Drama. "Baby
Mine," the Play we have already awarded the highest technical
place, takes the lead in the race for longevity in this country
and has since met with high favor in London! The only pro-

nounced violation of good technic that holds its own with
these, is "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm." This wonderful
stage picture wins through truthful portrayal of comely and
homely humanity.

We regret that we are unable to treat such pieces as "Chan-
tecler," "The Blue Bird," "The Piper," "Everywoman," "The
Arrow Maker," "The Faun" and "The Scarecrow." But these
are essentially undramatic. They partake of the spectacular,
the fantastic or the poetic and do not conform to the science of

Play Construction.

In the July, igii, issue, we will publish and analyze a

sketch from the Swedish by Strindberg, for the first time done
into English.
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AS A MAN THINKS.

A Play for Thinking Playgoers.
The success of Augustus Thomas' new Play would seem to

demonstrate the fact that there are enough thinking people in

the great city of New York to furnish audiences for one intel-

lectual orator presenting his lecture in dialog form. This is

not altogether conclusive, however. The alternative flattery

of Gentile and Jew is a salient box office feature. Undoubt-
edly the piece appeals to a select class of individuals of pre-

dominant mental temperament but like "The Melting Pot" it

tempts the Hebrew auditor who relishes the idea of a public

vindication of his race. "As a Man Thinks" goes even further.

The Jew is appointed to exalt the religion of the Gentile, so

both sides win

!

We have ever contended that a real Play is for the com-
posite-imagination of an audience, not for the speculative mind
of the individual. There is little in this noteworthy production
that resembles Drama. The first and last Acts are hopelessly

ill. They need some of the surplus mental healing dogma dis-

pensed in the text. Mr. Thomas continues to mistake fiction

and oratory for Play Construction. It is only in Scene build-

ing that he conforms to Dramatic method.

Problem.
Conditions : A wife is compromised with an old lover.

Cause: The husband doubts his own parentage of her
child.

Conclusion : It is proved that the lover is innocent.

This is about as near as Science can come to a syllogism of

the Play. The romantic tribulations of gentile boy and He-
brew girl are not embraced in it. The two stories are entwined
with evident notion that they are correlated and interdepen-

dent. Under the existing form of the structure we admit that

the second story stimulates the first. But treatment is wrong

!

The conclusion is not legitimately reached. It is obtained by
establishing the fact that the lover was in prison at the time
the child was conceived. Therefore, he is not the father of it

!

But how can a fact not in the Play solve its Problem? We
cannot emphasize too forcefully that all of the incidents vital

to Plot should transpire IN THE PLAY and on the stage. To
depend upon reviving precedent history for the promotion of

Plot is a flimsy device unworthy the modem dramatist.

Mr. Thomas may never master this fundamental of his Art.

He gives no evidence in his later Plays that it is his desire to

Dramatize ALL of the action. He follows the time-honored
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method of TELLING one fragment and recalling ancient his-

tory for another. Like Thespis, (500 B. C.) he elects one char-

acter to voice the author's sentiments. The Jewish physician
who performs this part in the present production is not a prin-

cipal in the cast. He has no direct connection with the Play.

He performs his mental miracles much to the embarrassment
of the probability of Plot and travels through four long Acts
unmotived, actuated expressly by the commands of the author
behind him.

The one surpassing trait of Augustus Thomas is his Scene
building ability. He has mastered this important factor of

Drama to such a degree that he can write an admirable Scene
in perfect Unity unto itself no matter how literally it violates

that larger Unity of the entire structure. With a clearer defi-

nition of what constitutes a Play this author might rank easily

the first in the land. So long as he employs the sermonistic
method he fosters the supremacy of Mayo, Klein and Walter.
But Heaven help the others if Thomas once turns loose on a
real Play. We believe he could build one if he would come
dcwn out of the pulpit

!

THE BOSS.
Mr. Sheldon's Descent to the Commercial.

Despite the fact that Mr. Sheldon has listened longingly to

the rustle of the dollar bill his play contains one or two Scenes
of intrinsic merit which as isolated specimens bid for gradual
Dramatic growth. The Play falters hopelessly about waiting
for the word "go" until the "boss" enters and the first Act
commits breach of promise in its exposition of Conditions that

are never to be fulfilled.

The proposal of a corrupt financier for the daughter of the
cultured man he has completely ruined is a progressive situa-

tion to be reached in the first Act of a Play. This is one of

the clever Scenes, this bold wooing, but its effect is shattered
by an abrupt and illogical consummation of the match and an
utter destruction of perspective. The author ducks the pro-
blem plainly prescribed by his own Plot, and sinks his princi-

pals into the matrimonial sea and wanders off in a theatrical

airship after half a dozen other plotlets of irrelevant purpose.

The first of these spurious entanglements is a "wife in name
only" arrangement made to solace the supposed social aspira-
tions of the "boss" thereby averting her father's bankruptcy.
We learn later that the "boss" detests all social functions and
whether the father's financial condition is benefitted by the
transaction "the deponent sayeth not."
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The second offshoot is the labor and capital complication

into which the wife is plunged at the author's election, sud-
denly becoming the sympathetic sister of all suffering human-
ity. On this byroad of Plot the hero encounters an infuriated

mob of strikers whom he successfully subdues to the sound of

a pin drop by the heroic flashing of a magazine pistol. But
this is the stage carpenter's joke, it can't be Mr. Sheldon's.

The next fragment is the husband's arrest for the murder of

the wife's brother who had continued to operate against the

"boss" despite the fact that the sister had been sacrificed in

marriage to replenish the family purse. With all his money
the magnate can secure no bail even though he is an abettor in

the crime at best.

The fourth conflict is an original drama between church
and capitaL The "boss" deceives his priest as to his attitude

toward the striking laborers and the wife betrays him. He
now defies the father, who, in one of the cleverest bits of Scene
structure subjugates his parishioner by the power of his posi-

tion.

And there is still another phase of the sociological situation.

This is strictly capital and labor. In order to defeat the strik-

ing workmen the "boss" will escape to Canada where he will

transfer the chief industry thereby impoverishing his native

town to tantalize his enemies.

The sixth and last Plot caps the climax of inconsistencies.

This tangent deals with the regeneration of the corrupt "hus-
band in name only." The wife now offers to swap her sex, a
commodity she had vowed never to include in the matrimonial
bargain, if he will merely show clemency to the poor laborers

whom she so sociologically loves! Wouldn't this satisfy the

greed of a melodramatic gormandizer?

Could anything be more ludicrous to the analyst than this

perpetual shift of Plot purpose? None of the above items are

successfully joined. With proper correlation this might be
accomplished, but it would make a complex Plot. There is a

growing demand for Plays with a purpose. Mr. Sheldon has
met the market with a supply of six-in-one. The defect arises

in the author's inability to define his Problem which in-

variably results in disunity. "One Plot at a time, &c," is as

true of Drama as anything else.

But let us say something good of "The Boss." The name-
character of the Play is drawn with unusual fidelity at certain

moments of portrayal. For isolated instances Mr. Sheldon has
done few Scenes better than the two commended in this arti-

cle. The valid Problem of his Play would make a powerful
Drama. Its richest resources are what "it might have been."
The legitimate Problem follows.
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Problem.

Conditions: A corrupt financier seeks the daughter whose
family he has impoverished.

Cause : His love for the girl regenerates his soul.

Conclusion : Her pride gives way to this transformation of

character.

THE HAVOC.
New Type Advocated by The DRAMATIST.

A Play built about one Theme, divided into Three Acts and
played by only four characters is precisely near the high Dra-

matic Standard held by this journal without further technical

qualifications. Add to this, a clever Plot, adequate Sequence,
marvellous restraint, excellent Scene structure, keen suspense,

picturesque Diction and spontaneous Dialog and "The Havoc"
may safely be classed with the foremost models of Play Con-
struction.

"Baby Mine" is the only dangerous rival of this nev/est

masterpiece and the novitiate will do well to follow both these

technical patterns of Comedy and Farce. They are early types
of the New Drama now dawning ; the Drama we have so long
been heralding. The laws of Play Construction have been
obeyed and utilized and this legitimate product is the inevita-

ble result.

It is interesting to note how this new type by H. S. Shel-

don, effects the opinion of the professional writer. Channing
Pollock, who hitherto has scoffed the idea of technic. calls

this model: "Amazingly clever in every respect." Margaret
Mayo, who has written the only rival, merely says : "Tremend-
ous!" Edgar Selwyn: "A Bully Good Play." Charles Klein:
"The best constructed Play I have ever seen." Charles Rann
Kennedy. "A remarkable Play of absorbing interest." George
Broadhurst : "A most extraordinary and brilliant Play."

This undissenting acclaim is no mean tribute to Dramatic
Technic ! It is none the less potent for being unconscious.
None of these Dramatists knew they were exalting Dramatur-
gic Science. It is not the technic but its effects that they
extol! The Playwright doesn't even know he is conforming
to the Laws when he builds a Play. But he never builds a
good one without so doing. And only a Play with Scientific

requisites could enlist this chorus of professional approval

!

PROBLEM.
Conditions: A paramour steals the wife of an honest man.
Cause : The man accedes the outrage.

Conclusion : His sanction proves the surer cure.
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The gravest violation of Principle in this Play is the dis-

unity involved in the denouement or conclusion. The hus-
band's compliance does work a cure but through a means in

slight disparity to Conditions and Cause. Instead of allowing
the premises to generate the Conclusion by specifically dis-

proving the paramour's perverted philosophy the author
trumps up a foreign device—showing the latter's defalcation

in a railroad office. This Conclusion has no bearing on the

premises.

Apart from this there is little structural criticism possible.

Fault might be found with the author's Logic in allowing a

man to swap his wife for the mere purpose of demonstrating
the other fellow's selfishness, but this treatment is largely a

matter of taste where no criterion holds. The situation could
be strengthened by giving added motive to the husband's con-

duct.

It is a lapse of Art to split an Act in two parts, all vain ex-

cuses to the contrary! Instead of leaping the problem by a

drop of the curtain the author should work it out ! In the first

Act the splice is made to provide time for the husband to pro-

ceed to the railroad station and return, unexpectedly, catching
the imposter in his lady's chamber. The author has taken for

granted there is no alternative. It is not vitally essential to

Plot that the man be gone several hours before he finds he has
taken the wrong book. It is not necessary that the poor little

wife be actually caught in bed with her lover. This is a need-
less lapse into lust. It is not required by the Plot and the wife

is robbed of' sympathy by this treatment. The competent
craftsman who built this Play could bridge this gap in an
hour's study.

In Act II the same criticism holds. The curtain is obvi-

ously dropped to provide opportunity for the remarried wife to

be compromised in the second husband's eyes by the equivocal
presence of her former spouse. It doesn't require any great

length of time to accomplish this feat. Exactly the same situa-

tion could be attained without dispatching both men to their

clubs while the curtain is down. Again we say the same ge-

nius that created far better emergencies in the Play could

readily invent some slight turn by which this breach in the

Dramatic illusion might be averted. It is his indifference to

these defects that we deplore. Fight out your Plot, Mr. Shel-

don.

But this is base ingratitude to the Dramatist who has fur-

nished us a splendid play of modern Construction. It is equi-

valent to defiling our own god—Technikos! Hats off to "The
Havoc," a play many miles in advance of the procession

!
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THE TWELVE POUND LOOK.

Barrie's Ascent to the Psychological.

The new one-act sketch by J. M. Barrie does not bear a

striking resemblance to Dramatic Composition. There must
be some sort of combat in a real Play, between the opposed
wills of the principles and this combat must be a thing of the

present moment. The playlet in question departs from this

immutable law in that it is wholly an account of a conflict of

past performance. In this respect it is much like Fritzchen, by
Sudermann, analyzed in this same issue.

Another salient flaw is that the characters are not motived.

The author places them on the stage for reasons best known to

himself and propels them of his own volition instead of theirs.

They recite his far-fetched moral in an obedient fashion telling

us that a husband's surplus of the success microbe will drive

his first wife to the bitter extreme of buying a sixty dollar

typewriter and cause his second spouse to envy her predeces-
sorsor's contented twelve pound countenance.

Of course it would be an irksome task for a man of Barrie's

wit to compose lines in the English Language that were not

gently tuned to the key of comedy. To hint that the "sixty

dollar look" is not a legitimate Dramatic grimace need not
signify that the little piece fails to entertain such members of

the audience as direct their intellects to the construction of

that feature of the Dramatic illusion usually assigned to the

author. An anecdote may please if it is merely told by a sin-

gle person. Put the same yarn into the mouths of a dozen
puppets to represent the various characters concerned, how-
ever, and you do not necessarily construct a Drama by the mere
act of dialoging. Alfred Sutro's "A Maker of Men" reported
in our July, 1910, number, is the only one-act piece we can
think of that compares with Mr. Barrie's latest effort for abso-
lute absence of Dramatic quality.

U. S. MINISTER BEDLOE.
A Frivolous Tailor-Made Farce.

If George Ade's past dramatic work has been conspicuous
for one thing more than another it is the absence of tangible
Plot. In "U. S. Minister Bedloe" he is seized with the sudden
desire to incorporate this disregarded ingredient. The result
is a hodgepodge of conventional theatric contortions serving
mainly to obscure the author's native wit,

"The College Widow," by the same author, was a pro-
nounced hit because, like "Rebecca of Sunny Brook Farm," it

conveys to the stage curtain glimpses of atmosphere with
telling reality. At the Art of capturing atmosphere Mr. Ade is
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an adept but no degree of efficiency in this particular equips
a man for the subtle secrets of Play Construction. At best this

faculty is an adjunct to Pla5rwriting.

Truthful reproduction of interesting pictures from life is

one thing and the building of that concrete something known
as Drama, is quite another. A specific train in the latter craft

is the only means of efficiency. Mr. Ade will have to go
through the same course of sprouts if he is ever to become a
Dramatist.

The attempt at Plot in this piece has not only marred the
native wit of the author, it has seduced his sense of comedy
and character. In several instances he descends to vapid puns,
cheap caricature and horseplay. There is no explanation for

this extravagance, save the misconception that this is play-

writing. It would be impossible to reduce this thing to Prob-
lem. It is merely a series of disordered circumstances.

THE DEEP PURPLE.
Dime Novel Melodrama.

There is but one infallible method of testing the constitu-

tion of a Play : strike its Proposition and see how nearly same
has been adhered to. When a piece is improperly constructed
there is no Problem and the next test is to find the nearest

approach to syllogism contained in the undeveloped material.

What the Armstrong-Mizner Play intended to be is as follows

:

Problem.

Conditions: A girl is used as a decoy to trap a man of

wealth.

Cause: The man detects his danger through her innocent
incompetence.

Conclusion : They operate in unison to escape a common
plight

Let us now trace the meandering of the authors from the

course of their evident intentions. The Cause, or middle
clause of Problem, is the core of any Play. This transcen-

dent feature of Construction is devitalized just at the moment
Plot is ripening. Instead of building the tremendous Scene
called for in the very nature of their materials, at the moment
this man discovers his danger through the innocence of the

girl who has lured him into this den, (thinking she is honestly

aiding the crook who masquerades as her lover) the authors
undermine the magnificent situation by having the hero fore-

warned of his danger. And this news is spread by a character

in no wise essential to the Plot.
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Here is an excellent instance of demolished interest! To

inform the man of his impending danger robs the Scene of its

force. The audience should know his imminent peril, but ab-

solute ignorance on the part of the victim is the very keynote

of SUSPENSE! Consider the thrill of heart throbs generated

by this man's entrance into tlie trap we set for him! "What
will he do? How will he protect his life—^his money? What
about the innocent girl, when she finds it her lover's purpose
to rob and plunder? Will they turn on her? Will he come to

her rescue?" &c., &c. These are the test questions of Dra-
matic Action! For Action transpires in the audience not on
the stage!

How utterly vapid is the traditional trick of getting the

drop on the culprit compared with the magnificent opportunity
afforded at this juncture for real Dramatic Composition? The
authors take the girl back to the hero's hotel for mamma to

care for. The real Plot of fleecing the hero subsides and sev-

eral spurious remnants sprout up. The hero has a convenient
friend in the police department who believes the girl a crook
too. The Conclusion of this new Problem would be: Can
the hero prove her innocence? A new Plot is necessary to put
this Problem to the test and money is placed in a convenient
spot to tempt the girl. Of course the girl is proof against this

pitfall but the authors think it necessary to carry on a little

contest of their own between the hero and the police official.

Another Plot brings us to the end. The girl is told by tele-

phone that she will meet her beloved father if she will return
to a favorite haunt of the crook's. Of course she is fool enough
to go at once, despite the provision of the message that
she must come "alone!" Naturally the crook awaits her, but
her doom is not quite sealed. A rescue falls from the clouds in

the form of an ex-convict with a well grown grudge against
the villain! Our new found friend has a perfectly legitimate
existence in a secondary Plot that we forgot to mention. Suf-
fice it to say that the secondary supplement belongs to an en-
tirely separate performance and that still another complication
caused by the obvious swapping of revolvers has no place in

any of the numerous offshots we have named.

That such a vapid composition of puerile sensation will at-

tract the indiscriminate crowd, there can be little doubt. To
classify it as Drama would be equivalent to letting in the
whole realm of yellow-back fiction on the same footing. "The
Deep Purple" is much worse structure than "Alias Jimmy
Valentine" with no big Scene to redeem it.
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NOBODY'S DAUGHTER.

A Splendid Play Possibility.

It is so seldom that we find plays of simple centred compo-
sition that it is indeed painful to see one of these go to pieces

for want of dramatic treatment. "Nobody's Daughter" sticks

to one thing and would get there if the two largest moments
of Suspense were not ignored.

Two young people become the illicit parents of a child and
afterward marry other mates. The man who later marries the

woman endeavors to solve the mysterious parenthood of this

child. In a beautifully built scene he tears down the fabrica-

tion that is supposed to explain her birth. He detects the

wife's overeagemess to answer questions asked of others and
justly suspects her of some guilt. But here the valid Scene
development halts, and with no shadow of suspicion cast upon
the real father of the child the husband flies off into a scene-

eating fit accusing him of the deed—a paradise for the actor.

The next best bit of technical abuse is the preposterous
manner of breaking the news to the woman now the wife of

the illicit father. It doesn't break, "she knew it all the time."

The fact is plumped in without asking leave of the audience.

The woman divines it. We know not how.
But we still maintain that the Play scheme is an ambitious

one. The Problem is exquisitely defined and the Theme
takes its genesis in the third law of Nature. The love of

mother and child. This law is a powerful emotional agent and
probably dramatized makes for Drama in the first degree. Mr.
George Paston has missed the mark in "Nobody's Daughter,"
but his effort is honest and sincere.

THE CONCERT.
A Drama With Farcical Finish.

"The Concert" is a one-story composition that threatens to
become Drama at one moment and falls into utter farce at an-
other. From the underlying Problem it will be seen that
the Theme lends itself to a fine Play formula.

PROBLEM.
Conditions : A doctor intercepts his wife's seduction.

Cause : He will not impede her happiness.

Conclusion : His cool head causes their reconciliation.

The Problem does not embrace the musician's wife nor
the Doctor's pretended love for her. These are details of Plot
development. The chief factor in the Play is the broad-minded
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Doctor. For farcical reasons he has been subdued and the
dialect character brought to the front.

This arbitrary sacrifice of the Conflict character doubtless
accounts for the premature explosion of Plot. Act II carries

the Conflict far beyond culminating moment and the Play is

virtually over before the second curtain descends. The au-
thor, the audience and the characters have all reached a com-
mon point of view which necessarily puts an end to Dramatic
Conflict. There is no further doubt as to the issue and any ef-

fort to prolong cross-purposes is an obvious play for "laughs."
That the effort is rewarded, there is not the slightest doubt.

The box office yields the ultimate evidence. This fact would
seem to outweigh all other argument but it can not down the
definition of Drama. The same comic element prevails light

opera, vaudeville and musical farce. It is the Play alone that
employs this fun to the concentrated purpose of promoting
Plot. With very slight modification "The Concert" could be
remodeled into this fuller definition of Drama. Act II could
be ended at the highest moment of suspense and the vital mis-
conception might be legitimately sustained until a timely de-

nouement. The Play has an excellent moral. What we de-
plore is the fact that its fun can not be devoted to exploiting
the author's concealed philosophy to its fullest force.

THE DARK LADY OF THE SONNETS.
Bernard Shaw's Soliciting Skit.

In the "Red Book Magazine" for January is a t5^ical Shaw
product accompanied by an excellent portrait of the great
writer. No one can accuse Shaw of writing without a purp>ose

—at least his own purpose. On the contrary Theme is usually
so paramount as to gobble up every other principle of Play
Construction. It is a good example of Theme for Theme sake.

In the present instance there is no exception to this rule.

His aim is to make an indirect appeal to the English people
for contributions to the Shakespeare Memorial Theatre fund.
After a preliminary skirmish with characters who threaten to

construct a semblance of Plot he achieves his purpose admira-
bly without recourse to Dramatic Method. The early portion
of the skit is nothing more than a game of words—Shakes-
peare's words—and the subtle suggestion by which the audi-
ence is moved to feelings of financial offertory is nothing but
abstract dialog devoid of dramatization

!

Shakespeare : . . . . Therefore must your majesty take
up the good work that your church hath abandoned and restore
the art of playing to its former use and dignity.

Elizabeth ... I tell thee Master Will it will be three
hundred years and more before my subjects learn that man
cannot live by bread alone; but by every word that cometh
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from the mouth of those whom God inspires. By that time you
and I will be dust beneath the feet of the horses, if indeed there

be any horses then, and men be still riding instead of flying.

Now it may be that by then your works will be dust also.

Shakespeare : They will stand, madam : fear not for that.

Elizabeth: It may prove so. But of this I am certain (for

I know my countrymen) that until every other country in the

Christian world even to barbarian Muscovy and the hamlets of

the boorish Germans, have its playhouse at the public charge,

England will never adventure. And she will adventure then
only because it is her desire to be ever in the fashion, and to do
humbly and dutifuUy whatso she seeth everybody else doing.

But this I will say, that if I could speak across the ages to our
descendants, I should heartily recommend them to fulfil your
wish, . . . &c.

This is a pungent thrust, eh?

There is no denying the salesmanship of such persuasive
words on the lips of the reincarnate Queen. The sketch serves

the double purpose of its pecuniary appeal for donations and
its proceeds resulting from the production itself. But the dra-

matic element is inconsequent. Plot takes on no shadow of a
Conflict and what Dramatic Suspense there might be is dashed
to pieces by the false promise of a mix-up between the "Dark
Lady" and the "Cloaked" one.

The nearest approach to Interest is generated by the prece-

dent knowledge in the minds of the audience concerning the
historic associations of these immortal personages. The au-
thor leaves us to construct our own little play of solitaire. He
has built nothing for our reconstructive imaginations to react

upon. The materials are offered and we must picture the illu-

sion for ourselves exactly as we perform this operation in the
reading of a book of fiction. It is in this respect that the skit

departs from dramatic form and assumes the nature of a dia-

logued oration. It is a clever duet of recitals at best and de-

monstrates the possibilities of the writer who confuses the

province of Play with that of the Propagandist.

DRIFTING.
Better Than the Turning Point.

The best that can be said of "Drifting" is that it surpasses,

anatomically, anything that Mr. Gibson has done. A very
flimsy Conflict is skilfully divided into three legitimate Acts.

This is a tremendous improvement over the act divisions of

"The Turning Point" which the author gave us last season.

But the content of these acts is so hollow that enhanced frame-
work is of little avail.
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And why is it hollow? Because the Play is founded upon a

character in whose existence the audience cannot believe. And
why can't they believe in her? Because she is painfully un-
sophisticated and no CAUSE is ascribed for this abnormality.
There should be some logical reason for her utter absence of

common sense. Is it her early training or environment? Some
radical precedent condition must account for this banal imbe-
cility !

How many thousand men and women would be cross-

examined before finding one credulous enough to swallow the
tale that a bride of 20 could be senseless enough to accept a
check from a man obviously conniving to alienate her affec-

tions from her husband? Of course, a Dramatist could build

up a situation that would justify such procedure but would
sane human beings stand for it in a bride who adores her hus-
band and whose only purpose in accepting the check is to make
good an overdraft at banlc notwithstanding the fact that hubby
has money to burn and that there has been no dem.and made
upon her for the account by the bank officials? There are a
thousand ways in which she could escape this trap the author
so obviously sets for her.

Upon this empty situation the climax of the entire struc-

ture hangs! But this is not the end of the author's arbitrary
plotting. The occasion of the husband's discovery of this check
is just as bald. There is no attempt to develop Suspense, The
wife has every reason to conceal this incriminating evidence,
particularly in the presence of her husband, but she doesn't!
The author's purpose is paramount. Plot for plot sake ! With-
out the slightest reason, the husband remarks: "What is that
paper?" He knows that there is something wrong in that pa-
per because the author wants him to know and for no other
earthly reason. The wife gasps and sputters for the same rea-
son. The author needs such a device!

The same brand of inconceivable innocence characterizes
every move that wifie makes. She isn't modeled after types
we meet in life. She is the irresponsible essence of comic
opera. In creating "'"rency" Mr, Gibson has run the gamut of
unreality—the direct antithesis of the Dramatist's goal. Her
paramour is of a similar species—an indescribable cad—a cari-

cature of stageland.

"Drifting" is better than "The Turning Point" for several
reasons. Plot is confined to ONE STORY save for a dash of
disunity in the way of a subsidiary story of the preposterous
blandishments of a frisky divorcee who cooly calculates upon
marrying a married man to repair her depleted purse. There
is a moment of dramatic merit in Act III that deserves com-
ment. The foolish bride is about to elope with the cause of all
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her trouble when husband intercepts. By honest Scene Con-
struction the author achieves his purpose of persuading the
wife not to go by giving the husband every appearance of sanc-
tioning the excursion. Her conversion is convincing and this

bit of Art is the one redeeming feature in the play that dif-

ferentiates it from the enforced performance of any other ama-
teur effort providing the wherewith to produce were forth-

coming.

TWO WOMEN.
An Experiment With Two Plots.

Mr. Rupert Hughes betrays an appalling ignorance of the

province of a Play in attempting to unite the fragments of two
Plots, neither of which possesses Dramatic quality in itself

and combined have less. Henry Fielding once wrote a comedy
called "Pasquin," which bordered on the double Plot idea, but
this comprised the rehearsal of two plays cleverly embodied in

one satirical Theme. We merely mention it as a structure

worth reading.

That a chaste wife may set a standard by which her prosti-

tute successor must be measured up for regeneration is the

chief idea of this new Play. The thematic intention is further

confirmed by its title:. "Two Women."
By far the greatest service performed in such a piece is the

profit of experience to manager and star. It is difficult to con-

ceive even an Actress taking hold of such a thing seriously,

but a semblance of strong situation ever appeals to the Thes-
pian blinding him to the predominant flaws of technic. Re-
call the instance of a star of Sothern's magnitude writing and
staging "The Light that Lies in a Woman's Eyes." It was a
stupid school boy's make-believe. All of which goes to show
that the actor does not know Drama as well as he scents a fat

part. It plainly demonstrates the advisability of managers and
stars studying the fundamentals of Play Construction in self

defense ! This is particularly true of those who enter into the

joint profits of production with money to lose

!

Besides having no tangible Plot this fabric lacks Conflict,

the one first requisite of Drama. There is no conscious conten-

tion of any sustained sort. The story of the Play is undrama-
tized, in other words, and reels off the author's pen like any
other narrative.

An artist with a "history" marries a chaste seamstress
who dies just as he comes into his fortune. He finds a dance
hall Harlot who closely resembles the lamented. The author
evidently intends us to swallow the plotty pill that the spirit

of the dead wife now takes a hand in the miracle. For the

widower has no intention of mating with the prostitute. He
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merely wishes to pose her for a portrait of the departed. The
demi-monde has no premeditated designs on the artist till she
contracted a habit of buying him neck ties and half-hose in

wholesale quantities. She then suddenly finds him a miscreant
for not marrying her on the spot to rescue her from her former
companions! And here we have Mrs. Carter's thrilling situa-

tion! The wouldn't be lovers dash in and out of the tender
passion current for the transparent purpose of intermittent

agony. The traditional tempest in a tea-pot. The heroine is a

veritable suffragette suitoress! She pops the question more
than once ! And this frenzied furore was once "the real thing"

in melodrama.

But let us go on with the story. The strumpet goes back to

her former keeper and the artist's attorney follows her with a

pension proposal. A moment later the artist himself appears
in the private apartments of the villain ! The "willin" is drunk

!

They quarrel! (Situation #2 and fully as logical as the first).

These poor devils don't know why they fight, but like obedient
puppets that they are, carry out the spasms inspired in the
mighty genius of the Playwright, for inspiration number two
tells him that this is the geographical moment for a duel ! And
so he says, "Sick 'em"—sober and drunk! Can anything be
more spontaneous than inspired genius? But even this is not
all. The poor old rickety Plot reeks with false purpose piled

high upon its own debris. Perverted motive is the rule, not
the exception.

Structurally speaking, "Two Women" is incomparably the

poorest play of the season. We have not analysed it on the

basis of Play Construction. It defies such dissection

!

DON.
An Ambitious Theme Mismanaged.

Rudolph Beiser's Play evidently reached production on the

strength of one big moment in the last Act. There is no con-
tinuous Interest nor conflict. But it would be practically im-
possible to thread two Plays on one conflict and that "Don" is

virtually two distinct Plays may be seen by the following

Problems

:

Problem #1.

Conditions : A girl loves a fanatic who elopes with a mar-
ried woman.

Cause: His purpose is shown to be innocent.

Conclusion : The girl and the fanatic are reconciled.
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Problem #2.

Conditions: A fanatic rescues the abused wife of a
preacher.

Cause: The preacher bows to the fanatic's divine purpose.

Conclusion : The preacher and wife are reconciled.

These Problems outline the double Plot that baffled Mr.
Besier. The best Dramatist on earth could not fuse them into

a single Play save as the author has attempted; TELLING
one Plot and Dramatizing the other. The result in the present

instance is, that neither Plot is wholly TOLD nor wholly en-

acted. Elach has a turn at Dramatization and recitation in

spots.

The fundamental character weakness of the Play is that of

the hero. He is a fanatic whose conduct is beyond the range
of accepted human beliefs. When a character is actuated by a

motive that the average auditor rejects, because of its absurd
contrast to normal behavior, the thing becomes obviously a
concoction of the author.

Next to the structural defect of Conflict, above cited, comes
the false siispense all through Act I and half of II, regarding
the hero's elopement with a married woman. He has not
eloped and a few grains of com.mon sense would compel him to

arrest his sweetheart's solicitude. A mere word would dissolve

this suspicion at any time. But again the author suppresses
the truth for theatric effect. By so doing he wrecks all real

sympathy for his hero. For no one wants to see a charming
girl marry this driveling idiot.

The denouement of the second Play is never accomplished.
The husband merely receives a convenient "flash of truth"
which transmogrifies his savage spirit- But this "flash" must
be Dramatized! The audience can't look into this fellow's

heart by any X-ray process. And no amount of testimony
from the accused is convincing. If we are to believe this wife-

beating brute will reform there must be some demonstration
of his change of soul ! The author leaps the gap in Plot by an
inference that the fanatic's divine power has worked the mira-
cle. But this is not Drama. It does not "get across!" The
Play ideas are both possible, the second Problem has big
pKDSsibilities. But the treatment is highly undramatic.

THEFT.
Jack London's Latest Attempt.

A man of Mr. London's popularity as a writer of weird
stories has little difficulty in finding a publisher for his at-

tempted plays. He has been attempting and publishing for

some years! A man of soundest judgment may be seduced
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by the burning desire to write what he thinks Drama. History
offers numerous examples. At the present moment, however,
we know of no prominent author who can surpass Jack Lon-
don for misconception of the Science of Play Construction.

He caps the climax on all counts ! Theme, Plot, Logic, Unity,
Sequence, Suspense, Scene and Dialog! All the Principles are

as cheerfully violated as though the author had set out with
the malicious intention of abusing rather than using them.
The book is published by The MacMillan Company at $1.25.

"Theft" is a tale of wantonness. It involves material for

several very bad plays but constructs no semblance of any
ONE. In order to reach a Conclusion where sympathy is

hopelessly shattered for both hero and heroine the writer de-

moralizes a statesman of high ideals and corrupts a magnifi-

cent woman. And for what ? All for the sake of dragging them
through situations that are supposedly Dramatic. In the end
the author endeavors to round up this budget of idle talk, po-

litical economy, voluptuous suggestiveness, bribery, graft, cor-

ruption, infidelity and theft, by the spontaneous announcement
that this married woman's love restores the statesman's lost

soul and that in renouncing her husband and child she is pro-
moting the great cause of humanity!

As for Plot, it would be difficult to trace any intended one.

The whole book is a confusion of episode, atmosphere and
prattle. One of the principle essentials of Plot takes place in

a distant city and a report of this feature is telegraphed to the

Scene of action. Of course such essentials must be visualized

before the eyes of the auditors.

There are some intense moments of isolated Suspense like

the Scene where a father orders his daughter stripped to the
skin in a room full of people of both sexes with nothing but a
screen to shield her. The author demands that she be searched
for the "missing papers." There is no Plot necessity of this

outrage, for if the father could trust the housekeeper to search
her behind a screen he could certainly permit them to retire to

an adjoining room, even if he had to accompany them. There
is no disputing the theatric sensuality of this situation. But
even if properly employed, so far as technic is concerned, it

would still reflect the author's depraved imagination on ac-

count of the obviousness of his insistence upon disrobing this

dignified creature under such suggestive circumstances.
Here we have another proof of the dire necessity for techni-

cal study. The mightiest genius the world can produce would
go just as far \vrong as our friend London if he undertook to

write Drama without knowledge of the structural work that
precedes this covering of words. The more fertile the imagi-
nation the more absurd will be the result where creative
faculty is not guided by Dramatic Law!
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THE SILVER BOX.

Galsworthy's Nearest Approach to Drama.
It is a long leap from fiction to Drama and Mr. Galsworthy

is making average progress. His greatest weakness, perhaps,
is to let purpose predominate, that is HIS purpose. He has
acquired this habit writing novels.

The same skill that constructs a Dramatic Scene can build
a Play if adequate knowledge of specifications guides the
larger operation. But obviously a man must know what a
Play is before he can design one and to recognize that it is not
a mere essay exploiting the author's views of a chosen Theme
is one of the first requisites. This excess of Theme makes a
Play preachy. It is Theme for Theme sake. In other words
the characters stop talking for their own account and spout
the doctrines of the author.

This fiction writing proclivity dictates the two unnecessary
shifts of curtain in Act I and the one in Act II of what is oth-

erwise Mr. Galsworthy's best structural spyecimen. The Dra-
matist's conscience would not permit this caprice. It is so

easy for the amateur to imagine that his peculiar material de-

mands the frequent fall of the curtain. In reality it is the au-
thor who needs shifting! With the feeblest effort these three

periods of time signified by the three separate scenes of Act I

could be compressed into One sustained division of the Conflict

setting forth Plot Conditions.

The needless subdivision of Act II creates a second scene
that contains nothing of vital purpose or progress to the Play.

Out of narrative habit the author's pen rambles over pages of

interesting reading that contribute nothing to the advance-
ment of Problem though he keeps within boundaries of

theme. What there is of value in this second fragment could

be utilized in the third Act where consultations with the attor-

ney would be more fitting. The author seems actually to pre-

fer the abomination of interrupted Acts! There is no surer

means of diluting the Dramatic illusion.

But the Play is not without its points of merit- In the third

Act, Theme is skillfully dramatized. The author's purpose is

so deftly imbedded in the suspense of the proceeding that

theme is wedded to Suspense and we are led to hope—^hope

—

hope—for the very thing that is destined not to happen. This
very failure and disappointment drives home the hopelessness

of a square deal where wealth opposes poverty before the ma-
jesty of the Law. It is another phase of the Theme attempted
in "Justice" by the same writer, but "The Silver Box" is far

better treatment. The play is published by G. P. Putnam's
Sons along with two others, "Joy" and "Strife," at $1.35. AH
three are excellent studies in easy dialog but alive with exam-
ples of over doctrined Drama.
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FRITZCHEN.

Sudermann Is Not Learning.

Although Sudermann is frequently grouped with the

world's great Dramatists, the searchlight of Science does not

show that he is technically more than a loquacious amateur.
"Fritzchen" is not a Play in the true sense of the word. It is

a narrated report of a drama which takes place elsewhere. In
the entire skit no two Plot characters come together to ignite

that vital Dramatic spark called Conflict. The nearest approach
to legitimate Scene purpose is the meeting of father and son.

(Scene 8 in the printed edition). But the father is no Principal

in the actual Plot. He is concerned in his son but not involved
in the boy's affair. In a well built Play every principal in the

cast is INVOLfVED in the Scene he enacts. No one is ob-
serving this fundamental more accurately than the American
author. Sundermann would do well to study our Drama. He
is forty miles behind the procession!

Let us take up the thread of the story of "Fritzchen" and
see just what fragments get across the footlights. The first

event is the disappointment of a young girl at the absence of

mail. Who is she? We cannot tell. She chats with the ser-

vant as though she might be one of his class and he apparently
knows her secret despair but won't tell us! We are given no
glimmer of the relation between the girl and the party from
whom she expects this epistle. The author evidently intends
us to jump at the conclusion she is in love with him—for are

net all plays teeming of the tender passion?

Her uncle enters and we have every reason to believe from
the conversation that they are expecting "Stephen." Perhaps
"Stephen" is her lover? No, he is only the "hired man." Un-
cle goes on about the young rascal who has not written, still

withholding his identity. We have learned that the girl is re-

lated to this old gentleman. We now learn that she also has
an aunt, his wife. But still no hint of the relation "the young
rascal" bears the three. Poor aunt has a weakened heart!
Uncle has forged telegrams and all sorts of things to keep her
from knowing "the young rascal hasn't written."

We now learn that the boy's name is Fritz and that uncle is

"wise" to a clandestine correspondence between him and the
niece. We are now presented with more incoherent news, en-
tirely out of Sequence and TALKED by parties of the third
part. "Little Frohn" (We have no idea who he is) has written
to the girl telling of Fritz's capers with a married lady. From
a line that is dropped we might now conjecture that the girl

loves Fritz, but it is not the author's intention that we should
fully grasp the thought; he avoids direct evidence of the fact.
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The girl blushes once, and the uncle tells her no one has no-
ticed her concealed jealousy—and we might add: "Not even
the audience !"

We are now confronted by the momentous problem of the
"browns or the whites." Uncle cannot decide which team to

drive to town with! But he finally departs and Lieutenant
von Hallerfort mysteriously appears. Why all this secrecy?
We do not knov/. Sequence is missing—we get effect before

cause. Perhaps this young man is a rival lover? No. He
merely announces the startling news that Fritz is coming and
requests that she "reckon by her watch a half hour from the

moment when he comes in here, and then" send a message &c.

A little more of the mystery of the Lieutenant's presence and
he is off. We laid some store by this mystery but alas, he
doesn't even snatch a kiss! And now the aunt conjectures.

She has psychically absorbed the "married lady" referred to in

"Little Frchn's" letter. This lady has a rude husband ! What
can an audience make of this? It is further effect preceding
cause! Could any amateur obscure his Plot more securely?

The aunt relates a vision she has seen. Poetic experts

would label this a master stroke! It bears such potent con-
trast to something that is to come. We know that something
is coming from the prophetic nature of this vision ! If we have
guessed that it is her son that she talks about it is no fault of

Sudermann's. The fact is not established in the text and the

girl's presence in the home of the man she apparently loves is

unexplained. This may be foreign standpoint. It is foreign to

Dramatic fact.

What Sudermann labels as his seventh structural scene ac-

complishes nothing save Fritz's absent mindedness about
some vague something. So long as we do not know what it is

there is no possibility of Dramatic Conflict. We haven't the in-

gredients that make for Suspense. The best that can be accom-
plished by such procedure is utter dismay. The six Scenes
that have preceded are fully as vapid so far as any Plot essence

is concerned. They all lead to nothing. Nothing really hap-
pens. At the end of the seventh Scene we have no tangible in-

timation of the premises of a Play and in the eighth Scene we
find that no Drama is scheduled. Like the fickle fable vnriter

the author springs a brand new theatric situation, which might
have been Dramatic had the premises been erected to sustain

such a climax. There is a vibration resembling Interest in the

girl's doom to disappointment when we HEAR that Fritz is

disgraced and his threatened duel doubtless awakens extrane-

ous emotion in the breast of the German where this false code
of honor prevails.

Of course we must discount liberally for translation. The
Dramatic quality of this English is very bad. (Published by

i6o
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Charles Scribner's Sons, $1.25). But translation cannot mate-
rially effect technic. No master craftsman could put out a

piece like "Fritchen" under disguise of Drama. The inevita-

ble conclusion must be that Sudermann is in the childhood of

his Art. He has a splendid eye for the big moment, but if he
allows the magnitude of this event to swallow up the Condi-
tions and Cause of his creation, there is little chance of his

ever doing a real Play. Even Maeterlinck would not tolerate

this utter disregard of Drama. But both men have years of

study between them and the perfection of Play Construction!
It is the duty of "The DRAMATIST" to point out these

diseased Dramatic tissues lest the beginner be deceived into

taking the work of a supposed master as a working model.
There are many American writers far more worthy of emula-
tion and there are hundreds of unproduced amateurs who
would hesitate to palm off such lame stuff for Drama

!

THENIGGER.
Better Than "Salvation Nell."

When Edward Sheldon writes a play as uniformly good as
the last 47 pages of "The Nigger"* he will put out his master-
piece. He will never surpass the last Scenes in this play for
he here achieves the highest purpose of the Dramatist con-
forming strictly to Theme and motivating every character
utilized—every syllable said. There is as wide a chasm be-
tween "The Nigger" and "Salvation Nell" as between "China-
town Charlie" and "Madam X."

But why is this praise not applicable to the entire play? Do
you think it because the Dramatist was inspired at this parti-
cular epoch? Yes! Inspired, not so much by the muse, as by
the fact that he had accidentally stumbled upon the legitimate
path of Plot. We can vouch that the straight road was not
intentional for the major portion of the play is hopelessly mud-
dled by side paths and windings of disunity. In other words,
Mr. Sheldon has built better than he knew because uncon-
sciously he conformed to the immutable Law of Drama. His
talents were centered on one purpose in these latter Scenes.
In many of the other situations the same genius is wasted on
dramatic effect for effect sake without regard for Problem
or Plot.

This last inference applies to the bulk of Acts I and II.
Act I is consumed with a horrible negro lynching scene ; the
rapist fresh from assault paraded before our very eyes. Of
course it may be contended that atmosphere is afforded, that
Theme is in keeping and that contrast is sharpened for the

*The MacMillan Co., New York Price $1.25.
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taint of this fiend's blood that courses through veins of "Mor-
row." But all such argument is futile. No jot of Theme, no
breath of atmosphere is introduced in a real play unless it

serves the joint purpose of advancing Conflict in accord with
Problem ! And if legitimately used this lynching incident must
be made to materially advance the Plot or remain spurious epi-

sode. The one redeeming feature of the act is Philip's love
scene with Georgie (Pages 47 to 57). Georgie's trip abroad is

a foreign device to rouse sleeping sentiments. This should be
accomplished by means of material within the Scene. But
what we mean by redeeming quality is the fact that this love
Scene is a legitimate factor in Plot and Problem. It is required
that these two young people love. The author has established

this fact by means of a Scene—not TELLING us through the
other characters.

Noyes' wooing is no part of the Conflict and is a false step

at the start. To make him a suitor violates the probability of

the same man holding the nomination of Governor in his hand
for "Phil." The main Conflict is one of race, not love, and it

is false pretense to mislead an audience into expecting a Plot

of rival lovers. Here is a good illustration of the necessity for

concentration on ONE STORY for One Play! The greedy
amateur summons every available detachment of his Theme
and ruthlessly pursues disintegration to the bitter end. The
DRAMATIST bends the same effort toward rejecting every
possible atom of disunity. He knows that his pungency of

purpose lies in absolute concentration of energy. This rule

works both ways. It stimulates the author's genius to the

highest pitch and by confining the attention of the audience to

ONE isolated tale affords the highest essence of illusion.

Moral : Let variety remain the province of the vaudeville

!

We are gradually learning that it is not necessary to parade
all the ingredients of a Play before the audience prior to pre-

senting them in concrete form of Scene. Note the vague hints

dropped in Act I concerning "Phil's" doubtful parentage.

These are premature. They are designed to create Suspense
but result in nothing short of dismay. The audience is merely
given a sufficient fragment of precedent conditions to set them
thinking distracted thoughts that will tend to vitiate valid

Plot elements so far as their subconscious reception of same is

concerned. And why duplicate? The full facts of "Phil's"

illicit antecedents are brought out in "Jinny's confession (See

Page 164) by truly dramatic means. This is one of the most
telling Scenes in the play, for the author sets up a vital prob-

lem for himself and solves it scientifically. It is one of the es-

sentials of Plot and comes out in the nature of unfolding of
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Play but is seriously diluted by reason of repetition. The blun-

dering attempts to TALK these same facts into the audience
in Act I are out of Sequence. We see nothing to come of it

then, for cart is hitched before the horse.

By reducing the Play to rock bottom Problem we can best
measure merits and discrepancies.

Problem.
Conditions: A man with negro blood is elected Governor.

Cause : His opponent threatens exposure of this taint.

Conclusion: The Governor submits rather than relinquish

principle.

You may find it difficult to so forget the workings of Plot
as to analyse down to its framework but this Problem is the
first scaffolding of "The Nigger." As we proceed to erect the
bolder outlines we add that this governor is a Southerner with
all the pride that type implies—that he is ignorant of his negro
blood—and that along with predominant Southern principle he
must renounce his love for a white girl—that his opponent is

a distiller and that the bill before the governor is to prohibit

the sale of liquor. One by one these counter Causes add to the
cohesiveness of plot in development, but it is only such factors
as promote the Problem that legitimately belong in the
Play. This lets the biplot of the distiller's love for the white
girl out. It does not call for the negro l5mching. It disquali-

fies the necessity of a race riot in II for Plot does not take hold
in Act II till some 30 odd pages have elapsed. The riot is

doubtless intended for atmospheric value but it is illicit for the
reason that the Play halts while this chaff is being played and
no Plot progress is accomplished. Real Plot begins at page
135-

As shown in Problem and demanded by Theme the real

conflict concerns race prejudice. Without the ability to SEE
and adhere to this three clause basis of a Conflict it is very
difficult for an author to select such essentials as require rep-
resentation by means of Scene building and relegate to inci-

dental mention such items as the audience will accept as
DRAMATIC FACT upon merest allusion.

But Mr, Sheldon has made more than his share of progress
since "Salvation Nell." In the few years intervening he has
gone ten years to the good. The thing he still lacks is the
Artist's Eye with which to SEE his picture—to form a fin-

ished concept in the mind before transmitting it to Dialog.
May the next few years be as kind to him! We need such
Dramatists

!
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CANDIDA.

A Personally Conducted Plot.

In Brentano's published version of this play ($1.25) there
are two fundamental flaws. The first is the absence of coher-
ent Conflict, the second is the weak and sniveling character of

the poetic 19-year-old boy whose irresponsibility makes him
an inplausable contestant for Candida's love against the ro-

bust, resolute husband of forty. There is slight disunity in the
irrelevance of the curate, the typist and the father-in-law, but
the story rests upon one thread. An attempt at Problem will

demonstrate.

PROBLEM.
Conditions : A poet professes a superior love for a parson's

wife.

Cause : The parson permits her to make a choice.

Conclusion: The wife continues to love her own husband.

The Conflict lacks reality on several counts. The husband
never really considers the boy as a formidable adversary after

the isolated instance of a combat at the end of Act I. Here
the Play gives promise of real battle,—^but much of Act II is

given over to the poet's aimless titter with the typist on the
topic of love—a commodity. The Conflict is not resumed after

that save in an author's personally-conducted tour of mental
superficialities. The effort to stimulate the husband's anxiety
is unfounded. The wife is not shown to be in love with the

boy.
To make this love for a youth convincing in a woman of

thirty-five her attachment must be drawn with indelible clar-

ity. In the Dramatic sense of the word there is no issue. In-

stead of that definite clash of wills that characterizes good
Drama, there is a weak, wishy-washy semblance of contention
which needlessly degrades the wife and contradicts the hus-
band's resolute personality. The boy is a mere shadow of the

infant genius he is designed to portray. His type is one so re-

mote from general human experience as to be of little interest

to the crowd.

From this may be drawn a valuable lesson. Avoid the ex-

treme and employ the normal. The familiar type affords a far

greater opportunity of subtle character analysis. Here, as in

Plot, it is the uncommon treatment of the common, rather than

of the complex that spells achievement.

It is the purpose of this journal to warn the aspirant

against such spineless specimens of Play Construction. A stu-

dent might pursue this style of technic for a thousand years
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and never discern the secret paths to Playwriting. It is an
easy matter to confuse Mr. Shaw's pungent brand of Philoso-

phy with the subtleness of Dramatic Conflict, but they are as

distantly related as any other species of prepared preachment.
Confine your psychological speculation to the motives which
rule the conduct of your character. Do not attempt to exploit

your Theme beyond the boundary circumscribed by your Plot.
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IF you are unable to obtain com-

petent criticism on your own
manuscripts, forward them to the

Playreading Department.

The Dramatist
Easton, Pa.
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Reading of Plays

The Competent playreader is as scarce an article as a

wholly commendable play. Why? Because it is necessary for

the manuscript judge to stop up the channels of conscious

thought in reading real drama and measure dramatic merit by
the impressions recorded on his subconscious imagination. In
other words he must forget self and FEEL trait effects

through the primitive instincts of the race to which he belongs.

It is a strange statement to make that the spectator's think-

ing mind is not involved in seeing an ideal play. If it is

brought into operation the play is at fault. The playwright is

concerned, therefore, with the problem of putting the mind to

sleep and entertaining his audience with a hypnotic dream.

It is only by rare remnants of complete dramatization that

this theory can be demonstrated. For play-building is only in

its babyhood. The achievements thus far obtained are ran-

dom results of a hit-and-miss method. What the future holds
for dramatic composition is only visible to the imagination of

the theorist who can idealize years before the world may real-

ize.

But it is not far distant when plays may be built with illu-

sion so infinite that no susceptible theatre-goer will rouse from
the enchanted dream of subconsciousness during the entire

period of performance

!

Is this a wild prognostication?

The Dramatist backs it up with every hope and assurance
of realization. The application of science to this greatest of

arts will send it ahead triumphantly. When authors learn that
certain effects are the inevitable result of fixed causes and that
not a solitary atom of dramatic interest is generated without
the operation of LAW, the art will suddenly rise and claim its

own kingdom. The great possibilities of drama are but dimly
shadowed in the efforts of today.
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EXCUSE ME.
An Actor-Made Play.

The playwrights of antiquity suggested an idea for the

players and the Play proceeded to build itself out of their

spontaneous impressions. That this has been the case with
one of the best farces of the season cannot be doubted by those

who saw the trial performance of "Excuse Me," and now be-

hold the endless chain of amiable antics performed by the ca-

pable cast of comedians at the Gaiety Theatre, New York City.

This remark is not made to minimize the excellence and
originality in the author's conception of his farce. The diffi-

culties of presenting three whole acts of a Play on board a
train is easily apparent to the naked eye. Mr. Hughes has ac-

complished the feat and sustained a momentary interest of rare

uniformity with admirable invention.

This Play is an excellent example of the half illusion spe-

cies. The audience never for a moment becomes a willing

party to the Plot. There is ever that implied agreement on
the part of the auditor that he witnesses the fun of the per-

formance of his own knowledge and consent. We laugh at the

antics of the actors never forgetting that they are clever mim-
ics. Their feigned emotions do not become ours. Our souls

do not live through the vicissitudes of the characters repre-

sented as in a real Play such as "Baby Mine."

These individual stunts are of a high order of amusement
in themselves and do conform to the law of UNITY of place

in so far as they transpire in one Pullman train with considera-

ble sense of Sequence. There is little else that connects the
scraps of episode which keep the audience in continual uprosir

with fewer lapses and leaks than most any farce of the season.

It lacks the sustained purpose of "Baby Mine" but excels
"Mrs. Bumstead-Leigh" by reason of greater fidelity to life in

its supposed and comic aspects.

But how may we accomplish this closer purpose? How
may we knit this variegated group of stunts into a whole
fabric? By adhering to the dictates of Plot! The simplest
statement of the possible Plot of the farce follows :

—

A couple is carried off on an overland train before their

wedding ceremony can be performed. Their sentimental tri-

bulations cause another couple to secure a parson and a double
wedding ensues.

This is the central idea of the farce and it is only as all

other factors contribute to it that the main plot can be bene-
fited. Every other issue should be joined to this dominant
Conflict and be made to promote its progress as definitely as
possible. The divorce couple enroute for Reno might easily

1 68
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advance the main story by the introduction of incident show-
ing conclusively that their reconciliation is inspired by the sen-

timental devotion of the honeymoon couple. And here is the

test of validity for any given episode. Does it contribute to

the progress of the main Conflict? If it does not, it may be
made to. The art of playwriting is this process of blending

—

of eliminating the extraneous just as truly as the art of the

sculptor is the hewing away all foreign hunks of stone. Stroke

by stroke the mass of material is formed by carving out the

shadows that define the light.

"Excuse Me" is a decided improvement over "Two Wo-
men" by the same author. We rejoice in the manifest achieve-

ment. But Mr. Rupert Hughes must obtain the art of fusing

parts into a whole before he will ever do good Drama.

MRS. BUMSTEAD-LEIGH.
A Play With One Fat Part.

Mrs. Bumstead-Leigh is a good illustration of providing an
entertaining part for a very clever actress without building a

Play about it. Mrs. Fiske's adroit personation contributes
more drama to the piece than anything the author has fur-

nished. But the opportunities are all there for a veritable

Sheridan comedy. The following syllogism suggests what the

Play might have been if the fundemientals of Play Construc-
tion had been employed.

1. A woman counterfeits aristocracy to match off her sis-

ter to advantage.

2. Their humble parentage is detected.

3. The match is sanctioned to avert publicity.

In the original Play a conclusion or third clause is reached
that does not grow out of the first two premises. This, of
course, prevents a logical form of reasoning. In the above
hypothetical exercise note that the last clause follows as an
inevitable result of the two preceding premises. In all real

Plays the Conclusion MUST be a rational deduction from the
first and second premises. The Conclusion of "Mrs. Bum-
stead-Leigh" is reached by another route entirely. The match
is finally sanctioned by the aristocrats in lieu of a threat to dig
up the wild oats sewn by the son. In other words the denoue-
ment is reached by reviving history that is in no way related
to the Plot—a trumped-up incident that does not emanate
from the Play proper. It belongs in a separate Conflict.

"Oh, but they laugh at it!" And this remark qualifies the
piece as a good entertainment but not as a Play. We are con-
tinually under the necessity of explaining that the province of
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"The DRAMATIST" is to define Drama, not to condemn
everything that fails to conform to this definition. "Mrs. Bum-
stead-Leigh" is a successful Vaudeville entertainment put up
in Play form without the requisite coalescence of the different

stunts.

The tomb-stone oration is a bold example of this fact. A
clown could undoubtedly step into the Play and fetch just as

many laughs as the next one. If the gentleman from Indiana
does not perform a service to the Plot in reeling off his clever

recitation of grave yard comedy he belongs in a variety bill

not a Play. If this tomb-stone oratory is to be utilized in a
Play it should be made to promote some particular feature of

Plot. Something should depend upon his persuading the

principals of the cast as to the advisability of accepting his pe-

culiar brand of cemetery cenotaph, then this Fourth of July
oration would become dramatized. As the matter stands it is

merely a funny speech familiar to musical comedy or specialty

shows. It is as isolated in its present setting as "Casey at the

Bat."
Even a farce of the broadest type should blend its ingredi-

ents into one completed whole. The tendency to pass upon
extraneous items of interest may devitalize the dramatist*s

technic. Observe Unity to the last letter! When the temp-
tation to dodge the issue arises, say to your subjective self:

"I am simply compromising with my Art ! The failure to fuse

the thing is with me and not with the implasticity of my mate-
rials!"

THE WORLD AND HIS WIFE.*
An Off-Stage Melodrama.

Problem.
1. Gossips attack an innocent wife.

2. Their incessant suggestion bears fruit.

3. She weds the maligned admirer.

At the request of one of our subscribers we dissect this suc-

cess of a few years back. The subscriber deems it a master-

piece and challenges our probe. The ruling idea of the Drama
and not its superior craftsmanship has evidently captivated

our young friend. The entire structure rests upon a false

Spanish code, no longer alive even in Spain, and this artificial

intrigue of gossip, slander and duello transpires OFF STAGE
for the most part. The generating causes are infirm in humor-

1

ous instances and the end is invalid since no Conclusion is

*Mitchell Kennedy, New York. Price $1.
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reached that clears the one victim of the Plot—the husband.

Even the husband's brother still thinks the wife and lover

guilty. Their innocence should be absolutely established.

Some effective incident would best set forth this essential.

The two chief defects of the drama are lack of dramatiza-

tion and lack of motive. Most of the Plot events take place

off-stage and are not by any dramatic means visualized before

the audience. If the duels were to be withheld as a matter of

taste, there are a hundred ways in which they might still be-

come visual factors in the Play without resorting to the lame
method of TELLING the audience about them. And too fre-

quently these essentials of Plot are TALKED into the audi-

ence by supernumerary characters such as the son of the hus-
band's brother who has no earthly connection with the Play.

The author merely elects him to convey his report of what has
happened elsewhere, from time to time. Study the Play care-

fully and you will find several such tattlers. In a real Play all

the valid incidents should be enacted or represented visually in

some dramatic manner. In other words they should be dra-

matized, not narrated.

The unmotived features referred to are best illustrated by
Severo, the husband's brother, his wife and son. The British

captain is also of this brand. Severo virtually assumes com-
mand of affairs in his brother's household for no substantial
reasons of his own. He is not a creature from life, he exists

only in the old school melodrama long since deceased. The
audience knows no such meddling specimens outside the realm
of yellow-back fiction.

The brother who readily credits the first breath of scandal
that will injure his own kin, with no ulterior motive, is a being
we cannot reconcile. He is acting against his own best inter-

ests without a cause. If a cause were supplied it would divide
the Unity of the Play. Severo is therefore miscast. He has no
place in the Plot for he is not a principal. The person who
should play his part at the opening of the Play is the official

who has the authority to reject Julian on account of the gossip
concerning his wife and her supposed lover.

But Severo's false conduct does not end here. He and his

wife dominate the principals in their own home ! The author
even strikes Julian with a delirium so that he may conveni-
ently believe the brother's purposeless intrigue against the
wife. But as we said before, the scandal is never cleared up.
The last curtain drops without a solution of the main Plot.

But how to rectify these infirmities and build with the
same splendid idea a Play of merit—this is the duty of the
constructive critic, to point out the way.

The idea of dramatic excellence in this Play is the thought
that scandal mongers by their incessant suggestion of illicit
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relations between pure and innocent beings may eventually
consummate their union. Very little of the present structure

could be utilized in a correctly built Play upon this theme.
The whole thing must be rearranged. The scandal-monger
must be one who is IN THE PLAY and motived by real and
rational purpose. The idea might be developed into a most
powerful regenerative drama wherein miserable machinations
result in the actual creation of lofty love interest. This is the
note that struck a resonant chord in our subscriber's soul.

The thought is a big one and contains possibilities of a mag-
nificent Play. Evolving good out of evil is by far the highest
province of the Playwright

!

DEAR OLD BILLY.
An Imported Farce.

Some comparative idea of how the British receive our bad
Plays may be gained by attending W. H. Risque's farce acted

in this country by Mr. William Hawtrey and a company of

English players.

There are few American amateurs who could write further

away from the definition of Play if paid for it. It is truly an
Englishman's estimate of what an American audience wiU
"fall for" and by this we mean the traditional "English" brand
of humor.

From a Yankee standpoint the farce is not fit for a prepara-

tory school production and our inability to interpret the im-
ported make of farcial acting renders the thing doubly sad in

its descent from the ridiculous to the insipid.

Is it any wonder the British managers are looking to us for

theatrical attractions. The tide is gradually turning and the

day is not far distant when export trade will exceed our im-
ports.
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FACING DE,ATH

A DRAMA IN ONE ACT
By Augwst Strlndbcrg

Copyright 1911 by Oiire M. Johnien

Characters

:

Monsieur Durand, boarding house keeper, previously a

railway employee.
Adele, his daughter, 27 years.

Annette, his daughter, 24 years.

Therese, his daughter, 18 years.

Antonio, lieutenant of the Italian Cavalry.
Pierre, a servant.

In French Switzerland during the Eighties.

(A dining room with a long table. Through the open door,

center, can be seen the tops of the cypresses in the cemetery,
Lac Lemon, the Savoyer-Alps and the French resort, Evian.
To the left a door leads to the kitchen. To the right a door to

the rooms).

Scene I.

DURAND (With a lieldglass, looking over the lake).

ADELE (Enters from the kitchen; wears apron and has
sleeves turned up, carries a tray with the coffee service).

—

Have you not fetched the coffee-bread yet, father?
DURAND.—No, I sent Pierre. My breath is failing lately,

so I cannot climb the steep hill.

ADELE.—Pierre again ! That will cost three sous ! Where
DURAND.—Yes, so you did, and you have at least shown

are they to come from, when there has been but one traveler at
our house these two months?

DURAND.—That is very true, but I feel that Annette
ought to get the bread

!

ADELE.—Then we would lose our standing entirely ! You
have done nothing but throw discredit on us

!

DURAND.—Even you, Adele?
ADELE.—Even I am tired, though I kept up the longest!

human feeling while Therese and Annette have tormented me.
You and I have managed the house since mother died. You
have had to sit in the kitchen like Cinderella and I have had to
do the serving, sweeping, brushing, making fires, run errands.
You are tired; what ought I to be, then?
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ADELE.—But you have no right to be tired, while you

have three children unprovided for, whose fortune you have
squandered.
DURAND (Listening).—Does that not sound like bells

and drums from Cully? If a fire breaks out we are lost, be-

cause the storm will soon be blowing. The lake shows it.

ADELE,—Have you paid our insurance?
DURAND.—Certainly, or I could not have obtained the

last mortgage.
ADELE.—How much is still clear?

DURAND.—One fifth of the insurance value. But you
know how property values have fallen since the railway went
Eastward past our gates.

ADELE.—The more welcome then!
DURAND (Harshly).—Adele! (Pause) Please put out

the kitchen fire

!

ADELE.—Impossible, until the coffee-bread arrives!

DURAND.—Well then, here it is!

Scene II.

(As before, Pierre enters, carrying a basket)

.

ADELE (Looking into the basket).—No bread! Only a
bill! Two! Three!

PIERRE.—Yes, the baker says you can have no more
bread until he is paid.—And when I passed the butcher and
grocer they handed me their bills (Exit).

ADELE.—Ah ! God in Heaven ! This is our finish !—But,
what is this? (Opens a package).

DURAND.—It is candles I have bought for the mass over
my beloved Rene! You know it is the anniversary of his

death to-day.

ADELE.—Such things you can afford to buy

!

DURAND.—With my tips, yes. Do you not consider it

humiliating enough that I am obliged to reach forth my hand
when travelers move.—Do you envy me the only contentment
I know, to revel in my sorrow once a year? To revive the

memory of the most beautiful thing life has brought me?
ADELE.—Ah, if he had only lived to grow up, you proba-

bly wouldn't dote on his beauty

!

DURAND.—Perhaps your taunt carries truth with it

—

however, as I remember him, he was not like the rest of you!
ADELE.—Will you be so kind as to receive M. Antonio

yourself, when he comes to drink his coffee, without bread!

—

Oh, if mother was only alive ! She had the faculty of manag-
ing where you stand crestfallen

!

DURAND.—Your mother had her good points!

ADELE.—Although you found only bad ones

!
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DURAND.—M. Antonio is coming!—Go away, I will

speak to him.

ADELE.—It would be far better if you went out and bor-
rowed money, so the disgrace might be avoided.

DURAND.—I cannot borrow a sou ! I have borrowed for

ten years! Let it collapse at once, everything, everything, if

the end only comes

!

ADELE.—The end for you, yes! But you never think of

us!

DURAND.—No, I have never thought of you! Never!

ADELE.—Do you hint at a fee for bringing us up again?

DURAND.—I only answered an unjust charge! Go now,
and I will meet the storm as usual

!

ADELE.—As usual! Eh? (Exits).

Scene III.

(M. Durand. M. Antonio.)
ANTONIO.—(Enters C.)—Good morning, M. Durand.
DURAND.—You have been taking a walk. Lieutenant?
ANTONIO.—Yes, I have been down towards Cully and

seen a chimney fire put out!—And now the coffee wiU taste
fine!

DURAND.—I do not need to tell you how hard it is for
me to have to say that my house is unable any longer to con-
tinue in business.

ANTONIO.—How so?
DURAND.—To speak plainly, we are bankrupt!
ANTONIO.—But, my good sir, is there no way to help

you out of this, as I hope, temporary difficulty?

DURAND.—No, there is no possibility! The house has
been toppling on the brink of ruin for years. I would rather
see it collapse at once than worry day and night about what
eventually must happen

!

ANTONIO.—Still I believe you take the thing too seri-

ously.

DURAND.—^What reason have you to doubt my opinion?
ANTONIO.—Let me help you.
DURAND.—I don't want any help! Poverty must come

to teach my children to lead different lives. With the excep-
tion of Adele who really attends to the kitchen, what are they
doing? Playing and singing, promenading and flirting; and as
long as there is a crust in the house, they are not going to
learn anything useful

!

ANTONIO.—Even if it be so, meanwhile we must have
food in the house. Allow me to stay another month and I will
pay my board in advance.
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DURAND.—No, I thank you. We must now go to the

end of the road even if we drive straight into the lake. I will

not continue this business which does not give bread ; only hu-
miliation. Picture to yourself our condition of last Spring
when the house had been empty for three months. At last an
American family came and saved us. The morning after their

arrival I caught the son on the stairs holding my daughter—it

was Therese—in his ajrms, trying to kiss her. What would
you have done in my place ?

ANTONIO (Embarrassed)—I don't know—
DURAND.—I know what as a father I should have done,

—but as a father, I did not do it ! Next time I know what to

do!

ANTONIO.—It strikes me that just for such reasons you
ought to weigh carefully what you do and not leave the future

of your daughters to chance

—

DURAND.—M. Antonio—you are a young man to whom
I, for some inexplicable reason, have taken a fancy. Whether
you appreciate this or not, I ask you one favor: have no sus-

picions whatsoever about myself or my actions.

ANTONIO.—M. Durand, I promise, if you only answer
me one question: Are you bom a Switzer, or no?

DURAND.—I am a citizen of Switzerland

!

ANTONIO.—I know that, but I ask if you are bom in

Switzerland ?

DURAND (Hesitatingly)—Yes!
ANTONIO.—I only asked, because—it interests me. How-

ever,—as I must believe you, that the house is to close, I will

pay my debt. It is, indeed only ten francs, but I cannot leave

without settling it.

DURAND.—I am not sure that you owe me anything, be-

cause I do not keep the books, but if you deceive me the fault

is yours. Now I am going to get the bread.—Then we will

see! (goes).

Scene IV.

(Antonio, then Therese, carries a rat trap. She is in morn-
ing gown, her hair loose. Adele enters later).

THERESE.—Oh, here is Antonio ! I thought I heard the
old man

!

ANTONIO.—Yes, he went to buy the coffee-bread,—he
said.

THERESE.—Has he not done that! Oh dear, there is

really no putting up with him any longer

!

ANTONIO.—You are very beautiful, to-day, Therese, but
the rat-trap does not become you.
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THERESE.—And such a trap! I have set it now for a

month without catching a single rat, but the bait is gone every
morning.—Have you seen anything of Mimmi?
ANTONIO.—That devilish cat? She is usually seen on all

occasions ! But to-day I have actually been spared

!

THERESE.—You must talk respectfully about the absent
and remember that whosoever loves me, must love my cat!

(Sets the trap on the table and takes an empty saucer from un-
der it) Adele !—Adele

!

ADELE (In the kitchen door).—What is it your highness
demands so imperiously?

THERESE.—Some milk for my cat, and cheese for your
rats!

ADELE.—Get it yourself!

THERESE.—Is that the manner in which you answer her
highness?

ADELE.—It is the manner in which to answer your man-
ner of speech! Besides you should catch it doubly hard for

showing yourself before strangers with your hair uncombed.
THERESE.—Strangers ! Here are only old acquaintances

and—Antonio, go and speak nice to Aunt Adele and she will

give you milk for Mimmi.
ANTONIO (Hesitating).

THERESE.—Well, are you going to mind?
ANTONIO (Curtly).—No!
THERESE.—What kind of language is this? Do you

wish to taste my riding-whip?
ANTONIO.—Ah ! For shame

!

THERESE.—What is this? What is this? Do you wish
to remind me of my place, my mistake and my weakness.

ANTONIO.—No, I only wish to remember my place, my
mistake and my weakness

!

ADELE (Taking the saucer).—See here, my friends, what
kind of language are you indulging in? Be good now—and I

will

THERESE.—(Weeping). You are tired of me Antonio
and you intend to abandon me.

ANTONIO.—You mustn't cry, because then you get ugly
eyes.

THERESE.—And if they are not as pretty as Annette's

—

then?

—

ANTONIO.—Aha! Is it Annette now? Look here, folly
aside, I think the coffee is rather slow in coming

—

THERESE—You would, indeed, be a pleasant husband,
who cannot wait a moment for your coffee.

ANTONIO.—And what a darling wife you would make
who cannot commit a stupidity without picking on your hus-
band.
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Scene V.

(As before. Annette enters dressed and combed).
ANNETTE.—I believe you are quarreling so early in the

morning.
ANTONIO.—Ah, here is Annette already dressed!
THERESE.—Oh, yes, Annette is wonderful in many ways

and she has even the advantage of being older than I.

ANNETTE.—If you do not shut your mouth—
ANTONIO.—Well! Well! Be good now, Therese. (He

puts arms around her and kisses her).

Scene VI.

(As before, M. Durand in the door, stops astonished).

DURAND.—What is this?

THERESE.—(Tearing herself loose) What?
DURAND.—Did my eyes deceive me?
THERESE.—What did you see?

DURAND.—I saw that you let the strange gentleman kiss

you.
THERESE.—That's a lie

!

DURAND.—Have I lost my senses or dare you lie to my
face?

THERESE.—Do you talk about lying, you who lie to us
and all the world that you are born Swiss, although you are a
Frenchman ?

DURAND.—Who told you so?
THERESE.—Mother did!

DURAND.—(To Antonio) M. Lieutenant, as our business
is settled I ask you to leave this house—at once ! Or

—

ANTONIO.—Or?
DURAND.—Or choose weapons.
ANTONIO.—I wonder what weapon you would choose,

except the hare's weapon.
DURAND.—If I did not prefer the sword, I would take

my gun from the last war

—

THERESE.—You speak of war, you, who deserted!

DURAND.—Mother has said that too ! I cannot strike the

dead, but I can strike the living dead! (Lifts his cane and
rushes at Antonio, Therese and Annette throw themselves be-

tween).
ANNETTE.—Be careful what you do!
THERESE.—You will end on the scaffold.

ANTONIO.—(Moving away) Farewell M. Durand! You
have my scorn and my ten Francs

!

DURAND.—(Takes a goldpiece from his pocket and

throws after Antonio) My curses upon you and your gold!

You old scamp

!
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THERESE and ANNETTE.—(To Antonio) Don't go!

Don't go ! Father will kill us

!

DURAND.— (Breaks the cane) He who cannot kill, dies!

ANTONIO.—Farewell ! Now you lose me, the last rat on
the sinking ship ! (Goes).

Scene VII.

(As before, without Antonio).
THERESE.—That is the way you treat our guests ! Is it

any wonder the house is crumbling?
DURAND.—Such treatment! Such guests! But tell me,

Thcrese, my child—(He takes her head between his hands)
My darling child ; tell me truly if I saw wrong, or if you told

an untruth?
THERESE.—(Angrily) What then?
DURAND.—You know what I mean! And it is not the

act in itself, which might have been innocent enough—it is the

question if I cannot depend on my senses that is worrying me

!

THERESE.—Talk about something else—Talk about
what we are to eat and drink, today!—anyhow, it is a lie that

he kissed me

!

DURAND.—It is not a lie! In the name of Heaven, did

I not see plainly what passed

!

THERESE.—Prove it

!

DURAND.—Prove it! With two witnesses or one police-

man! Annette, my child, will you tell me the truth?
ANNETTE.—I saw nothing!
DURAND.—That was well answered, because one should

not inform against one's sister.—You are very like your moth-
er to-day, Annette!
ANNETTE.—Say nothing evil about mother! Thank

goodness she is spared this day!

Scene VIII.

(As before. Adele Enters with a glass of milk, which she
places on the table).

ADELE,—(to Durand) There is your milk ! How about
the bread?

DURAND,—I got no bread, my children, but it will be
gotten, now as ever.

THERESE.—(Snatching the glass from her father) You
shall have nothing, you, who throw away money and let your
children starve.

ADELE.—Did he throw away money, the wretch? He
should have been put in an asylum the time mother declared
he was ripe for it ! Look here, there is one more bill handed in
the back door!
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DURAND (Looks at the bill, startles, pours out a glass of

water, drinks, sits and lights a pipe).

ANNETTE.—But he can afford to smoke

!

DURAND (Tired and submissive)—Dear children, this to-

bacco has cost you no more than the water, because I got it as

a present six months ago ! Do not agitate yourselves without
a cause.

THERESE (Snatching the matches)—Anyhow, you are

not going to waste the matches

—

DURAND.—If you know, Therese, how many matches I

have used up on you, when I had to get up nights and see if

you had thrown the cover off ; if you know, Annette, how often

I have secretly given you water, when you cried for thirst and
your mother had the notion that it was bad for children to

drink-

THERESE.—That is so long ago, that I don't care to hear
about it. Besides, it was only your duty, as you have often

said yourself

!

DURAND.—It was, but I did my duty ! And a little more

!

ADELE.—Continue to do so! Or what is to become of

us? Three young girls left without care or protection and
without anything to live on. Do you know what poverty may
drive us to?

DURAND.—I realized that ten years ago, but no one
would listen to me, twenty years ago I plainly foresaw that

this hour would come, but I have not been able to prevent it.

I have been sitting like a brakeman on a madly running train,

have realized that it headed for destruction, but have not been
able to get to the throttle to stop it.

THERESE.—And now you wish to be thanked because
you have landed us in the ditch?

DURAND.—No, my child, I only ask that you be a little

less cruel to me. You have cream for the cat but you begrudge
your father the milk though he has eaten nothing—for a long
time.

THERESE.—Is it you then that has begrudged the kittie

her drop of milk?
DURAND.—Yes it is I

!

ANNETTE.—And perhaps it is he, too, who has eaten the

rat's bait?

DURAND.—It is he!
ADELE.—What a swine

!

THERESE (Laughing).—Just think if there had beei

poison on it!

DURAND.—Ah, if there only had been

!

THERESE.—Well, I suppose you wouldn't care, you wh<
so often have threatened to kill yourself

!

DURAND.—Why have you not killed yourself? Do yoi
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reproach me thus directly? Well, do you know why I have
not done it? So that you wouldn't have to drown yourselves,

my dear children !—Say something else nasty now ! It is like

familiar music of the good old times

—

ADELE.—Stop this useless chatter and do something. Do
something

!

THERESE.—Do you know what the consequence may be
if you leave us in this condition?

DURAND.—That you prostitute yourselves, no doubt. I

always said so to your mother when she had thrown away the

housekeeping money on lottery tickets.

ADELE.—Silence ! Not one word about our dear, beloved
mother

!

DURAND (Humming to himself).—There bums a candle
in this house ; and when it bums out the goal is won ! Won it

will be ! And then comes the storm with a great noise ! Yes

!

—No!—(It has commenced to rumble and blow outside. He
springs up. (To Adele) Put out the kitchen fire ! The storm
is coming!
ADELE (Looks him in the eye).—The storm is not com-

ing.

DURAND.—Put out the fire! If a fire breaks out from
that source we will not get any insurance. Put out the fire, I

say ! Put it out

!

ADELE.—I do not understand you

!

DURAND (Takes her hands and looks into her eyes).

—

But mind me, anyhow, my dear ! Do as I say

!

ADELE (Goes into the kitchen, leaves the door open).
DURAND (To Therese and Annette).—Go upstairs and

close your windows, children, and see to the dampers. But
come and kiss me first, I am going on a journey—to get you
money

!

THERESE,—Can you get money?
DURAND.—I have a life insurance that I intend to realize

on.

THERESE.—How much can you get on that?
DURAND.—Six-hundred Francs if I sell it, five-thousand

if I die.

THERESE (Troubled).
DURAND.—Speak out my child!—No! We must not be

unnecessarily unkind ! Tell me, Therese, do you love Antonio
and should you be very unhappy if you do not get him ?

THERESE.—Oh yes

!

DURAND.—Then you must marry him. That is, if he
loves you ! But never be unkind to him, because then you will
be unhappy ! Farewell my darling, darling child ! (Takes her
in his arms and kisses her cheeks).
THERESE.—You must not die, father ! You must not

!
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DURAND.—Can you not grant me peace, at last?

THERESE.—Yes, if you truly wish it! Forgive me, father,

for all the times I have been unkind to you.
DURAND.—Trifles, chUd!
THERESE.—But no one ever was so wicked to you, as I?

DURAND.—I noticed it less, because I loved you most,

—

why I know not. Well, go now and shut the windows.
THERESE.—There are the matches, father !—and—there

is your milk

!

DURAND (Smiling).—Oh you child!

THERESE.—Well, what can I do? I have nothing else to

give you.

DURAND.—You have given me so much joy when you
were little that you owe me nothing. Go now! Give me but
one kind look, as of old

!

THERESE (Turns and throws herself into his arms).

DURAND.—Well, well, my child, now everything is for-

given. (Therese rims out).

Scene IX.

(M. Durand. Annette, later Adele).

DURAND.—Farewell Annette!
ANNETTE.—Are you going away? I do not compre-

hend?
DURAND.— I am going away.
ANNETTE.—But you are coming back, father?

DURAND.—No one knows if he lives over the morrow, so

at any rate we may say good-bye.
ANNETTE.—Goodby then, father ! Happy journey ! Do

not forget to bring something to us, as you used to? (Goes).
DURAND.—She remembers that, though it is long since I

brought anything for my children! Goodby, my Annette!
(Humming to himself) For good or evil, little or big, as you
sow so must you reap.

ADELE (Enters).
DURAND.—Adele! Now you must listen to me! And

understand!—If I speak in hidden terms it is only because I

wish to spare your conscience. You mustn't know too much

!

—Now first ask me; "Have you any life insurance?"—Well!
ADELE (Questioning, uncertain)—Have you any life in-

surance?"
DURAND.—No, I have had once, but I sold it long ago,i

because I noticed that some one was anxious for it to fall due.]

—But I have a fire insurance. Here is the policy; keep it se-

curely!—Now I ask you:—do you know how many candles]
there are to a pound at 75 centimes?

ADELE.—Six.
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DURAND (Pointing to the package).—How many are

there?

ADELE.—Only five

!

DURAND.—Because the sixth one stands very high up
and very near to !

—

ADELE.—Lord Jesus!
DURAND (Looks at his watch).—In five minutes or so it

will have burnt down

!

ADELE.—No!
DURAND.—Yes! Can you see any other light through

this darkness? No!—Very well!—So much about business.

Now for another matter ! That M. Durand passes out of this

world as an (Whispers) incendiary matters little, but that he
has lived to this day as an honorable man his children must
know,—Well then, I was bom in France—I did not have to

acknowledge it to the first scamp that came!—Shortly before

the age of conscription I happened to fall in love with her who
became my wife. We came out here and were naturalized in

order to get married!—When the last war broke out and it

looked as if I might be obliged to carry arms against my coun-
try I went out as a Frenchman against the Germans !—So you
see, I have never deserted! Your mother has made up that

fable

!

ADELE.—My mother never lied

!

DURAND.—Mercy! Now the corpse is up again and
stands between us! I cannot bear witness against the dead,

but I swear that I have told the truth. Do you hear! Now,
about your mother's estate. The matter stands like this : first

she scattered my whole fortune by extravagance and foolish

speculation; so that I was obliged to give up my position and
set up this boarding house. Afterwards a part of her estate

had to be used for your education and that can surely not be
called throwing it away.—Consequently, that too, was an un-
truth—

ADELE.—No! Mother said otherwise on her deathbed

—

DURAND.—Then your mother lied on her deathbed, as
she had done all her life—and that is the curse that has fol-

lowed me like a ghost! Oh, how I have been innocently tor-

tured with those lies all these years! I did not wish to plant
evil in your young souls by making you doubt the purity of

your mother. I was the bearer of her cross. All our married
life, I carried her wrongs on my back, took the blame for her
folly, till I actually considered myself the guilty one. And she
was not slow to pose as guiltless. Then as a martyr, "Blame
Me." I used to say when she was in a dilemma, and she
blamed 1 And I took it. But the more she owed me the more
she hated me, with the uncontrollable hatred of a creditor. And
at last she despised me and lulled herself into the notion that
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she had fooled me ! At last she taught you, too, to despise me
because she needed to be braced up in her weakness! I be-

lieve that this evil but weak soul would die with her. But the

evil lives and grows like a disease, while the healthy growth
stops at a certain point, then retrogrades. Hence, when I

wished to correct the habits in this house, you met me with:

"Mother,"—"so said mother." And therefore it is right! So,

to you I became a weakling when I was kind; a wretch when
I was sensitive, a rascal when you had your way and we had
gone to ruin!

ADELE.—It is noble indeed to accuse the dead!
DURAND (Speaks very fast and excitedly).—I am not

dead yet, but I will be soon! Will you then vindicate me?

—

No, you needn't! But protect your sisters. Care only for my
children. Adele, be a mother to Therese. She is the youngest
and the liveliest, hasty for good and evil, thoughtless and
weak! Try to have her married soon, if you possibly can!

—

Now, now I smell burnt straw

!

ADELE.—Lord in Heaven help us!

DURAND (Empties the waterglass).—He is doing so!

—

For Annette you must try to get a position as governess!
Then she will get out into the world among good company.

—

When the insurance is paid you must take care of the money.
Do not be stingy but dress your sisters so that they are pre-

sentable! Save nothing but the family papers, which are in

my desk,—middle drawer. Here is the key.—The Policy you
have—(Smoke is seen to break through the ceiling) Soon it

is done! In a moment the bell at St. Francois will ring!

—

Promise me one thing.—Never mention this to your sister!

It would only disturb their peace through life. (He sits by
the table). One more matter: never say anything evil about
your mother ! Her picture is also in the desk—I never showed
you that, because it was quite enough to have her unseen
spirit in the home! My love to Therese, tell her to forgive

me ! Don't forget that you must give her the best when you
buy clothes, you know how she loves those things, and you
know what her weakness might lead to!—Tell Annette—(A
deep toll is heard. The smoke increases. M. Durand drops
his head on his hands on the table).

ADELE.—Fire!—Fire!—Father!—What is the matter
with you! You wiU burn!

—

DURAND.—(Lifts his head and pushes away the water
glass with a meaning gesture).

ADELE.—You have—taken—poison

!

DURAND.—(Nodding assent). Have you the insurance]
policy?—Tell Therese—and Annette— (His head falls down
again. Another toll; noise and voices outside).

Curtain.
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FACING DEATH

The Acme of Indefinite Drama.

By far the gravest flaw in Strindberg's sketch is the fact

that he has made it impossible for either the reader or the

spectator to interpret his meanings with any definite security.

We are never just certain of his thought and many are the mo-
ments of absolute obscurity. Scenes I and II have very slight

purpose. They are not properly dramatized. The characters

are obviously set upon the stage to TELL us certain past and
present domestic conditions. Scene III repeats much that is

attempted in Scene I—the financial stringency of the house-

hold—and Antonio, the new character, is of no real service to

the main conflict.

Why is the son of the American alluded to? What has his

insult to Therese got to do with the Play? If we were already

informed of the relation between Antonio and Therese, there

might be a slight trickle of dramatic interest but even that

would be extraneous and foreign to the real Play which is to

develop later. The old man's veiled threat misleads the audi-

tor. It promises a Conflict between Durand and Antonio. But
this fizzles out.

Antonio's question about Durand's nationality is purely me-
chanical. The Plot does not call for it. Antonio has no possi-

ble motive for asking it. The only conceivable use, even, is

the retaliation that Therese makes, when she gives her father

the lie, later on.

In Scene IV we have another incoherent reference to an
affair between Antonio and Therese. We never know what
this affair has been. We are permitted to guess that he has
ruined the girl. But has this any possible connection with the
Playlet? If it had, its utter vagueness would destroy the sense
as far as dramatic definiteness is concerned. For Drama is

definite

!

Scene VI is no less inconsequent. The kissing incident,

the lie about it and the threatened duel are surely items of an-
other Play. They serve no purpose here. We now see the
hollow utility of the reference to Durand's nationality. The-
rese slaps back at him. Of course the defense of the dead
mother is pertinent, but it is not necessary to hatch up the
daughter's seduction to bring this to the surface.

Scene VII is merely an extension of the spurious matter in

VI. The old man's failing senses do not enter into the Prob-
lem of the Play proper. It can hardly be advanced as a motive
for the old man's suicide.

The Play might well begin with Scene VIII and all that
has gone before contains nothing that could not be woven into
this dialog with alacrity. But even this Scene lacks dramati-
zation. There are two Plot ingredients that are carelessly
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omitted. The first is the fact that the father has poison in the

glass which he is about to take. This would illuminate every
reference to death and suicide made by the old man. The sec-

ond is the fact that he has set a candle in the house where its

flame will slowly start a blaze that will sweep the entire pre-

mises. This would give a drjunatic force to every allusion to

life insurance, fire or provision for Durand's helpless daugh-
ters.

"There burns a candle in this house," is too miserably in-

definite to create the required suspense. The audience must
not only know—they must SEE the poison as well as the

burning candle! Just think, a moment, how the actual flame
creeping along the roof of the building would intensify the
interest in all file old man's vague inferences ! Think what the

added significance would be of the odor of burning straw!
The latter part of Scene VIII becomes highly dramatized

because at great expense the Conditions of the Conflict have
finally been ground into us. The old man's hidden inferences

are very affecting. Scene IX sustains the same uncanny mood
until it rambles off onto the story of his life. This obviously
belongs at the beginning of a play.

We have purposely omitted a digest of the Play's purpose
until the end of our criticism to aid the reader in determining
the same for himself. Little idea of central motif can be
gleaned from a study of the first seven Scenes. The nucleus
of the sketch is as follows

:

A father has been a silent martyr to the legacy of lies

passed down by his deceased wife. He finally refutes this

blasphemy by sacrificing his life to provide for his children.

Or to present it in the form of a syllogizm, it is

:

Problem

:

1. A father has been maligned for extravagance.

2. He sacrifices life to provide for his children.

3. The blasphemy is refuted.

How would we set about to dramatize this story? The
truest guide we can offer is as follows: Place the Plot upon
the motion picture reel of your imagination. Cast the differ-

ent views upon the screen in their proper order and merely add
such words as are essential to a clear interpretation of the

passing picture. Where the photograph fails to convey an
adequate meaning, supply a word or two and the Play will

build.

By this test you will find a host of Strindberg's words are

absolutely void and valueless. The audience craves the chance
to drink in the drama with their eyes. Verbal decoration mere-
ly dulls the concept when it arrests the imagination of the
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spectator by a demand on his conscious thought to interpret

the meaning of a chain of idle speeches. Moral: Augment the

eye by the ear

!
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DRAM
TWO THEATRICAL SEASONS

COMPARED

EVENTS IN PRODUCING THEATRES
1909-10 1910-11

Number of new plays 102 89
Number of new musical comedies 26 37
Number of revived plays 38 67
Number of revived musical comedies 4 5
Shakespearian revivals 13 17

Totals 183 215

CLASSIFICATION OF PLAYS
Serious and sentimental dramas 37 27
Melodramas 26 10

Romantic comedies 10 12

Light comedies 10 19
Tragedies 3 2

Farces 16 19

Totals 102 89

SOURCES OF NEW PLAYS
Original plays 74 65
Adapted from foreign plays 15 14
Dramatized from novels or stories 13 10

Totals 102 89

NATIONALITY OF AUTHORS
By native authors 63 62
By foreign authors 39 27

Totals 102 89

NEW MUSICAL COMEDIES
By native composers 18 26
By foreign composers 8 11

Totals 26 37

In this table we find fewer New Plays for 191 1 but a

smaller percentage of foreign authors. Light Comedies show
the biggest increase, Melodramas the heaviest decline.
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LUTHER B. ANTHONY, £.ditor

Vol. III. EASTON, PA. No. 1

QUARTERLY 1911 OCTOBER.

Our Third Year
It is with sincere gratitude that we glance back over our

brief career and contemplate the changes wrought in this pe-

riod. We are not bigoted enough to believe that this journal

has been the sole cause of these innovations in dramatic tech-

nic but we are flattered by the fact that some of them have
been voiced by no other organ in America.

We refer more particularly to our boast that American
craftsmen are the keenest in the world, that three-act Plays
would come to be the divisional standard and that the audi-

ence must invariably be given the key to the Conflict.

Our first claim has been substantiated by a recent contract

for the French rights to an American masterpiece made by
Sarah Bernhardt. She will play the leading role herself and
stage it in her own theatre. The Play is Eugene Walter's
"The Easiest Way."

When we started advocating three acts as the normal di-

vision of a Play a loud protest greeted this doctrine. Glance
over the list of current productions and you will find three acts

the rule and four the rare exception. The same is even more
true of the unproduced plays to come.

The same exception was taken to our plea that the author
must cunningly convey to the audience his impending Conflict.

And the best drama in New York today is a confirmation of

this theory. "The Woman" extracts every essence of effect-

iveness out of its dramatic possibilities by frankly confiding

the complications and relying solely upon skill in solution for

suspense.

And so runs the world. The analyst sees these laws before
the adept grasps and employs them as working forms and prin-

ciples. Imagination idealizes before the world realizes. The
laws of drama are fast and immutable. In the infancy of this

art it is difficult to perceive them. All have been utilized, but
not in the richest arrangement for supreme harmony. How
can we gain a glimpse of the perfect, then, save through the
eye of the idealist?
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When the playwright treats a contemporary theme by an

appeal to the fundamental emotions of mankind, employing all

the cardinal principles of Play construction, then, and not un-
til then, will we approach the perfect drama.

THE WOMAN.
Real Dramatic Interest Plus Illusion.

No Play of the new season attains the high plane of the-

atric effect achieved by Wm. C. DeMille in "The Woman." It

has more grip, more power than any production in the metro-
polis. Point after point is scored by THE AUDIENCE who
build the Play which the author has cleverly contrived for

their reconstruction. This is the acme of dramaturgic Art: to

permit the audience to feel they are divining the Plot.

At the drop of the first curtain we are artfully placed in

possession of secret Plot ingredients that urge us on to antici-

pating the entire Play. The novice would erase this bold
stroke for fear of revealing too much. He could not under-
stand the superior craftsmanship of such frankness. But each
individual auditor is made to believe he is the only one who
knows. This subtle hint of the approaching complicity gen-
erates suspense. It does not retard it. This is the Play-
wright's province. Not to spring sudden surprises from the

dark cabinet but to hint his mystery and then bind the audi-

tor's interest by the magic of dramatic disclosure.

The sophisticated critic will quibble over lapses of logic

in this model of Play Construction, but let's ask the audience
about them. What do they feel? That is the acid test of

technology. To this composite crowd ILLUSION has car-

ried credulity. For the mob is many times more credulous
than the individual. Mr. DeMille understands this psychic
phenomenon. The inwrapt witness of his work ignores the

trifling inconsistencies and finds it difficult to shake off the

hypnosis wrought by his witchery.
It is a time-worn tradition of dramatic writing that the

first act of a Play must be given over to "Exposition" socalled

;

that the Plot cannot start with the revelation of Play Condi-
tions but must either halt or limp along till the preliminaries

"get over." This is one of the most flagrant fallacies of Play
Building. It has marred the first half hour of "The Woman"
where nothing happens pending a tiresome TALK of "Exposi-
tion." When this long sleep is over the Plot wakes up with a

start. From that moment on the interest is relentless. The
author tells his story through the alembic of dramatic art. His
moral is impressed but not preached. The soul receives the

sermon, not the ear. We behold the muck-raker besmirched
in the splash of his own foul efforts. And this is an eternal

truth.
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Here is a domestic product that foreign technicians may
take off their hats to. It is in the rigid practice of sound tech-

nology that the American must excel before he soars off into

realms of uninterpretable psychology.

Of course, we know that Belasco is to blame for the subtle

stagecraft that gives the supreme finish to this production. To
him and to Mr. DeMille the dramatists of this age are indebted
for an excellent model to pattern after. "The Dramatist" adds
its acknowledgment of gratitude. "The Woman" is an em-
bodiment of nearly every positive playwriting principle we
have been preaching!

THE ARAB.
A Travelogue in Four Views.

Mr. Edgar Selwyn has demonstrated much photographic
skill but little dramatic power in his motion picture product
of the streets of a Syrian village. It is a travelogue in four

reels called acts. There is no central idea to be clothed with
Conflict, no Conflict to enlist our sympathies and beget sus-

pense, and the slight tissue of interest that attaches to the

plight of a girl besieged by savages in a foreign mission is so
highly colored with romantic artifice that no dramatic realism

attends her rescue.

The mating of a half reformed Arab with the cultured
daughter of an American missionary is so far beyond the

founded beliefs of the audience that little valid Play material
can come of it. Foreign tongues and oriental politics require

too much interpretation in themselves to permit a fictitious

tale on top of them. The cleverest Plot might be hopelessly
obscured by this futile effort to launch a true love story while
introducing strangers and a strange land.

The piece is the usual result of an able actor's effort to

create an effective role for himself. It compares with Soth-
ern's "The Light that Lies in a Woman's Eyes." If Mr. Sel-

wyn wants to write a great part for his acting talents he must
first cast it in the Conflict that molds character. Dramatic
power must dominate the process by which personal portrayal
is produced.

SPEED.
A Qualified Comedy.

From the significant title on through to the very core of its

theme, this Comedy is an epoch making pattern for Plays to
come. It possesses humor without rough-house methods and
moral without unimpersonated preachment. It is essentially
the dramatic gem of the early season.
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Its story is played and not told.

It is measured for the sole and the shoe fits.

It gratifies the senses only to lay on the lash that smarts.

It is a Play for everyone, not the intellectual few.

It is constructed by a succession of structural Scenes, not

sounds.
Its characters are not motived by the mechanical needs of

the author.

It is founded on the fundamental law of humanity—paren-

tal love.

It unfolds before our eyes, not dating back into bygone his-

tory.

In view of these many virtues it seeras a sacrilege to men-
tion the minor flaws that may exist. An outline of the Play
proper follows

:

A modest married couple become inoculated with the fever

of extravagance and rob the baby's bank to inaugurate a life

of high speed which ends in neglect of the youngster.

Mr. Dodd has made two departures from his plans and
specifications. In the random execution of his theme he has
needlessly tarnished the mother by an escapade with another
man. This incident does not contribute to the main Plot and
really belongs in a separate story of moral turpitude. To
round off the sentimental history of two other characters in

the Play he has thrown in a love story.

Neither of these excrescent growths belong technically to

the Play proper. The first is a surrender to the temptation for

added situation even at the expense of dramatic disunity. The
second is a concession to the traditional demand for sex love

interest. This tends to vitiate the true theme of violated pa-

rental love.

You cannot employ all the primitive laws of Nature, Mr.
Dodd. Concentrate on the one physically defined by your
Plot. Reserve the others for the great Plays "The Dramatist"
predicts you are destined to write and you will soon attain that

ideal we have so patiently been preaching.

THY NEIGHBOR'S WIFE.
Even the Comedietta Must Have Conflict.

Here is the gist of the Play.

Two husbands become enamored of each other's wives.

Their spouses affect an exchange of the particular attributes

that disenchant their fickle mates and a reconciliation is accom-
plished.

All dramatic analysts from Aristotle to Anthony agree that

the elemental essence of drama is a contention of opposing
forces. To ignore this fundamental law simply because a Play
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happens to assume the character of a farce is a serious blun-

der. A prolonged discussion of household infelicities does not

serve as a substitute. To omit all semblance of Conflict de-

prives a farce of dramatic interest just as finally as any other

form of drama. . There must be contest of some sort. And in

the end a triumph of one force over the other,

"Thy Neighbor's Wife" has an overabundance of woe and
wail, but no actual symptoms of dramatic strife. The estrange-

ment between the two couples is so hollow that an audience
cannot be persuaded to accept it even as a farcial illusion. And
this robs the character of reality. It is the element of strife

that creates character. Without this factor the portrayal of

personality is impossible. The people of this Play, therefore,

never for a moment exist even in the make-believe for the mo-
tives that actuate them are transparently the mechanical wires
of the author.

And how may we remedy this negative? By supplying the

absent factor, of course. An entertaining farce could be manu-
factured of this material by injecting some plausable Conflict

and propounding a panacea. For the real Play must have
something to say. Some solution in the present case must be
offered for married couples temporarily disenchanted.

In "The Concert" a very valid remedy is recommended in

behavior of the wife who allows her infant-genius of a husband
to live with another woman long enough to miss the motherly
attention his able-minded mate administered. By strong con-
trast of character born of tangible Conflict these people spring
to life in the composite mind of the audience.

Suppose Mr. Elmer Harris had pursued a like policy. Sup-
pose that instead of the tame divorce a double elopement were
substituted, giving some grounds for credulity. Let something
happen. Let there be doubt as to the issue. In the present
manuscript no child could foster the remotest shadow of sus-
pense as to the outcome.

The thing that Mr. Harris has conceived is good material.
He has failed to inject the dramatic germ. The test of his
genius would be dramatization of this latent energy. He
could find no better study in his present state of evolution as
a dramatist.

THE WITNESS FOR THE DEFENSE.
Devoid of Human Concern and Interest.

The difference between building a Play to embody a theme
and preaching a sermon in dialog disguise is amply examplified
in "Speed" and "The Witness for the Defense." "Speed" con-
veys its moral through dramatic appeal to parental instinct.
"The Witness for the Defense" advances Ibsen's "A Wild
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Duck" theory that the truth fiend is a confirmed mischief

maker. Mr. A. E. W. Mason is so bent on propagating his

moral that he fails to clothe it with a practicable plot founded
on the infallible basis of human emotion.

The one semblance of strife in the piece is the effort of a
young man's relatives to dig up the evidence of a murder for

which his fiancee has been tried and acquitted. But this Con-
flict carries no conviction. We know the murder was justi-

fiable and no serious doubts are entertained as to the young
man's attitude when he learns the whole truth. The dramatic
force of the Plot hinges entirely on this one event.

A more serious flaw undermines what Action might be
generated out of this situation. The audience does not care!

Their sympathies are not involved. The boy may marry the
widow or chuck her, it's no odds to us. Neither candidate for

matrimony awakens the slightest solicitude in our souls. The
slight partiality that is created by the author rather inclines

us toward his villain whom he has intended us to despise.

There is no homage for the hero-elect.

A good Play might be built of this dormant material. A
Conflict must be invented of sufficient reality to enable us to

take sides in the issue. Without this appeal to partisanship
there is little possibility of conviction. It is through this blind-

ing sympathy for one factor in the combat that the auditor be-

comes thoroughly controlled by illusion.

r J
c— .^ r . TU^E. RACK.

Deception Mars the Big Moment.

This is the Plot in a nutshell.

Problem.

1. A husband is arraigned for the murder of his wife's

lover.

2. A third party confesses to the crime.

3. The husband is exonerated.

The second clause of this syllogism is the mainspring of

Plot. It is the prime Cause out of which the entire action

takes genesis. At a glance it will be seen that the secondl

clause is in no way identified with the first and that the third

is not a product of the other two. It is merely a chance result
_

of the second. The issue is not joined. The whole Play hinges

on this murder but in the end the crime is shown to be no par

and parcel of the Conflict proper but merely a biproduct

history connected with the lover's prior escapades. Mr. Bi

chanan has dodged the issue. Instead of reaching his Conclu^

sion by a legitimate manipulation of his own materials he re

sorts to the lame device of an outside source.
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And this flaw is accelerated by a violation of the oldest

canon known in dramatic law. "Thou shalt not deceive thy
audience!" Authors may trifle with an audience as to the

eventual outcome of Plot but we are unable to point to a suc-

cessful Play on record that deliberately juggles with the visi-

ble event to the degree that seeing is not believing.

The husband is repeatedly shown to be lurking about the

premises where the lover is attempting to seduce the wife. At
the critical moment the wife's cry is answered by a vigorous
knock at the door and we have every reason to believe it the

husband! We see two shots fired just outside the door and
the lover staggers in mortally wounded. The positive convic-

tion is imparted that the husband killed him for this is the line

of least resistance rightfully indicated for the spectator to con-
struct by. It is the only interpretation in keeping with Con-
flict and the logical course for the man to take. Any attempt
at extraneous surprise at this point constitutes willful decep-
tion on the part of the dramatist.

To be sure he has prepared us with knowledge of a third

man's presence on the premises but he is not presented to us
in the attitude of malice or revenge and the history of his

grudge against the libertine is so miserably obscured by a
chaotic ensemble in Act I that nothing really crosses the foot-

lights. Besides, we are watching one Play and this Conflict is

quite another. Keep your finger on the trigger, Mr. Buchanan.
You have a live topic and a timely one. You let the gun go off

halfcocked when you shot that wretch and converted a good
Play into a melodrama. Your chance for social inquisition in

closer Unity with theme is a trial for divorce and not murder.
The same excellence of court room representation devoted to
the unjust divorce of a woman whom we could hold sympathy
for would make a better Play.

But can an audience have faith in a woman who professes
to love her husband and risks incurring his everlasting aliena-
tion by accompanying a moral leper to a disreputable road
house for the ostensible mission of reconciling him to his
estranged wife? And if she were so rashly imprudent would
she consent to dine and wine with the libertine knowing that
the other guests were not coming and that the bedroom ad-
joins on the left? Is this the stuff that sympathetic heroines
are made of?

But all these attributes could be changed. Adequate Cause
could be supplied to bring about the identical situations and
yet retain solicitude for the young wife placed in this predica-
ment. By shifting the motif from self-preservation to sex-love
the melodrama might become a Play on a higher plane exploit-
ing a moral of pronounced merit.
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A MAN OF HONOR.

The Remarkable Work of a Rabbi.

What the disciplined mind will do to the drama is well

shown by the arrival of Rabbi Landman after a brief sys-

tematic study of the Science of Play Construction. He has
drawn a role to fit one of our best actors with a strong bold

stroke. The structure is much more consistent logically than
the average work of the professional playwright as may be
seen from the following hypothesis.

1. A judge's son has embezzled money from a magnate.

2. The magnate uses this fact to hamper justice.

3. Exposure of attempted bribery defeats the magnate.

In the development of his Plot Dr. Landman has intro-

duced an interesting turn of affairs. The judge is ripe for po-

litical promotion. The disgrace of his son's crime will blast

this hope. But the father determines his boy must suffer the

penalty. A strong situation ! There would be more suspense,

however, if the author were to direct the constructive imagi-

nation of the auditor by cleverly implying that the magnate's
attempted bribery is slipping the noose about his own neck.

To desert the audience at end of II with no tangible thread to

follow is bad treatment. To make the judge a little more ener-

getic in the matter of seeking evidence to convict the scamp
who has openly attempted bribery would add strength to the

leading character.

The weakest factor in the Play is the preacher's attempt to

force his sermon into the text. He has a burning desire to

show what parental neglect may lead to. The idea is wedged
into the Play rather than an integral part of it. The author
attempts to show this neglect with the one hand and with the

other exercises undue restraint to prevent a parent's sympa-
thy. The son is repeatedly rebuffed by the father. But the

boy does not hint the extremity of his peril. The author re-

strains him to enhance neglect. It might be hard for a son to

tell his father that he had stolen money, but the exigency of

the situation would compel him to hint in some way that im-

prisonment was staring him in the face.

The theory of parental neglect rests heavily on this on«

incident. There are other touches of it but a strong effect

attempted at the end of Act I by a picture of the boy beatinj

his fists against the door of the stern parent who has locke(

him out. There is a keen lack of conviction here. The boy
an abnormal child for not doing what the average creatui

would do under the circumstances. The father is not ameni
ble for neglecting something he does not know exists. Th^
naked hand of the dramatist is revealed.
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In the big scene in II, therefore, when the lad turns on his

father and charges him with filial default, the point does not

carry. The soul of the spectator is not so much impressed
with the indifference of the parent as with the untimely death
of a loving mother. We regret that she could not have lived

to properly rear her son. But even this is aside from the trend
of theme which is to show the unfailing retribution attending
corruption and bribe. The duty of parent to child would bet-

ter fit another Conflict. The attempt to kill two birds with a
single stone results in maiming either. Let the lesson teach
this law, Mr. Landman, that Conflict is ever paramount and
to launch an idea dramatically you must conceive a struggle

consistent with your theme.

THE REAL THING.
A Most Unreal Dramatic Document.

Problem.

1. A wife mollycoddles her children to the neglect of her
husband.

2. A sister discovers the husband's attachment for a
young girl.

3. She teaches the wife to reclaim her husband by disci-

plining her children.

This is the hypothesis of the main Plot evidently intended
by the author. It is badly confuddled by two branch Plots
that hopelessly bury any distinct outline of the author's pur-
pose.

Plot number two threatens to become the real Play. It

provides the sentiment role for Henrietta Crosman who plays
the leading part. No doubt the effort to create this acting
opportunity for a star accounts for hitching on extraneous
matter in this crude fashion. An attempt is made to pad up
a complication out of the fact that the sister's old lover pro-
poses to her before learning that she is a widow. She thinks
that he thinks that her husband still lives. She learns that he
has learned and all is well. A flimsy device to build a Play
about but Miss Crosman relies on this situation for her biggest
moment.

The third Plot is a step-plot of Plot number two. The hus-
band of Plot number one is jealous of the lover of Plot num-
ber two for making love to the mother of the mollycoddled
kids. This is only a momentary aberration of the dramatic
conscience, to be sure, but it serves as an excellent example
of minor disunity. It is a danger signal for the dramatist
aimlessly reeling off lines without dominant dramatic purpose.
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Temptations are ever at hand for the imagination that can

be seduced by a clever situation. An indomitable will backed
by technical discretion must reject the spurious combinations
that beset the fertile productive mind.

Catherine Chisholm Gushing, the author of this Comedy,
possesses a rare gift of fluent dialog composition. It is a fac-

ulty she will never have occasion to test thoroughly till she can
build a Plot worthy of such embellishment. In the abstract

it is a tendency to restrain rather than encourage. It is diffi-

cut to appreciate that mere talk is the worst of all barriers

for the beginner. This is painfully apparent in two whole
acts of "The Real Thing." These depend wholly upon clever

conversation of characters not motivated to speak Plot parts.

The first Act contains a single incident of dramatic worth.
The husband kisses the girl. If the rest of the main Plot could

be executed by real drama of this sort the Play would be fully

dramatized. Throughout the rest of the comedy there is not
a solitary instance of Plot event. All is TALKED into the

audience. After talking us in and out of the two subordinate
Plots an attempt is made to TALK a Conclusion onto the frag-

ment that survives of main issue. But this is not really accom-
plished even by way of conversation. We are left to presume
that all will be well nov/ that wifie drinks claret punch, wears
stylish dresses and puts her kidlets to bed with the chickens.

SNOBS
A Farce With Foreign Finish.

Suppose you were playing checkers. The critical moment
arrives. Your partner flashes the ace of spades and shouts:
"The game's mine!" That would be equivalent to the falla

cious reasoning employed in the Conclusion of "Snobs."
A newly bequeathed duke loves a girl who doesn't know

of his title. The only flaw in his flirtation is the lack of a thrill

sufficient to captivate his young enchantress. Thus far we
have a straight game of checkers, you see. But a second party
insists on playing poker. He swats a third fellow over the

head with a cane and by some mistake the duke is charged
with the assault. The missing thrill is now supplied by a des-

perate battle in which the duke wrests a gun from the officer

who is about to shoot him. The audience is requested to be-

lieve they are still watching a game of checkers.
Does this rude illustration drive home the absurdity of

trying to play two games with one hand? Here is the widest
gap in the structural framework of "Snobs." The Plot dashes
off on a side track just as the Play is pulling into the terminal.

The Farce has one merit. It starts off with a definite fore-

cast of the complications that might follow. The first Act is
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shown, not TALKED. But nothing comes of this good prom-

ise. The second Act is the crudest kind of hotchpotch teeming

with disunity and spineless character drawing. The only possi-

bility of a Play is in the rather Implausible premises set forth

in Act I.

A rich satire might be constructed out of the relations of a

suddenly enriched milkman to a snobbish society fop who
spurns the picklemaker's daughter destined to become wife

of the hero, who in turn employs the snob as a financial flun-

key. This is the legitimate structure that might be fitted to

the foundations laid in Mr. Bronson-Howard's well planned

first act.

THE NEST EGG.
Founded on a Single Thread of Novelty.

How far a little touch of novelty may go toward the suc-

cess of a Play may be seen in "The Nest Egg." Swamped be-

neath biplots of puppy love and old-time intrigue this clever

note of satire on cold-storage-pure-food conditions wins in a
few minutes' running. The real Plot consumes but one min-
ute of the first act, two minutes of the second and three of the

third. The remaining time is given over to juvenile capers of

a very commonplace order.

The legitimate story of the Play tells of a spinster who in-

scribed her sentiments on an egg. The egg goes to cold stor-

age and after three years the old maid is summoned as chief

witness in a suit against the culprits who preserved it over-
time. The elated spinster mistakes this message from a pure
food fanatic for the call of cupid. Her clever testimony wins
the case, however, and consummates her original purpose of

matrimony.

Any ordinary dreamer might build optimistic anticipation
of the unique entertainment to be derived from the actual de-
velopment and unfolding of this story from the first incident
of lettering the egg down to the final episode of culminating
connubiality.

But what does the amateur author offer us?

Nine tenths of the performance is taken up with irrelevant
minor Plot conveying four distinct and separate stories extra-
neous to the main Play.

From the beginning no one could guess the purpose of the
composition. We are introduced with much obvious effort
and talk to the vicissitudes of a young girl whose father insists
upon marrying her to a wealthy bumpkin.

,
Joined to this tangent is a second offshoot of a college girl's

' romance with the first girl's brother.
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Plot number three is the mysterious intervention of an ad-

venturess of the old school stripe, who bolts in upon the heart

affairs of the other couples and mixes motives generally.

The fourth is the mercenary intrigue to rob the spinster of

her hen-house which has suddenly loomed into large value.

None of these spurious episodes have anything to do with
the advancement of the main issue. The author has cleverly

dove-tailed them into an actable vehicle, to be sure, but to la-

bel such chaotic incongruity a Play would be analytic perjury

in the first degree.

The substance of a light comedy of extremely novel charac-

ter is conveyed in the remnants of main Plot that are scattered

through the manuscript. The spinster is a fresh, life-like type

with a gift of bright dialog that would do credit to a techni-

cally perfect reconstruction of the Play's hypothesis.

And here we have painful evidence of the starved condi-

tions of the contemporary stage. Sixteen weeks was accorded
this little piece at the Bijou Theatre in New York City! De-
spite the encumbrance this slender thread of live novelty won
substantial box-office benefits and brought forth a clamor of

praise from the critics famishing for want of unadulterated
dramatic nourishment.

A MILLION.
A Farce with a Philosophy.

It sounds like a paradox to say that a farce has a philoso-

phy and that it actually thrills, but this is the fact in "A Mil-
lion" now being tried on the road by Henry W. Savage. And
what a rare treat in this new season of horse-play productions

!

The theme delivers a satirical slap at the city sleuths whose
eyes are blinded by their own veritable adroitness. The Play
holds the audience in breathless suspense over the simple de-

vice of a lost blue blouse containing a prize winning lottery

ticket. The piece makes no pretense at intellectual uplift but
its dramatic merit well deserves the closest study of the dra-
matist. The few flaws that mar the road try outs will doubt-
less be effaced in rehearsal. The American version is by Leo
Dietrichstein, who in addition to rebuilding the Plot has con-
verted vulgar French farce into fairly refined English. And
this is a tremendous task

!

MAGGIE PEPPER.
The Decline of Mr. Klein i

Save for the subtle selection of popular Play materials
there is little in this melodrama to identify it with such Plays
as "The Gamblers" or even "The Third Degree." And under
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the circumstances of production it is difficult to determine
whether the audience is not applauding Miss Rose Stahl for

what she has been in another role. Both earlier dramas may
boast of an underlying idea. "Maggie Pepper" appeals to the
littlest, meanest and shallowest of human emotions only.

But Mr. Klein's decline is evidently not intentional. In an
article recently written for the New York "Sun" he regrets

the cruelty of the playgoing public and declares the day of

romanticism is past. Surely no piece on earth is calculated to

test this truth better than this playwright's latest product. If it

can draw after the public learns that Rose Stahl in "Maggie"
is not the Rose Stahl of several seasons past, Mr. Klein will be
disputing his journalism by his own playwriting. For this

Play is the quintessence of romanticized junk.

But the sad side of the situation is the fact that a writer of

means will stoop to such sordid stuff after proving himself

capable of about the best work on the American stage. And
all in hopeless pursuit of the mere mercenary.

The two Plots of "Maggie Pepper" are as follows:

1. A shop girl wins the heart of her rich employer against

the courtship of a stylish sweetheart.

2. A shop girl is bled and blackmailed by the parents of a

child she endeavors to preserve from their crimi-

nal influence.

In the first Plot the crudest sort of dime novel envy char-

acterizes the courtship of the sweetheart; aided and abetted

by her preposterous uncle. Poor "Maggie" is batted all over

the field in G. minor and wears the shreds of her splinteredl

heart on her sleeve. She is fired twice by express command of

the author even against the wishes of the firm that employs
her. The common sense of the audience is not reckoned with.

For some unknown reason "Maggie" disdains the wealthy em-
ployer and seeks to reconcile him to his jealous sweetheart.
The author finds it necessary to put a bullet through his hero
before "Mag" will surrender her celibacy. His drunken pro-

posal almost fetches her, but the author's brutality does the

trick. She at once takes sides with the spineless hero who has
been so cruelly treated by the man who brought him to imagi-
nary life.

The second Plot seems an attempt to link "Deep Purple"
coloring with cheap sentimentality of the old school. It is

with the most obvious effort that this spurious story gets

a-going in the first act of the legitimate Play. The machinery
of one Plot has to be stopped abruptly whilst the other starts

a competitive spin. But the second Plot has the biggest buzz
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saw for the blackmailer cuts his way into the presence of un-
happy lovers everytime there is any prospect of a peaceful
moment. He is no respecter of millionaire's offices and young
ladies' private apartments. He busts right in.

There is no doubt that the second Play mars and retards
the force of the first, but it is only on the rarest occasion that
even a spot of drama is demonstrated in either Plot worth pre-

serving. In the last moments of the second scene of the third

act there is a suggestion for a theme that might be availed by
a man of Mr. Kllein's ability. The sheer efficiency of this pa-

thetic shop girl fits her for the office of mother to the booby-
ish inebriate. A strong satire on class distinction might be
constructed out of this suggestion. The Play bears some such
message as it is. But any interpretation is impossible in the
chaotic jumble cheap complications dispensed.

PUBLISHED PLAYS.
Three Plays by Shaw.*

The Doctor's Dilemma, Getting Married, and The Showing-
Up of Blanco Posnet.

Shaw has written these Essays for any of three purposes!

To amuse himself, to furnish food for the reading public, or

to be performed before an audience of strictly mental tempyera-

ments. Although Drama is supposed to be an interpretation

of life Shaw finds it necessary to write one hundred pages of

interpretation for a forty page Playlet. That such intellectual

fodder is unfit for the digestion of contemporary audiences is

beyond a doubt. Fad and vanity may muster a limited attend-

ance to such offerings but there is little actual interest in them
for the play going public

Few men on earth can rival Shaw for sustained brilliance

of biting sarcasm but for young writers to set up his works
as models would be the uttermost folly. Of the better brand]

of drama Mr. Shaw has just as much to learn as many novices
(

at least if we are to judge his Art by his later specimens of I

craftsmanship. These do not show an adequate knowledge of

Play, Logic, Sequence, Unity or Plot. His strong qualifica-

tions are Scene Structure, Characterization, and Dialog. All^

more or less remote from their functions in a Play.

THE DOCTOR'S DILEMMA.
If we could compress the first twenty pages of the first Act

into four or five, at most, the remaining ten would be drama.
If we could really know whether the young Artist is married

*Brentano's. New York- Price $1.50.
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to his wife before the other characters bring up the question
there would be dramatic force in the blow he aims at the scan-

dal mongers.
The same is true of the widow's second marriage in the in-

terval following Act IV. Nobody really knows but the Au-
thor. He doesn't supply our emotions with the elements of

suspense. He seeks to surprise us in the stilly darkness. The
Newspaper man is a clever caricature of the progressive press-

agent-highwa5mian, but he is no factor in the Play. He would
fit in a frame by himself for a vaudeville exhibition more ade-

quately than he answers here. Ibsen would have found a plot

purpose for this character. He would have employed him to

advance the story. Shaw throws him in for the Author's
amusement.

There is no logic in a man's asking a strange married wo-
man to act as hostess at his stag party and no pretense at con-

forming the common sense situation is made. A highly clever

satire on the futile and conflicting theories of eminent medical
men is conceived but not dramatized. Shaw has a definite

purpose but betrays an indefinite knowledge for executing it

in dramatic form. "The Doctor's Dilemma" is tedious dis-

course in FIVE Acts.

GETTING MARRIED and THE SHOWING-UP OF
BLANCO POSNET.

Not much can be said of either of the other Plays in this

volume. Both are perfumed with wit. Even through the stage

directions the playful pen of the satirist dances nimbly. But
far less semblance of Drama is discernable. His intentions are

plain to the thinking reader but such great gulps of intellectual

hard tack cannot be swallowed by any composite audience un-
der the sun.

The day may come when dialoged essay will supplant ora-

tory. But to grant such literature a place in power with drama
is quite another question. The orator may reach the intellect

and rouse the will of the individual capable of auto-suggestion.
But the ideal drama may transform the souls of the multitude
by the spell of the playbuilder's art.

"The Dramatist" is for DRAMA, here, now and for all

time!

THREE PLAYS BY BRIEUX
MATERNITY.

By a Modem French Problem Pla5rwright.

In a volume of three Plays by Brieux* this drama appears
in two versions. These are helpful study for the novitiate.

*Brentano's, New York, $1.50.
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They show the power to be gained by adjusted Sequence, re-

duction of cast and creation of new character demanded by
Plot. It is a privileged peep into the workshop of the drama-
tist.

Of course, our chief interest in analysing the work of a

member of the French Academy is his comparative progress in

the Science of Play Construction. In a word his theses are

more vital and his treatment less dramatic than our best

American dramatists. We have few thinkers among our dra-

matic writers who would attempt such advanced themes. But
we have craftsmen who could take these materials ready-made
and interpret them with more telling force.

Brieux falls short at the finale just where we most crave

conviction. "Maternity" is capably handled in Acts I and II

save for an occasional lack of motive in the Dialog. The au-

thor compels his characters to speak, at times, instead of en-

dowing them with compulsion. He occasionally permits them
to talk to themselves. But there is no mistaking the power of

his theme. He has stripped all social definitions of delicacy to

present a radical phase of the subject of propagation of the

species. There is little doubt of the selling qualities of such a

raw Conflict theatrically speaking. Setting aside the author's

choice of subject, then, let us see where he has forsaken his art

whilst he drives his pen to the profit of pure pamphleteering.

The main story of "Maternity" tells of a woman whose
"race-suicide" husband forces two degenerate children upon
her in the fulfillment of his professed reform. The Conflict

rises to a climax of actual rape committed by brute force in the
exercise of a drunken husband's "rights."

Joined to this idea is a secondary story of the wife's

younger sister who has been ruined by an outsider we never
meet. The confession of her downfall is one of the most
potent scenes in the book. Despite its telling force, however,
and its conformity to theme, it does not reinforce the main
idea for the reason that it is not joined. The author would do
well to choose between the two plays and then concentrate.

In Act III he deserts both Plots. Whatever Conclusion is

reached is proclaimed from the lecture platform and not the
stage. A court room scene is represented. In the absence of

true dramatization this becomes nothing more than a mock
trial. The author sets forth numerous instances of mere life in
unison with his theme and tells us the fate of both our hero-
ines. But the Conflict proper has ceased to exist. Drama
sleeps while thematic testimony flourishes. The Play that the
audience wants to see has transpired somewhere else and we
get nothing but the crumbs from the conversation of the wit-
nesses.
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This does not mean that an actual representation of the

wife's abortion is advised even though the author's Plot de-

mands that the audience receive this evidence in tangible form.
Treatment similar to the best manipulation of exceedingly
delicate items in Acts I and II would sufficiently visualize the

denouement of the intended Play without an actual clinic

The stage must deal with just such problems, some day.

America is evidently not ready for them. Another Play in this

printed volume deals with the dangers of Syphilis. It is called

"Damaged Goods." The third Play is "The Three Daughters
of M. Dupont."

By Request.

MID -CHANNEL.*
Far Inferior to "The Thunderbolt."

An indifferent husband countenances the flirtations of his

middle-aged wife with younger admirers. The couple quarrel

and separate. She has an affair with a worthless youth whom
she does not really love and the husband takes up with a sport-

ing widow. After a surfeit of this sensuality a reconciliation is

attempted. The husband admits his infidelity and wrings a
like confession from the wife. Out of conventional rectitude

he insists that she marry her paramour. Finding this course
impossible she kills herself.

The foregoing is an abstract synopsis of Mr. Pinero's Play.

It is moral because the conclusion does not exalt the illicit

relation. But it is not helpful. It offers no new solution of the
debasing marital problem it presents. Perhaps the best that

can be said of the Play is that it handles incidents of salacious

sex profligacy with antiseptic delicacy.

The chief characters are devoid of sympathetic appeal for

the reason that the Conflict is not founded upon a vital Law of

life. It may have been the author's intention to involve the
love of the sexes, but a careful analysis of the structure reveals
no evidence of genuine affection. This emotion is depicted
only in the negative.

The motives of the principals are obviously worked by the
wires of the dramatist. They are not the logical effect of
Cause. The author desires them to do certain stunts for his
own convenience and fails to involve their motives in the Plot.

Another grave deficit is Dramatization. Few of the essen-
tial incidents of the Play take place on the stage. One of the
vital events of Plot occurs in Italy and has to be imported by
means of subsequent TALK between the principals. There is

but one important Scene really enacted—the attempted recon-

*W. H. Baker & Co., Boston, 50c.
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ciliation of the marital degenerates. The wife's confession al-

most rivals Bernstein for similar situations in both "The
Thief and "Israel." The final suicide is not clearly presented.

It is established by after allusion with no definite visual evi-

dence to confirm the imagination of the audience.

DOUBLE CROSS.
Withholds the Secret of Suspense.

In the January 191 1 issue we analyzed a skit called "Inter-

viewed" which appeared in the November 1910 "Smart Set"
magazine. "Double Cross" appears in the August 191 1 issue

of the same magazine written by the same author, Roi Cooper
Megrue. No better illustration of the invisible shade between
fiction and drama could well be contrived.

And the problem is well worth weighing, for here we have
abstract dialog that bears every similarity to dramatic diction

save for the one technical point. Instead of wasting such com-
position on mere magazine space this author might be drawing
handsome theatrical royalties. What is this absent item of

dramatic interest?

Suspense for the reader is superior knowledge withheld
from him. Suspense for the theatregoer is superior knowledge
imparted to him but withheld from one or more of the charac-

ters on the stage. Now what superior knowledge is withheld
from the audience in this skit that should have been merely the

ignorance of one of the characters on the stage?

The cardinal fact that the highwayman is a telegraph

operator himself.

Mr. Megrue undoubtedly thought he was enhancing the

thrill by reserving this secret for the final touch. But think for

a moment how lame the present suspense might seem com-
pared with the subtle action obtained by our knowing all along

that the poor station agent is being taken in. Suppose by sil-

ent gesture we ascertain that the robber is interpreting the

telegraphic dispatch which the agent pretends to be sending to

avert a wreck. Suspense is increased a thousandfold

!

But do not carry this theory to excess. Do not understand
us to say that every item of Plot should be baldly exposed to

the audience. We need not know, for instance, that the mes-
sage is a call for help. We merely see that the hold-up man
understands it. It is time enough when help materializes.

Kow rapidly the imagination makes the reckoning! "Now
what will happen? Will the burglar return? What wi!! he do
to them?" And the acme of dramatic art is attained. The dra-

matist has his audience thinking the way he wants them to

think. Letting them in on the vital secret is not subtracting
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from the climax it is multiplying tensity! Master this tiny

trick of theatrics and you have one of the most potent princi-

ples of dramatization.

DRAMATIC LAWS ARE NOT NEW.
"If any one place in a continued series, moral speeches, say-

ings, and sentiments well framed, he will not produce that

which is the work of Playwriting ; but that will be much more
a Play, which uses these things as subordinate, and which
contains a fable and combination of incidents."

ARISTOTLE, 440 B. C.

FACING DEATH.
Plan for Reconstruction.

One of the students of the Institute of the Drama submits
the following outline for a closer dramatization of Strindberg*s
one-act Play which appears in full in the July, 191 1 number.

Plot.

Durand has bought candles with the last penny of house-
hold funds. His daughters denounce his extravagance. They
are actually in need of bread. What use are the candles? He
has wrecked the family fortune. Their dead mother told them
so. He asks for a match. They begrudge it to him. He re-

minds them that they have the house and that he has paid off

the encumbrance against it. They retort that the property is

unmarketable. Durand slyly places a lighted candle near some
straw in the attic window. A storm is brewing. He cau-
tions the girls to put out the kitchen fire. No insurance will
be paid if a fire breaks out from that source. We see the
flames licking the roof! He gives instructions where to find
the fire insurance policy. He bids them all farewell. He is

going away. The helpless daughters reproach him for desert-
ing them. Their mother had predicted it would end that way.
He breaks his long silence and refutes the legacy of lies passed
down by his deceased wife. He vaguely implies that they will
be provided for. He asks for a glass of water. We see him
mixing a tablet which we suspect is poison from his broad
hints at inviting death. The fire is now under way. Durand
gulps down the poison greedily. The girls discover the fire!

They would save their father who has apparently gone to
sleep. He is dead ! They repent their cruelty to him. This is

the journey he alluded to ! The fire insurance policy ! They
rescue it from the flames ! They realize that the old man has
thus provided for them. His last sacrifice in death

!
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Yes, this is a much more feasible working plan. The audi-

ence receives the ingredients of dramatic interest in better Se-

quence. Many of Strindberg's original lines might be pre-

served by closer application and motive.

This is the real process of Playwriting. Now let some one
continue the task of reconstruction employing the above syn-

opsis and redialog the skit and further analysis will be made in

the January 1912 issue.

^KEJ^D ns the names of persons

ij interested in playtariting and
tie Will reward your efforts

With a portrait of Shakesphere;
something entirely new.

The Dramatist,
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Our "Doctrines Endorsed
The acceptation of the principles of dramatic technology is

advancing by leaps and bounds. For a time our radical doc-

trines were unsupported by current Plays and by the critics.

We have from time to time pointed out practical examples of

successful drama that embody our theories. We now quote a

few prominent American authorities who voice our views.

CHARLES FROHMAN

DAVID BELASCO;

BRANDER MATTHEWS

WM. A. BRADY:

AUGUSTUS THOMAS

CLAYTON HAMILTON:

One of the best signs of the

advance in modern dramatic
technic is the disappearance
of the sub-plot.

A good rule for the dramatist

is to eliminate everybody he
possibly can. In this way do
we get simplicity and direct-

ness.

A Plot must deal with a

struggle. It must show a

clash of contending desires.

A knowledge of the drama of

the past will teach what
ought to be avoided in the

drama of the present.

In the theatre nothing is de-

pendent upon our faculty of

visualization. It is all done
for us.

Tell your story to the eye, for

actions speak louder than
words: — This has become
the leading principle of the

best dramatists.
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JOHN CORBIN:

HARTLEY DAVIS:

WILLIAM C. deMILLE:

Thesis plays are false at once
to Art and polemics.

The play that wins is the one
that appeals to the big uni-

versals stirring the emotions
that most of us have in com-
mon.

Build your pantomime first,

then add such words as will

help the picture.

These few words are quoted as being in line with the drift

of advanced criticism and conviction. It is significant that

they happen to endorse the doctrines you have repeatedly read
in these columns. All technic is founded upon basic princi-

ples inherited from the past. It has taken centuries to develop
the art. Each age amends it so that it may exercise a greater

charm for the contemporary spectator. In theory, we cannot
enlarge, perceptibly, upon the groundwork laid by Aristotle.

We can only refine his rules and apply them more closely to

the Audience we collaborate with.

To our many subscribers who send us extracts from va-

rious journals declaring them an appropriation of our ideas;

we address the foregoing paragraph. If our radical beliefs are

being copied. Copy away, we say! The bulk of our know-
ledge in any line is taken on trust from those who have tested

the truth. It is the truth we are after. It is the truth we are

eternally endeavoring to disseminate. We have no wish to

monopolize it. We only wish to see it applied.

Those who conscientiously quote or urge our doctrines,

therefore, are promoting the avowed policy of this periodical.

And in so far as we anticipate the newer standards to which
the art has approached, all followers must imitate if they

would keep pace with the quickstep of progress.

THE RETURN OF PETER GRIMM.
A Triumph of the Two Davids.

Just how long this piece would last without a Belasco to

stage it and a Warfield to act it is a problem in scientific sales-

manship. The Dramatic element is no factor in this calcula-

tion. It is not a Play, it is a fad, and the duration of its run

will be a tribute to the reputation of these two masters, aided

by the eternal eagerness for a peep into the realm of spookdom

—a guess at the riddle of the universe. This combination may
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fill the Belasco Theatre for weeks to come. Its popularity

should not mislead the amateur. It is not a safe pattern to

follow. One such novelty is enough. The combined efficiency

of these two men has made it marketable only after three years'

incessant toil.

We have said that it is not a Play. What then? It is a

public seance of psychic experiment designed to represent a

popular theory of spirit phenomena. It is virtually devoid of

dramatic illusion even in momentary spots. For Plays cannot

be built out of superstitions that are rejected by the great mass
of people constituting the theatre audience. A good entertain-

ment is possible when such infinite pains are employed. But
the author attempts to visualize an invisible thing which most
of us cannot sanction even as a superstition. No dominant
idea or moral could be conveyed by such a structure. It must
leave the audience on the same level of thought where it finds

them. There is no basis of credibility to lend composite con-

viction.

Apart from the invalid material utilized in this piece, the

technical errors are fundamental. One of the most radical of

these is a failure to set the Conditions of the Conflict Squarely
before the audience.

Problem,

Conditions: Grimm betroths his adopted daughter to a

libertine.

Cause: His suffering spirit returns to apprise her of his

mistake.

Conclusion: She is governed by this supernatural mes-
sage.

These conditions call for our knowledge of the libertine.

They also specify that Grimm knows. After an author once
determines his Conflict he has no choice in the matter. He
must follow its dictates or dismiss the Conflict. Mr. Belasco
fails to do this. Instead of setting out with the true facts at

beginning of his Play nothing reaches us till Peter returns
from the spirit world. He is innocent of having committed
any wrong but still he returns to rectify it. He is going to

make good something he never knew to be bad. We are told
that one of the angels whispers this scandal to Peter. If this
is to be the case surely the audience should know about it.

There is no art in withholding from us what is going to hap-
pen. It is the manner of happening that should be the sur-
prise. For we pay to see the Play ! It is a breach of good faith
to report it as happening in heaven.
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How much more effective would it be had Peter wilfully

pledged his word to a man he knew to be corrupt. His spirit

would then have some cause for post-mortem reproach. If

Peter and the audience both know this libertine's past how
much keener is our interest in the transmission of this spirit

message to the innocent girl. We then share the suspense.

As it is we are held for surprise under the misconception that

depriving us of the Plot is promoting the drama. There can
be no suspense if the elements that furnish it are withheld.

The next flagrant error is the theatrical trickery of Peter's

exit to spiritland with the form of the dead child. By this

time the child has ceased to be an integral part of the Plot.

There is nothing at issue. The Dramatic Conflict has expired.

The author continues his Play in the life beyond merely to

round out his supernatural episodes.

The treatment of this extraneous device is extremely
poetic. After a most delicately rendered fantasy of the young-
ster's dream of Happyland, he dies. Peter picks him up and
the two depart this mundane sphere. The Doctor gasps to find

no child on the sick boy's cot. He lifts the sheet and ; Presto

!

We have a deceased duplicate just as convincing as the two
Topsies in "Uncle Tom's Cabin."

But we have said very little of the virtues in this remark-
able product. Some of the comedy built upon the expectation

of Peter's death and the expectation of those who survive him
is exquisitely rich and perennially human. It is valid because
it is used to depict the progress of Plot. The Scene that ranks

first in dramatic power is the spirit's effort to warn the girl not

to marry the leper whom the mortal Peter had picked out for

her. After a harrowing struggle the ghost finally succeeds in

communicating its tardy message through the medium of the

sick child whose frail spark of life now flickers at the gate of

eternity. The force of this Scene almost establishes momen-
tary illusion. Its tug at our sympathies is extremely potential.

Absorbed in this poor soul's vicissitudes we all but accept th«

too human spectre as the shade of a departed spirit.

Taken all in all, Mr. Belasco has pulled off the impossible

with about as much plausibility as any living playwright couW
lend to it. To imagine what the dramatist of average theatri^

cal sagacity would do with this elusive subject gives rise to

suppressed cachination of chuckles

!

PASSERS-BY.
A Plot That Successfully Preaches.

Just as "The Price" exploits the narrowest and meanesl
convention of the "fallen woman," so "Passers-by" preacheij

the noblest and ripest sermon of altruism. The unusual tui
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in this treatment is the fact that a woman repudiates this con-

vention, not through maudlin sentimentality but the biggest

and fullest sympathy of her sex ; the maternal instinct.

Problem.

Condition : An adulterer is betrothed to another woman.

Cause : Her maternal instincts are aroused by his unlawful
child.

Conclusion: She cancels the betrothal to unite the parents.

Here is a Plot with a purpose. The author feels a vigorous

protest against a convention of society and assails it in a spe-

cific character-creating Conflict between certain human be-

ings. This is the dramatic way of doing things. It is the only

valid means of preaching in a Play. The Conflict tells the tale.

The author cannot settle a problem for all time but he can con-

vey his specific experience to the souls of his spectators in a

way that stores the subjective mind with a lesson to profit by.

Experience is the best teacher. A dramatic proxy is the near-

est substitute. Let intellectual amateurs clamoring for uplift

adopt this practical means of dramatic preachment. Auditors
who take flight at the prospect of ethical discourse respond un-
consciously to the exalted representation of their latent ideals

on the stage.

This dramatized awakening of the altruism that sleeps in

the worst of us is the surest appeal after all. It threatens to

become the fourth and mightiest law of nature, i. Self. 2. Sex.

3. Parentage. 4. Altruism.
"Passers-By" leads us to expect a Play implied in that title.

In reality, those who stop off in the passing are mere sidesteps

to Plot. The tramp is a convenience to practice the hero's

growing virtues on. He is later employed to turn the big trick

of Plot by running off with the child. The child is believed

kidnapped and the dismay of the unlawful parents visually dis-

closes the adulterer to the fiancee.

The 'passing-by' of the adulteress is entirely too casual.

Things do not happen without Cause in drama. A London
fog is not sufficient reason for the coming of this girl at this

particular time and place. Her entrance should be made inevi-

table for the sake of subconscious credibility. The same weak-
ness tends to dispel illusion all through the conduct of this

character. She comes to her former lover's home because the

author wills her to. Her rival surrenders the man too
readily. True, she is actuated by the second premise, named
in our Problem but the author takes her beyond this motive,
making her a mere servile puppet in the reconciliation of the
other pair.
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But these are not flagrant deficiencies. The Play is pace-

maker in the race we are now running for double-distilled, one-
story drama. The poetic tenderness of the child's appeal to us
for the formal alliance of its own parents is another tribute to

the dramatic power of that great life Principle, the third law
of Nature.

BOUGHT AND PAID FOR.
Success Scored by the Subsidiary Story.

Problem.

1. A husband demands his marital rights when drunk.

2. The wife leaves him because he will not promise tc

abstain.

3. The separation brings them to a reconciliation.

This is the broadest possible digest of "Bought and Pai<

For." The real Conflict of the Play is contained in the above
The striking features of originality however are merely the in

cidents in the chain of Cause and Effect that execute this Plot

The title itself is one of these incidents. It does not constitut(

a necessary ingredient in the Plot. It is the "punch" depart
ment.

Now the secret of the Play's success is quite another fao

tor. This lies in the "comic relief" hitched on the main Plot
Do not understand us to minimize the merit of this biproduct
It is even worthy of separate treatment in a Plot all its own
In fact the prime Conflict is highly hackneyed. It is far in*

ferior to the secondary story. Both stories are cleverly dov<

tailed and the first is made to sustain the second. This struc

tural disunity almost defies detection in the playing, as will b<

shown in the following Plot:

A financier marries a telephone girl and supports hei

worthless brother-in-law. The girl leaves her husband after

brutal assault, virtually constituting a rape. In order to regaii

his position the brother-in-law tricks the pair into a reconcilia-

tion.

George Broadhurst is a trained fun builder and the half-

witted, selfish, self-satisfied imp he has given us in the sub-plot

of this production is one of the surest triumphs in his long lis'

of comedy character creations. It is here and not in the grip ol

the bought-and-paid-for idea that his new Play ranks as on«

of the artistic and commercial successes of the season.

As a bold, clear-cut stroke in character etching this comi(

type compares favorably with Pinero's best work. And it bears

the added charm of irresistible humor which is beyond
Pinero's reach. Mr. Broadhurst is wise in clinging to this

brand of humor in which he excels.
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THE PRICE.

Technical Massacre and Moral Retrogression.

If the world were run on the moral standard advocated by
"The Price" the tide of spiritual progress would soon turn to-

ward a tendency of ethical retrogression. What is the moral
of this play? Let us glance at the logical syllogism of its

structure for a reply.

Problem.

1. A girl has been a mistress before marriage to another.

2. The diary of her deceased lover exposes this fact.

3. Her husband deserts her.

(Her husband suspects her of murder.)

Wouldn't the psychological inference be: There is no sal-

vation for a woman who does likewise and conceals her sin?

This is the subconscious lesson taught by the Play. Is it a
wholesome one? Wouldn't history lose some of its staunchest
agents for righteousness if this silly scruple had condemned
every woman with a stain on her past? It is the antithesis of

the regeneration Play—It is the degeneration Play. It fosters

the doctrine of eternal damnation for mistakes of the past over
which we have no control. Attention is called to it here, that

writers and managers may avert like themes in choosing
Plays for an optimistic public. Its moral outrages all three

primal laws of nature ; Self, Sex, and Parentage.
So much for the ethics of this Play. What about its tech-

nic? There is but one Play in New York City that sur-

passes it for trespassing the immutable principles of Play Con-
struction. The characters are continuously operated by the
brass wires of the author and some of them never breathe a
solitary breath of dramatic life. They merely sniff the artifi-

cial atmosphere of stageland. Not even a mask of motive con-
ceals the author's nude and ever present purpose. The manu-
script teems with artifice and false intent.

The most glaring flaw in this Play is its fallacious syl-

logism. The second premise does not respond to the first. The
twin Conclusions are supposed to spring from the first and
second premises. The first Conclusion is an arbitrary product
of them. But there is no basis in either premise for the sec-

ondary Conclusion. The Play might much more logically re-

volve around the killing of the wife's first lover, so far as any
definite trend of Plot is indicated by the first act.

And again, the central premise is not dramatized. The
diary does not turn up as a result of Plot Conflict. It is drop-
ped into the Play by the extraneous agency of the first lover's
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widow and without our knowledge of her intent. Her very
presence is a deliberate stroke of the author. Both husband
and wife would turn her out if their wills were not subordi-
nated by the dramatist. Mr. Broadhurst evidently clings to

the hard and fast fallacy that a surprise in the avowed purpose
of the Play is good Drama. He does not recognize the keener
craftsmanship of letting the audience know WHAT he is

about and confining the surprise to HOW he will accomplish
it.

It is gratifying to note, that this play has since been re-

duced to three acts and a happy ending substituted. This con-

forms to much of our criticizm and eliminates the two false

conclusions, above cited.

A SINGLE MAN.
Conflict Subordinated to Character.

When an actor's eminence may be relied upon to draw au-

diences, the Play may be regarded a secondary quantity. This
is usually the case with Mr. John Drew, whose following is

thoroughly organized. His present vehicle is no exception to

this rule. Interest in the player exceeds interest in the part

and the Conflict is subordinated to the leading character and
to the man who plays it.

"A Single Man" has many momentary evidences of un-

usual dramatic skill but like all typical drawing-room-drama it

is essentially artificial. These metallic qualities, however, eif-

ford wider opportunity for the player of society parts and for

such specializing the piece serves its purpose. It is unneces-

sarily stretched out into four long acts by the obvious inten-

tion of the author who erects false barriers to keep his lovers

separated. Toward the end this futile protraction borders on
boredom.

Problem.

1. A bachelor loves a young girl of strenuous spirits.

2. In contrast to his sedate secretary her vivacity palls.

3. He marries the secretary.

This is an epitome of the real Plot. Attached to or sus-

pended from this story is a spurious accompaniment of a pre-

posterous coquette's brazen courtship of the single gentleman.

She is the official agent of the author and has no valid place in

the cast. Her motive is his motive in consequence she fails to

live in the Play.

I
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A dramatic Conflict has but two contending agencies. Each

side may have hundreds of characters to fight its battles but
the factions still remain but two. The coquette above men-
tioned attempts to supply a third factor in the struggle which,
as may be seen from our Problem, has no place in the Plot.

The result is rank disunity, almost to the brink of burlesque.

MADAME X.

A Whirlpool of Mother Emotion.

Although there are only three emotional principles in all

the plays past, present and possible the variations of these

laws of Nature are as endless as eternity.

Madame X is a variant of one of these ; the love of a mother
for her child. Her love does not draw her to her son. In this

Plot it repels. She has sunk to the depths of depravity—^but her
maternal instinct is as chaste as before. It prompts her to de-

monstrate this love by sparing her boy the shame of a moth-
er's degradation. We feel the sympathetic wrench at our heart-

strings both through the principle of parentage that pulls and
the pride that repels. It is peculiarly employed so as to pro-

duce both action and reaction.

Oscar Wilde achieved this same result in "Lady Winder-
mere's Fan." He built a much more skillful Plot but pitched
his appeal in a lower key. "The Music Master" relies on a
like racial trait when father and daughter are separated for the

technical purpose of touching the parental chord in our souls.

Here are three time-tried successes all based on the third law
of life. Take notice dramatists ! Here is a vital precept

!

And the marvellous part of it is ; this play succeeds in spite

of its technical infirmities. Unity is fairly preserved. But a
good deal of French triviality and irrelevance survives the
translation. The rambling, shambling treatment of prelimi-

nary Conditions hinders the start rather than gets it going.

A Prologue of utterly worthless history tells of things twenty
years prior to the Play and the same period is reviewed in

TALK after the Conflict proper is opened. This could all be
artistically interwoven as incidental in other Scenes. Acts I

and II are miserably developed. The threads of Plot merely
drift into place.

There is but one well built Scene up to this point. It is the

end of Act I where the blackguard strives to wring the secret

of her past from our dope dazed heroine. This is the only evi-

dence of actual Play Building that precedes the real drama of

Act III. Now we have induced illusion that buries all sem-
blance of the improbable in its wake. The Play makes good
on the whole by the sheer magnitude of maternal love in this

great act. It is a whirlpool of mother emotion

!
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And here is a glimpse of the great Drama to come. Two

well sustained Acts of comparable structure, paving the way
for the terrific climax in III would make this Play a pattern
of technically sound melodrama. Add to this a dominant pur-
pose or teaching and the ideal Play is achieved.

THE ONLY SON.
Enough Good Stuff for a Mastwpiece.

One great virtue in this Play is the fact that the characters

at the Conclusion have evolved fifty leagues beyond their be-
ginning. This is as it should be. The process of evobition,

however, is not in accord with the customs of hnmao condnct.

There is wealth of rich material. There are nomeroas in-

stances of excellent drarratic treatment. Scores of ddicately

clever touches ! But these are at fanlt in tbt very fact of their

extraneous abundance. They are not contributing to Aat one
diam of events known as a Plot.

But if all the spuri<His elements were extracted and the one
direct path of legitimate Plot pursued, there would sdll remain
a fundamental weakness to repair before making die Play
priataUe. This is the instance of the father informing his chil-

dren that their mother has been unfaithful to him. It is

not only kiathsome but it is technically wrong.

The father has no motive for doing this hideoiB thing.

Such a parent might exist but in a Plary the Caise for this un-
usual conduct must be c^ered. And even then, the dramatic
way to bring about the wife's exposure would be some inci-

dent whereby the awful tmth is inevitably laid bare. It shoa]d_
not be a voluntary act of the husband's unless the Flat
for a fiend of that stripe.

And back of this logical Saw is the fact that the uiothcila
sin is not dramatized. It comes to us in die €mn of tea-table

gossip confirmed by a detectivels discovery of her letters writ-

ten to an artist. MlBeralile min^nnrnl ! If it is expedient to

introduce this atrocious episode, tibe only -way to stamp it

upon the imagination cf the audience would be to visualise the

infidehty. Mere recitation of the foct fnb of oonvidMin.
mmlmV coofinnatkn (rf the sin in the presence of her
is past all Iminan endurance. It so ahochs the sensations dnt
me auditor win vepcl rather than suffer the thought thereby
dufifluug the autlm s wilfnued wnBon. But ihue is much
evideuce of dever craftsmandiqi tluoughont tiie piece.

Winclidi Sirrdi is a detomined writer. It looks as thoo^
notfiing cculd deter his uhimate success as a diamatist.

2X8
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THE WIFE DECIDES.

A Little of Everything.

In classifying "The Price" we said there was but one worse
specimen of Play Construction in New York. This is the one.

Thomas McKean has taken no chances on missing the popu-
lar chord. He has sounded them all. In three long acts we
have :—a touch of Suffrage and Sociology ; a little dash of Eu-
genics; the traditional fat man counter-comedy; a false alarm
of burglars ; the girl who hopelessly loves a married man ; the

husband who chokes his wife into a stage picture ; the servants

who play a little plot of their own ; a girl who departs this life

to become a nun; the entire cast drift to Reno for a divorce

and finally husband and wife are reconciled.

This is a remarkable compound for one evening's entertain-

ment! It would be difficult enough to adequately accom-
plish all these themes in a dozen distinct dramas. But Mr.
McKean has endeavored to serve them up at one sitting with-

out regard to rhyme or reason. The remotest notion of a har-

mony between parts seems never to have dawned upon him.
The readiest measure for the discord in the ten topics men-
tioned above is a statement of the intended Conflict.

Problem.

Condition: A wife is jealous of her husband's love for an
unwelcome child.

Cause: Her lover becomes jealous of the child now loved
by the wife.

Conclusion: The wife and husband are reconciled.

This is a syllabus of the nearest approach to a sustained
Plot. If the author had been able to SEE this nugget buried
beneath the mass of dross in his manuscript, he might have
made a better issue of it. But alas, this sense of Unity is the
last faculty acquired by the amateur. A score of first-class

Play ideas lurk in the shadow of this juvenile concept of a
dramatic composition. Of all these undeveloped possibilities

the plight of the sweet young girl who enters the convent is

the most promising. This is ignored as a Plot but fastened on
as a disturbing incident.

It is a mystery why such mongrel conglomerations come
to Broadway. Financial lessons do not seem to stem the tide
of undramatized disaster. There is little profit in an analysis
of such inept material. Every item in it is contempt of court
and an attempt to follow out the endless instances of violated
dramatic law would consume a volume.
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THE CONFESSION.

A Triphammer Blow at the Emotions.

No better proof of the elastic susceptibilities of the com-
posite crowd could be offered than its acceptance of this dou-
ble-strength melodrama. It is true that the religious persua-

sion indicated by the title tends to invite a denomination
whose hearts respond to the specific Catholic Conflict. This
fact secures a closer accord in the audience but disqualifies

the Play, to a degree, for those of a different creed. An ap-

peal to a class is safe dramatic traffic, however, when its fol-

lowing is so uniformly powerful. It is only where an elective

subject limits its auditors to the few that tiie selected Conflict

is impracticable.

"The Confession" is weakest in its murder motive. The
Frenchman acquires his cause for the killing outside the pre-

sentation of the Play. Plot essentials of such import should
not only be introduced in the action, they should be SEEN.
For want of this cardinal evidence we are compelled to take

the author's word for it. An author's assertion unbacked by
visual interpretation is never accepted as dramatic fact. See-

ing is believing.

As a purely religious enterprise the Play is without a pur-

pose, either for Catholic or Protestant. It cannot save the

saved and it cannot convert the converted. To the auditor

who rejects the sanctity of the priest's silence, this conduct
constitutes homicide in the first degree. And at the very gate

of the gallows sustained silence makes the clergyman a mur-
derer by ecclesiastical law.

The province of this Play is entertainment only. But it

does entertain. Once the supposition is swallowed that the

priest cannot divulge the text of a confession, even the Pro-
testant submits to the illusion and the feelings are subjected
to triphammer blows. The sympathies are drenched by con-
flicting emotions. No opportunity is lost for stretching out
the agony. The improbable is ever present but cleverly con-
cealed by the exaggeration of melodramatic appeal. For the

contagion of the crowd is terrific.

THE LITTLEST REBEL.
A Big Drama with a Little Star.

That "The Littlest Rebel" makes the keenest appeal to a

fundamental emotion yet staged this season is a matter of mob
psychology. As an exponent of the redeeming power of par-

ental instinct it ranks with "Madame X" and "The Music Mas-
ter." As an example of the possibilities of a childhood drama
it might be classed with "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm." Far
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in advance of any of these recent successes is its dramatic
reiteration of the parental motif from a dozen different stand-

points.

This law of the parent and child is manifest in the follow-

ing manner:
The child's grief at the death of her mother.
The infant attitude of the aged slave toward his master.

The rebel spy risking his life to visit his daughter.
The "Little Rebel" in motherless solitude caring for her

dolls.

The federal Colonel touched by her resemblance to his own
little daughter.

The child innocently betraying her father to the agents of

death.

The child's budging the fixed purpose of General Grant.

A nation making orphans by the cruelties of war.
All of these emotional touches reach the soul of the specta-

tor with involuntary grip. It is here that the Play makes a

powerful bid for patronage. The child herself is the most fas-

cinating agency of appeal. Her infant personality haunts the

subconscious mind of the auditor long after the Play is for-

gotten. What more potent medium of publicity could the

manager desire?

Unfortunately Mr. Peple has not halted here. Through
some oversight or miscalculation, the maternal instinct has not
seemed big enough for an evening's entertainment and the

absurdities of a court-martial and sham battle are thrown in

for full measure. Outside circumstances of no small interest

in themselves are hitched on to the Conclusion of the child

conflict.

Edward Peple is one of the country's coming playwrights,
but the sooner he learns to SEE his subject the better he will

be able to define the relation of the parts to the whole and
pursue the dramatic process of elimination.

Problem.

1. A spy is betrayed by his motherless daughter.

2. His death would make the child an utter orphan.

3. The captor brings his nation to relent.

This is the only normal syllogism that would harmonize
the various strands of Conflict and retain the highest moral
taught by all. The time is near at hand when managers will

decline a Play that cannot pay its way with a sustained devel-
opment of ONE complete Plot. Even the commercial power
of this principle is highly scientific, when applied to the best
definition of modem drama. Concentrate!
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The straight and simple course is the easiest to pursue

and the only one that will result in double distilled drama. It
seems so easy to the untrained mind to go out and gather ma-
terials for Plot complications rather than develop them from
within.

By Request.

SEVEN DAYS.
Capital Roughhouse Farce.

Reference has been made to this Play in an earlier number.
At the special request of numerous subscribers we analyze
more in detail.

"Seven Days" is one of those seven year occurrences of the
"Charley's Aunt" species that wins out of the compelling
antics of the Actors as much as by the consistent Cause sup-
porting the frolic as a whole.

Owing to the intermittent attainment of success the pat-
tern is not as safe to follow as the more staple product of le-

gitimate comedy. It can be recommended only to Authors
possessing an overflow of this spontaneous spirit of hilarity.

It is a form of entertainment so highly artificial that little pro-
fit can avail the analysis of dramatic principle involved and
violated.

In a general way it might be advised that some slight pre-

text be ascribed the innumerable exits and entrances, that the
Plot be less scattered and the main issue more direct and that

sufficient motive be given the characters to account for their

behaviour in a more normal and less capricious fashion.

By Request.

SHORE ACRES.
Ahead of Its Time,

It is a pleasure to review one of the Plays of the past

that so nearly anticipated the great revolution in technical ten-

dencies. Few dramas of the old school would hold their own
with modern audiences as does this wonderful piece of crafts-

manship.
Armed with an idea the author gets it over the footlights

with more emotional appeal and less claptrap than any drama-
tist of his age save Oscar Wilde. The pull on the sympathies
is terrific. Ibsen sounded loftier themes and exploited more
advanced philosophy, but not one of his Plays holds a candle

to "Shore Acres" for downright grip of the fundamental feel-

ings of American audiences. If Hearne were writing to-day

with a technic as far ahead of the times as was the art he

employed in the eighties he would have no rival to fear in

present day playwrights.
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His flaws are few. He even eliminated soliloquy. Lack of

clarity in Conflict is the chief fault. But this is a popular af-

fliction with modem structure. His exaggerated character

drawing is a remnant of the times. The skill with which the

main story is dovetailed into the town lot boom is a Plot build-

ing model for all time.

The fact that the father's brother once loved the former's

wife should be etched into the foreground of the Play. If the

audience knew that he was fighting for the daughter of the

woman he once loved we need not rely entirely on talk when
the item is introduced to enhance situation in the light house
scene. But this, too, was good playwriting in its day. And
Heme heads the list of early American dramatists.

PUBLISHED PLAYS.
EMBERS.*

Five Dramas of Discussion.

Mr. Middleton prepares a symbolic five course feast but in-

vites only such intellectual individuals as are equal to the gas-

tronomic task. The Conflict is purely psychological in each
instance and is not translated into the language of the theatre
by means of the visual.

To a great extent the events treated have taken place off

stage and come to us in the form of a reported occurrence.
They do not take place here and now. It is impossible to cre-

ate composite illusion by this process.

Hearsay is weak and feeble evidence for the audience com-
pared with actual stage happenings which they can drink in

with their eyes. The one depends upon voluntary attention of

the individual auditor who is required to transpose dialog into

thought. The other arrests the involuntary interest of the
composite spectator who instantly accepts the pictured
thought as illusion.

But Mr. Middleton frankly states "each Play is the epitome
of a larger drama which is suggested in the background." This
is equivalent to admitting that each is an inspiration in the
echo. Ibsen pursued the reverse of this theory. He wrote the

larger drama and reflected the lesser one in the past. But the

art has advanced since then.

Modem dramatists are demonstrating that it is not neces-

sary to found your Cause in the past nor your Conclusion in

the future. The entire Play in these ideal instances begins
with the curtain, culminates with the clash of contending
forces and ends with the triumph.

*Henry Holt & Co., New York. Price $1.35.
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We recommend "Embers" for the student of Pla3rwriting.
It is an unusual offering, crowded with beautiful concepts and
crowned by delicate touches of sentiment and character.
Every real author who reads the book will conceive innumera-
ble Plot possibilities.. The five Playlets are "The Failures,"
"The Gargoyle," "In His House," "Madonna" and "The Man
Masterful."

THE PLAYBOY OF THE WESTERN
WORLD.*

Confounding Drama with Pastoral Poetry.

Beginning with its cumbrous title nearly every step in the

construction of this piece is radically untechnic. The author
appears to have little dramatic instinct and in failing to SEE
his Conflict he has failed miserably in interpreting it to us.

His intentions were as follows:

Problem.

1. A boy wins a girl on the rumor of patricide.

2. She finds that this rumor is false.

3. Her love is disillusioned.

The gravest flaw in this structure is the false premise for

affection. We are required to accept the obsolete point of

view of an extremely simple and superstitious folk to the ef-

fect that a girl would deem it heroic for a boy to defy the law
and kill his father. This is the germ of the drama. If a com-
petent dramatist were to attempt such a theme he could hardly
get away with it even without the handicap of poetry and over-

worked words.
The next serious blunder is a failure to set the Conditions

truthfully before the audience. Our Problem calls for the

"rumor of patricide." Nothing is confided to the audience that

shows this is a rumor. We are gulled into believing it, as are

the characters in the Play. The author has not provided for

our superior knowledge; the only treatment that spells SUS-
PENSE.

On top of these fundamental errors is a distortion of Unity
that only the amateur can abide. The legitimate Conflict is

seduced into many stray paths.

At first it is a widow who will strive for the hero's hand.
Again this dame is bribed by a rival to win the hero away
from the heroine. In a third Plot she accepts a bribe to aid

the hero in winning another. The fourth is the drunken
father's determination to wed his daughter to a rival swain at

John W. Luce & Co., Boston. Price $1.00.
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once. All these spurious spurts of Plot tend to dilute the main
Conflict which is a watery semblance at best. It is hard to

teach the beginner that Plot complication must arise from
within—not without.

Yeats declares this to be the most original piece of stage

literature since Elizabethan times. If this is true, its origi-

nality means retrogression not progress. The dramatist who
ignores the literary merit of his product will write the truest

Plays. Plays want popularity for a time, not eternity. Time
will banish the best of them by the technical and mechanical
innovation of a decade.

LOVELY PEGGY.*
Four Fragmentary Conflicts.

This is hardly a Play. It is written by Prof. Jack Craw-
ford, of Yale University, who has merely rendered an imita-

tion of the Elizabethan drama. It implies a prior knowledge
of theatrical history and therefore restricts its auditors to that

selected few. Four fragments of Conflicts paddle about for

self preservation but no one of them actually survives.

1. Which actress will Sir Charles patronize. Peg or Bel-

lany?

2. Which will obtain Peggy, Sir Charles or Garrick?

3. Which will obtain Garrick, Violette or Peggy?

4. Which will win the audience. Sir Charles or Peggy?

There would be little technical profit in a discussion of the

endless errors in these four diverse Conflicts. Charles Froh-
man is adequate in his advice to young authors to thoroughly
exhaust the main Conflict, not to pad out the evening's enter-

tainment by resorting to the old device of sub-plot. In order
to demonstrate this application of the law of Unity suppose
we construct an hypothesis that would offer the best opportu-
nity for dramatization in this dormant material. Plot number
two is probably the likeliest.

Suppose Sir Charles captivates Peg Woffington by the
splendor of his wealth and title. Garrick truly loves the girl

but she spurns him in his poverty. Inspired by the hope of
winning her, Garrick rises rapidly to fame and affluence. At
the crisis of this Conflict Garrick is pitted against Sir Charles.
He outranks the nobleman on all counts—fame, power, popu-
larity and personality. Peggy is incidentally won in the
battle.

*Yale University Press, New Haven, Conn. Price $1.25.
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IThis S5mopsis is not offered as a scenario for revision. It

illustrates the operation necessary to convert "Lovely Peggy"
into a dramatic document. A dominating idea is meanwhile _

supplied—that personality is ever paramount. And with this i
hypothesis a far better Play could be built by the same author. "

TITLES FROM SHAKESPEARE.
Mr. Volney Streamer has done a most interesting work of

the quotations from Shakespeare that comprise book and play
titles utilized by various authors.

This is a valuable book for the pla3nvright. The art of

christening a play is no small element in its salesmanship and
financial success. A hint at the Plot should always be con-

veyed by an adequate title and for the author who finds diffi-

culty in choosing a name, this collection of terse, graphic titles

will prove an aid and an inspiration.

Published by Mitchell Kennerley, New York. Price $i.

ANEW WAY TO PAY OLD DEBTS.*
A Four Plot Play.

If Philip Massinger had lived in our day when stage me-
chanics render scene-painting unnecessary in the dialog, no
doubt he would build his Plays as we build them. It may
seem a sacrilege to desecrate this masterpiece of antiquity.

The decree is not of our rendering. It is the verdict of dra-

matic evolution.

As a model for students to follow, nothing could be more
misleading. As a consummate outrage of every known princi-

ple of Play Construction no better example could well be de-

vised. It violates Unity, character and commonsense. It in-

stances every available error to be avoided in modern crafts-

manship from its improbable semblance of Conflict down to

the preposterous transparency of every syllable uttered. No
vestige of motive hides the author's nude purpose. His me-
chanical levers are always in view.

You ask us to reduce this collection of Plots to a syllogism

!

Such a feat is impossible. Logic forbids! There is no one
Conflict contained in the piece. A nephew has been swindled
out of his estate by a greedy old uncle. He contrives to dupe
the old man in turn by the false rumor of a wealthy match.

What is the answer?
The author attempts to tell us that this crafty old rogue is

easily ensnared. He finances the courtship of his nephew in

the hope of stinging him a second time ! Does this tally with

human events? No it is supremely contradictory. The crafty

old uncle is duped by the author, not by the Plot.

Samuel French, New York, Price 15c.
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Suspended from this are several spurious Plots and a host

of superfluous characters. In a second Conclusion the author
seeks to tell us that it is the daughter's social elevation the old

man strives for. In a separate and distinct Plot it is the trick

of sanctioning her marriage to his enemy that arrests our at-

tention. This belongs in another Play. The trumped-up trick

of the deed that originally robbed the nephew, might be turned
into a splendid situation if properly dramatized into Plot. As
the piece stands, however, it is a hopeless muddle of unsubor-
dinated and unnecessary parts.

WHAT ARISTOTLE ANTICIPATED
In his Rhetoric and Poetics he treats of Drama, Logic, Pro-

position, Syllogism, Sequence, Conditions Precedent, Plot,

Acts, Action, Unity, Talk, Preparation, Compulsion, Charac-
ter, Dialogue, Episode, Audience, and even the Happy Ending.
We will illustrate these points, from time to time.

UNITY
"It is necessary that a Plot which is well constructed

should be rather single than TWO-FOLD, (though some say
it should be the latter.)

It is requisite that as in other imitative arts one imitation

is the imitation of one thing, thus, also in drama. The Plot,

since it is an imitation of action should be the imitation of one
action, and of the WHOLE of this, and that the parts of the

transactions should be so arranged, that any one of them being
transposed, or taken away, the whole would become different

and changed. For that which when present or not present pro-

duces no sensible difference is not a part of the Plot."

—Aristotle, 330 B. C.

^^NY of th€ printed Vlays in

^y ^ these Volumes maybe ordered

of W. H. Baker & Co., XiOho

carry in stock the booics of alt pub-
lishers,

W. H. Baker & Co.

Publishers
Boston
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AMERICAN PLAYGOERS

New York City

Report of Meetings

Playwriting Evening

Hotel Astor Friday Evening, November 17, igii

At this meeting two playlets were produced by the Play-
writing Committee. The first was Henri Lavedan's "The
Pearl" representing the obsolete drama of Talk. The second
was a revision of "The Pearl" in which the Plot essentials

were visualized by means of symbols and events.

A brief outline of each playlet follows

:

First Version

A man and wife tell the audience of a servant who was
taken ill the day of her employment. They have been very
kind to the girl. She is now restored to health and will begin
work. She enters dressed for the street. She must leave. The
wife is surprised at this apparent ingratitude. The girl finally

confesses that she is the accomplice of a thief. Her physician
is the thief in disguise. They intended to loot the place. The
woman is disappointed in "the pearl" she thought she had
found for a servant.

Second Version

We see the thieves actually at work. A pearl is a part of

their plunder. When the wife enters the man assumes to be
a physician in attendance upon the pseudo-servant girl. The
wife pays the doctor and dismisses him. The girl attempts to

leave on the excuse that the doctor has prescribed exercise in

the open air but through a force of circumstances is caught
with the stolen goods. She now confesses the plot to rob the

place and proves her gratitude for the hospitality extended by
returning "the pearl" to its owner.

Third Version

Suggestions were invited and a lively discussion ensued.

The points brought out in this discussion together with writ-

ten revisions submitted by professional and amateur drama-
tists in the club, have been incorporated in a third version of

the playlet which is given herewith in full.
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THE PEARL

[Wife
Characters ( Jimmy

[Clara

SCENE : A sick room. Time : Evening.

At rise, Clara is reclining in invalid's chair. Medicines,
and other sick-room accessories in evidence. Wife is adminis-
tering a teaspoonful of liquid to Clara.

WIFE.—I'm so glad you're improving, my dear.

CLARA—It's all due to your kindness, madam.
WIFE.—Oh, my child, it has been a real pleasure to care

for you.
CLARA.—Most ladies would have sent me
WIFE.—Oh, no, no, no, the common servant, perhaps, but

not you, Clara.

CLARA.—I've never known a person like you. You've
been a regular mother to me.

WIFE.—And you've appreciated it.

CLARA.—But I don't deserve it.

WIFE.—There, there, we won't talk about that. I know
you'll be the best maid I ever had.

CLARA.—The doctor is coming this evening,

WIFE.—Yes, what will he say when he sees you sitting

up?
CLARA.—He will know it is all your kindness.
WIFE.—(Bell rings) There he is now. (Exit wife).

(Clara hurriedly begins dressing ; abandons feigned illness)

JIMMY.—(Enters, dressed as a Physician. Speaks in sup-
pressed voice) Hello kid! Are you ready?

CLARA.—Oh, yes .... I suppose so

JIMMY.—Suppose?
CLARA.—What excuse will you give for my leaving?

JIMMY.—Excuse?
CLARA.—Yes, she expects me to start work.
JIMMY.—Now that I cured you, eh? (Laughs).
CLARA.—But how will I get away?
JIMMY.—Leave that to me. I'll prescribe a little fresh air.

See!
CLARA.—She's been so kind to me

!

JIMMY.—Look here, kid, are you gettin' cold feet. Get on
the job!

CLARA.—Oh, I can't do it, Jimmy.
JIMMY,—None of that! Where's the junk?
CLARA.—(Sighs, reluctantly) In that room—the top bu-

reau drawer—a leather box.
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JIMMY.—(Produces tools) Good! Now you watch that

door!

(Exit Jimmy, stealthily. Clara opens grip. Jimmy re-

turns, places box in it. Showing pearl brooch) How's that?

CLARA.—(Takes pearl) Oh, that's her favorite pearl.

JIMMY.—The best of friends must part.

CLARA.—Oh, I can't bear to take that. Let me put it

back ! Please

!

JIMMY.—No!
CLARA.—I must!
JIMMY.—Say ! Cut that, now. You fall down on this job

and I'll fix you! Do you hear?
(Noise of approach. Jimmy covers grip with Clara's coat)

(Sh ! Sink it. She's coming ! Keep up the bluff.

(Clara assumes attitude of patient Jimmy feeling her
pulse)

(Enter wife)
WIFE—Our patient is recovering rapidly, doctor.

JIMMY.—Yes. . . .yes, thank you.
WIFE.—Why I declare I can see a change for the better

since I left her, a moment ago.

JIMMY.—Oh, she's doing wonderfully, wonderfully.
WIFE.—(Gives him money) We are grateful to you, doc-

tor, for bringing her around so promptly.
JIMMY.—Thank you. You won't need my services any

longer, I presume.
WIFE.—That is for you to say. What is your advice

about work, doctor? Would it be wise for her ?

JIMMY.—Oh, she can begin any time, now.
WIFE.—I shant let her exert herself.

JIMMY.—I can believe that. Good evening, ladies. Good
evening! Don't forget. Miss, a little exercise in the open air.

(Jimmy exits, followed by wife, showing him out. Clara makes
hasty preparation for street. Conceals pearl in her bosom. Is

pinning on hat when wife returns).

WIFE.—Why, Clara, where are you going?
CLARA.—Why to to get a little fresh air.

Wife—At night .... are you sure the doctor would ap-
prove . . . . ?

CLARA.—You you heard him prescribe it (Slyly
reaches for her grip).

WIFE.—Your grip I (Puts her hand on grip).

CLARA.—(Nervously) Don't!
WIFE.—Don't what?
CLARA.—(Takes hold of grip) Give it to me

!

WIFE.—Clara, you've packed your things, you're going to
leave?

CLARA.—I am sorry, madam, I must
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WIFE.—Why, Clara, after all we have done for you.

CLARA.—I appreciate that, Madam.
WIFE.—This is an odd way you have of showing it.

CLARA.—Madam has been exceedingly kind, I know.
WIFE,—Then why do you wish to leave?

CLARA.—I'm sorry, madam. I hate to inconvenience you
—but—but—

WIFE.—But what?
CLARA.—I'm compelled to. I cannot stay!

WIFE.—I begin to see, you've imposed on me. You never
intended to work. You've taken advantage of my hospitality

and now that you are cured
CLARA.—Oh, no, Madam, I am not an ingrate. Don't

think that.

WIFE.—Then why are you leaving?

CLARA.—It is absolutely necessary, I tell you.

WIFE.—Why did you ever enter this house, tell me that?

CLARA.—I'd like to explain but oh, no, you
wouldn't understand.
WIFE.—I understand one thing, you are no servant.

CLARA.—No, madam, I am not.

WIFE.—I thought not. You're above that.

CLARA.—I must be going Madam, really.

WIFE.—No! Crara first tell me why you came here! I

lave been your friend, haven't I?

CLARA.—(Breaks down, crying) Oh, I'm sorry I ever
^came!

WIFE.—How can you say that?

CLARA.—Because, I am not what you think me

!

WIFE.—Then tell me, Clara
CLARA.—(Opens grip revealing plunder) There ! There

!

[Now you know ! (sobbing)
WIFE.—My jewel case

!

CLARA.—Sh ! Not so loud.

WIFE.—My girl, my girl ! You came here and deliberately

[plotted to rob me

!

CLARA.—No, No, I didn't

WIFE.—Who then?
CLARA—It was Jimmy,
WIFE—Jimmy?
CLARA.—Yes, the Physician.
WIFE.—I do not believe you.
CLARA.—It's the truth.

WIFE.—Then he is a thief!

CLARA.—Yes, he's no doctor.

WIFE.—And you?
CLARA.—I am merely his associate.

WIFE.—And you were not ill?
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CLARA.—No.
WIFE.—Oh, Clara, I can't believe you would do such a

thing ! You seemed such a genuine girl .... I called you my
jewel.

CLARA.—(Clutches her bosom) Your jewel?

WIFE.—Oh, what a fool I've been.

CLARA.—No, Madam, don't say that.

WIFE.—I thought I had found such a pearl.

CLARA.—Perhaps you will find one.

(Takes pearl from her bosom unseen by wife)
WIFE.—What do you mean by that?

CLARA.—You've been exceedingly kind to me, I am not
ungrateful. I don't want you to think ill of me. Good bye

!

(Clara tosses pearl in her lap and abruptly exits, sobbing)
WIFE.—My pearl!

THE END.

Fourth Version.

The sketch still lacks a development of the dominating
idea. The purpose of the author was to demonstrate that
spark of gratitude kindled in the soul by disinterested kind-
ness. He wished to show that this is true even of a thief.

This purpose is not successfully pronounced in any of the
three versions given above. Further suggestions are asked
for. These will be dramatized into the present manuscript and
produced before the "Playgoers" at a later meeting.

Address, Luther B. Anthony, Chairman of the Playwriting
Committee, care of "The Dramatist," Easton, Pa.

r^l^RE^D the gospel of Technology!
^^ // you have friends Who are baU
tUng blindly bfith obstacles of this

craft, ask us to send them a specimen
copy.

The "Dramatists
Easton, Pa,
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Enduring Success

Revolution in all Avenues of Trade.

The revolution that is modifying methods in every avenue
of commerce and finance has not yet reached the stronghold of

the average Theatrical Manager. In his endeavor to secure the

patronage of a body of customers whose intelligence is rapidly

rising he has advanced his forces of efficiency on but one side

—the fight for publicity.

In nearly every other line of trade the old methods of win-
ning patronage are taboo. In the modern battle for business
supremacy the man who sells for the sake of selling or ad-
vertises merely to collect a crowd; soon goes down to endur-
ing defeat. There is a higher principle that governs business-
getting nowadays. It is the idea of a SERVICE rendered in

exchange for profit gained. It is just possible that the stage is

the last division of industry to adopt or recognize this higher
law of economic supply and demand. Let us examine into this

question.

In the salesmanship of drama the first mark of Service is

good entertainment. We like to think that the people as a
whole demand a Play with a purpose, with a dominating idea

;

but this is not yet the universal standard. It may be the next
step in audience-evolution. But purpose-drama is like the mat-
ter of taste in dress. Some possess it. The bulk of the "tasty"
clothes that are bought are a hoax. For even the sale of a hat
is less a matter of use than emotion. The style is the buyer's
governing theme.

In the mad race with frenzied competition the manager de-

votes much thought to the plea for publicity. He intuitively

selects the Play that promises this feature rather than the one
which supplies the intrinsic demand (and thereby renders a
Service) the Play with good entertainment. That there is no
enduring success in this notoriety-mongering has been well
demonstrated in the present disastrous year. For not only is

it impossible to maintain the publicity product, playgoing con-
fidence is so wrecked by the attempt that really good Plays
suffer for the sins of their sensational sisters.
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The stage must fall in line with the march of commercial

methods. Its slogan, too, must be SERVICE and satisfaction

for enduring success.

THE SERVANT IN THE HOUSE.*
Gospel Engraved on the Naked Soul.

The deftness with which this author has shown the laws of

God in the ways of man establishes him as one of the consum-
mate masters of his craft. In attempting to analyze this mas-
terpiece, the subconscious mind of the critic cries : "Hands off

!

You are tampering with the work of the Infinite." With the
ennobling impression of its theme fresh upon him the tech-

nologist hesitates to ply his probe.

Three situations arise in this Play that challenge the virile

moments in stage history. They are as tender in treatment as

they are telling in effect. We refer to the three moments o^

emotional magnitude where the tie of the father and daughter
tug alternately at our heartstrings.

The first instance is the girl's ardent desire to find her own
father. She invites the uncouth drainman to join her wishing
party. "I want my father," wails the child, and all the while
WE KNOW that this grimy old scavenger is her rightful

parent whom the uncle is concealing from her. "I want my lit-

tle kid," is the father's earnest prayer.

The child builds an exalted image of her missing sire and
the poor drainman hurts her by hinting that he might not be as

ideal as she fancies. "Don't take away my little dream," she
pleads. And with a lump rising in his throat (and in ours) he
reluctantly yields: "All right, I won't.'*

The third instance is the final revelation that the grimy old

ditch digger is her father. As he emerges from the filthy drain,

drenched with the muck and reeking with the foulest stench,

he becomes the embodiment of her high ideals because he pos-
sesses the moral courage to rid the church of a poisonous drain.

The daughter rushes to his arms and cries: "You are my
father You are my wish come true !" For he is the very
emblem of righteousness her pious uncle has taught her to

revere.

Here we have a delightful satire on the hollow efforts of a

superficial class of clergyman who decline to dig beneath the

tenets of the church. It is a sermon played in human Conflict.

The author does not soar above our heads into the realm of

vague psychology. He casts his theme in the mold of our emo-
tions and founds his best scenes upon our racial traits. At the

font of parental affection he saturates our spirit with a flood of

brotherly love.

*Harper & Bro. Price $1.25.
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Problem.

1. A child is separated from her humble father by a priest.

2. The father's moral courage puts the priest to shame.

3. The child is allowed to return to her own father.

This is the structural basis of the Play. In this operation

of the parental law lies all the emotional appeal. It is true this

Problem takes no account of the Christ idea but that is no ele-

ment in the real Plot. "Manson" is the author's spiritual sym-
bol. To make him a factor in the Conflict it would be neces-

sary to assign him an active office in the contention. As it is

he is actuated by no motive other than the divine will. And
this quantity cannot be cast in human character.

What then is the purpose of this superhuman being whose
identity is never made quite clear in the Plot? He is the pub-
licity feature of the Play. For while the parental element is

the power that moves the audience, the Christ idea is the thing
draws them there. What other character in Christendom is so
well advertised. "Manson's" resemblance to the Messiah is not
to be mistaken. The masquerade as a servant is but a filmy

veil. The gown, the make-up and even the mystery about his

person serve the one purpose of Christ on the stage.

But apart from this diversion, which is deliberate, of course,

examples of positive playwriting principle are manifold. The
infinite care with which minute possibilities are nursed into

vigorous dramatic life is characteristic of Mr. Kennedy's lofty

ideal of workmanship. His soul is so saturated with the spirit

of divinity that his art necessarily partakes of this sacrament.
As a dramatist he ranks first as an interpreter of the gospel in

dramatic form.

THE TERRIBLE MEEK.*
The Author Dictates and his Auditors Create.

Select an audience of mental temperaments, surfeited with
seasons of incessant playgoing and how will you entertain
them? This is the problem that confronts Charles Rann Ken-
nedy in his effort to fit a Play to "Little Theatre" patrons and
here is his solution.

First of all he blindfolds his audience by plunging the thea-
tre into utter darkness. He then provides a Lenten thesis out
of which they may construct a Play by relating a fable in the
every-day speech of our time. Under the author's gliding su-
pervision we are compelled to build in the life of today a tra-

gedy that transformed the history of the world.

Harper & Bro. Price $i.oo.
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Taking the story cf the cross for a text the dramatist draws

upon our memory, imagination, reasoning and insight till his

words uttered by unseen puppets suggest his auditors into an
individual construction of the greatest drama in history—the
crucifixion. At the end our mental spectacle is corroborated
by a final tableau on the stage.

This is an entirely new species in the evolution of drama-
turgy. The author dictates while his auditors create. They
form the new concept by a combination of their own images.
From theological information previously acquired each indi-

vidual brings his play to the theatre to reconstruct it on the

author's secret plan. This plan involves a culminating moral
which the dramatist applies

:

"A newer courage, more like woman's. Dealing with life,

not death. It changes everything."

Of course this treatment opposes the principles of Play
Construction. This need neither debar Mr. Kennedy nor dra-

matic law. Drama is for the democratic masses. "The Terri-

ble Meek" is for the intellectual few. It was designed for them.
Its capacity to please these sophisticated first-nighters can best

be cited by the words of Burns Mantle, an estimable critic

:

"Not a single handclap broke the spell. When the lights

were turned up, the audience calmly and quietly walked out of

the theatre. In many respects it was the strongest exhibition

I ever had witnessed in a theatre. And should I live to grow
haltingly, tiresomely reminiscent I never shall forget the sight

of that sophisticated New York audience hurrying quietly, so-

berly up the aisles, half of them with heads bowed as though
ashamed of this show of emotional susceptibility, the other

half eager to get past the exits and back into the atmosphere of

the streets and the town,"

THE MARIONETTES.
A Chart for Nazimova's Acting.

That a Play may be less a Play and still offer superior op-

portunity to the star performing the principal part may sound
like a paradox. This is true, however, of Nazimova in this pe-

culiar importation called "The Marionettes." What the con-

flict has provided in the way of character creation is very lit-

tle. What the actress has infused is very much.
But is this isolated essence of histrionic art the thing we

most of us go to see? I claim it is not. At least, in the thea-

tre. We may thoroughly enjoy the entertainer who does a

monologue, but the Play implies a representation of a conten-

tion between human beings. Out of this Conflict the person-

ality of the character is spun. And this spinning is our cher-

ished illusion.
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The Marionettes" is nothing more than a chronicle of do-

mestic affairs, most of which, to the American playgoer are

highly artificial.

1. A man of the world marries a demure little creature for

her money.
2. She attracts the serious attentions of another man.
3. The husband is piqued into loving her.

This is the dramatic depth of the piece. In itself it creates

no illusion. We do not see the wife evolve from mouse to co-

quette for there is no Conflict to evolve her. Nazimova, on the

other hand, weaves a vision of impersonation wholly indepen-
dent of the Play or playwright. By the rare subtlety of her
craft she compels the stage existence of this artless little witch.

Naturally, the actress who can create an illusion of charac-

ter reality without a shadow of dramatic fabric to sustain her,

is the greater artist. But the production of which she is a part

is not a greater Play. Player and Playwright must labor hand
in hand to paint the dramatic picture. Absence of the one ren-

ders the other mere mimicry. The Play is the product of both

and the fellow who said "The PLAY'S the thing" understood
his business.

ELEVATING A HUSBAND.
Four Play Problems Struggle for Supremacy.

Problem No. i.

1. A refined girl marries a self-made man.
2. She cannot elevate him to her standards.

3. He goes away and obtains a polish.

Problem No. 2.

1. A wife cannot polish her plebeian mother-in-law.
2. She leaves the husband on latter's account.

3. The mother surrenders for her son's sake.

Problem No. 3.

1. A husband employs his rival as manager.
2. The rival wrecks his master's fortune.

3. The wife renounces the rival.

Problem No. 4.

1. The wife loans money to her former suitor.

2. The husband suspects her fidelity.

3. She condemns the worthless lover,
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This Play is really not as hashed-up as these immature syl-

logisms might indicate. None of these Problems are com-
pletely carried out. The second one is barely suggested. But
each tendency toward separate entity means dissolution of the
first which is the valid core of the Conflict. As indicated by
the third clause of this Problem the "elevating" takes place off

stage where the husband sojourns to the farm for a siege of

cultivation.

The third Problem is the conventional melodrama, sand-
wiched in for full measure. It retards the legitimate Play of

which it forms no tributary part, and in itself is so fabulous
that it obtains no vestige of illusion. Problem number four is

a distracted offshoot of the moment, false in its intent and det-

rimental to the main thread of interest.

The original Play has possibilities galore if the main trial

were followed and the opportunities dramatized. The pro-
cess of "elevating" could be made one of the ludicrous hits of

the Plot if it were accomplished on the stage and the spurious
Problems eliminated. It is difficult to SEE the main path in

such a maze of windings but the straight and narrow course
is the only one that will safely reach the author's destination.

Diversity of purpose may provide a broader range for the ver-

satile artistry of Mr. Louis Mann, but rigid concentration is

the only treatment that can produce big dramatic value.

The play just barely misses the mark. These various Prob-
lems only obtrude in spots. The clever "business" and detail

employed throughout the production tend to hold interest in

spite of structural infirmities. The main character of the "hus-
band" is intensely real at instances where the character-creat-

ing Conflict is convincing.

SUMURUN.
Meaningless as Well as Wordless.

By far the most pronounced novelty in "Sumurun" is its

utter dissimilarity to anything heretofore disguised as a play.

In fact it has so well succeeded in this particular that it es-

capes the classification of drama entirely. We can well imag-
ine a wordless Play, but it would have to be about something
coherent to the eye. It would be a task beyond the interpreta-

tion of any unaided imagination on earth to glean a connected
story from the optical appreciation of this piece. It is even
less explanatory than the general run of Plays would be minus
the auditory factor. And even with a spoken prologue and a

handbook of thousands of words to the rescue, there results no
satisfactory interpretation of the thing. It is a comic opera

without meaning or merriment—an Oriental fable without sus-

tained interest.
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Starting with a name unknown in dictionaries, it is a word-

less Play merely because words cannot be summoned to de-

scribe its dissimilarity to anything worth while in dramaturgy.
Readers of this journal know that an experiment in a wordless
Play would be hailed as a boon to students. In fact this phase
of construction has been a continual hobby in these columns.
It is the highest test of live dramatic materials. The announce-
ment of "Sumurun" promised this visual treat but its produc-
tion falls short on many counts. And the first of these is that

it is not a Play—not even possessed of the material for one.

In the first place, if the fable could be understood by the
average spectator its Plot would fail either to interest or amuse
in any clean or wholesome sense. The pantomimed exhibition

is not coherent, however, but requires translation to the

American point of view. The antics of the mimes convey no
meaning to the audience. Their pantomime not only fails of

interpretation but it serves to obscure itself of the super ex-

aggeration of wordless effort and incongruity of triple Plot.

The piece fails to convey a connected idea of anything. In
spots where it is intelligible it goes to the opposite extreme of

lascivious and carnal suggestion. It is a pamphlet of self in-

dulgence and dissipation of the most destructive kind with no
single redeeming trait.

What then is the secret of its momentary success—a curio

of weird stage pictures of the harem, with its concubines,
eunuchs, slaves and buffoons? Proclaimed as a top notch of

art these clowns in their bungling. Bagdad trimmings escape
police inspection. Undisguised as superior craftsmanship,
such lechery would hardly get past the health official.

That a wordless play could be built we have prevailing

proofs, on all sides. Let the competent actors or any photo-
play produce their camera pantomime before the audience and
we would have a wordless Play infinitely better than "Sumu-
run." On the screen this German importation would drive the

audience to the ticket booth for money back. In the theatre it

can survive as a passing fad at best. The fact that its scenery
represents a novel style of German poster art is hardly an ade-
quate excuse for American importation.

GREEN STOCKINGS.
The Classic Comedy of the Season.

No better evidence of the shattered condition of playgoing
confidence can be offered than the impossibility of publicizing

this rare example of classic comedy. Thousands of theatre-

goers actually want this quality of Play, but there is no means
of convincing them. The Play with a sensational "news
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value" starts the public press in motion and the normal pro-

duct is blighted by contrast. Both branches lose, for the pub-
lic faith is undermined. The rank and file of theatre patrons
feel this uncertainty and prefer to apply their box ofifice allow-

ance to the deficit made by the high cost of living.

Few Comedies in the past and certainly none of the pres-

ent season display the intricate operations of dramatic law put
forth in the second act of "Green Stockings." It seems in-

credible to think the same author guilty of that other nonde-
script "The Witness for the Defense." A. E. W. Mason did

them both and the strangest part of all, this author is by rights,

a novelist.

The fable of the Play, is the simplest yam like the thread
of all high comedies. A girl pretends to have a sweetheart and
the fictitious fiance turns up at an inopportune moment. It is

the dexterity with which the author discloses his incarnation

to the audience and unfolds this miracle to the girl herself, that

utterly fascinates. The managers have made two ineffectual

attempts to let the playgoers know that such a treat is availa-

ble. It seems to be an impossible feat in the momentary panic

of New York press agencies.

THE TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE.
With Many Forks and Crossroads.

No pla3rwright on earth could reduce the cumbersome story

of this book to a concrete Play Problem. It is no trail at all.

It is a lane with a thousand windings. To preserve these char-

acteristic values of the book is the first purpose of the novel-

ist for it is in them that he plans to profit in staging his work
for his myriad of readers.

Eugene Walter has demonstrated the magnitude and im-

propriety of this task. From previous specimens of his art we
are convinced that he knows a Play when he sees one. It is

the false conditions imposed by the novel that bind him hand
and foot. Without these tangled tales of dramatic disunity

his book-built audience would be dissatisfied. To incorporate

them means dramatic suicide.

"The Trail of the Lonesome Pine," therefore, is not a Play,

it is what the average book would look like stretched out in

spoken words plus a few really dramatic situations. But since

these situations are founded on recited facts they partake of

the fictitious to a marked degree.

The futility of elaborate scenic effect in a realistic drama is

well illustrated by this spectacular effort. Attention is not

concentrated, thereby, it is distracted. The artificialities of a

miniature mountain path with an amateur horse ascending it

is not calculated to lend interest to the fable. The thump of
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the old nag's hoofs on the hollow lumber hill successfully dis-

pels the illusion. Our suspense is misdirected to the rider's

peril. This artifice does not gain adequate atmosphere for the

Play.

Isn't it evident, then, that transposition requires greater

skill than pla5rwriting? Isn't it true that a successful dramati-
zation of a novel is impossible? Mr. Galsworthy supports this

theory as applied to his own books. Once in a great while
there is an exception like "Brewster's Millions" where drama-
tization is made possible by the dramatic quality of the text.

DISRAELI.*
A Play of Factional Appeal.

Any Play that takes the lead in the endurance run of the

season demands serious consideration even though its techni-

cal essentials be wholly ignored. Two strong factors in this

product strive for popularity: racial pride and historical per-

sonage. The first appeals to the Hebrew populace, the second
enlists the endorsement of educational authorities. Both bring
their throngs to the theatre to witness this well played part.

Disraeli was a great character in history. He is the greatest

Jew in English annals.

Apart from these two commercial ingredients the piece

contains little or no theatrical worth. There is no dominating
theme or purpose. On its bare dramatic effectiveness it would
never make good. The Plot creaks with crude mechanics. The
situations and absurdities fairly shriek "Amateur ! Amateur !"

Two fragments of Conflict flounder about for preservation.

Neither effectually floats: A regeneration idea of developing
character in a stupid young nobleman and a prime minister's

plunge into high finance of international dimensions. The
nearest approach to a Play Problem in this confusion is the
following

:

Problem.

1. A statesman buys a canal on a bankrupt's note.

2. He forces a banker to honor this worthless paper.

3. The nation extols his cunning.

The foregoing is not the stuff good Plays are made of.

The author endeavors to patch it out with a third episode that
concerns a female spy. The lesson to be learned is: Go not
and do likewise. In the first place there are few Disraelis. In
the second place it is the rarest possibility that an actor may
be found to fit the part so closely. And last but not least, the

*John Lane Company. Price $1.00.
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Jewish people will soon learn to resent this speculation in a
dramatization of their tribal pride so baldly capitalized in

Plays like "The Melting Pot," "As a Man Thinks," and
"DisraelL"

KINDLING.
A Protest Against Tenement Maternity.

Problem.

1. A wife steals to provide a home for her offspring.

2. The theft discloses her secret of approaching mater-
nity.

3. The inaudible voice of her unborn child secures the

home.

Here we have a novel phase of the third law of Nature.

A principal in the Plot is a child not yet ushered into exist-

ence. The deftness with which this delicate problem is visu-

alized shows the restraint of a master hand. The veteran
playwright would balk at the problem of dramatizing prenatal

biography. It remains for the youngest American dramatist

to treat this difficult subject with adroit delicacy. And Mr.
Kenyon is a dramatist, since he has allied dominant purpose
with emotional appeal. He drives home his message by way
of the sympathies. He has something to say but instead of

telling it deals in dramatic pictures that speak the universal

language of the soul. He preaches by photograph, not parable.

Such words as are used have no brilliance nor distinction, but
for the most part his diction is dramatic by virtue of the mere
absence of superfluous words. The unheard protest of the

coming generation is the loudest voice in the Play.

The greatest moments of "Kindling" are portrayed in this

sign language. When we learn the sacred facts of expectant
motherhood we come into possession of them without words,
without a needless desecration of the young wife's privacy. A
little wreck of a cradle tells the tale; a thing she has rescued
from the ash heap and treasured as a hiding place for the

coming baby's belongings. Students of dramaturgy, mark
well this master stroke! It is the quintessence of technic!

Many such examples of craftsmanship might be pointed,

out where the author compels his audience to construct the ad-

vancing Plot without oral specifications. After the little moth-
er has stolen money for a western trip and persuaded her hus-

band she has borrowed it, she hands him the hundred dollars]

to purchase transportation with. But it is not an even hun-
dred! It is $113! The exact sum a diamond brooch wasj
pawned for! Here, again, is an instance of real dramatic]
structure.
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Again the symbol language is used with telling effect when

the wife is caught with the stolen goods. She has been falsely

accused of theft for mere theft's sake. We know she is inno-

cent. We saw the professional crook "plant" the silver in her
rooms and the impending doom of discovery hovers about us
ready to crack at a moment's alarm. Some baby trinkets are

found on the premises. These heap evidence on our poor lit-

tle heroine's head. She did steal them, but we know the reason
why. We know the secret of her approaching maternity and
understand these whims and vagaries that accompany that

state. The theft is cleverly converted to the disclosure of this

Plot fact.

To be sure the Play has instances of faulty treatment.
The last act lapses into idle moralizing without the fibre of

valid motive to sustain it. Even the detective turns preacher
at a signal from the author's pen. The secondary love affair

of the settlement worker and the slum physician creates inter-

est in itself but subtracts from the main Plot which it impedes.
Taken all in all "Kindling" is one of the structural strides

of the present season. It is a climb in American Craftsman-
ship. Miss Illington and Mr. Bowes are to be congratulated
in the choice of such a vehicle and in the courage to perse-
vere until its production meets success. New York may be
too sophisticated for this protest from posterity. Chicago
seems to offer this infant a better nursery. Success in art and
success in salesmanship do not always travel hand in glove.

Despite the game of publicity, however, this Play is a pro-
nounced success. It voices a current craving for the hills and
fields, for fresh and fragrant foliage. It presents this timely
theme in a way that grips and entertains. It is the call of the
race resounding in the lusty cry of the unborn babe

!

THE UNEQUAL TRIANGLE.
A Dialogued Monologue.

Van Tassel Sutphen has written a clever sketch for the
February "Smart Set Magazine." A woman, an invisible

guest and the voice in a phonograph comprise the three charac-
ters in his cast. This is not only an ingenious device, it is

evidence of a fertile dramatic imagination. It is another con-
tribution to the season's sightless and wordless Plays.

All such innovations are sure stepping stones to the sound
principles of Play Construction. They perform a definite ser-

vice to the art of demonstrating the futility of mere dialog
and the vitality of sheer view.

In this particular instance, the remarkable items of visuali-

zation are two: the absent character pictured in the matrix
of the speaker's lines and the artificial person represented in
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the utterances of the phonograph. Both clever expedients
accomplish Plot purposes with about as much credulity as
the prescribed conditions will permit. The skit is well worth
the reading of every earnest student and cannot help suggest-
ing a dozen solutions for stubborn plot puzzles.

A PLAY IN THE PULPIT.
A New Agency for Uniting Drama and Church.

A five-act Play in the sacred altar of a church, attended by
clergymen, congregation and sisters of mercy—this would in-

deed sound like sacrilege! No church would permit it, you
will say. It was recently my pleasure, however, to witness
this singular event though the performance was conducted
throughout by a solitary woman.

The church is ever ready to extend its influence to the

stage, but this is the first instance, to my knowledge, where the

stage has spread its gospel in the church. The Play was "The
Servant in the House," and the ecclesiastical audience took to

the text most kindly. The nuns smiled, the congragation
laughed and cried, and the Thespian muse reigned gracefully

in the sanctuary. Finally as the illusion caught the emotions
of the spectators, they forgot their consecrated environment
and gave vent to their appreciation in genuine playhouse ap-

plause.

This was a high tribute to the excellence of Madame Lab-
adie's artistry. Her quiet charm and dignity adjusted the

obvious incongruity of an actress at the altar. She made the

Play as sacred as the sermon and many times more real. For
she brought the forces of dramatic conflict to her aid. Both
church and stage owe such an able interpreter a debt of grati-

tude. She will do more to ally the platforms of playhouse
and pulpit than all the pamphlets in print.

LADY PATRICIA.*
A Travesty on Marital FidelitY.

How can any author hope to win the respect of a sane audi-

ence for a group of imbeciles whose conduct bears no similar-

ity to the rational behavior of everyday life? A Play thrives

upon depicted situations that might occur to any of us. The
transactions in this piece could not overtake us unless we were
of the same lax propensity these puppets purport to be. And
most of us do not like even to imagine such inanities of our-

selves !

*Duffield & Co., New York. Price $i.oo.
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Problem.

1. Husband and wife have affinities.

2. These soulmates become mutually attached.

3. The couple are reconciled by desertion.

These characters are all abnormal types and therefore in-

consequent to the average spectator. The Play has no commu-
nication for the soul. It may admit a hundred mental inter-

pretations for as many different minds but no uniform meaning
for the composite imagination of a crowd. And this is the
province of drama. Poems and essays may have various pos-

sible interpretations and still serve some individual purpose.

The very nature of drama is democratic and a Play should
mold the multitude of minds into a common Conclusion.

The most that can be said of the ultimate achievement of

"Lady Patricia" is that she glorifies marital infidelity of affec-

tion. The mechanical comedy and parallel lines of coincident

merely serve as adjuncts to this end. They throw the spot-

light on conjugal frivolity and in no sense deplore its vice.

What possible service can an evening's concentration on this

banality perform?

Moral: The flirtations of married people are perfectly

harmless.

THE RAINBOW.
Analyzed on the Road.

This Play is a peculiar combination of three Plots—one
played, one talked and a third merely hinted.

Plot No. I Played.

1. A daughter has been separated from her father.

2. His evil companions terminate their happy reunion.

3. He renounces all for her.

Plot No. 2 Talked.

1. A woman's income is the secret bounty of her divorced
husband.

2. She discovers this magnanimity.
3. They are reconciled.

Plot No. 3 Hinted.

1. A husband is divorced for his evil associates.

a. His daughter is entrapped by one of these.

3. Through mutual alarm the parents are reconciled.
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Plot number one is by far the most dramatic of the three.

It is in this fragment that Mr. Henry Miller has his magnifi-

cent opportunity of playing that parental note so many of the

biggest Plays in history have sounded. In this instance it is

the father's separation from the daughter he loves. She must
be spared the terrible tidings, but we, in the audience, know.

Plot number two is an entirely spurious story as it now
stands. It is TALKED into the first Plot in order to afford

an extraneous ending to dramatized portions of the Play. It

has nothing whatever to do with the excellent materials of

Plot number one, though it could be merged if the circum-
stances of the wife's income were worked into the fabric
These are recited by characters who have no other motive than
the author's mechanical emergency.

Plot number three starts off with an episode that opens the

first Act wherein we find one of the husband's friends has
shamefully pursued a girl who wishes to do the right thing.

This episode is foreign to both other Plots and serves no tem-
porary purpose, even. It could be eliminated bodily without
marring the interpretation of the Play in the least. On the

other hand it could be availed in the third Plot if the same
rogue were to finally attract the cherished daughter of the
pair and thus enlist their joint solicitude for their sacred
charge.

Of course it is not fair to criticize a Play that is still in the

process of building. We are not doing this. Our analysis

applies to the present worth of the Play as it appeared upon
its fourth performance. Changes are continually being made,
no doubt, and we trust many of the above contradictions may
be eliminated.

The lowering of the curtain in Act I can be readily dis-

posed of. The European excursion of the entire family in Act
III is as false as it is fruitless. The father may fight his bat-

tles right here at home. He need not go to war in Costa
Rica to become a martyr. His battle should take place before

our eyes that we may be convinced of his change of heart and
his approaching fitness for fatherhood.

A composite of Plots one and two is the best revision we
can suggest and these can be merged into a single-centered

Plot presenting all the Conflict Conditions to the eye of the

spectator. We should not HEAR one essential and SEE an-

other. This renders conviction uneven, just as in the present

form of the Play we SEE the Good Samaritan at the start and
refuse to believe ill of him from mere hearsay afterward.

All of the evidence that counts in the case should be brought
before the court that the dramatic verdict may be unanimous.
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This analysis was made from a preliminary try-out in Eas-

ton. The episode that opened the first act was eliminated be-

fore the play reached New York, in compliance with our criti-

cizm.

THE FATTED CALF.
Solicits Sympathy for Insane Heroine.

In an argument with the editor Mr. Hopkins contended
that his Play is five years ahead of the times. He declares that

American taste has not reached that German standard wherein
dramatic interest is not dependent upon sympathetic interest.

Can you agree with him? Do you believe that the time
has come in any country, or that it will ever come, when purely
intellectual interest can hold an audience? We do not. This
is the antithesis of dramatic entertainment. The appeal is

democratic, always, and deals with our feelings, not our intel-

lects. We therefore disagree with Mr. Hopkins in the diagno-
sis of his fate and will proceed to illustrate that it is this very
element he scorns which defeats him. It is this feature of ar-

rested sympathy that kills "The Fatted Calf."

Our compassion is solicited for an insane heroine whom the

author selects as a wife for a normal lover. He proceeds to

cure this ailment by a treatment of hypnotism. As a crowd we
do not believe that there is any permanent cure for this mal-
ady. The mere suggestion of the taint devitalizes that fervent

sympathy we should have for the main character of the Plot.

Our interest flags from the first and cannot be revived by any
possible theory of a psychological remedy. The very basis of

sympathy has been undermined.
The possibilities of this piece lie in its clever ridicule of the

over-indulgence of fond parents. The author would do well

to confine his Conflict to this satire. This and the pathological

clinic do not blend or harmonize. It is a slender fragment of

sincere purpose submerged in a sea of farce. In this sense the
Play is a paradox. It defeats the very purpose it sets out to

attain. It laughs at its own endeavor. The native denoue-
ment turns the tables on the perpetrators and makes them vic-

tims of their own perverted pessimism. Confined to this far-

cial effect "The Fatted Calf" might have rivalled that lusty

heifer of "Mother Goose" fame. The "moon" of the present
season is a hard one to hurdle.

THREE BOOKS FOR P L A Y B U I LD E RS.
Moses, Pollock and Ibsen.

Three books that may enhance the value of any play-

wright's workshop are "The American Dramatist"* by Mont-
rose J. Moses, "Footlights Fore and Aft"^ by Channing Pol-

lock, and "From Ibsen's Workshop"^ a collection of Ibsen's

notes, plots, scenarios and manuscripts.
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"The American Dramatist"^ contains many helpful hints

for the young writer. It can be recommended as one of the
best guides extant in the matter of selecting theme and mate-
rial for a Play. What the American audience demands, says
Mr. Moses is a square deal. The large heart rather than the
subtle one, the direct deed rather than the elusive thought, and
the terse answer rather than the veiled meaning." Read Mr.
Moses' book. It is a sincere contribution to the subject.

"Footlights Fore and Aft"- introduces the tyro to the mys-
teries of the stage, the box office and the royalty ledger. It is

the experience of one of our keenest American critics who has
substantiated his double right to that title by practical demon-
strations of successful play composition. " 'What a lucky fel-

low, we say occasionally of some new author who springs into

notice. 'His first Play and a huge success' ! But every profes-

sional reader in town could tell you that this success wasn't his

first play.' " In this chatty vein Mr. Pollock turns out a great

many truths that may amuse and interest the student.

"From Ibsen's Workshop"^ requires little comment. The
fact that it contains the actual notes set down by the indomita-
ble master who has done more than any one dramatist to re-

model the art of present-day-playwriting, sufficiently endorses
this valuable book. The translations are excellent and the

publishers incur our lasting gratitude for making this work
available in our language. The study of his progressive steps

of structure is a liberal education in itself.

^Little Brown and Company. $2.50.

^Richard K. Badger. $1.50.

*Scribner's. $1.25.

THE PEARL.
Fourth Version.

In the January issue a fourth version of "The Pearl" was
asked for and many revisions were forwarded. None of these

have been found sufficiently strong in the climatic moment
which is the specific thing wanted. Some excellent scenes are

among these contributions and one entirely new situation is

suggested. We will print the latter as it came in and ask for a
truer dramatization of the thought contained.

(To Jimmie) Wife.

Ah ! But you came to me in a time of need ! I shall never

forget it. Clara had come to answer my advertisement. I had
been asking her a few questions when suddenly she said to

me : *Ah madame, I feel so faint' and turned as white as a sheet.

I was distracted. I placed her on the sofa. My heart went out
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to her. But I didn't know what to do. Just at that moment,
the door bell rang. I rushed to the door and there you stood,
and your very first words were : "I am a physician " I did
not even wait to hear the rest of your sentence. Do you re-

member? I rushed you right into the room. What must you
have thought of me?

JIMMIE.—Ah, madame, we physicians become used to

such hurry calls.

WIFE.—Now, tell me, how did you happen to come to my
door at that very moment?

JIMMIE.—(Hesitates). I was looking for rooms in the
neighborhood. . . .your house attracted me and

As this speech now stands it is reeled off in a breath, al-

most. It should be worked out into dialog so that each line

take its origin in the one preceding it and the whole be en-
dowed with cause. Why does the woman say all this? The
author's purpose is sound and sane but it must be motivated
into the characters. The value of the episode is its effect upon
Clara. She is sitting there chafing under Jimmie's threat. If

she forsakes him now, he will have his revenge. But Clara is

half disposed to "throw up the job" because of her waking love

for the lady. Think how this recounting of the ruse (with
Jimmie nursing the poor woman's delusion) could be used to

stimulate Clara's dawning distaste for crime. And it is a legi-

timate part of the Playlet. We want to know how these crooks
got in the place. It would be TELLING to recite the thing,

but here it can be utilized to help fix Clara's purpose. We in-

vite all opinions and versions of the Scene. State definitely

where you think your suggestions should be inserted.

We still lack a development of the dominating purpose;
that spark of gratitude kindled in the girl's soul by disinter-

ested kindness. None of the skits submitted contained the

proper temper of this climax. From a composite of various
fragments sent in, we have prepared a draft for an ending that

should make a fitting conclusion. Viz.: Let the girl proceed
much as she does in the January score, tossing the pearl to the

woman and making her exit. She returns. She cannot go
now. Jimmie threatened her. He meant what he said. Where
is her plunder? The wife now comes to the rescue and offers

the girl a refuge. She accepts. The reclamation is accom-
plished as far as a one-act Play can do the work. This sketch
is to be presented at the Hotel Astor in April. Please forward
your suggestions promptly. The fourth version will be printed

in full in the July issue.
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A tetter from Charles Rann Kennedy,
author of "The Servant in the House."

257 WEST 86IH STREET
NEW YORK

Karcb ZO, V312\
Dear Sir»

I consider T3E ;IJ^lA^!ATIST, edited by tathet
B* Anthony, the best publication I liave yet
seen, for educating young--and for that natter,
old - playwrights, in the principles of their
crafti -I have, read eve^ number froa the be-
ginning;: and it has been of the greatest as-
sistance^.tone technically. I have learned a
good deal rroa it."

It'should be'in;!th9~hands of every student
of the nodem drana, vho is really serious
about his vork; and also I think it shou2.d

find a place in' the* libraries of the country,

li am, dear Sir,

Tours very sincerely.

-^ —

^

For criticism of your own Play, consult the Playwriting

Department
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QUARTERLY 1912 JULY

What is Technic?

\

The average amateur looks upon Technic as a token of all

that is tedious and immateriaL He fears that too much tech-

nical equipment will mar his originality. Let us glance behind

the dictionary definition for the fuller meaning of the word.

Technic is the method of performance in any art. In its last

analysis it is that means by which an author's message is in-

terpreted to his audience in stage illustrations.

To attain Technic, therefore, is merely to facilitate inter-

pretation. It is employing tools to perfect the work crudely

performed by the bare hands. Instead of restricting talent it

intensifies the fruits of fancy,

A Technic that hinders is merely a misnamed dogma. And
while no amoimt of instruction will remedy the defect where
there is a lack of constructive ingenuity, nevertheless, a clearer

knowledge of the thing to be achieved cannot fail to be of ser-

vice.

Our effort in these pages is to entmciate the general theo-

ries of Technic by practical application to the Play^ you may
see and read. In this way we may avoid unorganized generali-

zations. In every instance our analyses are deduced from sim-

ple first principles.

Moral: Apprehend Ae WHY

!
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THE MODEL.

Thomas Returns to Technic

As dramatists advance in fortune they frequently retreat in

technical restraint. This has been the case with Ibsen, Shaw,
Strindberg, Jones, Pinero, Sudermann, Brieux and Thomas.
Clyde Fitch was the single exception. "The Model" was writ-

ten before "The Harvest Moon" or "As a Man Thinks" and it

may be for this reason the Play is more a Play and less a
preachment. It is less an appeal to consciousness through the

intellect and more an approach to the emotions through the

senses. It is less a theorem in psychic phenomena and more
ftmdamentally a problem of life.

It is difficult to teach the intellectual dramatist that he can-

not carry his audience with him. He lives in his mind and be-

lieves we do. The audience lives largely in its emotional shell.

Ninety percent of all thought is subconscious and the true pro-

cess of communicating a Conflict to the composite crowd is

through this channel.

The true process of composition is likewise subconscious.
The dramatist merely connects the wires of these spontaneous
flashes and lets the creative current flow. The danger of ex-

ploited wisdom in pla3rwriting then, is the perversion of the
medium of the art

Problem

:

1. A novelist advises a friend to seduce his model
2. The model proves to be the novelist's daughter.

3. He withdraws his advice and revises his morality.

Here is a Conflict involving a vital tug at the parental
heartstrings—the third law of nature. It makes no demand on
the intellectual muscles and carries conviction with multiplied
force. Mr. Thomas is fortunate to revert to this si>ecimen of
his earlier craftsmanship. It is a lesson from his own works.
It may check his recent tendency toward the thesis Play. If

he confines his efforts to vital problems he may hold his herit-

age as the lineal successor to Fitch. If he soars aloof into the
realm of hazy mysticism he can only exit from the portals of

his art.

ARIZONA.
The Top Notch of Thomas Tedinic

After treating of "The Model" as Mr. Thomas's later re-

vision of an early manuscript it is well to go back to the early
type of his plajrwriting to trace that virility so lacking in such
efforts as "The Harvest Moon** and "As a Man Thinks."

Problem No. i

:

1. A wife is caught eloping with a cad-

2. The cad throws suspicion on an innocent man.
3. The wife clears the latter by confessing the truth.
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Problem No. 2:

1. A lover kills the seducer of his sweetheart.

2. The seducer throws suspicion on an innocent man.

3. The lover confesses to the murder.

This double story tendency is a strain that pervades all of

Mr. Thomas' wxDrk. It is seldom that he strikes two Plots so

similar in Cause and so completely rounded within the time
limits of one performance. The third and fourth Plots con-

tained in this manuscript are of minor disturbance. All three

biplots are made interdependent in a way but still they mar the

economy of interest. Simplicity is the keynote of good con-

struction and divided interest cannot possibly concentrate ef-

fect
"The Model" pursues this same tendency in a lesser degree.

The first story is more centralized- In "Arizona" an entire

Act is taken up vrith the subsidiary Plot so that the Play pro-

per is meantime obliterated.

On the whole, however, few Plays hold their own so faith-

fully. It has old fashioned notions of vicarious suffering, mock
martyrdom, inflated diction and the premature recitation of

events to come. But the situations based upon these obsolete
ingredients are thrilling and suspensive. Relatively they are

as strong as the best moments in "The Model" and imdoubt-
edly surpass "The Harvest Moon" or "As a Man Thinks" for

anjrthing truly dramatic
It is for this reason we welcome Mr. Thomas' return to

technic. His best contributions to dramatic literature are

remnants of the past. It is in the modem application of this

former force that his promise lies. To emulate Ibsen or Shaw
is the worst pace he can set for himself and for his practical

playwriting proclivities. More drama, Mr. Thomas, and less

psychology

!

THE GOVERNOR'S LADY.
A New Type of Divorcee.

Problem

:

1. A politician would divorce his old-fashioned wife.

2. She intercepts his betrothal to a younger woman.
3. The couple are re-united.

A glance at this digest of the Play will show that Alice

Bradley has chosen a timely moral if not a deeply vital dra-

matic theme. If divorce is more vital to women than to men
it nevertheless serves its theatric purpose as a drawing card.

In an era when a true wife is tossed aside with as much indif-

ference as an old glove it is well that we have a Play to turn
the searchlight on the sorrows of this cruel system.

The source of appeal in this Conflict is our sympathy for

a life mate who is to be deserted for a younger woman. And
it is here the Author shows her utmost skill. The character
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of the capricious little wife is drawn with rare fidelity and
force. The restraint with which the husband's intentions are
withheld from her forms the highest pitch in the Plot. The
crux of this situation is the keenest craftsmanship in the Play.
It may be classed with the best Scene building done by Ameri-
can women.

The Plot as a whole is not clearly conceived. Its purpose
is not concentrated. There are several bypaths to mislead us
at the start For two whole Acts a political intrigue promises
to form the Play. The wife's divorce is feared only as a scan-
dal that might defeat the husband's political prospects. It

would seem that the author originally intended to make this

her Conflict but abandoned it as the better idea presented.

This better Plot is the problem above given. It takes birth to-

wards the end of Act II and dissolves the earlier effusion.

The political element is purely abstract and should be ade-
quately subordinated. It was needed to show the husband's
ambition for a more fashionable helpmate. It is atmosphere.
But the prominence given it makes it appear a fundamental
feature.

Another b3rpath in Plot is the young attorney's tribula-

tions. For lack of motivation he is the Author's undisguised
instrument. He is plunged into the love interest without his

own consent merely to serve as a quick recruit at the climax.

On the other hand, this attorney threatens to create a new Con-
flict by his voluntary attack on the husband and so we digress

from one false promise to another, betraying the credulity of

the Audience.

In the brief space of time allotted for an evening's enter-

tainment there is barely opportunity for the promotion of one
valid, progressive line of Plot development. These diffusing

elements merely make for instability.

The fourth Act is labeled an epilog. Analysis is therefore

disarmed. No one would wish to deny David Belasco his pen-

chant for naturalism. His scenic fac-simile of a restaurant is

at once Child's. No higher tribute can be paid this consum-
mate bit of stage painting. A word to the novice, however,

who might deign to emulate this example, let him be sure that

he has a wizard to work his wonder. At best these effects sub-

tract from the Play proper, and only an exacting genius like

Belasco can make a merit of the defect.

Of course these notes are based upon the preliminary per-

formances of the Play. Before Mr. Belasco permits a Metro-
politan premiere coimtless changes will be made.
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BUNTY PULLS THE STRINGS.

The Epitome of Conflict-

In the various reviews of this play much has been said to

the effect that it is not really a Play. And yet the dominant
note of the piece is Conflict. Conflict aboimds in every fibre

of its substance. And is not Conflict the epitome of Drama?
Dramaturgic weakness is not its absence of dramatic es-

sence. It is the fact that this essence is diffused, not concen-
trated. There are no two qualified opponents in the Conflict.

Different factions fight out their individual differences at cross

purposes with the Plot.

A main struggle is not buUt up between Bunty and her
father, or Bunty and her family, or her family and the father,

or the father and his prosecutor, or the female suitor and the

widower, or the forsaken sweetheart and her mercenary rival.

The piece is the accidental admixture of all these scraps, minus
a paramount purpose. An abstract syllogism might be offered

as follows:

Problem

:

1. A father rules his household by the kirk*s laws.

2. His daughter discovers his dishonesty.

3. She assumes command in the home.

This represents the outer boundary of the Play. But there

are a dozen minor syllogisms. These fragmentary incidents

should be subjugated to a controlling Conflict, and each be
made a tributary to the Plot that depicts them. In their pres-

ent state the parts all have equal value, so that structurally

they do not supplement one another to compose one organic
whole.

An isolated example of rare Scene-building is Bunty*s in-

ventory of the homely virtues of her father's fiancee. Mr.
Moffat conducts this domestic court martial with homely
sagacity, but fails to fit it into the cogs of Plot. He has a keen
sense of homely wit and humor. He lacks a clear vision of the
whole, that last attainment in the art of dramaturgy.

Then what is the secret of our great delight in "Bunty?"
If we trace it to its origin our pride is rudely shocked. For the
chief force of its humor is the license allowed us to deride our
own religion thinly veiled by a winsome dialect. We scream
at the artless antics of these infants in their ultra-orthodox
piety. But beneath it is the stupidity of a blind faith that pro-

vokes our mirth. This is our chief source of delight in a nut-
shell

And here we have a refutation of an old fallacy that relig-

ious topics are taboo for the stage. It requires the canny
Scot to prepare this dainty dish of infidelity. It is a toothsome
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import for the most devout, and in the last analysis a bur-
lesque of worship poking pious fun at faith. What does it

mean? Are we all infidels by proxy? Shades of Ingersoll!

how the ghost of old "Bob" must snicker

!

THE GREYHOUND.
Clever Dime Novel Drama.

It is impossible to reduce this interesting series of implau-
sible episodes to a consistent syllogism. It is not a Play. It

is a dime novel melodrama done into a comic opera book with-
out words. Its characters are as impossible as its incidents.

We never take them seriously. Its suicides and crimes are as

preposterous as the tick of the clock in the crocodile's belly.

Its chief merit is that it is never dull or doleful. The mor-
bid lure of the underworld obscures our sense of perverted
moral These crooks whose only rightful place is prison, seem
fascinating fellows And the millionaires they victimize really

glory in their loss.

Mr. Armstrong preserves his past record for loose logic. A
convention of crooks in a woman's private bed room, a congre-
gation of the entire cast on board the same ship ; these are tri-

fles in the author's library of stem probabilities.

But there is one feature of progress in this Play. The thing

is not offered in a serious vein. It makes no pretense at real-

ity. Taken as a flight of fancy or a fairy tale, the fable works
little mischief. Its only evil is for those who make a meaning
of their own.

PRESERVING MR. PANMURE.
Two Distinct and Unrelated Plays.

Problem

:

1. A husband kisses his daughter's governess.

2. A young man assumes the blame.

3. She marries him.

The last Act in this piece is a skit in itself, totally discon-

nected from the Play itself. The first three Acts practically

comprise the play, for Mr. Panmure's fate ceases to be a prob-

lem in the fourth appendage.
That Mr. Pinero is put to such an extremity to eke out a

comedy is one of the saddest signs of the Play paucity in the

present season. This is by far the worst specimen he has per-

petrated in recent years. It will go far towards turning the at-

tention of American managers from imported products.
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The London trademark is no longer a patent promise of

New York success. Nor should this be the guide. The slow,

stolid nature of the British type is no safe measure for the
active, impulsive American spectator.

But there are some dashes of dramatic deftness not to be
ignored, even though the structure as a whole is a failure. The
second act is exemplary comedy with every evidence of the
author's practiced hand. The situation where Panmure holds
an inquest to detect the culprit is funny. But this only em-
phasizes the banalities of the other Acts. The first is muddled
boredom, and the third is aimless and absurd. Where is the

trace of that exquisite treatment displayed in "The Thunder-
bolt?"

THE TALKER.
A Fierce Thrust at Frivolity.

Technically it is a truth that "THE TALKER" is TALK.
It begins by attempting to talk the audience into possession of

the Plot and ends failing to materialize one of the principals.

The "Heavy Villain" remains merely a topic of conversation.

Problem

:

1. A wife pretends to advocate free love.

2. Her sister puts this theory into practice.

3. The wife regrets her loose conduct and reclaims the
girL

As an emotional agent "The Talker" is easily one of the

most vital plays of the season. It aims a fierce thrust at friv-

olity. Crude in parts it gives promise of a playwright, with a
keen sense of dramatic material. Marion Fairfax has a fair

endowment of this precious faculty for touching the well-

springs of emotion.

She has not made up her mind, however, that all of the
Play may be played. Some of the essentials of Plot are omit-
ted or obscured by talk while frequently mere incidents are

visualized in detail.

One flagrant example of the first offense is the Pla5r's open-
ing. An attempt to show the wife's flirtation and the sister's

fascination with a libertine is discussed at much length by
three women whose identities are not clearly established. We
do not know that they are wife, sister-in-law and neighbor for

the reason that they are not brought into explanatory con-
tact with those who might portray these relationships. At like

emergencies all through Acts I and II the program comes to
the rescue.
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The Play is not allowed to end when the Conclusion is

reached. A secondary denouement is appended. Truckling
to the tradition that everything must end happily, a sequel to

the young girl's vicissitudes is hatched up. Her former lover

is required to default so that he may be degraded to her moral
plane and their union is promised.

But despite these structural errors, the Play makes a vivid

impression and deserves marked praise for uniting good enter-

tainment with a moral purpose. It teaches something.

THE VOYSEY INHERITANCE.
A Satire on Financial Confidence.

Problem

:

1. A boy inherits the insolvent business of his father.

2. He attempts to continue to pay off helpless creditors.

3-

As indicated above there is no third clause to form a Con-
clusion. The crisis is reached when the boy discloses his

Father's bequest of fraud to his family. At this point Mr.
Barker challenges the intricate character analysis of Pinero in

"The Thunderbolt," The Scene rings true with reality. But
Mr. Barker is forever analyzing. He vivisects every angle of

emotion until the piece becomes more clinic than Play.

Attached to this Conflict is the love story of a girl who eggs
on the hero to risk imprisonment to discharge the debt. Their
betrothal is hitched on as a Conclusion to the Play proper. In
reality it is an arbitrary ending of the author's isolated

thought.
From page 84 to 90 we are invited to review a lot of effects

without causes. The boy is disturbed about something. We
are merely told that he is upset. The dramatic method of

showing his concern by the cause itself is not used. The
author presumably thinks the mystery stronger than the fact;

to arouse our curiosity is more potent than to supply the in-

gredients of suspense.

But if Act I is boredom, Act II is sound asleep ! Items of

ordinary life are emphasized while Plot essentials are ignored.

On page 122 a Plot hint escapes. We learn that a client has

all his savings invested in the firm. On 129 we have more reci-

tation of the father's system of misappropriation but no pic-

ture.

A single incident, a solitary application from a defrauded
customer for the principal of his interest and the manifest in-

ability of the father to produce would be the dramatization of

what now transpires in TALK. In the place of testimony we
would have evidence, in the place of hearsay, a dramatic fact
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Act III finds us at the father's funeral without the consent

of Plot. His death happens between acts from no cause con-
sistent with the Conflict. There is considerable mock martyr-
dom here. The boy entertains fears of imprisonment without
the slightest provocation. He will commit a felony to solace

his sweetheart's vague ideals of altruism. The Play makes no
demand for this. It is the conception of a brand new Conflict.

In Act IV we begin to drift. The Plot roams helplessly

and we are undecided whether Edward is crooked or straight.

One thing certain. His business experience, to our know-
ledge, does not warrant faith in his ability to carry out an
enormous scheme. The manipulation of this enterprise was
all his crafty father could manage, and he had passed an ap-

prenticeship. The boy is utterly without instruction in this

crooked craft- Pages 174 to 183 attribute some clever dis-

course to old Booth and the boy. This Scene would have con-

siderable merit if there were any semblance of premise to rest

upon.
A stupid family conference consumes most of the Fifth

Act. Why these domestic details should obtrude is not ex-

plained. Possibly some veiled notion of atmosphere dictated

them. What we expect is further development of the misap-
propriation Plot. We do not find that the boy has succeeded in

paying off lessor creditors, and the trumped up prospect of im-
prisonment is abruptly dropped. The colloquy between lovers

is anything but a conclusion to the first Conflict. Perhaps the
author has some hidden meaning of his own. Of what avail

if it conveys no composite moral to the subconscious crowd?
Its mysterious message is essay, not Drama.

Note: These Plays are published in one volume by
Mitchell Kennedy, New York. Price $1.50. The book also

contains another play by the same author, "Ann Leete."

WASTE.*
A Manager-Made Play.

We are always clamoring for more intiniate knowledge of

the stage for the student. Is there such a thing as too much
theatrical training for the tyro? Mr. Barker's earnest at-

tempts at Playwriting would seem to say so. Here is a dra-

matist who is at the same time actor, stage manager and pro-

ducer. His eye is so everlastingly alert for the opportunity in

each of these branches that he ends in a muddled melange.
From amateur to adept, this is the range covered by Gran-

ville Barker in "Waste." Some scenes have all the pungency
of Pinero while others challenge the awkwardest amateur un-
der the sun. Of course, we speak from a strictly technical
standpoint based on a standard prescribed by the Play itself.

Mitchell Kennerly, New York. Price $1.50.
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As example of crude, immature construction we call atten-

tion to the first i8 pages of drift in the published version.

(Pages 216 to 234). This gradates from idle discussion to the

profoimdest slumber. The harangue is stupid and dull. The
characters conversing are not concerned and not one thing
really happens in the interval. On 234 is the first bit of dialog.

It occurs between two people who have something to say.

From now on there is more or less doing till the end of the

Act. The curtain is an emotional crisis at the cost of all mored
scruple. Two mature individuals are required to toy with a

salacious phase of the cosmi urge. It is not shown that they
share this passion. At the author's instance the puppets
respond. Barring this absence of volition the Scene is drawn
with a master stroke and the situation assumes magnitude in

a twinkling. The passing of the participants is vivisected.

From 243 to 250 there is little else than an inconsequent
prattle of politics. The author presupposes our interest in

these abstractions. On 254 the telephone relieves the mono-
tony. There is word that the Plot is still living. The remain-
der of the Scene vitally interests us. The parental law is in-

volved. But the chasm between amateur and adept is again
portrayed in the two extremes of craftmeUiship.

From 268 to 293 we have a sample of spurious common-
places. Now we arrive at the prime situation of the Play, in-

tensely imique and modem. The rest of the Act is just as

supremely stupid. It is hard to reconcile such epochs of drift

after one or two full breaths of drama. Again from skill to in-

competence.
The chief flaw in Act IV is not the fact that the curtain is

twice lowered. So far as the Play proper is concerned the Act
as a whole is an error. The author drives on his hero to sui-

cide to fulfil his theme.
Page 333, the incident of the sister's innocence of the

brother's guilt is a touch of suspense worth noting. Taken as

an isolated instance of treatment it has merit and delicacy.

"Waste" is more apparent in the misuse of irrelevant forces

than in the moral conveyed. This moral which should be as

clear as the day is concealed in clouded obscurity.

PUTTING IT OVER.
Dramatizing the National Game.

There is no sport that absorbs the attention of a larger por-

tion of the population than baseball. It is very difficult te

dramatize this enthusiasm into a serviceable theatrical conflict

but it looks very much as though Frank Hatch and Lee Arthui

might successfully capitalize this pastime by subordinating a'

few extraneous features of "Putting it Over."
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All drama is Conflict, and baseball is a conflict between

chosen sides. The sport, therefore, lends itself to ready stage
transposition. The gravest fault in this Play is that the base-
ball feature has not been allowed to predominate. Other ele-

ments of plotty encumbrance absorb too much of the interest

that should be centered in the hero of the diamond. Plot com-
plications may make this look necessary, but it is not.

Problem

:

1. A pitcher renounces baseball to solace his sweetheart.

2. To avert his father's disgrace he re-enters the game.

3. The girl forgives him when she learns his heroic mo-
tive.

This is the gist of "Putting It Over" so far as the authors
stick to the rules of their own game. They play ball on an-
other field when they send the hero out to thrash an editor's

son in order that they may trump up a motive for the father's

misappropriation of funds to save his boy from jail. This is

spurious entanglement. If these motives could be founded on
something in keeping with baseball Plot purpose would be fos-

tered, whereas the outside incidents brought in to brace up
motive merely subtract from the progress of the Play proper.

The extraneous agency of the aunt is one of these disorders.

She is no more or less than a mouthpiece of the authors. Her
financial vicissitudes as a Fifth Avenue dressmaker do not be-

long in this game of ball. No amount of tinkering could make
her a principal in the Plot, and her intrusion into the Conflict

merely blurs the legitimate course. This character should be
subordinated to her normal position as chaperon to the girl.

A commendable phase of the treatment is the truthful esti-

mate of ballplaying as a profession. The authors show it up
in its true colors. It is assigned its proper place in the cate-

gory of healthful sports, but is not idealized with misleading
glamor for the intoxication of aspiring youth.

But all these remarks are based upon a preliminary try-out
of the production. Many of the defects, no doubt, will be
eliminated in the course of rehearsals. The Play has an abun-
dance of marketable material upon which the efforts of the
authors should concentrate.

THE HOUSE NEXT DOOR.*
A Satire on Social Supremacy.

A welcome recruit to the file of published Plays is this suc-

cess of three seasons past. To readers of "The Dramatist" it

will be twice welcome since so many of our cherished theories

are successfully put into practice.

Walter H. Baker & Co., Boston. Price 50c.
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As a model of Unity few Plays can surpass it. It has a sin-

gle purpose into which all minor episodes are merged. Co-
hesion is intricate. All parts contribute to the whole. The
Plot is replete with expectation and suspense. The dominant
danger hangs over our heads like a threatening thunderstorm.

Character is well drawn because it is created by Conflict.

Even the negative tyi>es are pronounced for their distinctive

personality. The entire structure revolves around the irate

old fossil whose peevish spleen is a visual property of the Plot.

He is a gradual growth before us within the time limits of the
Play.

The Conflict is properly divided into acts. Three Acts!
The curtains are well timed and effective. The greatest possi-

ble promise is yielded. At the end of Act II the fate of four
souls hinges on the suspended issue of the two chief combat-
ants.

Problem

:

1. A bankrupt gentile hates a prosperous Jew.

2. Their children fall in love.

3. The enemies are reconciled.

The defects of this structure are so trifling they may well
be ignored. It would be quibbling to locate a few minor flaws
when such infinite inspiration is afforded the aspirant. Mr. J.

Hartley Manners has Americanized the German version with
rare skilL

THE HOME THRUST.*
A Suffrage Playlet.

The National Woman Suffrage Association has entered the

theatrical field as a factor for publicity. They have issued a

list of manuscript Plays written by women of literary and
public prominence. The rights to these scripts are held by the

association and permission to produce them is granted on roy-

alty.

"The Home Thrust" is one of this number. It is a fine Play-

idea minus the suspense that spells dramatic interest. Notj
until the last page do we receive that information calculated to

excite expectation. Without this factor there can be no sus-

pense. Without suspense there is no such thing as du
Plot lapses into storybook style and the surprise is sprung
us instead of the principal implicated.

*National Woman Suffrage Association, N. Y. Price loc]
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The exponents of a great cause are not the best judges of

Plays to propagate their theories. This playlet, for instance,

would undoubtedly delight a Suffrage audience. Each advo-

cate would contribute a Conflict of her own out of her stock

on hand of enthusiasm. But the aim, of course, is to reach the

enemy. Long epochs of undramatized talk will have little in-

fluence in that direction. The skeptic must be reached through
his eye, not his ear. A stage picture painting a Suffrage fact

is the thing to strive for. Seeing is believing.

THE CLIMBERS.*
Fitch's First Great Play.

Problem

:

1. A wife's admirer saves a husband from disgrace.

2. He falsely accuses them of adultery. •;

3. The wife's contempt drives husband to suicide.

A glance at this Problem reveals the deep current of

Conflict that pervades this play. It is the first of a long list of

powerful dramas from the pen of this prolific pla)rwright. His
technical skill advanced steadily after this success until its

abrupt climax in his last work, "The City." No other modern
dramatist has shunned the pitfalls of intellectual vagaries so
successfully. He could not be beguiled into false flights of

metaphysics. He made his appeal to the heart, not the head.
"The Climbers" is not free from structural flaws, as we

now feel them. Characters frequently indulge in asides, lapse
into monolog, and attempt to retail the Plot prematurely. On
page 57 is an example of this offence : "Ned Warden's always
ready to take you anywhere you like." Fitch would not have
made this blunder in his later work. Restraint would postpone
all mention of the husband's rival till the character is intro-

duced.
Such violations of sequence merely betray an amateur's

eagerness to push the facts across. On page 59 the author
talks Sterling's financial troubles into Blanche to enlighten
us. The Play should SHOW this. On 6g, 70, 71 and 72 we
have the aimless efforts of the amateur, to paint crooked char-
acter by comment. The balance of the act is given over to epi-

sodic comedy of a Clyde Fitch quality. It is wholly vmneces-
sary to the Plot and serves no purpose even in the delay of

developments, but the comedy is not out of keeping with the
Play proper and bears no strain upon the imagination. The
author's creative art is at its keenest in this episode, but only
the master can venture such purposeless interludes after the

Samuel French, New York. Price 50 cents.
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Conflict is once started. Blanche's soHloquy after reading the
father's letter at end of Act I is the crudest craftsmanship in

the Play.

Act II advances the Conflict more steadily. Sterling's ruin

is accomplished offstage, and told to us in talk. The weight
of this Act is enlivened by Trotter's eccentricities. The final

confession in the dark is theatrical, but highly effective.

On igi the "suffering dog" episode is a specimen of crude
device later discarded by this great craftsman. 195 shows the

author's ability in riding over the rough places. Pages 203,

204, 205, 206 and 207 develop magnificent situation and reach
the crisis of the Conflict. Warden's affection is portrayed in a
clean, straightforward fashion. Some forceful work will be
found on page 211 where Blanche's confessed love drives Ster-

ling to desperation. At the end of this act (III) our sympa-
thies are all for the wife and her lover. We long for their

union.

Act IV is largely the art of stretching it over. The vain
attempt of the husband to regain his wife's love is the obsta-

cle to our coveted Conclusion. The subtlety of treatment here
is marvelous. On 251 the fist fight is to be deplored. It mars
a wonderful ending. The pathetic death of the hopeless weak-
ling is treated with rare skill and restraint and good taste

marks the final curtain.

THE WOMAN WITH THE DAGGER.*
First Act Follows the Second.

In this little play by Arthur Schnitzler the usual sequence
of events is entirely reversed. The past upon which the story
is founded follows the present. The ancient portrait of a lady
holding a dagger is employed as a talisman in the fate of a
married woman and her lover.

The second tableau enacts the incident of earlier ages that
inspired the original painting. The principals are the same
in an earlier stage of transmigration. This scene predicts the
doom awaiting the illicit relations of the lovers. The author
desires to foreshadow the ironic fate that holds them in its

clutch.

This mockery of fate appeals to the poetic temperament
It is a gripping drama of the Little Theatre school. But it has
no relation to the realistic Play and would not serve as a guide
to the modem student.

The introductory dialog is distinctly the work of the ama-
teur. It bears no imprint of the master. Our energies are

wasted in an effort to grasp the scattered fragments of thought

The Moods Publishing Co., New York. Price 20 cents.
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that mystify our dawning impressions of the Plot. The first

thing we SEE is the young man's love for the married woman,
and this is impaired by the false premises it rests upon. Much
of the remainder of the first part is mere narrative. The sec-

ond scene is much more adequately presented, for here we see
the husband intercept the illicit lovers. This is drama for the
moment.

The theme is not elevating, no matter how true to the de-
cree of a superstitious fate that defies danger. The piece has
no moral purpose. It excels the same author's efforts in

"Anatol" because it has the virtue of theatric effectiveness
even while it precludes conviction. It is not based upon our
beliefs.

THE UNWRITTEN LAW.
A Motive in Mental Suggestion.

Problem

:

1. Under suggestive influence a wife kills her lover.

2. Her divorced husband assumes the crime.

3. She saves her husband by a subconscious disclosure.

Briefly, the Plot is this: A woman, deserted by her hus-
band accepts the bounty of her landlord with the understand-
ing that he will marry her when she is divorced. He fails to

keep his promise and she stabs him under the temporary in-

fluence of suggestion. Her divorced husband assumes the

crime and a hypnotist establishes the fact that she committed
it under occult mental motive.

The theme is timely as echoed by scores of modem murder
cases where the brain-storm theory is introduced. But Mr.
Royle has not concentrated sufficiently on this theme to ob-
tain the fullest net result. The idea is excellent but its earlier

execution misajnies. Expecting a Play consistent with the
title we vainly endeavor to construct some such issue out of

a number of false introductions.

The rumsodden father is so over emphasized that we na-
turally expect Plot to take genesis through him. But nothing
comes of it. The father does nothing but forsake his family.

Failing in this snare we catch at the next. A youthful attor-

ney courts the drunkard's daughter. From hints that are
dropped we might easily surmise he will ruin the child and the

"unwritten law" to the rescue. Again we are fooled.

And with all these false premises the main Plot conditions
are badly ignored. We should see that the landlord's game to

deceive the mother. But in the preliminary Acts he is her
guardian angel. When his true colors are displayed it is too
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late. We are asked to despise a man we love for his disinter-

ested loyalty. There is a blundering attempt to get his sen-

suality over in a talk scene with a suffragette. But this is tame
testimony in the face of the landlord's charities we have act-

ually witnessed.

All of which illustrates the imperative need of telling Plot
essentials to the eye, not the ear. Seeing is believing. Hear-
ing may not even be heard ! The related fact may be fixed in

the minds of some of the auditors, the visible performance is

the only indelible means of fastening it upon all. And this is

the definition of drama. DOING

!

Of course these comments are purely technical. The Play
as it stands deals with a vital problem and delivers a telling

"punch." We might devote equal space to the merits of a
Play. It is a work worthy of study from that standpoint as

wclL

"Books for Dramatic Students

TECHNIQUE OF THE DRAMA.*
By Dr. Gustav Fre5rtag.

This book was written by the great German novelist,

scholar, poet, critic, editor, soldier, publicist, and successful

pla5rwright, Gustav Fre5rtag—the only instance of a dramatist
formulating a treatise on the technique of his art.

Aristotle in his "Poetics" and Lessing in his "Dramatic
Notes" preceded him in the enunciation of certain dramatic
principles, but he was the first author to formulate the princi-

ples of his craft into a synthesis.

This work was published about the time of our Civil War,
and of course in some minor details has become a little anti-

quated owing to the phenomenally rapid evolution of the dra-

matic art, but in the eternal principles of drama it is as vital

today as when first published.

It has gone through six editions, and will go through many
more before its career of usefulness is over. It is one of the
g^eat classics that every dramatic student should read.

* Scott, Foresman & Co., Chicago. Price $1.50.
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THE APPRECIATION OF THE DRAMA.*

By Charles H. Caffin.

This is a keen and most comprehensive treatise on dra-

matic technology. It should be adopted as a text-book by
every university placing scientific study of the drama in the
curriculum.

It traces the evolution of drama through its plastic and pic-

torial phases and gives its history in compact form possibly

more valuable to the modem student than any tedious review
of the works themselves.

The analysis of Ibsen's "Hedda Gabler" illustrates ably and
in a synthetic manner nearly every principle involved in a
play Our only regret is that the author has not applied

this same talent to the flagrant flaws of construction in this

piece. The findings of his acute perception would be highly
interesting.

Mr. Charles H. CaflFin, the author, is to be congratulated
upon his point of view, acquired through a keen knowledge of

other arts, which should prove of infinite service to modem
dramatists, actors and students of technic. There is no other
book of its class that we can so heartily and unreservedly en-

dorse.

A GUIDE TO PICTURES.*
Here is a book written by a distinguished dramatic critic

on a closely allied act. Told in clear, concise, comprehensive
English its points strike home. Of especial interest to aspiring

playwrights are the chapters on:

The Feeling for Beauty

Art and Her Twin Sister Nature

Nature is Haphazard ; Art is Arrangement

Contrast

The Action, Movement, and Composition of the Figure

Naturalistic Composition

Color—Values—Subtlety

Color—Texture, Atmosphere, Tone
Brush-work and Drawing
Subject, Motive, and Point of View

The illustrations are accompanied by diagrams which assist

the beginners and student. The art of playwriting is so essen-
tially a picture building process that "A Guide to Picture" be-
comes a handbook for dramatists.

Doubleday, Page Co., Garden City, N. Y. Price $1.50.
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P L A Y - M A K I N G .

*

A Manual of Craftsmanship.
By William Archer.

The gravest mistake an authority like William Archer
could have made would be to leave no record of his observa-

tions. "Play-Making" is a fitting monument to a life devoted
to dramatic analysis and translation. It is a work of perma-
nent value that will doubtless go down in the annals of drama-
turgy as the most important contribution of the age.

Mr. Archer holds many points in common with the doc-
trines advanced in The Dramatist. One is that the best aid to

the aspirant is negative criticism. Another, that drama re-

nounces its chief privilege and glory when it ceases to be a
popular art. And a third, he has little time for the untheatrical

theatre. Following is the list of Chapters

:

BOOK I—Prologue.
1 Introductory,

2 The Choice of a Theme.
3 Dramatic and Undramatic.

4 The Routine of Composition.

5 Dramatis Personae.
BOOK II—The Beginning.

6 The Point of Attack : Shakespeare and Ibsen.

7 Exposition: Its End and Its Means.
8 The First Act.

9 "Curiosity" and "Interest."

10 Foreshadowing, not Forestalling.

BOOK III—The Middle.
11 Tension and Its Suspension.
12 Preparation: The Finger-Post.

13 The Obligatory Scene.

14 The Peripety.

15 Probability, Chance and Coincidence.

16 Logic.

17 Keeping a Secret.

BOOK IV—The End.
18 Climax and Anticlimax.

19 Conversion.
20 Blind-Alley Themes and Others.

21 The Full Close.

BOOK V—Epilogue.

22 Character and Psychology.

23 Dialogue and Details.

A glance at these chapters affords a taste of the choice feast]

in store for the student. Suffice it to say that no modemj
playwright's repertoire is complete without thrice reading this'

valuable handbook of craftsmanship by one of the world's

greatest dramatic authorities.

*Small, Maynard & Co., Boston. Price $2.00 net.
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AMERICAN PLAYGOERS.

The Cobum Players.

At the Spring meeting of the American Playgoers Mrs. and
Mr. Coburn were the special guests of the club. Mr. Cobum
made an address on open air productions and their influence
upon the playgoing public His authoritative comments and
statistics on this subject were of absorbing interest to our
members and guests.

Mrs. Cobum accompanied by other members of "The Co-
bum Players" produced the fourth version of "The Pearl" to

the delight and satisfaction of all. Their undertaking can be
appreciated with more enthusiasm when it is revealed that

they had only a few hours in which to commit the parts and
evolve many factors of original stage business.

The usual discussion followed the production and a great

many humorous suggestions were offered. One member pro-

posed that the pseudo physician administer the wrong dose
and that Clara's gratitude to the wife be founded upon her nar-

row escape and recovery. But the burden of the argument
rested upon the fact that there was not time to reclaim Clara
from the degradation of a thief and this contention was finally

overturned by a member who showed distinctly that there is

no such reclamation attempted- Readers of "The Dramatist"
may determine for themselves, the justice of these points in

the playlet that follows. Few changes having since been made,
the sketch is substantially the same as presented.

THE PEARL.
(Fourth Revision.)

[Widow
Characters-^ Clara

[jimmy

SCENE: A handsomely furnished parlor in a first-floor

apartment. Doors C. & L., Windows R.
At rise of curtain the widow is seated, reading a book. The

door bell rings. She leaves the room to answer it. Voices are
heard. She ushers in Clara, who carries a large satcheL
WIDOW—Yes, your references were quite satisfactory.

(She resumes her chair and Clara makes a secret signal to
someone through window.)

CLARA—Then I'm to start at once? (Setting satchel on
a chair.)

WIDOW—There's no hurry. Sit down a moment and I'll

explain your duties. (Clara seats herself) You'll find your
position a little difficult here. I don't make servants of my
maids. I prefer to be companionable.
CLARA—Oh, I thank you.
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WIDOW—What was your name, again?

CLARA—Clara.

WIDOW—Oh, yes, Clara. A very pretty name.

CLARA—Thank you.

WIDOW—I think I'm going to like you Clara.

CLARA—Thank you. I hope so. (Door bell rings) Shall

I go?

WIDOW—No, never mind. (Widow answers the bell and
in her absence Clara cautiously surveys the premises. She tip-

toes into the room on the left and retur»s hurriedly resuming
her chair. Man's voice is heard off stage: "Is this Mrs.
Brown's apartment?"

WIDOW (off stage)—No, she lives on the floor above.
(Clara deliberately knocks over a chair and pretends to faint

beside it.)

WIDOW (looking into the room)—What was that?

(She hurries to Clara) Oh, she has fainted!

JIMMY (Appears C. carrying small medicine case)—Can
I be of any assistance?

WIDOW—Oh, if you will, please, go for a doctor.

JIMMY—(Opening his medicine case) I happen to be. . .

,

WIDOW—You're a physician? Oh, thank heaven! Then
you can attend her.

JIMMY—(Taking Clara's pulse) Any smelUng salts in the

house ?

WIDOW—Yes yes (Exits hurriedly L.)

JIMMY—(To Clara, under his breath) Where's the swag?
CLARA—(Pointing L.) In there.

JIMMY—Have you doped it out?
CLARA—Yes, she's all alone. Send her out for some-

thing. (Widow returns with smelling salts which she hands
to Jimmy.)
WIDOW—Is she any better, doctor?
JIMMY—Her. . . .Her heart seems weak. . . .very weak.

(Administers salts bottle, then fumbles in medicine case)

Have you any digitalis?

WIDOW—No, but there's a drug store in the next block.

JIMMY—We'd better send out for a Uttle.

WIDOW—I'll have to go myself.

JIMMY—Sorry to trouble you.

WIDOW—Oh, no trouble at all.

JIMMY—(Rubbing Clara's hands vigorously) I can't leave

my patient.

WIDOW—I'll hurry. (She goes out C.) (Clara and

Jimmy listen till outer door is heard to close. Then Ijoth spring

to their feet.)

JIMMY—Now what?

1
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CLARA—^That's her room (indicating L.) get on the job.

(Clara stands g^ard at door C. Jimmy hurries off L Noise
of rummaging heard).

CLARA—Anything doing?
JIMMY—(Off L.) Hah. ... I Here's the swag.
CLARA—That's the talk! Kid, but come across, come

across.

JIMMY—(Enters L. with jewel-box) Her little Klondike
junk-box.

CLARA—(Lifting out a diamond brooch with large pearl

centre) Whee ! That's some pearl

!

JIMMY—It's sure a beaute! (He returns brooch to jewel-

case).

CLARA—(Opening her satchel) Sink it, kid, she's com-
ing!

JIMMY—And I'll beat it. (Taking the satchel).

CLARA—Not on your life. (She grabs the satchel and
resumes attitude of patient. Jimmy is fanning her with his

hat when widow enters.)

WIDOW—I haven't been too long, doctor? (Handing
him a small bottle.)

JIMMY—Not a bit.

WIDOW—How is she, now?
JIMMY—Still a little weak. If she has a relapse give her

ten drops of this. (Takes up his medicine case) I'm forgets

ting my patient; on the next floor, you say?
WIDOW—Yes. But your fee, doctor?
JIMMY—I'll send you a bill, madam. (To Clara) Remem-

ber, Miss, plenty of exercise in the open air. (To Widow)
Good day, madame. Good-afternoon, Miss. (Widow shows
Jimmy out. Clara rises and takes up her hat but hides it as

widow re-enters.)

WIDOW—(Surprised at seeing Clara standing) Why,
Clara, are you strong enough?
CLARA—I'm very much better, thank you.
WIDOW—Oh, I'm so glad. I was so worried about you,

child.

CLARA—You've been awfully kind, madam. (Takes up
her hat again.)

WIDOW—You're going out?
CLARA—You heard what the doctor ordered. . . (She puts

on her hat.)

WIDOW—Are you sure he would approve?
CLARA—He recommended exercise. (She puts her hand

on her satchel.)

WIDOW—But you don't need to take your bag?
CLARA—Yes.
WIDOW—Clara, you're going to leave?
CLARA—I I've got to.
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WIDOW—You're not satisfied with the place?
CLARA—It's not that, madam, my health is so poor
WIDOW—My dear girl, I'll take care of you. Let me

make you some broth now.
CLARA—Oh, no, madam, you're too kind. I don't deserve

it

WIDOW—But I like you Clara, and I'm sure youll find

me congenied. Besides, I'm all alone. I need a nice young
companion like you. I'll not make you feel you're a servant.

CLARA—Oh, I know that, madam, but ....

WIDOW—Well, make up your mind to stay a few days,

anyhow.
CLARA—I can't madam, I've deceived you
WIDOW—Deceived me, in what way?
CLARA—In applying here for work. I am I am

not
WIDOW—You are not a servant ?

CLARA—No.
WIDOW—Then why did you pretend you were?
CLARA—Oh, I can't tell you
WIDOW—You must have been badly in need, Clara.

You'll have to work somewhere. Why not stay here? I'll

teach you. I'd be willing to put up with a few inconveniences

because you're a girl I could have confidence in.

CLARA—Oh, don't. Please don't!

WIDOW—But you're not strong, you need a home and
some one to care for you.

CLARA—I must get out in the air—I'm stifling.

WIDOW—(Laying her hand on the satchel) But you
won't take your things?

CLARA—(Jerking satchel away) Oh, don't!

(Clara betrays fear of exposing her loot.)

WIDOW—Why, what's the matter?
CLARA—Oh, nothing, nothing.

WIDOW—But you're not fit to carry that heavy bag.

CLARA—Oh, I can manage it.

WIDOW—You forget, you just fainted, Clara.

CLARA—No I didn't

WIDOW—Why, yes you did, don't you recall, we had to

have the doctor?
CLARA—He wasn't a doctor.

WIDOW—Why Clara. You're delirious

CLARA—Really, madam, I must go.

WIDOW—You're going to leave me for good?
CLARA—Yes, I'm sorry, but
WIDOW—Oh, Clara, and I'd set my heart on keeping

you.
CLARA—You'll not lose much. I'm not what you think

me.

o

i
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WIDOW—Then tell me, Clara. . . . ?

CLARA—Oh, no madam, I can't!

WIDOW—I'm sure you can trust me Clara, I trust you.

CLARA—(Breaking down) Oh, I wish I were dead! I

wish I were dead!

WIDOW—Why, Clara, my poor little girl. You frighten

me. What troubles you dear?

CLARA—(Fumbling in her satchel she draws out the
jewel case and places it on table) There, now you know!
(She prepares to go.)

WIDOW—Clara! You?
CLARA—Yes. Good day ! (She hurries out C. as widow

opens jewel-case.) (She takes out the pearl and looks at it.)

CURTAIN.

THE NEWER COURAGE.
(To Charles Rann Kennedy.)

"A Newer Courage, Dealing with Life, not Death."
Because eternal themes your thoughts engage.
Your words shall live, and shall outlast our years.

Ever the mightiest of our poet-seers

Looked in their souls to write ; the noblest page
Is that which gives God's message to the age.

And if in all the throng, it reach the ears

Of one who grasps the motive that he hears.

The prophet proves his sacred heritage.

Ever the poet's aim is to express
The things best known to his own consciousness.

You proved the newer courage, you who hurled
The cheap lure from you, of the mob's applause,

To find your theme in God's divinest laws

—

The sacred drama that transformed the world!

—Mary Brent Whiteside.
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Vlots of the World's 'Best Vlays

In this department the Plots of all the World's Best Plays
will be published. By Plot we do not mean the story of the
Play but a compact outline revealing the structural anatomy
only. Many plays that do not contain a Plot germ are omitted
from this list for the reason that they mislead the student tech-

nically. The plays are listed according to the alphabetical or-

der of authors, not titles.

BREAD.
By Conrad Alberty.

A peasant leader burns the castle of a lord in his fight to

secure bread for his men. He falls in love with the lord's

daughter whom he rescues from the flames. The girl aspires

to the crown for her new found lover. She is spirited away
and imprisoned. At a critical moment the lover deserts his

soldiers in order to recapture his sweetheart and returns with
her in time to prevent their defeat in battle. The girl is killed

for having caused the leader to break faith with his followers.

\J
THE DANGEROUS AUNT.

By Albini.

A father objects to his son's attentions paid an actress.

Masquerading as her own aunt she captivates the old man.
When informed that she is of noble birth he proposes mar-
riage. The truth is now revealed by the son and the father is

compelled to sanction their marriage.

ANNE OF THARAU.
By Willibald Alexis.

A professor writes a love poem for a young captain who in-

tends it for the girl whose life he has saved and to whom the

professor is virtually betrothed. The girl falls madly in love

with the captain but incidentally secures high honors for the

professor's poetic proclivities.

PHILIP II.

By Vittorio Alsieri.

A tyrannical king suspects his own son's love for the queen,

the boy's young stepmother. He contrives to lead the queen
to betray her partiality for the boy and then condemns him to

death on a trumped up charge of treason. The friend who suc-

ceeded in liberating the boy is assassinated and the latter is
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again imprisoned on the charge of attempted parricide based
upon the king's dream. The queen is now decoyed into aiding
the boy to escape. The king surprises her. Both she and the
boy kill themselves.

THE THATCHER.
By Angely.

A thatcher seeks shelter from a thunderstorm in the room
of a law student. As a joke he dresses up in the attire of the
absent student. Meantime the student falls heir to a fortune
and the thatcher, to prevent arrest for theft carries out the
counterfeit. Finally the thatcher is called upon to rescue the

student from a threatening fire and the latter is discovered as
the rightful heir. The thatcher is rewarded for his valour and
all ends happily.

w/the ugliest of seven.
V \ By Angely.

A young mati is bequeathed a fortune on condition that he
marry the ugliest of seven sisters. He had already fallen in

love with an unknown girl on a journey and it is with great

joy that he finds she is one of the seven. But in reality she is

the most beautiful. The judges are three old maids. The girl

provokes them by her intentional pranks and out of revenge
they pronounce her the homeliest. The young couple are so

delighted with this verdict that they increase the fee of the

judges.

THE mistress OF ST. TROPEZ.
By Anicet-Bourgeois.

A girl forsakes a young doctor whom she loves and mar-
ries her father's creditor to avert financial ruin. A relative of

the creditor who suffers disinheritance on account of this mar-
riage betrays the girl's love for the doctor. The husband hap)-

pens to be the young doctor's benefactor, having founded his

education and although the young wife has been true and loyal

he is hurt to think that she really loves another. The rela-

tive goes as far as to poison the husband and cast suspicion on
the young wife. The doctor rescues him. The young wife's

innocence is established and she learns to esteem her husband.

THE PERJURER.
By Ludwig Anzengruber.

A man secures the inheritance of a deceased brother by
burning the will and taking an oath that no will exists. He is

caught in the act by his own son. The will bequeathed all the
brother's wealth to his illegitimate children. One of these, a
daughter, discovers evidence of a will and the uncle is declared
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a perjurer. He attempts to recover the evidence from the girl

but she evades him saying that his own son had already ob-
tained it. The father goes mad after shooting his son but the
latter is nursed back to health by the illicit cousin, and they
fall in love.

THE PRIEST OF CHURCHFIELD.
By Ludvig Anzengruber.

A Priest employs a young orphan in his household and
eventually becomes much attached to the girl. His renuncia-
tions of priesthood weigh sadly upon him. In the past he has
incurred the hatred of a man in his congregation by declining

to marry him to a woman of different faith. This fellow learns

of a golden crucifix that the priest has given the orphan. He
slanders the priest and succeeds in alienating the confidence of

his congregation. The girl, meantime, has fallen in love with
another and tl^p priest is required to officiate at their wedding.

DOUBLE SUICIDE.
By Ludvig Anzengruber.

Two lovers are deprived of courtship on account of the
enmity of their fathers. They write a letter announcing their

intention of a double suicide. The fathers immediately insti-

tute a search for their children and in their mutual grief forget
their past hatred. The youngsters are finally discovered in the
mountains, billing and cooing to their hearts' content. A re-

conciliation is effected.

STAINED HONOR.
By Ludvig Anzengruber.

A servant marries a rich peasant. Her former employer
finds her jewelry missing and has the girl imprisoned. It is

later discovered that the valuables had merely been misplaced
but out of shame the woman remains silent. The servant is

released from prison but upon being charged with theft by her
young husband she resolves to commit suicide. The woman
has confessed her error on her death bed and the husband
learns of it just in time to avert the catastrophe.

THE ACHARIANS.
By Aristophanes.

An Athenian citizen who is enraged at the continued war
with Sparta buys his individual peace from the enemy.
Theatrical training obtained from Euripides aids him in quiet-

ing the protests of his countrymen. He builds an enclosure

around his home where he opens a free market for friend and
foe alike. Here feasting and revelling mock the lamentations

of war and the Play ends with this contrast carried to the

highest point.
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LYSISTR ATA.
By Aristophanes.

The women of Athens combine against the men denying all

domestic intercourse. Under the guidance of their chieftain,

"Lysistrata," they take possession of the fortifications. Most
ridiculous situations result from the plight to which the hus-
bands are reduced by this enforced separation. Peace is finally

concluded through ambassadors from the belligerent parties

under the direction of the diplomatic "Lysistrata."

ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE.
By Paul Armstrong.

Through the influence of a girl he has protected from insult

and who falls in love with him, a safe-breaker is pardoned
from prison and made assistant-cashier of a bank. Here he is

sought on an old crime by a detective, whom he completely
deludes, when a sister accidentally is locked in a safe. The de-

tective discovers him opening the safe, but lets him go because
of his heroism and the girl's love.

THE DEEP PURPLE.
By Paul Armstrong.

A crook decoys an innocent girl under promise of marriage,
and induces her to lure a wealthy man to a deserted apart-

ment, into which he bursts in the role of the injured husband.
Convinced of the girl's innocense the man rescues the girl and
weds her. The crook is killed by an old enemy.

B
DAMON AND PYTHIAS.

By John Banim.

A man, condemned to death by a tyrant, obtains leave to

bid his wife farewell on the condition that his friend becomes
his hostage. The man is delayed and his friend is about to be
killed in his place. At the crucial moment he arrives. Moved
by this loyalty the tyrant pardons the condemned man.

THE ADMIRABLE CRICHTON.
By J. M. Barrie.

A family of the nobility is stranded on an island where self-

preservation becomes the paramount issue. In this emergency
their servant proves the only practical mind. He organizes the

new colony assigning such elementary duties as each can per-

form. As the directing genius he gradually evolves from ser-

vant to master. The family waits on him hand and foot and
the daughter eventually accepts his proposal of marriage with
due humility, A ship rescues the party and they return to civi-

lisation and to their respective ranks of social position.
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ALICE SIT BY THE FIRE.

By J. M. Barrie.

A girl's susceptive imagination has been unduly fed on
melodramatic nonsense in her mother's absence. She over-
hears an appointment made by her mother and jumps at the

conclusion it is a lascivious romance. The child repairs to the

supposed lover's rooms inspired by the heroic thought of re-

claiming her wayward parent. The mother is horrified at find-

ing her daughter concealed in a bachelor's apartment. Each
thinks the other hopelessly compromised. The poor mother's
anxiety is finally relieved by the child's attitude of dramatic
rescue.

BRIDES OF ARROGONIA.
By Michel Beer.

A King decrees that of his two daughters, the one selected

by a prince shall become ruler. The first daughter whom the

prince loves has been pledged, by her Mother's vow, to enter

a convent. The second daughter, jealous of the prince at-

tempts to dispose of her sister. The latter outwits her by com-
mitting suicide. The prince now kills himself for grief and the

second daughter takes poison. The surviving Queen sees the

havoc caused by her vow.

STRUENSEE
By Michel Beer

A prime minister of Denmark seeks to spread enlighten-

ment in his kingdom. The Queen, a former English princess,

favors his ambition. Jealous members of the royal family pro-

cure his arrest and persuade the Queen to acknowledge his

love for her under the false pretense that this fact will liberate

the man she really admires. This seals his fate and he is con-

demned to death.

THE PARIAH.
By Michel Beer

A widow who is to be burned according to Indian custom
is rescued by an outlaw, whom she marries. An Indian who
becomes infatuated with her, would kill the outlaw but she

prevents. The Indian learns of her illegal rescue, discovers

that she is his own sister and resolves to have them both exe-

cuted. They take poison. Touched by their behaviour, the

brother promises to care for their child.
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THE LILY.
By David Belasco.

A woman of the upper classes has wasted youth, love, and
happiness because of her father's class prejudice. When she
beholds her younger sister about to be sacrificed in the same
fashion she solemnly protests. In a fierce outburst of passion
she turns upon her father and demands for her sister the privi-

lege of love as a birthright.

THE RETURN OF PETER GRIMM.
By David Belasco.

A man betroths his ward to his nephew in order to perpetu-

ate the family name. After death he learns of the young man's
dissolute character from inhabitants of the spirit world and re-

turns to right the wrong committed. In pathetic helplessness
his suffering spirit strives to communicate this fact to his

ward. He finally succeeds in apprising her of his mistake
through the medium of a child—the illicit offspring of his

nephew. The ward is governed by his supernatural message
and is united to the man she loves.

ARTICLE 47.
By Adolphe Belot

An imperceptible mulatto is loved by a white man and at-

tempts to leave him when her negro blood is in danger of de-

tection. Crazed by jealousy he shoots her and is imprisoned
for five years. According to Article 47 he remains under po-
lice surveillance. He escapes, assumes another name and mar-
ries happily. The mulatto has searched for him in vain. She
finally discovers him and divulges his past, but the wife's love

conquers. The negress goes hopelessly insane.

A COMEDY
By Jules Roderich Benedir

A bachelor inherits a fortune and seeks the hand of his

landlady's daughter. She hesitates and he ventures to propose
to a second girl who also postpones an answer, for she loves

some one else. He engages himself to the first when he sud-

denly discovers a third girl whom he really loves. All three

girls celebrate their betrothal to him. Love claims the other

two and he is left to his third and best choice.

CINDERELLA
By Jules Roderich Benedir

A child, deserted in a boarding school, has been reared as a

servant. She meets a count incog, who falls in love with her.

Later she is compelled to run away and in an exhausted condi-

tion is brought to the count's castle where she is discovered
to be his uncle's natural daughter. The count is convinced
that she loves him for himself alone and they are betrothed.
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SAMSON.

By Henri Bernstein.

A dock laborer of rare mental vigor makes a large fortune

in stocks and weds a society beauty. A man tries to win her
affections and the husband engages in a financial battle to de-

feat him. By clever stock manipulations he ruins his rival

even though he wrecks his own fortune in the attempt.

ISRAEL.
By Henri Bernstein.

A young aristocrat insults a dignified old Jewish banker
wishing to involve him in a duel. The Jew applies to the

youth's mother who in turn beseeches her son not to press the

quarrel. In a gruelling cross-examination the boy follows up
the motive of this strange request until at last he wrings from
her the confession that the banker is his illegitimate father.

Despite the latter's attempt to reconcile him to his fate the boy
commite suicide.

ZAZA.
By Berton.

An actress falls in love with a man and lives happily with
him until he tires of her. She hears that he is married and con-

firms this fact by a visit to his family. She pretends that she

has exposed his infidelity. He condemns her. Later they
meet. She has risen to great fame and he is free to marry her.

She still loves him but has been too cruelly deceived and bids

him adieu.

MADAME X
By Alexander Bisson

A drug-drenched woman murders her paramour to avoid
his revealing her identity to her son. An advocate is appointed
to defend her. Upon announcement of his name the woman
shrieks. She realizes it is her son. He believes his mother
dead. He makes an eloquent plea for the life of his client in-

terpreting her obstinate silence as a desire to shelter some in-

nocent person whom she loves—a son, perhaps. Only the

woman and audience know the truth. She is acquitted. She
dies in the arms of her advocate acknowledging her maternal
relation to him.

A GAUNTLET
By Bjomson

A girl reared in innocence, is betrothed to a man of the

world. Each fancies that no predecessor has won the other's

affection. When she learns of a compromising intrigue in her
lover's past she hurls her glove in his face and breaks the en-

gagement. She learns that she has been living in a fool's para
dise. The man does penance and the girl gives him a vague
hope of future reconciliation.

ate
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BEYOND THEIR STRENGTH

By Bjomson
A faith healing clergyman lives in an overstrained ecstacy

and forces his wife to the same high nervous tension. She is

finally stricken with paralysis. The priest determines to heal
her by fervid prayer. A tremendous avalanche sweeps down
the mountain but divides at the parsonage. The two are un-
harmed. It is a miracle ! The wife now rises ! She falls upon
her husband's neck amid great rejoicings ! She is dead ! Over-
whelmed by the shock the clergyman falls dead at her side.

LABOREMUS.
By Bjomson.

A poor composer is captivated by a girl who marries a rich

widower. After marriage her sensuality leads to an illicit rela-

tion with the composer. Her step-daughter intercepts them
and the harlot is unmasked.

THE KING.
By Bjomson

A young, liberal minded king condemns the sham and
pomp of his position. He marries the daughter of a prisoner

who earnestly aids in his mission of royal regeneration. His
subjects are scandalized at this union with their own sort. The
bride dies as a result of fanatic hatred and a father's curse.

The king commits suicide realizing the futility of his efforts to

establish a democratic monarchy.

HE NEWLY-WEDS.
By Bjornson

A young lawyer marries the spoiled daughter of a wealthy

official. Exasperated by her obstinate immaturity he removes
her from the pampered influence of her parents. Her eyes are

opened by an anonymous novel reflecting the dangers ahead.

The book is written by one of her friends who also awakens
her jealousy. Womanhood finally asserts itself* in the wife and
a reconciliation follows.

TO-DAY AND YESTERDAY.
By Oscar Blumenthal.

A woman marries a widower whom she does not love. She

becomes easy prey for a seducer and afterwards falls honestly

in love with her husband. The seducer meantime reforms and
asks for the hand of her step-daughter. To prevent the match
the woman divulges their past but only succeeds in winning

the girl's contempt. Unable to confess the burden on her soul

to her husband who is now seized with heart failure, she takes

poison.

\>
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SAUCE FOR THE GOOSE.

By Geraldine Bonner.

A wife is piqued at her husband's flirtations with a suffra-

gette and takes dinner with an old admirer to arouse retxim-
jealousy. The husband intercepts the tete-a-tete and is ready
to kill his rival when the wife confesses to her little scheme to
taunt him.

V COLLEEN BAWN.
By Dion Boucicault.

A young man is secretly married to the girl he loves. He
is in debt and the only way to avoid embarrassment is to

marry an heiress. His servemt, wishing to assist his master,
tries to drown the wife. The husband is accused of murder
when the wife appears to save him.

LONDON ASSURANCE.
By Dion Boucicault.

A young man, facing imprisonment for debt, falls in love

with a girl to whom his father is engaged. A brazen young
scapegrace entraps the father into such a ridiculous predica-
ment, that he is obliged to pay his son's debts and let him
marry the young woman.

A VISIT.
By Edward Brandes.

A girl is the victim of a libertine. She afterwards marries

a socialist who in reality is a sensualist. The seducer turns up
and insults her in her husband's home. This leads to her hus-
band's discovery of the past and he is about to cast her off

when his admiration leads him to interpret her behavior as

consistent with his socialistic theories.

BOUGHT AND PAID FOR.
By George Broadhurst.

A financier marries a telephone girl and supports her

worthless brother-in-law. The girl leaves her husband after a

brutal assault, virtually constituting a rape. In order to re-

gain his position the brother-in-law tricks the pair into a re-

conciliation.

THE LADY OF LYONS.
By Bulwer-Lytton.

A farmer's son falls in love with an heiress who repels his'

advances. Other rejected suitors conspire to disguise him as

an Italian prince to revenge themselves on the girl. He mar-
ries her and takes her to the farm house of his Mother where
he confesses. In spite of her broken pride she loves him, but^
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her parents insist on separation. The boy enlists to atone for

his deception. He distinguishes himself in battle and acquires
a fortune. In the meantime the bride's parents have become
impoverished and to save them she is about to marry a former
suitor whom she abhors. Her husband returns in time to save
her this fate.

RICHELIEU.
By Bulwer-Lytton.

A Cardinal has condemned to death a young daredevil yrho
is in love with his ward. By aiding to put down a conspiracy
which threatens the Cardinal's life the youth earns his pardon
and the hand of the girl.

HE CAVE MAN.
By Gelett Burgess.

A lady of quality undertakes to polish an uncouth coal-

heaver. She introduces the transformed ruffian to an ambi-
tious debutante who falls in love with him. But the ex-coal-

heaver aspires to the hand of his lady champion and she finally

awakens to the real man she has developed in him.

Plots by authors of the letter C, begin in the
October, 1912, issue.
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DRAMA
VlayWriting

Are you satisfied with the progress you are making as a
pla5rwright? Are you content to spend the best years of your
life in an effort to master dramatic composition ? Are you con-

tent to continue in the bitter and gruelling school of experience

of the "try, try again"—^hit or miss theory? Or are you willing

to take a short cut to the mastery of your Art?

The majority of Authors who arrive on the Metropolitan
stage bring with them the history of fifteen to twenty years'

hard struggle with the mysteries of the Craft. This has been
the case with Fitch, Thomas, Pinero, Shaw and Walter. It is

this long period of helpless preparation that the Institute of

the Drama is designed to avert.

Let us tell you of the invaluable service the Institute ren-

ders the aspiring Playwright—^how we help develop the abili-

ties and possibilities of the young Dramatist—how we perfect

a play into scientific and saleable form—and how you may add
to your fund of practical information, knowledge that you can
apply to the very play you are building—knowledge that will

place you years in advance of your normal development as a
Dramatist.

USE THIS COUPON
(Cut out and Mail.)

Institute of the Drama,
Easton, Penna.

Gentlemen

:

Kindly send me your prospectus of Correspondence in Sci-

entific Playwriting and Collaboration.

Name

Street

City

State

(Please write Plainly.)
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Amateur Plat; Censors

A great deal of good is not done by the professional play-

goer who strives to build business for better drama. Undoubt-

edly the public is the best judge of a play. The private is not.

Collectively we feel. Individually we think. The play that

impresses a man's conscious mind is not the play for the multi-

tude. The layman who witnesses a drama with the avowed

purpose of judging its moral influence instantly disqualies him-

self as a member of a theatre audience. Receiving his impres-

sions by way of the intellect he is by no means able to pass

upon its emotional attributes. He judges the play by its intel-

lectucd stimulus. And this is no measure of dramaturgic

worth. A play is designed for the collective sub-consciousness

of a crowd. Only experts capable of estimating its effects upon

this composite faculty are eligible as censors of plays.

How many are equipped for this service?
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READY MONEY.

A Comedy of Counterfeit Credit.

From its title down to the last detail of construction this

Play is a masterpiece of American craftsmanship. And this

excellence makes its London success possible although it is

more closely calculated to meet the demands of an American
audience. It combines the confidence—criminology—regene-

ration motifs of "The Fortune Hunter," "Get Rich Quick
Wallingford," "Officer 666," and "Alias Jimmy Valentine."

Mr. James Montgomery has well nigh forestalled criticizm

in this new farce, he clings so closely to the principles of play

construction and knits his Plot with such a fine stitch that

there is little opportunity to pick flaws in his fabric.

His one real mistake is the Conclusion. The detectives are

too ready to accept counterfeit currency. There is no adequate
test of its validity. But the audience forgives this little lapse

of logic out of gratitude for the full meal they have already
relished. A great deal of proof would be necessary to convince
the audience that this subtle sleuth, so shrewd, visually, aban-
dons his cleverness at a few final words put in his mouth bj
the author.

The better Conclusion is probably not in the detective's de-

ception but rather the adroit maneuvers of the hero himself.

If by some manipulation of the package containing the money
it is seen that the rezd currency is suddenly substituted, it

would advance the hero's good graces and lend appetite to the
Plot

But all good plays offer examples of "what might have
been." There is a situation in "Ready Money" where the
counterfeiter mails to himself a fresh coinage from his own
"mint" to prevent same being seized as incriminating evidence.

It is the crook's intention to have the government retain his

bogus money because there is insufficient postage for delivery.

The audience builds on this episode and fully expects a situa-

tion to arise where the postman will appear with the package
subject to the postage due.

But the situation never comes. Think what a neglected
opportunity! Suppose the same clever playwright created
something like this : The crook is pursued by the secret service

agent. The fatal letter bearing the tell tale testimony arrives.

The sleuth is on the lookout and recognizes the envelope.
There is 2C due. The crook feigns bankruptcy. The sleuth
will willingly advance this insignificant sum. The postman
cannot accept it from other than the one addressed I The ad-
dressee rejects the proffered loan. The little packet reposes
securely in Uncle Sam's safe till government red tape will re-

lease it. This would fulfil our Plot expectations and our cre-

dulity is not challenged.
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All of which would be wasted energy were it not the

avowed purpose of the author to throw our sympathies all with

tfie crook. And why should he do this? Simply to remind us
that the counterfeiter's art is real skill gone wrong. It en-

larges our concept of a common brotherhood and makes us
truly love our enemy. It reveals the narrow gulf between per-

versity and perfection and stirs our enthusiasm for the re-

demption of the criminal class. We feel he has an intrinsic

value to society, this culprit. He commands our admiration.

A conservation of humanity demands that his energies be di-

verted to a right and proper course of action. This is the valid

theme of the play.

And why find fault. It's good enough.

THE ATTACK.
A Play with Misplaced Climax.

One of the first duties of an analyst is to assail the false

charge that many critics lodged against this play, namely:
that audiences have little sympathy with a young woman who
proposes marriage to a mature man. This could be the
case if the author had not made good in his dramatization of

their mutual affection. But this is his purpose and intent. The
match is thoroughly reconciled by competent Scene building,

so that all comment to the contrary is mere critical after-

thought. In the spell that the pla5nvright weaves about us
there is no occasion to scoff at the mere disparity of ages. It is

established by the very best craftsmanship in the entire play.

The real frailties of "The Attack" are structural, not senti-

mental. The first is insufficient inference from the start that

the hero is guilty of the crime he strives to conceal. The sec-

ond is a failure to dramatize into the play the hero's discovery
of his friend's duplicity. The third is a premature climax com-
prising the hero's confession of guilt to his betrothed. The
fourth is the mistaken judgment that a theft committed thirty

years ago will disenchant a young girl who utterly adores the
quondam culprit.

Problem.

1. A man's past crime is being exposed.
2. His betrothed wife hears his confession.

3. He secures a verdict of innocence.

It will be seen that the third clause of this syllogism has
HO deductive relation to the first and second premises. It can-
not rightly be termed a Conclusion. The Cause or second
premise of this Problem should be the girl's stubborn belief in
the hero's probity. His confession coming in the second Act
curtails the Conflict and leaves nothing in solution for Act III.
The inherent Problem of this material is

:
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Problem.

1. A man's early crime is being made public.

2. His betrothed stubbornly maintains his innocence.

3. He secures legal vindication and then confesses.

It will be noted that the first Condition in either Problem is

the fact that the man is guilty. The audience should be given

this essential circumstance early in Act I no matter how
adroitly it is maneuvered. Our strong suspicion, at least, is

necessary to the generation of suspense. Bernstein has pur-

sued the fiction method and produced surprise rather than sus-

pense. The same error is made in the disclosure of his friend's

treachery. We see and believe quite the contrary of this indi-

vidual in the first act. Without prior knowledge of his dupli-

city how can we possibly thrill with expectation? Surprise is

again substituted and its effect limited to the brief moment of

the unexpected issue. The expected and not the unexpected is

the chief source of drama in an audience. When will drama-
tists learn that the unexpected is an asset only for one set of

characters in the Conflict

!

The fact that a man had misappropriated, under adverse
circumstances thirty years ago woidd not warrant the disen-

chantment of his young bride. And when we add to this the
fact that he has erased the stigma of this one false step by
financial restitution and a life of useful effort there is little oc-

casion for an extended recitation of the circumstance. Only
the superior artistry of an actor like John Mason conceals the
fact that this long speech is spurious jargon. It is a feat of

elocution that would be as effective out of the play as in it.

As a whole the play is not the technical equivalent of "The
Thief" though it surpasses "Sampson." The opening Scene is

as faltering as the first Act of "Israel." But "The Attack"
ranks first as a love theme. It is Bernstein's best work with
the second law of nature—^love of the sexes.

THE CASE OF BECKY.
Illusion by Gewgaws and Whirligigs.

Without doubt Becky is the biggest character novelty of

the new season. The Conflict that surrounds her is indeed an
uncommon clash of forces. For a girl to be haunted by the

evil influence of a mesmerist is a novel circumstance. For this

charlatan's power to visibly shrivel up before the superior

skill of a psychic expert is quite the acme of melodramatic
satisfaction.

It is only by the most audacious contrivance that Mr. Be-
lasco sustains this fiction. He is compelled to resort to the

last limit of acting, whirling mirrors, dazzling lights and a Sis
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Hopkins disguise. With these implements he conceals the

flimsy nature of the piece and hypnotizes his audience by the

same device that is supposed to subjugate the villain.

We do not for a moment accept the dual personality of

Becky. The source of her malady is not dramatized. In the

absence of obvious cause for this multiple nature we charge
it to the author's caprice. We are not let into the secret. She
ties a ribbon in her hair and reason lapses. Long after we wit-

ness these arbitrary aberrations the theory is rumored that a
prenatal condition caused them—the criminal hypnotism of

her mother.
This deferred information is a vital defect in construction.

It is the illogical order of effect before cause. Of course, the

expert should be in ignorance. But the audience must be al-

lowed to divine the truth. Our interest can only be quickened
when expectations are vividly aroused. Dismay is for the pro-

tagonist, not the spectator. Let us first see the evil influence

in control of our heroine and we will then believe in her dual
personality. To show the malady first and the cause of it af-

terward simply robs the audience of its rightful suspense.
The best built Scene in this play is the scientist's triumph

over the quack, forcing him to reveal the history of his crimes
against Becky and her mother. Here we have all the requisite

preliminaries save the fact that the expert is the father of

Becky. For want of this knowledge we must be content with
a moment's astonishment in place of the long term of expecta-
tion that belongs to us. But the mesmeric battle is prepared
for. We know the power of the appliances and we see the
helpless state our quack is in as a result of gluttony. Even the
grotesque appearance of this Hyde-Svengali caricature does
not counteract the dominion of superlative stagecraft. We be-
lieve in this phantom for we SEE his plight and KNOW the
preliminaries.

Mr. Edward Locke, the author, is to be congratulated. He
has followed his first success with a duplicate. His new play
is better than "The Climax" though his worthy producer may
be partly to blame for it. Even so, he is twice blessed. For
the opportunity to work with so skillful a collaborator is a
sublime benefaction.

Problem.
1. A girl's mind is impaired by prenatal hypnosis.
2. The power of her mesmeric master is crippled.

3. Her normal mentality returns.

THE NE'ER-DO-WELL.
The Prostitution of a Playwright's Province.

If repeated failure to make plays out of popular novels
works no other benefit it is destined to someday convince
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managers that this is a prostitution of the pla5rwright's prov-
ince. Shakespeare, himself, was unable to take the readymade
fable and preserve a dramatic perspective of the whole while
converting it into stage form. Mr. Klein has only put himself
in a class with the immortal bard in this failure to do the im-
possible. The two forms of literature are too dissimilar to per-

mit literal transposition. The exception does not prove the
rule. The book that makes a good play is a dramatic docu-
ment to begin with, and therefore less a novel than drama.

For three Acts, in five set-scenes "The Ne'er-Do-Well"
tells a groveling tale of a debauched inebriate's love for the

wife of an insanely jealous Panamaian. For reasons not vis-

ualized in the stage version, this drunken husband makes a
public presentation of his wife to tlie Ne'er-do-well and after

regretting his rashness, shoots himself. The fourth Act takes

up a new Conflict of highly improbable scope concerning the

father's fairy-tale attempt to rescue the boy who at some sea-

son between Acts is falsely charged with the murder. The wi-
dow and the youth are united to no purpose, unless to beget
offspring as spineless as themselves.

Mr. Charles Klein argued in defense of "Maggie Pepper"
that the audience craved crude melodramatic slush. It was
doubtless with this momentary theory in mind that he tackled

the Rex Beach novel. Eugene Walter had to pass through a
like disillusioning before resuming the legitimate field of sub-
consciously logical Conflict. If this flabby experiment will re-

claim Mr. Klein we will all be rewarded for our suffering.

JOURNALIST A PLAYWRIGHT.
Editor of the "Dramatic Mirror."

Frederick F. Schrader, managing editor of the "Dramatic
Mirror," is one of the few dramatic critics who has made good
with his pen on the other side of the curtain. He can point

with pride to a long list of his own plays that have reached
production including "The Modem Lady Godiva", played by
Amelia Bingham, "Baron Trenck," produced both in London
and New York, "Corsica," a lyric drama, translated into sev-

eral languages, and "Love Laughs at Locksmiths."
We call attention to this fact because it will be of interest

to all dramatists and because it will be the means of making
"The Mirror" of more specific interest to them. Mr. Schra-
der's sympathies are with the young playwright and his jour-

nal will be their staunch support and counsel. Already, we
see a decided trend toward stricter technic in the critical policy
of this paper. Mr. Schrader is a firm believer in technic. His
criticizms are constructive by way of the intelligent destruc-
tive. His editorials are stimulating by virtue of their sincerity

and breadth of view and we cheerfully recommend his writings
to all students of the Drama.
2go
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The fderry, fderry Cuc%oo

A Play in One Act
by

Jeannette Marks

London Prize Winner for the Best Welsh Play.

PERSONS OF THE PLAY.
ANNIE, the wife of David.
DAVID.
LOWRY PRICHARD) ^ . ,

,

GUTO PRICHARD (
*^° neighbors.

MORRIS, a young minister.

(A garden. Cottage at back running from right to centre.

A group of three windows in the shape of a bay, showing a bed
inside and an old man lying on it. A door leads into cottage.

A gate in fence on the right side leads to the road and village

beyond. All of the left side of stage a garden and orchard,

with a path through it to a gate in wall at back, garden wall to

left, at back over it village chapel from which the church music
comes.

A thatched cottage with whitewashed walls. Ivy is grow-
ing about the doorway, and hanging from the thatch above the

door; fuchia bushes on either side of door; trees to the left in

garden, including holly and yew; green grass; mountains be-

yond cottage and garden and chapel. In the foreground to

right by cottage door is a washtub.
It is about six o'clock the first Monday in April. Towards

end of act the sun sets.

At rise of curtain windows of the cottage closed, and An-
nie, old, very plump, with sparse gray hair escaping from under
her white cap and damp on her forehead from work, and wear-
ing a short skirt, apron, fichu over her shoulders, clogs on her
feet, is washing. Church music off left continues a minute
after rise of curtain, David calls out. Annie leaves the tub
and hurries to the windows to open them from the outside.

David, a very old man, with white hair, eUid thin face, is seen
lying in bed).

DAVID.—(calling) Annie, Annie

!

ANNIE.—(opening windows) Aye, lad dear, I was listenin'

for ye ; yiss, an' expectin' ye to call.

DAVID.—(sleepily) I was dreamin' an'—dear, dear, what
a dream ! It seemed like fifty years ago when we were married
an', you remember, we stood out there in the garden that first

night. Are there any violets bloomin' yet?
ANNIE.—Not yet, Davy lad.
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DAVID.—An' the marsh marigolds?
ANNIE.—I'm thinkin' they're sure to be out.

DAVID.—An' that same night, Annie, do ye remember we
heard the cuckoo singin'?

ANNIE.—Aye, lad darlin', an' a cuckoo singin' to us every
spring since then, fifty years ago. (Annie takes a tumbler
from the sill and gives him a spoonful of medicine.) Teike

this, dear ; there, 't will be makin' ye better.

DAVID.—(taking medicine) An' well?
ANNIE.—Yiss, yiss, better.

DAVID.—But the cuckoo, will the cuckoo be singin' soon?
ANNIE.—(words inconclusive) Lad dear, no more or ye'U

be havin' an attack an'—Dear people, chapel is out an' I hear
them on the road

!

DAVID.—(plaintively) The Monday meetin'? Why have
ye not been?

ANNIE.—Work is keepin' me home, lad.

DAVID.—But, Annie, ye've not said a word of the cuckoo.
ANNIE.—(sending her voice up as cheerfully as she can)

Aye, the cuckoo ;
yiss, the cuckoo

—

DAVID.—(clasping and unclasping his hands). Has it

come? Did ye hear it?

ANNIE.—(gulping) David dear, if ye'd but listen to what
I was a-goin' to say. I was a-goin' to say that I've not heard
the cuckoo yet, but that everythin's over early this spring in

Wales an' I'm expectin' to hear one any time now. 'Tis so

warm there might be one singin' at dusk today—there might
be!

DAVID.—(brightening) Might there be, Annie?

ANNIE.—(smoothing his head with her hand) Aye, lad.

Hush, lad, they're still singin' in the chapel.

(She stands there with one hand resting on his forehead,

listening to the singing of Penlan, a hymn by David Jenkins.
When the music stops she moves away).

DAVID.—'Tis over early, an', Annie

—

ANNIE.—Davy dear, be still! Pastor Morris says—Tut,
tut, I'll close the window, for there comes that Lowry
Prichard and her man.

(Annie closes windows hastily and goes back to her wash-
ing. Enter from right Lowry and her husband Guto, coming
from the Monday prayer meeting, and carrying h5minals.

Lowry dressed in Welsh costume, clogs, short full skirt,

striped apron, white sleeves from elbow to wrist, tight bodice,

shawl over her shoulders, white cap and tall Welsh beaver hat.

Guto, Welsh beaver hat on like his wife's, striped vest, brass
buttons on lapels of black cloth coat, long, somewhat tight

trousers. At sight of washtub and Annie busy over it, Lowry
and Guto make gestures of shocked dismay to each other)

.
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LOWRY.—Good evenin*, Annie Dalben.

ANNIE.—(wiping her wet hand on her apron) Good
evenin', Lowry Prichard an* to you, Guto.

GUTO.—Good evenin', mum.
LOWRY.—How is your man?
ANNIE.—He's no better.

LOWRY.—Is he worse?

ANNIE.—Nay.
LOWRY.—We missed ye, Annie Dalben.

GUTO.—Aye, we did. Why were ye not at meetin'?

ANNIE.—I've my man to mind these days.

LOWRY.—(triumphantly) But ye said he was no worse,

ye did.

ANNIE.—Aye, I did, but I cannot leave him alone.

GUTO.—But ye're neglectin' chapel an' forgettin' the

Lord, Annie Dalben. Ye'U go quite on the downfall, like this.

LOWRY.—Aye, ye've not been to meetin's, an' 't is bad
when he's dyin' for ye to forget your Lord. Is he in there?

ANNIE.—(moving protectingly nearer the closed win-
dows). Yiss.

LOWRY.—Why were ye washin'?
ANNIE.—Ye've no cause to ask that—ye know. Ex-

cept I did the washin* what would there be for me to care for

David with—now that he needs me?
GUTO.—Yiss, but ye could do it on some other day.
ANNIE.—Nay, for the ladies are waitin' now for what

they've given me to do—an' they so kind.

LOWRY.—I see Pastor Morris comin' in.

ANNIE.—Aye, he's comin' every day an' some days bring-
in' me the food from his own table for my man.

(Enter Pastor Morris, young, earnest and rather severe be-

cause of his youth).
LOWRY.—(the inquisitional look on her face deepening

and her voice growing more shrill, pointing to Annie). Ye
see, sir, what Annie Dalben's been doin' while we were in

meetin'. She's needin' a sermon, aye, that she is.

GUTO.—She's goin' quite on the downfall, sir.

ANNIE.—Lowry Prichard, ye've no cause to speak so
about me. When was I ever absent when my man was well?
But now, sir, (turning to Morris), as ye know, he's ill an'

needin' me an' all the s'illin's I can earn. I cannot go away
from him.

LOWRY.—(speaking to Pastor Morris) She's needin*
your advice, sir. 'T is that she is needin' whatever. Warn her
well.

GUTO.—Yiss, an' rebuke her.
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LOWRY. Ye're young, sir, but ye're the instrument of

the Lord whatever. 'T is your duty to bring her back to her
conscience.

GUTO.—Amen.
(Lowry and Guto go off very self-righteous and looking

triumphantly at Annie who, quiet, her face pale and weary,
turns to her washing and rubs and rinses diligently while the
minister is talking).

MORRIS.—(gently) I've been troubled, for I knew that

it would come to this, Annie. I should have spoken with you
before about going to chapel. Someone could be found to stay
with David while you were at meeting. You have not been to

chapel for a month, Annie.

ANNIE.—(continuing her work but in her voice the atti-

tude of the older woman towards the young man) Ye're very
kind, sir, to take the interest but I'm thinkin' ye cannot under-
stand. There's been no occasion, sir, for ye to understand
through what I'm goin' these days. (She rubs her sleeve

across her tear-filled eyes and continues washing sturdily).

MORRIS.—Aye but, Annie, what is David thinking?
Does he want you to stay away from the meetings where you
have always been together?

ANNIE.—Nay, sir.

MORRIS.—Has he spoken of your staying away?
ANNIE.—(reluctantly) Aye, sir, he asked this evenin'

why I was not in meetin'.

MORRIS.—(reflectively) He did. Well, I am thinking
that—

ANNIE.—(dropping her work and speaking as if worried)
Nay, sir, I've no cause to excuse myself to ye—ye're naught
but a lad. 'T is past your knowledge how my man is every-
thin' to me—everythin', he is. He's been such a husband
no one but myself can know, thinkin' of me all the time, livinl

for me, as gentle an' tender to me as if I had been a child an*]

now, sir, he's ill—he may be dyin' an' I can think of nothii

but doin' everythin' for

—

(David taps on window and Annie turns to open it).

Aye, lad dear. 'T is the Pastor comin' to see ye again.

DAVID.—(smiling and holding out one weak old hand)'

Good evenin', sir, such a grand day, with spring everywhere..
We've been expectin' the cuckoo, sir,—the wife and I. Have]
ye heard the cuckoo yet, Annie?

MORRIS.—(starting to speak)
^ 'T will be a fortnight be-

ANNIE.—(interrupting hurriedly) Nay, lad dear, I've

been busy but I'm thinkin' I'm likely to hear it now any m<
ment—aye, any moment.

MORRIS.—But, Annie, the cuckoo doesn't—
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ANNIE.—Tut, sir, I could almost promise the cuckoo

would be singin' at sundown whatever—aye, indeed, lad dar-
lin'. Now, I'll—

DAVID.—(interrupting) Annie, ye mind that baby cuckoo
we saw the skylark a-feedin' that first spring in Blaen Cwm?
It all comes back so clear now an' clearer every moment. I'd
not once thought of it, sir, since then.

MORRIS.—But, David, the—
ANNIE.—(speaking to David and closing the windows)

Lie down, lad darlin', an' be quiet. I'll call ye, if the cuckoo
sings.

(In the distance the choir can be heard practising Cariad,
a revival hymn, in the chapel. Continues until Annie is alone
and talking to herself.)

MORRIS.—(severely) But, Annie, ye know the cuckoo
will not sing at least for another fortnight. It is mid-April be-

fore the cuckoo sings.

ANNIE.—(wearily) Aye, sir.

MORRIS.—Why did you say that to David?
ANNIE.—He's achin*, sir, to hear the cuckoo sing an' I'm

wantin' to comfort him,
MORRIS.—But, Annie, it is a lie to say what you did to

him.
ANNIE.—(vigorously). Aye, sir, but I'm not carin' what-

ever.

MORRIS.—(severely) Not caring about telling a lie?

ANNIE.—Nay, sir, I'm not carin' about anythin' but
makin' him happy

—

MORRIS.—(rebukingly) Annie

!

(Annie continues washing and does not reply.)

MORRIS.—(again) Annie! Well indeed, Annie, if there

is nothing I can do for you and you will not listen to me, I

must be going to choir practise. I promised to be there this

evening.

ANNIE.—(without turning from the tub). Aye, sir.

(Pastor Morris off through garden path to choir practice.

Goes to left.

Annie continues washing until he is well out of sight. She
stands up straight and looks about the garden).

ANNIE.—He's wantin' to hear the cuckoo more nor any-
thin' else, dear, dear ! Everywhere 't is green now an' the lilies

will be here before long—but, lad, lad, the cuckoo, will it come?
(She goes to left into garden, the wet clothes in a basket

under her arm, and stands there looking about).
'T was over there it laid its eggs in the robin's nest this

year ago in May—aye, an' one poor little bird pushed the other
out an' ye picked it up, lad dear, an' were so tender with it.

An' they're not wantin' ye, Davy, my old lad darlin', to think
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the cuckoo will be singin' soon. Dear God, is there to be no
cuckoo singin' for the lad again? Just once more, dear God,
to sing to him and comfort him? Ah! just the one song? No
cuckoo? Aye, there will be a cuckoo singin', there shall be a
cuckoo singin'

!

(She looks towards the closed windows behind which Da-
vid lies, and puts down her basket of clothes).

He's asleep! Hush, I'll be the cuckoo! He'll wake an'

think the spring has really come. Here by this tree. They're
in the chapel an' they'll never know.

(Throughout this scene, until Lowry speaks, a cuckoo
song is being played very softly. And it is into a few notes of

this, several times repeated, that Annie swings when she act-

ually sings her cuckoo song. She opens her mouth to begin, a
look of appealing misery on her face).

'T was somethin' like this: coo-o. Coo-o-o! Tut, that

sounds like a hen. I know, it goes over an' over again, sing-

song, sing-song, like this : cu-cu, cu-cu. Aye, that's better.

(She rocks herself backwards and forwards practising it

and repeating "cu-cu, cu-cu

.

'T is growin' better, but, lad, lad, I'm plannin' to deceive ye
whatever

!

(Brushes tears away impatiently and begins song again).

Cucu-cu, cucu-cu, cucucu-cu, cu! Aye, that's fair; aye, 't

is fine ! He'll not know me from a real cuckoo. I'll try it loud
now, for ye've no long, dearie.

(She holds eagerly onto tree beside her, so lost in the
cuckoo music that she is not aware of heads popping up be-

hind the garden wall and down again. She draws a long
breath and begins, softly, slowly, the song sounding as if it

came from a distance. She waits a moment—the heads are
well above the wall now in amazement—and then sings more
loudly, making the song sound as if it came from the garden
where she is standing).

DAVID.—(calling) , Annie

!

ANNIE.—(hurrying to open his windows) Aye, lad dear,

I'm comin'.

DAVID.—(ecstatically) Annie, Annie, dear, I heard the
cuckoo singin' ; I was dreamin' again an' all at once I heard the

cuckoo singin' in the garden, loud and clear. It sang three
times ; first, it sounded like somethin' else, 't was so breathless

;

then it sang quiet an' sweet like a cuckoo ; an the third time it

seemed comin' from the old mill wheel.
ANNIE.—But, lad darlin', ye've heard it, an' I'm that glad

Three times; yiss, yiss, 't is a real fine cuckoo. Now ye're

happy, darlin', an' ye'll sleep well upon it.

DAVID.—(disappointedly) Did ye no hear it?

ANNIE.—I'm thinkin' I did an' thinkin' I didn't.
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DAVID.—Where were ye?

ANNIE.—Out in the garden hangin' out the clothes.

DAVID.— (still more disappointedly). An' ye didn't hear
it?

ANNIE.—I'm no certain, darlin' ; I heard somethin'—I did

indeed.

DAVID.—(proudly) 'T was the cuckoo, Annie dear; I'm
hearin' it first every year

; ye must be growin* deaf.

ANNIE.—Yiss, yiss. Now go to sleep an* I'll call ye if I

hear the cuckoo sing.

DAVID.—Will it sing again?

ANNIE.—Aye, darlin', if ye heard it once, *t is sure to sing
again.

DAVID.—I'll be gettin' well, Annie, is it not so?

ANNIE.—(turning away suddenly) Indeed, lad dear, ye'U
be about among the heather 'fore long.

DAVID.—(speaking quietly, almost to himself) To think
the cuckoo's singin'—singin' for me

!

ANNIE.—Aye, aye; now go to sleep.

(He lies back and closes his eyes obediently. Annie, drying
her eyes on her apron, goes to left towards her basket of

clothes. She stands by the tree where she had sung the cuckoo
song for David, unconscious that two people are head and
shoulders above the garden wall looking at her)

.

LOWRY.—(In a loud voice) So ye've come back, Annie
Dalben, to sing the cuckoo again.

GUTO.—Aye, we heard ye singin' the cuckoo.
LOWRY.—Pooh, 't is a pretty cuckoo ye make, an old wo-

man like you, an' a pretty song

!

ANNIE.—Lowry Prichard, have a care!

GUTO.—'T is over early for the cuckoo, is it not?
ANNIE.—Yiss.

GUTO.—An' what are ye singin' in your garden for an*
David dyin'P

(Annie does not reply but stoops to her basket of clothes
and begins to hang them out).

LOWRY.—So ye'll give no answer? Well indeed, maybe
ye'll answer Pastor Morris. Aye, Guto, go fetch the Pastor.

(Guto off to left, through garden gate in garden wall).
LOWRY.—(going towards the windows behind which Da-

vid lies). 'T is a godly song ye've sung, Annie, an' a tale for
the Chapel, eh?

ANNIE.—(following and stepping in front of Lowry) Ye
may go out of this garden an' that this minute

!

LOWRY.—(making her way nearer and nearer the win-
dow) Nay, nay, I'm a-goin' to speak with David an' tell him
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he's a cuckoo for a wife. Tut, ye look fair crazy, Annie, crazy
with wrath. Your hair is all rumpled an' your smock is dirty.

David, bein' a cuckoo is

—

(But the taunt is left unfinished, for at that moment young
Morris comes in hastily, Guto following).

MORRIS.—(authoritatively) Annie! Lowry! Annie, is

this I hear true? Have ye been imitating the cuckoo?

ANNIE.—Aye, sir.

MORRIS.—(turning to Lowry and Guto) Ye may go.

Leave this to me.
(Guto and Lowry go off right, through front gate, staring

in at David as they pass).

MORRIS.—(sternly) So, Annie, ye've been acting the

cuckoo,—acting a lie. With this lie upon you, how will it be
with salvation?

ANNIE.—(hotly) Salvation, sir? I've no mind to your
salvation ; no, nor to heaven's if the Lord makes this singin' a
lie! I'm thinkin' of David as I've thought of him these fifty

years, years before ye were born, sir, an' if a lie will make him
happy when he's dyin', then I'm willin' to lie, an' do it every
minute of the day.

MORRIS.—That means you are willing to sin?

ANNIE.—Aye, sir, to sin. I'm a willin' sinner.

MORRIS.—(more gently) Ye are overwrought, Annie.

ANNIE.—(wearily) Ye're all against me, sir.

MORRIS.—Nay, nay, but wouldn't it be better if I were
to tell David about the cuckoo ?

ANNIE.—(sobbing) Oh, no, no, no, sir! Not that!

MORRIS.—(stretching out his hand to comfort her) An-
nie, there, there, ye mustn't cry so.

ANNIE.—'T is all the happiness he's got an' he's goin'.

Oh, my lad, my lad

!

MORRIS.—There, there, Annie

!

ANNIE.—We've been married fifty years this spring, an*

every spring we've listened for the cuckoo an' not one missed.
An' now he's a-dyin' an' a-wantin' to hear it so, an' 't was over
early an' then I thought of bein' the cuckoo myself. Oh, Davy,
Davy darlin'

!

MORRIS, (altogether forgetting his pastoral severity)

There, Annie, there, dear, tell me about it We'll see, Annie.
ANNIE.—There's no more. Only he kept askin' about the

spring, the violets an' marsh marigolds, an' I knew all the time
he was thinkin' of the cuckoo an' not askin' because he was
goin' an' mightn't hear it. An' then he did. An' I said I

thought he'd hear one this evenin', that everythin' was over-

early whatever. After that he seemed happier than I'd seen
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him an' I closed his windows an' went off into the garden to

practice it. I worked at it till I could do it fair. Oh, Davy,
Davy lad!

MORRIS.—Now, Annie dear, don't cry, just tell me more.

ANNIE.—Then, sir, I sang the song here by this tree an*

when he called me to him there was such a look of joy on his

face as has not been there this long time. 'T is the last happi-
ness I can give him, sir.

DAVID.—(calling) Annie, Annie!

ANNIE.—He's callin'. Aye, lad dear, I'm comin'.

(She goes into cottage and, after opening all the windows,
stands by the foot of David's bed).

DAVID.—Have ye heard the cuckoo singin'?

ANNIE.—No, not yet. It must be singin' again soon.

DAVID.—(anxiously) Ye're sure 't is goin' to sing?

ANNIE.—(gathering him up and turning his pillow). In-

deed yiss' an' with the windows all open ye'U be hearin' it fine

an' clear, ye will. I'll go back up into the garden to see is the

cuckoo there.

DAVID.—Will it be singin' over an' over again, the way
it did that first time?

ANNIE.—Aye, I'm thinkin' so, lad darlin'. Ye must listen

quietly.

DAVID.—'T was so beautiful singin'. I'd like hearin' it

with ye here beside me.

ANNIE.—(kissing him) I'll come back, lad.

DAVID.—Aye, I'll be waitin' for ye.

(Annie goes out of the cottage door and back into garden
where Pastor Morris is standing, his hat oSi, while Annie and
David are talking together. He can see them both but David
cannot see him. Annie and Morris converse in whispers. The
cuckoo song begins to be played softly)

.

MORRIS.—Is he worse?
ANNIE.—(looking at Morris beseechingly). I cannot tell,

sir, but he's longin' to hear the cuckoo sing again.

MORRIS.—I see and you are wishing to do it again?
ANNIE.—Yiss, an' with the lad dyin', can ye tell me not to

do what Davy is askin' for? Each time might be his last, sir.

MORRIS.—(after a moment's hesitation) Nay, go sing
for him. I will stand guard for you and no one shall disturb
you.

ANNIE.—(a deep sigh of relief) Oh, sir, thank you ! 'T is

sure to be a comfort. But ye're no harmin' your conscience for

me, sir, are ye?
MORRIS.—(humbly) I'm not sayin', Annie; I'm over-

young to have a conscience in some things.
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ANNIE.—(taking his hand to kiss it) May God bless ye,

sir, for bein' kind to an old woman

!

(The sun has set behind the Chapel and it is rapidly grow-
ing dark as the music grows louder. Morris steps back to the

garden gate to keep watch, Annie stands by the tree and,

dropping her hands by her side, lifting her head, and swaying
her old body to and fro, sings the cuckoo song over and over
again three times. David has risen in bed, an expression of

rapturous delight upon his face as he leans against the case-

ment listening. The lights are being lighted in the Chapel and
the Chapel bell begins to ring).

DAVID.—(calling faintly) Annie, Annie darlin', come
quickly, the cuckoo's singin'

!

ANNIE.—(hastening towards him) Yiss, lad, I'm comin'.

DAVID.—(stretching out his hands towards her) Annie,
sweetheart, did ye hear the cuckoo singin'?

ANNIE.—Yiss, dearie, loud and clear.

DAVID.—(trying to imitate its song while his voice grows
fainter). It sang over an' over like this

—

ANNIE.—(within the cottage and beside David). Yiss,

dearie, I see.

DAVID.—(sinking back into her arms) An'—it—was

—

quiet —but—Annie

—

ANNIE.—(holding him to her and crying out). Lad, lad

dear, Davy, can ye not speak to me?
(The bell for Chapel stops ringing. The organ playing

"Jesus, Lover of my soul" is heard. Morris is standing by the

gate, facing towards the old people, his hat off, his head
bowed)

.

CURTAIN.

THE MERRY, MERRY CUCKOO.
A Study of Its Close Construction.

For what this little play purports to be there is little ad-

verse criticizm. It accomplishes all it sets out to. It has the
rare virtue of happening ON THE STAGE instead of OFF
and generates its own character motive before the eyes of the
audience. The author does not pull her puppets about by
strings. She endows them with cause and effect.

The entire Conflict is visualized with exceptional skill. All
of the Plot is external. We see wife's devotion to an invalid
husband. We see her earning her salt at the tub. We see her
remaining from church much to the dismay of her orthodox
friends. We see the old man's eagerness to hear the cuckoo.
We see the priest reprove her for pledging the bird's appear-
ance. We see her invoke the Lord's aid in fulfilling this

pledge. We see her counterfeiting the cuckoo. We see the
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eavesdroppers watching her deceit. We see the priest chastise
her for false pretense. We see her truer interpretation of relig-

ion. We see her convert the priest to this view. We see the
old man breathe his last in ignorant ecstacy soothed by the
homely deception of his devoted mate.

The subtlety with which this quaint little gem weaves its

idyllic spell about the spectator is a pattern for playwrights to

follow. The delicate emotional undercurrent that accompanies
this counterfeit call of the cuckoo makes a climax of quiet
magnitude that only the restraint of genius can achieve.

There are flaws in it. Most of them too meagre to mention.
The title is hardly a fit. Something signifying the religion of

a lie is more pertinent. It is possible that the old man's illness

is not represented as sufficiently critical. Soliloquy is not en-

tirely wrong in the mouth of a creature like Annie, but it could
be modified by addressing her chatter to the sleeping David.
"I'll be the Cuckoo," is a touch too much. The audience had
already written that line, and would be flattered to divine a

few words without the obtrusion of the author. It might add
to the irony of orthodox sacrilege to have the priest taken in

by the sound of the improvised cuckoo. This might contrast

the show of his too hollow piety.

But why quarrel with accomplishment. The playlet

achieves its purpose well. Its white lie kisses the shadow of

death with a devotion that softens all our souls. Its simple
Plot of the promised cuckoo's call culminates in an emotional
burst when life calmly exits lulled by the delusion of an inno-

cent lie.

MACBETH.
A Reminiscence of Acquired Chronicle.

Any negative analysis of Shakespeare's masterpiece is

bound to incur keen resentment from his legion of abject ad-

mirers. It is with no desire to dim the lustre of his fame that

we criticize this famous tragedy. In all the centuries that

have produced great minds this towering genius yet remains
the master spirit of mankind. It is not his imaginative great-

ness that we shall assail, it is the obsolete technic of his plays.

Hundreds of high school instructors still point to this peer-

less poet as a perfect model for students of modem playwriting

to follow. This is a technological crime! The early incuba-

tion of this ideal has ruined more candidates for dramaturgy
than any other one influence extant. It is our province to at-

tack this pernicious practice and show conclusively that his

technic is a treacherous and unsafe guide to the principles of

modern craftsmanship. His writings abound in pitfalls and
fallacies of construction and contain little that would avail the
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novitiate without adequate discrimination against accompany-
ing blunders. Even his immaculate insight into human nature

is persistently misused in construction.

With a continued reminder that we, too, regard Shakes-

peare an "intellectual ocean, whose waves touched all the

shores of thought," let us undertake to show that the swift

evolution of drama has disqualified his crude methods of the-

atric expression. It may be true that he pursued the only fea-

sible course to fit the ignorance and superstition of his day.

But it is not generally admitted that that course was a mere
reminiscence of legends popularly memorized by his auditors

and that his performances were therefore mere memory in-

vigorators, not self sustaining plays.

Upon the modern standard of play construction, then,

"Macbeth" is not a play at all. It is a stage recital of a popular
tale of the time, completely incoherent to present-day auditors

who have not primed their memories with the legend, its in-

verted verse and its many obsolete terms and symbols. Any
such prescribed preparation on the part of an audience is surely

the antithesis of drama. Drama is democratic? It is for the

masses. It is for their emotions. It is not a testing ground for

anthropological scholarships or archaeological research.

Let us reduce Macbeth to the rule of three

:

Problem.

1. A nobleman covets the crown of his king.

2. He slays him to secure it.

3. This crime accomplishes his own destruction.

To some extent this Problem changes the character of the

play but such a change is necessary if the chronicle is to be
converted into Drama. For a play must be a play irrespective

of the material it is drawn from. It cannot be hampered by
Scottish history without entailing that raft of irrelevant stuff

which now supplements a valid Conclusion. It is not neces-
sary to plunge Macbeth into a cesspool of crime. Physical de-

feat is not the thing. Neither is his futile struggle with the
enemies named in an oracle. The one murder of his king is

sufficient. The true theme of the play is the rise and fall of

the Macbeths and this can be shown more effectually with one
murder than with a score of them. The Conflict is within.

It is here that Shakespeare went wrong in blind fidelity to

the Holinshed fable from which he took his Plot. He commit-
ted the same mistake that Walter made in trying to dramatize
"The Trail of the Lonesome Pine." The attempt to embrace
all the details of the book disordered the Unity of the drama.
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In Shakespeare's case there was more excuse for these encum-
brances. His audience had already acquired them. He was
compelled to speak their legendary language, more or less, if

he would be heard at all. His playgoers were auditory to the

third degree. They must hear, they must be familiar with
what they hear, and they must hear it in its familiar order to

follow the thread.

Technically speaking, then, there is no such thing as the

historical play. It is a paradox. If the dramatist cannot pass

his materials through the aleml?ic of dramatic science he can-

not dramatize them. The several stories in "Macbeth" are not
"susceptible of that unifying process. According to this stricter

construction, Banquo's murder, the likelihood of his issue com-
ing to the throne, Macduff's victory, the slaughter of his wife

and babes, the peripatetic forest, the man that was not of wo-
man born, are all stuff and nonsense. They may have a place

in another play. They have no valid purpose here. Nothing
after the murder is pertinent except the banquet Scene, (where
Duncan's ghost should substitute the ghost of Banquo) and
the sleep-walking Scene which is in the direct path of the psy-

chological disintegration of the Macbeths.

By far the gravest defect in "Macbeth" is its slaughter of

Unity. The above Problem outlines one portion of the valid

material partly utilized. A second Conflict begins with Act
IV, the second prophecy made by the witches: "that none of

woman born," etc. But this is not rightly the substance of a
play. This is what led to the introduction of Macduff, an utter

stranger to the Plot. And it is an obvious fact that there could
be no drama in his fight unless we knew from the start that he
was not of woman bom. Oracles may constitute good fiction,

they are certainly not the source of dramatic suspense.
Shakespeare doubtless copied this plan from the Greek. They
say he never read a Greek play. There is little doubt that he
read many pieces fashioned after the Greek dramatists.

Breaking loose from all legendary precedent, then, what is

the valid Plot of the "Macbeth" fairy tale? Elaborating the
above Problem we find something like the following: Lady
Macbeth aspires to the throne for her husband, a cousin of the
king. Macbeth wins a timely battle and stands next in line.

The king suddenly names a minor son the heir apparent. This
only whets the wife's ambition. She screws up his courage
and they dispatch the milksop monarch. Macbeth now In-
comes king because the crown prince is a minor. But murder
will out. His quailing spirit conjures up the dead man's ghost.
Lady Macbeth's steel nerve cannot endure the strain of crime
and the breaking courage of her husband. Her reason is de-
throned. She kills herself. Deprived of his staff of ambition
Macbeth soon follows after.
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Here we have a h5rpothetical Plot for three Acts. Act I

would show the inordinate ambition of Macbeth. Act II would
enkindle this insatiable passion to a murderous climax. Act
III would demonstrate the psychological disintegration of the
pair. There is no need of subdivided settings. Shakespeare
merely truckled to the chronicle in these meanderings. He
employed the Weird Sisters because the fable furnished them
and witchcraft was the order of the day. If they are to be re-

tained in modern revision they should take their rightful place
as figments of a fevered brain.

These are the broader readjustments of structure. The
piece abounds in minor violations of principle. There is so
much that we should KNOW if Drama is to be generated.
It should be shown that Macbeth is a relative to the king. It

should be shown that Malcolm is not of age and that Macbeth
is therefore next in line. It should be shown that Duncan is a
milksop whose incompetence makes Macbeth's fingers itch to

hold the sceptre. It should be shown that Lady Macbeth has
designs on the crown long before the Conflict starts. It should
be shown that Macbeth is conniving to execute these designs.

It should be shown that Macduff has some connection with
the Plot. It should be shown that Banquo or his issue has
some lineal right to the throne. All these things may be lightly

touched by oblique inference or soliloquy but they have not
been clearly established in the play. Shakespeare slighted them
because his auditors possessed the legendary information. His
modern disciples overlook the gap in their intense zeal to de-

vour the music of his words.
And now we come to the most flagrant flaw of all—^the mu-

sic of his words. We have said that no other influence rivals

tiie harm wrought by William's bad example. In no sense is

this more vicious than in his verse. Some of our brainiest

writers today strive to perpetuate this fraudulent means of dra-

matic expression. Blinded by the glitter of Shakespeare's

fame they go stumbling hopelessly along misled by the sweet
applause of literary appraisers. They believe the imagination

of the auditor should picture the play—it is not necessary for

the dramatist to produce it! They forget that Shakespeare

dealt in readymade fiction and merely trimmed it with the

lace of verse. Verse is a hindrance in any play where the plot

is not previously known to the auditor.

Measured verse is the contradiction of Shakespeare's own
definition of drama, "hold the mirror up to Nature." In Na-
ture nobody speaks that way. Its inverted form makes triple

interpretation necessary. Soliloquy and set speech are the

other abominations of his style. They are the obverse of true

Dialog, for they bear the maker's trade mark. All Dialog

should be spontaneous, coming from within, not without.
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These three violations of principle, however, are the chief at-

tractions in a Shakespeare production. Without them his

plays could not survive. It is not our purpose to condemn this

peculiar species of entertainment for audiences who have been
bred to this literary melange. It is merely our aim to apprise

the amateur that this is not drama in the advanced definition

of the word.
The foremost merit of "Macbeth" is the fact that it begins

after the curtain goes up and not a score of years before.

The murder Scene, the ghost Scene and the sleep-walking epi-

sode are models of technic for all time. Strange to say these

are the product of Shakespeare's fancy. In them he is least in-

fluenced by the chronicles he otherwise so closely copied. The
murder Scene is a fusion of several Holinshed tales, but su-

perior to all. The restraint with which Duncan's death is

concealed while his murder is visualized is a triumph of artis-

tic craftsmanship.
But we have little need to extol the virtues of this marvel-

lous piece. A chorus of commentators do that for us. If this

article will serve to define much of their meaningless praise as

gush and teach the student to dig deeper for the sturdier sig-

nificance of craft, our efforts will not have been in vain. We
revere Shakespeare but not for the things he didn't do! We
cherish his plays, but not for the inept vapidities that idlers ig-

norantly read into them.

MILESTONES.
A Panorama of Prejudices.

It is far from our purpose to disparage the pacemakers of

any new departure in playwriting. Innovations are rare and
all are most welcome. But it is our duty to define these diver-

sities in the language of dramatic technology. And to endorse
"Milestones" as a valid example of play construction would be
a wilful abuse of the confidence of our host of sincere student
subscribers.

"Milestones" is not a play. It is a review of the industrial

progress of three generations. This is a progressive age and
the theme is timely. But there is no Plot to sustain it The
time is consumed with a panorama of loosely hung passions

and prejudices. It is the proverbial combat of youth with old

age. Representations of existence are not necessarily drama.
A Play is a segment from life with a sustained, character-cre-

ating Conflict injected. A bundle of detached conflicts will not
suffice. There must be organic conjunction.

But it entertains, you will say, and so may a minstrel. It

charms, and so may a ditty. It touches the soul—a choral does
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this—^but its power is yet vague and indefinite. A mere epi-

sode might fascinate, but this does not conform to the dignity

of drama. A drama does all of these things and proceeds a

decided step further. By a concrete example from life, good
or bad, it transforms the spirit of the spectator and inscribes

its lesson on the emotions. It entertains, it charms, it moves,
but it likewise purges the unconscious mind.

Everything in nature goes by rule. The earth revolves

and the Play evolves by rule. If everything acted on impulse
the universe would soon topple down. It is so with dramatic
construction. Every performance in the theatre that enter-

tains a crowd is not molding law for the drama. "Milestones"
is one of these. It entertains, but it doesn't impart a specific

idea. It lacks form and cohesion. It involves constant clash

but to no central purpose. It merely presents a certain phase
of opposed social forces. One link of Plot is no sooner pro-

jected than another supplants it. There is no tangible Se-

quence of ingredients.

All of which does not argue that "Milestones" fails to en-

tertain. It does entertain. It takes London by storm and
New York by squall. But it contradicts itself as a play by the

one moment of supreme appeal in its story. This occurs in the

third act where we have at last made the acquaintance of one
of the several casts of characters. Here the abstract detach-

ments of Conflict culminate in a solitary instance of specific

clash. It has momentary purpose and we feel safe in antici-

pating a result that will not be denied us. The third law of

life is vibrated by the grandfather's opposition to the lovers'

happy union. It is not great save in contrast to the barren
purpose of the preceding parts. It is pretty, almost painfully

so—relieved by the sympathetic tenderness of treatment.

Now how would we set about adjusting these infractions?

By building up one sustained Conflict, of course. By going
back to the beginning and planting sure seed that will lead the

audience to anticipate one certain growth. The material is all

here before us. The authors have simply not finished their

process. The true course is from the climax backward, from
the one good Scene in the third Act back to the Conditions
that propagate it. If Messrs. Bennett and Knoblauch had
known what they wanted, there is little doubt that a single

spine could have been thrust even into the skeletons of three

generations. The syllogism would read something like this:

Problem.

1. Lovers marry others out of prejudice.

2. Their children love.

3. The lovers marry.
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THE PERPLEXED HUSBAND.
A Muddle of Satire and Sincerity.

The dictionary defines farce as "a comedy with exagge-
rated effects." The happenings of this piece are certainly far
from normal. It delivers a feeble taunt at female suffrage but
at the expense of all conduct resembling the human. At inter-
vals the piece lapses into pure fantasy and then emerges for a
solitary moment of sincerity. The fragile thread of Plot that
attempts to string the story together is frequently lost.

Problem.

]. A wife becomes an advocate of sex equality.

a. The husband feigns enthusiasm to convert a young
woman.

5. Jealousy prompts the wife to renounce this fad.

There is no reason why a legitimate comedy could not be
built out of this Problem. It is merely the extravagant treat-

ment of character that renders it artificial. "Anti-matrimon}^**

is a splendid example of superior development of the same
Plot scheme. And strange to say it likewise makes continual

reference to Ibsen's plays. But the American product is far

superior from every standpoint. Mr. Mackaye builds a com-
edy that is sincere and convincing. Mr. Sutro scatters purpose
to the four winds.

Without the timeliness of topic and personal magnetism of

the star, this makeshift would soon run its time. It is one of

that mongrel type of entertainments which resemble comic
opera minus the music. Stretched out into four Acts the

piece becomes a patchwork of irrelevant drift. The Characters

are a continual contradiction. They frequently descend to

mere burlesque. Only the isolated moments of humor enter-

tain«

THE COMMON LAW.
Metropolitan Approval Not Necessary.

That a popular novel may be put in stage form and reap a

substantial profit in one night stands is the apparent policy of

A. H. Woods in sending out several companies in Robert W.
Chambers' "The Common Law." He has not sought the cus-

tomary N. Y. stamp of approval. Neither has he converted

the story into a play. The book is merely staged for the thea-

tre.

Mr. Woods' wisdom can hardly be questioned. To try out

this piece in the city would merely create negative selling ru-

mors for the road. Like "White Magic" and "A Grain of

Dust" the thing would be condemned on dramaturgic princi-

ples. The army of book readers in the smaller towns do not
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judge it from this standpoint. They have already visualized
the story. What they ask is a stage portrayal of the fiction

characters already created in their own imaginations. This
preconceived dramatization takes the place of a drama on the
stage.

If the commercial purpose is to capitalize the reputation of

a "best seller" it is just as well, then, to keep the acting version
out of the theatric laboratory. For here it is destined to be
rated wholly on its dramatic worth. But we are not trying to
glaze over the technical defects of the piece as a play. We are
merely calling attention to the strategy of an experienced
melodramatic manager in dodging the needless fate of a N. Y.
premiere.

For the convenience of students who wish to dissect the
dramatic elements of the book we reduce the stage version to
a Problem such as would be required for actual dramatization.

1. An artist loves his model.
2. The girl is persuaded that such a match will ruin him.

3. He discovers this fear and overrules it.

It will be seen at a glance that this Plot is of the fiction spe-

cies. The girl who doesn't marry because his mother objects,

the traditional villain who is tossed from a window in attempt-
ing heroinic rape, the relay heroine who is blackmailed by the
villain to prevent her marriage with a tubercular beau; these

are preposterous fabrications which escape detection only in

the romantic frock of fiction. The reader never visualizes with
the bold stroke of the stage-manager. His acceptance of the

story sears his sensibilities for the crudity of the play. On the

other hand, adequate dramatization would kill his interest in

the preconceived notion of what the stage portrayal ought to

be.

THE MASTER OF THE HOUSE.
An Uncompleted Play.

One of the curses of an oversupply of theatres is the prema-
ture production of plays that have not completed their prelimi-

nary preparation. "The Master of the House," by Edgar
James, is a glaring evidence of this fact at the very outset of

the season. One of the most fatal steps in construction is to

submerge a half-baked Conflict into a sea of Dialog before

even the hulk is ready to launch. Once deluged with words
and the author's original aim is forever inundated. Only the

disinterested analyst can reclaim the wreckage.

Problem No. i.

1. A husband divorces his wife to marry a governess.

2. The governess proves uncongenial.

3. He divorces her and resumes his first wife.
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The Problem of a play is the very core of its motive and in-

terest. A glance at this Problem reveals no great promise of

interest for the lack of sufficient motive. The second clause

which should represent the paramount Cause of the entire Plot
—the Cause from which all minor motive germinate—is not an
outgrowth of the Conditions, or first clause, and bears no or-

ganic relation to it. The entire syllogism is the limpest sort

of Plot monotony. It should constitute the main appeal of the

play.

A much better Problem is contained in a branch Plot that

dwindles into false pretense. It promises an entirely different

Conflict starting with indelible certainty at the end of Act I.

This Conflict, if carried to an issue would prescribe a play as

follows

:

Problem No. 2.

1. Father and son both love the governess.

2. The father will disinherit the son if he marries her.

3. The governess chooses the father.

Whatever merit there is in the play centers in this frag-

ment. It has good farcial possibilities. At the culmination of

Act I the mother intercepts father and son dancing a lively

frolic to the rag-time tune of the demure little governess. The
dullest imagination will pursue this specific prediction and
rightfully expect the author to fulfil his implied contract. As
we have frequently protested, it is the basest breach of promise
to pledge one play at the start and then wilfully slink off to

another. But the author of this play has not intentionally

done this. He has lost his way at the forks of the road and
blundered along helplessly.

And here we have the best evidence of the reckless haste

involved in hatching "The Master of the House." The shell of

one egg is barely broken before another incubation flourishes.

After three long acts of this precarious wandering the audience
voluntarily starts to go. But they are not allowed this plea-

sure. The program announces another session.

Of all the actor-proof inanities of amateur attempt this

fourth Act captures the cup-cake. It defies both producer and
player alike. The author stands helplessly behind each trem-

bling puppet but none of their mummeries stimulates life.

The only impression all through the Act is the manifest effort

to be done with it. The false conclusion works overtime to

end itself. Whatever semblance of Plot the piece contains was
ended in IV. The fourth Act is merely a lame apology for the

unfinished impression of the whole.
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THE HIGHER COURT.

First Federation Play.

The National Federation of Theatre Clubs is fortunate ia

having selected for its first production a play with a big idea.

About the scarcest thing in this world is a big idea susceptible

of being presented in the form of a dramatic Conflict. The
Federation has found such a treasure in "The Higher Court."

If the piece is not yet ready for market it differs only in degree
from many should-be professional openings on Broadway.
Few managers attempt a premiere without a period of renova-
tion on the road. Mr. Belasco prefers at least a season.

Problem.

1. A magnate impoverishes a girl.

2. Only her love can save his son from insanity.

3. The magnate is compelled to make restitution.

Here is an idea worthy of an Ibsen. Mr. Henry Irving

Dodge, the author, manifests keen dramatic instinct in the

choice of his Problem. His treatment of it is marred by two
defects : the introduction of extraneous material and the omis-
sion of the Scenes prescribed by his Plot. The struggle be-
tween the magnate and the maid is the real issue. It is delayed
in Act II by a spurious sub-plot concerning the sale of an in-

vention. At the end of this Act where the strongest situation

between these two Plot principals should occur the climax is

weakened by a biplot feebly echoing "The Middleman."

But the most flagrant error of irrelevance is the rumor of a
theft committed by the girl's brother. This occurs betweea
acts I and II and has no possible Plot utility. It is a maudlin
appeal for false sympathy in no way allied to the valid sym-
pathy of the Play proper.

In the minds of the auditors this theft is badly confused
with the kleptomania of the magnate's son visually demon-
strated in the first Act. Considerable emphasis given to this
offshoot renders much of the second Act hazy and incoherent.
The play is half over before a hint of the real Conflict is of-

fered.

To rip this discolored thread entirely out of the fabric
would add materially to the coherency of Plot. Not only does
it obstruct the dominant path of Conflict by setting up a dis-

tinct contention, it consumes valuable time that is sadly needed
for the legitimate growth of the main story. There is barely
time in two hours' playing to properly dramatize the vital es-
sentials of this virile theme. It is the fight between monopo-
list and maid that we want to see. The dramatic tensity of
their conflict can be invigorated sixty per cent.
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The initial opportunity of the Federation has not come to

them in the form of a masterpiece ready for market. It comes
rather as an infant idea pleading for protection. The true ser-

vice of this new society can be demonstrated by their cultiva-

tion of this fertile seed. They should insist upon its adequate
dramatization.

JUNE MADNESS.
Ends in Dramaturgic Perjury.

Problem.

1. A jealous wife seeks to depose her husband's secretary.

2. She proves to be the former mistress of the wife's pros-

pective son-in-law,

3. Everybody lies to hush up the scandal.

From a broad survey of "June Madness" this is the nearest

approach to a Problem. There is no Conclusion. The author
squirms out of it. There are conflicting purposes that contain

materials for several fairly good plays, but no one of them has
been selected and developed to the proper subordination of the

rest. In a maddened resolve to give us our money's worth the

author concocts this jumble of aimless complexities. He might
have surpassed this effect by concentrating on any one of these

half sketched Conflicts.

The episode from which the play misappropriates its title

occurs twenty years before the curtain rises. This renders the
intentional theme a mere morsel of resurrected salacity. Such
narrative should be actually shown in a Scene if truly a part of

the Plot proper. But the above Problem does not define it as
such. The madness referred to is the heroine's bold defiance

of social law for a moment's sexual indulgence. A Play ex-

ploiting this wanton caprice would require an entirely different

plan of development. "June Madness" is therefore merely the
whimsical phrenzy of the author hitched on to the crude struc-

ture of quite another play.

The piece bears momentary evidences of constructive skilL

One Scene in the second Act is particularly well written. It is

a dainty episode between the juvenile lovers. Mr. Henry
Kitchell Webster deserves commendation for this one bit if for

nothing else. He will do well to dodge the play idea that
tempts merely for sensation's sake.

JUST LIKE JOHN.
A Bad Farce With a Good Episode.

If any pertinent proof is wanted that a successful play-

wright's name is not a negotiable theatric commodity, "Just
Like John" should furnish it. George Broadhurst is not likely
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to repeat the experiment. This farce was evidently written by
Mark Swan and hurriedly varnished by his illustrious colla-

borator. The flaws in the original were too deeply ingrained
to permit glazing over. The piece requires new wood and
skilled carpentry.

There is one low comedy Scene that deserves special men-
tion. A giant anarchist is in search of his inamorata. He illus-

trates what he will do when he discovers the culprit who dis-

enchanted his sweetheart. He grasps one character by the
shoulders and administers a Herculean shake up. This opera-
tion is repeated on each new comer after the good old method
of black-face minstrelsy. Finally the female mischief maker en-

ters. Expectation is all agog. The anarchist begins his famil-

iar stunt. The moment for the inevitable shake up arrives.

The giant lifts his mighty arms but courage fails him. It is an
excellent example of elementary expectation enhanced by repe-

tition. In Bowery prose it is known as "Sure Fire Hokum."
But the mainspring of the farce is too feeble. It relys solely

upon a masquerade supposedly attained by a huge pair of black
rimmed spectacles. Even the flimsiest farce requires stiffer

substance for its central motive. This was found too fragile

for an evening's entertainment and the other expedients
hitched on only scattered the general effectiveness.

Plots of the World's 'Best Plays

DEVOTION TO THE CROSS.
by

Pedro Calderon.

An incestuous brigand and his ferocious sister, who is his

mistress, commit wreckless murder and erect a cross at the
grave of their victims. He is slain by his father but restored

to life by God so that his confession may usher him into the
kingdom of heaven. His sister is about to be apprehended
when she is saved from the fate of her iniquities by embracing
a cross which bears her away to a safe refuge.

LADY KOBALD.
by

Pedro Calderon.

A widow who is kept in strict seclusion by her brothers
finally eludes them and escapes heavily veiled. One of her

brothers mistakes her for a harlot. She appeals to a stranger

for protection. The quarrel is interrupted by the other brother,

who discovers the stranger to be their expected guest. At
home the widow flirts with the stranger. The brother discov-

ers the intimacy and accuses the guest of dishonoring her and
would kill him but finds them already betrothed.
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LIFE A DREAM,

by
Pedro Calderon.

A king rears his son in the wilderness as a prisoner on ac-

count of an ill omen attending his birth. He is put to sleep

and placed in possession of the throne. His reign is so cruel

that sleep is again induced and he is persuaded that it was all

a dream. Finally the troops recover their prince. His vicissi-

tudes have taught him leniency and he becomes a wise and
just ruler.

THE JUDGE OF ZALMEA.
by

Pedro Calderon.

A captain ruins the daughter of a peasant and is wounded
in a duel with her brother. The father becomes judge and de-

mands reparation of the captain in marriage. He scoffs at the
idea of marrying a peasant girl. The father has him impri-

soned and strangled. The girl becomes a nun.

THE PHYSICIAN OF HIS OWN HONOR.
by

Pedro Calderon.

A prince was the youthful lover of a married woman. Her
husband is imprisoned and the prince visits her at night. He
unexpectedly intercepts them. The prince escapes in the dark
but drops his dagger. The husband sets a trap for her and ob-
tains evidence that it was the prince who visited her. Finding
(that she communicates with the prince, he opens the arteries

of the innocent woman.

THE ORPHAN AND THE MURDERER.
by

Ignaz Castelli.

A son loses his speech from fright at witnessing the murder
of his father. Fearing detection the murderer charges an old

servant with the crime, but cannot successfully prove his guilt,

is saved and upon beholding the man who killed his father, re-

gains his speech and acclaims the culprit.

THE VEIL OF FORTUNE.
by

George Clemenceau.

A blind man secures a medicine that restores his vision.

To his great surprise he finds the wife whom he thought
chaste, deceiving him, his trusted friend in collusion with her,

and his son deliberately mocking him. He applies the remain-
der of the remedy to ultimately destroy his sight.

Read the Dramatic Mirror.
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and the *Plays on the shelves of your library are

analysed in "The Dramatist** in a practical man"
ner that Will aid in the mastery of dramaturgic
principle.

Literature is Very skimp on the subject of
current play construction. The numbers of this

journal from the beginning, coVer nearly eVery

play published or produced during that period.

They also contain a collection of Plots of the

World's 'Best Plays,

A feto bound copies are available, paged and
indexed for ready reference. They deal bJith one

hundred and fifty modern plays. Send for com-
plote table of contents.

The Dramatist,
Easton, Pa.

/ am glad to say that I haVe read your
magazine With Very great pleasure and
that I consider The DRylMTIST to be
a Valuable and unique feature in theat-

rical journalism,

—Sir Jirthur Wing Pinero
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Failures.

The Fruits of Perverted Publicity

In the April issue we dealt with the perversion of publicity

from the manager's standpoint. This abuse equally applies to

the public press. The modern game of journalism tends to-

ward fiction, not fact. The over-trained critic grasps at some

trivial item of notoriety ignoring the substantial elements of

sound dramatic salesmanship. In every other walk of life the

same public that does the playgoing has become accustomed

to a grade of advertising that begets confidence. The theatri-

cal scribe has not caught up with this era of evolution. He is

betrayed by the impulse to run everything into an original ro-

mance thus vaunting his own parts but rendering genuine

publicity impossible.

It is hardly true that our mighty metropolis can not fur-

nish audiences for even a hundred first-class playhouses. Is it

not more likely the fact that when fairly good plays are fur-

nished there is no adequate means of communicating this

truth to the thousands of playgoers eager to attend them? A
new method of conveying veracious information to a highly

congested public is one of the problems of the present theatri-

cal panic. With a normal means of reflecting the auditor's

estimate of a play a few of the following failures might have

been averted.
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Here is the roll call of the ruins.

Just Like John Mere Man
The Model. A Rich Man's Son
June Madness The Indiscretion of Truth
Honest Jim Blunt The Paper Chase
Steve C. O. D.
The Ne'er Do Well What Ails You?
The Brute Mrs. Christmas Angel
An Aztec Romance Chains
The New Sin A Scrape 'o the Pen
The Master of the House Hindle Wakes
The Blindness of Virtue The Question
The Point of View The Drone
Discovering America Bella Donna
Bachelors and Benedicts Hawthorne U. S. A.
Egypt Alibi Bill

Our Wives Cheer Up

!

This may not be a complete list, but it safely exceeds half

of the season's total output of legitimate plays. London, Paris

and Berlin, all combined, have not rivalled this dramaturgic
activity. Their entire product during the same period barely

equals our record of new plays prematurely withdrawn.
Do not understand us to lay all the blame on perverted

publicity. While many of these disasters might have been
averted by normal conditions, fully half of them have no real

pulse of dramatic appeal. Some rely solely upon idle type por-

trayal ignoring the need of a creating Conflict. Good Plot
ideas prevail in the majority but hardly one can be called con-
structively sound. Plays with far less philosophy but with a
touch of theatric skill manage to hurdle the footlights. In
fact, a solitary moment of true dramatic merit is so excep-
tional, this season, that it spells instant success for the merest
gossamer of stage story.

The one hopeful sign in the tendency of press comment is

a disposition on the part of a few prominent writers to deal

with the physicsd rather than the philosophical aspect of the
plays they report. Here is the only salvation of the drama.
The playwright gets too close to his script to retain a true
structural perspective. He must be taught his craft by the
unbiased observer. And the form of the thing should come
first. For what is the use of a beautiful idea in a language
that is not understood?

TAINTED PHILANTHROPY.
The Prevalence of Piracy Paranoia.

If any testimony is wanted that the novice gets a square
deal in copyright court, the fact that this nondescript docu-
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ment could be brought to the serious attention of a federal

judge ought to be final evidence that the government is on the

side of the young playwright. Any civil tribunal would have
dismissed this case instanter. It has not the splinter of a
wooden leg to stand on.

Problem.

The Woman.
1. A grafter seeks to defeat his opponent by scandal.

2. The scandal involves his own daughter.

3. The opp>onent is victorious.

Problem.

Tainted Philanthropy.

.1. A girl promises to marry a broker to lift the mortgage.
2. Her drunken lover trips on her wedding train and dies.

3. She attempts suicide and is removed in a straight

jacket.

These Problems show the utter absence of basic resem-
blance in the two structure. The two manuscripts in full have
even less similarity if such a paradox were possible. The first

is a powerful type of thoroughly organized modem American
drama with a telling moral. It stands in the very first rank of

craftsmanship either at home or abroad. The second is a spine-

less specimen of disorganized chaos unworthy of classification

in any dramaturgic category. It is really not susceptible of

reduction to syllogism for the premises are wholly unrelated.

It is barren of any sustained idea.

If the author of "Tainted Philanthropy" is actually de-

luded, it is indeed a tragedy of private life. But if two of the

most able theatrical artists in America are to be hauled into

court at the instance of this man's unfounded vagaries, it is a

legal calamity of public importance. It would seem that some
sort of rigid legislation is needed to demand specific grounds
for infringement proceedings for upon the same vapid quality

of evidence every manager and play^vright in New York could

be eternally going to law to defend the title of his latest suc-

cess.

For suits are not filed against defendants who fail to suc-

ceed. Success is the lure of the plagiary fiend. And even THE
DRAMATIST is not immune. During the long dark days of

our struggling inception, nobody rose up to claim title to our
ideas. But the moment we managed to build a substantial

trade, litigants besieged us on every side. And the quaint
feature in all these cases, when they come to court, the pro-

fessed ideas of the plaintiiff are invariably the direct antithesis

of our own. This would tend to confirm the prevalence of the

piracy paranoia.
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WITHIN THE LAW.

A Parody on High Finance Pirates.

All managers agree that the public wants a theme upper-
most in the popular mind. This play thrives primarily on a
topic freshly publicized in the criminal courts of New York
City—the Becker-Rosenthal case. Paul Armstrong had about
exhausted the melodramatic possibilities of this subterraneous
existence and it is difficult to say what fate might have availed

Mr. Veiler's new version had not public interest been re-

kindled by this actual tragedy of the motor car murderers. But
Mr. Veiler has added to this flourishing scandal that indispen-

sible factor in modern drama, a novel touch. Into the old crook
formula for a play he has infused for new blood a female
superintendent of operations sagacious enough to keep her
manipulations within the letter of the law subtly satirizing the

high finance pirate who employs the same principle with less

chance of the stigma of public reproach. This is the new fea-

ture of interest in this new underworld melodrama.

Coupled with a tremendously popular theme there is so
much rich comedy and clever craftsmanship that the flaws

safely carry in spite of this flagrancy. And yet it is necessary
to point out these defects both to the newly arrived author and
to the thousands of young aspirants who might otherwise ac-

cept this public stamp of approval as indicative of perfection.

For when we stop to think that a shade less enthusiasm for its

timely topic or that the same flaws in another framework
might spell abrupt calamity, it is well to harken to the tune of

technic.

There are other infactions of less magnitude. Repeatedly
the author springs a suspense on us under the misconception
that he is enhancing dramatic effect. The first is the insuffi-

cient hint that another girl places the stolen goods in the hero-
ine's pocket and causes her false arrest. If this were more
clearly established at the outset a long term of suspense would
substitute the trivial atom of surprise that blurs its own effect.

The second is the origin of a restraining order from the

supreme court about which we know nothing. The heroine
flashes this upon a detective who pursues her on an entirely

irrelevant errand of arrest.

The third is our heroine's rejection of ten thousand dollars

in marked money which we didn't know was marked! Our
knowledge would have created drama whereas our ignorance
merely blots or dismays.

The fourth is the failure to let us see that the English
crook is a stool pigeon for the police when he is first intro-

duced. This would afford time for Suspense to seize on us
firmly.
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The opposite course of construction is taken in the comedy

treatment. Here we shout with expectant laughter long be-

fore the fact because WE KNOW in advance the wily tricks

these crooks have set to catch the legal dignitaries. The one is

violation of our rightful knowledge and expectation, the other
is perverted art. The one is fiction, the other drama.

Feeling obliged to uphold the majesty of the law, the au-

thor attaches an artificial ending. He overthrows the valid

evolution of his Plot and sends his murderer to prison. If the
prime purpose of his play is to count, this man must go Scot
free. If the key note of the comedy is to be sustained to the

issue his crime must be contrived to nestle calmly "within the

law." This is indeed the substance of the satire. The heroine

is allowed to flop from her superior wisdom at this crisis,

however and the valid Conclusion is falsified to sop the worthy
minions of justice. The pledged expectations of the audience

are violently outraged. The inherent Conclusion of the Prob-
lem is shamefully dodged. The legal triumph is a mistaken
truckle to the idea of an ethical ending. The culminating

moral of the play is effaced.

The following Problem will illustrate.

Problem.
1. A girl resolves to practice crime by law.

2. She shields a murderer by a technicality.

3. The law defeats her.

THE HIGH ROAD.
A Play With an Idea.

Undoubtedly Edward Sheldon in "The High Road" dis-

plays the best craftsmanship of his career. He has dispensed
with the six-headed Conflict of "The Boss" and adopted
stricter Unity. He has graduated from the spineless structure

of "Salvation Nell" and trained his energies on straight Scene
construction.

Problem.

1. A girl atones for her past by civic reform.
2. At the hour of triumph exposure is threatened.

3. She offers to let public opinion decide.

The inherent Problem of this drama is undoubtedly sound
and secure, but the author has not firmly seized it. In arriving

at his crisis Mr. Sheldon loses his way and permits a
counter Plot to betray him. In taking this "pilgrimage in five

acts" he joui-neys two trips too many. For the first two Acts
are utterly without service to the valid Problem as the above
outline will demonstrate. The real Conditions are virtually

ignored and the biography of the girl is substituted with ela-

borate needlessness. All this early life could be cheerfully

eliminated in the play that Mr. Sheldon intended to write.
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The woman's service to humanity is the essential that de-

mands optical emphasis. If a farm lass rises to position and
fame as a humanist, surely we are entitled to some visual evi-

dence of this evolution? And this is the first clause of the

Problem. No doubt Mr. Sheldon showed the girl's past think-

ing to conform to the new standard of visualization. But these

facts could be safely assumed so long as they are not Plot es-

sentials.

The dominant idea of this play is new and commendable.
It contends that a woman who has strayed from the path of

chastity may redeem her past by a life devoted to improving
humanity. This is the secret absolution of many a prominent
woman to-day. The theme evolves good out of evil. It

makes the very sting of shame an occasion of moral wakening.
How keen is its antithesis to that monstrous dogma that a
woman can never ultimately dodge the stigma of her past as
preached in plays like "The Price."*

The excellence of this moral is its hopeful phase of the
third law of nature. The sinner who unselfishly serves man-
kind shall be absolved by public opinion. This lofty moral
has escaped the critics in their eagerness to decry an old story,

though it is true that the Plot does not adequately develop this

doctrine, though the tendency is to create something new out
of the ashes of the archaic. We have ever contended that suc-

cess awaits the dramatist who sends a new thought shooting
through the pages of the oldest story under the sun. "The
High Road" confirms this theory in so far as its structural fit-

ness will permit.

In all fairness to Prof. George P. Baker it must be said that
of the several teachers professing to turn out pla5rwrights, he
is the only one who has practically made good. Mr. Edward
Sheldon, his pupil, is the only writer specifically trained in any
school who obtains a ready hearing alongside the self-made
dramatists of Broadway. Three rousing cheers for Harvard!
Baker

!

*See page 215 January, 1912 issue.

THE YELLOW JACKET.
A Bundle of Fragmentary Incidents.

In the January "Bookman" there is an illuminating article

entitled "Where to Begin a Play," written by Mr. Clayton
Hamilton. It would be interesting to know where this able

analyst would place the beginning of "The Yellow Jacket."
The play contains two distinct Conflicts involving successive
generations and a bundle of fragmentary incidents to boot.

Just where to begin which play was precisely the puzzle that

successfully bewildered Messrs. Hazleton and Benrimo.
Of isolated poetry, humor and pathos, this remarkable
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piece has its full share. It is an interest sustaining well organ-
ized structure that it lacks. No doubt the original fables were
as detached and jumbled, but in preparing a birds-eye-view of

several Chinese dramas this chaos should have been evapo-
rated. A compelling Plot of simple coherent Conflict might
have made the curio even more effective for a modern Ameri-
can audience. For despite the occasional flights of philosophy,
parody and impersonation, the story is hopelessly muddled in

a net work of extraneous incidents that depart from the main
pathway of Plot just often enough to alloy sustained interest.

And interest is the first requisite in any public performance.

Problem.

1. The heir apparent is deprived of his office.

2. He conquers his adversary in imaginary struggles.

3. He attains the throne.

This is the back-bone of the latter part of the parable upon
which a logical story might be strung. It is true that this ab-

breviation would eliminate some of the dramatic bits of S5mi-

bolism, but isn't this true of the process of separating any two
Plots? The one must be sacrificed to preserve sense. We
unify to gain force.

The strongest appeal in the piece is undoubtedly its sub-

tle satire on modem stage customs and dramaturgic conven-
tions projected as a playful pretense of faithful representa-

tion of ancient accessories and acting. Here is a further proof

of the durability of obsolete ideas. These relics of antiquity

illustrates how bygone Plots may be dished up with new
dressing to tempt the current taste.

As the piece stands it is a greater curio than drama. There
is a generous sprinkling of literary skill that would decorate
drama when dramatized. It is to be hoped that the amateur
will not rush into the present epidemic of Chinese extrava-

ganza. The manager's desk is already swamped with "Yel-

low Jackets." The fever of Oriental products is past.

FINE FEATHERS.
A Play With a History.

Earlier in the season Mr. Broadhurst demonstrated the

folly of sharing another fellow's failure in assuming the co-

authorship of "Just Like John." "Fine Feathers" enjoys the

distinction of having failed three times under other titles and
is now credited to Eugene Walter without mention of the
original author's name. The experiment is not altogether suc-

cessful. It demonstrates one fact, however, that it is harder
to rebuild than to build. The task of preserving his perspec-
tive of the plan of a house that is being erected out of the rem-
nants of three other wrecks is a trifle too much, even for the
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skill of a man like Walter. There are symptoms of good work-
manship but the scars on the old scantling still stand out.

Problem.

1. A wife forces her husband to practice graft.

2. It causes a terrible massacre.

3. She loses her husband through suicide.

This plumb-line of Plot shows unmistakable signs of a
firm foundation. It is the conflicting remains of the old build-

ings that weaken the new. There are stairways and rooms
that have no utility in the above specification and their reten-

tion interferes with the architect's work.
Graft, in other words, is not allowed to be the ruling theme

in "Fine Feathers." Speculation and adultery seem to loiter

along from the outlines of the other plays. The central motif
is exceedingly down-to-date and there is material for a mas-
terpiece in its logical development. Mr. Walter's incisive dia-

log has done much to conceal the discrepancies, but the great

wealth of inherent possibilities is still waiting to be cashed.

THE BUTTERFLY ON THE WHEEL.
A Play of Immoral Tendency.

It must be conceded that this play contains some element
of interest or excitation that draws a New York audience but
to attribute any degree of dramaturgic merit to the piece

would be vicious misrepresentation of principle. It is as hope-
lessly amateurish in construction as any product of the decade.

The defects are so deep seated that it would seem the play
must have been transposed from a novel in order to acquire
them.

Problem.

1. A woman plots to disgrace a wife and marry the hus-
band.

2. The husband discovers the intrigue on the eve of a
divorce.

3. The couple are reconciled.

It will be shown that starting with the very conditions of

this Problem the authors have contrived to withhold from the

audience nearly every factor that could generate suspense, so
that instead of satisfying the mind of the spectator, a per-

petual question mark obtrudes. By this blunder, the already
hazy structure of bungled motive is increasingly obscured.

Beginning with the basic Conditions that should be set be-

fore us in advance of all else—the fact that this she demon
contrived to disgrace the wife actuated by the motive of gain-

ing the husband—we have several other minor concealments.
We should know that the vampire was jealous of the wife

before marriage.
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We should know that the husband has received a tip from

her.

We should know that a photograph exists with the hand
writing of the vampire.
We should know that she had written on this photograph

with her left hand.
We should know that the wife is stranded in the same ho-

tel with her lover.

We should know her lover is in the next room.
We should know that he is not the husband when he first

enters.

All these items are imperative to the generation of Sus-
pense. Without some subtle insinuation, at least, the audi-

ence cannot be provided with these prime ingredients of dra-

matic interest. A lot of other evidence is introduced that is

all Greek to us. Nearly every character in the play recalls

some past incident and attempts to use it as material to the

Plot, just as though we were familiar with each individual's

daily history.

There is no excuse for this play on grounds of teaching or

moral. To save such a shallow butterfly from disgrace and
shame is a perversion of the law of poetic justice. There is

some ulterior secret in the play's pulling power, and this must
lie in a morbid interest that surrounds the gruelling dissection

of a young wife's indelicate details of supposed infidelity.

Have your choice between this open court inquisition and an
attempted rape at the opening: of the play. The whole play is

morally perverse because salacity is the undisguised aim of the

authors. The Conflict openly condones adultery in the heart!

HINDLE WAKES.
A Drab Narrative of Commonplace Lust.

1. A lad condescends to marry the girl he seduces.
2. She declines this escape from responsibility.

3. He marries another.

The only new idea that the Problem presents is a girl's

equal infamy in the prostitution of her body. The entire Plot

is aimed at this thought but the moral misses fire. Instead of

being neatly woven into the fabric, the Theme is sprung at the

last moment with no progress leading up to it. The girl'ai

heroic attitude is actuated by idle caprice. There is nothing
to show this development in her character. In this sense it

becomes merely a whim of the author. It does not partake of

the art of dramatization. It is no element in the Problem of

which it should be the very heart and soul.

We have frequently contended that the way to win convic-

tion in an audience is not to run counter to their established
beliefs. This treatment is the product of Bernard Shaw'a
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reactionary preachments. The better way is to manipulate
these behefs into a new conviction.

In the present instance, not only a civil convention is over-

thrown, a fundamental law of life is violated. The piece intro-

duces a new way to meet the old question of sex indiscretion

but it defies one of our sterner problems; who will look after

the inevitable offspring? And if we accept the author's hint

that the mill girl is able to care for her own we still have the
conventional question ; what shall the child be named ?

To advance this theory that the maternal office may be
toyed with in this fickle manner, without graver thought for

the consequence is itself a most vicious argument. For the

few, who can reason the experiment from a higher plane, the

doctrine is harmless. But for the audience whose reason is

momentarily dethroned, such speculation has no profit as dra-

maturgic material.

BELLA DONNA.
Remote From the Interests of Playgoers.

That the task of transposing a book into drama is more
difficult than constructing a play outright is amply illustrated

by the attempt to put "Bella Donna" in play form. The thou-
sand and one spurious elements creep into the drama and the

effort to preserve the potent features of the fiction often para-

lyze what latent structural fibres the material might have af-

forded.

1. A wife plans to poison her husband for another.

2. The design is suspected and she is exposed.
. 3. She loses both lover and husband.

In addition to the above Problem an earlier epoch of his-

tory is hitched onto the Conflict portraying the prospect of

the notorious Bella Donna taking a husband. This is the pre-

liminary ramble familiar to story books but entirely spurious
in good play construction. In a real play character is estab-

lished in the doing—and not by an introductory how-bad-she-
is.

The Problem itself is a hopeless one. We are asked to pin

our sympathies to the husband of a woman who coyly regales

her spouse with sugar of lead at the direction of a prospective

successor. The situation is too extravagant to appeal to us.

The highest pitch of dramatic tension in the entire piece is the

wife's bland confession to her over-amiable spouse. The
theme is far remote from the interests of civilized beings. It

is v/ise to employ ways and means nearer home.
If the book has a wide circle of really interested readers the

way to capitalize this following would be to stage it in crude
narrative and then keep it out of the city. Staged story books,
in large towns are apt to be criticized on dramaturgic stan-
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dards. No discount will be made for the delusion of hypno-
tized novel fiends. The critics will even kill their curiosity.

The one night stand is the surest route for "a best seller."

Here its popularity with the reading public pays its way.

THE ROAD TO ARCADY.
A Perversion of the Parental Law.

That any play is doomed which takes for its ke)mote a per-

version of the third law of nature is manifest in "The Road to

Arcady."

Problem.

1. A mother mismates her daughter for a cash considera-
tion.

2. The brother rescues her.

3. She marries her true love.

The one appeal for sympathy in this Plot is the daughter
whose mother is swapping her off for a million dollars. The
foundation is so feeble that any climax erected upon it totters

with unreality. Everything operates to tear down rather than
build up belief in the illusion. The man who will pay a mil-

lion to marry a girl and the mother who will accept it, who
will blackmail her own husband to coerce her daughter into a
loveless marriage are creatures of yellow back fiction. The
Hypothesis is all wrong and a fundamental law of life is out-

raged to support it. The Plot is too thin for technical consi-

deration.

Moral : Employ the parental law to promote not to pervert
sympathy.

OFFICER 666.
A Contribution to Modem Construction.

Plays like "Officer 666" and "Ready Money" are helpful

missionaries in the field of Criminology, They exploit a
broader view of the third law of life—the brotherhood of all

humans. Soon some author will build a farce demonstrating
the fact that the crimes of today were the social standards of

yesterday, and then we will have the simple truth about these

unconventional antics performed by our brothers. For mod-
ern crimes are merely former morals out of date.

The service of such a play is that it demonstrates our sim-

ple duty to educate the primitive being up to our happier for-

mula of self respect and interdependent citizenship. We arc

apt to lose sight of this primal factor in our funny little game
called civilization. For after all, our vaunted police system is

little more than a squad of inferior watchmen delegated to

play a game of tag with their craftier brothers. The higher

purpose of the game has not dawned upon society as a whole.
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Only a very few of the more advanced civilians stop to think
that the underlying aim is education, not vengeance.

Problem.

1. A thief masquerades as a millionaire to marry a rich

girl.

2. The millionaire himself falls in love with her.

3. To avert stigmatising her he helps the thief escape.

The parent motive of this Problem is dramatically water-

tight. The millionaire does not want to exploit the girl he
loves as the former fiancee of a notorious crook. It would
stigmatize them both. The clever crook steals the march on
them as well as the sleuths that pursue him.

From this central motive all minor cause of conduct is

actuated. The play as a whole is an excellent model of ade-

quately woven cause and effect, even though it partakes of the

material of every farce of its kind for several years past.

Every wheel fits into the mechanism in an interdependent
manner that makes the fore and aft go round.

The sword of Damocles is suspended by a hair. It threat-

ens to chop off the culprit's head at almost any moment. Our
sympathies are keenly alert and they are all for the gentleman
burglar. Save for a few hazy moments at the introduction,

the audience occupies the seat of superior wisdom. The only
one in ignorance is the victim on the stage. Expectation,
therefore, and not vapid surprise is the keynote of the struc-

ture. Surprise comes at the climax when the crook, in waving
his hand to proclaim his guilt presses the button that provides
darkness for his safe concealment. But this is merely a sur-

prise in the manner of fulfilling our cherished expectation and
not a surprise in the thing itself. All our solicitude is centered
in the thief. And here is the greatest secret of craftsmanship;
to draw the dramatic moral on the sensitized surface of our
sympathies.

There is considerable rough and tumble nonsense through-
out the performance, but this is so obviously a feature of stage
management, it can hardly be held as a defect in the play. It

is a flavor of vaudeville and musical melange that seeps into

all of the Cohan farces.

THE NEXT RELIGION.*
A Great Text for a Play.

Mr. Zangwill is minus the dramaturgic impetus. No bet-

ter evidence can be offered than this bit of laborious narrative
exploiting the supposed conquest of free thought. If this au-
thor possesses a hazy conception of the true province of dra-
matic technic he either willfully ignores it or is too lazy to

master its principles. For there is a great text for a play in
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this pregnant material. Four-fifths of our theatre-goers are

agnostic and free thought is in the ascendant. What a triumph
awaits the man who can couch this theme in "dramatic style,"

In the present state of this piece, however, neither reader or

spectator can gain any definite idea of the author's intentions.

Problem.

1. A Minister impoverishes himself by advocating free

thought.
2. A millionaire sympathizer finances his project.

3. His free thought enterprise prospers.

Here is the epitome of the providential! The author rests

while the millionaire runs the Plot for him. This is a placid

story from life, perhaps, it is not the stuff of which Conflicts

are made. There is no compelling force to move an audience

to conviction. There is a theme but no emotional fire to bum
its lesson in with. In other words the author has not found
his Conflict. He has merely put in words a dialog that sets

the boundary of the play. No doubt Mr. Zangwill labors un-

der the delusion that this is a product of the new school. He
is surely oblivious of the fact play-building is an art entirely

distinct from literary quill-driving. Wake up, Mr. "Melting
Pot!" A dozen documents of such drivel, will get you no-

where !

*The Macmillan Company, New York. Price $1.25.

*THE ELDEST SON.
A Plea for Illicit Offspring.

Few contemporary plays parallel more closely than "The
Eldest Son" and "Hindel Wakes." Both take their principal

motive from the refusal of a seduced girl to marry the wealthy
scamp who enticed her. The second play has already failed in

N. Y. It will be interesting to compare the reception accorded
"The Eldest Son" at a later production at The Little Theatre,

where a selected audience will witness it.

John Galsworthy has done nothing better in the way of

legitimate play structure. He has delivered his sermon with-

out the undramatized talk employed in "Strife" and "Justice"

save in a conversational introduction where fifteen distinct

topics are TALKED in the first twenty-six lines. More than

two to the Line!
His Problem is incomplete otherwise Mr. Galsworthy is

getting right in line with the progress of straight play struc-

ture. When he acquires more subtleness in dramatic effective-

ness he will build some big plays around his advanced philo-

sophy.

Problem.

I. A boy offers to marry the girl he has impregnated.
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2. She declines a husband without love.

3. He marries a chaste sweetheart.

As indicated by the Problem, there is no third clause.

There is no Conclusion to this piece. There is a beginning and
a middle without an end. The author merely calls our atten-

tion to a new sex attitude and lets the matter drop. His text

is the fallacy of effectually chaining the sheep to the ram. But
he offers no answer. He takes no heed of the consequences.
He leaves it in mid air despite the fact that his characters in-

habit a civilized community where some provision is made for

the inevitable offspring.

This gentle reproach assails one of the fundamental laws of

civilized life in order to exploit a comparatively trifling point

of view. It condemns our existing form but suggests no prac-

tical substitute. If the feature of prospective motherhood
were not involved the disregard of fundamental emotion
w^ould not be so appaling. But it is a drab mess at its mer-
riest. And is it worth while to confront us with two hours
emphasis on unlicensed lechery merely to launch this one er-

ratic thought? It is true that a marriage ceremony does not
rectify the indiscretions of sex. But would a repeal of this

custom improve matters much?
*Charles Scribner's Sons, New York. Price 60c.

FRECKLES.
A Lantern Slide for Fiction Fiends.

If a manager handed you this book, now in its millionth
edition, and asked you to make a play of it, no doubt you
would laugh at his preposterous request. Mr. Twomey evi-

dently took it seriously, for while he has not made a play of

this little nature story he has succeeded in placing a lantern
slide on the stage through which a great host of the book's
fond admirers draw their own scenes of the play.

To the uninitiated beholder of the story in stage form,
nothing but the most florid flights of romanticism are ob-
served. For the reader who brings his ready made film to the
playhouse this photoplay absurdity has a normal tint. The
fiction fiend is hypnotized, so to speak, and the picture it con-
firms in his preconceived impression is a normal illusion of

life.

The play has little value for the student. No analysis of
its Problem is possible. The numerous companies doing it

are further evidence of the night-stand market awaiting the
book play whose readers are si^iciently numerous.

HIS WIFE BY HIS SIDE.
Played to Predisposed Patrons.

Problem.
I. A nurse betrays an affection for a married man.
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2. His wife demands her dismissal.

3. A bachelor marries the nurse.

The second play given by the National Federation of Thea-
tre Clubs is inferior to "The Higher Court"* their first produc-
tion, which had a big idea minus efficient treatment. This
play lacks both treatment and theme. It is an amusing parlor

entertainment for amateurs but wholly unfitted to meet the

demands of an impartial audience. Its hypothesis, above
stated, illustrates the absence of a consistent Plot. The Con-
clusion is no product of the Conditions and Cause. Of course,

professional authorities go just as far wrong, but we are look-

ing for superior things on the part of the Federation if there is

to be a fulfillment of its initial purpose.

But here we begin to feel the frailties of such an organiza-

tion. Congregated for the express business of discovering
plays that escape the mercenary manager, the members of this

club cease to comprise a normal theatre audience and become
a band of predisposed admirers. Any one of this body might
be reckoned a reliable judge if he could witness the perform-
ance without being conscious of the fact that his judgment is

being challenged. This self conscious fact at once relegates

him to the ranks of amateur critic. For it requires years for

the individual to adapt himself to the subconscious attitude of

the crowd. The same is true of the committee that attempts
to select these plays from an advance reading. The necessity

of forming an impression from the printed page reduces the
spectator to amateur playreader.

Just what improvement is possible in this experiment re-

mains to be seen. So far it suggests no advantage over the

trained judgment of professional readers and professional pro-

ducers. A partizan audience is the worst enemy of the play-
wright. The "Death Watch" of professional critics is almost
to be preferred. For a deeper discussion of this subject see
"Reading of Plays" on page 161 of the July 1911 issue.

*See page 310 October 1912 issue.

PINERO.
The Greatest Living Dramatist.

History is being made so fast in things theatric that the

new school of realistic drama is barely bom before we hear
murmurs of a newer persuasion which in turn is dubbed the

"new school." When Arthur Pinero gave us "The Second
Mrs. Tanquary" in 1892 he officially inaugurated what has
come to be known as the new school. He may be rightfully

called the father of social comedy. He had been writing pla3rs

for fifteen years and this was his twenty-fifth piece to attain

production. Some twelve or fourteen dramas have followed

this epoch-making play which have safely established Mr.
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Pinero not only the greatest living dramatist of the English
language but the greatest master of realistic craftsmanship
the world has yet produced.

Now what is the newer school we begin to hear muttering^s

about? For the most part, it is made up of cultivated persons
who have not served a playwright's apprenticeship. It com-
prises a class who mistake abstract intellect for dramatic in-

ventiveness and attempt to dialog their philosophies without
first acquiring the art of putting conflict on the stage. The
newer school, then, is a parade of mere intellect in the guise

of dramatic instinct. The breach is a wide one. Scholars

abound on all sides of us. Dramatists arrive several centuries

apart.

Bjomson, Strindberg, Suderman, Hauptmann, Wedekind,
Schnitzler, Hofmannsthal, Tolstoy, Gorky, Tchekhov, Capus,
Brieux, Maeterlinck, Heijermans, D'Annunzio, Shaw, Barker
and Galsworthy ; there are a few who are frequently ranked as

Pinero's peers by literary specialists who value intellection

above the art they attempt to estimate. But this is confusing

ethical intent with dramaturgic attainment. Pinero surpasses

all of these because he concerns himself first with the perfec-

tion of his technic before venturing a criticism of life. And
isn't it obvious that the language must be learned before ora-

tory is attempted?
Simon pure intellect is the direst enemy of dramatic art.

We never find it in the same mind with a truly great drama-
tist. It hampers the author who would deal with the com-
posite crowd, for it is in intellectual attainment that we are

least alike. It is in the emotional faculties that we most cor-

respond and it is this universal tongue that the real dramatist
speaks. For drama is essentially a language of the multitude.

Now the emotional side of the mental type is quite sterile.

Nothing enters this critter's conscience save through the chan-
nel of treble strained thought. He is a hopeless misfit for a
seat in the theatre where thinking is all subconscious. He is a
destined bore in the author's sanctum where sympathy of feel-

ing dictates the dramatic spell. For drama is not drawn from
a catalogue of canned wisdom. It is imaginative knowledge
founded on first-hand experience and observation. It is this

surpassing knowledge that a Pinero must possess. And he
acquires it only in the elementary schoolroom of humanity.

For handy reference we print the complete chronology of

Pinero's plays observing approximately the order in which
they were written rather than the dates produced.

200 a Year 1877
Daisy's Escape 1878
Hester's Mystery 1879
Bygones 1880
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fThe Money Spinner 1880 First Law
Imprudence 1881

fThe Squire 1881

fThe Rector 1881

Boys and Girls 1882

fThe Rocket 1883
Lords and Commons 1883
Low Water 1884

fin Chancery 1884
*The Weaker Sex 1884
*The Magistrate 1885
The School Mistress 1886
The Hobby Horse 1886
*Dandy Dick 1887
*The Profligfate 1887 Second Law
*Sweet Lavender 1888
*The Cabinet Minister 1890
*Lady Bountiful 1891
*The Times 1891
*The Second Mrs. Tanquary i8q2 Third Law
*The Amazons 1895
tThe Benefit of the Doubt 1895
jThe Princess and the Butterfly 1897
^Trelawny of The Wells 1898
*The Gay Lord Quex 1899
*Iris iqoi Second Law
*Letty 1903
*A Wife Without a Smile 1904
*His House in Order 1906
The Thunderbolt 1908 Third Law
Mid-Channel 1909
Preserving Mr. Panmure 19 10

The Mind the Paint Girl 191

1

fSamuel French, New York. Price 50c.

W. H. Baker & Co., Boston. Price 50c.

:|:Dramatic Publishing Co., Chicago. Price soc.

The plays we have underscored in this list are the signifi-

cant comer-stones in the building of his career. They point

out the epochs technical evolution both in his own work and

in the drama of the English speaking world. These five aver-

age seven years apart. It is interesting to watch this growth

of a genius from the flagrant flaws of the novice to the top-

most rung of technical supremacy.
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THE MONEY SPINNER.

Pinero's First Hit.

1. A gambler's daughter is in financial distress.

2. She attempts to cheat her former lover.

3. He assists her when he learns her need.

Despite the fact that this was the first real hit in Pinero's

early experiments it will hustle the sheer craft of his closest

rival today. It was written at the age of 25, when he already

displayed a keen sense of Conflict. But this faculty was
largely acquired. Since the age of 19 he had been a profes-

sional player and he was only 20 when his first play was
staged.

The asides, the soliloquies and loquaciousness in general

are only relics of obsolete technic which the author's own
progress later discards. At this juncture they are availed every
time a thought occurs to the author that plain duolog will not
admit. On page 10 we find an amusing attempt by Margot to

paint the character and occupation of Faubert and on the next
page Faubert himself takes a hand in his own portraiture. His
reference to the razors is supposed to say "Audience, I am a

detective," but the crude device misses fire. We shall watch
the author drop these barnacles, one by one, and employ posi-

tive principles in their place. On page 11 is a veritable duet
of intermittent asides, probably the worst specimen in Pinero's

whole collection of plays.

The first real Scene structure comes on pages 15 and 16

where Croodle persuades his son-in-law to harbor him. It is

a minor illustration, but oh, what a bugbear is this Scene build-

ing for the beginner. On page 19 there is a much bigger Scene
handled in rather crude fashion. But see how deftly it pro-

jects the Plot and sets the first half of Conditions fairly before
us. The remainder of Act I inspires great promise of a Con-
flict and while the curtain descends on a laugh it was doubt-
less good play-writing policy for that epoch of "comic relief."

The division of the play into two Acts is an oddity. The
second division could be effectually split and a curtain placed
midway at the climax. This would render a better subdivision
of the Problem.

The master stroke in the second Act is the focus of our
S5mipathies on the heroine. We even go so far as to hope she
will swindle the lord at cards. And when her ruse is exposed
we keep on wishing that this former lover will finance the
predicament.

If we discount the romantic notion of the lord who loves
his old sweetheart's sister as proxy, there is considerable sus-

pense, for the subconscious auditor. The chief defect is the
detective who is no agent in the Conflict. His operations are
actuated entirely by the author.
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THE PROFLIGATE.
A Play of Wild Improbability.

1. A chaste girl marries a libertine.

2. She meets a victim of his profligacy.

3. The husband kills himself.

This is the first drama in which our author asserted his

artistic independence. After reaping a financial harvest out
of a long run of successful farces he was able to shake ofF the

fetters of managerial dictates and venture his own ideals in a
play. "The Profligate" is the first play that gained Pinero
recognition as a serious dramatist. He was still unrioe and
somewhat superficial, but with this drama he managed to start

a new strain in the evolution of English playwriting, dealing

a death blow to the dogma of "Comic Relief."

The asides that flourished in "The Money Spinner" are

now concealed by the instruction "to himself or "under his

breath." The author evidently disapproves the device but has
not n'ute le^irned to dispense with it. "The Prcflisrate" is a
far less credible play, however, for the author seems to have
taken his characters abroad with the avowed purpose of strain-

ing coincidence. He bobs them around without reference to

probable whereabouts. The mock martyrdom of the vicarious

lover is as preposterous as the detective in "The Monev Soin-
ner." In this instance, however, it is false restraint that the

author exercises rather than false motive.

The long inflated speeches on pages 38, 51, 116, tell the

struFffle our young author was still having with the pom-
positv of words. But of course this was partly the influence

of that period. Embroidered lines were the rule, not the ex-

ception. How Sir Arthur must chuckle when he reads them
now! Undoubtedly the biegest work in this play is the situa-

tion on pages 99 to 104. If the preliminaries that support this

Scene were sound, it would be a model climax. The wife's

blundering mistake in accusing another before she discovers

her own husband's profligacy is a cleverly devised complica-
tion.

The ending Act is the weakest structure in this drama.
The husband's suicide is not justified in his mind nor in the

minds of the audience. A great deal of discussion was pro-

voked at the time, and a happier ending was invented. But
the Plot seems to demand an atonement of some kind that the

thought of suicide does not furnish. It would be interesting

to know how Pinero's maturer genius would solve the same
Conflict to-morrow.
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THE SECOND MRS. TANQUARY.

Pinero's Highwater Mark.

1. A woman covets her stepdaughter's purity.

2. Her former paramour becomes affianced to the girl.

3. The stepmother commits suicide.

The best that can be said of this play is that it inspired the

antipathy of George Bernard Shaw, who, in his most hyper-
critical humor was unable to detect any pertinent flaws. He
would prefer that Paula behave according to his own revul-

sionary philosophy rather than her normal conventional mo-
tive. But with all his glittering wisdom this arch-essayist has
not perceived that the prime purpose of a play is the convic-

tion not the alienation of an audience and that the only path
to this goal is by way of the emotions. He does not believe

that an appeal to a composite intellect is a paradox. In his

own overtrained mentality he forgets that the more prevalent
this mental type the wider the variance of view.

Shaw even admits that Paula Tanquary is an astonishingly
well drawn figure as stage figures go, and alludes to "the mer-
its with which his work is so concisely packed," but that in the
library her distinction vanishes. It is this library point-of-

view that has given the individual rather than a universal in-

terpretation to most of Shaw's plays and it is the antithesis of

this plan that renders Pinero his superior. Shaw writes for

Shaw, in other words, and Pinero for the playgoing public.

It would be as impossible for the one to write plays as for the
other to propagate philosophy. Each is a monarch of his own
domain though but one of them reigns in drama.

There are a few flaws in this play. Symptoms of unmotived
character still survive. Drummle is the most flagrant speci-

men. Much of the first 35 pages could be clipped with profit.

Whispers now replace the aside. The author has not acquired
the art of letting his play begin with the Conflict. He prefers

a preamble, not trusting his audience to interpret from sight.

But he has achieved so much loftier resource in swaying the
human soul, that these defects seem indeed insignificant by
comparison.

The play is a masterpiece! It placed Pinero in the fore-

most rank of English dramatists and won him supreme dis-

tinction as a craftsman. The Conflict pursues a simple,

straightforward course that cumulates like an avalanche. Our
language contains few Scenes that rival the third law situation

on pages 161-162-163 where the strained relations between
stepmother, father and daughter generate the acme of dra-

matic intensity.
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IRIS.

A Study in Feminine Faithlessness

1. A woman lacks courage to face fortune with the man
she loves.

2. She becomes the deceitful mistress of a rich suitor.

3. She loses both lovers.

As may be seen by comparing this Problem with the long-

drawn-out story, the chief defect of this play is lack of com-
pactness. The crisis is not well centered. The Plot of the real

drama barely bep^ins till the second Act is over. Much that

precedes is needless biography so far as the essentials of Con-
flict are concerned. This is good fiction but bad drama.

Asides and soliloquies have gone by the board. The authcw
now manipulates his actors instead of his undertones. Imagine
the monolog Iris might have on page 165 if she has entered a
dozen years earlier! These atrocities are now replaced by
gesture, grimace or Scene building or pantomime. The author
disappears as a visible motive power and yields to his charac-

ters the free will of life. The cast seems to sojourn like that

of "The Profligate" but the characters are more of the so-

journing kind. The several instances where the curtain is

lowered amid Acts is abominable. But the author would
hardly permit such a patchwork today.

The play gives a strong moral lesson by way of the nega-
tive. If Iris were allowed to come off vistorious after her
faithless, worthless, vascilating life, the piece would be ethic-

ally corrupt. As it is, her tragedy purges our souls through
our sympathies. It purifies the spectator by the pity her pre-

dicament enlists. We dawdle through a surfeit of tea-table

tactics to view this one angle of universal life. But that is the
fault of the times, not the author. When "Iris" appeared the
theatre had been temporarily turned over to drawingroom dis-

plays.

The wastebasket Scene on page 197 will always be known
as one of Pinero's best moments. It reeks with Suspense. Iris

is in ignorance, but the audience KNOW. How it projects!
It foreshadows the doom, but we eagerly rush on to embrace
it. This is one of Pinero's best proofs that we lose little by
forewarning if the coming crisis is sufficiently strong. And
"Iris" retains interest to the bitter end.

THE MIND THE PAINT GIRL.
Pinero Amuses Himself.

Like Shakespeare, Pinero, in his later work has stooped to
emulate the youthful contemporaries about him and has de-
preciated the product of his craftier pen. Shakespeare fol-

lowed the pace set by Beaumont and Fletcher and his art tem-
porarily declined. In his last several efforts Pinero has leaned
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toward the motiveless structure of Galsworthy and Barker
and this spineless hybrid is the result. Into his latest slice of

atmosphere only the thinnest veil of Conflict is woven. The
Problem, if Stiffened with substance would be something like

this:

Problem.

1. A lord proposes to an actress.

2. Rather than degrade the lord she accepts a lieutenant.

3. The lieutenant retires in the face of this sacrifice.

This is the nucleus of the dramatic possibilities of the play,

but only the latter Acts are given over to it. There is material

here for a capital comedy but the Conflict has merely been
v/orked out to a mere fraction of its inherent worth. It is not
quite as vapid as "Preserving Mr. Panmure"* but it suffers in

the absence of that substantial texture which goes with the

Pinero trademark.
Sustained by a charming star and seasoned with a dash of

musical allspice, this mongrel melange manages to entertain

an audience by other means than legitimate dramatic effec-

tiveness. Most of the local color and caricature is lost on our
public, though there are always those who wish to ape an in-

timacy of London life and theatricals. The first two Acts are

entirely devoted to a motion picture of showgirl life. The por-

traits are no doubt drawn with a microscope. We refuse to

believe that the construction of this piece has seriously en-

gaged the skill of our consummate craftsman. It is merely his

laugh at the musical show and the vapid young swains it en-
tices.

Give us more "Thunderbolts," more "Irises," and "Lettys"
Mr. P. to pattern our principles after.

See page 256 Julv 19 12 issue.

There are many other plays in this long list that invite

analysis both for positive and negative technical qualities. We
would like to deal with his early farces, with the gentle graces
of "Sweet Lavender," with the suffragette phase of "The Ama-
zons," with the excellent structure of "The Benefit of the

Doubt," with the iniquity of "The Gay Lord Quex" and "A
Wife Without a Smile," with the one big flaw as well as the
terrific strength of "His House in Order;" but these must be
treated some other time. "The Thunderbolt"* and "Midchan-
nel"** are analysed in earlier numbers. If we realize that

these thirty-eight manuscripts have been written in thirty-five

years we marvel that so many could have been veritable mas-
terpieces for the period in which they appeared.

*See page 115 January 191 1 issue.

**See page 205 October 191 1 issue.
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Plots to the World's 'Best Plays

THE WONDERWORKING MAGICIAN.
by

Pedro Calderon.

A pagan scholar makes a pact with the devil to possess a

beautiful woman. The devil fails to exercise his power over
her Christian faith so he converts the man into a magician.

Magic does the work. He therefore conjures up a phantom in

her likeness. The phantom gives the thing away and the man
renounces his bargain. The devil insists on securing the soul

of his victim but the hero cheats his majesty by becoming a
Christian and suffering death as a martyr.

JEPHTHA'S DAUGHTER,
by

Cavalotti.

A bride is annoyed by her husband's affair with another
woman and upon her nuptial night asks like Jephtha's Daugh-
ter, to mourn her chastity before being sacrificed. To con-
vince herself that her husband is purged of his impure passion
she arrays herself most attractively and induces her husband
to demonstrate his love in her former rival's presence. She is

now strong enough to face his past and they consummate their

marriage.

THE VIOLINMAKER OF CREMONA.
by

Francois Copoe.

A hunchback apprentice makes a violin that wins as a prize

the daughter of his master. Realizing that she is displeased at

his victory he secretly substitutes his instrument for that of

the man she loves and allows him to win. His sacrifice is dis-

covered. He consoles himself with his violin as a life compan-
ion.

POLYEUCTE.
by

Pierre Corneille.

A girl foregoes her lover to marry the man of her father's

choice. He is condemned to death, but instead of taking this

opportunity to marry her lover, she subdues her passion and
seeks her husband's pardon. Her lover joins her in this self-

abnegation.

Read the Dramatic Mirror
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Sir Arthur Wini Pinero : **I have read your magazine with

very great interest and pleasure and I consider The

Dramatist to be a valuable and unique feature in

theatrical journalism."

William C. de Mille: "Your iconoclastic views are very

helpful to the the dramatist."

An^nstus Thomas : "This fellow knows what he is talking

about."

Charles Rann Kennedy : "I have read every number from

the beginning; and it has been of the greatest assist-

ance to me technically."

Clayton Hamilton: "I have frequently had occasion to

recommend your acute and stimulating magazine to

my students at Columbia University."

Channin^ Pollock: "I shall be a better critic for reading

your reviews and a better dramatist for learning the

•Plots of the World's Best Plays.'"

Percy MacKaye : **The public service which your magazine

The Dramatist is performing in America seems to

me important and vital. Its emphasis upon the tech-

nic of artists, its direct specific method, its analytical

survey of the seasons, its freedom from commercial

bias—these qualifications are as new to dramatic

criticism in our country as they are helpful and

wholesome. It is a fine monument of vigorous men-

tality."
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$10,000 Prize for Best
American Play

Probably the greatest item of interest to the amateur at

this writing is the substantial play prize offered by Mr. Win-
throp Ames. He has made the award attractive enough to

warrant the exertion of every earnest aspirant. And all are

aspirants today. The professional playwright is a paradox.

He does not exist. The advent of principle in the science of

play construction makes abject amateurs of us all.

It is particularly gratifying to note that Mr. Ames ac-

knowledges this fact. In his announcement a play of popular
appeal is preferred. This producer has been an ardent ad-

mirer of the other school for several seasons and his experi-

ence has evidently prompted this democratic precaution.

Drama is democratic. It is for the many, not the few.

Believing in Mr. Ames' integrity of purpose and artistic

sincerity we heartily endorse this project and recommend it to

our many aspiring clients.

For Production During the Season 1913-1914

At Mr. Ames' New Theatre, Now Being Built in New York-

Mr. Winthrop Ames, director of The Little Theatre, New
York, offers $10,000 for the best play by an American author,

submitted before August 15th, 19 13.

It is Mr. Ames' intention to produce this play next season

at the new playhouse now being built for him on West 45th
Street, near Broadway, New York.

The award will be made by a committee of three judges:

Mr. Augustus Thomas, President of the Society of American
Dramatists; Mr. Adolph Klauber, Dramatic Editor of 'The
New York Times,' and Mr. Winthrop Ames.
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As all manuscripts must be submitted anon5miously, un-

known writers will have an equal hearing with those of estab-

lished reputations.

No limitations as to the type of play are imposed; but in

making the award those which, in the opinion of the Commit-
tee, promise to appeal to the general body of playgoers will be
preferred to those which appeal to a limited class only.

Authors are urged to send in manuscripts as early as possi-

ble. The earlier they are received the better the opportunity
for careful consideration.

CONDITIONS.
1. Authors must be residents of the United States.

2. Plays must be original, and of the right length for a
full evening's entertainment. No translations, adaptations,

one-act pieces, or musical comedies will be considered. Dra-
matizations of novels, short stories, etc., may be entered, pro-

vided full rights to make such dramatizations have been se-

cured-

3. Each play submitted must be signed with pseudonym
only, and be accompanied by a sealed envelope, bearing OUT-
SIDE the title of the play and the author's pseudonym, and
enclosing the author's real name and address. These envel-

opes will not be open until the judges have made their de-

cision.

4. Manuscripts must be clear, typewritten copies, and
sent by mail or prepaid express, addressed : "Winthrop Ames*
Play Contest, Care The Little Theatre, 240 West 44th Street,

New York City." Manuscripts must be received before Au-
gust 15th, 1913. The award v/ill be made and the manuscripts
returned as soon as possible after that date; but as Mr. Ames
cannot hold himself responsible for possible loss, or damage to

any manuscript, authors should keep copies of the plays they
submit.

5. No play can be considered which has previously been
submitted to Mr. Ames, either at The Little Theatre or while
director of The New Theatre.

6. The payment of the award of $10,000 shall entitle Mr.
Ames to all rights whatsoever in the accepted play, and shall

be considered as advance payment on account of royalties un-
til these royalties, reckoned at 10% of the gross receipts from
the play, shall have amounted to $10,000. Thereafter Mr.
Ames will pay royalties of 8% on all additional gross receipts

derived from the play.

7. While Mr. Ames engages, in any case, to pay $10,000
for the best play submitted, he does not promise a production
if, in the opinion of the judges, no play of requisite merit is

received.
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THE SPIRITUALIST.

A Masterpiece Minus The Magic Touch.

The most amusing study of "The Spiritualist" is the hasty
attitude of the critics who rush pell mell to condemn the very
thing they continually extol with a slight squirt of crisis in-

jected. It is merely the absence of this vitalizing virus that

disenchants, and not the presence of imaginary blunders. For
the actual errors of this play when clothed in the climax of a
gfripping plot are the flaws we continually fall for.

Problem.
1. A widow rejects a suitor for dabbling in spooks.

2. His supposed seance chances to save her child's life.

3. The widow and suitor are reconciled.

In stating this problem we have endeavored to adjust a
crisis that will turn the tide of adverse criticism. We accent
the point that the hero's seance is a delusion and not a valid

commimication with the spirit world. This is more or less the

intent of the present Plot but the fact is not stamped with in-

delible clarity and the crisis that saves the child's life is vir-

tually unsolved. If a moment of adequate magnitude were
created here the critics would sit supinely in their seats and
roar with the rest of us. It is this parent motive of Plot that

is missing, and in her absence the little children do not be-

have.
There are moments of unexcelled craftsmanship in this

melodramatic farce. Many plays that pass newspaper appro-
val manifest no shadow of the sincere respect Mr. Wilson ob-
serves for his art. Taking the most vital essence of drama-
turgy for instance—the capacity to excite expectation—this

play offers numerous examples of excellence. Up to the mo-
ment where a clever crisis should culminate matters, we feel

a strong sympathy for the young suitor whose unwelcome
spiritualistic proclivities are apt to separate him from the wi-

dow he so ardently loves. Again, we say, with a properly ma-
tured climax this situation could easily be the making of the

play.

But what we wish to drive home is the fact that a play
condemned today is commended tomorrow. The fickle mo-
ment of subconscious inspiration may be the only obstacle be-

tween success and failure, and at times this minute germ of

crisis will not present itself until the morning after. But it is

always there and the dramatist should never give up until he
captures it. It is in this trivial item that Mr. Wilson has
failed—failed in attaining the inherent magnitude of his

topic, failed incidentally in distracting the critics from the

minor flaws that are ignored in nearly all plays of proclaimed
merit. His general concept is the measure of a great play.
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THE BRIDAL PATH.

Not True to Its Promise.

Problem.

1. A girl compromises her reputation to trap a husband.
2. She threatens to leave him upon discovering his love

for another.

3. He effects a reconciliation by counter threat.

The three fundamental premises of this Problem are not
closely knit. The third clause should result from the opera-
tion of the second upon the first. But the second bears no or-

ganic relation to the first and it cannot therefore develop the
third out of it.

So far as we have seen the girl is fully aware of his in-

fatuation with the other woman all along. We see him danc-
ing attendance upon her and know that the girl sees what we
do. On the night of their nuptials, however, the girl ex-

presses great surprise and horror at the discovery of a past
affair between her husband and the other dame.

This affected injury is directly at odds with the indepen-
dent, impulsive creature we have seen openly fishing for a
husband in Act I. It is forced upon us as a freak in her nature
that is hard to believe, and yet this is utilized as the chief mo-
tive of Plot from which all minor motives should spring. It

is for this more than any other technical reason that the play
fails to grip. We are disillusioned at the very moment where
our credulity should be boiling at white heat. This is the cri-

sis of the Plot but the Cause is too thin.

There is skill displayed in the minor mechanics of this play

but these dismembered parts do not contribute to any one
composite whole. The first Act gives promise of a marvellous
eugenics Conflict but the theme that is sounded at the start is

abruptly cut short. It is doubtless this vision of a third law
play that inspired Mr. Buchanan, but somewhere along the

line the thread evidently escaped him. The remaining Acts
fail to keep faith with the audience and we witness instead an
inconsequent quarrel between bride and groom that demands
an entirely new premise.

The valid play in this material is as follows

:

Problem.

1. A girl compromises her reputation to trap a husband.

2. He discovers the ruse on the eve of their first-born.

3. They realize that they are mere toys in the great lap of

fate.
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WHAT HAPPENED TO MARY.

A Moment of Mother Emotion.

When we reach the one big thunderclap in "What Hap-
pened to Mary" after a tedious excursion through a maze of

fictitious absurdities there is a tremendous tug at the maternal
heartstrings vibrating in us all. This situation is effected by a

suspicion falsely cast upon Mary involving the theft of a large

sum of money from a woman we ultimately divine to be her

own mother. Both Mary and the mother are cruelly deprived

of this knowledge of kinship. Discounting the density and
extravagant means of arriving at this climax, it rjmks with
"Madame X" for triphammer thumps at the third law of life.

There is another excellent Scene of sentiment depicting

Mary's gradual change from hate to love for a grumpy, bear-

like employer who in turn gradates from a tall suspicion of

Mary's innocence to a stout defense of her character. Their
ultimate alliance is accomplished by haphazard process but
the match is so well foreshadowed in this love Scene that the

audience overlook flaws in their unalloyed ecstasy at the

union.
Another spot that hints the sheer craftsmanship of Owen

Davis, is the arrival of Mary at the Tenderloin boarding house
in New York. She is utterly at the mercy of a young leperous

scamp who has enticed her away on the false pretense of ob-

taining emplo5mient for her. There are vast possibilities in

the normal development of this situation between sensuality

and innocence. But we are not allowed our rightful expecta-

tions. The Scene is cut off half way. Instead of drawing out

the chaste girl's innate strength to repel the cunning advances
of this young centiped a secondary episode of seduction is in-

troduced to warn her. Here we find not only the loss of a

grand opportunity, but the use of an impracticable device. A
girl of Mary's avowed innocence opens her eyes altogether too

readily to the demoralized state of her environment.
Owen Davis founded this play upon a series of magazine

stories. In assembling them for one sustained Conflict he fails

to dodge a hundred and one pitfalls that abound in ready-

made materials. The dramatist is obliged to say less in order

to do more. His main effort is elimination. This process is

multiplied in dramatizing narratives. The atrocious fiction of

the uncle who bribed the nurse to kidnap the four months
babe so that he might secure her mother's fortune for his

good-for-nothing son, is the wildest flight of dime novel deli-

rium. And the effort to utilize this extravagant stuff as the

antecedents of a drama is a gross misconception of the pro-

vince of playbuilding. A far simpler introduction could tell

the same tale, but a simpler tale would be still better struc-

ture.
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These multiplex inconsistencies are all dashed at us in an

incongruous heap. The Conditions of the Conflict are not al-

lowed to patiently unfold and grow. The uncle, the cousin,

the future husband and mother are edl brought boldly to the

remote island where Mary is supposed to be concealed with
the utmost precaution. The old sea captain with his vaunted
sagacity is fool enough to assist Mary in meeting an utterly

strange young man in New York. Mary is an accomplished
stenographer despite the fact that she had only the advantage
of a few hours surreptitious practice on an old typewriter at

home.
But with all these discrepancies the staged version of the

"Mary" stories has a fighting chance to win big laurels just on
account of the one terrific punch in the third Act. The audi-

ence fairly gasp at this thrilling climax. And crude as is the

approach that leads up to it, the audience relishes it in a sea-

son devoid of sound, substantial emotional dramas. To be sure
it is a horrible example of dramaturgy, but on the other hand
it vividly illustrates the grip of even a halfbaked crisis. And
these isolated instances of competent technic are so rare that

the collective crowd may consent to wade through a quagmire
af incongruities to get to them.

THE CONSPIRACY.
A Literary Third Degree Drama.

Problem.

1. A criminologist writes up a murder involving his

stenographer.
2. At the crisis of his dictation he detects her guilt.

3. She negotiates her liberty by exposing bigger crimi-

nals.

There is timely material in this play for a season teeming
with newspaper notoriety of parallel cases. Its success is a
striking confirmation of the claim that spectators want to see

played the thing the public mind is full of. They want some-
thing more, though. They want current photographs plus a

novel touch. The supplial of this novelty is the province of

the author.

Two clever Scenes supply this dramatization of current
criminal history in "The Conspiracy." One is a thrilling, lit-

erary, third-degree, stenographic stunt wherein the criminolo-

gist suspects his own stenographer of the crime he is writing
up in narrative form. The other is his adroit maneuver to de-

coy a famous band of outlaws into the arms of a detachment
of Burns detectives.

The conception of these two situations is good. The story-

book style in which they are led up to is anything but compe-
tent construction. The criminologist does not turn his trick
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as neatly as the above Problem indicates. He surrenders at

the very crisis of his task. When the dictation of his murder
details become too vivid for the stenographer to endure, she
resists his attempts to push the inquisition further and the
tense episode languishes. An outside character virtually

TELLS the expert that this girl is the murderer and with this

crude assistance he continues his summing up. The newest
stuff of the play is thus sacrificed for want of a single culmi-
nating stroke to cap the climax.

Mr. Roberts should learn to strip his story of all fungus
conversation and comment that cannot be played into the pic-

ture. He has twelve chapters of TALK before the real Con-
flict of the play begins. To the beginner this CHAT interval

seems difficult to dodge. In fact the professional playwright
is lax enough about it. But the idea that such preliminary
ramble is ever imperative is the biggest delusion under the

sun. The essential Scenes of any real play can always be
brought to transpire here and now. One of the first principles

in playbuilding is the realization of this immutable law. The
consciousness that it can always be done is half the battle of

doing it.

Note : Since this analysis was written the third degree lit-

erary Scene has been published in a New York paper. In this

version the main faults we have pointed out are erased and
the valid termination of the situation attempted between the

two principals. No one TELLS the old man that his steno-

grapher is the murderess. He is supposed to draw his final

conclusion from the fact that the girl attempts to escape. He
locks the girl in and claims her his prisoner. This is far bet-

ter than the former solution, but it still lacks the crowning
touch of triumph. The material contains some subtle little

trick by which the criminologist may clinch his long patient

cross examination. But with the change as it stands, the dra-

matized portions of the play have few rival scenes to fear in

current attractions.

FANNY'S FIRST PLAY.
A Shaw Play Is a Paradox.

This piece is a three-act satire on the convention of marry-
ing off a compromised girl to preserve her reputation, sand-

wiched between a prologue and an epilogue ridiculing the im-

maturity of plays and critics. Technically the three-act por-

tion is the only thing that may be analyzed as evidence of Mr.
Shaw's disregard for dramaturgy. The thin bread coverings

on the sandwich are merely his personal flaunts at contempo-
rary criticism. All of which focuses the spotlight on the cen-

ter of the stage where Shaw represents himself by three inter-

rogation points. These symbols represent the author's name
on the program.
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The success of this paradox is not a tribute to the art of

playwriting. It is a testimony to the fertile flights of consum-
mate wit prepared in dialog form to be taken by the jaded
playgoer as a relaxation from an overdose of drama. There is

room for one such diversion in a city of surfeited spectators.

But this is a safe venture only for the genius holding a world-
wide record in mental calisthenics. If it does mystify the aver-

age auditor, it wins his respect for the juggler's mental agility.

Let us now taste the meat center of the sandwich taking
for granted only one thing; that Mr. Shaw wishes to solace

some craving in the mind of his audience. The play part of

the program runs as follows

:

Problem
1. A girl compromises her reputation.

2. Her parents insist that she marry the man.
3. The man is already married so she weds a duke.
Of course this looseness of logic is intentional. The pro-

vidential Conclusion is significant of Fanny's first theatric at-

tempt. But does it convey any impression to the composite
crowd? There is a vague meaning for the average man, but
its purpose is too complex and scattered. The thousand and
one stray notions that infest the structure only serve to shat-

ter all hope of a unified idea. But again, this is the author's

intention, for he starts out with a subpurpose of writing an im-
mature play and a superpurpose of confounding the critics.

This artificial arrangement of purpose and counter purpose
would be bad enough if each were clearly defined. But Shaw's
reckless indifference to interpretation results only in the col-

lective dismay. He plays to the conscious mind of the audi-

tor, thus abruptly leaving the realm of illusion. We are never
deluded a minute. The author is always there.

For the aspiring student of technology Shaw is the most
pernicious influence extant. He knows that these plays are

technical abortions, but he passes along the impression that

here is the last word in play-building. And many an unsus-
pecting victim is driven to despair emulating his futile for-

mula. It is for this reason that we call the Shaw play a para-

dox. It is a useless model for serious students and only the
intellectual giant can hope to get by with such a perversion.

Shaw makes his way on a well built reputation in book form
to back up his playwriting pastime. For even on the stage his

delectable documents continue to spell closet drama. The au-

thor is not dramatized.

WIDOW BY PROXY.
A Play With a Perverted Premise.

The whimsical refusal of a widow to accept her late hus-
band's legacy on account of the family snobbishness is a far-

fetched Condition for a play in American waters. It is so for-
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eign to our notions of finance and propriety that it virtually

becomes a false premise. The author's effort, at least, is pain-
fully apparent in the manufacture.

Problem.
1. A woman personates a widow to obtain a legacy.
2. The bereaved husband unexpectedly turns up alive.

3. The legacy is no longer in danger.
This is as near a Problem as the play prescribes. By sheer

manipulation the heroine ultimately wins a lover in place of
the legacy, but this is not the valid outgrowth of the Plot. It

is hitched on. There is an excellent farcical Conflict in the
material but it has not been carefully worked out. In the ef-

fort to provide Miss Irwin a vehicle, some of the edges of
structure have been left loosely joined, or varnished over with
witty lines.

The unexpected return of the supposedly dead husband is

constructively the crisis of Conflict. From this parent motive
every other cause and effect in the farce should take origin.

By some misconception of absolute law, the author has failed

to weave in the slightest suggestion of this husband's exist-

ence so the turning up is an abrupt surprise.

It is difficult to design a more fatal defect than to deprive
an audience of the main source of expectation in a Plot. The
Sword of Damocles is never suspended, so the Sword of

Damocles cannot fall. The very trick that should inspire our
liveliest expectation on behalf of the proxy widow is not al-

lowed to take root and grow. Without this cohesive element
of Suspense there is little to hold the structure together and
Plot interest limps on one leg.

For Catherine Chisholm Cushing the work is a step ahead
constructively. Compared with "The Real Thing" it is many
leagues in the lead. There are isolated instances of clever

Scene structure and numerous opportunities capitalized to

skillful advantage.

THE HONEYMOON.*
A Slender Thread of Interest.

1. An aviator is illegally wedded.
2. His fiancee is piqued at his devotion to his art.

3. She ultimately consents to a second ceremony.
Structurally this is the best backbone that "The Honey-

moon" can boast of. The unqualified success of "Milestones"
has not yet tempted any practical manager to invest in this

puerile comedy by Arnold Bennett. It lacks even the hearth-

side interest of the Bennett-Knoblauch product. A single

matinee performance by a stage society is all it has had so far.

And this is all it deserves as drama.
The play is totally deficient in the one factor requisite to

composite appeal—emotional interest. There may be consi-
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derable delight and dainty humour for a polite audience but
nothing to grip or charm the average crowd. It has no funda-
mental claim to dramaturgic interest because there is no crisis

to generate a sustained Conflict. There are spots of struc-

tural worth in Act I but the other two Acts are not straight-

forward and cumulative. They falter. Unity is fairly pre-

served. The play is about one thing, for the most part.

The second Act is indefinite and purposeless and the third

Act palls for want of variety and vivid Conflict. The end is

vapid, childish, aimless and arbitrary. It does not arrive as a
result of Plot development. It is mere idle caprice for both
character and author. The play as a whole lacks spinal sta-

bility or rational dominant motive.

*George H. Doran Company, New York. Price $i.

JOSEPH AND HIS BRETHREN.
A Grand Opera Without the Song.

It is seldom that spectacular productions offer much food
for theatric thought. "Joseph and His Brethren" is no excep-
tion to this rule. It rather illustrates the rigid limitations of

illusion. For even though mounted with every extravagance
that modem craft can command, this spectacle reeks with the
artifice of unreality. It is only as the preconceived picture of

the thing verifies the flesh and blood rendering that there can
be any reed reference to life. To the unbiased observer, the
effort at illusion is merely an echo of reality and the means by
which this effort is sustained is more conspicuous than the
achievement.

Problem.

1. Joseph is sold as a slave to Potiphar's wife.

2. She attempts in vain to seduce him.

3. Her husband bums out her eyes.

This is the figment of drama that runs through the pano-
rama of scenes. There is undoubtedly substance for a g^eat
play in this problem, but it is not brawny enough to carry the
weight of Joseph's whole family on its back. It serves as a
string to thread the other narratives on with more or less sem-
blance of Unity. This is more design than accident, however,
for the author's intent is to capitalize the scriptures. The ex-
periment proves that there is an audience for such sumptuous
enterprise but it does not demonstrate pliability of biblical lore

as drama. The field is not a profitable one for the amateur, at

least, for it is only by utter disregard for history that a throb-
bing drama may be made.
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THE SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS.

Stage Pictures from the Book,

Here is another mirror of a book for readers to confinn
their flesh feincies in. It has little meaning to spectator not
familiar with the narrative, but the fact that these are legion

is confirmed by four travelling companies on the road catering

to them.
A statement of the Problem of this piece is utterly impossi-

ble. There is no one Problem. The stage version, at least,

offers no tangible Conflict. The several stories contained in

the piece worm their way around from a hazy beginning to a
mystifying end. The implements of expectation that make
for Suspense are not given the audience to work with. This
is of little consequence to readers of the book, of course, for

they come to the theatre already provided with the tools of

expectancy.
To convert this medley of episodes into a play, it would be

necessary to select one central crisis to build back from and
then concentrate upon this one straightforward course of Con-
flict. The psychologic theme of the halfwitted child repre-

senting the spirit of his departed mother is the best drama-
turgic possibility. But for practical drama this story should

be made even more obvious than the ordinary melodrama,
since the average auditor knows little about the dominant
subconsciousness of the demented mind.

The piece is a fair entertaining medium for the iminitiated

as it stands. There are fragments of rustic comedy that count
and several flashes of melodrama that get over in spite of their

foggy premises. But even these need to be knit a little more
closely into the main fabric if the outside auditor is to receive

his money's worth. Sequence is too strained. The amateur
should not be deceived by such specimens of playwriting.

They are not valid, it is merely the reputation of the book as

a "best seller" that insures the play's success. And even so it

is wise management to restrict such products to small towns
where a critical verdict may not mar the run.

THE ETERNAL MYSTERY.*
Atheism Dramatized by Death.

Few critics can practice what they preach. This little skit

by George Jean Nathan appearing in the Smart Set Magazine
for April demonstrates no mean ability of the critic dramatist.

The author aims a broadside at the enthusiast too ready to ac-

cept everyday incidents as miracles and after plunging the

dagger in his adversary's heart gives it a dramatic twist or two
for good measure.
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Problem,

1. An infidel defiles God on his deathbed.
2. He is converted by a miracle.

3. The miracle proves to be a sham.
When dogmatists learn to employ this same telling satire

to promote their faith, religious conversion will have become a
scientific certainty. If this little skit were allowed to perform
it would make heathens of more souls than you can shake a
stick at. The subtlety of Mr. Nathan's treatment is terrific,

whether we believe in his theory or not.

It would be easy to condemn his Dialog as superfluous

TALK, but the author meets this accusation half way. The
first law of Nature vitalizes his conversation from the very
start—the infidel is dying! His words are dramatized by his

death! His passing spirit infuses every thought of the here-

after with vivid Conflict. There is a dominant motive over all.

It might be charged that there is no preparation for the
shadow of the cross misconceived as a miracle. The author
has also allowed for this. He thrusts at the crime of the over-

credulous who see miracles in the mist of their own minds.
There is an innate agnostic abiding in the best of us and he
relies upon this saner sense to prepare us for the denouement.
The great religious plays of the future must be founded on the

same basic principle—the beliefs of the many, not the few.

The playlet is worth while technically.

*Smart Set Magazine for April, 1913.

JULIUS CAESAR.
History Plus Poetic Justice.

Problem

:

1. A patriot kills an usurper.

2. He allows a companion to escape.

3. The companion causes the patriot's death.

Technically considered, the parent motive of this play is

Brutus' big- mistake in allowing Antony to escape the knife

of the conspirators. The one mighty error breeds others till

the patriot's doom is sealed. This changes the theme from
imperialism, as it is usually classified, to one of mismanage-
ment. For according to the interpretation of the Plot, Brutus
dies of a series of misdirected deeds and not as a direct result

of the murder of Caesar. But of course, this is a strictly tech-

nical definition of theme. The abstract subject of the play is

Patriotism.

Patriotism is a broader phase of the third law of nature. It

amplifies the law of parent and child into the wider interpreta-

tion of the brotherhood of mankind. In the person of the no-

ble Brutus, Shakespeare paints one of the most altruistic por-

traits in his great gallery of illustrious characters.
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"Julius Caesar" is doubtless the most self-interpretive play

of Shakespeare. The first Act is marred somewhat by the gib-

berish of the rabble, but the second and third Acts tell their

own tale at almost every moment of enaction. Up to this

point the Plot could almost be seen from a pantomime pro-

duction or a motion picture reel. It would be necessary to

visualize the thrice refused crown, perhaps, but a fairly secure
meaning would be projected as it is.

Acts IV and V are in desperate need of a photo-play ren-

dering, they scatter over such a confusing range of ground
that nothing short of a camera can keep up with them. And
even then there is need of a guide book to assist the uniniti-

ated. For all the fidelity to history, these two Acts with their

cumbrous set-scenes might be readily packed into one division

as a single Act. Illusion is butchered by this constantly drift-

ing background and since history is not truthfully rendered at

any rate, technic should rule and the Conclusion be highly en-

hanced.
For the student who can desecrate the sacred pages of the

immortal bard long enough to see his blunders, there is an ex-

cellent lesson in disunity to be learned. In the senate Scene,

just before the murder, there is an extraneous debate about
the enfranchisement of Publius Cimber. We strain every
nerve to connect this spurious matter with the Plot, but in

vain. We find our author has broken faith. There is nothing
to come of this fact, it is a false promise of momentary jabber.

It is quite correct that this assembly should transact its daily

routine of business but if the topic in hand is not made to con-
tribute directly to the Conflict, it should at least, not mar the

progress of this tense situation.

The quarrel between Brutus and Cassius in the tent scene,

Act IV, is likewise distracting. Their money matters have no
meaning to us. They serve only to annoy. The episode is

often extolled as revealing the fuller characters of these two
men. But to what purpose? No end should be served detri-

mental to the highest Cause, and this episode is injurious since

it awakens new thoughts that are in no way tributary to the

Conflict.

Even the death of Brutus' wife has no valid entry in this

scene. His grief for her is a blight on other items of the Plot

that do have a vital present purpose. Unity is to be gained in

these Acts only by the process of elimination. The trifling

happenings of the day, the fullest inventory of character traits

are not the thing. Only such elements of personality as are

evoked by the Conflict or bear vital connection to it, are im-

perative at this period. It is the supremest art to eliminate

those attributes not called for by the scope of Plot.

But lest we appear to be expecting things of Shakespeare
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that his age had not evolved, let us frankly admit that his

technic was marvellous. In the shadow of every flaw lurks a
gigantic miracle. And his mistakes—^who knows?—may be
the interpolated wisdom of his inferiors. Nevertheless, we
hope to some day see this wonderful tragedy revised and re-

built after the highest conception of the latest known laws,

just as Shakespeare would see them with our newer standards
of technic. For after all, the only harm we can do this g^at
man's memory is to believe him incompetent to keep pace
with the progress of science. Let him occupy the highest

place in the past, but do not malign his greatness by presum-
ing such a vast tree of knowledge has not since born fruit.

By Request.

THE TRAVELLING SALESMAN.
A Play of False Premises.

This play has received the stamp of approval of American
audiences from coast to coast. It pleases because it portrays
a familiar type in a most humorous and fascinating fashion.

This refreshing bit of character study is a commercial drum-
mer who is easily the first element of interest if not, indeed,

the whole show. It is his affable manner that affords enter-

tainment rather than any deeper vein of dramatic concern. He
makes an adroit art of the sin of flirtation carrying his crusade
through the various stages of sentimentality to the final issue

of matrimonial bliss.

Problem.

1. A travelling salesman saves a girl's title to realty.

2. Her enemies regain it by representing the salesman a
swindler.

3. He balks their game by becoming her husband and
guardian.

The weak spot in this Plot is the girl's readiness to believe

the obvious lies of her enemies. She credits the testimony of

two well tried rogues without the slightest showing of tangi-

ble proof. The flaw lies still deeper, for even the audience is

deceived as to the hero's true stand. Too much of the Plot
happens off stage to permit us an adequate view of the Con-
flict.

There are ample instances of good Scene structure, how-
ever, and the quickest of these is the final trick that saves the
heroine from her innocent error in signing away the title to

her property. A friend takes this unhappy occasion to remind
her that such a fool thing could not have happened to a mar-
ried woman without the consent of her husband. Our friends

take the tip and the climax is capped. The salesman sees his

opportunity to kill two birds with one stone and the telephone
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is called to the rescue. "Send up a minister and two wit-

nesses !"

History is making rapid strides in Dialog these days. The
lines that passed muster a few years back are hopeless bom-
bast now. "The Travelling Salesman" is four years old.

Imagine this mouthful perpetrated in a play today: "It is not
the return I expected for an hospitable impulse."

THE ROSARY.
A Melodramatic Miracle.

1. A priest suspects a menace in an infidel's home.
2. In answer to his prayer the villain surrenders.

3. The infidel is converted by the miracle.

Here is miracle enough to gratify the most orthodox evan-
gelist. It is the direct antithesis of "The Eternal Mystery"*
which stoutly flouts the idea of miraculous manifestation.

"The Rosary" tends to restore a belief in supplicatory mira-
cles. It is doubtless a source of consolation to those abject be-

lievers who cling to a literal interpretation of biblical events
not corroborated by everyday instances of divine intervention.

And here is the weakness of the play's moral issue. It is

a sermon for the sanctified, not the heathen. It can save only
the saved. It has no message for the only class it is designed
to convert for it starts with an assumption of the efficacy of

prayer to perform a detective service.

Any play that maintains a half dozen troupes on the road,

however, in the fifth year of its stage existence is a work
worthy of special study by all sincere students of playwriting.

For it is surely the first aim of the author to understand the
essentials of entertainment. And if the appeal is built up of

perverted motive it should likewise be his intent to define this

adulteration.

There is surely no remote symptom of dramatic force in

this play, for the structural elements are assembled with no
suspicion of skill in dramatic resource or Sequence. The plot

utterly fails to project its own story and the financisd supple-

ment is a blot on the meaning of main Plot that struggles for

exposition.

The one remaining element of entertainment then, where
both moral and Plot are missing, must be the specific appeal
to a denomination or creed. This play undoubtedly panders
to the Catholics. The Rosary to begin with, is a symbol of

worship almost as sacred as the cross itself. A priest is the

dominant character in the Conflict. His efficacy of prayer is

particularly gratifying. The conversation of the infidel is the

last straw of delight. But there can be little doubt that this

*See page 350
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appeal is perverted. It is hardly the boast of any church that
prayer may be utilized either to work out a Plot or substitute

a Burns detective bureau. Under close analysis such sacrilege

is a prostitution of sacred offices.

THE DIVORCE QUESTION.
A Weeping Reality for the Road.

On Broadway, this maudlin melodrama might not last a

minute. For the night-stand audience it is a weeping reality.

There can be little doubt that it drives home its primitive

moral to a primitive audience with less mere lingo than many
a high-brow product.

Problem.

1. A divorced couple desert their two children.

2. One takes to white slavery and the other to dope.

3. The daughter dies and the son turns murderer.

A moment's consideration of this Problem shows that it is

not foregone conclusion. It is not necessary that all divorcees

desert their children. It is the exception and not the rule that

they do. To make this a valid Condition of Conflict, then, it

would be necessary to give cause for the desertion and subse-

quent demoralization of these children of well to do parents.

The author takes half of his moral for granted before start-

ing to build his play. The degradation of these children is his

initiative rather than the outcome of his plot. They are crea-

tures of fiction rather than dramaturgy. For while divorce

may dissolve the ties of sex it does not destroy the operation

of that higher principle of parental love. This premise of de-

sertion, therefore, is not the soil out of which a drama should
grow for it is contrary to the customs we are familiar with.

Rev. William Anthony McGuire intends this melodrama as

a tract against divorce. He is a Catholic priest and is repre-

senting the no-divorce attitude of his church as opposed to the

tendencies of plays like "Rebellion" and "Enchained." It is a

propagandist play pure and simple, but it must be said in all

fairness to the parson-playwright that he hits the bull's eye
with much more certainty than nine out of ten authors aiming
at specific reforms. He moves his spectators. He does not

TALK them into his views. And his dramaturgic appeal to

a certain plane of his own parishioners is a stronger sermon
than any pulpit affords. To this class the illogical is obscured

in the headlong rush of morbid illusion.

THE GREAT DIVIDE.*
Devoid of Dominant Motive.

Here is an example of a play with a first Act excellent

enough to atone for two utterly futile Acts that follow. Act
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I is a Conflict of tremendous dramatic strength. Acts II and
III blast all hopes of the cumulative struggle we feel entitled

to behold in the lives of a couple wedded by such violent
means.

Problem.

1. A girl promises to marry the ruffian who saves her.

2. She is later repelled at tfie fact that she was bought.
3. After separation she realizes his true worth.

This is not a logical Problem. The play does not contain
one. In place of a great vital crisis which should constitute

the second clause of syllogism, a weak whimsical cause is sub-
stituted : the girl resents the fact that her hero gave a chain of

gold to buy her of one of her assailants. She overlooks the

fact that he has lived up to the highest ideal in his rough na-

ture and that she had virtually begged of him to buy her from
the more depraved brute. Her attitude is entirely too psycho-
logical to permit dramatization and it is utterly at odds with
the premise that the first Act starts out with. The author rep-

resents these two people as physically mated in every sense of

the word and then intercepts this match by the merest Puri-

tanical whim.
This whim is allowed to outweigh one of the three funda-

mental laws of life—the affinity of the sexes. It is as inane
to attempt to found a play on such contradictory motive as to

allay an appetite with dust. Various writers have raved over
the beautiful symbolic treatment of these two representatives

of the East and the West. This may be very pretty discrimi-

nation for the mind of the diletant, but it is not drama. It is

imperative that the young dramatist discern these vagaries
and substitute valid motive for the highest moment of his

play. There is no food for climax in such nicety of taste.

And this leads naturally to the query: What is the great

pulling power of this play? Undoubtedly it is the drama con-
tained in the early incident of attempted assault. If there is

anything more keenly calculated to rouse the passions of a
crowd than a sweet young girl in negligee, alone at night on a
remote desert ranch, surprised by three drunken brutes who
shake dice for the possession of her body, let the high-brows
who have attributed the success of this play to its geographi-

cal temperaments tell us what it is. Drama is drama, and the

most forlorn attempt ever made to pervert it is the contention

that this girl's Yankee views of marital convention constitute

the backbone of interest in "The Great Divide." That the au-

thor so intended it, seems evident by the title chosen. His
idea, however, is not inherent in the more vigorous elements

of his play. He has hitched his moral to a one act Plot and
does nothing to enhance this single episode save to needlessly

separate the two people that we crave to see comfortably
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mated. It is drama to separate them, but a competent cause
in keeping with human belief should be devised to part them.

*The MacMillan Co., New York, $1.25.

MARIANA.*
A Play of Past Performance.

Problem.

1. A coquette falls madly in love with a man.
2. She finds that his father was her mother's murderer.

3. She dies vainly attempting to renounce his love.

The hinge that this Plot turns on is the discovery that her
suitor is the son of her mother's murderer. We are not al-

lowed to see this mechanism until she does and therefore we
cannot engender Suspense. The seed is not planted and drama
fails to germinate and grow. Instead, we are left to gather
this essential, as she does, from a recited similarity of earrings,

which have not been made the valid property of the Plot. This
is an instance of effect before cause.

The device itself is the acme of amateur botch work, but
the graver flaw is the fact that the climax of Drama rests upon
a foundation of mere chatter that cannot be made the visual

property of the present.

The play is in three Acts and an epilogue. The epilogue is

well named since it is no logical outcome of the Conflict. It is

a murder supplement attached to the Plot proper to pander to

the gory tastes of swashbuckle traditions. But possibly no
Spanish melodrama would be normal without this dash of lead

or dagger.
The play has all the earmarks of the amateur stamped on

the same page with maturer philosophy. The process of trans-

lation may have wrought some of these discrepancies but it

cannot be blamed for the ridiculous asides, the atrocious so-

liloquies and the comment on characters that have not been
introduced. We wade through 37 pages of preamble before
we meet one real Scene of Plot. Characters come and go at

the author's bidding. Seldom is one actuated by his own im-
pulse. The past is dragged in without being dramatized and
frequently recited by a character not concerned. These are
not the faults of translation, they betray the crude craftsman-
ship of the original work by Jose Echegaray, the supposed
Spanish master.

*The Moods Publishing Co., New York. Price 35c.

PLAYBUILDING BEE.
The Audience Writes Its Own Play.

On the evening of March 14th, 1913, The American Play-
goers introduced a new mode of entertainment to their mem-
bers and guests at the assembly rooms of the Hotel Astor,
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New York City. This entertainment was called a Playbuild-

ing Bee. The program contained rules of the game as follows:

There is no cut-and-dried formula for making a play. No
two authors pursue the same source of inception. One writes

from an urge to teach, another to thrill, a third to charm and
a fourth merely to mystify. The real play should do all of

these things—minus the MYSTIFY.
In composite collaboration, however, we must follow some

definite plan of procedure and here is an easy path from the
general to the particular

:

1. Select a crisis.

2. Devise a plot to enact it.

3. Focus the fundamental emotion involved.

4. Emphasize the moral contained in the plot.

It is the intention of the American Playgoers to produce
this play in the near future. Our collaborators are respect-

fully solicited to record all subsequent flashes of inspiration

and forward them to the plajrwriting committee,

LUTHER B. ANTHONY, Chairman,
Care American Playgoers,

1 181 Broadway, N. Y.

The occasion was in charge of Luther B. Anthony, and
after a brief address on the subject of incubating a play, a
crisis was called for and the game began. Mr. Anthony said
in part:

"We are about to perform a little stunt, this evening, that

has never before been attempted in the annals of dramaturgy.
We are going to select a topic and by means of composite col-

laboration evolve a great big, full-fledged, realistic, down-to-
date drama.

The audience has always had a silent hand in the making
of successful plays. The dramatist can only manipulate our
materials. He creates nothing. He merely drives a few hooks
here and there to hang our expectations on.

Tonight, we are going to turn the tables on this dignitary,

the playwright, we are going to be the whole show—select the
crisis, and set the trap for our own Suspense.

And isn't this happiest order of affairs, after all? From
composite creative to composite receptive. From the crowd
to the crowd—of the people, by the people, for the people,

quite in accord with the constitution. It is really an ideal ar-

rangement, for it thoroughly eliminates that officious indi-

vidual called the critic. For obviously if the audience writes

the play, the audience draws the royalties. And if the audi-

ence don't attend there won't be any royalties. If the critic

doesn't like it, he can lump it. You see, he really doesn't enter
into the equasion.

What is a Play?
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The little epitaph on the program tells you that a play is an

island of incidents surrounded on all sides by a notion of its

own. It has a body and soul. The incidents constitute the
body, the notion or dominating idea is the soul. In order to

make these incidents interesting they must be joined together
in one single, sustained story or plot. In order to make them
grip they must involve a fundamental emotion of mankind.
And in order to make them edifying they must drive home the
inherent moral contained in the Crisis.

I do not pretend to say that any dramatist actually follows
this cold conscious method. In fact it is not necessary that he
need know what he is doing, at all. He merely feels. His in-

tuition guides him. He reaches out for the one big thrill that

spells success and builds back from this crisis cutting out a
slice of life that will evolve his Conflict.

After a reasonable period of conscious research, the author
becomes saturated with the atmosphere of his subject and the
sub-conscious bee begins to buzz. Why, after that, it is the
easiest thing in the world to write a play. You merely get in

the mood and the playbuilding bug stings you. And every
time you're stung you add a brand new stunt to your plot.

And in this manner most of the best points of plot are
scored without the author's full knowledge and consent. He
merely dreams them; and in turn the audience receives this

fabric as a dream, resenting only the wakeful interruptions.

The spots we cjdl spurious are manifestly the intervals that

mar the dramatic lullaby.

The clever craftsman, then, is the one who keeps his hear-

ers continuously half-hypnotized. And the master craftsman
is he who can readily induce self hypnosis, while the play-

building bee rambles around for honey.
So all we ask of you tonight, after w^e have once explored

the materials of our plot, is your peaceful subconscious slum-
bers. Dream of the royalties you are about to win and the
subconscious bug will get busy."

Following the rules on the program, suggestions were then
called for and no time was lost in launching them. One wo-
man suggested a crisis where a young girl in love with a man
of her own age had secretly married an older suitor merely to

obtain a fortune. She disposes of the aged husband and re-

turns to her younger love. Discovering her escapade, the

youth now rejects her. This crisis was discussed but finally

discarded on grounds of hackneyed story and insufficient emo-
tional appeal. Several other crises were offered until finally

the following suggestion was adopted as a starter.

"A woman is married to a society man who has become a

gambler. Their daughter is brought home from a convent
critically ill. The mother cannot account for her condition
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until her husband tells her that he visited the girl at the con-
vent and told her that she must marry a certain roue to save
him from going to jail as a forger. The mother says: 'No!
You have ruined my life, and I have done everything so far

to keep up appearances, but you shall not ruin the life of our
daughter.'

"

The chairman p>ointed out that this story contained possi-

bilities embodying the third law of nature, parent and child.

Further comments were solicited and a female voice volun-
teered :

"Send the husband to jail
!"

"We must arouse sympathy for the man," responded a
deep bass voice, "of course if he is really a worthless wretch
he should go to jaiL"

"I suggest that the mother should really be in love with
her drinking husband," began another man.

"No, no, he doesn't drink ; he gambles," put in another.

"I am trying to draw a modem woman," protested the au-

thor of the idea, "and you are giving us the old tag who sa5rs:

*Oh, I love husband. He has done wrong, but if he brings

home the milk bottle, I'll forgive him.' He is the vilest cad on
the face of the earth. How could the w^ife forgive him. The
question is, what is the woman going to do?"

It was evident that this collaborator had a well fixed play

in mind and that he was going to insist upon the audience
building it according to his preconceived notions of plot, but
the audience did not see it that way.

Mr. Anthony found it necessary to divert the attention of

the collaborator from the woman's plight to the Conflict of the

play. "It is the crisis of Conflict that we are seeking, not the

personal crisis in any one woman's life. If you will please
confine your attention to the play and forget this woman we
will make greater headway."

A synopsis of the evolving Plot was then dictated to the

official stenographer and read and reread to the audience as

each change altered it. The crisis began to take on a more
craftsmanship aspect. Composite collaboration now shifted

it to a regeneration of the gambler. This change in the domi-
nant motive brought an avalanche of creative suggestions en-

tirely routing the original idea of the woman's individual de-

velopment which was still fought for by a minority faction in

the audience. The wife now become s a passive factor in the

Conflict which crystallized itself as follows:

Problem.

I. A father pledges his daughter to a gambler to save
himself.

a. The gambler revolts when he learns the father's motive.

3. The daughter appreciates this nobility of spirit.

"^
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This syllogism of Plot served to restrict all further com-

ments and concentrate on the gambler's regeneration. An at-

tempt to reclaim the unprincipled father was rejected as a
breach of Unity. The young woman who originally conceived
the notion of reforming the gambler finally summed up the
suggestions of the audience as follows

:

Plot.

Act I.

A father has forged the name of a gambler for whom he
acts as social solicitor. The gambler is not aware of this fact

but covets the man's innocent daughter. The father favors
his suit realizing that their union might cover up his crime.

The mother is a woman of culture and refinement. She will

not sacrifice her daughter to stay financial embanassment.
The father does not disclose his crime but contends that his

insolvency is due to their personal extravagances. On hearing
this the daughter resolves to consider the gambler and is fa-

vorably impressed with his superficial attractions.

Act II.

The mother still insists that her daughter's happiness is

paramount and threatens to take her away to prevent the
match. Failing in all other argument, the father finds it neces-

sary to privately apprise his wife of his forgery. The mother
is compelled to reconsider. The gambler now discovers that

someone has forged his name. From her father's incriminat-

ing conduct the daughter surmises that he is the culprit. She
decides to elope to make sure of his escape from prison.

Act III.

They present themselves at the parsonage. From her at-

tempt to extract a promise of exoneration of the unknown
forger the gambler perceives her sacrifice and declines to ac-

cept her on such unfair terms. The magnitude of his own
crime is apparent to his conscience now awakened by the in-

spiration of the first pure creature he has ever come in contact

with. He discloses to her the full depths of his dissolute char-

acter and reveals the base motive he began with. He craved
only her body. She now takes up his defense. His inherent

nobility of spirit is manifest in his generous attitude toward
her. She sees virtuous qualities in him that she never dreamed
he possessed. If this is true she has instilled them. The
mother overtakes them at the parsonage fearing they are al-

ready married. To her amazement she finds that it is the gam-
bler who halted the ceremony. From the mother's apologies

for her husband's conduct and the daughter's ardent praise of

the man she now loves we are led to believe that a union is

imminent.
This Plot might well be called hackneyed and conven-

tional. But do not disqualify it on that account. Isn't it the
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conventional that is wanted?—the conventional plus a novel

touch. It is largely intensity of treatment that tells. "Years
of Discretion" is the hit of the season, perhaps. Is there any
wide departure from the conventional in that play? The chief

item of interest is a woman's belated plunge into the waters
of coquetry. L-et someone invent a similar solvent for this

Plot. Suggestions from all sides are invited while the com-
mittee is preparing the script for performance. If you see a
Scene that you can construct bodily, send it along. All inno-

vations are welcome.

Plots

PLOTS OF THE WORLD'S BEST PLAYS.

THE RED ROBE,
by

Brieux.
•

A man is arrested for murder on circumstantial evidence.

His wife is detained as an accomplice. The trial incidentally

unearths her criminal past which she had concealed from her
husband. She had since reformed. On retrial both are freed.

The husband now wishes to discard his wife. She pleads in

vain for forgiveness. She kills the judge who revealed her
past to her husband.

CID.
by

Pierre Comeille.

A young man is compelled to kill the father of the girl he
loves in a duel of honor. In revenge the girl asks the king for

her lover's death. He prefers to die by her hand but she will

not commit murder. The king plans a duel between the young
man and a rival lover on condition that she marry the victor.

Her lover offers to let the rival slay him. She begs him to pre-

serve her from the suitor she loathes. The young man wins
the duel and the girl.
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THE JEW.

by
Richard Cumberland.

A Jew escapes inquisition through the aid of a young man
whose sister secretly weds the son of a wealthy merchant.
The merchant disinherits his son because of the girl's poverty.
The Jew who has acquired great fame as a philanthropist now
baits the merchant with a rumor that his daughter-in-law
has a substantial fortune. This tempts him to visit the girl,

and he is so fascinated that they are at once reconciled. The
Jew now settles his fortune upon the young couple.

MOTHER.
by

Marie Eugenia Dellegrazia.

A woman conceals her illicit daughter and marries a

banker. Years after she unwittingly engages this daughter as

a companion. In the intimacy that grows between them the
Mother confides her past experience and learns that her com-
panion is the child she deserted. The mother dies in her
daughter's arms.

THE CHURCH TRIUMPHANT.
by

Max Dryer.

A man commits suicide. The church wishes to avoid this

scandal and induces a son-in-law, who is a physician, to say
that the deceased was out of his mind. His wife knows the
truth and threatens exposure. The physician who seeks a
hospital position controlled by the church succeeds in quiet-

ing his wife with the decree that a suicide cannot be buried in

conce crated ground.

PUSS.
by

Max Dryer.

A mother teaches her children that little ones are brought
by the stork and for this reason conceals the expectant cat

during confinement. A child happens to witness this mystery
of birth and challenges the stork story. The mother adminis-
ters a sound spanking but is in turn reprimanded by a friend

who is an advocate of social hygiene.
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THE VALL.EY OF LIFE.

by
Max Dryer.

A count may lose his dominion for lack of an heir. His
physician's aid is in vain. As a rebuke to a village in his coun-
try known as "The Valley of Life," socalled because of the
fertility of its young women out of wedlock, he drafts one of

the most popular male peasants into his own employ. This
fellow becomes intimate with the count's young spouse and a
child is bom to her. The count proclaims this a triumph of

science and seeks a wet nurse in the village. The peasant's
sweetheart is the happy but accidental selection and out of

gratitude for an heir the count provides for the union of the
peasant and the nurse.

HANS.
by

M£ix Dryer.

An effeminate biologist has a masculine daughter who is

his main assistant. He wishes to marry a clinging vine but
his daughter objects. Meanwhile the daughter falls deeply in

love and her womanly nature asserts itself. She now encour-
ages her father's alliance with this maidenly mate.

THE OBSTACLE.
by

Alphonse Daudet.

A guardian is jealous of his ward's lover and seeks to de-

feat him by exposing his father's insanity. To offset this

stigma the mother declares that her son is illicit and therefore
not subject to her husband's defects. The boy will not submit
to this subterfuge and proves by the law of heredity that a
strong character can conquer these taints. He succeeds in

persuading his beloved.

Read the Dramatic Mirror
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QUARTERLY 1913 OCTOBER

Our Fifth Year

Each year it is interesting to take an account of

stock and see how many of the principles we began
preaching four years ago are being crystallized in

to-day's drama. When The Dramatist first launched

the hard and fast ballot for three Acts, most plays

were then done in four and not infrequently five

Acts were employed. To-day the five-acter is vir-

tually a thing of the past and the four-Act composi-

tion is almost as rare as were five Acts formerly.

In the forty odd productions of the new season three

Acts form the rule. Only a small percentage have

a larger number.

In the same list we find one solitary play without

an attempted underlying Problem or syllogism. In

former years the spineless variety frequently held

preference and some of these were so utterly devoid

of sustained idea or backbone as to be susceptible of

no definition whatever. To-day most of our plays

evolve from one central motive. And that parent

seed germinates every other situation in the Plot.

In the same list not one can be called a conversa-

tion drama—say like "The Melting Pot," for in-

stance, of a few seasons back. The Plot is now pro-

jected by means of the visual conduct of characters,

more to-day than ever before in the history of play-

writing. In other words the Conflict tells the
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story—the characters do not. The play is seen. The
play is played.

In the same list barely one keeps its Plot secret

from the audience resulting in surprise at the cost

of Suspense. And incidentally this one went down
to dire defeat. All the others abandon the narrative

method and strive to frankly set the Conditions of

the Conflict squarely before the audience from the

start.

These are a few of the things that we have to be

grateful for on this eve of the fifth year of our jour-

nalistic existence. Not that we are bigoted enough
to believe that The Dramatist worked this miracle.

These laws are inherent and must prevail. We do

claim, however, that some truths of dramaturgy

flowed through these columns a little in advance of

their general acceptance and it is barely possible

that our applied analyses have played some part in

exploiting them. Even the critics who formerly

confined their efforts to histrionic effect and pseudo-

philosophic effusions now venture a stray shot here

and there at technic.

Stake your claim on technic, young dramatist ! It

is not all there is in playwriting but it is all that

can be taught. The rest is a reflex of personality

—

that which the spirit of man imparts to the spirit of

drama. In the last analysis you can only write a

great play as you acquire and develop a great soul.

HALF AN HOUR.
Three-Act Tabloid Drama.

The first master of fiction in the world to success-

fully transform himself into a dramatist is Sir James

Barrie, author of "Admirable Crichton," "Alice Sit-
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by-the-fire," and last but not least "Half an Hour"

—

least in length only. And it is a second step in this

writer's career, his now changing from sentiment to

realism, from whimsical imagery to Simon pure

emotional drama.

Problem.

1. A wife intends to elope with her lover.

2. He is unexpectedly killed.

3. She successfully hoodwinks her husband.

In a brief space of forty minutes this little play

conjures up a more telling crisis than any two-hour

drama on Broadway. It starts with a bang and ter-

minates with a terrific onslaught on our emotions

delivered with the most adroit dramatic punch pos-

sible. The Problem given above stripped of all

modifying circumstances sounds like a sordid Con-

flict indeed. It does not signify the gross brutality

of the husband which infuses keen partisanship.

We feel that the wife is wholly justified in deserting

her husband and we glory in her triumph when she

successfully hoodwinks him.

Scoffers may label this work a sad descent from

Barrie's fanciful sentiments. It is because they do

not see that this is more difficult drama. To meas-

ure his worth he must employ standard weights and

emotional appeal is the only universal index. In

reality it is the steepest technical step this master

could take. Theme is slightly sacrificed for thrill,

but in suddenly acquiring this higher form of real-

ism it is to be expected that something must suffer.

There are endless examples of supreme skill—the

proper employment of telephone Dialog, the suc-

cessful dramatization of an off-stage death and the

miraculous escape of a brow-beaten wife from the
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fist of a vicious husband, etc., etc. These episodes

abound in the keenest of all dramatic elements

—

Expectation. The author never conceals from us a

solitary essential. He puts an eternal quietus on
that hollow echo of technology termed "Exposi-

tion." For there is no preliminary introduction of

characters or antecedent history. The Conditions

set forth themselves in three shakes of a lamb's tail.

As the curtain goes up we behold a brute of a hus-

band strangling his wife. Their domestic tran-

quility is depicted at a wink. She is a woman of

better breeding. He is a man of means. She mar-

ried him for his money, etc., etc. The facts come at

us with inevitable spontaneity. There is no author's

effort to get them across.

There are but two false expedients in this minia-

ture masterpiece. The first is a physician who acts

as unelected spokesman for the author. He moral-

izes to the heroine without actuating impulse. The
second is the husband's undramatized visit to the

desk drawer in Act III. He goes there because he

wants to write a letter. He has no Plot reason for

doing so. It is not a letter that in any way promotes

the Conflict. His opening the drawer should be

made to appear impelled and inevitable. At such a

crisis there should be no accidental conduct. Every

move should be fused with purpose. These are small

items. We should not pick flaws in such perfect

Construction. The one-act limitation excuses much,

but we predict that Mr. Barrie's exacting conscience

will annihilate like defects in the next play he

sends us.

Read The Dramatic Mirror
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THE WILL.

A Miniature "Milestones."

"The Will" is a miniature "Milestones" with the

one great structural advantage that in addition to

representing three long lapses in the lives of its

characters it meanwhile carries a sustained thought

of interest to unite the whole. For an American
audience there is the incidental advantage, too, of

seeing actors we know so well assuming these three

spans of life. This familiar touch was not afforded

by the imported cast playing "Milestones."

The sustained interest referred to is the changing

attitude of one man towards the beneficiaries of his

will during the three epochs shown in the history

of his worldly acquisitions.

Problem.

1. A poor man makes a generous will.

2. He acquires riches and curtails his bequests.

3. Eventually avarice destroys his happiness.

"Milestones" portrayed these same three epochs

in the life of one man minus the centralized purpose.

This deprived it of the pungent moral contained in

"The Will." A play without some cohesive tend-

ency is as preposterous as a stage without a floor.

The best that can be achieved without this unifying

force is entertainment of an abstract sort. "The

Will" has a tendency to become a play. It falls

short of that concrete definition for want of Conflict.

It is a keen analysis of human nature portrayed with

grim humor.

There are spots in Mr. Barrie's play that make it

appear unfinished. The first Scene in Act I particu-

larly betrays the amateur touch. It might seem a

satisfactory score for the author's first draft, but the
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exquisite Barrie satin finish is obvious for its

absence. The playlet as a whole is devoid of emo-
tional value and lacks the invigorating crisis which
gives "Half An Hour" its surpassing appeal.

THE YOUNGER GENERATION.
The Best Comedy of the New Season.

Played in the same program with "Half An Hour"
this comedy completes one of the best bills on
Broadway. The two plays certainly give you your

money's worth and "The Younger Generation" in

its own way is in no sense inferior to Barrie's briefer

masterpiece.

Problem.

1. A father chastises his prospective son-in-law.

2. This endangers exposing his own past.

3. He consents to his daughter's marriage.

Here is a telling thrust at the pious hypocrite who
hides his own indiscretion while he holds the

younger generation on to the religious letter of law.

While the play is remarkable for its faithful photo-

graphs of average home life it also teaches a stirring

negative lesson on narrowness. If plays like "The
Lure" could be handled with like dexterity they

would be welcomed as helpful agencies to educate

and to endure. To be sure, "The Younger Genera-

tion" has a tendency to condone juvenile drunken-

ness, but it employs this debility to deal such a sharp

blow at the tyranny of religious sham that the in-

temperance is lost sight of.

If there are serious defects in this structure, the

fascinating spell of the comedy is not calculated

to let you look for them. Its quaint humor con-

tinues throughout and its big moment where father
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is compelled to lie down his past is as trenchant as

many a crisis in keener Conflicts. Stanley Houghton
has made much progress since the writing of

"Hindel Wakes."

THE TYRANNY OF TEARS. f

An Undramatized Title.

Problem.

1. A wife is jealous of her husband's secretary.

2. She succeeds in having the girl discharged.

3. The wife and husband are reconciled.

The reason we say this title is undramatized is

because the "tears" do most of their tyrannizing

behind our backs. The wife weeps but twice in our

presence. To live up to the title the culminating

freshet of tears should be coincident with the wife's

triumph in effecting the secretary's discharge. And
this is the very pivot of the play. It is true we hear

from her father that she has cried all night long.

But hearsay is not drama. The weepy climax should

be seen and not heard. Tears should by all means
culminate the crisis. There is not the least doubt

that the author started out with this intention,

but he lost his way in the swamp of words—wishy-

washy words—and either erased his first intent or

forgot it.

No stronger argument for the paucity of good

plays can be offered than this revival of John Drew's

success of a decade ago. To-day it is an entirely

different play because it is played before an entirely

different audience. That C. Haddon Chambers has

advanced with the times is amply illustrated by his*

"Passers-by" of a season or so back. It is hard to

believe that he wrote both plays.
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"The Tyranny of Tears" commits one inordinate

blunder. It is not worth while. The characters are

limp and lamely drawn. Only the exertions of our

best players can redeem them. There is no vivid

Conflict to give them life. Examine, for instance,

the puerile piffle on pages 83-87. Wouldn't you
think that two silly old women were talking rather

than a pair of intelligent English gentlemen? And
the wife is no exception. She is the most inane,

unsympathetic type a play could well depict. The
secretary is the only semblance of humanity. She

has one closing speech at the end of Act III (page

125) which easily gives her first honors. We almost

want to see the wife kicked out and the secretary

installed in her place—if the husband were only

worth the having.

Here is the only feeble desire inspired by the play.

This demonstrates the weak and wavering quality

of the Conflict. Nothing is definite. Nothing is to

be desired. The audience is not once tuned up to a

pitch of partisan expectation. This is largely due

to the spineless quality of the Problem. It has no

life or reality in it.

fW. H. Baker & Co., Boston. 50c.

*See page 212, Jan., 1912, issue.

THE LURE.
A Moral Play Immorally Constructed.

Problem.

1. A girl enters a brothel to save her mother.

2. She is rescued by a man who loves her.

3. She does not regret adultery in her heart.

Obviously, this is not the Conclusion the author

intends, but in the absence of any valid ending we
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appropriate the one that results by default. We
naturally expect some solution of the mother's pre-

dicament. All we get is the promise that the lover

will care for her. The girl starts out to seek em-
ployment to afford an outing for her invalid mother.

She embraces white slavery without any guarantee

of obtaining money and in the end poor mother is

almost forgotten. In the course of constructing the

Plot the author drifts off onto another Problem that

reads something like this:

1. A man rescues his sweetheart from a brothel.

2. He then renounces her.

3. He relents when he learns her predicament.

The startling weakness in both these Problems is

the fact that the girl enlists as a wanton without

adequate motive. She literally consents to her own
ruin to afford her mother a trip to the country. We
are told that the mother will die if she does not

undergo an operation. We are told that this can be

had free at a clinic. She must then take a vacation

to convalesce. We are told that the trip will cost

$100. But this constitutes a flimsy excuse for pros-

titution. A girl with Yankee blood in her veins

would at least try the operation first and then ex-

haust every possible charity before inviting her own
doom.

It is this makeshift motive rather than any inde-

cency detected by the police which makes the play

immoral. For to deny a salutary play the right to

depict a house of shame would be a gross injustice

provided such a place is demanded by the Plot. It

is the failure to so impel this scene that makes the

play immoral. And to place the revised Act in an

employment office does not altogether remove the

taint.
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Technically speaking, there are some strokes

of craftsmanship in "The Lure" that look like the

work of a master hand. The introduction of the

white slave peril is cleverly managed in Act I. The
audience knows, even though every character in the

play is ignorant of the fact, that the woman who
offers night work to the heroine is a notorious pro-

curess. The coming raid on her den is likewise

adroitly prepared for.

In the second Act we have further evidence of this

skill until the Scenes stray from the Plot center.

The gradual unfolding of the woman's base purpose

dawns on the girl with just the right degree of effec-

tiveness. We see that she is a quick candidate for

corruption. And this is not untrue to life if once we
accept the girl's impelling motive as credible.

Allowing for this frailty, the girl's reluctant sur-

render to the dominant will of the procuress is one

of the best built Scenes in the Play. It must alarm

the hearts of many auditors who boast their smug
immunity from such accomplished seduction. In

this regard the play can't help teaching a vital

lesson.

The remainder of two and all the third Act are

consumed with a new strife entirely. The rescue of

a second slave is the chief item in this Conflict. The
cadet follows this new heroine to her place of rescue

and the new play ekes out its own ending. Mr.

Scarborough shows instinct for dramatic values. He
will never get full measure of his wares till he mas-

ters the principle of Unity. He should be absolutely

freed from the charge of selling salacity. There is

no taint of suggestive sensuality in this drama.

There is no hint to "go thou and do likewise."

And here we can read with profit a few words
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quoted from an editorial by Norman Hapgood in

Harper's Weekly.

. . . the police seldom stop a play which is

really immoral. Every summer, the theaters

are crowded with musical comedies, "revues"
and "follies" and gardens, in which exhibitions

are given built up mainly for the purpose of

playing upon sex instincts, and these exhibi-

tions doubtless do a good deal to recruit the

ranks. Nobody, however, undertakes to stop

any of these frivolous stimulants, and the

policeman who would undertake to do so would
find himself extremely unpopular.

HER OWN MONEY.
Minus a Main Motive.

Problem.

1. A wife lends money to her husband by proxy.

2. The husband deserts her for this mistrust.

3. They unite after she makes her own fortune.

The fundamental frailty of this Problem is the

husband's lack of credible Cause for leaving her. He
has none. At least his motive echoes no conviction

in our hearts. He has every reason to cherish and

adore her, for the loan in his emergency has been his

salvation. The author imposes an arbitrary motive,

but this does not satisfy. We feel that his going is

forced. On this spurious motive turns the pivot of

the entire play, and it should exceed all others in

the element of impelled Causation.

For the first time in the history of this paper we
are not alone in this verdict. At least, several critics

point out a similar flaw. They do not locate the

cause, but they sense the effect. Does it mean that
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newspaper writers are actually becoming analytic?

These signs are hopeful. It is only through analysis

that we may ultimately secure a constructive criti-

cism.

Now out of this dominant defect comes the pre-

dicament that there can be no Conclusion. There
is nothing to evoke it. The three clauses of Problem
are so interlocked that a breach in one devoids the

others. A deficient Cause, or middle clause, is the

worst of all weaknesses. In this instance it not only

renders a Conclusion futile, but it vitiates the Con-
ditions that have gone before. For the beginning of

a play may be ever so vital, it holds little store for

us if this idea is not moving toward some culmi-

nating issue at the middle and settled in some con-

clusive manner at the end. For a Conclusion to

"Her Own Money" the author causes the couple to

drift back together. He does not reunite them by
any resolution or continuation of the Conflict. The
play literally ends when the husband leaves home,

for there is no tangible thread of Expectation for the

audience to cling to. We naturally have an abstract

interest in seeing any couple reconciled, but the spu-

rious separation makes a reconciliation in this case

seem of no consequence. And here is where the Plot

should grip us like a vise. The secondary lovers

tinker away at a third Act and the author lapses into

amateurity. Lack of dominant issue accounts for it.

But what of the merits of this play? The author

manifestly approaches his subject in an attitude of

sincerity. That in itself is as commendable as it is

rare. The theme is one that finds an echo in every

woman's heart and flays the financial relationship

between husband and wife. It emphasizes the abject

indignity to which every woman is put who needs a
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little money. It is a tip-top Suffrage document.
But is it a subject susceptible of tense dramatic

development? Mr. Swan has not shown us. Until

we arrive at his one false step, his treatment is

admirably executed. To believe that the same
author who conceived "Just Like John" has ad-

vanced the quality of his work to such standards, is

at least gratifying. By persistent application of the

same technic that precedes this gigantic blunder,

this writer could install a new Cause and round out

his play Problem consistently. Persevere, Mr. Mark
E. Swan ! But put your dominant motive to the acid

test before wasting your powers on it.

BELIEVE ME XANTIPPE.
The Shortest Farce on Record.

Problem.

1. A tenderfoot wagers he can baffle the police.

2. His girl captor falls in love with him.

3. She releases him and he wins the bet.

Here is a play that has been slapped at by critics,

but still it is a more tangibly dramatic composition

than many of the loose concoctions that command
common acclaim. The farce is extremely fresh and

professional despite the fact that it is the first suc-

cess of a new author and it gives emphatic promise

of still better things from the same hand. We
heartily congratulate Mr. Ballard upon his part in

the achievement.

There is little doubt that a fertile collaborator like

John Barrymore has done much to ripen the comic

situations in this piece. It is apparent that many of

the points are scored by his individual effort. But

this is no reflection on the author. How many more

experienced writers have failed in their attempts to
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afford this same subtle comedian a playground for

his irresistible antics?

Few plays reach Broadway nowadays without the

preliminary puttering of one hand or another. At
the present moment we have a number of current

attractions that have been religiously rebuilt by
managers, stage-directors, actors, playbrokers and
stenographers. Mr. Ballard's offering would not be

a great exception, then, even if it were a product of

rehearsals all told. But we do not believe this is the

case. It is padded slightly to eke out an evening's

entertainment, but its actual length is considerably

less than two hours as it is. It is probably the

shortest play on record. This refutes that time-

honored contention that the public will not pay to

see a short performance. A ninety minute action is

enough if the Conflict is tense or swift. It will seem
much longer than a three hour play that lacks these

vitalizing elements.

THE MASTER MIND.
Close to the Goal of Construction.
That this play was not accorded a season's run in

New York is doubtless due to its appearance too

late in the Spring. It is by far the subtlest and best

constructed Conflict of the entire assortment of

crook melodramas. From the first rise of the cur-

tain it hits the trail of Plot and sticks to it tena-

ciously with one solitary exception. This one ex-

ception is a biplot that drifts away from the follow-

ing Problem.
Problem.

1. A crook marries his enemy to a girl thief.

2. For revenge he intends to disgrace him.

3. He relents rather than injure the girl.
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If the author had clung to this solitary Conflict

"The Master Mind" would qualify as one of the best

fiction problems extant. But in addition to mating
his enemy to a thief, the author lugs in an additional

degradation for good measure. This supplement
damages the original. The wife is forced to profess

an affinity for a burglar so that the husband may be

humiliated a double degree. It is the valid purpose
of Plot to expose her as a companion of criminals

for it must be shown that her former profession was
a thief. But to compel her to affect an attachment
for this culprit is a thin, weak and limp device. The
attempt to fit it into the main Problem leaves a lot

of rough edges sticking out. It is not aboard the

same train of thought we started travelling on.

The cleverest Construction in this play is the slow

subtle means by which we are led to apprehend the

diabolical design of "The Master Mind." You are

given no more than is necessary to the interpreta-

tion of the moment. At first we merely see this

giant crook building up a bogus family for a girl

whom he has educated abroad. He has some secret

purpose which he does not impart. Piece by piece

we patch together the terrific audacity of the in-

tended revenge. When the Plot rises to its highest

point, the complete mastery he exerts both over his

friends and enemies constitutes one of the nicest

series of situations known to modern dramaturgy.

Daniel G. Carter is evidently endowed with dra-

matic instinct. It is likely that he did not put the

play in its present finished state. A master-hand

was doubtless called in to make it over. But his

concept is there and this is a new and distinct crea-

tion. It is manifestly not the author's first attempt,

but it is eminently worthy of an adept. The ability
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to weave such a Conflict does not spring from the

untried inventive of the novitiate.

LITTLE WOMEN.
A Fragrant Reminiscence.

The marked success of the stage version of this

popular book prompts us to repeat that such exhibi-

tions are not plays even though they afford excel-

lent entertainment. It is not our desire to minimize

the merit of such undertakings. It is our duty to

guide the aspirant and to point out that all stories

enacted on the stage are not drama.

Neither do we contend that a valid dramatization

of "Little Women" would please as well as the

present literal performance of the various lightly

related episodes of the book. For these visualize

the quaint fiction characters of our childhood. They
waft a wholesome atmosphere of former days that

bears a charm of contrast to the noxious odors of our

modern stage.

And while these episodes fail to simulate the

closer construction of a play Conflict or Plot, they

embody much of the momentary substance of drama.

The three laws of nature are variously involved in

these representations of birth, love and death. And
for the auditor who comes to the theater in full pos-

session of his own preconstructed pictures of these

imaginary events, the experience is fully as satisfy-

ing as a play that tells one complete story in a

wholly dramatic way.

For technical illustration, however, let us see how
readily the same homely material might lend itself

to actual dramatization. Suppose we make "Laurie"

of John and suppose the family are obstinately

opposed to his courtship of "Meg." Suppose the
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clandestine marriage of these two is the only thing

that mars the happiness of this little home. Sup-
pose that the occasion of "Meg's" maternity brings

her to the brink of the grave. Suppose that in this

hour of trial there is no one but the offending

"Laurie" to solace the last hours of the little mother.

He would now become the chief instrument in her

recovery and the family suddenly adore him. Here
we have a crisis that reconciles all sides, restores the

heroine's health and incidentally transforms the

character of our revised hero. A solitary Conflict

sustains the whole and affords a Unity that lends a

centered purpose.

Of course such a drastic change of story would in

no way conform to the tale of the book. Few actual

dramatizations do. The real heroine of the book

would be eliminated unless we merge the characters

of "Meg" and "Jo." This speculation, however,

illustrates the average alteration required by true

dramaturgy. The staging as it stands is a better

reel of our romantic reminiscences. It represents

the written page as no true dramatization could do

for this book does not offer an opportunity of stricter

dramatization.

THE THIRD DEGREE.
Greatest of Klein's Plays.

From the structural as well as the moral stand-

point there can be little doubt that this is the best

of Charles Klein's plays. From all subsequent

symptoms he will never do as well again. It is not

only the acme of his achievements, it strikes very

near the bull's-eye of American dramaturgic marks-

manship.
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Problem.

1. Under inquisition a man confesses murder.

2. His wife secures an uncriminal counsel.

3. He proves that the confession was hypnotism.
There is no better example extant of the Dram-

atist theory that the audience must know. Here we
are given the key to the Conclusion at the very start

off. We know that the husband did not commit the

murder he confesses. Every atom of doubt is erased.

Every precaution is exercised to stamp in the fact

that it is a case of suicide. And yet the consequent

effect is not jeopardized. The fullest measure of

Suspense is achieved on the firm foundation of our

knowing. Surprise in this instance would dilute its

force. The audience should know.

And here is a slap at the surprise monger—^the

cheap melodramatist who revels in that infantile

tradition that a Plot must be full of surprises. For
even the Conclusion is subtlely hinted in the first

twenty minutes of this play. The physician attend-

ing the suicide is made to remark the possible fallacy

of such confessions. And so the seed of eventual

solution is sewed early in the first Act. But the

sharp edge of Conflict is nowise dulled. As an argu-

ment for the we know principle "The Third Degree"

heads the list.

There are minor fiaws in this play, but these are

not worth mentioning. There is one cardinal blun-

der—the division into Acts. It is erroneously cut

up into four Acts. There should be but three.

This is true of every play we have ever witnessed.

The extraneous Act in this instance is the fourth.

The two set-scenes of Act I mark the proper boun-

daries for Act I and II and the second and third

Acts should be rounded into the finale. There is
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no call for the fourth Act as it now stands. It is a

purposeless episode staggering on after the home-
ward march of Plot. The idea of divorcing the

young wife entails an entirely different Conflict.

There are numerous virtues besides the first great

technical principle mentioned above. Perhaps the

strongest is the wife shielding her mother-in-law's

visit to the home of the murdered man. This is

handled with extreme subtlety and dramaturgic

skill. It is not necessary, however, to contrive a

fourth Act to reveal this scandal. It is enough that

the wife manifest this sterling trait of character.

Circumstances could easily divulge the truth a

moment later without minimizing her loyalty in the

least. We call attention to the author's treatment

here because of the dexterity shown in making it

contribute to the Plot. It is a rare example of prop-

erly interwoven Plot threads. It marks the highest

notch in Mr. Klein's construction.

THE LION AND THE MOUSE.
Charles Klein's Best Seller.

The tremendous success of this play can be

summed up in a sentence: the maximum Expecta-

tion of the audience against the minimum knowl-

edge of the antagonist. We see a multi-millionaire

making every possible condescension to a novelist

who has cleverly analyzed his personality in the

pages of her book. We know that in reality she is

the daughter of a judge he is bending every energy

to crush. We see this magnate implore the novelist

to marry his son. We know that of all creatures in

the world she, in reality, is the one he dreads may

entangle the boy. We finally hear him denounce
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this young lady. We know that in his heart he is

entertaining the warmest respect for her. And so
on this superior knowledge of the audience keeps up
till the last possible moment. This is the ultimate

art of dramaturgy.

Problem.

1. A judge is prosecuted by a magnate.
2. His daughter learns that the motive is revenge.

3. The magnate is forced to surrender.

Pope says that nature gives us "that virtue nearest

to our vice allied." How applicable to this drama.

For just as its greatest merit is the frankest exposi-

tion of facts to the audience, so its only great flaw

is withholding information from them. We refer to

the essential item of the incriminating letters that

repose in the millionaire's autobiography. We do
not know that they exist. We have no knowledge
of how they got there. We should be given these

facts if we are to be stirred to Suspense by the

discovery.

This is the one structural crime committed. There

are other frailties but the excellent craftsmanship

of Acts II and III offsets them. Acts I and IV are

loosely woven. Act I is almost entirely superfluous.

With very trivial amendments the play could start

as well at II. Act IV is a careless termination of

the Problem. The playwright has abandoned strict

construction and the suspension of Plot hostilities is

weakly worked out. It is Talked rather than exe-

cuted. Mr. Klein is not given to good fourth Acts.

He does not divide his material wisely. His Con-

flicts invariably show an inherent tendency to divide

themselves into three Acts only.

Read The Dramatic Mirror
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THE BACHELOR'S BABY.
Value of the Histrionic Conscience.

Every playwright should have enough acting ex-

perience to sharpen his perception of the player's

opportunity. Few plays illustrate this fact more
finally than "The Bachelor's Baby" written by
Francis Wilson, one of the cleverest comedians on
the American stage. The actor's instinct has guided

the author's pen so persistently in this little comedy,

that it is forgery to place another player in the title

part.

Problem.

1. A bachelor abhors children.

2. His niece mistakes him for her dead father.

3. His paternal interest is aroused.

The powerful law of parentage that underlies this

play qualifies it as comedy rather than farce. The
author's rollicking interpretation, even, does not

reverse this classification. It has an emotional force

that exceeds the range of farce—an appeal that even

surpasses its humor.

Like any other play under the sun, this comedy
would do well to stick to its own Problem. There

is no benefit in barnacles. Two excrescent sprouts

dwarf the normal growth of this beautiful play

Problem. The first is a rival lover dragged in from

the past. He has no Plot purpose. The history of

his early courtship is no possible value to us. He
stands obstinately in the path of Plot progress. He
diverts our attention from the culminating Conflict.

The second is a mock pretense that the bachelor

must relinquish the child for some moral obligation.

This is a trumped-up device and we never for one

moment believe in it. It does not enter into the
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fabric of the Plot as actuating motive and could not

be gracefully interwoven. It belongs to another

pattern. Both these blemishes are profitable ex-

amples of disunity.

There is another flaw in this play, however, that

almost defies technical scrutiny. It is a flaw of

Logic. The bachelor's fashionable sweetheart pur-

sues him beyond all boundaries of girlish propriety.

Without rhyme or reason, she continually bobs up in

the hero's home. The author attempts to excuse

her aggressiveness by making an aunt the professed

target of her frequent visits. But this hardly

answers. It is only the predominant sway of the

third law of nature that conceals this discrepancy.

To eliminate the flaw, the woman might be made
a mere girl who is called to his home for the child's

entertainment. This would enhance the final tri-

umph of affection, for we would witness the evolu-

tion of her young mother-love and relish the cosmic

clinch of this eternal triangle—father, mother and

child. Mr. Wilson has not ignored this touch. A
more logical introduction of the sweetheart could

only add credulity. The exquisite charm with which

this little babe binds foster-father and bride together

is the most telling sentiment imaginable.

THE OTHER DANGER.*
An Undramatized Climax.

In our survey of what the world is doing in drama

it is well to glance at the technic of a French dram-

atist who is looked upon as a true exponent of his

national art. Maurice Donnay is regarded one of

the most popular Parisian playwrights and "The

Other Danger" is deemed one of his most worthy

dramas.
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Problem.

1. A daughter loves her mother's paramour.
2. Gossip of his adultery reaches the daughter.

3. He marries the girl to refute the scandal.

As designated by this Problem the real play does
not begin until the middle of the third Act. There
are four Acts in all. An entire Act should by all

means be eliminated and page after page of the re-

mainder could be profitably pruned. In writing

what the author intends as an easy approach to the

crisis he encumbers a boredom of spurious detail

and in so doing dilutes the real issue when it arrives.

For even at the end of the third Act we are so feebly

informed of the daughter's love for the paramour
(the cardinal Condition of Plot) that the climax

acquires little force. It shoots off at an entirely

different angle.

What is this angle? Detached from the legiti-

mate play above Problemized is another conflicting

tale of the daughter's marriage to a youth. Through
mistaken emphasis the audience is led to believe

that this will be the Conflict of the play and that

the climactic obstacle will be an exposure of the

mother's scandal, blasting the daughter's marital

hopes. Up to this point the thread of the Plot is so

feebly spun that we desperately grasp at this first

straw. It is a false clue and only the splendid craft

of the fourth and last Act refutes this fallacy and

carries us back to the author's real Conflict.

Compared with American competitors "The
Other Danger" may be a better concept than some
of our plays, but it certainly is not more theatric.

Every time the author reaches a big situation where

drama should reign, he fizzles utterly out. At the

culminating moment when the daughter hears her
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mother spoken of as "his mistress" there is no sem-
blance of skillful handling. This critical situation

is blunt and cryptic. The girl's state of mind is not

shown at all. Her suspense, her mortification, her

jealousy are all dashed to the four winds and the

curtains rings down.

In the fourth Act the best invention the author

can muster to unfold her secret grief is the daugh-

ter's diary. She is ill and the mother is eager to

ascertain why. Instead of leading the conversation

up to the thought of the diary or coming across it

in some inevitable way, the author places the word
in his puppet's mouth, thus robbing the item of

spontaneity. There are numerous such instances

that go to illustrate the infancy of contemporary

French craftsmanship.

In this regard the younger school of American
playwrights undoubtedly excel. Surely our British

brothers are not dangerous rivals. They propound

new thought galore, and veneer it over with much
rhetoric and superfluous controversy. But domestic

craftsmanship holds first place in structural excel-

lence and for this reason promises more immediate

mastery. We may be building more body than soul.

But soul is of little avail without flesh to contain it.

It is only in human form that we can exploit the

spiritual.

*The Drama, published by The Drama League,

Chicago. August, 1913, issue. 75c.
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Plots

THE OTHER DANGER
by

Maurice Donnay.

A mother tires of her husband and resumes an
affair with a former lover. Thrown constantly in

his company, her daughter becomes enamored of

him when she overhears a remark that her mother
is his mistress. Disgrace and disappointed love

work havoc on the girl's health. When confronted

by the scandal, the mother denies it and gives her

daughter to her own lover rather than reveal her

infamy.

THE FAMILY CUPBOARD
by

Owen Davis.

A father, alienated from his extravagant family,

seeks consolation with a chorus girl. A financial

reverse is about to reconcile husband and wife when
she learns of his infidelity. The show girl refuses

to break off the affair, and when she is renounced

by the father, infatuates the son. The son learns

that she is his father's cast-off mistress and merely

a money parasite. In his remorse he contemplates

suicide. The mother intercepts and calls in the

father. The family unity is resumed.

THE FAMILY
by

Robert H. Davis.

The daughter of a straight-laced New England

family is infatuated with a travelling minstrel. He
induces her to elope on the promise of marriage
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later. He postpones this ceremony and decamps
when he learns that the girl's parents are in pursuit

of them. Her mother learns the terrible truth and
takes her daughter back home. After a battle with
his conventional perversity the father relents and
the family is once more a unit.

THE TEMPERAMENTAL JOURNEY
by

Leo Ditrichstein.

An artist is married to a vain, vulgar woman but

loves an inn-keeper's daughter. His wife flirts with

a prosperous rival artist. Humiliated by his insol-

vency the artist attempts to drown himself, but is

later rescued. His wife promptly identifies a recov-

ered body as that of her husband. His paintings

now attain their rightful values and his widow, now
the wife of the rival, thrives on selling forgeries of

them. Enraged by this perfidy, the artist clears up

the mystery of his supposed death, resumes title to

his own reputation and marries the inn-keeper's

daughter.

THE CLANSMAN
by

Thomas Dixon, Jr.

A negro aspires to the hand of a white woman and

secures the position of lieutenant governor to make
himself eligible. He is championed by an abolition-

ist until the latter learns that it is his own daughter

that the negro seeks in marriage. As lieutenant

governor he gains control of the state and is about

to force a marriage ceremony with the girl when the

clansmen break into his home and rescue her.
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CHARLES FROHMAN.
The Plague of Words.

Is'nt it a happy circumstance that the monarch of

American theatricals is likewise the foremost advo-

cate of sound dramaturgic principle. The technical

side of any art is the only sure foundation of its per-

manence and we should feel that great power in the

hands of a manager of Mr. Frohman's progressive

tendencies is well vested. In addressing the British

public he advances the following sound principles of

technology.

"Many European playwrights are writing only to

please the ears of their audiences. The eye is now
the chief organ to appeal to in the theater. America

is to a great extent surpassing Europe in writing

plays that act better than they read. Of recent

times Europe has been writing plays that read better

than they act
;
plays that do not have to be seen on

the stage to be understood. Successful pla5rsvriting

in Europe, with a few exceptions, is at a standstill

;

because European playwrights mistake language

for literature. The stage wants only that literature

which is life; never that literature which is merely

words, no matter how interesting in themselves.

This plague of words is the paralysis of playwriting.

People go to the theater to see first and to hear

afterward. Actions always speak louder than

words, even on the stage.
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"The American season has demonstrated that the

playgoing public has said good-by to the type of

play that does not begin at the beginning, but begins

with a long introduction or preparation before its

real beginning. The days of preparation in play-

writing are over. Plays fail oftenest because they

suffer oftenest from too much preparation. The real

playwrights of today never give a thought to prepa-

ration, but get quickly to their subjects and compel

their characters to accomplish all necessary prepa-

rations in situations. Speed in getting to the heart

of a subject has become such a national taste that it

amounts to a national demand. Today the author

who jumps quickest into his subject wins quickest.

I am glad to say that in this regard American plays,

with their swift dialogue that deals only with the

actual plot and their rapid action, are winning."

Here are four very vital points in playwriting

which are all too seldom emphasized. The play is

for the eye, not the ear—it is to act, not to read—it

is of life, not literature—and it is to be played, not

preambled. It is fortunate that such gospel is being

spread broadcast by such an eminent authority.

We may rejoice that the imported drama is on

the wane for two reasons ; it gives us little inspira-

tion in the way of vital technic and consumes capital

that might better be spent on honie products. We
may rejoice, too, in the growing demand for the

American export. The quest for foreign plays is

now everywhere met by the counter inquiry : "What
have you to sell?" This is surely a healthful indica-

tion. The Dramatist has repeatedly expressed this

opinion. American craftsmanship is today the

mightiest factor in the evolution of the world's

drama

!
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BRANDER MATTHEWS.

His Emphasis on Technic.

It is gratifying to know that our greatest author-

ity on Dramatic Literature gives technic the first

place in the study of the art of playwriting. With
an army of university professors continually crying

for "literary quality" it is a delight to read these

lines from the dean of American Dramaturgists.

"The revival of the English drama is no longer a

promise of the future, it is a fact of the present.

. . . Stevenson was not overstating this duty of

the beginner when he bade a novice to *think of

technic when you rise and when you go to bed. For-

get purpose in the meanwhile ; get to love technical

successes; get to see the world entirely through

technical spectacles, to see it entirely in terms of

what you can do. Then when you have anything

to say, the language will be apt and copious.' And
then, in the drama, the acquired method will have

become second nature, so to speak. Every artist

must pass through a stage of technical training,

learning the tricks of the trade and spying out the

secrets of the craft. He must master the art and

mystery, once for all; and only when he has mas-

tered it is he at liberty to have a purpose, to deliver

a message, and to express himself amply and ade-

quately.

"This is precisely what masters have always done.

The later plays of Shakespeare and of Moliere are

rich in meaning; but their earlier pieces are experi-

mental, and almost empty. . . ."

—Munsey*s Magazine.

Again, we say, as in the instance of Charles

Frohman, the drama is in pretty safe hands when
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the leading literary authority in this country can

voice such liberal sentiments, alloting technic its

lightful place in the curriculum for young play-

wrights.

HENRY ARTHUR JONES.
Eight Cardinal Conditions.

And while we are on this subject, let us turn to a

new book, "Foundations of a National Drama" by
Henry Arthur Jones, the well-known Britsh play-

wright. He, too, is preaching the great gospel of

democracy in drama. A glance at this list of quali-

fications for a dramatist will convince us that Mr.

Jones is a republican in art even though he is a loyal

subject of the crown. He stipulates eight condi-

tions for the dramatist

:

(i) He must have an inborn gift; (2) he must
patiently acquire the exacting technic of the stage

;

(3) he must exhibit "a strong, moving, universal

story." (4) His literature "must be so broad and

human that it can instantly be apprehended by the

boys in the gutter" ; and yet (5) it must be "so subtle

and delicate that it will tickle the palates of the

literary critics in the stalls." (6) It must "exactly fit

the mouths and persons and manners and training

of the members of the company who are to deliver

it." Furthermore, (7) in a play of modern life the

literature of the dramatist "must be of that supreme

quality which is constantly and naturally spoken by

all classes in every-day life; it must be obviously

and frankly colloquial; or the writer will be in-

stantly convicted of artificiality and unreality in a

matter where everybody is an expert." And finally

(8) his literature must be of a kind that will bring

into the box-office four thousand dollars a week

!
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Rule 4 will sound good to readers of The

Dramatist, It is the last thing we might have

expected an Englishman to say. But oh, how true

and telling! The playwright, today, who does not

write his Dialog out of the vocabulary of the sub-

conscious crowd is not striking at the ball, he is

batting the wind! If he is cramming his speeches

with thoughts that may not be apprehended by the

man half asleep, he is not in the game at all. Write

for the sleeping mob who behold an acted dream,

but see that your words do not dispel it.

ARNOLD BENNETT.
A Play Need Not Be Dramatic.
Arnold Bennett may be the acknowledged leader

of the younger school of realistic novelists and the

destroyer of our domestic idols, he is anything but

the leader of young dramatists and destroyer of

playwriting principle. He is merely a dabbler in

dramaturgy. In an interesting article in the July

Metropolitan Mr. Bennett attempts to define a play

as something that "need not be dramatic." Here are

a few of his paradoxes.

"No technic is so crude and so simple as the tech-

nique of the stage."

"One reason why a play is easier to write than a

novel is that a play is shorter than a novel."

"Everything basic that applies to the technique

of the novel applies equally to the technique of the

play."

"Very emphatically a play need not be dramatic

in the stage sense ... it need have nothing

that resembles what would be recognizable in the

theater as a situation."
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"Some of the finest plays of the modern age differ

from a psychological novel in nothing but the super-

ficial form of telling."

"A story is dramatic which is told in dialogue

imagined to be spoken by actors or actresses on the

stage . . . any narrower definition is bound to

exclude some genuine plays universally accepted as

such."

All of which is a left-handed defense of the "gen-

uine plays universally accepted as such" which Mr.

Bennett has been instrumental in manufacturing,

like "Milestones," "The Honeymoon," etc., etc.

The technic of such charades is indeed "crude and

simple." But do they resemble plays? They "are

easier to write than a novel." "Everything applies

equally." They are obviously not "dramatic in the

stage sense." They "differ in the superficial form

of telling" and they are told in "dialogue imagined

to be spoken."

But does any of this loose-leaf lingo tend to for-

mulate the definition of that distinct entity now
known as a play? Emphatically not ! Mr. Bennett's

entire article is devoid of the first glimpse into the

technical meaning of the play. There is no more
reason to believe from this article than from the

errant examples of his craft that this great novelist

comprehends the province of playwriting. He be-

lieves that plays may be written by means of words

and that the number of words measures the enor-

mity of the undertaking.

It seems to be Mr. Bennett's impression that a

play is written for the individual, not the masses;

that it is founded upon surprise, not Suspense ; that

it is dramatic because it is telling, not doing. He
does not see that a play differs from the psycholog-
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ical novel in the fact that it is seen, not heard. He
does not realize that his spoken dialog editions can-

not be universally accepted for the reason that the

average audience cannot and will not accept them.

But this need not argue against the entertaining

qualities of a piece like "Milestones."* As a disc for

reeling off the histrionic capabilities of the actor it

is a marvelous contrivance. As a review of the possi-

bilities of modern make-up and grease paint it is of

curious interest to all. But like all pieces that

exploit the costume or the actor, it has less drama-

turgic worth and more elocution and atmosphere.

*See page 305 of the October, 1912, issue.

TO-MORROW.*
A Play for the Library.

We have selected Percy MacKaye for our frontis-

piece, this issue, for the reason that his work excels

most other American dramatists in everything but

the one prime requisite—Drama. Our one purpose

in analyzing "To-Morrow" is to point out the defects

that deny this able author a ready market for his

wares. We intend to show that by using so lofty a

theme without fundamental means to exploit it he

completely misses the mark of popular appeal.

"To-Morrow" is essentially a play for the reader,

not the spectator. It contains a theme for the man
who thinks, not for the crowd who feel. This is

invariably the result where theme conspicuously

predominates and where the author's theory is held

paramount to emotional appeal, the only valid

medium of dramaturgic communication. A topic

may be never so timely it will not lend itself to

dramatization unless the author imbeds it in living
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Conflict thert may readily convey his thought to the

subconscious mind of the audience.

Does "To-Morrow" accomplish this feat?

When we have analyzed it you will be better able

to answer. We believe that Mr. MacKaye labored

consciously to lay this theme before you but has not

allowed the subconscious creative an opportunity to

translate his thought into the language of the col-

lective crowd. Undoubtedly the play is good read-

ing provided that sufficient time is allowed for

mental mastication. Much of the thought is so new
and so deep that it must filter through the thinking

mind before the feelings can possibly be penetrated.

Problem.

1. An Eugenist selects a breeding mate for his

daughter.

2. This mate rescues her from a moral leper.

3. She consummates her father's selection.

This is the body of the play into which Mr. Mac-
Kaye endeavors to inject an Eugenic soul. The
body does not cultivate such a soul during the life

it leads in our presence, and therefore the intended

moral is not dramatically evolved. Whatever spir-

itual quality the book attains is contributed from
without not nourished from within. The best in-

stance of this negative structure is the unimpelled

speech on page 157 which is in no way interwoven

with the Conflict or emotional appeal of the play

proper. Recited by the heroine of our story, in the

presence of none of the principals actually involved,

it remains the theory of the author thinly veiled by
undramatized duolog.

These lines are primed with bristling generalities

that must have so filled the soul of the author as to
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defy self-analysis. Has he confused the flood of his

own feelings with the emotional effect on his audi-

ence? This seems to be the only explanation of the

author's defeat for there is no grip or tensity even

in the body of the play. The Problem contains no

crisis of sufficient magnitude to vitally involve our

feelings. The only big interest is an intellectual

one, but this is the direct antithesis of dramaturgic

appeal.

How could "To-Morrow" be molded into a play?

By so engaging the contending agencies of the

Plot as to vitally concern us in their Conflict. By so

involving one of the three laws of life in this Con-

flict as to vitally grip our fundamental emotions.

We can accomplish this by intensifying the second

clause of the above Problem and instead of merely

letting the girl fall in love with the libertine make
her the illicit mother of his contaminated offspring.

Then the third law would actually enter into the

plot. As it now stands there is no actual crisis.

The girl's danger is not a reality. The libertine is

tossed over a precipice at the express command of

the author. This does not constitute a coherent

climax to the Plot.

Of course, the revision we have suggested would
yield a moral by way of negative example, but it

would be so indelibly branded on our emotions that

it would serve as an eternal precept. The author's

theme would thus be actually dramatized showing

the dangers of natural sex selection in contrast with

a discriminating choice of a mate. The idea, at best,

is an advanced one and requires the surest medium
of illusion to carry it through. The theme that

departs least from the trend of public opinion is the

one most susceptible of ready dramatization.
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There are many minor features of faulty construc-

tion that take root in the major defect—the absence

of a Plot germ of sufficient magnitude. This per-

mits the story to wander off onto a secondary Con-

flict in Act III of forcing Mana to marry the dying

libertine. It robs the entire story of a straightfor-

ward course, for there is no guiding star to direct

it. The story is communicated to us almost exclu-

sively through the ear. Two of the principal turns

in Plot are made without due provocation: the

child, in Act I, betrays her illegitimate birth without

adequate internal motive. The libertine, in Act II,

exposes his depraved past to the girl when impulse

directs him to cheat and lie rather than surrender

his wanton purpose. But these flaws are the result

of a predominance of theme as we have already

stated. In our analysis of "Anti-Matrimony" we
will show how a subordination of purpose produces

more telling effects.

*Henry A. Stokes Co., New York. Price $1.25.

ANTI-MATRIMONY.*
A Play for Seasoned Playgoers.

Here is the work that ranks Percy MacKaye
among the very first dramatists of the land. Both
in obedience to dramatic law and in the concentra-

tion of his Conflict, it is the most practical and pun-

gent play in the long list of his creations. It bears

the advantage over "To-Morrow" of having its

theme well coated with the wit of rare comedy.
And even as satire it brings up to a more formidable

crisis containing sufficient dynamic force to fructify

every Scene that precedes or follows.

"Anti-Matrimony" is a model of dramatic Unity
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and skillful craftsmanship throughout. Note par-

ticularly the endings to Acts II and III. No quicker

test of the playwright's capacity can be summoned.
Managers invariably turn to the culminating

moments in a script. It is an infallible guide to

magnitude. The two instances referred to are fine

examples of technical achievement. They sum up
the full force of Act progress and focus our expecta-

tions on the Act to come.

Problem.

1. A new-thought couple conceal their legal wed-
lock.

2. The wife's mundane jealousy is aroused.

3. She proclaims their marital bonds.

The only feature lacking for the fullest success

of this play was the existence of Winthrop Ames'
Little Theatre. For a select audience of seasoned

playgoers this is a capital comedy. For them, the

satirical interplay of Ibsen, Nietzsche and other

so-called moderns is a source of delight and bril-

liancy. For the average theatre audience it is a trifle

too restricted. They are not on speaking terms with
these men and their doctrines. And even if the text

could be studied in advance, the average auditor

would have to stop feeling to think every time one
of these allusions came over. And thought does not
mix well with composite emotioning. Only the
adept could retain such a reference subconsciously.

When Mr. MacKaye constructs a similar comedy
out of commonplace materials he will hit the target

of popular success.

^Frederick A. Stokes Co., New York. Price $1.25.
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ARE YOU A CROOK?

Tag-end of the Epidemic of Crook Plays.

It is a far more interesting study to analyze the

failures that contain the ingredients of success than

to deal with the perfected article. "Are You a

Crook?" was so completely captivating as a vehicle

for the splendid cast of actors employed that it is

hard to say why the newspapers found it an utter

failure. So far as the audience was concerned, it

was a success, but this feature was ignored by the

critics. The pleasure of the playgoer is no longer

an element in newspaper criticism, it seems.

Problem.

1. A matinee girl steals a necklace to qualify as a

crook.

2. A suitor steals her loot to divert suspicion from

her.

3. She gives her heart to him believing him a

professional.

There are many virtues in this play apart from

mere entertainment qualities. Its moral is a clever

thrust at the moral contained in most crook plays.

It analyzes the slant psychology of martyrizing

these gentlemen of obsolete ethics and gives a play-

ful instance of the damage to one girl's ideals. In

this regard it resembles the imaginative brush work
of that master of satire, J. M. Barrie. The play is a

good illustration of the flimsy bound between failure

and success, as critics see it.

The only real failure was the lack of rehearsal

on the final revision of the script. The work of

rebuilding progressed so persistently that no time

was left for polishing up the final production. A
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number of interesting defects might be alluded to,

but there is little likelihood of its ever being revived.

The obsequies of the press have no doubt proven

final.

BROADWAY JONES.
Inferior Cohan Construction.

This play belongs to the regeneration species in

a class with "Get Rich Quick Wallingford"* and
"The Fortune Hunter."** But it is inferior in tech-

nical quality. Compared with Mr. Cohan's work in

"Get Rich Quick Wallingford" it is merely an echo

and it is not likely that it would have enjoyed any-

thing like the run New York awarded it save for the

eccentric impersonation of the leading part con-

tributed by the author himself.

The new ingredient added to this play is the third-

law feature exploiting the theme of the brotherhood

of mankind. "Broadway" abandons his selfish im-

pulse to sell off the chewing gum factory when he

learns that his townspeople will be thereby impov-

erished. The spark that lights up this philanthropic

streak in his character, of course, is the dawning
affection for the young heroine who has financial

charge of his newly inherited industry. The love

motive is the same regenerative influence used in

both other plays above mentioned, but the third-law

note is entirely new. It is a considerable advance

over that "dear old flag" sentiment that saturated

the same author's ragtime comedies.

The love affair is the best managed portion of the

entire play. A great deal of artistic restraint is

manifest in the gradually developed expectation of

the alliance of these two principals. To confine the
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Plot to the destiny of this boy and this girl was the

valid Problem that encountered Mr. Cohan. The
girl alone should have saved the boy. The author

lugs an irrelevant character into the Conflict for this

purpose in the person of a young advertising agent

with a wealthy parent. Every time we encounter

this extraneous influence we feel that the main Plot

has slipped a cog and that the companion hero is

called to the rescue. No doubt Mr. Cohan patterned

him after the second gentleman scamp in "Get Rich

Quick Wallingford." But he was a valid shadow
of the leading character in that Conflict.

And here Mr. Cohan should learn one of the

lessons of his life—not to ring in an extraneous

device for the makeshift manipulation of his Plot.

It is the first resource of the amateur. In the demure
little lady who inspires and fascinates the debauched

hero, we have the one and only means of rightfully

reforming him. It should be her invigorating influ-

ence not the assistance of his advertising chum that

reclaims the derelict and promotes the chewing gum
industry. The advertising man is a timely type but

he does not belong and he is not worth shattering

a real Plot for. He should occur in a Conflict all his

own.

Three minor blemishes that furnish distracting

laughs but mar the force of the Plot proper are the

widow's marriage to "Broadway's" butler, the sub-

sidiary love affair of the advertising chum and the

obnoxious imitation of the fat bell-boy in "Get Rich

Quick Wallingford." These were doubtless de-

signed as broadening elements of interest, but they

only result in counteracting the direct pull of the

real Plot of the play. It is by narrowing down the

main Problem that we get breadth of impression
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and Mr. Cohan's best work could well have been
concentrated on the hypothesis that follows:

Problem.

1. A degenerate would sell an industry he has

inherited.

2. His love for the bookkeeper inspires him with

mercantile ambition.

3. They marry and save their townspeople from
impoverishment.

*See page 118 of the January, 191 1, issue.

**See page 20 of the January, 1910, issue.

THE EASIEST WAY.
A Modern American Tragedy.

One of the few instances of American triumph in

modern tragedy has been the pronounced success of

"The Easiest Way." Here the author has not

dodged the issue or pampered the national appetite

for optimistic endings. He has gone clean through

to the bone. Walter attempted the same thing in

"Fine Feathers" but found an entirely different ver-

dict awaiting his pathetic denouement. There are

many elements at odds in these two plays, but un-

doubtedly the first is a universal demand for fair

play. The one dominating thought in "The Easiest

Way" is that this girl has had a fair chance and

failed. The moral strikes home even though it defies

our sympathies. For we all of us feel the same

fragile traits in our own natures.

Problem.

1. A harlot is betrothed on her pledge to reform.

2. She goes back to her life of easy virtue.

3. Her sweetheart renounces her.

Here is a Conflict that bares the soul of the
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depraved woman to the cruel probe of public vivi-

section. And it does so with infinite skill. The
analysis is close and truthful. Exposed to the hard-

ships that might challenge the spirit of a stronger

love she succumbs to the easiest way. It is her one
recourse. She knows no other. The thousand and
one ways of escape that would present themselves
to the innocent girl are closed doors to her. Her
perverted pride dominates. She sees but one retreat

—perdition.

But perhaps this feature is slighted. The failure

to present some available refuge is the one minor
flaw in the structure. Of course the heroine's will

must finally succumb, but it is not true that a mere
glimpse of egress is beyond her. Some honest

means of livelihood would occur even to the mind
of a harlot. And we must not forget that her flick-

ering torch of soul has been well lit up with love.

The author has wilfully suppressed this natural

gleam of hope that would momentarily possess his

heroine.

But why rail at the reality? There is merit

enough in this play to endow a decade of drama.

Study its virtues and apply them. See it produced

every chance you get. Analyze the big moments
again and again. Measure the great mass of emo-

tion you have lived through when the story reaches

its end. Observe the intricate dramatization of

Scenes at the opening of Acts II and III. Bow
down and worship this clockwork! Laugh at the

critics who call it mechanical. This is real drama.

This is the stuff of which plays must be made.

When you can devise such a structure, your troubles

are over, your lesson is learned.
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CASTE.

An Early Three-Act Specimen.

A prompt-book version of this famous play is now
obtainable in printed form* and every student of

modern drama may learn from this masterpiece of

half a century ago. In many respects it is extremely

modern in structure, at least, it is a dramaturgic

model compared with many current playwriting

products. Its faults are the common failings of the

best modern writers. Its virtues surpass in the pure

appeal of valid dramatic expectation.

While T. W. Robertson had not acquired the rigid

habit of eliminating every episode that formed no

integral part of his Plot, he certainly had a grasp of

the principle of Unity far in advance of the stand-

ards of his day. "Caste" makes a heroic attempt to

cling to the one Problem of its story—the marriage

of a man of noble birth to a girl of common family

and their ensuing vicissitudes. A quick statement

of the Plot is as follows

:

Problem.

1. A nobleman secretly marries an actress.

2. His mother disapproves the match.

3. An heir reconciles them.

A false rumor of the husband's death in battle is

the greatest technical flaw in this composition. The
audience is deliberately deceived in the matter.

There is no inkling of any error in this information.

If this piece of perjury had been slightly mitigated

by a hint that the report might be fallible the lie

that now shatters expectation could be converted

into the doubt that incurs Suspense. Such wilful

deception at the very apex of the play is a gross

transgression of principle.
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Another false episode is the father's theft of his

daughter's allowance. This is merely a momentary
digression betraying an unresisted temptation of

the author to gain an added effect. Such extraneous

moments obtained at the expense of Unity retard

rather than advance the play proper.

*Walter H. Baker & Co., Boston. Price iscts.

L'AIGLON.*
Conflicting Veins of Blood.

Whenever a Play is written to exploit the actor

or the personage implicated there is sure to be less

drama and more declamation. "L'aiglon" is a psy-

chologic study in breeding founded on historical

reminiscence. The blood of a lion-hearted father

blended with the timid nature of a mother whose
only motto is repose, furnishes this story of two con-

flicting influences in one body. As a play it has

occasional moments of dramatic merit. As a poetic

vagary it offers the actress unlimited scope to depict

psychologic soul-struggle of a youth against his

inherited instability of character. But the hero

remains an arbitrary echo of history rather than a

practical product of the Plot. There is no tangible

Conflict to create character. The duke creates him-
self by skeins of unevoked elocution. The actress

relishing the opportunity to play a masculine part

easily does the rest.

Problem.

1. A son inherits the contradictory natures of his

parents.

2. In a crisis the father's valor asserts itself in

him.

3. The mother's irresolute influence triumphs.
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The best of all study is the careful observation of

a master's mistakes. Rostand is commonly called

a master craftsman but he certainly affords ample

opportunity of negative analysis. By the time we
reach the twenty-fourth page "L'aiglon" has intro-

duced a dozen or more persons whom we have no

desire or need to know. We receive a lot of jumbled

information that in no way promotes the Plot by
reason of its prematurity. We behold characters

uttering words for the author which they have no
valid impulse to express. Effect frequently pre-

cedes Cause and vitiates the meaning. Historic

knowledge is continually assumed instead of finding

its genesis and development in the properties of the

Plot. Whatever merit this piece contains is poetic

or literary, not dramatic. It betrays little power as

playwriting.

*Harper & Bro., New York. Price $1.50.

SUCH IS LIFE.*
A Theme in a Veil of Mist.

This is the kind of a play that reviewers revel in

—

reviewers who judge drama on exactly the same
basis as other literature. A fanatic chooses the

dialog form for his utterances and his work is at

once lauded to the skies no matter how far it departs

from the form of a play. If life were as aimless and

inept as this document indicates, there would be

little chance to fashion drama after it. "Such is

Life" ignores every means by which an audience

may be led to illusion or conviction. As a phantasy
its theme is carefully enveloped in a veil of mist.
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Problem.

1. A king employs his predecessor as court fool.

2. The king's son wishes to marry the fool's

daughter.

3. The fool attempts in vain to prove her royal

blood.

This is the nucleus of the Plot that Wedekind is

driving at. He wanders all round Robin Hood's

barn in an effort to get there. He openly defies

dramaturgic law in almost every detail and demon-
strates no sense proportion in setting forth the

barest essentials of his own subject. Scenes are

tossed in irrespective of progress or perspective and
no dominant impression is made on us.

The play has no cumulative Expectation common
to all real drama. It is merely a bundle of detached

episodes drifting around the adventures of a de-

throned king and his daughter. This entire series

of events leads lamely up to the solitary situation

where the king's plebian successor cannot be con-

vinced that he has employed one of royal blood for

his court fool. This is about all it accomplishes

even in its amateur way. On the most extravagant

hypothesis the author attempts to show that a de-

throned monarch cannot, after all, prove that he is

anything but common clay. If he convinces us, it

is against our will. We are of the same opinion

still.

*Brown Brothers, Philadelphia. Price $1.25.

THE PLAY OF TODAY.*
Endorsed by the Drama League.

We all agree that no writer creates any rules for

the drama. We are merely babes in the lap of
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cosmic intelligence and when we chance to discern

one of the great principles of play construction, we
do nothing more than allow the truth to flow

through us.

Miss Hunt cautions us against the use of rules and
in the next line of her preface advises that we
"observe how the truly dramatic play is made." In

other words, she does not approve of rules but sanc-

tions the method by which they are formulated.

Now if rules are not to be used, what is the good of

compiling them even for personal use?

In pursuing her own precept, however. Miss Hunt
is consistent to say the least. She has so persist-

ently avoided setting down any hard and fast laws

that her book is a mere smattering of generalities.

It is an interesting book for the playgoer but an

unsafe guide, as a whole, for the sincere student of

dramaturgy. Her thoughts of the lecture room are

not classified and correlated. She makes chapter

headings but fails to abide by them. She hits frag-

ments of sound principle, here and there, but for the

most part gambols at random in the green fields of

technology.

The author's facility of expression frequently

gives her remarks the ring of authority, but her

jurisdiction is the platform not the workshop. The
one exception that might be made is her chapter on

Climax. In reality it is an essay on Suspense. Any
student will profit by a reading of this earnest sum-

mary of Suspense. There are spots of applied

thought running all through the work. The reason

we cannot recommend the book to students is that

a discriminating guide is needed to sort the wheat

from the chaf.

*John Lane Co., New York. Price $1.50.
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THE DRAMATIC INDEX.*

Fourth Annual Volume.

This work is calculated to answer a host of con-

tinually arising questions that beset the student of

the drama. Who wrote that play? Who reviewed

it? Who played this or that part? What did this

author write? Where did I see that picture of so

and so? These and a score of other important and
interesting queries are readily disposed of in an

intelligent and painstaking manner by this veritable

mine of dramatic information. Everything in the

way of dramatic activities, in fact, at home or

abroad, printed, played, pictured or produced. It is

the fourth volume of its kind, the first having

appeared in 1909.

*Boston Book Co., Boston, Mass. Price $3.75.

Three Theatrical Seasons

Compared.

EVENTS IN PRODUCING THEATRES.
1910-11 1911-12 1912-13

Number of new plays 89 97 105

Number of new musical

comedies 37 36 28

Number of revived plays. . . 67 19 32

Number of revived musical

comedies 5 12 15

Shakespearian revivals .... 17 18 11

Totals 215 182 191
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CLASSIFICATION OF PLAYS.

Serious and sentimental

dramas 27 36 31

Melodramas lo 14 16

Romantic comedies 12 9 14

Light comedies 19 22 15

Tragedies 2 2 o

Farces 19 14 15

One-act plays o o 14

Totals 89 97 105

SOURCES OF NEW PLAYS.
Original plays 65 79 87

Adapted from foreign plays 14 12 10

Dramatized from novels or

stories 10 6 8

Totals 89 97 105

NATIONALITY OF AUTHORS.
By native authors 62 56 69

By foreign authors 27 41 36

Totals 89 97 105

NEW MUSICAL COMEDIES.
By native composers 26 27 17

By foreign composers 11 9 11

Totals 37 36 28

Average run of new plays for 1913, 8.79 weeks.

In this table we find 1913 ahead in the number of

new plays, but this is largely due to the one-act

drama. There is a commendable increase in the

number of plays by native authors.
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THAT RIGHT WORD.

Where to Find It.

After all dictionaries, encyclopaedias, synonyms
and vocabularies have been found fruitless in the

search for that right word, there is still one last

recourse for the dramatist

—

Roget's Thesaurus.

How many times has the inability to find that

word put the inspired thought to flight? They say

that Belasco frequently spends one whole hour

searching for the suitable word. How much time do

you think it would take if Roget had not correlated

all terms, given us their synonyms, their antonyms,

and slang terms?

The entire category of words and phrases is so

classified and arranged in this great work as to

facilitate the expression of ideas and assist in lit-

erary composition. The entire language is first

divided into six class heads: Abstract Relations,

Space, Matter, Intellect and Affections. Each of

these classes is then subdivided and so on, ad finem.

Choosing a Title.

There is no better aid in choosing a title. Take
the word that involves the true Cause or germ of

your Plot and run down the index till you come to a

striking expression of it. When more than a one

word title is wanted, try combining the first with

some other word that adequately modifies your

meaning. Then take the Thesaurus list and con-

tinue making combinations till you find one that

strikes fire. You will find this practice most pro-

ductive and stimulating. Let your Thesaurus think

for you

!

Price, cloth bound, $1.50. Postage i6c. extra.

THE DRAMATIST,
Easton, Pa.
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Plots

NOUMA ROUMESTAN
by

Alphonse Daudet.

A wife discovers her husband's infidelity and
wishes to dissolve a marriage that has been without

issue. Upon his solemn oath she takes him back,

but he fails to keep faith with her. Later she

becomes a mother and learns to condone her hus-

band's habits, discovering that her own father was
of like dissolute nature. She refuses to live with

him, however, but preserves his professional reputa-

tion by averting the divorce. He becomes famous,

but cannot regain his self-respect.

CAMILLE
by

Alexander Dumas.

A courtesan falls desperately in love with a gen-

tleman who wishes to take her out of the life she

leads. After debating the futility of such a course

she finally arranges to live with him in a remote

quarter. Learning that his disgrace will wreck the

happiness of his betrothed sister and thereby ruin

him, she attempts to dispose of her lover by pre-

tending love for another. He learns the truth of her

sacrifice just as she is about to die.

THE WOMAN
by

William C. deMille.

In order to defeat his political opponent a grafter

digs up an old scandal involving a woman. The
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opponent realizing that the woman is the grafter's

daughter and determined to prevent exposing her,

if possible, maintains discreet silence. Circum-

stances finally force out the secret and the grafter

is obliged to bury the muckrake.

SPEED
by

Lee Wilson Dodd.

A young married couple strain their finances to

procure a suburban home. The automobile craze

seizes them and after combating the temptation

they finally rob the baby's bank to buy a small

machine. Their speed fever does not abate, how-

ever, and the father takes to gambling to keep pace

with extravagance. The child is neglected by the

parents who soon sally forth in a high-speed car.

'post OrPICC WINDSOR.VERMONT.
COHataw. NEW M»«l»»l«l»t

11 August 1912

LUther B. Anthony Eaq.

Dear Sir:

The public eorvloe uhloh your magazine THE
DRAMATIST is performing in America seems to me
important and vital, ita emphaaia upon the tech-
nlo of artiste, its direct specific method, Ita
analytical survey of the seasons, ita freedom
froti coaraercisJ. biaa - these qualifications are
as now to dramatic oritiolam in our country as
they are helpful and wholesome. To both crafts-
men and audiences THE DRAl.lATIST must appeal In-
cx^asingly.

All vigorous art is vertebrate. This you
make tersely clear; and ao you help wlaely to
eradicate all mollusc teohnic in dramaturgy.

AS a worker in the theatre, bred to ita
work, I beg heartily to congratulate you - and
your readora,

BelioTs me.

Sincerely yours.

_ ^^fi^a^'^C€y,—::^

A LETTER FROM PERCY MACKAYE
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Ji Complete List of the Plays and Plots

Contained in Vols, I, II, III andW
Alias Jimmy Valentine 43
American Dramatist, The 248
American Playgoers 228
American Playgoers 269
Another Declaration of Inde-
pendence 3

*Anti-Ma|rimony 374
Appreciation of the Drama, The. 267
Arab, The 191

Are You a Crook? 376
Arizona 252
As a Man Thinks 142
Baby Mine 129
Barrier, The 48
Belasco on Technique 93
Bella Donna 324
Bennett, Arnold 369
Bobby Burnit lOi

Boss, The 143
Bought and Paid For 214
Bridal Path, The 342
Broadway Jones 377
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Butterfly on the Wheel, The 322
Call of the Wild, The 135
Cameo Kirby 106
Candida 164
Case of Becky, The 288

Caste 381
Chair of Dramatic Writing 35
City, The 39
Climax, The I

Climbers, The 263
Coburn Players, The 269
Commanding Officer, The 13
Common Law, The 307
Commuters, The 102
Complete Index to Vols. I, II,

III and IV 391
Concert, The 150
Confession, The 220
Conspiracy, The 344
Cottage in the Air, The 12

Country Boy, The 99
Dark Lady of the Sonnets, The. .151

Dear Old Billy 172
Deep Purple, The 148
Deserters, The 108

Disraeli 241
Divorce Question, The 354
Doctor's Dilemma, The 202

Don ISS
Double Cross 206
Dramatic Index, The 386
Drifting 152
Easiest Way. The 379
Eldest Son, The 327

Electricity 1 19
Elevating a Husband 237
Embers 223
Enchained 55
Enchained (In three Acts) 58
Enchained ( Revision) 136
Enduring Success 233
Englishman's Home, An 33
Eternal Mystery, The 349
Excuse Me 168
Facing Death (In one Act) 173
Facing Death (analyzed) 185
Facing Death (Reconstruction).. 207
Failures 315
Faith Healer, The 33
Family, The 126
Fanny's First Play 345
Faraway Princess, The 30
Fatted Calf, The 247
Fine Feathers 321
Fire Commissioner, The 137
Footlights Fore and Aft 248
Fortune Hunter, The 20
Freckles 328

Fritzchen 159
Frohman, Charles 365
From Ibsen's Workshop 248
Gamblers, The 123
Gentleman from Mississippi, A.. 90
Get Rich Quick Wallingford Ii8
Getting Married 203
Girl He Couldn't Leave Behind
Him, The 91

Green Stockings 239
Guide to Pictures, A 267
Goddess of Reason, The 31
Governor's Lady, The 253
Great Divide, The 354
Greyhound, The 256
Harvest Moon, The 21

Havoc, The .....145
Hervieu's Reply to Our Criticism 95
High Road, The 319
Higher Court, The 310
Hindel Wakes 323
His Wife by His Side 328
Home Thrust. The 262
Honeymoon, The 347
House Next Door. The 261

How He Lied to Her Husband.. 31

Husband 124
Inconstant George 49
Intellectual Dramatist, The 7

Interviewed 138
Iris 335
Is Matrimony a Failure 2

Israel 16

We have a few complete files; send for circular
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Kindling 242
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Last Visit, The 30
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Lily, The 45
Littlest Rebel, The 220
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Macbeth 301
Madame X 217
Maggie Pepper 200
Maker of Men, A 89
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for Plays 11

Man of Honor, A 196

Man Who Stood Still, The 52
Margot 30
Mariano 356
Marionettes, The 236
Mary Magdalene 121

Master of the House, The 308
Maternity 203

Matthews, Brander 367
Melting Pot, The 23
Merry, Merry Cuckoo, The (An-
alyzed) 300

Merry, Merry Cuckoo, The
(Complete in one act) 291

Mid-Channel 205
Milestones 30S
Million, The 200

Mind the Paint Girl, The 335
Model, The 252
Money Spinner, The 332
Mother 97
Mrs. Bumstead-Leigh 169

Mrs. Dot 89
Natural Bornness 4
Ne'er-Do-Well, The 289
Nest Egg, The I99

New Plays i

New Way to Pay Old Debts, A. .226

Next Religion, The 326
Nigger, The l6l

1909 Record, The II

Nobody's Daughter 150

Nobody's Widow 131

Officer 666 325

Only Son, The 218
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Our Third Year 189
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Passers-Bv 212

Perplexed Husband, The 307
Pearl, The 229
Pearl, The (Fourth Revision) . . .269
Pearl, The (Revision) 248
Pinero 329
Playboy of the Western World,

The 224
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Play in the Pulpit, A 244
Play-Making 268
Play of To-day, The 384
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Playwriting 140
Plots of the World's Best Plays
(Continued) 337

Plots of the World's Best Plays
(Continued) 366
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(Continued) 389

Preserving Mr. Panmure 256
Price, The 215
Professional Playgoer, The 285

Profligate, The 333
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Putting It Over 260
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Ready Money 286
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Real Thing, The 197
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Return of Eve, The 27
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Rosary, The 353
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Samuel Johnson, Playwright 3
Second Mrs. Tanquary, The 334
Servant in the House, The 234
Seven Days 15
Seven Days 222
Shepherd of the Hills, The 349
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The 2Q3
Silver Box, The 158
Single Man, A 216
Snobs 198
Specimen Criticism of an Ama-
teur Play, A log

Speed 191

Spendthrift, The 105

Spiritualist, The 341
Squaw Man, The 133

Streaks of Light 29
Such is Life 383
Suderman's One-Act Plays 29
Sumurun 238
Tainted Philanthropy 316
Talker, The 257
Technical Tendencies 141

Technique of the Drama 266
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$10,000 Prize for Best American
Play 339

Terrible Meek, The 235
Test, The 120

That Right Word 388
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Three Books for Playbuilders. ..247
Three Plays by Brieux 203
Three Plays by Shaw 202
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Two Women 154
Unequal Triangle, The 243
Unwritten Law, The ^6$
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Waste 259
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Widow by Proxy 346
Wife Decides, The 219
Within the Law 318
Witness for the Defense, The... 193
Woman, The 190
Woman Pays, Thd 15
Woman With the Dagger, The.. 264
World and His Wife, The 170
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Admirable Crichton, The 277
Alias Jimmey Valentine 277
Alice Sit by the Fire 278
Anna of Tharau 274
Article 47 279
Attack, The 287
Beyond Their Strength. 281

Bought and Paid For 282

Bread 274
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Camille 389
Case of Becky, The 288
Cave Man, The 283
Church Triumphant, The 362
Cid 361
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Comedy, A 279
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Hans 363
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Jew, The 361
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King, The 281

Laboremus 281

Lady Kobald 312
Lady of Lyons. The 282

Life a Dream 313
Lily. The 279

London Assurance 2S2
Lysistrata 277
Madame X 280
Mistress of St. Tropez, The 275
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Newly-Weds, The 261
Nouma Roumestan 389
Obstacle, The 363
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Pariah, The 278
Perjurer, The 275
Philip n 274
Physician of His Own Honor,
The 313

Polyeucte 337
Priest of Churchfield, The 276
Puss 362
Red Robe, The 361
Return of Peter Grimm, The 279
Richelieu 283
Sampson a8o
Sauce for the Goose 28a
Speed 390
Stained Honor 276
Struensee 278
Thatcher, The 275
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Vallev of Life, The 362
Veil of Fortune. The 313
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Visit, A 282

Woman, The 389
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Your Humble Ser^'ant 17
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* The asterisk indicates that the work is published.
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SHAW.
Prophet, not Playwright.

To clearly set forth the limitations that make
Mr. Shaw a pseudo-dramatist would entail a state-

ment of every principle in the dramatic decalogue.

Mr. Shaw has mastered no one of them. One of the

most reliable guides to modern dramatists* says

that the success of Shaw's plays is due "not so much
to their dramatic cheracter as to something else

. . . not his dramatic art but his way of think-

ing . . . Shaw does not present his ideas dra-

matically . . . his ideas rather interfere with

his success as a playwright because they prevent his

taking the stage seriously."

Shaw is not a dramatist because he is not a human
being. At least, he is not human in the theatric

sense. He is not a member of the audience. He is

an isolated individual incapable of compositive

blending. And a man who has advanced beyond the

call of the crowd is less likely to give off a thor-

oughly dramatic product than he who builds with

the sense of the multitude ever upon him.

There are three types of mankind: The mental,

the motive and the vital. The first lives in his

mind, the second in his motions, and the third in his

emotions. Shaw lives so exclusively in the first

abode—the dome of his own mentality—that he

feels little or nothing of the motive or vital forces

which dominate the mass of habitual playgoers. To
entertain us he must therefore take us out of the
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Conflict so that their use in development later on is

electrified with drama. And last but not least it

has not helped him one iota in making a dramatic

entity out of the beautiful play possibilities a flash

of genius gave him.

"The Land of Promise" is an exquisite story told

by means of characters speaking from the stage.

The story moves us to tears, at times, and is one of

the most effective narratives in the theatre to-day.

What might this fiction be if drama were injected

into it—if dramatic means were employed to stage

this Conflict and develop it to its utmost power.

For Mr. Maugham has done all he can as a clever

writer minus the technical skill. Miss Billie Burke
has done even more to sustain the charm of the

story. By the sheer force of declamation she lends

a crutch to lame construction.

INDIAN SUMMER.
Outheroes the Heroic.

It would seem incredible that a man of Mr.
Thomas' experience could write a play at this stage

of his career, that is actually unintelligible at times.

But that is the case with "Indian Summer." There
are times when the audience is unintentionally mis-

guided as to the interpretation of actual fact. In
this way they begin eagerly to build wrong expec-
tations and are compelled to relinquish them just

when they threaten to wreck all Suspense.

Problem.

1. A man shields a girl of her father's illicity.

2. She overhears his vicarious falsification.

3. She leads him to the altar.

Here is the nearest approach to a Problem in the

play. This framework is hopelessly obscured by a
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dozen other half-evolved fragments all craving for

birth. There is no single trail for the too willing

auditor to follow. The way is beset with bypaths

and crossroads. He ventures a short way on each

and runs foul. Is it any wonder Mr. Thomas takes

up motion picture production? Here he'll find vent

for his galivanting.

Of course there are instances of good, strong

construction in "Indian Summer." But like many
other authors who polish only the intellectual,

Mr. Thomas has missed the mark of dramatic com-
munion. Not that he has aimed above our head
this time. My, no! He has written his very head

off, it seems, to please the play-going public. He
has gone below their level with one hand and beyond
their patience with another. He rests his Problem
on the sand. He outheroes the heroic.

OURSELVES.
A Thesis Without a Thought.

The first impression conveyed by the title of this

play is some vague notion of a charge against us, a

Conflict in which society is placed on trial. Far

from it! Whatever purpose the author intended is

successfully obscured by her own lack of theatric

concentration. There is no centralized effort to

show anything. The story is double-headed, and

the theme is double-tailed. The regret is twofold:

grief for good material gone wrong and disappoint-

ment in the playwright's prior promise. From a

woman like Rachel Crothers we naturally expect

some definite aim at an interpretation of life.

What do we get?
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Problem No. i.

1. A woman reclaims an amateur harlot.

2. She becomes the mistress of the woman's
brother.

3. The reclamation proves a fizzle.

The twin Plot that serves to eclipse the first is

as follows:

Problem No. 2.

1. A wife winks at her husband's philandering.

2. He makes a mistress of her maid.

3. The wife wakens to the folly of her ways.

Wavering between these two fragmentary Con-
flicts, Miss Crothers gets nowhere. She approaches

the supreme height of the unsolved social problems

and abruptly drops to earth. She gives instead of a

solution to this question the traditional tale of a hus-

band's infidelity. The truly great Problem of culti-

vating a will in the mind of the sub-normal girl is

left untouched. In a way she blames us for continu-

ing the girl's profligacy! But it is all beautifully

hazed over with incoherent mist. This is the usual

fate of an overendowed moral issue with no human
appeal to invest it in.

THE THINGS THAT COUNT.
A Test for the Play Picker.

It requires more daring and discretion to select

this play as a sure fire shot than any success of the

season. We congratulate Mr. Brady upon his

appraisal of the play-going public. With one para-

mount punch of emotion he paralyzes the critics and

wins with a loosely strung bundle of tricks. For

what is "Things That Count" but a revised edition

of Robertson's "Caste"* interspersed with the brawl

and banter of a tenement—the Brady things that

count?
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Problem.

1. A woman ignores her Plebian daughter-in-law.

2. She is charmed by her grandchild.

3. The mothers are reconciled.

Next to the prime virtue of an appealing funda-

mental law is the manipulation of Suspense founded

on a long complicated period of expectation. We
know the whole truth. Nothing is half hinted. But
the grandmother is skillfully kept from a knowledge
of her blood relationship to the child by a means in

close keeping with her crafty old nature. She even

suspects her mollycoddle husband of heaping pres-

ents upon the head of some alluring young dame.

We know that it is the daughter-in-law that he vis-

its, the wife of their deceased son. The Plot is thin

and flimsy, but garnished with Christmas hangings

it makes a quick asset for Holiday sale. Mr. Eyre

exhibits considerable resourcefulness as the author.

See page 381 of the July, 1913, issue.

THE MISLEADING LADY.
Its By-product Clinches Success.

Despite the fact that we predicted an emphatic

success of this play to both the manager and

authors, we do not ignore the many adjustments

that might carry it to total triumph.

Problem.

1. A man subjugates a coquette by brute force.

2. In struggling for liberty she almost kills him.

3. This experience engenders their mutual affec-

tion.

We search in vain for any trace of the lunatic in

the Problem, the demented creature who affords

most of the fun. He is not a factor in the funda-

mentals of Plot. The haste with which the whole
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structure was dashed together undoubtedly accounts

for this. For it would be easy to make him perform

an organic function in the Conflict. As the part

now stands it is merely an isolated set of stunts

pulled off by a clever comedian during the time that

the play takes place. Joined to the main issue his

antics would be ten times as irresistible because they

would then belong. They would be ours, not the

authors'.

Nothing confirms this fact of irrelevance better

than the published statement of Plot. In writing

this outline for a New York paper, Mr. Goddard
omits all mention of the demented. What does

this signify? That the part was squeezed in for

comic relief. Messrs. Goddard and Dickey had a

message of real merit to impart, but they felt the

throb of the public pulse too vividly to administer

the dose without sugar coating.

There is danger in the success of this play—dan-
ger for both the authors and adepts who may model

after it. Defying one of the surest laws of Drama

—

that the audience must know—^we find a whole series

of technical abuses which should be clearly defined

for the spectator.

We should know that the coquette's proposal is

a joke.

We should know that the lunatic is in the bunga-

low.

We should know that the man is not killed.

We should know that she wrote the note on the

door.

We should know that the rival is not her husband.
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Sabotage'

This play is copyrighted by John Adams Thayer
Corporation and is reprinted here with their

permission. The character names are

Anglicized so as not to annoy
the English reader.

By Ch. Hellem, W. Valcros and Pol d*Estoc.

This play was one of the most tremendous and
startling successes of the Grand Guignol, Paris ; and.

without question, ranks high among the most sen-

sational dramatic works in modern literature. It

deals strikingly with a big living problem, yet never

once does it touch its subject dogmatically. It has

created more discussion in Europe and America

than any other one-act play of its generation.

CHARACTERS.
Peter Jones An Electrician.

Angie His wife.

Little Jim Their son.

Dr. Marks The family physician.

Mrs. Ross A neighbor.

PLACE:—Paris. The present day. Time:—
Nine o'clock in the evening.

SCENE:—A large square room with doors at

right, center and left, and a window in the

back to the right. In the middle of the

room, a little to the right, a small table.

On the left a bed. The room is lighted by

an electric lamp set on the table. Peter,

Angie, and on the bed, Little Jim.

PETER. {Seated on a chair; he folds his paper

while Angie is bending anxiously over the child; he

rises and goes on tiptoes to look at his son.] Is he

asleep?
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ANGIE. No; don't you see—his eyes are wide
open! He is looking at us.

PETER. He is quiet now—I think he is better.

ANGIE. He seems to be all right now. Oh, I feel

so relieved

!

PETER. He is really much better. He began to

rally—did you notice it?—right after the serum
injection this morning. It was that rattle in his

throat that exhausted him so.

ANGIE. Oh, yes, Peter, that gurgling noise; I

simply couldn't stand it any longer. It was too

much for me—it was so unnatural. He hardly

seemed to know us when he was choking so. [Bend-

ing over the child.'] Jim, my little Jim, what was
the matter with you? It doesn't hurt any more, does

it? Tell me, sweetheart—tell your mother.

PETER. Well, now you must feel more at ease.

Gee, the way you lost your head ! I know he was in

rather bad shape, and I myself felt rather shaky

—

but I controlled myself. What a scare, though!

See, he is perfectly quiet.

ANGIE. Don't you think his eyes are a little too

staring? I hope it isn't the fever coming back. Oh,

my poor little darling! I was so afraid God would

take him away from us.

PETER. A good doctor and good care, believe me
—that will prevent God from taking him.

ANGIE—S-sh! He is falling asleep. We mustn't

stay near him. Rest will do him good.

PETER. Yes, we must keep away from his bed.

He must rest. I can't wait to see him stirring around

again playing and jumping about.
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ANGIE. We shall be so happy when he is well

again. The embroidery line is going so well now;
and you get good pay for your job; since the com-
pany put up these houses for the employees we have

a comfortable home; we are almost like capitalists.

PETER. Without dividends.

ANGIE. I dont want so many things.

PETER. The company hasn't done much for its

men, and it will have to better conditions a good
deal. Then we'll be, not capitalists, but well-to-do

working folks.

ANGIE. [Dreamily.^ With our little pile we will

buy a house in the country, a little home all our own.

PETER. With a little garden.

ANGIE. And flowers. If we had that now our

little Jim would get well much sooner. He is

asleep; he is resting so nicely. S-sh! Don't make
so much noise.

PETER. Listen; since he is asleep; I think I'll

take a little walk.

ANGIE. Do; it will do you good. You have been

shut in here for two days, and that's quite unusual

for you.

PETER. Won't you feel queer all alone.?

ANGIE. No; you see, he is perfectly quiet; and

then I don't like to have you walk up and down the

floor; that makes a noise, and you get nervous.

PETER. Well, all right then.

ANGIE. Only, aren't there meetings at your

union ?

PETER. Yes, you know, very important meetings,

and if it hadn't been for the kid's sickness I would
have attended all of them, I assure you.
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ANGIE. Are you going there now?

PETER. Why, look here, they are discussing very

serious questions. What would the comrades think

of me by and by?

ANGIE. Let them think what they like. I am not

trying to influence you, but if I were you I would
keep away from them.

PETER. The idea!

ANGIE. They are already calling you a hot-head;

you have spoken several times ; I am sure the bosses

are keeping a sharp eye on you. If anything should

go wrong you would be one of the first to get the

sack, and then where would we be, with the boy

sick? We*d be in a nice fix.

PETER. Well, I suppose you are right, but if

everybody reasoned that way there would never be

anything done.

ANGIE. Let others do it.

PETER. If we hadn't taken a strong stand last

time, our demands wouldn't ever have been listened

to. We wouldn't have to-day what little comfort

we have.

ANGIE. Well, we have it; let's make the most

of it.

PETER. That's selfish talk. There are others

who are suffering, who are exploited, and who must

be helped ; less than ever can we lay down our arms

;

if you imagine that the bosses yield anything out of

mere philanthropy you are greatly mistaken. Well,

I'll see you later.

ANGIE. So long ; do take my advice. If you must
go to the union, well, go, but don't get into any

scrape, don't make any speeches.
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PETER. Oh, speeches! There are enough gas-

bags already in the unions, too much talk, too little

action; if they listened to me . . . [He bends

down to kiss the child.]

ANGIE. Don't kiss him to-night; your mustache

might tickle him.

PETER. [Kissing her.] You don't mind that, do

you?

ANGIE. Silly!

PETER. So long.

ANGIE. So long.

[Enter Mrs. Ross.]

MRS. ROSS. I saw your man go out, and I thought

you wouldn't like to be alone with your sick boy, so

I came down.

ANGIE. Well, you guessed right. You are so

good! Look at him; what do you think?

MRS. ROSS. To me he looks much better; he

seems to be asleep.

ANGIE. That's why my husband went out for a

little while ; you know he has stayed in for two days.

MRS. ROSS. What did the doctor say this morn-

ing?

ANGIE. That it was merely a question of time ; if

there are no complications to-day he'll be all right.

Oh, Mrs. Ross, that injection this morning, it was
something awful.

MRS. ROSS. I had mine, too, down with diph-

theria, but he got over it.

ANGIE. They do get well, don't they, Mrs. Ross?

MRS. ROSS. Of course they do. Who would ever

think my Ernest had been so sick when he was
twelve?
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ANGIE. I do wish my little one were as old as

your Ernest.

MRS. ROSS. He'll be soon enough.

ANGIE. Ah, all the worries!

MRS. ROSS. But for the boy's illness, you have
nothing to complain of.

ANGIE. It isn't what my man says.

MRS. ROSS. Still busy with politics?

ANGIE. He is always hanging around the unions,

MRS. ROSS. They are all alike. Mine had that

craze, too.

ANGIE. If he listened to me, he would keep quiet.

Say what you like, they always get the worst of it

with their strikes and all their nonsense.

MRS. ROSS. Well, now, don't take it too hard;

the union is, after all, a better place than the saloon.

ANGIE. Madame, listen! Don't you think he's

breathing harder?

MRS. ROSS. God, no!

ANGIE. Don't you hear? It sounds like a whistle.

MRS. ROSS. What did the doctor say? Is he

coming back?

ANGIE. No, but he told me to send for him if

there was the least symptom. Look, look, Mrs.

Ross, how he has changed in a few minutes

!

MRS. ROSS. Now, now, don't get nervous.

ANGIE. Tell me, don't you think he is worse?

MRS. ROSS. No, dear, he isn't.

ANGIE. And his hands—see, he is moving them!
He has more fever ! What shall I do?

MRS. ROSS. Do you want me to fetch the doctor?
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ANGIE. Oh, yes, please do. He lives across the

street.

MRS. ROSS. Yes, I know, right opposite. [Mrs,

Ross goes out.li

ANGIE. He said he would stay home all the even-

ing. Oh, yes, his fever is rising. How red he is, my
poor little darling, my baby ! And his father out ! I

shouldn't have let him go. What shall I do? Oh
God! Oh, God! My precious, it hurts, doesn't it?

It's terrible! He doesn't even know me! [She

rushes toward Mrs. Ross who is coming back.]

Well? Was he there?

MRS. ROSS. Yes, he is coming right away with

all his things.

ANGIE. With all his things?

MRS. ROSS. Why, yes, his instruments. But, my
dear, you must not worry yourself to death. He
asked me about everything; he told me that—^we

should boil some water and have towels—and I

don't know what else.

ANGIE. But what is he going to do to him?

MRS. ROSS. I don't know; perhaps give him

another injection. Doctors, you know, always need

a lot of truck. Have you any water boiling? [Mrs.

Ross going to the kitchen, then coming back.] 1

turned the gas off. The water had boiled. How
about towels?

ANGIE. There, open the closet; you'll find some.

Oh, God! My poor little boy! [The child is chok-

ing and tossing in his bed. Mrs. Ross takes out a

few towels and lays them on the table.] To cool off

the water, put the kettle in a pan under the faucet.

That will cool it off quicker.
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MRS. ROSS. You're right; that's the way. [S/ze

goes to the kitchen.^ Your husband will soon be

home.

ANGIE. Oh, I hope so ; he promised me not to stay

out late. [Mrs. Ross re-enters, Angle rises after a

silence.'] The doctor is so long in coming. You can

count on him, can't you?

MRS. ROSS. Oh, surely.

ANGIE. S-sh! Listen!

MRS. ROSS. That must be he. [She goes to open
the door.]

ANGIE. That's he.

[Enter Doctor Marks.]

ANGIE. [Rushing to him.] Oh, Doctor!

DR. MARKS. [Stopping at the door.] Well, how
is he?

ANGIE. He isn't any better.

DR. MARKS. Let's see. [He goes to the bed and
listens to the child's breathing.] Why, yes, his

breathing is somewhat heavier; he is a little dis-

tressed. The serum hasn't produced the effect I

expected; we shall have to take radical measures.

ANGIE. What will you do to him?

DR. MARKS. Don't lose your head. The child

can't breathe; we must make him breathe at any
price and at once. After that we'll be able to wait

for the serum to work.

ANGIE. You will operate on him.

DR. MARKS. Yes. Have you any boiled water?

MRS. ROSS. I have some there.

DR. MARKS. Bring it, and also a wash basin.

Any towels?
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MRS. ROSS. Yes.

ANGIE. Oh, are you going to open his throat?

Tell me, are you? That's that operation—^what do

they call it?

DR. MARKS. Never mind the name; you needn't

be afraid.

ANGIE. Oh, Doctor, my child is lost then?

DR. MARKS. Why, no, the idea!

MRS. ROSS. My dear Mrs. Jones, the doctor will

save your little Jim. He cured my Ernest when he

had diphtheria two years ago; he was as sick as

yours, wasn't he. Doctor?

DR. MARKS. [Listless and endeavoring not to

show his impatience,] Why, certainly. Have you

any cotton?

MRS. ROSS. Here are two packages.

DR. MARKS. All right. [To Angie.] Now you

must be reasonable and leave us two alone with him.

ANGIE. Must I go?

DR. MARKS. Yes, I must not be disturbed while

attending to this; please go, and control yourself.

I'll call you.

ANGIE. Doctor, will it hurt him?

DR. MARKS. No, it does not hurt, and it's over

very quickly. Don't kiss him. This is contagious.

ANGIE. Don't hurt him. Doctor!

DR. MARKS. I'll do my best. [Angie goes out.]

Now let's hurry. [Doctor Marks hastens to the

center of the room. The child's breathing is more
and more labored, and irregular. He stirs in the

bed.]
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MRS. ROSS. So it is serious?

DR. MARKS. Very.

MRS. ROSS. Poor kid. When I think [She

begins to whimper.]

DR. MARKS. Be quiet. Tears won't save him.

You'd better help me ; hurry up. Spread a towel on
this table. [While she is doing it, he quickly re-

moves his coat, which he lays on a chair; then he

unbottons his cuffs, and turns his sleeves up above

the elbows.] The wash basin and water.

MRS. ROSS. Water?

DR. MARKS. Yes, bring the pitcher. [He opens
his kit on the table, and rolls the bed to the center

of the room almost under the electric lamp.] Good,

pour it on my hands. [Mrs. Ross has placed the

basin on the table. She pours water on the doctor's

hands; he rubs them and his forearms with soap,

then brushes his nails.] The cotton now; give me
the cotton.

MRS. ROSS. Here.

DR. MARKS. Thanks. Don't pour any more. Be
careful with the instruments. Open the packages
of cotton—don't undo them. Don't let your fingers

touch the cotton. Put a plate and a bowl on the

table.

MRS. ROSS. Shall I rinse them?

DR. MARKS. No. Have you any alcohol?

MRS. ROSS. [Taking a bottle from the side-

board.] Here's some.

DR. MARKS. [Holding his hands up so as not to

touch anything, pointing to the plate and the bowl.]

Pour some out in there. Not too much—^that's

enough. Now light it.
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MRS. ROSS. Where are the matches?

DR. MARKS. I have some in my coat pocket.

[She hands him one. The alcohol is burning in the

plate, and the bowl. Mrs. Ross puts the matches
back into the coat pocket.] A little hot water in the

bowl. [Mrs. Ross pours it out.] All right; a little

alcohol on my hands . . . good. Now take a pack-

age of cotton . . . hold it. [He makes rapidly a

few swabs oi cotton, soaks them in water, wrings

them out and puts them on the plate, then cleans

the child's throat with cotton and soap, then washes

it off with alcohol poured out by Mrs. Ross. To the

child, who is moaning. Yes, my little man. There

—be good—^very good . . . no, no, I won't hurt; be

brave. [To Mrs. Ross.] Here, Madame. Take
away the pillow. Pour more alcohol on my hands.

[She carries out his instructions.] Take the light

and hold it. Yes—nearer yet—pull the wire—quick,

stand there.

MRS. ROSS. Doctor, he isn't breathing any more.

DR. MARKS. God! There is no time to lose. [He

bends over the child and makes an incision.]

MRS. ROSS. Oh, this is awful! [She turns her

head away.]

DR. MARKS. Please, please, don't move—I need

light, light! More light! [The electric light goes

out.] For God's sake, what's the matter? You
pulled that wire too hard.

MRS. ROSS. No, Doctor, I didn't.

DR. MARKS. Well, then, what's the trouble?

MRS. ROSS. Maybe the fuse . . .

DR. MARKS. Damn it! I must have a light.

Right in the middle of the operation, the child could

just slip away.
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MRS. ROSS. Shall I ask Mrs. Jones for a candle?

DR. MARKS. Yes, yes, ask her.

MRS. ROSS. Mrs. Jones! Mrs. Jones!

ANGIE. [From behind the scene.^ What is it?

My child?

DR. MARKS. The light is out. Haven't you any-

thing? A lamp? A candle? Anything—but hurry,

I beg of you, hurry

!

ANGIE. My poor child! My poor child!

DR. MARKS. For God's sake, hurry, instead of

howling—hurry

!

MRS. ROSS. And the matches—^where are the

matches?

DR. MARKS. Alight! Here on the table. Here!

Quick!

ANGIE. My God, my God, Doctor! {Mrs, Ross

gropes around the room and breaks a water bottle.]

DR. MARKS. A candle—damn you, hurry! [Mrs.

Ross scratches a match, and lights the candle held

by Angle, whose hands are shaking. Both women
come near the bed. Dr. Marks is facing them, and

hiding the child.]

ANGIE. [With a cry ol despair.] Doctor, all that

blood!

DR. MARKS. Don't look, please don't. [To Mrs.

Ross.] A little cotton.

ANGIE. Doctor, answer me—don't you see I am
going crazy? Why don't you say something?

Please, Doctor, what is it? I must know—Doctor,

you must tell me the truth—he is my child!
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DR. MARKS. My poor woman, you must try to be

brave. [Realizing the worst, she shrieks in despair.

Voices are heard outside singing a Union labor song.

While the mother weeps, shaken by convulsive sobs

and mumbling inarticulate words, Mrs. Ross goes

about silently, lights another candle, and sets it on
the small table. She tidies up the room and gathers

up the blood-stained swabs. The doctor stands

there ready to leave the room. Outside the strains

of the song heard partly drowned in a rumble of

voices, "Union labor! The brotherhood of man!**

All grows quiet, then steps are heard on the stairs.]

PETER. [Enters. His voice unsteadied by liquor.]

We've won this time ! This beats all the strikes to

pieces. We '11 teach 'em. No more lights . . .

Put the dynamos on the blink. Hear the strikers

marching?

DR. MARKS. You miserable fool, look!

PETER. Miserable fool! What's the matter?

ANGIE. You! It was you, then—you have killed

my boy! Murderer! [She springs at his throat.]

CURTAIN.

*Smart Set Magazine, November, 1913. 25c.
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SABOTAGE ANALYZED.
A Sermon to the Soul.

We devote considerable space to this play because

it embodies our doctrines more aptly than any pur-

pose drama that has come to our attention. We
believe it is of infinite value to our readers. Here
we have an emotional crisis successfully exploiting

a propogandist's idea. When ministers of the gos-

pel can stage their sermons in playlets as powerful,

they will increase their efficiency in soul saving one

hundred per cent. For the spirit that experiences

this violent Conflict is apt to be sanctified whether

the will of the man accepts it or not. Such drama is

the shortest distance between two points—^the salu-

tary teaching and the soul.

Problem.

1. A striker's son is undergoing an operation.

2. The father wrecks the electric generator.

3. For want of light the operation is fatal.

Here is the hit-back that constitutes the most tell-

ing dramaturgy plus the interpretation of a Problem

of life. There is nothing more that a play can

accomplish. It virtually clinches collective appeal.

The Conflict vitally involves the third law of Nature,

the strongest of all human traits.

We invite discussion of this play by our readers.

If you doubt the excellence of its craftsmanship,

state your criticisms and we will reply to them.

Address the Editor:

Luther B. Anthony,

Easton, Pa.
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THE MAN INSIDE.
A Play with Six Crises.

The original Problem which Mr. Molineux in-

tended was as follows

:

Problem.

1. An attorney plays crook to study criminals.

2. He becomes a thief in his ardor to aid them.

3. His own pravity solves the psychology of

crime.

This is the Problem which Mr. Belasco makes of

it endeavoring to gain theatric effectiveness.

Problem.

1. An attorney assists in liberating a crook.

2. He is arrested for this collusion.

3. The crook serves his benefactor's term.

This is not an exact statement of the produced

play. It is simplified for comparative purposes. An
entirely new Plot arises in the third Act which could

easily be utilized as a vaudeville playlet.

Problem of Act III.

1. A girl demands her lover's reform.

2. To make good he voluntarily goes to prison.

3. They marry after his term expires.

In like manner, half a dozen disconnected Prob-

lems utterly destroy the Unity of the play and

shatter the theme of criminology which the author

started out to exploit. No one Problem predomi-

nates. A better view of this structural defect can

be had by a glimpse at the various contending

motives which strive to become the crisis of the

play.

A. The criminologist sanctions the girl's theft.

B. The girl thinks he is in love with her.

C. The criminologist is taken in by the crooks.

D. The girl eats up the evidence.
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E. The girl is stripped by male detectives.

F. The crook suffers imprisonment for others.

Any one of these might be made the crisis of a

play, but a failure to concentrate on one to the sub-

ordination of all the others devitalizes the organism

of the whole. The audience is unable to follow any

sustained thread of interest and the author's psy-

chology is scattered to the four winds.

Moral: Select a solitary crisis and let your play

evolve out of it.

NEARLY MARRIED.
Slender Interest Well Nursed.
There are two important elements that give this

play a fair chance on Broadway. One is its

snapshot photography of our current divorce cus-

tom. The other is the avidity with which the ten-

der trickle of interest is nursed to full grown roars

of laughter.

Problem.

1. A couple seeking divorce are reconciled.

2. The decree is granted just as they re-elope.

3. They remarry to indulge conventions.

It is no easy matter to hold an audience with a

farce founded on such hollow hypothesis. But the

fact that the author has conformed strictly to con-

ventional standards of conduct, if not to logic,

records a material advance in the craftsmanship of

Edgar Selwyn.

Suppose he had been content to reunite the alien-

ated pair without springing the decree of divorce

on them at the very moment when their affinity is

about to be renewed. The Plot would be robbed of

its keenest stroke of satire. To be sure, the whole
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thing is a silly concoction. But New York needs

just such a vapid picture to reflect the shallowness

of its marital perfideousness. The play offers hilari-

ous qualities of entertainment, founded for the most
part on valid principles of dramaturgic art. The
handling of Expectation is one of the best examples

the seasons affords. Its Unity is well preserved.

TANTE.
Disintegration of Character.

"Tante" bears little interest for the great run of

people. It is not a play. It is a poster painting of

a pampered selfishness, emphasizing the finer lines

of coquettish character. It is a severe test for the

exquisite artifice of a super-sensitive actress.

No fact proves that it is not a living play quicker

than your vain effort to recall the substance of it.

For there is no substance. It is all chaff—the chaff

that is usually thrown to the winds in bagging a real

drama. Among the several Plots that scramble for

existence the following comes nearest the sense of

the whole.

Problem.

1. A coquette alienates a wife from her husband.

2. The wife now captivates the coquette's beau.

3. The coquette is compelled to conciliate the

couple.

It is perfectly natural for the student of social

hypocrisy to interest himself in this sort of rarified

atmosphere. But it is hardly an advance in the
art of C. Haddon Chambers. It is a disintegration

rather than a creation of character. To be sure,

Drama serves both purposes. The Conflict is de-

signed to build or destroy. The emotional experi-
ence in either instance is helpful. The chief defi-
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ciency in this play is the lack of real Conflict on one
hand and our collective unconcern on the other. Of
course the piece is not to be taken seriously. But
shouldn't there be some universal source of appeal?

THE GREAT ADVENTURE.
A Delightful Mental Invigorator.

1. A valet is buried in Westminster by mitsake.

2. The intended hero is later discovered alive.

3. By silence he preserves the dignity of the

abbey.

A glimpse of this Problem shows how purely

mental is the appeal. But what a delightful satire

!

It was done in book form for the reader. It is still

addressed to the individual even though it has gone
through the process of being prepared for the stage.

The foundation is too trivial for an emotional

medium. It skips the sensibilities and lodges in the

intellect. As a satire, the Problem is well conceived,

though it bespeaks an English public or auditors

alert to British traditions. It is a document for the

few.

But even as a mental entertainment, Mr. Bennett

occasionally avails this dramaturgic principle—the

technical method he pretends to despise. One of

the best examples is the last Act when the audience

actually knows. With still more adherence to law

the author might eliminate the irrelevant and realize

his original intent. With a keener management the

essentials could actually be performed. As it now
stands most of them are talked. But no amount of

craftsmanship would bring it up to the plane of real

drama. It is addressed to the intellect, not the soul.

It is a mind-play for the conscious thinker.
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PEG O* MY HEART.
An Irish Topsy.

Theorists write the obsequies of certain subjects

in vain. The next decade brings a resurrection of

the same old corpse with a new dress on. The
drama of class distinction was ushered out some
years back, but "Peg" has reapplied its interest with
irresistible charm, and her undaunted optimism
sweeps it up to triumph. But this should be stamped
as an accident rather than a reliable plan of play

to follow. A bewitching actress has much to do
with it.

Isn't it strange, on the other hand, that the biggest

Scene in such a comedy should fall the flattest. The
one moment towards which all the Plot structure

has tended, the supreme theatric situation, is the

least logical, the shallowest and most abnormal

piece of craftsmanship in the entire production.

This is where Peg intercepts the elopement of her

cousin with a worthless imposter. This Scene alone

would condemn all possibility of the play as a play

if we measure it on purely dramatic qualities. For

the worth of drama is determined by the potency of

its highest point. Water rises no higher than its

source. The source of a play, creatively speaking,

is the climactic moment from which all other hap-

penings take origin.

Problem.

1. A girl is snubbed by her aristocratic relations.

2. She saves their daughter from disgrace.

3. The girl and her relatives are reconciled.

This is the jellyfish spine that serves to hold the

piece together.

If every vestige of Plot were removed, it Xvould

still win on the wit of an Irish Topsy. The con-
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tinual contrast of the real against the artificial is an
entertainment in itself. We all love to see the sham
torn from the shoulders of hollow pretention. To
observe this feat at the hands of a helpless orphan

is an added plea for our sympathies. Mr. Manners
has left no stone unturned to release a laugh for

Laurette Taylor. He deserves the reward of such a

partner for life.

A DOUBLE DECEIVER.
Still a Story.

The first step necessary in the transposal of a

story for the stage is the selection of that essential

segment of life known as a dramatic Conflict and
the rejection of all excrescent factors that cannot be

made to contribute to this single-centred clash of

forces. O. Henry's narrative undoubtedly contains

this dramaturgic germ, but the ability to strip it of

refuse does not appear to be the present capacity of

Donald S. Stuart who attempted the dramatization.

Have patience, Mr. Stuart, Shakespeare repeatedly

stumbled in the same trying task.

A Prologue signifies but one thing technically

—

the inability to weave the antecedents of your Con-

flict artistically into the transpiring Plot of the

present. There can be no retrospect in a motion-

picture. There should be none noticeable in a prop-

erly made play. The outlook of drama is onward

and a halt to look back is a treacherous thing. The
one safeguard in searching out the essential ingre-

dients for presentation is the three premises in the

argument of the play.

Problem.

1. A man impersonates the son he murders.

2. His supposed sister falls in love with him.

3. This love compels him to disclaim kinship.
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If Mr. Stuart had outlined his boldest essentials

in this manner the Prologue would at once have been

obviated. There is no demand for the antecedent

episode picturing the murder. That supposition

would be seized by the audience on slightest sug-

gestion. The Conflict begins with the complica-

tions following this murder and should move for-

ward without a peep at the past. To lift this dra-

matic nugget out of the narrative that covers it up

is by far the first test of the technician's skill.

But we have touched only the broadest step neces-

sary to the dramatization of this gem of fiction. An
adequate account of all that must be done before it

could take on the least semblance of true drama
would constitute a complete course in the applied

principles of play construction. There is no evi-

dence of dramaturgic instinct. Opportunities for

Scene structure are repeatedly squandered. The
story remains a story read by the actors on the
stage. It is not transfused with Expectation and
steeped in Suspense.

OTHELLO.
So much interest has been manifested in our ear-

lier analyses of Shakespeare's plays that we have
decided to do "Othello" in the April issue.

Any inquiries pertaining to this play sent in by
subscribers will be answered in this analysis. Ad-
dress the Editor.

Read the DRAMATIC MIRROR.
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SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE.
The Most for Your Money.

With fiction as the keynote of his comedy, George

M. Cohan has forestalled all criticism of his play

from a strictly technical standpoint. He has inten-

tionally rubber-stamped it with the brand of the

"best seller." Surprise is the rule and not the excep-

tion in this product. In fact, the author has a two-

fold obligation to preserve the narrative effect—he

is staging a book and at the same time endeavoring

to represent the fiictionist's incubative process.

It is not true, therefore, that Mr. Cohan has boldly

defied the laws of dramatic technic. He has set an

excellent example for those who intend setting a

novel bodily upon the stage. There is one flagrant

error, however. The audience should be wise to the

fact, in a great or less degree, that the hero is writ-

ing a novel and that the peculiar happenings of

this place are the flashes of inspiration that rush

across his fevered brain. No matter how subtly this

provision is manipulated, it is a demand of art that

it should be there. The other surprises are consist-

ent with this phase of fiction-drama, to ignore all

intimation of the source of these incongruities is a

lapse of technology.

In minor instances, he has meantime observed the

principles of drama with telling effect. His hand-

ling of dramatic silence surpasses anything we have

seen this season. He evidently recognizes it as one
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of the most potent factors in the revolution in play-

writing now taking place. Every student of the

drama should study the play reverently. It is the

topnotch in Mr. Cohan's technic and gives the most
for your money. It sets a new standard of intense

entertainment which is likely to fix the measure for

plays to come.

There is a dawning impression among conserva-

tive minds that George M. Cohan is the most prom-

ising playwright in America to-day. He is cer-

tainly the only self-made author who commands a

distinct following and successfully satisfies and

elevates his audience year after year. No man has

had a more humble beginning and none need hope

for a speedier advancement. With all his achieve-

ments, he appears to be a modest, prudent, thrifty

man; and above all, a thorough craftsman.

In reviewing "Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford,"* we
took occasion to compare the rise of George M.
Cohan with the fall of William Gillette. There was
no purpose in singling out the latter save as he rep-

resents a declining school of technology. Gillette

and many of his contemporaries seem to have come
to a point where they are entirely written out.

Cohan, on the other hand, appears to be just in his

prime. It is true that he achieves his greatest suc-

cess in dramatizing the ideas of others. But it must
also be said in this regard, that he thoroughly trans-

mutes everything he puts his pen to. We may soon

look for another sensation in "The Miracle Man," a

play now in preparation, founded upon a story in

Munsey's Magazine.

We express the belief that each successive play

will denote a consistent progress in this clever

author's career. He is a close student of his art.

He keeps abreast the newest standards. He em-
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ploys Shakespeare's process of composing his plays

by means of puppets to represent each part. This

is the most natural method, this living laboratory

experiment ; for the whole question is one of aiding

with words the picture which the actor paints. All

hail George M. Cohan, the foremost character in

American stagecraft to-day

!

*See page 118, January, 191 1, issue.

JERRY.
A Dialog Gem.

The salient feature of this play is the sparkling

responsiveness of its dialog. Mrs. Gushing has few

rivals in this department of dramaturgy. Her
"Widow by Proxy"* gave earlier evidence of this

faculty. Literary critics may scoff at the apparent

shallowness of her lines, but that has nothing to do

with drama. If the situation dominates, the sim-

plicity of mere words will never be noticed. In fact,

the simpler the better. The familiar idiom or para-

phrased pun is always preferable. For it taxes the

auditor with the least degree of conscious attentive-

ness. The practised playwright knows too well

what a diiHcult feat it is to write snappy, unstilted

Dialog. It requires a peculiar faculty which this

author possesses to a marked degree.

Problem.

1. A girl covets her aunt's affianced.

2. She is punished by solitary confinement.

3. She gains her lover by feigning suicide.

For the major part of Two Acts, Mrs. Gushing
develops this play to considerable promise and then

abandons it completely. Just at the eve of a great

situation she shirks further structural responsibility

and permits the play to completely fizzle out.

Instead of industriously facing the issue she resorts
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to the cheap device and banal burlesque. The Plot

is not extricated, it is merely frittered away.

The second clause of the Plot points out this

frailty in the framework. At a moment when real

contingency should have arisen the complication

ceases and the girl is merely locked in her room.

Solitary confinement supersedes the more virile

crises inherent in the material. Instead of contin-

uing the legitimate issue, the suicide solution is

flippantly tossed in. It finds no origin in the fore-

works of the Plot. The real play contained in this

material is something like the following:

1. A girl covets her aunt's affianced.

2. She cunningly breaks off the betrothal.

3. This pronounced sex trait captivates the male.

To some spectators this might not be an attrac-

tive play, but it is the inate Problem of these

premises as they are partially worked out in the

play. It is the basic thought contained in Mrs.

Cushing's material and it is valid, for the third

clause grows naturally out of the first and second.

The same idea cropped out in "The Bridal Path."**

"Jerry" has the advantage of dramatizing the point,

however. In the earlier play the incident was
merely told. The play idea is a potent one and

could be molded into a powerful play. The second

law of nature is stronger than any stupid convention

that seeks to revere the promise of the pledge of

betrothal. And the fact that a girl exhibits a

fully endowed maternal instinct merely confirms

the tradition that "the female of the species is more
deadly than the male." It might be made a telling

satire on the limpid prevailing mode of clinching a

mate.

*See page 346 of the April, 1913, issue.

**See page 342 of the April, 1913, issue.
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ALONG CAME RUTH.
A Study in Salesmanship.

This play is founded upon the science of sales-

manship similar to the use of that element in both

"The Fortune Hunter"* and "Get-Rich-Quick Wall-

ingford."** It is inferior, however, to these earlier

plays in finish and craftsmanship. It comes just

near enough the goal to cause sincere regret for its

incompleteness. The labor of adaptation undoubt-

edly accounts for this. Time after time a real effect

is secured, but the value of these isolated moments
is not consummated in one cohesive whole.

To begin with, the instances of Ruth's ability are

amateurish and uninteresting. The transformation

of the old furniture shop is not convincing. It occurs

because the author wills the actors to have it so.

There is no dramatic magic in the thing. Ruth's

demonstration of salesmanship is feeble and devoid

of real creative originality.

The subscription to the board of trade comes
within an ace of making good, but its effect is under-

mined by a false foundation. The boss has in-

structed this callow young clerk to sign his name,
per Ruth. And we are required to believe that she

would misappropriate the rent money he has

scraped together and invest it in a hazy promoting
scheme to boom the town. It doesn't ring true even

as a ten-to-one shot. There is an element of fiction

involved that debars belief.

But beneath all these minor frailties there is a

cardinal fault which prevents the play's purpose.

The main trend of Plot is never tangible. We think

for a moment that it will concern Ruth's marriage

with a rich bachelor. No other hint of her affection

is thrown out till the play is very well along. All

of a sudden she has a full-grown attachment for
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the employer's son. We do not see this love affair

develop. It is merely cast upon us. The father's

rise in social aspirations becomes an obstacle to this

match. Thus the crisis becomes false and hollow.

We are never for an instant impressed with the

stamp of truth and reality. It is an author-imposed

situation and takes feeble root in the soil of the

play.

Problem No. i.

1. A rich bachelor falls in love with a girl.

2. He sees that she vainly loves another.

3. He employs his wealth to consummate her

wish.

Problem No. 2.

1. A girl promotes her employer's social standing.

2. He now rejects her union with his son.

3. A business partner forces him to consent.

Here are only two of the various anatomies of

that struggle to define themselves in the vaguely

organized elements of Plot. The lesson to be

learned from this experiment is the motto that

"haste makes waste." A wonderful play resides in

this particular slice of life, but it requires consider-

able time and patience to ferret it out. It is not a

subject for passing revision, it is a task for com-
plete reconstruction from the first. A few bold

strokes of adjustment could do much to remedy its

present form, but a complete overhauling and differ-

ent course of development are the only means of

permanent repair. There is considerable ingenuity

displayed in spots, but Holman Day gives little evi-

dence of that genius which is required to conceive

a play as a whole.

*See page 20 of the October, 1909, issue.

**See page 118 of the January, 191 1, issue.
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THE SECRET.
A Puzzle for Playwrights.

Problem.

1. A woman maliciously tortures her best friend.

2. Her husband renounces her for this treachery.

3. He relents, finding it a case of monomania.

In "The Thief" Bernstein drew a dramatic pic-

ture of a loving wife who had a human inclination

towards theft. In the "The Secret" he endeavors

to dramatize a wife endowed with an inhuman jeal-

ousy of happiness in others. The one appeals to us

all emotionally, the other psychologically. One is a

play for the people, the other a puzzle for play-

wrights.

A glance at the above Problem will show that it

is beyond the pale of public appeal. Its fascination

is merely mental. It attracts that small portion of

us who revel in metaphysical fractions. An audi-

ence cannot feel its power as a crowd. They merely

contemplate it as individuals. The same skill

devoted to a dramatic Conflict based upon funda-

mental emotion would elicit twenty times the return

in emotional response. "The Thief" demonstrates

this point. There we felt the operation of a primi-

tive law—a woman stealing finery to hold the affec-

tions of her husband against prevailing competi-

tion. "The Secret" is not founded on any such basic

law of life.

Another cardinal transgression which aids in

undermining the force of this play is the withhold-

ing of the ruling motive by which the heroine is

governed. We observe a woman maliciously wreck-

ing the happiness of her dearest friend, but we per-

ceive no actuating impulse. Weak as this motive

may be dramatically, the place for its encounter by

the audience is early in Act I. As the play now
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A Puzzle for Playwrights.
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in emotional response. "The Thief" demonstrates

this point. There we felt the operation of a primi-

tive law—a woman stealing finery to hold the affec-

tions of her husband against prevailing competi-

tion. "The Secret" is not founded on any such basic

law of life.

Another cardinal transgression which aids in

undermining the force of this play is the withhold-
ing of the ruling motive by which the heroine is

governed. We observe a woman maliciously wreck-
ing the happiness of her dearest friend, but we per-

ceive no actuating impulse. Weak as this motive
may be dramatically, the place for its encounter by
the audience is early in Act I. As the play now
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stands even the Plot has transpired in the past and

we are told of it at the climax. We are not given

the ingredients out of which the crisis is built till

the punch is upon us. No hint of the mental afflic-

tion is offered until the play is pretty well past. If

some indication of the malady were planted at the

start we might at least share the author's delight

in these mysterious symptoms. But the mental

vagary besetting the heroine is entirely too foreign

to the majority of us to even guess at—for us to

identify ourselves with the victim. We live the

wife in "The Thief" for we really imagine ourselves

in her place. We reject the wife in "The Secret"

because she resides too far away from the realm of

our acquaintance or experience.

Bernstein is not gaining power or influence with

an American audience. He withholds too much
that is needed to transmit his thought. These
puzzles in playcraft may fascinate a Parisian audi-

ence of plotmaking imaginations, but they will

never supplant the more fundamental phase of

drama. A problem in psychic phenomena must be

imbedded in a human Conflict before it can chal-

lenge the hearts of the throng.

OTHELLO.
An Unmotivated Tragedy.

The world is growing saner in its blind adoration

of Shakespeare as a dramatist. And even those who
rightly value his poetical importance now relish a

frank analysis of his structural artificialities and

absurdities without superstitious qualms of sacri-

lege. May we prophesy that in the very near future

modern revisions of his plays will be made to meet
the demands of modern stage and modern audience.

Without such treatment there is little hope that
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the work of Shakespeare will endure in the theatre.

To-day the pretense of enjoying his so-called art

merely masks the inner reality of dramatic bore-

dom. Even with the well organized aid of educa-

tional authorities the present season has witnessed

several discouraging fiascos.

It is our present purpose to point out the fact that

"Othello" is not a sound example of play construc-

tion measured on modern lines, that the piece is a

miserable botchwork structurally and that its author

was groping blindly in the dark. In his feverish

desire to create a great role for the actor his poetic

soul overflows in tragic ecstacy, but the horror he

depicts has no shred of moral justification back of

it. He was bent on building an effective stage part

regardless of the dramatic Conflict required to

evolve such a being in the imagination of the audi-

ence. The makeshift got past by reason of the

popularity of its fable the embellishment of blank

verse and fragmentary philosophy. The reputation

of the piece as a classic has been in the keeping of

literary critics, and it must be said that they have

done their work of theatrical preservation won-
drously well. No play of equal merit written in the

present day would draw a baker's dozen in the

theatre. It is difficult, indeed, with all the glamor
that centuries have woven around this play to enter-

tain a theatrical audience even when the world's

best actors depict the part.

Problem.
1. A husband is incited by false jealousy.

2. He kills his innocent wife.

3. Discovering his error he kills himself.

This is the nearest approach to a single centered

Plot in "Othello." The husband is not incited by
any actual happenings, but by appearances cleverly
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conjured up. The man who conjures them, however,

has no propelling motive to inspire him. lago has

four fragmentary impulses that remotely actuate

him. He wishes to extort money from Roderigo

who in turn thinks he loves Othello's wife. He
wishes to gain Cassio's military office and therefore

desires Cassio's death. And he is vaguely shown to

suspect Othello of intimacy with his wife. None of

these notions, however, furnishes lago with suffi-

cient malice to commit such detestable deeds. They
rather undermine the author's apparent intent. He
hardly wanted to present a villain who could cause

so much grief out of mere meddling. He doubtless

preferred a true dramatic cause. Why did Shake-

speare dodge the issue? Why did he omit the one

thing in the world that would lend his play a vestige

of reality and conviction?

Some critics have said that lago is a character

obsessed with an evil spirit and that what he did

was actuated merely by the malice of his own irre-

sponsible soul. But this is not the dramatic way of

doing things and Shakespeare knew it. Such
natures cannot feed on their own iniquity in a play.

There must be some mental suggestion to fire them.

Drama demands that this cause be apparent, lest

the audience repel conviction. So there must have

been some reason for his ignoring this great prin-

ciple and it may be found in the source from which
the plot was lifted. Did Shakespeare wish to con-

ceal this source? For the funny part of it is that a

clear and competent motive actuated the villain in

Cinthio's novel. Could it be that this motive was
lost in the oral process by which the tale eventually

reached Shakespeare's ear? The lago of that story

fell passionately in love with Desdemona and

planted the terrible suspicion in Othello's soul. He
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practiced his artful fraud to some end. To be sure

Shakespeare in turn has subtleized the treatment

and placed the entire fable upon a much higher

plane. All the more wonder at his relegating the

one supreme motive to oblivion.

Suppose that lago's motive were one of secret

jealousy roused by the hasty marriage of Desde-

mona to a black man in preference to himself. Then
lago would be consistent in so relentlessly perse-

cuting them both. As it is, his desire seems idly

appropriated by the author and the selection of

Desdemona as a target for his iniquity a mere
chance of fate.

We are not calling attention to the many intrinsic

virtues of this play. The hundreds of commenta-
tors in the past have more than credited it with its

due. There is one prominent feature, however, that

should be pointed out for specific study, and that is

the deft means by which lago is made to masquerade
as an honest friend to Othello. In a play properly

motivated this treatment would take on tremendous
force. We recommend it to the students who wish

to experiment with the reconstruction of the

tragedy.

Preserve this great cunning in lago, endow him
with an actuating impetus, eliminate all the introduc-

tory nonsense about Roderigo, .ffimilia and Othello's

inconstancy. Stick to the trail broadly indicated

by the above Problem. Of course, Cassio may be

made the scapegoat or decoy and Desdemona may
be murdered if you so decide. But there is no reason

under the sun why a happy ending may not be sub-

stituted and a cordial down-to-date drama made of

it, set in modern military surroundings and stripped

of every speech that does not serve to help interpret

the living picture inherent in the Plot you finally
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devise. Don't hesitate to better Shakespeare. The
fearless butchery of these phantoms that have

blighted progress so persistently is the only prac-

tice that will instill courage for the great dramatic

age to come.

THE IDOL BREAKER.*
A Masterpiece of Pure

Literature.

That Charles Rann Kennedy is writing with a

view to immortality is the only explanation of a

work like "The Idol Breaker." For it surely prom-

ises no artistic or financial appreciation in this day
and age. And even as literature, it is a thing so

pure that only the initiated may detect its virtue.

From a stage standpoint, it is strictly verbal and

its dithyrambic rhetoric is so involved that it re-

quires close study plus a large fund of literary allu-

sion. Its story is so encrusted with spiritual inter-

pretation that little human meaning survives.

We doubt very m.uch if there is another living

writer who could conceive such a poetic master-

piece. And we have our misgivings too, that an

audience of any size can be assembled with more
than a pretended notion of what Mr. Kennedy is

talking about. O, when will this magnificent

genius be given to the creation of another play

for ordinary mortals!—another "Servant in The
House"? For there is little utility in a work merely

for the highbrow. He is either so grooved in his

ways that there is no chance to sow the seed in his

soul, or so pursed with a little learning that he is

not amenable to suggestion. The great field for

the appeal of a play is the unwashed crowd who
still retain the susceptibility of childhood. This is

preciously near saying that there is no drama in
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mere beauty of thought, and we may even say that,

too, is another decade.

Problem.

1. Conditions: Vague.

2. Cause: Wanting.

3. Conclusion: Hazy.

But then, what's the use of writing a second play

for this generation if it persists in paying you per-

ennial royalties for your first?

*Harper & Bros., New York $1.25.

THE FUGITIVE.*
Another New School Drama.

If ever an illustrious example afforded encourage-

ment to the struggling aspirant, surely this inability

of a great mind to grasp the barest semblance of

structure gives hope to the faint-hearted. In "The
Fugitive" John Galsworthy manifests no sense of

dramatic value. He writes what interests him with-

out regard to its fitness for an audience. He slightly

modifies his fiction form by making his Chapters

into Acts and forcing his characters to tell the story

in the first person.

His first Act would be smart dialog in a play that

comprised a Conflict between a wife and husband,

but "The Fugitive" does not involve these two
agents in any conclusive way. The second Act con-

tinues their struggle in a desultory fashion, but the

issue is so vague that no drama exudes. In the third

Act, the relatives take up the hand but do not play

it out. In Act IV, the wife wanders out of the

premises into an entirely new world. This Act is

an epilogue and her strange experience is merely
tacked onto the play. The Plot does not call for it.

She tastes the bitter prospect of prostitution and
ends her life with an overdose of sleeping potion.

Mr. Galsworthy has drawn great character images
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according to the novelist's notion. No better illus-

tration of the difference in dramatic method could

be cited. A play incidentally portrays a character

in contact with his fellow men. The contact is the

principal thing. A novel delineates character in a

series of adventures. The delineation is its first

concern. No matter how well a character is out-

lined in a play, he cannot be dramatic save in the

doing. The wife's lover, in this case, is such an

apathetic creature that he means no more to an

audience than so much jelly. He creates no interest

in himself nor in any relation he may bear toward

the wife because he does nothing. All of the char-

acters in this play share the same frailty. They
make no popular appeal because they are not actual.

They wallow in the shallowness of their own arti-

fice and affectation. Neither their force nor frailties

command admiration or sympathy. They are of

no possible service either as positive or negative

examples of existence for they are too inept even

to draw a conclusion out of this experience they

have meandered through.

Mr. Galsworthy evidently thinks he is writing of

the people, by the people and for the people. But
he isn't. His play has absolutely no meaning for

the masses. His people are of a hybrid brand that

comprise neither play nor audience. This eminent

novelist shows no evidence of dramaturgic evolu-

tion. Since "The Silver Box" he has written noth-

ing imbued with a glimpse of real drama. He
remains the foremost apostle of the new school of

playwrights whose avowed aim is the undramatic

drama.

Problem.

1. A wife takes a dislike to her husband.

2. She tries another who cannot support her.
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3. On the verge of prostitution she commits sui-

cide.

*Chas. Scribner's Sons, New York. 6oc.

CLAYTON HAMILTON.
Has He Shifted Ground?

In 1910, Mr. Hamilton wrote his remarkable book
called The Theory of the Theatre, in which he

expressed himself as follows: ".
. . Characters

are interesting to a crowd only in those crises of

emotion that bring them to the grapple ... a

character does not appeal except in moments of con-

tention . . . hence, the drama, to interest at all,

must cater to this longing for contention which is

one of the primordial instincts of the crowd. It

must present its characters in some struggle of the

wills, whether it be flippant as in the case of

Benedick and Beatrice; or delicate, as in that of

Viola and Orsino; or terrible, with Macbeth; or

piteous, with Lear."

A few weeks ago another book called Studies in

Stagecraft,^' by the same author, came from the

press. The following paragraphs furnish adequate

evidence of the open-mindedness of this great critic.

"There are many indications that the time has

come for a revision of those traditional definitions

of the drama which we have inherited from a long

line of critics stretching all the way from Aristotle

down to Brunetiere. A critical formula can never

be fixed and final like a proposition in geometry.

The critic derives a principle inductively, from the

analysis of many works of art which exhibit a family

relation to one another. This principle may subse-

quently be applied, in a logical process of deduction,

to the measurement of other works of art created in

imitation, or in emulation of those from which the
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formula was originally inferred. But any attempt

to impose this principle upon another group of

works of art created in expression of a totally differ-

ent impulse, would be illogical and, as a conse-

quence, uncritical. Thus, a critic of the tragedies

of Shakespeare would properly infer the principle

that the chief incidents in a tragic story should be

acted on the stage; but a critic of the tragedies of

Racine would be required to infer the contrary prin-

ciple that the chief incidents in a tragic story should

be imagined off the stage.

"Such fluctuating principles as these have been

altered, easily and unreluctantly, from age to age;

but there are a few formulas which have been

repeated, with apparent soundness, for so many
centuries that they appear as obstacles in the path

of critics with whom pragmatism is not a native

and instinctive mood of mind. One of these is

Aristotle's dictum that action is the prime essential

of a play. This ancient critic stated that the method
of the drama is to exhibit character in action. So
far as I recall, no subsequent critic has ever ventured

to argue against this assertion ; and yet, if we accept

it as a dogma, what are we to do with such a play

as Mr. Stanley Houghton's "Hindle Wakes"? This

work is undeniably a masterpiece according to its

kind, because it reminds us vividly of life and tells

us something that is new and true; yet it is almost

utterly devoid of action. Its method is not to ex-

hibit characters in action but to reveal character

through dialog. What—to repeat—shall be done

with such a play? It would surely be a cowardly

recourse to beg this question by labelling this inter-

esting and admirable work with such an adjective

as undramatic !"

We can't help feeling, however, that Mr. Hamil-
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ton has shifted ground in his endeavor to stretch the

definition of drama to include according to the defi-

nition of William Archer—any story presented by
actors on a stage, which interests an audience.

If this inclusive definition is to be accepted as a

measure for modern drama, undoubtedly Mr. Ham-
ilton is correct. But is a story which merely inter-

ests an audience worthy of the name of drama? Is

there nothing more required of a good play? We
believe there is and we are of the opinion that such

spineless examples as "Hindle Wakes" will refute

Mr. Hamilton's newly amended definition. For

drama must not merely interest an audience, it must
absorb them to the extent that they actually share

the experience enacted upon the stage. This im-

pression that the mere interest of an audience spells

drama is misleading. It is the slogan of the "New
School" and we regret to see an analytical critic of

Mr. Hamilton's authority yielding to the blandish-

ments of this band of British authors. It has a

tendency to repudiate dramatic instinct, to inflict

more damage upon the rising young school of virile

American dramatists than any other prevalent

fallacy.

Henry Holt & Co., New York. $1.50.

THE DEADLOCK.
Are There Any Blind Alleys?

A blind alley in playbuilding is a Problem in-

capable of satisfactory or desirable solution. A
play that cannot come to a close without shocking

a particular sect or class has not necessarily wan-
dered up a blind alley. This is the only trouble

with "The Deadlock." The author wrote it orig-

inally with a logical finish, but finding that it antag-

onized the Catholic Church proceeded to compro-
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mise. Her vapid palliation did not help matters

much as the following communication from Miss

E. O. Lummis, founder of the Catholic Theatre

Movement, will testify.

"It is time for playwrights to recognize the futil-

ity of representing Catholic belief and practice

without an understanding of them. Such action

falsifies belief and principle to the general public,

while the Catholic deems such plays absurd and

objectionable. There is intelligent effort in "The
Deadlock," but its theme is incorrect and hackneyed

and the characters of the play are not Catholics but

exponents of Naturalism. The priesthood is ex-

ploited as mere philanthropy and the priest as an

automaton, vacillating from one side to the other

without real identification with either.

"The argumentative treatment is interesting, but

here again, it rings false. The arguments of the

agnostic are somewhat convincing, while the Cath-

olic argument rests on the weakness of Miss Turn-

bull, the playwright, and not on the truth and

strength of the Catholic Faith.

"A Catholic might paraphrase the idea thus:

"A young man has contracted a valid marriage

while at college. Being separated by circumstances

from his wife he has found apparent proof that she

died at sea, and enters the priesthood. Some years

later the Protestant wife by chance recognizes him
while he is preaching in the Church. She visits

him and demands her rights. He inspires her with

courage to renounce them and to leave him free to

follow a higher vocation. She is still bound and

cannot remarry. The marriage cannot be annulled,

but can be nullified by mutual consent if both choose

a higher service by consecrating their lives to the

Lord's service. She consents to sacrifice herself in
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emulation of his noble career and devote her life

and fortune to the poor."

Problem.

1. A man enters the priesthood.

2. He learns that his wife still lives.

3. He wavers between Church and love.

As will be seen by this index the question is not

answered. The point is raised and left wavering in

the air. There is but one conclusion to the first and
second premises according to the composite logic

of the crowd. The priest must leave the Church.

There is no blind alley about it. If the author does

not wish to strike a blow at the sanctity of the

priesthood, she must avoid the first two clauses of

the Problem. If her aim is to strike this blow she

can find no more potent means of delivery. Particu-

larly is this true when a man takes Orders as the

result of a fiendish lie. His own father has told him
that his wife is dead. In the eyes of the audience

this lends added reason for renouncing the cloth.

We would despise him if he didn't, for psycholog-

ically an instinct of life comes before the acquired

thought of spiritual duty. And instinct is the key-

note of the drama.

But suppose the author wanted to take up the

cudgel of Protestant faith. The normal conclusion

of this Problem would be a terrific argument in

favor of another creed. Suppose the wife were an

Episcopalian. In her dilemma she consults her own
bishop. She pleads with him for a possible way out.

The bishop could make the priest a clergyman in

the English Church. It has often been done. This
would be drama, and it would meet the approval of

the composite crowd.

And so you see the Blind Alley scare is more or

less of a myth. We are not arguing in favor of
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antagonizing any religious institution, mind you.

We are emphasizing the fact that conclusions in the

theatre must be drawn in accord with the prompt-

ings of the human heart. No creed or dogma influ-

ences an audience where one of the precedent laws

of life is at stake. There are no blind alleys so far

as the possibilities of invention are concerned. The
obstacle is one of possible popularity not play-

building.

WHO'S WHO?
Farce with Fallacious Motive.

Even a pioneer Broadway favorite cannot lead us

safely through three Acts of incredulity sustained

by a fallacious main motive. And add to this the

third law fact that William Collier is reinforced by
the presence of his own son in the cast and you have

a triple twist of catastrophe.

Problem.

1. An innocent man is sought for robbery.

2. He is therefore unable to claim a bequest.

3. He risks resuming his identity for a day.

The fallacious main motive is seen in the second

clause. Another man has been killed in the hero's

name for a crime the latter did not commit, but the

audience cannot appreciate his exaggerated fear of

proclaiming his identity on this account. We need

something more substantial to build our farce foun-

dation on. For the weaker the parent motive the

shallower every preceding situation that takes its

birth from the mother cause. The keystone in the

arch is faulty and the entire structure crumbles to

clay.

There are instances of clever concoction of Plot

effects and the isolated opportunities for humor are

many. But so much of the complication has taken
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place in the past that the performance entails en-

tirely too much retrospect. And this sort of ante-

cedent information must necessarily be recited to

the audience. The play is a big ballot for happen-

ings of the present tense. It is the only here and
now that can be witnessed. We cannot visualize

events that are past.

THE WITCHING HOUR.
"The Witching Hour" is a composite of three and

a half Plots exploiting as many more scattered illus-

trations of possible phases of psychic phenomena.
It was his last fond farewell to normal drama before

Augustus Thomas plunged into the psychologic

obsessions of "The Harvest Moon" and "As A Man
Thinks" forsaking the theatre for the lyceum.

There is a connecting fibre that runs through the

play something as follows

;

Problem.

1. A boy is incited to murder by the sight of a

jewel.

2. The jury disagrees as a result of hypnosis.

3. The boy is acquitted.

The scattered illustrations above referred to all

tend to corroborate the plausibility of this second

clause, but they do not contribute to it. The big

punch in the play applies to another Plot entirely.

A man with intent to kill is made to drop his weapon
by sheer force of suggestion. This situation is sub-

stituted for the climax of the play and necessitates

a fourth act in which to complete its story. The
author struggles in vain to merge these two Plots

but merely dilutes the force of each and encumbers

the whole with futile explanations.

But what makes the play a success, you will ask?
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The compelling fascination of its separate Scenes

plus a new and absorbing subject. Thomas is a fin-

ished Scene builder. He entertains even with obso-

lete soliloquy and reference to scores of spurious

things not in the play. Mental suggestion was just

coming into general acceptance as a psychologic

principle at the time this play appeared. It seemed
a new riddle of the universe. It was the popularity

of this novelty that led Mr. Thomas to undertake

the subtler theories set forth in "The Harvest

Moon." But mental suggestion is an established

fact in metaphysics while the occult influence of

colors is yet a misty guess.

ROMANCE.
Fiction and Drama Spliced.

In the prologue and epilogue of this piece, Mr.

Sheldon relates a story of the past and in Acts I,

II, and III he revives this antecedent history as a

present day happening. This is another way of

dodging the obsolete five-Act form. It lends a pass-

ing novelty to "Romance," but this fad should not

be construed as a permanent play pattern. The
Problem concerns only the play portion of the piece.

Problem.

1. A parson falls in love with a courtesan.

2. She prevents his prostitution.

3. This accomplishes his regeneration.

Here is the straight line of Conflict which evi-

dently inspired the author, but for want of cleaving

to it, he rambles away hopelessly. The play seems

to indicate the soul struggle of an author to deliver

a theatric punch. Time and again, he rises to the

verge of this thrilling occasion and then falls

abruptly short of the mark. At the climax, however.
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he finally delivers the goods and save for the mem-
ory of the vascillating Conflict we have come
through this climax registers.

When the parson loses control of himself and

actually surrenders to passion, the situation has as

much force as can be readily summoned on the spur

of the moment. Of course such Scenes should be

the careful culmination of every atom that has gone

before and the appalling charge against "Romance"
is that this is not the case. The Conflict has

straggled and floundered. The expectations of the

audience have been miserably misled. The purpose

of the pla5rwright has not been concentrated. And
when we reach this crisis it is more or less an iso-

lated happening—not the magnificent culmination

of skillfully focused approach.

There are many minor points that call for com-

ment in this play. The foreign accent of the hero-

ine and the occasional indulgence in hopeless Italian

gibberish serve to shatter the illusion rather than

foster it. The unconscious comedy played by the

hoop-skirt fashions likewise distracts serious con-

templation of many dramatic moments. As a whole,

the play indicates progress on the part of the

author. He gains nothing by the supplement of

prologue and epilogue, although these are rather

skillfully treated. The real opportunity is in the

three Acts where everything endeavors to happen
and it is here that Mr. Sheldon betrays his weakness
as well as his gathering strength. He is one of the

most promising candidates for legitimate dramatic

honors. He will do well to confine his efforts to

straight drama and the mastery of structure.
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VITAGRAPH THEATRE.
The Silent Drama.

It has come at last—the silent drama ! Though it

remained for the movie managers to put it into

effect. When you are in New York, go see the

Vitagraph show. It is a liberal lesson to the lin-

guistic tyro—the pen pusher who thinks that play-

writing is a thing of words. Here you will see the

movie actors playing the pantomine as it is pre-

sented to the camera. Here you may measure the

advantage of living players, actual scenery, true

coloring, real sounds and accessories with the flat

effect of a motion film. Without a solitary spoken

word, John Bunny and his assistants convey every

intended impression to the audience by means of

interpretive acting. It is a delightful study in

Dialog.

A couple enter the hotel parlor adjoining their

bridal chamber. We know that it adjoins for we
see the little bride's quivering shyness as the groom
draws aside the curtain to explore. We know that

she is a bride for we observe the fervor with which
she caresses her ring. Her picture is placed on the

table. He looks at his watch. It is bedtime. The
thought of retiring fills her girlish heart with dis-

may. She stays off the fatal moment. The groom
receives a letter from Uncle to the effect that he has

picked out a wife for him. A fortune goes with this

marriage. The bride is shown this unhappy news.

Uncle is heard approaching. The little bride mas-

querades as a chamber-maid. Uncle greets his

nephew and substitutes a photograph of the girl he

has picked for a picture of the bride on the table.

He doubts the reality of the supposed servant. Her
hands are too soft. He attempts to flirt with her

and confirms his suspicion that she is his nephew's
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wife. She now reinstates her own photograph.

Uncle now sees the trick they have played on him.

He is irate, but eventually succumbs to the irresist-

ible fascination of the sweet little bride and all are

reconciled. The happy trio rock to and fro as the

curtain descends.

And what does this mean? The Vitagraph

Theatre is charging an admission of $1 for the best

seats to this performance. It means that the movie
must keep on moving. In any field where competi-

tion is so keen, progress must necessarily be accele-

rated. The photo-play is here to stay but not to

stand still. The nondescript stories we now pay to

see will go free with a trading stamp, in the near

future; save in the remote hamlets where moving
pictures are still a novelty. The only play that will

command a price of admission permanently is one

of true dramatic worth. In the matter of optical

presentation, the movies have taught the legitimate

drama many, many things. In the matter of real

theatric grip and reality, the photo-play has still an

awful lot to learn from the living theatre. It can

never offer anything to compensate for the lack of

the warmth of person. At best it is a procession of

shadows devoid of sound, color and flesh. But with

all its shortcomings the photo-play offers infinite

examples for the playwright and is a far better

source of inspiration than the reading of a script. It

visualizes for him.

QUINCY ADAMS SAWYER.
A Relish in Retrospect.

It would be hard to determine just what portion

of this play entertains in itself and what amuses us

in retrospect. For there is little doubt that a goodly

share of our enjoyment arises in the thought that
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such things formerly gripped us. Nearly every dis-

carded relic of theatrical antiquity abounds in this

rustic idyl of our nursery days. It must be the curio

feature that interests us, but there is a quantity of

genuine fun to boot.

Problem.

1. A girl's parentage is withheld from her.

2. Death of the withholder reveals her noble birth.

3. She takes her rightful place in the world.

This is not the only Plot in the play. It is evi-

dently the major one. There are so many contend-

ing sources of drama that we can seldom discover

which one the characters are working at. And when
each new Plot makes its initial appearance, we are

puzzled to know just what the actors are doing. In

Act III all Conflicts suspend hostilities while we
behold a first-class vaudeville stunt in the way of a

Husking Bee. The proprietors of this play would
make no mistake in producing this solitary Act on
the vaudeville stage. It would provoke as much
hilarity alone as it does in the midst of this drama.

Coming back to the main Problem, a good deal

can be said in favor of its technic. For with all its

crude treatment, the audience is given possession

of the Plot secret concerning the girl's birth right.

This is as it should be. We see the old foster mother

entrusting the letter of evidence to the blind girl.

This is melodramatic Logic but it is clever melo-

drama, and the time-honored device of reading the

blotter in a mirror is employed to good effect.

It is true the Conclusion is not worked out

adroitly. The blind girl divulges her sworn secret

too readily. The death of the old termagant is a

fine signal for the exposition, but the situation

should be developed more patiently in order that its
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dominant dramatic disclosure might force its way
more effectively. We are not quarreling with the

play as a type of its time. The play holds interest

amazingly. We cite this example merely to illus-

trate the opportunity.

WRITING FOR MONEY

If you have a story that is

not finding a market, why

not consult an expert?

Send for circular.

MORRILL SHORT STORY SCHOOL.

88 Marengo Park,

Springfield, — Mass.
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PHOTOPLAYWRITING.
A Precarious Field.

Heretofore we have resisted all appeals to treat

with the photoplay aspirant chiefly because we
think the field a precarious one, and not worth the

effort it entails. In response to this continued

demand, however, we have yielded in a degree. We
do not undertake to teach photoplaywriting, but we
will demonstrate the art of actually revising and

typing your own idea in proper form and submitting

it to a responsible house provided the work merits

consideration.

This department is in charge of an expert who
has been unusually successful in placing his own
plays and who is a well known writer on the theory

of photoplay construction. His revision will give

you the benefit of practical example and will no
doubt help you to make up your mind whether or

no you care to continue in this line of effort. The
fee for this service is $io.

Playreading Department,

THE DRAMATIST,
Easton, Pa.

Typing.

Translations.

Revisions.

Analyses.
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SARDOU.
The King of Craftsmanship.

Victorien Sardou was ever at war with the critical

fraternity during his lifetime and will continue to be

derided by literary authorities as long as these gen-

tlemen are permitted to deal with the drama, a sub-

ject that is entirely beyond them. And even the

peerless Shaw, despite his "Sardoodledom" has never

given one tenth the intrinsic worth to dramaturgic

progress that this great master has contributed.

When the true estimate of Sardou is finally made
by men who are cognizant of dramatic principle, he

will be ranked among the very first. His influence

upon the new craftsmanship which is still in its

infancy cannot be over estimated. His skill and fer-

tility were prodigious. He studied Scribe and sur-

passed his master. No dramatist, to-day, can afford

to neglect the great school of Dramatology afforded

by his hundred plays. There is almost no Plot or

subject he has not treated in one of them and it

would be well for the student to refer to the Sardou

prototype of his own proposed Plot and thereby

gain impetus from his vigorous handling. Many of

his plays can be obtained in more or less reliable

translations and adaptations, but for a careful syn-

opsis of his best works, we recommend Jerome A.

Hart's excellent book entitled "Sardou and the

Sardou Plays."^

*J. B. Lippincott Company, Philadelphia. $2.50.
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A SCRAP OF PAPER.*
By Sardou.

This play was one of Sardou*s earliest products,

his first success and masterpiece. It would hardly

give a fair estimate of the man or the playwright.

It is more interesting to us, just now, as a measure

of the perennial Audience which has stood for it and

thought it perfection. Since the year it was first

produced, i860, it has been a constant resort for the

theatres of many countries. But to-day it ceases to

attract owing to the swift evolution in stage stand-

ards which Sardou himself set going.

Problem.

1. A girl feigns seduction by her lover.

2. Her relatives insist that she marry him.

3. She submits to this mock sacrifice.

This is a digest of the story Sardou eventually

tells. As the curtain goes up, the first thing we
feel is the utter incoherence of nearly everything

before us. Characters come so thick and fast that

their identities are not clearly established and their

relationships are difficult to decipher. In Act I we
neither know who's who nor who's at home in the

drawing room that stands before us. The Plot

creaks and groans in its effort to start the machinery

and nothing of the inherent Problem comes across.

It is never quite straightforward and clear. The
youthful author patched it up with rather random
complications manifesting a fertility of invention

whose prodigality would have shocked his maturer

mind. Even in some of his latest plays, however,

there was still this tendency to ramble around.

All through the play Suzanne is actuated by the

author rather than by any endowed motive of her
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own. She is there primarily, not because the Plot

demands her, but because the author seems to need

someone to flirt with Prosper and hatch out an arti-

ficial romance. Paul's duel and even his presence

in the play seem a preposterous absurdity and hold

up the progress of the main Plot to no purpose.

The author descends to hard labor when he con-

signs Prosper to the Polynesian Islands on condi-

tion that Suzanne force him to burn the enchanted

piece of paper. He has no reason for tossing the

flaming epistle out of the window and it is a stretch

of credulity to imagine the entomologist picking it

up so promptly for the purpose of imprisoning a

prize butterfly. Suzanne's declaration that she, and

not her sister, is the mistress of Prosper is a good

Plot point although it is rather inadequately com-

pelled. Suzanne volunteers it in a single speech.

The Dialog should force out this emergency.

By far the most commendable craftsmanship in

this play is the young author's resourcefulness in

following up the vicissitudes of this tiny scrap of

paper. The idea has been the progenitor of count-

less other paper-chasing plays and it is echoed and
re-echoed in current farces and photo dramas. The
play bears the unmistakable symptoms of the born

dramatist and is a masterpiece after all when we
consider that it was written at twenty-nine years in

an age when the youthful author had few patterns

to study from. Profit by its absurdities as we now
see them and study every Sardou play you can lay

your hands on.

*Samuel French, New York. 25c.
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TOO MANY COOKS.
A Comedian's Comedy.

Problem.

1. A bride's family interferes.

2. The groom may marry another.

3. The bride renounces her relatives.

The crisis named in the second clause is too desul-

tory to lend vitality to the play. A dramatic crisis

is implied but crudely under-developed. There is

never any likelihood of the groom marrying the

other girl. To evolve this inherent Plot, the possi-

bility would have to be many times accelerated.

There should be not only the probability of the

groom breaking with the bride-to-be, he should

virtually elope with the other girl. Then the

Problem would take on sufficient stamina to hold

its own as a play. As it stands the Plot fails, but

the performance comes bravely to the rescue.

Because the texture of a farce is light it does not

follow that its treatment should be weak and flabby.

The tighter the tension in its dominant situation,

the more ludicrous the fun throughout. This holds

just as true of farce as of legitimate drama. The
surest way to devitalize either is to choose a lame
crisis for its highest pitch of interest. This is the

chief defect in "Too Many Cooks."

But we would be doing Mr. Craven a great injus-

tice to stop at these deficiencies. The strong points

in his construction are two; a clever grasp of the

homely humor in human nature, and an underlying

symbol which cements the structural interest of his

audience. This symbol is the make-believe erection

of a house during the three Acts. We all want to

see that toy home constructed. We do see it in

three phases; foundation, rafters and roof. If the

story of the play could be made to take accompany-
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ing steps of progression this little farce might be

a masterpiece.

The play deals with no one of the three laws of

life in a way to make it emotionally effective. The
second law—sex love—is instigated, but it does not

sink in. The performance thrives upon surface qual-

ities of comedy. But these are amply safeguarded

in the acting of the author who takes the principal

part, and his success is more a tribute to his his-

trionic than to his dramaturgic art.

POTASH AND PERLMUTTER.
A Play without a Playwright.

When an entertainment makes the unusual tri-

umph that this piece has won without availing any
of the sturdier elements of Dramatology, it is worth
while searching into the secret of its success. In

this instance there seem to be two dominant sources

of appeal—the homely humor of the Hebrew and
the extravagant flattery of his commercial honor.

No one enjoys a Jew joke better than a Hebrew him-

self and all the world loves to laugh at it with him.

Add to this a little far fetched melodramatic senti-

ment and you have the most salient features in this

play's success.

There is no centralized interest. The semblance
of Plot is a hodge-podge so far as pinning our expec-

tations is concerned. The piece wins out on isolated

theatric moments punctuated by puns and pathos.

This would not make a safe basis for building plays.

It is the purest haphazard accident that such par-

ticles please. The racial ingredient cannot be con-

tinually counted on. A little such adoration goes a

long way. "The Melting Pot'"'^ struck the same
note a few years ago. "The Auctioneer" preceded
it and "Disraeli"** echoed it in more exalted atmos-
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phere. The thing to impress on the aspirant is the

fact that such entertainment is a hazardous model

to go by. It is not drama and there is no measure

by which it may be repeatedly made.

The play is a symposium. It has no author.

Charles Klein is said to have erected the scaffolding

from the story and probably every actor in the cast

contributed bits of wit and pathos. There is no dis-

counting the efficacy of these fragmentary points.

They nearly all register and the entertainment fur-

nished is unique and satisfactory. Of course, the

excellent acting is an indispensable adjunct. Every
part is supremely played.

*See page 23, January, 19 10, issue.

**See page 241, April, 1912, issue.

THE BLINDNESS OF VIRTUE.
Curtailed at the Climax.

1. A girl is reared in ignorant virtue.

2. She innocently invites amorous advances.

3. Her parents teach her the truth.

This play teaches a much-needed moral—the inse-

curity of ignorant innocence. Its chief deficiency

lies in its failure to strike the blow hard enough. It

is true the parents of this girl are sufficiently

shocked to take immediate steps to enlighten her

in sexuality, but these parents are not typical.

Their emotions are not universal. The rank and

file of mothers and fathers need a harder shaking

up to rouse them to the stern realities of the apa-

thetic virtue. And the average is the best level to

play to. The punch is not thrilling enough. The
daughter merely invites the advances of a young
scape-grace, and the father, without sufficient evi-

dence, suspects the worst. Here is the fatal weak-

ness of the Plot.
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The materials for a quicker thrill lie within arm's

reach of the author. It is shown that the girl has

gone to the boy's room in negligee early in the

morning. It is told that she has been up all night

in her own room restlessly awaiting his return.

How easy for an author of Cosmo Hamilton's ability

to invent some situation that would hopelessly com-
promise the daughter in the parents' eyes. To sus-

pect her of adultery on such slim evidence chal-

lenges the credulity of the crowd and squanders the

one promise of supreme situation the play possesses.

A play can rise no higher than its source and by
stunting the emotional apex we naturally limit its

dramatic force. If the parent situation is not of

sufficient magnitude there can be no resultant off-

spring of appeal. This crisis is the true measure of

the emotional response possible of extraction.

To make "The Blindness of Virtue" a metropoli-

tan appeal, therefore, it would be necessary to

expose the heroine to some dire sex peril. Remem-
ber this in staking out the dimensions of your emo-
tional appeal. Without this dynamic crisis there

can be no powerful play and the author evidently

intended this to be such. He elected to purge all

parents of the prevailing fallacy that dangerous

innocence is a real virtue. He reached the few, not

the many.

Drama League Plays
A COLUMN DEVOTED TO THE TECHNICAL

STUDY OF THESE NEW
PUBLICATIONS.

The Drama League has a very useful and com-
mendable enterprise that will be of interest to all

playwrights. Through Doubleday, Page & Co.,
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they will publish a selected list of manuscripts that

might not otherwise be made available in printed

form. It is gratifying to note that two out of

the first three plays published are written by
American authors. And how fitting that the first is

"Kindling."

The Dramatist has arranged to run a column of

practical hints applied to the text of these plays as

they appear from time to time. In this number we
will treat of "Kindling," "A Thousand Years Ago"
and "The Great Galeoto," the first three of the set.

We believe that every earnest aspirant will be safe

in placing an advance order for these books. They
will make a substantial addition to any library. The
Drama League is to be congratulated upon this new
feature of service. Its selections, so far, are all of

true merit and theatric worth.

KINDLING.*
First Drama League Publication.

In our April, 1912, issue we analyzed this play,

proclaiming it "a climb in American craftsmanship."

Time has not altered that exalted estimate. The
play leads the list of dramas that grip the heart and

teach the soul at one and the same time. But this

need not blind our eyes to a profitable opportunity

for study afforded by the printed version.

We refer to the crisis at the end of Act II, begin-

ning with page iii. No one could find fault with

the long speech on this page. If placed at the open-

ing of an Act it would be sheer author-talk, but here

at the end it has gathered impetus and the audience

is anticipating every word, not cognizant that it

hears; each auditor identified with Maggie, living

her life and sharing: her motive for the moment. It
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is not a question whether a prospective mother

would say these exact words under the conditions

imposed. It is only a question whether the speech

is dramatized or not. It is dramatized for it has us

under its spell. We do not know what she is say-

ing—we merely echo it in our own hearts.

No, the fault is not here, nor in Heine's reply on

the same page, but on the next page where Heine
continues to berate his wife and suddenly suspects

the truth. This realization is not fully dramatized.

Here we need something to actuate Heine's sum-
ming up. We need one more spring to snap the

trigger. The symbol is at hand, but the author has

missed it. The baby ribbon, the pins and the mug
are not quite enough. They might have convinced

Heine and they might not. It is necessary to con-

vince both Heine and the audience at such a crisis.

The thing that would have touched him and us at

this juncture is the cradle, the symbol from which
the play takes its title, the little pack of kindling

that Maggie had rescued from the ash heap. Add
this tell-tale evidence to the other baby belongings

and the audience would be electrified. Can you
imagine a more thrilling climax? They would
receive the impression just a moment before the

husband gets it. They would be dramatically con-

vinced that Heine sees and understands. That is,

the entire audience, the composite heart of the

throng, would all ieel that he does. The moment
would be many times more overwhelming and the

author's theme buried deeper in our hearts.

This is not exactly a flaw. It is an instance of

under-dramatization. The author hits the target,

but he does not quite ring the bell. Mr. Kenyon
may be expected to score this point in his future

Scene building. He is evidently an author of sin-
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cere purpose without the perverted contempt for

the humble, human means of emotional expression.

*Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y. 75c.

A THOUSAND YEARS AGO.*
Second Drama League Publication.

According to some very learned authorities there

was no such thing as romantic love a thousand years

ago. This may account for the gruesome incon-

gruity in mixing the daintiest essence of modern
poetic sentiment with the barbarous beheadings of

that ancient day. Perhaps we are progressive even

in the logic of our romantic demands. What else

can account for the disastrous failure of a fantasy

so generously acclaimed?

Problem.

1. A princess loves a prince incog.

2. She rejects him in his proper garb.

3. She learns her error and weds him.

This is a much more formidable Problem than

permeates the pure romance, as a rule. The play

all through is a stride in advance for this form of

drama. Its Plot is more securely woven and its

poetic story much more clearly told. In spite of its

fanciful flavor the play adheres more rigidly to

dramatic principle than most of the plays Mr.

MacKaye has written.

Another mark of excellence is the author's artistic

weave of his own materials. He embroiders this

beautiful pattern out of the threads of his own loom
—the ring, the rose, and the beggar's wallet. Note
with what skill these symbols are passed into the

possession of the audience and ultimately twisted

into a really telling situation at the denouement.

They are all part and parcel of the story and as they

are used over and again they become our items
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rather than the author's and by this means we are

led to reUsh their manipulation.

If there is one transgression of technic more per-

sistent than another, this season, it is the failure of

playwrights to appreciate the supreme importance

of a paramount crisis. We have seen this weak-

ness in "Too Many Cooks" and "The Blindness of

Virtue." This mainspring of Plot is always our

second clause of Problem. From it all minor mo-
tives take their birth. The fault with this parent

crisis is the heroine's failure to recognize her lover

simply because he is clean-shaven and in better

clothes. The author has not made good his greatest

moment. The disguise should be complete enough

to convince the audience. We inevitably feel the

falsity of it. Love has such a searching little eye.

We intuitively feel that the princess should know
her lover even though his make-up is altered. But

again, this is probably one of the evolutions of the

audience that romantic poets have not caught up
with. These are progressive days in drama. The
composite crowd of yesterday is the unborn babe of

to-day.

*Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y. 75c.

THE GREAT GALEOTO.*
A Sword and Dagger Drama.

On page 170 of The Dramatist, July, 191 1, issue,

an adaptation of this play is analyzed under the

title "The World and His Wife." Much that is said

of that play holds good in the original and we have

purposely not repeated it here. The Problem is

identical, it will be noticed. A comparative study

of the two printed forms should prove of great inter-

est to the student as instances may be found where
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the process of adapting both strengthens and weak-

ens Echegaray's original.

Problem.

1. Gossips attack an innocent wife.

2. Their incessant suggestion bears fruit.

3. She weds the maligned admirer.

Discounting at sight the bombast and artifice of

obsolete Spanish intrigue and Dialog, we have here

a play with many valuable lessons for the student

of craftsmanship. Note first of all the subtle though

frank treatment given the development of theme.

Echegaray practically tells you that he is going to

create a scandal involving the innocent wife and

that the groundless suspicion will be nursed by idle

gossip to a fatal reality. He challenges the audi-

ence to the attention of his task and says in effect:

"Watch me do it." This is ever the attitude only of

the master craftsman.

Pages 25 and 26 offer excellent examples of story

told by the author. For these characters already

know what they are telling each other. They
recount it for no reasons of their own, but prin-

cipally to get the information before the audience.

This method is obsolete and ineffectual for modern
dramacraft. Such things should come out in the

happening. If we see them we believe them. If

we hear them we can't help feeling conscious of the

fact that the author is aiming them at us. Note the

long speech on pages 74 and 75, the sheerest mock-
ery of method. The boy who blandly recites all this

inventory of past events is in no way identified with

the Conflict itself. He is a mere bystander. Such
technic to-day would disgrace the veriest amateur.

But in strong contrast to these defects note the

magnificent crisis on page 97. Even the false code

of the duel does not undermine this situation for us.
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Everything is so honestly operated. Because they

need a couch for the dying husband, it is necessary

to enter the adjoining room. Because the wife is

concealed in this room Ernest is compelled to deny
admittance even for the dying man. For the instant

the situation could not well be made more tense.

Despite the ineffectual Dialog which does very little

to augment the visible, the Scene holds the spec-

tator in its grip. It is an excellent pattern of tense

crisis. This should be the beginner's first endeavor,

to secure a paramount moment before venturing to

crystallize his Plot.

Note the denouement of the play, pages 121 to

141. See how adroitly the dramatist accomplishes

the thing he has taught you to hope for even while

he hints it is a detestable thing to happen. How
subtly this promotes Suspense. The incessant

clamor of calumny has borne its fruit. Through the

mutual defense of their innocence these two mortals

have been inevitably bound together. The bom-
bastic artifice of the Dialog is again buried in the

ultimate end of our innermost expectations. For

we have secretly hoped that these two innocent

creatures might be united, even though it required

the death of the husband to allow same. The
miracle is fulfilled as it should be in every great

play. The impossible is consummated.

*Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y. 75c.

PEACH BLOOM.*
A Published White Slave Play.

Contrary to the ineffective crisis found in "The
Blindness of Virtue" this piece delivers a jolt that

is calculated to shock, thrill, and almost overthrow

its own propagandum, by the over-accented sensa-

tionalism of its climax. Its chief deficiency is in not
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dramatizing its avowed purpose. The real theme
is not hinted till the last Act and then relies upon a

mere rereading of the drama just past to awaken
the ultra respectable parents. They should be

involved from the start and the prosecutors should

be fighting away at it first, last and all through the

Plot. Merely to round up with the moral plants

the lesson in the mind but not in the heart.

This play is one of the best proofs that an un-

timely end to white slave drama deferred many
manuscripts far superior in tone to the few that

found a hearing before the crash came. For while

"Peach Bloom" abounds with amateurish blemishes

as did "The Lure" and "The Fight" it contrived in

its undramatic way to strike a blow at a more actual

evil—^the unwillingness of parents to face the pub-

licity entailed in the prosecution of the culprits.

The evil Mr. Morse aims at is that smug respect-

ability which conceals the crime rather than endure

the disgrace that might protect a fellow creature.

And this moral has its value as an abstract object

lesson whether the bugaboo of white slavery is a

myth or an actual menace.

*Medical Review of Reviews, New York. $i.

THE MOLLUSC*
A Soft Pedal Satire.

In this little puss-puss comedy Mr. Davies fur-

nished us an apt example of strict Unity several

years ahead of times and the fact that the play is

now published prompts the present analysis.

Problem.

1. A wife feigns exquisite lassitude.

2. Her husband caresses their capable governess.

3. The wife relinquishes her dangerous pose.

"The Mollusc" is a satire of temperament and as
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entertainment cannot be tested on the punch of its

Problem. It is delightful literature rather than

drama, but might have been both had the author

completed it. Technically, it is only a first draft of

the story. The Plot has not been fearlessly fol-

lowed out. The author has given his attention more
to the moment than to the magnitude of his theme,

though he has consistently portrayed a certain

spineless phase of languid indolence with telling

effect. Perhaps for the portrait intended, a quicker

Conflict would not serve as well. Certainly no char-

acter development is demanded, for the chief trait

of his heroine is her utter void of worth-while

attributes. She is a mere pose—a parasite and the

faint shadow of human impulse that jealousy finally

imparts fails of conviction because of her ultra

spinelessness.

The question of merit in such plays must be left

to the moralist. Their appeal is always restricted

and their usefulness as drama negative to a degree.

There are smart lines in profusion. And these are

not to be lightly appraised. But without keener

insight into the wellsprings of fundamental feelings

this superficial polish will never make a play. It is

the difference between merely amusing an audience

to no end and actually rendering a human service.

*W. H. Baker & Co., Boston. 50c.

SHAKESPEARE AS A PLAYWRIGHT.*
By Brander Matthews.

If you can bear to read of the demerits as well as

the merits of this greatest poet of all times you will

profit by this new work on Shakespeare. It is

written by one of the greatest authorities in the

world to-day and done in his very best style. He
calls a spade a spade and thus advances the cause
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of Dramatology by shattering a host of fallow ideals

that have been falsely built up about the bard's

poorer pieces. He lavishes no uncritical praise.

The book is the biggest evidence of the age that

dramaturgic progress is permanent and that it per-

meates even the university professor.

"Shakspere is one of the greatest of poets,

and he can be, on occasion, one of the greatest

of playwrights. Being a poet he sometimes

transcends the narrower limits of the theatre

. . . in no one of the quartos published in his

lifetime, and conforming to the actual per-

formance more or less closely, is there warrant

for any splitting up of the play into a heter-

ogeny of scenes. . . . For this division into

acts and this subdivision into scenes we are

indebted to the mistaken zeal of Rowe. . . .

Shakspere accepted without hesitation the tra-

ditions established by his immediate predeces-

sors; he walked in the path they had trodden

for him, and he was content at first to do what
they had done, even if he strove also to do it

better. He never sought for overt originality

of presentation, desiring rather to give the

spectators who were in the habit of attending

the theatre the kind of play they were in the

habit of enjoying there. . . . The drama-

tist of the twentieth century thinks in terms of

the theatre of the twentieth century; he con-

ceives his play as a single compact action, with

a beginning, a middle and an end; he composes

it in a series of acts, each of which contains an

essential portion of the plot and each of which

is laid in its appropriate place, made visible by

appropriate scenery and furniture. He is under

pressure to make the action of his story clear,
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logical and progressive, and to exclude from it

all that does not insist upon admission. But

Shakspere felt no compulsion of this sort. He
might intertwine as many separate stories as

he chose; and he had no need to think where
his successive episodes were supposed to take

place, since he could not forsee the modern
expectancy of scenery. He might call the place

where he laid his story Ephesus or Athens,

Bohemia or Illyria; none the less did he lay it

not in any of these fabled places but frankly on

the stage of his theatre, rarely giving a thought

to the indication of the locality where any one

episode happened. ... As a playwright

he began by a period of experiment during

which he was cautiously studying the secrets

of the art and trying to find out by experience

how to put a story together so that it might be

effective on the stage. He was diligent in dis-

covering the fittest devices for exposition and
for construction; and he was alert in analyzing

the methods of his predecessors and swift to

appropriate the effects which he found available

for his own purpose. . . . Then towards

the end he has so enriched his mind that it was
always overflowing; and he had too much to say

for perfect ease of delivery. His thoughts are

pressed down and running over; and his lines

lack the fluidity of the middle period. His

verse is so overcharged with meaning that it

staggers under its burden; and the words rush

out so tumultously that they stumble over each

other. And as this final period of his develop-

ment as a poet almost coincides with the final

period of his development as a playwright, we
find in his latest plays stories loosely tumbled
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together, but carried on by characters instinct

with veracity and dowered with an amplitude

of wisdom and a variety of passion, never

achieved by any other dramatic poet. . . .

The principles of playmaking are the same in

comedy and in tragedy, however different the

ultimate effect may be. Shakspere had prac-

tised his hand in weaving the intricate imbrog-

lio of the 'Comedy of Errors' and in combining

the fantastic misadventures of the 'Midsummer
Night's Dream'; and these experiences in the

construction of comedy stood him in stead when
he worked out the crescendo of tragic situations

in 'Romeo and Juliet.' The results are as unlike

as may be, but the method is identical; and

admirable as is the mechanism of this first

great tragedy, it is not better in its kind than

the machinery which functions so felicitously

in the 'Comedy of Errors.' Of course, there is

not only the wide difference between tragedy

and comedy, there is also the more important

divergence due to the fact that the early farce

has little or no other merit than the deft inge-

nuity of its plot, whereas the tragedy is dow-

ered with poetry no less than with psychology,

and its lovely story moves forward so smoothly

that its artful mechanism is unsuspected until

we set ourselves deliberately to spy out its

secrets. . . . Every episode is tense with

increasing suspense; and no episode is marred

by the disconcerting shock of mere surprise

. . . the art of linking the scenes together,

of making us feel what atmosphere we breathe

and among what kind of men we move, of pre-

paring effects and surprises by timely hints, so

that we shall indeed be surprised but not
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startled, and we shall be moved because we can

believe.

"One flaw has been picked in the conduct of

the plot—the non-delivery of Friar Lawrence's

letter to Romeo in Mantua. This is purely the

result of an accident ; it is brought about by the

long arm of coincidence rather than indicated

by the finger of fate. It has been defended on

the plea that accident is forever interfering in

the affairs of men, and that in real life the unex-

pected is continually happening. To urge this

is to confound the reality of nature with the

reality of art. There is no advantage in deny-

ing that the reason why Romeo did not receive

the letter in time is arbitrary; it is due to the

direct intervention of the dramatist himself."

These few glimpses give a quick view of the tech-

nical skill applied to the analysis of Shakespeare's

craft. If this is not modern technology, what is it?

We heartily recommend this book to thousands of

misguided proselytes who have never ventured to

question the uniform perfection of the great poet's

art. As we have said in our analysis of "Macbeth"
and "Julius Caesar'* this fetish has done more to

retard the progress of the blind beginner than any
other prevalent fallacy.

*Charles Scribner's Sons, New York. $3.

THE NEW AMERICAN DRAMA.*
By Richard Burton.

In studying this splendid book you cannot help

feeling, somehow, that here, after all, is an able

writer on the drama who is not handicapped by his

learning. For while Dr. Burton is Professor of

English Literature in the University of Minnesota,

he is one of the few higher authorities who has been
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able to see dramatic values to the discrimination of

mere literary attributes.

For instance:

"Nothing does the drama more harm in this,

its tentative period of lusty youth, than the talk

of those misguided enthusiasts who insist on

confusing an absence of metaphors and recon-

dite allusion v^^ith an absence of literary merit.

We must redefine literature to include these

more direct renderings of life. . . . It is

foolish to bring an accusation of unliterary

against the type of drama represented by 'The

Great Divide' and 'The Easiest Way.' . . .

Some of the plays of Brieux, when they devote

a last act to discussion, with the story quite

over, may properly be attacked as unsatisfac-

tory playmaking, whatever their sociological

value. . . . The test of all such work is sin-

cerity. One observes with some uneasiness, as

I have noted, certain plays by Klein, Walter,

Broadhurst and Belasco, all successful play-

makers, and therefore of influence in the move-

ment, in which, although the theme is there,

the material appears to be used solely for the

sake of its dramatic value rather than because

the author was inwardly impelled to self-

expression by the questions of the day. I do

not intend to imply that a dramatist should not

above all else choose his subject matter for its

availability for stage purposes; but to claim

that behind the story should hide an unfeigned

wish to say something on a matter of real

import to all honest Americans. . . . The
distinction between the exploiter of social evil

for its value as copy and the sincere social

worker, must ever be borne in mind by the
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honest dramatist. It is the spurious substitute,

here as in other departments of expressional

criticism, who seizes upon an attractive motive

with no personal conviction behind his story.

. . . All human beings in their reaction to

life, receive certain recurrent impressions about

this and that which finally crystallize into

beliefs, convictions, or if you prefer, prejudices.

At least these opinions stand for what they

have learned from living, or think they have

learned. Show them anything in a work of art

which refers to this experience, or bears any

relation whatsoever to it, and they will prick

up their ears and give evidence of awakened
interest. They are eager to compare notes in

this way with another human being, the artist,

to see if his conclusions tally with their own.

There is a sense of companionship in this lay-

ing of heads together ; and in the case of a play,

whenever such an idea about life, personal yet

broadly applicable because so human, is em-

bodied therein, the play will have to be a very

bad play not to arouse interest in a general

audience. It hardly needs to say that if the

idea does not dovetail with general experience,

or is not hidden in a story that is attractive and

plausible, or is so clumsily manufactured that

idea is smothered in story, or if there be lack of

story, all these things will militate against suc-

cess. But there is no contradiction of the prin-

ciple that idea as such is fundamental. I for

one sincerely believe that more dramas fail

because of the want of a single, clear, dominant

and consistent idea than for any other reason,

save that of sheer inexpertness."

Here are a few lines, chosen at random from Mr.
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Burton's book. They show not only breadth of

view but the attitude to be intensely fair and just.

The fact that such a man has been chosen President

of the Drama League of America must serve to

inspire redoubled confidence in that great organiza-

tion. He is the type of man who should be the

executive in all our playgoing and playwriting insti-

tutions—the man who not only appreciates the

poetic but who feels and values the merest trifle of

practical dramatic skill.

*Thomas Y. Crowell Company, New York. $1.25.

THE DRAMATIC INDEX*
For 1913.

The persevering playwright can save time and

memory by referring his quanderies to "The
Dramatic Index." The most searching industry

has characterized the work of Frederick W. Faxon,

the Editor, and his nineteen collaborators, most of

whom are prominent librarians.

For example, we wanted to know whether
"Hamlet" had been done in the movies. By quick

reference to the word we find—Hamlet in moving
picture, Harper's iyee/:/y, August 2, 1913. We ask

our librarian for this number and read full particu-

lars of the subject required.

But this is only one instance. Probably a score

of such handy references occur to you each month;
portraits, criticisms, plots, sketches and publica-

tions are all listed for the current year covered by
this volume. If you do not have it, no doubt your

library will get it for you. The widespread interest

in drama warrants the purchase.

*Boston Book Co., Boston. Price $3.50.
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War and Drama
War and Drama are much alike in two particulars

;

they both lay hold of the primitive instincts and
both are governed by the law of the mob. Each
takes its root in the feelings and neither is subject

to the logical action of the mind. It is necessary,

therefore, in creating a war or a drama to properly

propel the emotions. The strongest factor em-

ployed in either case is the feeling of prejudice.

We can build a war or a play on prejudice. We
can instill in the composite soul of one nation the

feeling that another nation is its enemy and a war
is the result. We can instill into the composite soul

of an audience the feeling that one agency in the

Conflict is its enemy and a drama ensues.

It must have been a great blow to the sophists

—

this sudden arrest of civilization—this instant return

to prehistoric savagery five thousand years to the

rear! But on the whole, it is a profitable lesson. It

is the writing on the wall. To believe that mankind
can be governed by cold reasoning is the greatest

fallacy under the sun. The fundamental emotions

are always there slumbering, ready to be roused

whether it be by war or drama or brotherly love.

Success in any one of them is not attained through

the thinking mind. The only way to stop war is to

stop the feeling that begets war. The only way to
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build drama is to create the feeling that begets

drama. The only way to have peace is to endow the

souls of men with the feeling of peace. Perhaps the

cataclysm now raging abroad is the surest path to

that emotion of amity.

ON TRIAL.
Not a Permanent Pattern.

The astonishing truth about "On Trial" is that it

succeeds not by virtue of its so-called innovation

but because of its old time technic. In fact, it fails

artistically wherever it is new and succeeds wher-

ever it is old. Let no man be deceived. The two
features of newness in this production are its

heaviest encumberances. The dull thud and rumble

of the dark changes between scenes threatens to

shatter illusion. The abrupt shifts from present to

past annihilate sustained interest. Both of these

novelties inspire idle curiosity in themselves, but

subtract from the sum total of dramatic effective-

ness. They do not add to the play, they detract

from it. The production as a whole succeeds in spite

of these obstacles rather than in aid of them. In

fact, they demand such an onslaught of harrowing

dramatic incidents to offset their own interruption

that the resulting assault on our emotions is well

nigh unendurable.

Problem.

1. A man is arraigned for murder.

2. His testimony would disgrace his wife.

3. She admits her dishonor to save him.

This is the thread of the main story which is told

in a straight progression of eight court room scenes

and obstructed by three scenes of retrogression

enacting earlier episodes in the heroine's history.

This badly muddled form is an abject imitation
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of the movie. It painfully confesses the theatre's

incapacity to cope with the flickering film. It dese-

crates the nobler art of playwriting and drags it

down to the level of photoplay scribble. It enlarges

the flaws of the latter and prostitutes the art of the

former. For why should we humble the highest of

all living arts by aping a mechanical mongrel as yet

in its infancy?

In order to attempt this slim semblance of the

movies "On Trial" is compelled to employ the punch
of about four first-class dramas in order to make
good the gaps torn by its innovations. The story

itself is a re-echo of the Thaw case. To patch up
the first breach of sustained interest a "Third

Degree" situation is practised upon a pitiable child.

In a second instance where continuity is shattered,

a "Madame X" scene is brought to the rescue and
at the climax of the play when all hopes for a pro-

gressive Plot have been riddled a punch stiffer than

"The Thief" is delivered and a situation similar to

the best intrigue of "The Woman" is thrown in for

good measure.

Now it must be confessed that for sheer magni-

tude of emotional carnage, these various attacks

surpass anything to be seen on the stage to-day. If

all this agony were undergone to some definite pur-

pose, we could hardly disqualify this innovation as

drama. But in its present heterogeneous state this

nerve-racking combination is too harrowing for

human endurance. The play might be called the

high water mark of emotional massacre. It is a

technical model to be shunned rather than imitated

and it is not likely to endure longer than other

transitory fads.

It is not to be believed that this play, as we wit-

ness it, is the unaided effort of Elmer L. Reizenstein,
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a twenty-one year old amateur. The work has

required experienced hands and the adroitness with

which its best Scenes are set forth is manifestly the

skill of an adept. It is not our desire to detract from
this young playwright's reputation. He deserves

much credit for his courage. But it is imperative on
our part to persuade the beginner that no such

products leak from the untried pen. It is likewise

our duty to insist that the form is not a permanent

pattern. It is a fad at best, a passing picnic for a

press agent's pen. As such it holds the blue ribbon

of Broadway.

THE MONEY MAKERS.
Mr. Klein Comes Back.

Another witness to the permanence of old reliable

drama is Charles Klein's latest offering, "The
Money Makers." Not even the belated timeliness

of his topic renders the play unpopular. It is at the

same time the welcome return of this author to

legitimate playwriting after several excursions into

"Maggie Pepper" melodrama.

Problem.

1. A magnate refunds his ill-got gains.

2. His children challenge his sanity.

3. His regeneration finally converts them.

This is a very beautiful theme and if Mr. Klein

had been content to stick to it he would have made
a great play. But in his desperation to give us our

money's worth, he has slipped off onto several side

tracks of intrigue which bear little relation to the

main journey. The first of these is a secondary Plot

crisis. Instead of relying on the family sanity

squabble, the author hitches to it a Federal govern-

ment prosecution. This is an entirely different

drama and would unfold something as follows:
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Problem No. 2.

1. A magnate refunds his ill-got gains.

2. The government threatens prosecution.

3. His moral influence defends him.

This might prove even a better thesis play than

the one Mr. Klein has given precedence to. But the

attempt to put over the two contending Plots in one

merged Conflict augments neither and muddles
both.

The play has scenes of higher excellence than

anything Mr. Klein has offered, but it contains also

as much immaturity and incoherence as anything

he has ever done. Why it is this clever craftsman

cannot cleave to the straight course of his chief

Conflict is a matter of much mystery. It must be

that he conceives his play carelessly and then

rushes off into Dialog before perfecting his Plot.

By this means, his typewriter betrays him and little

pet notions creep constantly into his pages. After

they are safely concealed in the conversation, he

loses all vision of their extrinsicality and proceeds

to develop their invalid properties.

There is another surprise in Mr. Klein's slip-shod

method of construction. Time after time, he arrives

at a situation with inadequate gradation. Through
this flaw he sacrifices many effectual points. Take
the Scene where the young wife refuses to side with

her step-children. They count on her co-operation

to prove the father insane. A whole wealth of

dramatization is wasted. She merely says "I refuse

to sign!" With proper pause and approach this

moment might have been the Crisis of the play. But

in place of it, the wife launches forth in a denuncia-

tion of her selfish step-children, and opens up an

entirely new Plot with : "I'm going to fight it—fight
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it !" And thus opens the third and thinnest Conflict

of his play.

Problem No. 3.

1. His partners challenge a magnate's sanity.

2. His wife sues them for conspiracy.

3. They withdraw the false charge.

But there is still another! Crudely interwoven

with the foregoing is the lamest love story Mr. Klein

has ever told. An unscrupulous suitor whom the

wife had rejected because of his poverty, cables his

congratulations at news of magnate's critical illness

and she replies encouragingly. The rash scallowag

makes love to her in the great millionaire's private

sanctum. The husband's attitude towards this false

intruder is the loftiest human note sounded in the

play. But the latter's surrender is as false as is his

character throughout the play.

Problem No. 4.

1. A magnate's wife woos a poor lover.

2. The Croesus restores his ill-got gains.

3. His regeneration regains her.

The real perfection of "The Money Makers" prob-

ably abides in the coalition of Problems No. i and

No. 4. The purpose of the sordid lover should be

closely twined with the aims of the selfish children

so that the Conflict might be clearly defined between

husband and wife on the one side as against children

and rival on the other. Then the Plot could proceed

along definite lines acquiring momentum every inch

of the way. What a wonderful play Mr. Klein

might write if he could thus conserve his resources.

There are endless instances of skill that might be

dwelt upon in this play, but by far the greater profit

is in the study of its deficiencies. That such craft

and crudity can come from the same soul seems

almost a paradox.

I
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UNDER COVER.
A Dramaturgic Falsehood.

Roi Cooper Megrue, for many years partner in

one of the largest play brokerage concerns in

America, naturally felt the necessity of doing some-
thing different when he essayed the art of playwrit-

ing. He has therefore told a dramatic falsehood in

the hope to successfully shock his critics into favor.

The fact is, his play is so good that it succeeds in

spite of his blunder and not on account of it. In

other respects he has employed dramatic principle

so devoutly that the arrest of Suspense in the

instance of his hero does not successfully demoralize

his Plot. There is no doubt, however, that it com-
paratively weakens his play.

Just what does this violation of good technic cost?

The author asks us to believe that a girl has fallen

hopelessly in love with a crook. He blandly deceives

his audience. He appoints this character to simu-

late all the qualms of being captured. Without any
index to the hero's masquerade, the author bluntly

dispels the falsehood at the eleventh hour. He
gains a moment's shock of surprise at the expense

of a whole evening of Suspense.

Problem.

1. A girl is almost compromised by a crook.

2. She loves him for liberating her.

3. She finds that he is not a crook.

After establishing the fundamental premise of his

play he then tells you that this is not his premise,

that she falls in love with an upright and honorable

man. You begin to build false expectations on one

fear and are suddenly switched to another.

This lapse in the main current of Expectation

compels the author to reenforce many lesser ave-

nues of interest to offset it and it is to Mr. Megrue's
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credit that he is able to bring the play as a whole
up to its present state of efficiency. It is almost like

building a body without the bone and relying upon
muscle to give it support. The body reclines and
creeps, but it does not stand up and walk.

KITTY MacKAY.
A Comedy Plus a Punch.

It is so easy to get a misconception of a play from

current criticisms. Judging from the reports on

"Kitty MacKay" you might think it a little Scotch

trifle like "Bunty." The truth is that it contains a

melodramatic punch of terrific force. It is not the

innocent little comedy that its name would impuly,

although it combines a most fragrant love story

with its sterner crisis.

First among the virtues of this play stands Mrs.

Cushing's incomparable Dialog. This author has a

prolific vocabulary of dramatic syllables. She is

the American Shakespeare of picturesque English.

Her words are so apt and well chosen that they are

almost unnoticeable. They are so appropriate that

they paint the stage picture without detracting

attention unto themselves.

Problem.

1. A lassie is betrothed to a lord.

2. She learns that he is her brother.

3. It develops that he is not.

What is the matter with this Problem? It tells a

lie! So does the play. A truthful Problem cannot

be drawn from a dishonest Plot. In order to speak

the truth this Problem would have to change its

second clause. Instead of learning that this lord is

her brother, the heroine should be mistaken. But

according to the dramatic facts set before us she

has absolute knowledge. If the author had seasoned
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these facts with a grain of doubt there would have

been more drama. But she has wilfully deceived us

as well as the little Scotch lassie. The conclusion

that follows, therefore, is not ours but the author's.

It is not a product of what has gone before. It is

an arbitrary end resorted to in an emergency. The
structure collapses, it does not climb to completion.

It would be futile to preach this principle to the

producer, perhaps. He has made money out of its

abuse. Ah, but there are so many proper uses of

principle in this play. No single transgression could

ruin it. The character of Kitty alone would charm,

even without the various other top notches of excel-

lence. And entertainment is a big item even if not

dramatized. The present Problem is dramatic while

it tells the truth. It reverts to fiction only when the

third clause contradicts the second. The punch is

effective in its isolated existence. It is as an adjunct

to the play that it falls short. In or out of a play it

is rather shocking to be told that the man you are

about to wed is your brother. But to make this the

valid crisis of a play, a certain degree of Expecta-

tion must lead up to it.

A PAIR OF SIXES.
Problem.

1. A man becomes a valet on a wager.

2. He arouses his master's jealousy.

3. The master calls off the bet.

It will be readily seen that the Problem of this

farce is new and original. While the concept is light

and fluffy, it is at the same time fresh and interest-

ing and confirms the fact that the old play mold

may always be relied upon if novel material is

poured into it. In the present instance it has not

required a highly efficient Plot and the usual num-
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ber of imperfections abound in it. Judging by its

success, the comic taste of New York playgoers is

rather readily satisfied and shows no danger of

hitting a very lofty mark in the near future.

All of which is not intended to minimize the gen-

eral effectiveness of Mr. Peple's work. It is offered

rather as a word of encouragement to the great host

of aspirants who gain false estimates of the strin-

gent demands of a metropolitan public. "A Pair of

Sixes" wins out first on its funny situations and

second, its big city speed. Its tempo is keyed to the

tune of nervous prostration and its situations teem
with cumulative mirth.

Subjoined to the valid story are several episodes

that seem to go astray. The husband's feigned flir-

tation with his partner's sweetheart is a flimsy

device and never lends conviction even of the farcial

hue. The scarf planted in the husband's pocket as

circumstantial evidence never becomes a part and

parcel of the Plot. The letter which is carelessly

thrown into the fireplace automatically inspires

vivid Expectation, but not the slightest suspicion of

intrigue comes of it. The atomizer episode seems

forced and is founded upon the invalid scarf incident

which in turn doubles the falsity. Mr. Peple can

study the closer knitting of Plot threads to advan-

tage as well as the earlier instigation of his Conflict.

It is well to show from the beginning what the con-

tention is going to be about. The jealousy motive

is attached entirely too late.

THE DUMMY.*
A Boy Sleuth Plot.

One of the best bits of keen dramatic tension may
be found in the August number of Current Opinion.

It comprises several pages of dialog from "The
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Dummy." If, after reading this specimen you are

not convinced that the American drama is progress-

ing, charge off your estimate to lack of dramatic

sense. Here is one of the best earmarks of evolu-

tion. The characters are novel, the situations are

unique and the Plot, as a whole, refreshing, despite

the fact that crook plays had been coming so steadily

that their vogue was run out when this one was
inaugurated.

For an example of clever Scene structure note the

following situation utilized to betray the fact that

Barney, the boy sleuth, is not a dummy. Naturally,

some of the Dialog is incoherent without the part

that has gone before.

BARNEY. Fmadetectuf!
ROSE. What's that?

SPIDER. [Drinking, he has seemed not to hear.]

What's what?

ROSE. [Breathlessly.] Someone spoke! This

place is haunted!

SPIDER. [Drinking again.] Aw
ROSE. Keep still!

BARNEY. [In his sleep.] Here's de kid. I had

her in me ear.

[Spider puts down his cup and turns in his chair,

looking towards Barney.]

ROSE. [Rising.] It's the dummy!
SPIDER. What!

BARNEY. [With a sigh.] Gi' me a hot dog an'

two bananas.

ROSE. He's talkin'—in his sleep!

SPIDER. [Springing up, drags Barney down.]

What the hell!

ROSE. He can talk!

GEOGHAN. Looks to me like a miracle.
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SPIDER. What've you been up to? You talk or

I'll screw the arm off you! [He gives it a twist,

Barney suppresses groan.] He's been stallin' on us!

ROSE. What have you been tryin' to put over,

kid?

GEOGHAN. Well, if he can talk in his sleep,

maybe we'd better put him asleep again.

SPIDER. I'll put him asleep! This game's up,

kid! You explain yerself—or you start sayin' yer

prayers

!

[He gives Barney a blow that sends him sprawling,

then goes to the Breplace and puts a big poker in the

blaze. Beryl, at Barney's fall, wakes up and sits

watching with frightened eyes.]

ROSE. Ain't he the limit!

SPIDER. Bring him to me, Pat. I'll make him
talk or I will burn his long tongue out.

[Geoghan grasps Barney and drags him up. Beryl

gives a frightened cry. Rose springs to her.]

ROSE. Piggy ! If you're going to do anything like

that, you take him out in the woodshed.

SPIDER. Aw, plug yer ears! [Beryl makes an

outcry, clinging to Rose.] Take her upstairs.

[Geoghan pulls Barney's coat off.]

There is little doubt of the dramatic effectiveness

of the foregoing and now see how cleverly Barney

hedges when he is fairly caught. You may feel that

the authors have incapacitated the crooks a trifle

by making them fall for the boy's game of talk, but

you are underestimating the emotion of the moment
if you think that the audience will repudiate this.

They are under the dramatist's spell, remember,

and their sympathies have carried them to com-

posite conviction.

GEOGHAN. Well, if you can talk, why don't you

b'^gin? What's detainin' you?
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SPIDER. [Holding Barney by the collar, threaten-

ingly.^ Are you goin' to talk? Er d' you want us

to make you yell first?

BARNEY. I didn't know I could talk.

SPIDER. [Twisting his ear.] You can hear a

little too, eh?

BARNEY. I didn't know I could hear!

SPIDER. You cut that out! What've you been

playin' deaf an' dumb for?

BARNEY. [Rubbing his ear.] I ain't been playin'

it. I've been deef an' dumb since I was a baby.

SPIDER. You have, eh?

ROSE. What a little liar!

BARNEY. No, I ain't, lady. I ust to be able to

talk, but I had scarlet fever—an' when I got better

I was a deef mute. It must 'a' come back to me in

my sleep.

SPIDER. Can you beat that? You come from

Chicago, don't you?

BARNEY. Yes, sir.

SPIDER. Father rich, eh?

BARNEY. [Looking down at his clothes.] Yes, sir.

SPIDER. What street did you live on in Chicago?

BARNEY. What's de matter wit' youse? D' you
tink I'm givin' y' a spiel?

ROSE. Talks like an Eaton scholar, don't it?

GEOGHAN. Well, he talked better when he was
dumb—I'll say that for him.

SPIDER. Where'd you get that Bowery accent,

Reginald?

BARNEY. [Looking himself over.] Which?
SPIDER. You come from the Bowery, kid. You
can't con us.

BARNEY. Sure I do. I was adopted.

ROSE. Adopted!
BARNEY. Yes, ma'am. Just before I got sick.
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ROSE. The lyin' little devil! An' I thought he was
'bout half-witted

!

It is to scene structure like this that we must look

for the salvation of the American drama. It is from
practical authors like Harvey J. O'Higgins and
Harriet Ford that we must expect better things

theatrically. For while superficial criticism might
pronounce this a sordid criterion, competent judges

will admit that it speaks the true language of the

playhouse in full rounded tones, and this grammar
language must be mastered before the adept can

ever hope to communicate his ideas to the audience.

*The Current Literature Publishing Company,
New York. 25c. Probably on file in your library.

THE MOB.*
A Play of Predominant Purpose.

Most playwrights are content to make drama and

let the purpose take care of itself. Mr. Galsworthy

is so bent on putting a moral purpose into his com-

positions that he usually exalts it out of all propor-

tion to the entertainment afforded. If the uplift is

in his soul, and we never doubt that it is, Mr. Gals-

worthy would do better to forge right ahead in the

language of the emotions and let his moral exude.

Instead he trudges along with the moral and lets

the drama ooze through. If this superdread of

losing his lesson can ever escape Mr. Galsworthy,

his theses should form very good incidental insides

for his plays. As apparent or painful texts they

successfully confound his dramatization.

Problem.

1. A pacifist incites a mob to frenzy.

2. One of their members then murders him.

3. He holds to his ideals in death.

Just what "The Mob" relies upon for human enter-
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tainment, it is hard to say. The ideals of this mar-

tyr are so vague and remote that human beings can

hardly be expected to take interest or conviction in

them. The motive that actuates the hero is beyond
us. The impression that lies uppermost is the poor

fool's senselessness in inciting the mob. He is not

depicted as an ignoramus, insensible to the psychol-

ogy of such gatherings and his vain-glorious defi-

ance of these primitive puppets rather provokes our

sense of absurdity. For the law of self-preservation

surely supercedes all impractical martyrdom. We
have very little dramatic sympathy for a martyr

without method. His fate causes us slight concern

since he goes to his doom without realistic motive

or impulse. His self-sacrifice is without sense or

progress. The audience cannot sympathize with a

normal being who invites destruction. The analytic

reader might do so.

Such dissertations should not be classified as

plays. Mr. Galsworthy has merely described the

vagaries of a feeble-minded peace advocate who
offers no panacea for present conditions. He works

havoc in his own home and achieves nothing by his

downfall. As a play it is a misnomer. It is not

suited to fiction, therefore the author has resorted

to dialog form as the easiest escape.

Judged as drama there is another flagrant error.

At the finish of the third Act Mr. Galsworthy joins

on a domestic complication which the earlier Plot

does not generate. This adjunct is as follows:

Problem No. 2.

1. A husband opposes his wife's patriotism.

2. She attempts to bribe him with her sex.

3. His refusal separates them.

There is no development of this subsidiary Con-

flict prior to the last two minutes of the third Act.
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It is peremptorily plumped in as the Crisis with a

felicity few amateurs can excel. It defies all sem-

blance of Unity. If such an episode is needed in the

Plot it should be made to serve some function of the

Plot.

*Charles Scribner's Sons, New York. 6oc.

THE UNSEEN EMPIRE.*
Red, White and Blue Drama.

The gist of this play is that Germany is stayed in

war against England by two obstacles: the Krupp
gun works is disabled and the U. S. A. disapproves.

This excels the most ardent example of Stars-and-

Stripes drama extant. As a sequel, the Kaiser dis-

cards his military mania and woos with his mailed

fist the cooing dove of peace.

Problem.
^

1. The Kaiser seizes a gun factory.

2. The owner blows it up.

3. The Kaiser renounces war.

Before all else this Problem emphasizes the

futility of attempting to settle cosmic questions by

a single theatrical thrill. All that a Plot can hope

to do is to answer the Problem implied in it. The
moment it reaches out to reform the universe the

author is revealed as a piping prophet vending his

personal propagandum. Study the book with this

purpose and you will obtain the best lesson it

affords.

*Harper & Bro., New York. $1.25.

WAR.
A Yiddish Drama.

Next to the Photo-Play, for study of visualization,

is a composition in some unfamiliar language. Here

you will feel the desecration of Dialog more keenly
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for you will resent the author's intrusion every time

an oral sound does not augment the situation trans-

piring on the stage.

In this rather remarkable play by Ossip Dymov,
produced at the National Theatre in New York, it

is very easy to follow the acting until the author

intervenes with some pet speech of his own. Then
the character ceases to feel or the Plot fails to gen-

erate the sentiment talked into the audience. We
recommend this method as an excellent means of

testing true dramatization. Go to the Yiddish, Ger-

man or French theatres and test their universal

attributes of interpretation.

One of the weirdest scenes in "War" is an attempt

at comedy. We all thought the use of a crazy man
for comic relief a rather risky expedient until "The
Misleading Lady" taught us that it was valid. This

Yiddish writer employs a dying man to evoke the

delight of his spectators. When the physician asks

the hero's gasping brother to cough so that he may
determine his flickering chance of life, the wounded
man fails to respond and the comedian coughs for

him. The audience fairly screams with delight.

The fact that the hero was the accidental cause of

his brother's fatal condition does not seem to lessen

this hilarity. It only shows that all audiences are

not equal. But it must not be inferred that even the

better class of Hebrews responded to this elemental

humor. It may intimate that there are various nega-

tive lessons to learn in Yiddish playhouses.
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Drama League Plays
THE SUNKEN BELL.*

Fourth Drama League Publication.

So delicate and so poetic is the fairy atmosphere
with which Gerhart Hauptmann has imbued his

"Sunken Bell," so perfectly has he visualized his

land of romance, that one questions whether the

play's true place of representation is not on the film

of the reader's imagination, rather than on the stage

of the theatre.

The play's real value lies in its poetic appeal to

the imagination. It makes to live before our eyes

that dreamland of romance for which all vainly sigh

in a world of stern reality. We see Heinrich, the

artist bell founder, weary with unsatisfied soul-

striving and bowed down with disappointment at

the failure of his greatest work, suddenly dropped

into a wonderful fairy world of romance. We see

him renewed in his health and strength by the

magic of love and we live with him his perfect

dream. That he forgets, as idealists are apt to, his

obligation to others, does not very seriously con-

cern us. We have lived for a moment in the realiza-

tion of ideal happiness, and we protest strongly

when the dream is dispelled by the call from the

world of reality. To-morrow, perhaps, we shall feel

very sorry for the others whom Heinrich has

wronged, but to-day we have lived and loved with

Heinrich and Rautendelein.

The stern moralist inclined to look for lessons in

everything will find quite as many valid reasons for

commending the play as will those who wish simply

to be entertained. The author's own admiring coun-

trymen have attributed to him motives as varied as

they are numerous. Hauptmann, himself, has called
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it "a German fairy play." Why not accept it as such

and cease to read into it, morals of which the author

perhaps never dreamed.

From the point of drama, the play reaches its

greatest height in the fourth Act when the arrow

of self condemnation, prophesied by the Vicar in

Act III, suddenly pierces Heinrich's conscience.

The tolling of the sunken bell throws him into a

frenzy of remorse which is brought to a climax by
the vision of his little children bringing to him the

urn containing their mother's tears. Then, cursing

Rautendelein, he rushes away in a vain attempt to

return to the world he has deserted. It would seem
that the mistake Heinrich made was in taking his

conscience with him. But for that disturbing mem-
ber he might have lived out his dream to its natural

conclusion.

The translation of the play is in blank verse and

well fitted to the book's poetic character. This in

itself, however, militates against it as ideal drama
for the present-day stage.

*Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y. 75c.

MARY GOES FIRST.*
Fifth Drama League Publication.
A comedy of manners is the last form of enter-

tainment to interest a nation or a dramatist. The
successful author usually turns to it after all his

virile concepts are written out. We do not say that

this is the case with Henry Arthur Jones, but the

present play is surely a symptom. America is too

young and vigorous to enjoy this softer vein of

humor and it is hoped that she ever will be. There

may be more delicacy of humor in it than we are able

to fathom, but there is necessarily a like degree of

dramatic decadence. A Republic can have no aris-
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tocracy save as it apes the older decaying code of

the kingdom and it is on this point that we find our

failure to appreciate "Mary Goes First."

It is almost a mistake to call this piece a play

save in the sense of vapid frivolity and character

vacuum. It is a loosely strung story told in terms

of duolog, not Dialog. The words, for the most
part, do not adjoin the pantomine of any Plot, but

are merely devised to tell a tale that relies entirely

on the ear for interest. There is nothing in it to

simulate the stricter definition of playwriting. The
entire Conflict is desultory and emphasis is too

palpably placed upon the frills and foibles of a fluffy

bunch of bipeds.

Some of the most profitable points for study are

:

the faint semblance of Conflict, the lame device of

a curtain on page 32, the weak way in which the Act

fizzles out on page 49, the lack of interest and over-

tax of the conscious attention on page 104, the

worthlessness of the first five pages of Act III and

the ineffectiveness of the play's title. We regret

to find no shining examples of sound dramatic

technic customary in Mr. Jones' comedies.

*Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y. 75c.

HER HUSBAND'S WIFE.*
Sixth Drama League Publication.

Problem.

1. A hypochondriac selects her marital successor.

2. The husband adores her candidate.

3. The case of hypochondriasis is cured.

This would be a very laughable farce if the foun-

dations were less preposterous. In the first place,

the fact is not duly established that the wife is a

hypochondriac. It is not sufficiently shown that

she possibly expects to die. This expectation con-
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stitutes the first clause of the Problem. It should

be firmly secured. On the contrary, the wife selects

her successor without so much as a misconceived

symptom so far as we see. There is a feeble attempt

to talk some such ailment, but the failure to firmly

provide a first premise operates against illusion

even of the pale degree needed in farcial Conflict.

Such flaws should not be dismissed on the grounds

that the structure is whimsical. A flaw is a flaw and

in farce the foundation of fun should not be frivo-

lous, no matter how hollow the items that are

erected upon it.

Next comes the failure to dramatize the second

clause of the Problem. The wife is never truly con-

vinced that her husband adores the candidate she

has selected to succeed herself. There is some con-

versation on this point, but the whole play hinges

on it and this crisis should be shown. The wife

should see or at least think she sees a most flourish-

ing romance between them. This would then gen-

erate the third clause or conclusion where the wife

is quickly cured of her affected affliction.

It would be futile for any dramatist to attempt a

play on this frail foundation. Mr. Thomas has done

his best with the flaws that defy him. Only the

tyro who has tried can appreciate his capacity for

humorous Dialog. It is a faculty that is very diffi-

cult to attain. It is doubtless this attribute that

boosted the play and saved it from ruin on Broad-

way. It is not on a par with the author's best work.

It is one of his earlier efforts. And even this version

is weaker than the one that was finally staged.

*Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y. 75c.

Read the DRAMATIC MIRROR.
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THE DISPENSATION.*
A Playlet of Promise.

That Clay M. Greene is going to write a great

play hangs merely upon one condition—that he be

possessed by a story fundamental enough to move
all mankind alike. The first flaw in this work is

the choice of subject. If the source of appeal is

limited, no author can heighten it. Water cannot

rise higher than its own level. Let us see what
limits this supply.

Problem.

1. The Pope denies a priest dispensation to marry.

2. The church needs a layman to save the church.

3. The dispensation is granted for policy.

No play can rise higher than its climactic summit
(the second clause of Problem). This second clause

does not seriously assail the emotions of most of us

and its appeal is thus narrowed down to the few who
instinctively feel the responsibilities of the church

domain. Again the means of introducing this

climax is not dramatic. The Papal throne is not the

place to bring a woman and the woman is the prin-

cipal who should be employed to expound this senti-

ment. This is embarrassing technically and Mr.

Greene is obliged to recite the fact that the church

needs a lay defender.

Suppose we dispense with the Papal crisis and

try it on straight human emotional lines.

Problem.

1. A priest is denied dispensation to marry.

2. His fiancee awakens the Pope's past romance.

3. The dispensation is granted.

The author rose supremely to this point, but at

the very summit weakened. His courage failed or

his invention flagged and the layman device of

Problem No. i was substituted. The real way to
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convince an audience that the Pope is licked is to

let them see his tender passions revived. Even in

the throne room the girl could be brought in by
symbol or photograph. And if coincidence is needed
to heap on the agony—let it be the very girl that

His Holiness once loved. Proceed, Mr. Green, and
write more plays. Your skill for Suspense is not to

be scoffed at. Your dialog is in character and your

subtle use of mental suggestion is skillful.

*Geo. H. Doran & Co., New York. $1.

THE TRUE ADVENTURES OF A PLAY.*
By Louis Evan Shipman.

If you want to rid your mind of a host of play-

placing fallacies, if you want to trace the vicissi-

tudes of a manuscript as it is peddled about from
author to actor, actor to manager, from ocean to

ocean and then back again, read this complex and
entertaining account of "D'Arcy of the Guards."

And besides throwing a volume of light on a sub-

ject dark to most amateurs, it indirectly offers prac-

tical hints of experience and value. There are the

usual revisions, communications and squabbles with
actors and managers. These are quoted at length.

The contracts and royalty vouchers at home and
abroad are reprinted and cleverly contrasted by the

author. It is all of absorbing interest to the

novitiate.

*Mitchell Kennerly, New York. $1.50.

Note: In our January issue an analysis of

"Change," "Marta of the Lowlands" and several

further publications of the Drama League will

appear.
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THE DRAMA TO-DAY.*
By Charlton Andrews.

Readers of The Dramatist will not find much
cause to quarrel with Mr. Andrews in his discussion

of modern drama and its authors. The book does

not purport to be a work on technic, but its frequent

observations on craftsmanship are sound and liberal.

No student can fail to get a lot of good out of it and

the compressed opinions on scores of playwrights

will be of more value to many aspirants than the

actual perusal of their plays.

There are some dangerous precepts unintention-

ally emphasized like the following:

"The chief medium through which the

dramatist unfolds both characters and action is

dialogue."

The photoplay has forever shattered this delu-

sion. What we see a character actually do out-

weighs all he can say and all that others can say

about him. "By their deeds ye shall judge them."

The audience is being educated to this fact so per-

manently that the Dialog play of the future will be

a neglected volume of closest drama. The chief

medium of unfolding character is Conflict and doing

not saying is the watchword.

Mr. Andrews practically redeems this error, how-
ever, in a word on modern tendencies.

"There is a marked modern tendency to

demand entertainment that forces attention,

rather than art that requires for its success a

large measure of voluntary consideration on the

part of the spectator. The twentieth century

will harken to little except what is so interest-

ing of itself that it is almost incapable of being

ignored. The tendency in education, indeed, is

to make interest the basis of everything; the
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old disciplinary studies, which depended upon
conscious effort on the part of the pupil, have

largely gone out of favor. Fiction nowadays
has to be spiced with a hurry of action and plot.

Novelty is in far greater demand than are many
other and more substantial elements. On the

stage each new idea that succeeds starts a

fashion. Everybody is writing business plays,

or psychic plays, or glorified melodrama, or

slum plays, or whatever is most popular at the

moment. A play that does not by novelty, plot,

situation, or otherwise make an early and ever-

increasing demand upon our interest can hardly

hope to succeed, no matter how important it

may be from the standpoint of character reve-

lation, of problem propounding, or of the reflec-

tion of truth. The playwright makes good in

proportion as he observes the law of the econ-

omy of attention.

"If, then, success in the drama depends

chiefly on the ability to hold a wavering and

unstable interest, rather than upon the power to

portray the truth, it is not altogether surprising

that many of our modern plays should be built

for the former purpose only. The playwright,

in holding the mirror up to nature, aims to grip

the absorbed and growing interest of his audi-

tors. He may do both; he must do the latter.

Often enough he falls between two stools. Fre-

quently he is interesting at the expense of

truth. Once in a while he is truthful at the

expense of interest.

"At all events, appreciation of the drama
requires less of conscious effort than does appre-

ciation of any other art. On the other hand, it

is wholly wrong to draw the conclusion that
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the spread of a popular taste for the theatre is

a mark of decadence. This pessimistic view is

largely the result of that perennial confusion of

drama with literature which has been elsewhere

discussed in the present treatise. Once we
begin to comprehend that the acted drama is

really a distinct art, having no aim to substitute

for literature, we realize that a growing popular

taste for the stage means simply a growing

popular appreciation of a potent means of help-

ful comment on life. The written play is at

best, but the rough scaffolding upon which the

actors, the scene painters, the carpenters, and

the stage manager build up the finished work
of art."

This is good, sound sense and proves that the

author is alive to current conditions and particularly

apt in reciting them. He is one of a very few young
writers qualified to address the novice with any

degree of safety.

*J. B. Lippincott Co., Philadelphia. $1.50.

HOW NOT TO PLAYWRITE.
By Owen Davis.

In the September number of The American Maga-
zine^ Owen Davis writes an interesting article:

"Why I Quit Writing Melodrama." Nothing that

this prolific author of one hundred and fifty plays

might say could fail to be of interest to the aspirant.

The following formula which the playwright offers

in a spirit of playfulness is well worth considerate

study. It sums up many of the rubber stamp con-

coctions which infest the modern play.

Title: (At least fifty per cent, of success.)

Plot : Brief story of the play.

Cast:
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Leading Man, very (even painfully) virtuous.

Leading Woman, in love with him.

Comedy Man, always faithful friend of Hero.

Soubrette, very worthy person (poor but honest)

and always in love with Comedian.

Heavy Man, a villain, not for any special reason,

but, like "Topsy," "born bad."

Heavy Woman,—here I had a wider choice, this

lady being allowed to fasten her affection

upon either Hero or Villain (sometimes

both), but never happily.

Father (or Mother) ^ to provide sentiment.

Fill in as desired with character parts.

Act I—Start the trouble.

Act II—Here things look bad. The lady, having

left home, is quite at the mercy of Villain.

Act III—The lady is saved by the help of the

stage carpenter. (The big scenic and mechan-
ical effects are always in Act III.)

Act IV—The lovers are united and the villains

are punished.

Too many young writers start out with the above

outline vividly in mind. At all costs they must have

a leading man, a leading woman, a comedian, a sou-

brette, a heavy man, a heavy woman, a parental

sentiment monger and several traditional character

parts. If many aspirants could rid their minds of

this stereotyped pattern for molding plays they

would come much nearer creating drama. The crisis

of Plot should be permitted to dictate the play's

characters, and no type should be allowed to appear

in the cast whose presence is not demanded by some
direct or indirect function in the Plot. The specifi-

cations for Acts above outlined is an excellent test

for the amateur play. If the young author's master-

piece has any of these expedients in it, it is a pretty
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safe guess that his technic is obsolete. For while

the first Act should start the trouble and the last

Act conclude it, as a rule, the other points which
Mr. Davis touches up so ludicrously are the items

which shatter conviction in modern plays. To place

the virtuous lady too obviously at the mercy of

the villain is a device availed in too many recent

thrillers. If she is so placed it should be at the

inevitable exegencies of Plot and the audience

should be made to feel that there was no other course

possible.

And far too many heroines to-day are rescued by

the kindly offices of the ingenious stage carpenter.

This need not be confined to the arrested buzz-saw

or the midnight express. The author who goes out

of his way to concoct some outlandish stage setting

merely to ease up his task of Plot invention is invit-

ing sure degradation of his creative faculties.

All of these lazy resorts are the symptoms of

technical infancy. They were the methods pursued

by Mr. Davis in his earlier days when people

attended the popular playhouse to see a stage-land

echo of the wild fiction they were reading. He is

one of the few playwrights who has outlived such

melodrama. His evolution has been chiefly due to

the renunciation of these transparent expedients.

His latest products still bear the melodramatic

stamp, but his situations no longer rely upon acci-

dent. If this resourceful writer could fully forget

the traditional members of his old stage family he

might write a better play than many of the moderns

who employ valid types at the expense of theatric

tension.

*Phillips Publishing Company, New York. 15c.

Probably on file in your library.
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DAMAGED GOODS.
A Dissertation on Disease.

Although Bernard Shaw has labelled Brieux the

most important dramatic event since Ibsen, we
would have no reason to believe, judging from this

play, that the man possessed any marked dramatic

instinct. Mr. Brieux may or may not have a deep

insight into social conditions; he certainly has not

demonstrated in this play his power to present them
in the form of a dramatic Conflict and his interna-

tional reputation as a dramatist would appear to

devolve more upon the unsupported word of Bernard

Shaw, in his fifty-page preface to "Three Plays by
Brieux,"* than upon any adequate proofs in his

products.

Problem.

1. A syphilitic knowingly begets offspring.

2. His wife leaves him when she learns.

3. She will return when he is cured.

Can you imagine what would happen to the aver-

age play if its first and third Acts were turned into

tedious talk tourneys like the lugubrious interlocu-

tions in "Damaged Goods"? It would fail of course.

Why, then, is this colloquy such a commercial suc-

cess? The reason is not technical. It is simply a
sensational stunt. In the absence of dramatic qual-

ity we must look to something else for its drawing
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power and it is not a flattering conclusion that we
come to. Apart from the highly diverting study of

venereal disease there is nothing to attract atten-

tion but the lascivious parade before the public of a

wife, a nurse and a prostitute who have been exposed

to this inoculous affliction.

"Why, I didn*t know that every club-footed child

was the result of that dreadful disease? ... Is

it true that every one man in seven has it? . . .

How about you, John? . . . Poor Mrs. What's-

her-name, and that's what et her ear away! . . .

Oh, my ! I wonder what that pimple is on Archie's

upper lip?" These are some of the delightful rumi-

nations that haunt the innocents who listen to the

unsanitary prattle of this uplifting lingo.

Then, too, the subject is made popular by legis-

lative decree. Venereal corruption is legally taboo

in most instances and this play gets by largely

because it eludes the letter of the law. It has the

great arm of the medical fraternity to support it

and a vast host of morbid persons to feed upon.

No doubt many filthier topics could be made
profitable in public, but they could not be made to

avail the sanitary subterfuge of pathologic uplift.

"Maternity"t lacks this equivocal advertising ele-

ment. The point we wish to impress is that this

play does not appeal or interest by virtue of its

dramatic qualifications. There are some symptoms
of drama in the second Act, but these are desultory,

more or less, and where the technic is most effectual

its application to the theme is least serviceable.

How would we proceed to translate this abstract

argument into a play? There are dramatic possibili-

ties in the subject if once we accept the theme as

salutary. It is obvious that the first Act cannot be

consumed with an idle interview in a physician's
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office. The play must have a Conflict and this pre-

scribes, forthwith, a beginning of the struggle

between the principals to be concerned in it. These

are naturally the young syphilitic and the bride-

to-be. Beginning with their love affair a subtle seed

of expectation should be planted which will eventu-

ally lead up to the thrilling crisis when the wife

learns of his awful affliction and that the disease is

inherited by their child. Dramatic ammunition is

wasted when all the details of his disease are so

bluntly foisted upon the audience right at the start.

The fact should be deftly dealt with and its dreaded

possibilities patiently unfolded in a properly evolved

Plot.

After this crisis is reached a conclusion should

then be devised that would consistently solve the

Problem. We Americans always like an optimistic

ending if possible. But the only happy sequel to

this nightmare would be the death of the infant and
the ultimate termination of any conjugal relation

between this blighted pair. For it is hardly Mr.

Brieux's intention to recommend the marriage of

syphilitics, though he has heedlessly made his third

Act a feeble defense of such outrageous proceedings

by holding out the promise of reconciliation. He
presents a great many abstract admonitions in his

arguments, but the physician's hope of a happy
sequel to this marital catastrophe is the one domi-
nant impression consequent upon the desultory Plot

that has preceded it. The fragmentary moral, there-

fore, is: "Damaged Goods" may be redeemed after

a few years in the smokehouse.

*Brentano's, New York. $1.50.

fSee page 203 of the October, 191 1, issue.
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IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE.
The Last of Its Species.

For two Acts this is a very satisfying farce, but

the third Act fizzles out feebly and fails to fulfil to

the high promise set by the other two. This is true

of both interest and technic.

The ethics of the play is demoralizing in two
instances. The first is the implied moral that it is

good business diplomacy to swindle the public with

a three cent article for sixty cents so long as a clever

trade mark blazes the way. The second is the

sweetheart's equivocal behavior. She is depicted as

an honorable girl and yet she accepts the father's

fee to act in his interest while all the time she is

for the son and against the old man. The girl is

never open and above board, but slyly tricks him
behind his back. It is hard to say just how much
sympathy this deceitful attitude annihilates. "All

the world loves a lover" hardly hides this flagrant

defect. It is detrimental alike to ethics and drama
and could be easily adjusted by having the heroine

behave on the level.

In "Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford" the case was
different. The cloth covered carpet tack actually

has a face value and was promoted at a normal

profit. The "13 soap" possesses no unusual proper-

ties. In "Broadway Jones" the same device is rep-

resented by the actual asset of advertising ability.

In "The Fortune Hunter" it is the waster's discov-

ery of his own inherent executive capacity that turns

the Plot. All these plays belong to the same "Get

Rich Quick" species, but in "It Pays to Advertise"

the blood has run out.

There is abundant fun and some excellent adver-

tising analysis. The authors utilize a clever indirect

method of attaining most of their point and give the
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Conflict ample ups and downs in Act II to clinch

the interest of the audience. It is more the shame,

then, that the farce cannot have a wholesome tone

in its entirety. For while the negative moral is not

stamped in with sufficient seriousness to actually

corrupt an auditor, the psychological influence is

nevertheless wrong and the forcefulness of the farce

is vitiated.

THE HAWK.
A French Triangle Drama.

The most astounding feature of this play is the

fact that at the end of Act II where our anxiety

should be keenest, we care little or nothing what
happens to the hero, heroine or Plot. This is by
far the worst defect in the play. If expectation is

not keyed up to a high pitch at the climax there is

no material from which drama can be drawn and if

there is no keen concern on the part of the audience

for at least one of the characters in the cast obvi-

ously there can be no crisis or climax. This play

fails, therefore, at the very point where its entire

emotional magnitude should be generated.

Problem.

1. A gambler's wife leaves him.

2. The separation ruins the gambler.

3. This wins the wife back.

If the translation of this play follows the order

of the original, Mr. Francis de Croiset is not a

master of dramatic sequence. The play opens with

a muddle of gibberish concerning everything save

the valid beginning of the Plot. It is thought neces-

sary to have some sweetheart for the wife's suitor to

fall back on so the false impression is given that the

play is to be about another love affair entirely. The
wife's love for this other fellow is barely touched
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upon in Act I. The real Conflict, therefore, is not

started until well into the second Act.

Time and time again the Plot arrives at a dramatic

opportunity, but the occasion is not improved.

Instead of vitally dramatic treatment which would
wring out all the emotional values in a given situa-

tion a flat narrative statement is repeatedly em-
ployed and the only moment that approaches real

theatric merit is the gambler's final regeneration

through admiration for his wife.

This moment is marred by the unadulterated

deception of the wife. She lies most exquisitely to

her husband in Act I long before we can see any
reason for her falsehoods. This may be an error

resulting from necessary expurgation in the Angli-

cized script. But it is a further example of the

hundred and one things that do happen to maul the

present version out of all semblance to capable

craftsmanship.

The success of "The Hawk" would seem to em-
phasize the paucity of good plays. For even Mr.

Faversham's excellent acting does not redeem it.

And Miss Dorziat's imported technic only serves

to accentuate the artificialities of the whole. It is

hard to discover just what element accounts for the

play*s success in this perilous season. There is a

bit of risky burlesque at the opening of the second

Act which might appeal to show-girl playgoers, but

this in itself could hardly keep business going. No
doubt it is largely a matter of favorable press pub-

licity. The play was greeted with cordial acclaim

by the critics at its inception.

THE MIRACLE MAN.
A Get-Rich-Quick Faith Play.

This is at once Mr. Cohan's best and worst play.
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In his infinite capacity for taking pains he has

exceeded all past performance. His former Cohan
characterizations are also surpassed. It is in the

concept as a whole that he loses his way. In this

he is shackled by the story from which he inherited

his Plot. This proved a fatal legacy. Even Mr.

Cohan's genius could not guide him safely through

its entanglements. He tried a second version after

the first had failed to satisfy him. But it was no use.

The bias of the original narrative had warped his

view. The present analysis is based upon the sec-

ond version.

Problem.

1. A crook promotes a faith healer.

2. The healer's miracle astounds him.

3. He renounces his proposed swindle.

Up to the end of the second Act this play holds

interest till the crisis is reached. It was in stretch-

ing out the conclusion into two tedious Acts that

the force of the Conflict is diluted. The salvation

of so many minor characters is attempted that the

impression of the main Plot becomes diffused.

The strongest and newest note in this work is the

author's method of informing the audience that the

faith healer knew the crook's conspiracy all the

while. Not a word crosses the footlights to this

effect. The author relies wholly upon the actor's

ability to depict the suspicion upon his countenance.

This is a radical departure in playwriting. It is a

tremendous task for the player. But the movies are

making such subtleties an indispensable part of

theatrical artistry. The stage is destined to follow

the lead of these resourceful pioneers.
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A MIX UP.
Concocted Complicity.

The fundamental weakness in this play is the

young husband's pretense that the show girl is his

wife. He does this supposedly to keep his uncle

from disinheriting him, but the motive is ridicu-

lously flimsy. The situation does not warrant it and
the actress is retained in the home merely to create

a complicity which in turn will necessitate explana-

tion. The entire happening gives more evidence of

the author's effort than of the Plot's requirements.

Everything happens because the author makes it

happen, not because the characters have been en-

dowed with motives to actuate these happenings.

Every good farce relies upon one parent condition

which makes the fun irresistible and compelling. In

"Seven Days," for instance, it was the fact that these

people were quarantined and unable to leave the

premises in which the farce transpires. In "A Mix
Up" there is no such major causation. The premise

is feeble and the entire structure trembles as a

result of it. To make the Plot inevitable some
sound reason for the husband's pretense should be

instituted.

Next to this fundamental weakness is the false

conclusion involving the show girl's husband. What
we have been taught to look for in the first two Acts

is the coming clash between husband and wife when
the latter discovers the masquerade of the show
girl. Instead of this normal ending we have the

rough and tumble substitute of the show girl's rav-

ing spouse. The wife is left out of it, almost, and

this specious wind-up is patched on in order to give

the leading actress the limit of lime light. There

seems to be a certain element in the metropolis who
really relish this grotesque stuff, but it must be
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awfully harrowing for intelligent players to go

through such crude clowning night after night.

TWIN BEDS.
Sets Pace for the Season.

The best way to review this play is to compare

it with one of its own class. Place it alongside of

"A Mix Up*' and you have all the difference between

the callow amateur and the clever constructionist.

"Twin Beds" is built after a firm design and all the

business and retouching that followed in rehearsal

naturally contributes to this plan of unity. Now "A
Mix Up" did not have any prearranged Plot and all

that the actors added tends to subtract rather than

supplement a central Plot. Here is a good study of

crude and competent craftsmanship side by side.

The first is a lame makeshift for a single star, the

second is a vigorous vehicle for a complete cast.

Problem.

1. A wife introduces twin bedsteads.

2. A drunkard sleeps in one by mistake.

3. She renounces the twin bed system.

This may not sound like a very concrete Problem
and it isn't. The farce is not intended for anything

more than a laugh generator. The thread that ties

it together is a very slender one, and should be.

Mere risibility is the chief purpose of the program
and no hampering Problem should be allowed to

intercede. The first essential is to see that the

comic stiuations are compelled. All other things

being equal, the more inevitable the antics, the

more hilarious the fun.

The most irresistible comedy in "Twin Beds" is

the drunken singer's undressing stunt. Few panto-

mime scenes have successfully held the laughs as

long as this one. The Italian's stage business is
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fresh and ingenious and should receive the con-

scientious attention of all students of farce building.

As is always the case in sound craftsmanship, a

moving picture reprint of this scene would faithfully

tell its text. Comedy addressed to the eye is ever

the most trenchant mode of farcing.

Another intrinsic virtue in Miss Mayo's work is

the broad variety of characterization imparted to

her play. The simpering wife, the childish opera

singing genius, his Brooklynite wife, and the superb

servant are all well contrasted types who react upon
the other three members of the cast making all

appear at full value. To be sure there are lapses in

live action particularly at the very beginning and

towards the end of the play, but the entertainment

as a whole is so full and overflowing that we would
feel hypocritical in ferreting out its flaws. The
play succeeds on its mirth making merits and sets

the farcial pace for the season.

A PERFECT LADY.
Of the Musical Comedy Category.

Problem.

1. A showgirl admires a parson.

2. He defends her good endeavor.

3. This leads to love.

This product would indicate that the author who
ventures into the realm of comic opera dulls his

perspective of legitimate drama. Both Channing
Pollock and Rennold Wolf are past masters in the

former field, but their effort to put puns into the

mouth of an eccentric actress has cost them their

dramatic conscience for the moment. The transi-

tion was too abrupt. The result is neither one thing

nor the other.

When the New York reviewers sat down so hard

I
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on "A Perfect Lady" we felt offended on her behalf

and believed that such creative bankruptcy was
impossible in the firm of Pollock and Wolf. But a

glance at the assets healed all our animosity. The
critics were just. It is a misappropriation of good
talent. It is so outrageously artificial that it is

wholly unlike the unreal. Caricature descends into

burlesque and burlesque to apologetic parody.

And even technically there is little to redeem the

piece. The Plot has little twitches of dramatic

force, but no sooner is a valid situation started than

a travesty ensues. Opportunity upon opportunity

presents, but the authors seem to wilfully dodge
them. Their combined energies seem bent on mak-
ing the worst of a bad job.

DRIVEN.
A Leaky Problem.

Problem.

1. A dying wife accepts a suitor's love.

2. His ardor slakes when he learns her fate.

3. She resumes her loyal spouse.

An excellent technic and treatment in the patient

details of this play is wasted upon a Problem that

does not hold water. The second clause contains

the fatal leak. The lover would not give up the

woman he so ardently loves simply because the hus-

band tells him that the doctors predict she has only

eighteen months to live. She is a live specimen so

far as the eye can detect and it is the author who
makes him forsake her. If she had only eighteen

days or eighteen hours to live, the true lover would
hold on and there is nothing in this suitor's manly
conduct that hints he is the quitting kind.

Instead of letting the play build itself according

to the subconscious dictates of his own mind and
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the composite requirements of the audience, the

author has forced an alibi and reunited husband and

wife with no adjustment of the differences, merely

reconciling the wife with the presentation of a petite

poodle. This is a miserable shifting of the author's

obligation. He pledges his word on one premise

and rambles off onto another. The wife loves a

suitor well enough to go to his rooms for a midnight

lunch, but despises him when she learns he had
counted on her coming. This is stretching fastidi-

ous affection to the breaking point. It is not her

motive, again, it is the author's. Mr. Thurston

wanted to turn the Plot so he bent his heroine's will

to suit his individual needs. But the audience can-

not be twisted likewise. They feel no such whim of

false offense. They have taken the author's pledge

for matching this romantic couple and her return

to her husband is against all our hopes. Our preju-

dices have been trained to hate the anaemic spouse

who neglects her and the other man is her rightful

mate no matter how laboriously the author attempts

to turn our consent to the contrary.

THE YELLOW TICKET.
A Transposed White Slave Play.

Problem.

1. A virgin signs a passport as a harlot.

2. The subterfuge invites insult.

3. Her innate chastity frees her.

Judged from a standpoint of technical worth the

piece has probably less merit than any of the long-

run plays of the past season. There is no hint of

dramaturgic skill on the part of the author and

compared with a modern masterpiece like "The
Dummy" it is a distinct amateur effort. Time and

again the occasion offers for skilful treatment, but
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the opportunity escapes unnoticed, and the merest

haggle of words is allowed to take the place of

strong situation and dramatized dialog.

Take, for instance, the moment where the baron

is about to rape the Jewess. There is little sem-

blance of drama. The baron goes into his adjoining

bed chamber and the girl realizing the awful ordeal

in store for her, seizes her hatpin and conceals it,

biding her destined opportunity. There is no trick

compelling her attention to the pin, no suggestion

offered to make the action inevitable. The author

wills her to see and she sees. If this is drama, my
dear friends, then there is truly no art to be acquired

with long toil and observation. But it is not drama.

Such method is the line of least resistance for the

veriest novitiate. The girl should be compelled to

see the hatpin, to see that and only that, to the

momentary exclusion of everything else. If you

have not stumbled upon this hard and fast rule of

the inevitable make up your mind that your dramatic

instinct is at fault and master it at once. The play

abounds in just such blunders.

The piece may have many minor virtues, but since

these may not rise to value without the substantial

foundation to rest upon, they are hardly worthy of

notice here. It is just to say, however, that it has

taken the author many years to acquire these inci-

dental touches.

And now as to the use of the hatpin itself. Is it

a weapon of slaughter? Would it instantly silence

the life of a big, brawny brute such as the baron is

pictured to be? It makes little difference whether
history contains such an episode. The question is,

does it appear to you as a convincing weapon of the

critical moment in a murder play? Is it dramatically

true, in other words? As you sat in the audience
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you felt it was not. As the author projects his sub-

conscious into the imaginary realm of the audience,

he should feel it is not. How superior is the expe-

dient used in a similar situation at the Princess

Theatre last season. The girl sips the champagne,

just to lead her seducer into inebriety. She pretends

to caress him. She has stealthily twined a pair of

long white gloves about his stupid neck. At his

moment of supposed conquest she strangles him
with a sudden wrench of the knot.

Then what is there to recommend this play if its

technic is so abominable? There must be some-

thing that pulls the public to a playhouse for 365

nights in the year. Is it the old problem of oppor-

tune publicity? The play throve on sensations of

the moment—the ritual murder case in Russia, the

white slave fiction in America. Coupled with these

is its appeal to a race noted for its clanishness, a

truly persecuted people who cannot be blamed for

boosting a play that vindicates them in the theatre.

"Potash and Perlmutter" achieved the same success

in the same season, more humorously blandishing

the same sect. It seems that there are enough

Jews in New York City to fall for such flattery about

one play per annum. "The Melting Pot" was the

pioneer in this beguilement. The success of a play

like "The Yellow Ticket" is not a secret of drama-

tology, it is a problem in race prejudice, a frank mis-

appropriation of fellowship, a thing which fostered

to the limit begets a race riot or a world war.

PYGMALION.*
A Dissection of Dialects.

A Shaw play is an ocean of inferences surrounded

on all sides by the author himself. There is possibly

less Shaw and more play in this piece than any
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George Bernard has written. But in attempting the

Pinero product this gigantic wag falls down harder

than in his own playgrounds. "Pygmalion" is more

like a play, more calculated to move a composite

crowd to some centered conviction than anything

the author has had produced in this country. It

involves a very interesting Problem.

Problem.

1. A man makes a lady of a gutter girl.

2. She falls in love with her creator.

3. He finally falls for her.

The author touches a quick response in us all

when he hustles the wheels of evolution by a gen-

eration or two. To see a professor of phonetics take

a flower girl and transpose her accent into that of a

dutchess and then behold her soul awaken is indeed

a fascinating sight. But the trouble is that Shaw
will not stand out of the way and let us see his Plot

accomplish these things. He insists upon interpos-

ing himself so often that we hardly have time to

forget the intermittent reminders of the author and
feel the full illusion of the play.

Not all men are able to understand Shaw himself.

His plays, in consequence, are many things to many
people. An ideal drama gives a universal interpre-

tation. That is, it is exactly the same thing to all

souls at the same time and in the same place. It

is only by this means that composite impression can

be reached. For what hope is there of Unity if each

individual auditor gets a separate remnant of mean-
ing from Shaw's transcending genius? This can
only split up the concerted effect aimed at and
shatter all hope of a common conviction.

Can you imagine for one minute the surpassing

effectiveness this play would possess if it were shorn

of all authorial egotism and the same expertness
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spent on dramatizing the audience? Of course,

Shaw could not perform this feat for he has not

studied playwriting from that angle. It would
require the brain of some other dramatist equally

gifted. Shaw has ever stood in the footlights

obstructing the emotional experience that his plays

would be pleased to transplant into the audience

and it would destroy his work completely to ask him
to change his position at this late day.

And by this we do not mean that one scintilla of

Shaw's wit need be wasted, not an atom of his satire

sacrificed. It is merely necessary that he lend these

accomplishments momentarily to the puppets he

propagates and that they be devoted to pushing the

progress of the play rather than the gratification of

his vanity. To conceal the author's hand is without

doubt one of the paramount principles of good
craftsmanship. Shaw's hand is such a meddlesome
member it stubbornly refuses to stay hid. If he

were compelled to relinquish this bad habit no doubt

he would give up playwriting and become an actor

where he could bask in the limelight.

Why, even Owen Davis could do more to make a

telling drama out of the "Pygmalion" materials than

Shaw has done. The conception, no doubt, is a very

big factor in the process. But, given the mind to

conceive and the wit to perceive such stuff, the aver-

age Broadway melodramatist would turn it to better

account. It is a discredit to Shaw and not to his

audience that "Pygmalion" is not able to hold out

longer with the exceptional players employed. It

was not because Mrs. Patrick Campbell failed to

realize the youth in the part. Never think that. She
would be playing it still if the part and the play had
been wholly dramatized.

"^Everybody's Magazine, November, 1914. 15c.
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THE PRODIGAL HUSBAND.
A Story of Strong Possibilities.

Problem.

1. A married man wooes his adopted daughter.

2. She deems it parental infatuation.

3. He goes back to his wife.

The Plot of this play has strong dramatic possi-

bilities, but the authors have not organized them in

a way to obtain forceful effects. The first Act sets

the story fairly before us, but no Conflict is begun.

The second Act still omits the main Conflict, but

starts two other Plots going, one concerning the

misappropriation of money and another concerning

the rightful father's contest for the possession of

his daughter. Neither of these come to anything.

How could these defects be remedied? In one

way, naturally, by eliminating the fragments of

spurious Conflicts and instigating the real one from

the start off. This would involve bringing the wife

into the drama and making her a valid agency in

the Plot. The authors have done their best to make
up the defect by clever conversation and smart com-
edy. They succeed to a small degree, but nothing

can replace the essential of struggle. It takes

struggle to beget character and those principals

which do not participate in the Plot fail to live in

the eyes of the audience.

TO-DAY.
Marital Harlotry.

Problem.
1. A wife becomes a courtesan.

2. Her husband makes a date with her.

3. She responds and he throttles her.

In a word the tangible weakness of this play is its

failure to provide motive for its climax. The wife
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visits a house of prostitution and accidently meets

her husband there. There is dramatic defect both

in her going and in the madame's sending for her.

The husband is realty agent for the premises and

happens to see his wife's picture on the table. See-

ing that he is apparently fascinated by the photo-

graph, the proprietress volunteers to introduce him

to the lady, hinting that he might be of use in the

event of a raid on the house.

This wife, remember, belongs to the fashionable

set and has not descended to commonplace traffic.

She is not meeting every passerby and would not

enter into this appointment with a strange man
without many precautionary explanations and ar-

rangements. She has too much to fear. The propo-

sition to swap her caresses for the possible protec-

tion of the land agent would not be likely to interest

her. And dramatically, this is the weakest device

the authors could select. It is entirely too ama-

teurish to be convincing and it undermines the very

climax of the play. No doubt this defect existed in

the original Yiddish version before the English

collaboration was attempted and Mr. Broadhurst

has evidently been blinded by its theatrical punch.

How can this flaw be adjusted? Suppose the

woman offered to produce the subject of the photo-

graph for a handsome sum of money. The husband
is bankrupt and cannot pay such a sum. He hap-

pens to have that amount, however, which he has

just collected for the rent of the apartment. It

belongs to his employer. He misappropriates it in

order to put his wife to the test. The wife now
enters the darkened room after the very effective

method employed in the play. The husband realizes

the awful truth and the raw theme intended by the

authors is driven home many times more convinc-
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ingly. The lights are turned on and to the woman's
dismay her client is her husband! She knows he

can afford no such sum. No! He has misappro-

priated it to confirm the unbelievable evidence of

the photograph. The play may now end in double

disaster or the madame may return his money to

prevent her exposure, thus averting his financial

ruin. The unwritten law will doubtless let him off

for the murder of a wife under such circumstances.

But what's the profit in parading all this filth

before the public? There are more useful morals

which can be made just as theatric and much more
convincing. In fact, there is little or no application

to life in this far-fetched circumstance. This woman
is the millionth case which needs no ventilation in

the theatre. If an audience is compelled to endure

such emotional drudgery for two whole hours there

should be a margin of profit in the suffering required

of them. A careful analysis elicits no such atom of

worth in this work. No doubt a hundred filthier

topics could be unearthed in the leprous haunts of

any large city, all of them fully as devoid of uni-

versal truth. But should the theatre be prostituted

to such purposeless plays?

HOW TO SEE A PLAY.*
By Richard Burton.

It is only fitting that the President of the Drama
League of America should be a past master in play-

craft and the author of the best book extant on the

province of the theatre. "How to See a Play" is

the last word in playgoing appreciation.

"In fiction, interest depends largely upon sus-

pense due to the uncertainty of the happenings ; the

reader, unaware of the outcome of events, has a
pleasing sense of curiosity and a stimulating desire
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to know the end. He reads on, under the prick of

this desire. The novelist keeps him more or less in

the dark, and in so doing fans the flame of interest.

What will be the fate of the hero? Will the heroine

escape from the impending doom? Will the two be

mated before the Finis is written? Such are the

natural questions in a good novel, in spite of all our

modern overlaying of fiction with subtler psycho-

logic suggestions.

"But the stage story is different. The audience

from the start is taken into the dramatist's confi-

dence; it is allowed to know something that is not

known to the dramatis personae themselves; or, at

least, not known to certain very important persons

of the story, let us say, the hero and heroine, to give

them the simple old-fashioned description. And the

audience, taken in this flattering way into the play-

wright's secret, finds its particular pleasure in see-

ing how the blind puppets upon the stage act in an

ignorance which if shared by the spectators would
qualify, if not destroy, the special kind of excite-

ment they are enjoying."

How many university professors could write these

practical words? We believe they are few and far

between. Mr. Richard Burton is one of those rare

educators who unites theory with practise, who
couples a clear statement of principle with the in-

stinctive consciousness of the crowd. This faculty

comes of a long experience teaching the young
sprout how to shoot and all the while going gunning

with it. The author must have participated in the

building of many plays to gain this first hand
familiarity with craftsmanship and this wonderful

restraint in the temptation to make hard and fast

rules.

"How to See a Play" is as much for the playwright
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as for the playgoer. Everything that Mr. Burton

writes must of necessity be so, for his soul is so

saturated with dramatic truth that it invariably

flows too full for the mere layman. No student can

afford to miss this book. He need not read it as an

infallible guide, but if he listens to the throbs of

truth contained he will find that most of them re-

echo in his own heart and reverberate in the com-

posite psychology of the audience. And after all,

this is the true and final appraisal of a play. Does
it dramatize the playgoer? We could quote many
more paragraphs from Mr. Burton's book, but it

would be a shame to deprive the reader of that pleas-

ure. Underscore them yourself and place the pun-

gent passages on the wall of your workshop.

'The MacMillan Company, New York. $1.25.

HEARTS ADRIFT.
A Qualified Motion Picture Drama.

At the present writing, the motion picture drama
is not a dangerous rival of the theatrical stage. It

is building an audience of its own, but fails to satisfy

the emotional appetite of the regular playgoer save

in a very few instances, like the picture we are now
discussing. When movie authors begin to turn out

plays like "Hearts Adrift" in quantity, then the

theatre must look to its laurels. The composition

of this picture is not only more interesting than the

average play, its appeal is more fundamental and
its moral qualities better calculated to cure.

Problem.
1. A girl mates with a married man.
2. His wife learns of their offspring.

3. The girl kills herself and child.

The tremendous dramatic cogency of this piece

lays in its power to make the married woman sym-
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pathize against her own kind. Every woman who
witnesses this picture feels the same contempt for

the convention called marriage when she sees the

illicit but innocent mother pitted against the legal

wife. Ask ten thousand people what they think of

such a play in printed form and the great majority

of them would defend the wedded spouse. Let the

same number actually see the play and every soli-

tary one of them will feel a defense for the unmar-
ried mother. When a picture can accomplish a trick

like this it is fast absorbing the agency of drama.

But such pictures are few and far between, most
writers being content to deal in fleeting superficiali-

ties rather than a concentrate of fundamentals.

It would be an oversight, however, not to con-

demn the present ending of the Plot which tends to

palliate the convention it has so deftly defied. The
girl should not kill herself. The first and second

clauses do not evoke this conclusion of the Problem.

The Plot should unite her and her babe to its father

and put the other woman out of the way. The cor-

rected Problem would then read as follows

:

Problem No. 2.

1. A girl mates with a married man.
2. The wife learns of their offspring.

3. She loses all human claim on him.

How many dramas on the New York Stage can

boast of such exquisite powers of composite regen-

eration. How many plays in the world to-day can

hope to transpose the conventional prejudice of the

average spectator. And yet here is a silent picture

which accomplishes this feat at least for the time

being, that delicious moment during which it grips

you in its spell.

It is by such pacemakers that both the film and

stage must seek enduring successes. The world is
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waking to that great ideal of service and before long,

even the five-cent picturegoer will balk at the film

which does not give him some adequate return in

emotional uplift for the slight fee expended. The
theatregoer will not only demand this, but all the

other visual and pantomimic attributes which the

cinema has explored and popularized. The motion
picture has done more than any other educational

agency to improve contemporary drama. As a

school for young dramatists it has no rival on the

face of the earth.

MEMORIES OF A MANAGER.*
By Daniel Frohman.

The first impression you get from this book is the

big part this manager has played in the schooling

of nearly all our best actors of the day. The present

generation is prone to think of Daniel Frohman as

a movie producer or merely the brother of Charles.

A glance through the pages of this book will give a

true estimate of the man as a manager.
But the thing that interests us, as students of the

drama, is the revelation Mr. Frohman makes con-

cerning the construction of plays after they leave

the pen of the playwright. Actual experiences are

cited of the accidental discovery of clever amend-
ments to the author*s work during rehearsal. These
will serve to stimulate the amateur and to direct his

attention towards the possibilities of acquiring orig-

inal bits of business by the continual self-impersona-

tion of each of his parts. The more he can feel

actuated by the same impulses which are to guide

his characters, the more real his play is apt to

appear. It is in this way that distinct entities are

created, a feature that plays no small share in the

illusioning of an audience.
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We quote several paragraphs concerning Bronson
Howard both because they are interesting and

instructive.

"Howard talked with me frequently of his work
and his methods. He was an inveterate smoker of

mild cigars. What he called *the smoking stage'

of a play, under incubation, was the construction

period—that stage in which an author materializes

in his mind all the active events and incidents of a

drama, to get it into a symmetrical framework;

exactly as a building is constructed, with foundation,

girders, beams and floors, until the naked structure

is completed. Then comes the dialogue which, as

in the building, is again analogous to the upholstery

and decoration of the rooms. That is the only way
to construct a play. Many suppose a play is a

matter of story-writing, telling about people and

things in a series of conversations. That is why so

many literary men fail as dramatists, while many
successful dramatists might fail to score in efforts

at formal rhetoric.

"Conversation is the bane of drama. Dialogue is

the chief attribute—dialogue in which the action is

carried forward or developed. The simplicity and

brevity of the spoken words admit of the exhibition

of scenes of dramatic action or movement, or the

revelation of character. Long speeches may be

intensely dramatic or short ones dull. In Hamlet
we actually see the ghost, and we see the tremen-

dous impressiveness of the scene in which the son

vows to avenge his father's murder. But the scene

could easily have been told by the inexpert writer

in a few conversations, thence leading the audience

on to the action following Hamlet's resolve. All

that is reasonably possible should be visualized."

*Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y. $i.oo.
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STRAIGHT.
A Vaudeville Sketch.

We have not reviewed many vaudeville sketches

for the simple reason that so many of them steer so

clear from dramatic currents that the study would
not be profitable. Vaudeville is almost a separate

art. When you are up against the problem of cap-

turing the interest of an audience still vibrating with

the ragtime tune that has gone just before, you may
be required to employ some principles not exactly

in accord with ideal drama. But here is a skit that

holds its own even with a black-face funny man in

front and a lion tamer to follow.

Problem.

1. A reformed thief needs milk for his babe.

2. He is given a gun to rob with.

3. He pawns the gun and buys the milk.

This problem gives no adequate idea of the Sus-

pense of the Plot. No properly made Problem
should. That part is for the Plot. The Problem
cannot show the many ups and downs that this

poor thief's temptation takes before he ultimately

springs the concluding trick. He promises his wife

he will give up this trade. An old pal calls and

whets his former appetite for one last job. His

wife diverts his purpose again, but in a moment of

apparent weakness he grabs the gun which the pal

has provided and rushes out. We hear several shots

exchanged. The wife looks out the window and is

certain she sees her man. He will be shot or cap-

tured sure. Hurried steps are heard. He enters.

She renounces him for going back on his promise

when he produces the bottle of milk. A few quick

words explain that he had pawned the gun and got

the milk for baby.

So many of our subscribers have misunderstood
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our constant protests against surprise that we must
explain clearly our estimate of the above trick. It

is not bad technic to spring a surprise of this kind

so long as the outcome is in keeping with the desires

and expectations aroused by the preceding Plot.

This audience does not want to see the husband

shot. We have witnessed his wavering struggle

against crime and the overpowering circumstances

that almost seem to justify this final theft. We are

in complete sympathy both with his terrible tempta-

tion and with his gathering strength. It is a splen-

did struggle between bad and good. The conclusion

is not too goody-goody, for there still remains a

tincture of wrong in his doublecrossing his old pal

and misappropriating his gun to the benefit of the

nursery.

But get this one point clear, that it is subtle treat-

ment and not defective technic to fool your audience

in the manner of achieving the outcome you have

taught them to cherish. It is your business to drag

them through the deeps of despair. After you have

shown them your hand fairly and squarely, there

is no default in playing the trump card in a manner
beyond their momentary wits. Mr. Aaron Hoffman
has built a very clever skit calculated to meet the

stringent demands of the keen competition in a

vaudeville program.
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THE THEATRE OF IDEAS.*

By Henry Arthur Jones.

The highbrows have a great disappointment in

store for them in this remarkable book by Henry
Arthur Jones. His travesty on the dilettante pur-

suer of new ideas is as ridiculous as it is wholesome.
From the preface we quote a few paragraphs which
should be adopted as the solemn creed of every

member of the dramaturgic fraternity. It is a mes-
sage of hope to authors on the half shell. If the

hapless army of misled literati will abide by this

practical advice from the pen of a mighty play-

wright, generations of wasted time will be turned

to the uplift of drama and the service of mankind.
The memorable statement of fact is as follows

:

"A dramatist is often reproached for producing
plays that are obviously below the standard of his

aspirations, and obviously below the level of his best

work. This assumes that the dramatist is, like the

novelist, always free to do his best work. There
could be no greater mistake.

"The dramatist is limited and curbed by a thou-

sand conditions which are never suspected by the
public. The drama will always remain a popular
art. The dramatist who writes a play too far ahead
of his public is like a statesman who makes a law
too far ahead of the customs and morals of his
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people. The law is circumvented and disobeyed; it

cannot be enforced, and thereby all law is brought

into disrepute.

"The dramatist who writes plays too far ahead,

or too far away from the taste and habits of thought

of the general body of playgoers, finds the theatre

empty, his manager impoverished, and his own repu-

tation and authority diminished or lost. No sym-
pathy should be given to dramatists, however lofty

their aims, who will not study to please the general

body of playgoers of their days. If a dramatist has

something to say that the general body of playgoers

will not accept, let him, according to his message,

say it in the pulpit or on the platform, or in a pam-
phlet, or in a novel. For instance, how much better

employed many of our harum-scarum dramatists

would be as presidents of social debating clubs.

How much better employed many of our Pentonville

omnibus dramatists would be as photographers of

slums, or of the yet more dreary abodes of our

middle classes. There is nothing worthy of admira-

tion in persuading a theatrical manager to lose a

thousand pounds a week in producing some tract or

message that could be easily printed for a few shill-

ings. This does not imply that the drama should

say nothing and mean nothing. But we must not

place the crown of martyrdom on the head of a

dramatist who has bored the public, ruined his

manager, and deprived himself of his own vogue and
authority with playgoers."

*Geo; H. Doran Co., New York, $i.

THE LIE.
A Play with Omitted Conclusion.

Authorities vary widely as to the position occu-

pied by Sir Henry Arthur Jones among contempo-

I
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rary British playwrights. His earlier achievements

place him at the head of the list. "The Silver King,"

"The Middleman" and "Mrs. Dane's Defense" must
always stand first in the list of English master-

pieces. They are chapters in the dramatic educa-

tion of any aspiring playwright. Each has its pecu-

liar lesson in play construction and at least one of

these holds the highest example of Scene structure

extant. Many of the later offerings of this author,

however, have not shown as much skill and craft.

Just where "The Lie" will rank in Mr. Jones*

chronology of plays is hard to determine at this

close range. It will doubtless outrank a host of less

forceful efforts though it holds no situation to class

favorably with the inquisition Scene in "Mrs. Dane's

Defense." It reverts frankly to the old reliable

school of sound dramatology and is innocent of

any taint of "elusive moods" and evanescent

psychologies.

Just what part Miss Illington contributes to the

success of this play is hard to determine. Mr. Jones

alludes to her as the Bernhardt of America. She is

certainly a great factor in his restored popularity

and her marvelous power frequently apologizes for

the inherent weaknesses of this play. Again the

management may have some share in weathering
it through this perilous season. Selwyn & Company
are sponsors for four highly successful current plays

just at present and this fact has considerable influ-

ence in making us think "The Lie" a success and
patronizing it accordingly. Association is a won-
derful law.

But of course no one of these things would keep
the play going if it did not have some real stuff to

hang acting and advertising on. The Plot takes

its birth in a lie that is almost incredible, but after
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this preposterous point is passed the author builds

some powerful steps upon it. It seems inconceiv-

able that one sister would belie another immediately

after accepting her voluntary sacrifices, but once

we swallow this discrepancy we rise by deft degrees

of gradation to situations of gigantic force which
grip us only as masterpieces of human emotion can.

In addition to stern drama there are bits of deli-

cious comedy and several minor characters very

favorably drawn. This play is shortly to be pub-

lished and its great value to the student will be the

study of transition in the patient unfolding of the

heroine's character. Place a bookmark in this vol-

ume for constant reference. When you need inspi-

ration for the accenting of certain of your own parts,

turn to this magnificent lesson in characterization.

But the play has negative as well as positive play-

writing attributes. It offers an excellent example of

extraneous Acts. The first Act should never have

been written. It could be easily merged with Act II.

The last Act has not yet been carried out, it dis-

misses us just at a point where the audience cries

for more.

Problem.

1. A girl steals her sister's suitor.

2. The sister learns of the lie involved.

3. She marries a millionaire.

It will be seen at a glance that the conclusion

pinned on to these premises is in no sense a satis-

factory outcome. The author has pledged himself

to solve a certain Problem, but instead of fighting

it out, he supinely surrenders at the very eve of vic-

tory. The girl does promise that she will confess

her base deceitfulness, but the audience must see her

dragged in the dust. It is all right for the heroine

to have a change of heart, but the momentum of
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Plot should relentlessly carry out the law of retalia-

tion. To rob an audience of a just recoil at this final

moment is inviting inevitable disaster and it is a

tribute to the finished portions of this play that so

near a success is achieved of it. If the hit-back were

worked out it would at least rank as one of Jones'

best punch plays. As it stands it is a stride to the

front.

MICHAEL AND HIS LOST ANGEL.*
Considered His Best Serious Work.

We do not consider this the best serious work of

Henry Arthur Jones, though he so rates it himself.

We prefer "Mrs. Dane's Defense" in many respects

and feel it belongs in "Chief Contemporary Drama-
tists." But of course it would be impossible to meet
all opinions on any single choice. "The Middleman"
is preferred by some and there is a quaint charm
about "The Silver King" that endears it to many,
despite its obsolete form and technic.

The great moment in this play is the priest's con-

fession to his congregation that "his life has been

polluted with deceit and with deadly sin." It is

made more telling by the precedent fact that he had
compelled one of his parishioners to affirm the same
sin. But perhaps the greater profit for study lies in

the secret why this big moment fails in the theatre.

There is evidently some quality missing—some fac-

tor that should bring it home to you and to me. Is

it because the heroine is absent? Should she be

there to bring the intimate touch to its keenest

appeal? Solve his riddle and you will be one rung

nearer the top of the technical ladder.

Problem.

1. A widow seduces a clergyman.

2. He publicly confesses adultery.

3. She dies.
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Doubtless if Mr. Jones had this to do over again,

he would end it differently. It must be remembered
that this play came out in 1896, a time when arbi-

trary endings were not debarred. To-day we ques-

tion any conclusion that does not find its actual

cause in the Plot. A clever actress might make you

wink at this author-murder of the heroine, but the

fact remains that the audience wants the pair per-

manently united. This may have been one of the

several reasons why the play did not succeed. It

ran just two weeks in London and two in New York.

The best players were employed, but the public did

not respond. And yet the play contains some of the

best strokes ever drawn by this great dramatist.

*MacMillan Co., New York, 75c. Also contained

in "Chief Contemporary Dramatists," Houghton,
Mifflin Co., New York, $2.25.

MARIE-ODILE.

The Daintiest Play Produced.

Mr. Knoblauch has written and Mr. Belasco has

staged the daintiest play in America. Imagine the

botch most builders would make of a Scene depict-

ing the innocence of a girl who had become a mother
without knowledge or cognizance of the means by
which this miracle had taken place. It would almost

seem a situation forbidden to the stage, yet these

two craftsmen have handled it with more beauty

and delicacy than characterizes the average easy

made Scene.

Several recent books on the new methods of stage-

craft have decried the Belasco setting. Hardly has

the ink got dry on these publications before this

wizard of theatricals puts all faddists to shame.
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For not only has he riddled his stage of all false

lights and excess naturalism, he has preserved a

practical setting which is in no wise conspicuous

for its faddish reform. This cannot be said of most
of his fellow innovators. Their substitutes betray

more artifice than the originals they replace. The
Catholic Convent represented throughout this per-

formance is as real as though it had been built on

the stage centuries before the curtain rises.

Problem.

1. A novice is reared in ignorance of life.

2. She unwittingly becomes a mother.

3. She is expelled lest she disgrace the convent.

This is the brief fable upon which the drama is

founded. It is true to humanity or at least to the

usual measure of humane habit and behavior. The
sisters who have raised Marie from a foundling take

no share in the responsibility of her innocent

motherhood. They see only their own selfishness

and renounce all blame for the silence that made her

seduction possible. Mr. Knoblauch tells the unvar-

nished truth as he sees it and cringes neither to

convention nor creed. His theme indirectly makes
a terrible thrust at the Catholic Church and for those

who read deeper than surface lines it delivers a body

blow at the whole realm of orthodox Christianity.

It laughs at the idea of immaculate conception. The
story closely follows a popular pagan theory of the

human birth of Jesus Christ. In that legend the

illicit father of Christ was a Roman officer who
seduced Mary much after the fashion of "Marie-

Odile." But this feature was probably never in-

tended and its subtlety would escape the well

dramatized crowd.

But there is one unnecessary blemish in this

dainty drama. The corporal who mates with the
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heroine is also a virtuous man. This is all very

beautiful until the sargeant calls his attention to

this chance to defile a virgin. Here is a streak of

disunity so entirely foreign to the demands of the

normal Plot that it becomes nothing more or less

than the volition of the author. It is not in keeping

with the dainty treatment of the play proper. It

mars an otherwise pure and chaste performance.

The young man is made to sit there deliberately

debating in his mind whether or no he shall debauch

this girl. He holds this silent attitude for a long

pause. What is the audience thinking? For there

is no uncertain tone in the sargeant*s orders. The
boy must be quick about it and march away with

his regiment.

This sensual touch is probably all unintentional.

It has come out in the endeavor to create a more
telling Scene. But the central purpose is lost sight

of. The mishap shows the necessity of defining

more patiently the pathway of Plot to be followed.

Of course, no prearranged plan can be rigidly

adhered to, but a fairly sure digest is the only means
of avoiding just such discrepancies. Temptations
to break Unity are always dancing before the

author's pen. His Problem will usually guide him.

A complete scenario founded upon Problem, how-
ever, is a much safer plan.

THE SHOW SHOP.
A Parody on Playfolk.

Again we are impressed by the easy demands of

the metropolitan playgoer. It is not necessary to

have the finished artist's concept of the whole in

order to attract people to the box office even in these

perilous theatrical times. "The Show Shop" suc-

ceeds by virtue of its parts rather than any com-
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pleted whole which such parts usually constitute.

In a word, the play gets by on its entertaining car-

toons of stage traditions. These stunts are carica-

tured much after the fashion of Mr. Forbes' earlier

effort "The Commuters"* though the burlesque in

"The Show Shop" is not quite so apparent.

Problem.

1. A girl is starred in a worthless play.

2. The public proclaims it a triumph.

3. She weds anyway.

By this foot rule the false steps in construction are

easily measured. The third clause does not issue

from the other two. Before completing his pattern,

the playwright laid down his tools and finished his

job with a grappling hook. He gave up the task of

twisting all threads into one knot and pulled in

another string to tie his story. Instead of making
the play's unexpected success the agency of their

union, he summons a stray device to get them
together. Reporters are summoned and by threat-

ened publicity drive the mother to consent to a

quiet match.

Our time-tried theory of three Acts applies most
accurately to this play. There is no use at all for

the first Act depicting the prior experiences of the

two lovers. We would accept these facts on their

face if merely taken for granted. As shown in the

above Problem, the play begins with the inspiration

to present the heroine in a sure-fire failure so as to

discourage her ambitions for Broadway. Then she

will marry her adoring lover. A moment's picture

of prior failure would afford inspiration for this

practical joke just as effectively as a whole Act
devoted to its delineation.

But as already indicated, Mr. Forbes saw no play

as an artist sees things. He beheld only an oppor-
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tunity to delight the unsophisticated public with

secrets behind scenes, and the first Act afforded

ample occasion to reel off this parody on stage stuff.

There is no doubt that he succeeds in this undram-
atic endeavor. His dialog is smart and rapid and
his comical capers seldom fail to amuse.

*See page 102 of the October, 1910, issue.

CHILDREN OF EARTH.*
A Yankee Play with a Portuguese Heroine.

In our April, 1913, number we endorsed Mr. Ames'
Prize Play Contest vouching for his sincerity of pur-

pose and probity of character. There is no doubt

in the world that this play was the unanimous selec-

tion of the three judges who passed upon the best

of the sixteen hundred odd plays submitted. But it

is safe to say that at least a hundred plays in that

collection were far better built.

It seems to be Mr. Ames' dominant idea that a

play must give the auditor some healthful thought

to take away with him. He is evidently not over-

interested in anything that does not endure. But
are the enduring plays necessarily the ones that

spell service and success? It would be hard to find

another play with as well written words and as much
charm and beauty. But good writing is usually the

direst defeat in dramatization. The pen works with

thoughts rather than emotions and thinking never

cogitated a popular play. Of course, it is possible

for a great thinker to produce a great drama, but

is this likely to result where altruistic purpose domi-

nates dramatic instinct? The two faculties should

be completely theatricized in the playhouse.

Problem No. i.

1. A spinster elopes with a married man.
2. The abandoned wife sets them a moral example.

3. They renounce their intended infidelity.
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In Problem No. i the Portuguese wife is the hero-

ine. The play vaguely sounds a half dozen symp-
toms of Plot and Conflict, but finally wavers between
two and a half Problems of uncertain worth. This

vagueness comes from an over-attempt at dramatic

deftness by means of mere fiction treatment. The
play is a house divided against itself in more ways
than one.

Problem No. 2.

1. A man wishes to marry an heiress.

2. He learns that her wealth is a hoax.

3. He gladly gives her up.

We do not pretend to say that a master dramatist

might not cast these two Problems in one mold. He
might even blend in the other half-portion Problem
of the juvenile lovers. But Miss Brown's virgin

effort coupled with all the pruning and padding

administered by the producer's able adjutants does

not for a moment neutralize these conflicting fac-

tions of framework. And Mr. Ames' primal purpose

of investing the audience with an enduring idea is

also despoiled. For the ultimate moral implied is

as follows: Kind lady, do not break up a wife's

unhappy home. Let the husband eat at your table.

Let the wife sleep in your bed. In this way you will

keep each other out of mischief and share the hus-

band at a circumspect distance.

But the play has not created any such conclusion.

Whatever watery resolve it does come to really

recommends the spinster's mating with the husband

and cutting out the drunken Portuguese wife. That
is the wish of the audience so far as any preference

is engendered. The mightier fact remains that we
do not care two whoops what becomes of any of
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them. The only sympathy for these two old moon-
gazers is that abstract quantity imparted by the

actors portraying the parts. With histrionic effort

they can mark down the age limits of these half-

century wooers. Their belated love affair is out of

character so far as the composite sentiment of an

audience is concerned. The only possible play con-

tained in this material is

:

Problem No. 3.

1. A young spinster loves the husband of another.

2. The wife's worthlessness causes them to elope.

3. Their defiance of law leads to harmonious

mating.

It will be urged that the little Portuguese wife has

earned their respect by the heroic sacrifice she

makes for them. This action was not hers, but the

author's. Self-sacrifice is all out of character for

her. And so far as the composite ethics of an audi-

ence goes, there is no patience with the lovers who
would hold back on account of a hopeless, half-

witted drunk. The author who brings such a trio

together must expect to get licked if he boldly runs

counter to popular will. It is a contest between the

second law of nature and conventional bonds of a

poor match. When true love is once manifest to

an audience it is nothing short of a fraud to deny
them a sight of its consummation.

*MacMillan, New York. $1.25.

POLYGAMY.
A M o r m o n P 1 a y.

Problem.

1. A Mormon is compelled to wed two wives.

2. The second wife is loved by another.

3. They leave the state to avoid polygamy.

It will be seen from this Problem that the main
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Conflict is between Church and subjects. It is a

peculiar tribute to the ability of Harvey O'Higgins

and Harriet Ford that their keenest moment of Sus-

pense is not part of this Conflict. It concerns the

heroine's mistaken belief that her husband is locked

in her bedroom with his second bride. Despite the

disunity of this side issue the authors create their

biggest moment out of it. It is merely an incident

—

not the culminating crisis of the Conflict that has

gone before. It is almost a separate crisis entirely,

but it is so well driven home with all the skill of

these two trained writers that it constitutes the

strongest situation in their play.

It is by like momentary triumphs that the play

succeeds rather than the consistent technic demon-
strated in "The Dummy."* We are not particu-

larly in sympathy with the polygamous point of

view and yet the authors make us swallow it. It is

never easy to transpose the natural impulse of an

entire audience and still we find ourselves in con-

siderable sympathy with the people persecuted by
their Mormon prophet. We are all polygamous by

nature and nine-tenths of our domestic crimes are

committed on its behalf. But we are pledged by
tradition and statute to support the monogamous
standard for the good of civilization and it is there-

fore difficult to impose the Mormon's dogma upon
an audience when flight from the state could so

easily dissolve all difficulties. Public opinion is

sometimes stronger than instinct and the authors

have undertaken a huge task when they ask us to

make believe we are Mormons for the moment. How
cleverly they have combatted this convention is

attested by the success of their play.

*See page 506 of the October, 1914, issue.
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THE BIRTH OF A NATION.
Movies to Music.

It is a peculiar transition to go from the best

screen in town to the best stage, each one operated

by the peer producer in his line. The one has about

as many advantages and disadvantages as the other.

The stage cannot picture the enlarged features por-

trayed by the screen and the screen cannot give the

accompanying speech and flesh of the stage. Again

the screen is confined to a very skimpy compass

when it does present heroic sizes, but permits far

greater expanse when showing motion views at a

distance. The stage has much wider proportions,

but its perspective of action is limited. Of course,

the great difference between the two in the last

analysis is human emotion. But again the screen

finds certain fans who bring that commodity with

them by virtue of their creative imaginations.

Judged as a motion picture, this work undoubtedly

represents the last syllable in cinematic art. It is

not only on the score of huge cast and historic

import that it surpasses. It is superlative even at

its own game—photography and picturization.

Appended to the first part of this picture is a

dramatization of Thomas Dixon's novel "The Clans-

man" which has little or nothing to do with the birth

of any nation, but recalls in fictitious and disgusting

detail a factional strife between blacks and whites

in South Carolina. Quotations from Woodrow
Wilson's writings are thrown on the screen to apolo-

gize for the disunity, and as much time is devoted to

it as all the rest of the nation's history. It is a blight

on the truly great picture that precedes, which in

itself is wonderfully well balanced and complete.

It detracts in its untruthfulness from the Unity and

technical perfection of the first part. Why it should
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be given in the same evening with "The Birth of a

Nation" is hard to discern. For even as an adver-

tisement for Mr. Dixon's novel it might do better

peddled apart.

The power of Act I is marvelous. It is difficult

to believe that mere photography can produce such

a punch. And the strange part of it all is, that we
of the North surrender our sympathies most whole-

somely to the wrongs of the South. The entire

trend of this Act is toward a truer realization of the

bitter sufferings inflicted upon the Confederate

States. But then the salutary influence yields to a

second Act of unnecessary race hatred. The spec-

tator is asked to believe that this Ku Klux Klan
was a prime factor in the incubation of our nation.

Sympathy for the South is now substituted by
scenes plainly intended to malign the negro. Every
emphasis is placed upon his supposed inherent

criminal genius, but nothing is shown of the white

man's part in it all. It has about as much place in

labor pains of the birth of this nation as a coal strike

of Colorado. Both are local blemishes, but neither

one is a dominant factor in the history of these

United States. Each could be omitted from all

commemoration to the moral uplift and inevitable

benefit of man.

The first Act is effective and finished as a whole.

It furnishes your money's worth to the verge of

fatigue and leaves no man in a mood to behold a

long and tedious tract on the justification of spilling

black blood. This early portion of the picture

exceeds the ideals of almost any critic. But the

latter half excels only in subtle suggestion of mali-

cious race prejudice. It is evidently an enlargement

of Mr. Dixon's pet "Jim Crow" theory and should

not be allowed to despoil the artistic and truthful
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impression of the original concept. The second Act
is an excellent example of movies used to pervert

the public. The first Act is an unparalleled triumph

in motion picturing employed to gratify, instruct,

regenerate and glorify. It carries with it a subcon-

scious message of the profit of peace. Music plays

no meagre part in its perfection. The instrumental

war effects are a welcome substitute for the blank

cartridge of military drama.

LOLA.
A Motion Play.

What the better motion plays are coming to is

promised in "Lola," a skilfully constructed scenario

by Owen Davis, produced in such a distinctive

manner by the World Feature Film Company as to

designate almost a new species in the evolution

of picturedom. The story is told with far more
dramatic directness than one out of a hundred pho-

todramas. The traditional excrescences of tedious

detail which infest and retard the average picture

is almost entirely eliminated.

Problem.

1. A girl loses her soul in saving her body.

2. Carnal indulgence reduces her body.

3. Her father refuses to restore it.

The remarkable feature of this play is its ending.

It is a wretchedly unhappy sequel and still there is

not a soul in the audience who would not have it so.

Poetic justice is meted out consistently. In fact,

expectation is so keyed that we want and hope for

nothing else but the girl's utter despair and ultimate

destruction. She has lost her soul, that small still

voice which might have guided her, and a prompt
release from this life of aimlessness is now the only

thing to be longed for. In the study of poetic justice
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and crowd psychology this photodrama has value

for both photo and real dramaturgy. It demon-
strates, too, the possibilities of a real dramatist in

photo playwriting.

POSSESSION.*
An Undramatized Playlet.

Although Mr. Middleton precludes technical criti-

cism in his preface to this set of five published play-

lets, we are inclined to take issue with him on the

ground that a play is not a play unless it is drama-

tized. And since these dialogues are labeled one

Act plays, it is necessary to set the young writer

straight who might be misled into believing this is

drama. The author prefers to think that his clash

of character is "subtly mental." This would mean
that they require two things of the author—subtlety

and thought. Both these demands tend to undram-
atize an audience. Both stand in the way of univer-

sal interpretation. Subtlety is not given to all men
nor is it distributed in anything like equal portions.

Any mental recourse in a play invariably leads to

disaster since no two men think exactly alike on a

given subject and hence a Unit of interpretation is

impaired.

We would say to Mr. Middleton: Write what you
feel, not what you think. It is folly for you to

deceive yourself that your playlets are ahead of the

times and that the audience is not yet ready for

them. They never will be rady. You must make
your playlets ready for us. It is futile to coddle

yourself with the thought that merely "a transi-

tional state of affairs" prevents them from finding a

market. It is Mr. Middleton who is unmarketable.

His dialog is not responsive. His characters are not

actuated to speak what he writes. He does not take
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his audience into partnership, but ignores nearly

everything that goes to make a play moving, tense

or emotional. Not a page in this book could be

effectually staged without serious pruning and

remodeling of motive. No matter how choice it

might be as essay or fiction, as playwriting it is of

slight dramatic worth.

Take heart, Mr. Middleton, for the battle of

dramatization. Do not listen to false prophets.

This is not drama. You are merely shirking your

task. Seize what your instinct feels is dramatic and

forget about theme till the Plot is designed. The
moral is in you and it will come out in your work.

But the process must be subconscious. Nothing can

be created by cold calculating thought. Feel your

play first and find out what lesson it launches

afterward.

*Henry Holt & Co., New York, $1.35.

THE KING OF THE DARK CHAMBER.*
An Indirect Lesson in Unity.

From this single specimen it would not seem that

Rabindranath Tagore possessed any dawning sense

of the dramatic. It is the philosophy contained in

his duolog that wins him his exalted position in

letters. His concept of universal oneness is analo-

gous to the great principle of Unity in dramatology.

"The King of the Dark Chamber" is written in

the characteristic style of this master poet and

painter. It is done with a delicate hand, with a

subtle perception, with something of the mystery

and dreaminess of the land of indirection—the land

of India.

Its meaning is elusive, yet ever present; its

method mystical but effective for the few. It has

the perception of the poet; the art of the painter
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and the purpose of the philosopher. It is the story

of a King who can be discovered, seen and under-

stood only in the darkness. In the light no one, not

even his own Queen, can find him.

If we mistake not, Tagore is his own best inter-

preter, and in his "Sadhana" we find written in prose

that which in "The King of the Dark Chamber" is

presented to us in poetic form. To quote

:

"And as we make progress we find that pain,

disease, and poverty of power are not absolute,

but that it is only the want of adjustment of

our individual self to our universal self which
gives rise to them. The universal spirit is wait-

ing to crown us with happiness, but our indi-

vidual spirit would not accept it. So, in order

to be happy, we have to submit our individual

will to the sovereignty of the universal will, and

to feel in truth that it is our own will. Man's
freedom is never in being saved troubles, but it

is freedom to take trouble for his own good, to

make the trouble an element in his own joy."

A secret of living that the world will be the richer,

the calmer and the happier for practising. Let the

craftsman who can put his philosophy into Plot, try

to dramatize it for the stage. It involves the great-

est law of life—the third law, parent and child,

which in its broader aspect spells the brotherhood

of man.

*MacMillan, New York. $1.25.
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THE SECRET OF A PLAY'S SUCCESS.

By Luther B. Anthony.

Why is "Peg O' My Heart" such a great success

and what explains its perennial freshness of appeal?

Hundreds have asked me this same question and

you have doubtless put it to yourself even after

experiencing the emotional pull of the play. You
know that you were enchanted, but you do not know
why. If you had been called upon in advance to

read the manuscript and pass judgment upon its

entertainment attributes, you would doubtless have

turned it down as did many managers who saw the

script before Mr. Morosco seized it. You would
have pronounced it a hackneyed, insipid piece, too

stereotyped to interest the exacting present-day

playgoer. That's what the managers doubtless

thought who turned it down—and still there are

seven or eight companies touring in it to-day, two
years after its initial performance in New York
City. It has broken all records for big business. It

has attracted more than $2,000,000 to the box office

and will net the author $250,000 in royalties before

it is through enthralling the hearts of its beholders.

Why is it such a success? Many capable critics

dismiss the inquiry with the careless reply that it is

the acting that wins and not the play, that it is

merely a "vehicle" for the dainty star who imper-

sonated "Peg." But this answer does not account

for the eight road companies now touring the coun-

try, none of them headed by the lovely Laurette

Taylor.

Now, the play that can continue to fascinate

such a host of humans must contain some very
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human source of appeal. It must employ some ele-

ment which would enchant even though the actress

were not Laurette Taylor. "The play's the thing"

just as much to-day as it ever was. In order to get

at the secret of the play's success let us glance for

a moment at the plot

:

An uncultivated Irish girl is being reared in the

family of her aristocratic English cousins who have

suddenly become impoverished. They submit to

this imposition for the sake of the annual stipend

secretly allotted them for this service. They make
her life miserable for her, but in spite of the girl's

crudity her wholesome heart and buoyant spirits

pervade. She saves the good name of her snobbish

relatives by preventing her cousin's elopement with

a married man and wins a titled husband by the

sheer grace of her bad manners and resourceful wit.

A very ordinary plot, you say, with little reference

to life—a conventional fabric of the theatre—

a

rubber-stamp story, the old fable of the lassie win-

ning the lord. Yet "Peg" enlists your sincere sym-
pathy—seen on the stage. We all agree on that

point. She touched the hearts of all of us. There
must be something, therefore, behind this hack-

neyed plot which blinds us to its falsity. It must
be something that universally prevails in human
nature. This something, then, which the play con-

tains is a fundamental appeal to the heart, not the

head—the feelings, not the intellect; for it is only

in the feelings that we are all alike. No two of us

think the same on a given subject.

Glance at the plot above outlined and try to

analyze your emotions as you recall the play's effect

on you. Obviously the appeal is not the English

cousins. You are repelled by them. You are a

humble democrat and they are creatures of the aris-
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tocracy. You do not realize, under the pressure the

playwright subjects you to, that this repulsion is

part of his stock in trade.

Very crude construction, you think. So it may
seem when it is pointed out, but it is the dramatist's

duty to paint in primary colors. He must draw his

dramatic portrait with intense light and shade so

that there will be no doubt about your seeing the

picture. It is elementary, to be sure, but the play is

elementary if it is a good play.

In this dramatic dream, then, which the author

weaves for you, you insensibly proclaim "Peg" your

friend and the others your enemies. In the absence

of parents, you adopt her as your own child of the

moment, that long, delicious moment in which the

play transpires. You are her father or her mother,

as the case may be. In besieging your emotions, the

author centers upon this maternal instinct as the

surest weapon of your defeat. And how completely

you capitulate

!

So here we are finding the source of the play's

success—maternal instinct—the third law of nature

some call it. Whatever it is, the great plan of Provi-

dence has placed this soft spot in your heart, and it

dominates all else when something arouses it. Tak-

ing advantage of this primitive feeling, the play-

wright has appointed you "Peg's" parent and you
are naturally very partial to your own offspring. All

parents are. Like a fond mother you feel very

acutely every symptom of her distress and you
rather rejoice when the plot wilfully wallops the

contemptible culprits who would abuse your only

child.

And now that we have found the mainspring of

emotion let us explore the technical qualities of

"Peg's" success. For there are always two sides to
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the stage story, the audience and the author. We
have just seen how the audience is hypnotized by

the chug of a fundamental emotion. A glimpse at

the author's workshop will show you the technical

secret. And by technic I merely mean the author's

trick of making his story theatrically effective.

There are two strong technical attributes in "Peg
O' My Heart." The first is the facility with which
"Peg" is held in ignorance of the fact that she is an

heiress virtually supporting the relatives who revile

her. The author permits us to share this secret,

but skilfully stays its discovery till the climax is

reached.

From the dawn of drama down to the present day

this device has ever been the king trick in creating

a dramatic crisis. If you stop to think, you will

readily see the effect it has upon you as a spectator.

You know the truth. You are secretly flattered that

you know something the heroine does not know.

But you are not permitted to go up on the stage and

impart it to "Peg." Impatiently you sit through the

sequence of indignities that are imposed upon this

daughter of your dramatic adoption. You begin to

cherish the hope that she will find out. You feel

intuitively that a day of reckoning will come.

Behold, it is the clutch of dramatic technic that has

gripped you. This expectation of the turning of

the tables is the one great dramatic implement that

spells suspense.

As it is in life so we find it in drama—expectation

is the spice of life. It is greater even than realiza-

tion. The sustained yearning for a happy issue in

"Peg's" predicament, therefore, is the major ele-

ment in the play's technical triumph. Without this

inside information which the author imparts such

expectation could not be generated. Suspense has
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been shown as the first technical advantage. The
second is dramatization. By this we mean the fact

that "Peg's" simple story is told in terms of actual

performance rather than narrated words.

No doubt you have attended performances where

the author merely appoints the players to voice his

sentiments, after the fashion of Brieux in "Damaged
Goods" or Galsworthy in "Strife." No doubt you
found interest in this drama of social uplift, but

there was something monotonous in that everlast-

ing prattle that assailed your ear. By comparison

with "Peg" you will readily recognize the superiority

of Mr. Manners's treatment. He built his play to

be played, making no tedious demands upon your

ear, your intellect, or your imagination. His actors

present a moving picture of life which your eyes

drink in and the soul relishes.

These, then, are the paramount secrets of the suc-

cess of "Peg O' My Heart." Taken as a whole it is

nothing more than a soul chord in us played upon
with the skill of a craftsman. To be sure, there are

elements of humor and pathos which help produce

the completed harmony. But the thing that is rare,

the thing that Mr. Manners or any other playwright

will find it difficult to reproduce, is the emotional

chime of our heartstrings.

THE NEW MOVEMENT IN THE THEATRE.*
By Sheldon Cheney.

Any movement that tends to break loose from the

time honored traditions of the stage is of some ser-

vice to art. Mr. Cheney covers every aspect of the

new ideas in the theatre. Gordon Craig, Max Rein-

hardt, Bakst, and the Russian Ballet; Shaw, Gals-

worthy, the German, the French and the American
contemporary drama; David Belasco, the influence
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of the Greek Theatre, the newest mechanical and

architectural developments in the theatre—all these

and others are in his dozen chapters. Numerous
interesting illustrations add to the value of the book.

But what about the dangers of these ultra new
dogmas? As a handbook Mr. Cheney is rather a

risky guide. When he says that "Peg O' My Heart"

may be dismissed "because it is compounded of arti-

ficiality and sentimentality, owing its effectiveness

to the charm of Laurette Taylor," he betrays his

twenty-nine years of dramaturgic inexperience. On
the other hand, he holds Charles Rann Kennedy a

greater dramatist than Thomas, MacKaye or

Walter, which is true judging from "The Servant in

the House." Just why Mr. Kennedy has been unable

to duplicate this triumph is a question answered

by Mr. Cheney's mistaken notions of clever

craftsmanship.

He wants a writer to "mold a great art," to be "a

dramatic seer," to acquire "the poetic touch" long

before he cultivates dramatic technic. He regards

the last a comparatively easy force to master com-
pared with poetic fantasy and still he admits that

Percy MacKaye, apparently his favorite among
American playwrights, fails in technic rather than

imaginative or poetic conception.

But this is only one chapter on the playwright.

Most of Mr. Cheney's book is given over to the

methods of mounting plays. The author has given

close study to the various new schools of stage-craft,

but may have a slight tendency toward over poet-

izing scenery just as he would doubtless denat-

uralize dramacraft by over poetizing the manuscript.

He usually reckons without his host—the public.

The value of Mr. Cheney's book lies in his compila-

tion rather than his opinion. The bird's-eye-view of
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various modern stage methods is an education in

itself. It is a book no lover of the theatre will be

without.

*Mitchell Kennedy, New York. $2.

CHIEF CONTEMPORARY DRAMATISTS.*

A Library in Itself.

Glance over this list of masterpieces and you will

see that this new book offers more for your money
than any collection of plays ever published.

Contents.

Lady Windermere's Fan Oscar Wilde
The Second Mrs.Tanqueray . . .Arthur Wing Pinero

Michael and His Lost Angel. .Henry Arthur Jones
Strife John Galsworthy

The Madras House Granville Barker

The Hour-Glass William Butler Yeats

Riders to the Sea John Millington Synge
The Rising of the Moon Lady Gregory
The Truth Clyde Fitch

The Great Divide William Vaughn Moody
The Witching Hour Augustus Thomas
The Scarecrow Percy MacKaye
The Weavers Gerhart Hauptmann
The Vale of Content Hermann Sudermann
The Red Robe Eugene Brieux

Know Thyself Paul Hervieu

Pellas and Melisande Maurice Maeterlinck

Beyond Human Power Bjornstjerne Bjornson

The Father August Strindberg

The Cherry Orchard Anton Tchekhov

We call them masterpieces, for the best works of

our best playwrights are in the majority. It is a

marvel that one man could pick a score of pieces so
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calculated to suit all tastes. Prof. Dickinson edits

the collection. But what will the callow amateur's

instincts say when he beholds a hopeless botch like

"The Cherry Orchard." Be honest with yourself,

young dramatist, and call a spade a spade. Con-

demn everything that does not impress your sub-

conscious soul. Remember that you are just as

much a part of an audience as the next. It is up to

you to cultivate the habit of feeling an integral part

of that composite crowd and it is only by so doing

that you will formulate your own practicable code

of the principles of play construction.

It may be just as well that the editor of this splen-

did collection has included a fizzle or two. If you
detect them it will make the work all the more
valuable to you. At least a dozen best sellers are

among them. If you will carefully study each of

these twenty plays both for their positive and nega-

tive attributes you will find a complete and practical

laboratory of modern Dramatology.

*Houghton, Mifflin Co., New York, $2.25.

MOROSCO'S PLAYREADING PLAN.
Verdicts Appealed to Us.

Considerable publicity has been given to the new
plan adopted by Oliver Morosco in Los Angeles for

the prompter reading of manuscripts, limiting the

longest distance in the United States to three weeks,

two weeks from Chicago and one week for all manu-
scripts from Los Angeles and vicinity. This time

limit sounds a trifle idealistic at best and so far Mr.

Morosco's playreading machine has not been able to

live up to it. Though he has far exceeded the

promptness of nine managers out of ten. This is not

the main point. The thing that most concerns Mr.

Morosco is the square deal given his clients. For
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Mr. Morosco is no more eager to turn down a mas-

terpiece than are his clients to be deceived in an

estimate of their capabilities. Out of a considerable

number of these verdicts that have been appealed

to us we select two opinions and reprint them as

opposed examples.

Opinion No. i.

A well put together play on a conventional theme.

There is no compelling interest. The characters

are not developed in such detail as would make them
commanding figures or entertaining of themselves,

and while considerable suspense is created during

the scene in Randolph's house it is hardly sufficient

to make a success of the play. More minute char-

acterization, the introduction of lovable traits in the

father to merit this devotion on the part of the

daughter, a greater catastrophe through her efforts

to save him than the one at present so easily

resolved, would improve the piece.

Opinion No. 2.

This is not really a play; it is more a lecture on
the prohibition of the use of dope and patent

medicine.

It would seem that two different minds had dic-

tated these opinions. Both plays are far above the

ordinary. The first opinion is more or less adequate

and offers constructive aid to the young author.

The second opinion is unpardonably inadequate and

might disparage one of the most promising young
playwrights in America if his bump of approbation

were so constituted that such a throw-down could

demoralize him. And there are instances where it

might. For it does not always follow that the

genius who can do things has the stamina to combat
negative influences. History shows too many cases

to the contrary.
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For purposes of comparison we will assert that

the second opinion deals with a play that is superior

to the first and that far from being a "lecture" it is

more thoroughly dramatized than any play Shaw,

Brieux, Maeterlinck, or Schnitzler ever dreamed of

doing. This might sound like a broad assertion, but

it so happens that the young writer who composed
this play has a peculiar trait of technic and the

Morosco critic, either through desultory reading or

absolute ignorance has condemned this play at the

very point where it unquestionably excels. The
digest of Plot which accompanies the opinion gives

an entirely false estimate of its dramatic worth.

Now the first opinion, while very aptly put, is a

general statement that would apply to any good
amateur product. It is helpful, encouraging and

probably fair to the critic's employer as well as to

the playwright. But the second opinion might just

as well have been applied to the first play, and has

no more bearing on the facts than it would if applied

to Henrik Ibsen. In fact the second author savors

more of Ibsen in his structural methods than any
other school and it is obvious how wrong the remark
would be that "A Doll's House" is merely a "lecture"

if anything.

We invite Mr. Morosco's attention to this fact and

while we know that it is impossible to get experts

at rational salaries we believe that he should employ
those who would not utterly overlook the true

dramatic product. Otherwise, he is apt to read

this tag on the next ten Broadway successes:

"and this manuscript was labelled 'lecture' by the

Morosco Playreading Department."
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COMMON CLAY.
Best Harvard Product Yet.

Mr. Cleves Kinkead, the author of this play, gen-

erously gives over all credit to Professor Baker of

Harvard. Without doubt the teacher has had a

hand in his pupil's play and it is largely the former's

technical skill that has made the prize award and

production possible. Meantime Professor Baker is

criticised for leaning toward the low-brow drama.

This would be the natural conclusion of every good
citizen suddenly appointed to the bench of theatric

judge. But the unbiased beholder soon sees that

this isn't so. "Common Clay'V shows more funda-

mental knowledge of the audience than any Harvard

product yet. It does not signify Professor Baker's

retrogression. It is rather a sign of his dramaturgic

ascent. The play may appeal to the unwashed
masses, but there is little drama in sanitary circum-

scription. And water, after all, is for the unwashed
just as drama is for the democracy. Those who
crave the high-brow product are usually creatures

beyond subconscious appeal.

Problem.

1. An attorney defends a client against his

mistress.

2. The mistress proves to be the attorney's

daughter.

3. He promotes her marriage to his client.
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This is the normal Problem of Mr. Kinkead's play,

though it is somewhat aborted by a secondary story

tacked on by means of a prologue and epilogue.

This motion picture method was new when it first

appeared in "Romance," but "On Trial" exhausted

about all the novelty possible in such cut-back

appendages. The inherent virtues of this plot can

best be developed in a three-act treatment confining

the story to a simple centered Conflict told in

straightforward Sequence. A story within a story

is always confusing and the prologue and epilogue

are abject confessions of inefficiency as a rule.

Substituting the three-act version for the five acts

now employed, the first should show the illicit

father brow-beating the girl out of her just claim

against the man who had ruined her. The second

act should produce the police trial much after the

fashion of the present third act culminating in a

crisis which threatens to expose the relationship of

father and child. The third act should show the

father promoting the marriage of his daughter with

the rich client whom he had formerly defended from
this fate.

These remarks are not intended to minimize Mr.

Kinkead's triumph. He is destined to write many
more. We find the same flaws in nearly all current

productions. He has conceived a strong punch with

ample popular appeal. This is a most difficult thing

for the beginner. If he acquires this, the loftier

Problem may follow. But if he neglects the emo-
tion elements, dramaturgic progress is hopelessly

deferred.

The faculty Mr. Kinkead must now cultivate is

artistic restraint. There is considerable baldness

in "Common Clay," but it is not confined to the

common characters. Time will teach this young
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author that "Woman's highest office is man's pop-

ular amusement. ... I am the man who got

her started. . . . You do it wholesale while I

am a retailer. ... I give my personal atten-

tion to every job. . . . You can't deny to me
that I was the first, etc., etc.," and all like allusions

to adultery are lines that could well be suppressed.

These are instances where the artist's chisel slipped.

The greatest stroke of all is the one the sculptor

refrains from making ; so the best lines of the dram-

atist are those which speak in silence or by slant

suggestion and inference.

Note.—This analysis is based upon the Boston

performance. The play is now undergoing a rigid

revision for New York production next Fall.

THE SUBJECTS OF PLAYS.
By Alfred Capus.

This valuable essay has been translated by Barrett

H. Clark, who has in preparation a volume of trans-

lations of the plays of this eminent French author.

In all of his translations Mr. Clark has the advan-

tage of knowing the theatre intimately. Transla-

tions of dramatic works by men not versed in drama-

turgic law are inevitably crude and misleading.

The theatre in France has always been a fruitful

source of despair, and it is this very despair which

marks out the true amateur, as well as the real critic.

The authors of one generation are always sacrificed

on the altar of that of the preceding, and the deca-

dence of the theatre began at the death of Louis

XIV. Evidently it will never end. These things

are continually being said, and we must take our

part in the discussion. Voltaire, who wrote trage-

dies with no idea of what would become of them,
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had a supreme contempt for other forms of the

drama. He is often quoted in order to prove that

the art of the theatre is an inferior art: "What
would become of our dramatists without adultery

and love?"

This hearty disgust is likewise felt by many of

the most faithful attendants of our public dress

rehearsals and premieres (of these I shall speak

later on). It is not uncommon to hear them cry out

as they raise their arms to Heaven, after one of

these occasions: "Another play on the subject of

love!" or else "Another play on adultery! The
theatre is certainly at a very low ebb! When
will our dramatists realize that these themes are

exhausted?"

Let these faithful attendants be reassured: as

soon as any subject is exhausted, dramatists, whose
imaginations are not so limited as is sometimes
thought, will realize the fact soon enough. But so

long as love continues to play as important a part

in human destiny as it has ever since the creation of

man; so long as a man and a woman, united in the

bonds of matrimony fail to remain eternally faithful

to their vows; so long as temptations exist uncon-

trolled by law—as it cannot control each heart-beat

—no appreciable decrease of interest in this subject

will be observable.

To make such statements is pure childishness.

Adultery, of course, is no more a subject for a play

than is money, or the law, patriotism, or the educa-

tion of young girls. One must never have had any-

thing to do with the theatre, or be a most inexperi-

enced beginner, to imagine that in the space of a few

hours and within the framework of a single play, it

is possible to show every aspect of a social conflict

or a passion. In the theatre, be it tragedy, or poetic
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fantasy, or any of the various genres of the present;

be it in the plays of Corneille, Musset, Dumas fils,

or Labiche—in the theatre there are no special cases

or anecdotes; once find your situation, and the art

and genius of the dramatist come forth and his exe-

cution puts upon it the stamp of his personality. If

the dramatist be Scribe, for instance, the anecdote

will be charming or even dramatic, full of surprises

and thrills ; it will call forth joy, interest, even emo-

tion, but it will always remain a story, a more or

less charming tale. The particular incident will

never attain to proportions of greatness.

If the dramatist be Racine (I believe it was M.
Brunetiere who most ingeniously remarked that

Scribe and Racine had practically the same subjects:

a man loved by a woman, when he is himself in love

with another woman, or vice versa), if, I say, the

dramatist be Racine, the anecdote will at once

develop to great proportions by the magic of the

poet's verse and by the depth of the passions por-

trayed. The human beings who participate will be

living and significant; they become more than indi-

viduals, they become generalities, and stand for

humanity at large. Ambitious lovers and passionate

women speak sublime poetry, which make of the

plays they move in, things with souls.

Neither Scribe nor Racine has "exhausted" the

subject; nor has Moliere "exhausted" the subject

of hypocrisy in "Tartuffe"; nor has Shakespeare

"exhausted" the subject of jealousy in "Othello";

nor has Racine "exhausted" the subject of mother-

love in "Andromaque." For every succeeding gene-

ration of dramatists, the same subject will remain

indefinitely new and fresh, for the passions, the

emotions, the sentiments, and the vices of humanity

vary with every succeeding generation of men and
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women, just as their ideas and their manner of liv-

ing and behaving vary, and the circumstances and

environments are different. There are certainly

some points in common between the ambition of a

Roman conspirator like Catiline, of a courtier under

Louis XIV, of a professor at the university, of a

modern parliamentarian who wishes to become
minister, of a stock broker on the Bourse ; but their

similar traits almost entirely disappear under the

mass of special and characteristic traits of each indi-

vidual. It is, therefore, impossible for any philoso-

pher, poet, or dramatist, to determine definitely for

any long period of time, the characteristics of the

ambitious man, the jealous man, or the miser; just

as impossible as it would be to represent any one

of our innumerable emotions, and have that repre-

sentation stand for all time.

As, in the development of the human race, there

have never been two beings exactly alike, and as

nature has but to add some slight line in the face in

order to create a new and distinct person, so the

artist need not continually create new and original

forms, but add only such nuances and personal

touches as come natural to him.

This is of course true of all the arts, but especially

so of the theatre, which is the one that comes the

nearest to the heart of humanity. The history of

the theatre is one endless example of this. A
middle-aged man is in love with a young girl; he

guards her carefully, hides her from the world; he

wishes to marry her before she learns of life and
love. A young lover comes and teaches her both,

merely by his presence. Is this the subject of

"L'Ecole des femmes" or of "Le Barbier de Seville"?

And what plays could be more different or original

than these? There is in reality no subject here at
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all. The real subject consists in the characters and

the social milieu in which the struggle takes place,

as well as in the author's point of view and the

manner in which he has treated the whole. When
"Le Barbier de Seville" first appeared, Beaumar-
chais was told that his play was not very original.

He did not believe it, and he was right. Once again

the critics had confused the skeleton with the

muscles, nerves, and blood—^with the intimate, the

real object.

I cannot too strongly urge a consideration of these

facts, which are the oldest and in a way the newest

since we have begun to observe carefully the condi-

tions of dramatic art. I wish to reiterate these state-

ments to-day especially, when it seems that critics

take particular pleasure in discouraging the drama-

tists. Not a day passes but that some one gravely

announces the irremediable decadence of the art,

that all the subjects have been treated, that the last

word had been said, that the public is tired, the

actors too well paid, and that consequently, "there

was nothing more to be done in the theatre."

We have already seen how our society does not

readily lend itself to "scenic" representation; that

by reason of its quick changes, its feverish develop-

ment, its unexpected quips and turns, it has never

been so difficult to transfer to the theatre. For this

very reason it prevents the dramatist from perfect-

ing his methods and sets him to work renewing

those methods and keeping "up with the times."

But it furnishes abundant and marvelously pictur-

esque material: there is an endless flow of situa-

tions and individuals. New types are in the mak-
ing; the types of old, even the passions, our intimate

feelings, are undergoing the most radical transfor-

mation. Country life is entirely changed as well as
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the life of the capital. There is no lack of subjects

for plays.

We lack only the genius to make of that story of

the middle-aged gentlemen and the innocent young
girl a masterpiece of the same social and literary

value as "L'Ecole des femmes" and "Le Barbier de

Seville." We have but to look for our modern
Figaro and our modern Agnes. Every other subject

is as fruitful and as fresh as this.

THE THIRD FLOOR BACK.
Dramatized by the Actor.

I was tempted to ask Forbes-Robertson if he

didn't think he had put one over on the American
people in making them swallow this tasteless bit of

techniclessness, but his great spiritual eyes looked

up at me and I presurmised his answer. It is only

this power to project an image of the semi-omnipo-

tent mystic that gets so limp a piece of playwriting

across. Other players may appear in it, but it is

only as they imitate the inimitable art of this great

master that they may score even an echo of his per-

sonal success.

I did muster up courage enough to ask him how he

happened to select such a queer joke. He gave me
the history of it. Jerome K. Jerome read the manu-
script to him and to his wife, Gertrude Elliott. They
both felt it a doomed failure, though a possible suc-

cess as a role. Reluctantly he tried it out, and low
and behold the unexpected happened—the triumph
of a lifetime was the result. For it is an actor's

triumph—a twofold triumph. It not only summons
up all the suppression his long career has acquired,

it likewise challenges his utmost personality to con-

vert a commercial success out of a popular failure.

For the author has miserably failed, failed in every
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essential that spells dramatic success, failed in

almost every instance where innate opportunity

invited his creative skill.

Problem.

1. A symbol of brotherly love encounters selfish

souls.

2. He insists on seeing only the best in them.

3. His faith morally rehabilitates them.

The lack of drama in this Problem is its failure to

confine to a specific experience. It is a scattered

group of magic regenerations. The one episode in

the entire collection, which closely resembles a well

turned Scene, is the hero's abject subjugation of the

Jew. All the other miracle-working transforma-

tions are too preposterous to believe, save as we are

hypnotized at the hands of this Thespian wizzard.

In the Hebrew conversion we actually feel that the

author has done his part, that the Scene is so con-

trived and graduated as to impart conviction. It

holds its own by sheer virtue of conscientious con-

struction. All the other episodes give a false weight

to the influence of faith—that idle faith which
merely seeks the best without showing the way to

attain it.

Now how would we go to work to make a play

of this interesting parable? For we are not, as an

audience, reached by any emotional appeal in the

"Third Floor Back." The only thing that seems to

interest a theatric audience is a Conflict of some
kind. And it is only by means of Conflict that we can

arouse the partisanship of the crowd. It is only by

the ultimate triumph of one side over the other that

we can produce a proxy experience. And above and

beyond all, it is only by means of proxy experience

that we can fasten permanently any lesson or moral
in the sub-conscious soul of the spectator.
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Suppose we attempt such a make-believe experi-

ence. The Conflict is all there ready to be drawn.

We have the sweetheart disenchanted with her

lover and the gambler about to step into his place.

We must draw the competition tighter and bring in

the third floor hero to resolve their plight. Our
sympathies must be swayed. The audience must

cast their prejudices with the forces for good and

thus drive home the intended moral with the punch

of dramatic Conflict. Then the hero's triumph over

evil becomes a quicker conviction. The various

side issues need not be sacrificed. The veritable

hotbed of selfishness and discontent can still be

utilized. Its irrelevant episodes should be made to

contribute and serve the main Conflict. And in this

manner a real play might be made of a parable with

positive experience to replace preposterous reform.

THE CHERRY ORCHARD.*
Static Drama.

Just why Mr. Dickinson included this streak of

abstract life in his collection of modern masterpieces

is hard to say. It is the one blemish in his book.

It has neither character, story nor plot, and while it

does portray a certain phase of life, it is static life,

not life in the living or doing. It seems like a lazy

dream of idle aristocrats, and these stupid dolls can

hardly be called characters. Their delineation in

play form can hardly be called character drawing.

In place of character we have a still-life study of

passive vapidities. In place of plot development

there is a mere portrayal of inept circumstances.

And in place of story there is nothing but the dis-

connected interests of several pairs of puppets.

We get a faltering impression of the utter

inability of satiated aristocrats to solve their finan-
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cial straits, but it is all so beautifully jumbled with

other insipidities that the whole reflects more the

infirmities of author than any other code or fad in

contemporary drama.

Others who have had the courage and patience

to plod through Tchekhov's other naturalistic ebul-

litions report them equally complex and common-
place. It is safe to say their only possible use to

the craftsman is in illustrating the antithesis of

dramatic method. Surely the rankest American
amateur would be suspected of softening of the cere-

brum should he seriously submit such souffle to the

producing manager. As a wretched example it is

an addition to this collection.

* Published with twenty other plays in "Chief

Contemporary Dramatists," Houghton, Mifflin Co.,

Boston, $2.75.

INNOCENT.
An Appeal to the Morbid.

In a sentence, the success of this play relies upon
an appeal to morbid tastes which revel in the cor-

ruption of an innocent virgin. The pollution of her

chastity is held up to the gaping throng. To be

sure, this debasement is glazed over with the excuse

of heredity, but the bare bones of attraction remain

the mere disintegration of chastity. Not a very edi-

fying topic, to be sure, devoid of any indirect moral

even, and intrinsically as undramatic as you make
them. We are never quite in sympathy with the

girl, both because of this artificiality of authorship

and because of the derangement of Sequence show-

ing the past period prior to the present. This has

been a season of such caprices in technic, but it is a

passing fad at best—a vanishing one.
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Problem.

1. A girl inherits a taste for luxuriant lust.

2. She seduces and bankrupts her guardian.

3. She goes on gratifying hereditary concupis-

cence.

This Problem is an under-statement of the

rambling disqualifications of the story and still it

sufficiently illustrates the speciousness of its drama.

It is more truly the adventures of an author-made

harlot with an attempted apology in the form of a

diary. The play is supposed to enact the narrations

set down in the diary of a man just murdered by his

own hand. It is not likely that Mr. Broadhurst

relied upon hopes of dramatic illusion for interest.

The only alluring source of appeal in it is lust.

DAWN.*
And Other Reading Playlets.

Mr. Percival Wilde has unconsciously furnished

the student of dramatic writing one of the best

mines of negative playwriting principles extant. It

is almost safe to say that a mark placed opposite

every line in each of the one act sketches contained

in this collection would indicate an error. Analyze

these points carefully and when you are able to

define every flaw you will have explored all of the

laws of drama. His expositions, as a rule, are per-

sonally conducted tours through antecedent history.

Most all his happenings transpire off stage and are

brought to our ears by means of recited episodes

disguised in dialog form.

Mr. Wilde appears to have an instinct for choos-

ing exciting situations, but he has not acquired the

dramatic conscience to ground them upon funda-

mental life laws, so that they may seize and hold all

members of an audience. His playlets show a
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marked tendency toward the preposterous, and,

strange to say, his leading characters are seldom

actuated by individual motive.

Take, for example, the doctor in "Dawn," the

lord in "The Noble Lord" and the girl in the "Finger

of God." These characters perform their stunts

largely because the author wills them to. The
doctor has no human motive for interfering, the lord

conducts his flirtations without a cause, and the girl

is too palpably a product of Providence to lend con-

viction to human kind.

Of course, these things may all "get by" the casual

reader fed upon narrative diet, for modern fiction

is such fickle stuff. For the student, we say again,

the analysis of this book is invaluable and if his

instincts do not jar painfully at the continual flow

of technical transgressions he might as well make
up his mind that nature has not endowed him with

dramatic inflatus.

* Henry Holt & Co., New York, $1.20.

THE OLD HOMESTEAD.
A Rural Masterpiece.

Playgoers of this generation are perhaps too

prone to think of "The Old Homestead" as a mere
vehicle for the peculiar naturalistic capacities of the

late Denman Thompson. They attribute its thirty

years of popularity to his personality rather than

to the inherent qualities of the piece. This is a mis-

take. The play survives on its own merits even in

these perilous theatrical times, and holds its own
on the stage with other players in the principal part.

Its source of appeal is there entirely apart from any
individual acting.

The secrets of its success with an audience are

well worth looking into. What is the first and fore-
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most? Undoubtedly the motif dealing with the

third law of nature—father and son. The old

father's tireless search in the big city for his run-

away boy affords both pathos and humor, in the

clever treatment accorded it and there is less

specious episode than in the average Hoosier drama.

Problem.

1. Drink leads a boy from home.

2. His father befriends another drunkard.

3. The latter reforms and helps find the son.

This is a simple enough tale, almost too desultory

to be called a Problem. It is the wonderful detail

of characterization that grips the interest. The
fidelity to rube types is almost reality itself. Some
of the players have spent a generation molding
these parts and the traditions that are carried out

preserve to a marked degree the integrity of Den-
man Thompson's original production. It is good
entertainment to-day. No sincere student of dram-

atization will waste time if he sees it again and
again.

A pertinent flaw in the structure of the piece is

its fast approach toward completion at the end of

Act III. The father and son are virtually reunited.

There is too little left for solution in a fourth Act.

An anti-climax is tacked on to stretch out the boy's

uncertainty of return to the farm. A miraculous

regeneration takes place off stage. We are told

that the boy makes good, that he reforms and mends
his ways. Of course, this is not drama, but it is a

marvel to see how fidelity to farm detail blurs your

vision of these discrepancies. The play was an evo-

lution rather than a pen product. It was remodeled
from sure points scored in a previous rural vehicle

used by Denman Thompson.
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MARTHA BY THE DAY.
In the Making.

This play has all the elements that go to make up
a vehicle for a star like Miss Robson. The actress

in augmenting the author has naturally found diffi-

culty in retaining a perspective of herself in the part.

It may have too many ingredients ; at least, they are

not well mixed nor correlated to the highest inher-

ent efficiency. But it is the potent ingredients we
wish to speak of, the points that have been turned

to good account.

Imagine your chief character falsely charged with

theft at the crisis, and your third and last act taking

place in another scene. None of the characters who
are needed to disprove her guilt are here. How are

you going to expunge her? A little old female wire-

tapper has been meddling with the telephone. She
has overheard the identical sum. The loser of the

money hears this in time to fasten the $400 on the

thief who stole it. Good situation—say you? Fine!

Only the penchant for nosing into telephone conver-

sation should be shown on the old lady earlier, then

we would have preparation.

There are many other clever stunts in this vehicle,

but the parts are not joined in a whole that spells

drama. Miss Robson is frequently held on the stage

at the play's expense when no shadow of human
motive excuses her being there. Miss Lippmann
shows promise as a playwright. She should study

Unity—inform herself on the subject of Plot germ,

that invisible seedlet out of which all real plays

sprout.

Read THE DRAMATIC MIRROR
All News Stands
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A BACHELOR'S ROMANCE.*
Stage, Film and Published Drama.

The fact that this old favorite has recently

appeared simultaneously in print and on the film

justifies an analysis. For what it appears in print

is one thing, what it appears in performance is

another and the picturization for the movie is still a

third category. Few readers can glean from a mere
perusal of the script an estimate of the wonderful

interpretation imparted by the late Sol Smith

Russell. The cold printed page fails to record his

subtlety of pathos or humor. On the other hand,

the movie is compelled to omit much of the finer

essence of acting and rely almost exclusively upon

widely scattered episodes that tell only the crudest

portions of the story to the eye. All the sweeter

romance, personality and characterization escapes

even a craftsman like John Emerson, who realizes

the limitations of flat photography, and invents

numerous elementary happenings to patch out the

missing gaps.

And here we find an excellent study of the three

phases of drama: the stage, the book and the film.

Those who remember Mr. Russell in the role of

David Holmes will read the printed play and repro-

duce his exquisite artistry. Those who read it

without this memory will doubtless marvel at the

play's reputation of a generation ago. But those

who see only the movie will ask themselves how
the story of a play could so completely demoralize

the film and inspire such a shoddy photo-drama.

Let all three students dwell and ponder over the

inherent differences in these arts. The closet drama
is a matter of the printed page for the individual

reader's imagination, the motion picture is a

rambling succession of constantly changing happen-
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ings, but the stage play runs the complete compass

of expression, and has personality plus, all com-

pressed into a Unity of place and performance.

For study purposes we would recommend the

apparition scene on pages 58 and 59. In the movie
this wonderful situation is not attempted at all. To
the uninitiated it must sound a silly thing. But in

the hands of skilled players it can hold its own with

the daintiest Scenes in stagedom. It is a splendid

specimen of the trifles that make for big effects.

Problem.

1. A bachelor awards a prize to his rival.

2. The money demoralizes him.

3. The bachelor gets the girl.

Another example of good Scene structure is on

pages 64 and 65 where the drunken brother's candor

tends to disillusion the bachelor in his love for little

Sylvia. Children and drunkards speak the truth.

See how his words sink in and waken the old editor

to a realization of his own situation. For he is

deciding the award of a prize that will make or

unmake the rival suitor for Sylvia's hand. It is

particularly true to life that in reluctantly deciding

in the young man's favor he provides him with the

wherewith to work himself and dispel his attach-

ment for Sylvia.

* Samuel French, New York, 50c.

COLLABORATION AT MOUNT HOLYOKE
COLLEGE.

The Class Constructs a Plot.

One evening the students were informed that Mr.

Luther B. Anthony was to be in college the next

day, and that Miss Marks had engaged him to speak

to our class in English literature. The subject up
for discussion was "Tennyson's Dramas."
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Mr. Anthony was not particularly keen for Tenny-
son as a dramatist, so he proposed to show the class

how to collaborate by sketching the plot for an

original play on the blackboard. To this end he

asked some one to propose a theme. Of course such

a request from so eminent a critic produced a blank

silence in a class of college girls. One managed,

however, to stammer, not a theme, but a situation:

"Two motorists mistake an elegant country home
for a motor inn."

Mr. Anthony then asked what would be the crit-

ical moment of such a play. The student thought

it would be the discovery of the motorists' mistake

upon the return of the owners of the mansion.

"Very well," said Mr. Anthony, and wrote on the

board, "Crisis: Discovery of mistake on return of

owners."

Mr. Anthony said he would place this situation at

the end of the second act, and from this point the

class could work back to the beginning of a three-

act play. He cautioned us that the nature of the

material indicated a comedy. One of the girls then

suggested that obviously the beginning of the play

would be the entrance of the motorists.

Here Mr. Anthony enunciated the three great

principles of nature, one or more of which must be

embodied in our play:

1. Self preservation.

2. Affinity of the sexes.

3. Relation of parent and child.

The class decided the first and third laws had no
place in our play, and consequently it must hinge

upon the second life principle.

Mr. Anthony agreed to this, and asked who the

joy-riding couple were. Were they husband and
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wife? The class said, "No." Was either the man
or the woman married? The class said, "Yes, the

woman." Mr. Anthony then christened them "Mrs.

Pippin and Mr. Winesap."

The class then volunteered that the owner of the

mansion was Mr. Pippin, the newly divorced hus-

band of Mrs. Pippin. Mr. Winesap, it was decided,

was young, harmless, and frivolously infatuated

with Mrs. Pippin. In fact, he had reached the point

of proposing.

At this juncture a radical departure from the orig-

inal plot was proposed. It was an automobile acci-

dent in which Mr. Winesap was injured, and this

had caused the couple to suddenly put in at the man-
sion. Mr. Anthony endorsed this injection of a com-

pelling cause.

The new plan was accordingly substituted and the

plot essential posted on the board: "Mr. Winesap
injured, Mrs. Pippin conceals fact that home is her

grass husband's." This thought inspired Mr.

Anthony, and he wrote at the top, the title, "The
Grass Husband," and the new-born plot was defi-

nitely stamped a farce comedy.

The question was now raised: Were there other

members of the family involved in the plot? Some
one suggested the existence of a youthful Pippin off-

spring. Mr. Anthony said this was not advisable

because the presence of a child on the stage always

excites sympathy, and the emphasis of the play

might be thrown over upon the third principle of

nature. Thereupon the proposed child was made
into a daughter about twenty years old. This addi-

tion was valuable. The young lady served to com-
plicate the plot without changing the emphasis.

She became a Conflict character. A young and
charming daughter in the presence of an interest-
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ingly injured young man, to whom she administers,

naturally suggested a love affair between them.

Mr. Pippin enters at this interesting point. This

"return of the owner" was now wholly different

from its place in the original crisis, and suggested

an element of rivalry. Mr. Pippin's rewakened love

for his divorced spouse now became a factor.

The next step in the working out of the plot was
the meeting of Mr. and Mrs. Pippin. The sugges-

tion was made later that Mr. Winesap, Sr., who had

been the judge in Mr. and Mrs. Pippin's divorce

suit, should happen along. His arrival would afford

an opportunity for further complications, and finally

for the resolution.

As the bell rang for the close of the period Mr.

Anthony finished by writing "Moral imbedded in

the Contest" and gave the class the valuable advice

not to try to write a play around a moral, but added

that at the end of the work some lesson must inevit-

ably be contained therein, in proportion to the

humor or sincerity of the collaborators. The experi-

ment broke all records for playmaking at Mt.

Holyoke and the completed production will doubt-

less be presented next year.

—A Class Member.

THE DRAMATIC INDEX.*

Where to Find that Fact.

Volume 6 of The Dramatic Index is ready. It

stands the test of a thorough examination. Every-

thing of consequence produced or published is there.

Special articles on plays, players, or playwrights are

indexed, back and forth, so that it would be difficult

to overlook the point of your inquiry at whichever

end you inaugurate the search. Ask for it at the
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library. If they do not have it tell your librarian

where it may be secured.

* The Boston Book Co., Boston, $3.50.

THE HAM TREE.
By Mclntire and Heath.

We seldom devote these pages to anything merely

mimic or musical, but the peculiar properties of this

piece make it a study in negro characterization well

worth analyzing. It is the "Peter Pan" of the

minstrel stage. We do not refer to the operatic pro-

portions. It is the negro fantasy that interests us.

And this has not been the work of any conscious

author, but a continuous intuitive revision of these

two stars in collaboration with the audience. In-

stead of audiencizing himself and concocting these

antics prior to performance, Mr. Mclntire has

actually brought them to birth in the presence of

the crowd. Where the average author has the audi-

ence at his elbow he has them in the practical work-

shop of paid attendants.

Of course, this is the case, more or less, with every

farce comedy. "Excuse Me" and many other frolics

have gone into rehearsal with little more than a

vague outline of what the public finally saw. Vaude-
ville farces are even more dependent upon this trial

by performers and audiences. In the latter instance

the temperament of the varying audiences must like-

wise be gauged and the clever comedian will have

two or three degrees of frankness or repression to

fit these factions.

These are things that may not seem to concern

playwriting, but how essential they are to the pro-

fessional purveyor of such vehicles. Study "The
Ham Tree" as often as it spreads its subtle shades

amongst you. Take off your hat to men who can so
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closely characterize the inane though lovable

antics of the negro. Observe their exquisite use of

dramatic pause, their patient gradation of little

stupidities that would seem utterly beyond the pale

of merit on the cold printed page. A careful analy-

sis of Ham Tree methods will broaden the best

dramatist's concept of the comic craft.

ADVICE TO SHAW.
From Novice to Master.

The following article appeared in the Baltimore

Evening Sun contributed by a talented young critic

:

"Had 'Pygmalion' been the work of some obscure

playwright, our compassionate critics would have

'let him down easy' with something like the

following:
" *A new, strange and, in some respects, interest-

ing entertainment was presented at 's last

night. The proposition underlying it, to begin with,

is novel—namely, that manner of speech is the sole

barrier between classes. This in itself betrays origi-

nality of thought in the young author. We say

young, though we have not met the aspiring dram-

atist, and the producer has proved a veritable sphinx

when approached on the subject. Young he un-

doubtedly is, however. Very young, very prolific^

very original.

" *The play—we shall call it one—is crammed
with theories, socialistic theories, original, icono-

clastic, crowding each on the heels of the other in

bewildering confusion, and all shot through with

brilliant shafts of satiric wit.

" *We are so impressed by the genius of this

impetuous youth that we are going to depart from

our traditional policy and address the remaining

paragraphs to him personally:
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" 'Youth, we have seen your play, we sat through
the whole five acts of it, we admired your wit, we
delighted at your satire, we were aware of the touch

of genius, but, boy, in spite of all this, we were bored

—greatly bored. We are going to tell you why.
" 'You are not a playwright. Now don't be

offended. You are young and undoubtedly have the

ability to master the art. But you must master it!

You have so far only caught the superficial outlines.

You display little knowledge of the technique. Your
acts do not move dramatically. They progress by
spasmodic leaps, punctured by lengthy conversa-

tions in which your main characters are merely

puppets mouthing your own theories just as you
would have mouthed them from a lecture platform.

" 'While your major characters' only excuse for

being is to announce your theories, your minor char-

acters are without excuse whatsoever. They en-

cumber the stage with the purposelessness of a male

chorus in the average musical comedy. Their only

achievement is the accentuation of the artificiality

of your whole scene structure.

" 'One other thing, dear boy. Be not prodigal.

Employ your theories with less extravagance. Do
not attempt to cram too many into one play. Do
not drag in outside characters to voice outside theo-

ries. Save both for your next work. Remember
that while ideas, theories, satire and wit are inval-

uable assets, the dramatic clock must not be stopped

while they are exploited. They must keep pace

with the swing of the pendulum. You need two
more ingredients before you can mix a play—unity

and action. See that you lay in a supply of both

before writing your next. We shall await it with

interest.'

"But, of course, Shaw is neither unknown nor
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obscure and naturally the critics write nothing of

the sort. What do they do? They scour a Thesau-

rus in a frantic effort to express just how 'delighted,

dazzled, entranced, raptured,' etc."

S. Broughton Tall.

Walbrook, March 12.

ASPECTS OF MODERN DRAMA.*
A Monumental Work.

Of all the writers of recent books, attempting to

cover the contemporary drama, we hand the laurel

to Frank Wadleigh Chandler without the least

reluctance. Never has the aspirant had such an

ample store of invaluable plot digests faithfully

compressed for quick perusal. Nearly three hun-

dred representative modern plays are thus treated

and classified according to subject matter.

These classifications comprise

:

The Drama of Ideas.

The Themes of Naturalism.

Varieties of Romance.
The Drama of Symbolism.

The Eternal Triangle.

Wayward Woman.
The Priestly Hero.

Scenes from Married Life.

The Problem of Divorce.

Family Studies.

Irish Plays of Mysticism and Folk History.

Irish Plays of the Peasantry.

The Tyranny of Love.

Ideals of Honor.

Plays of Social Criticism.

The Poetic Drama.
The Drama of Satire.

Mr. Chandler seems to be one of the few college
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professors who discriminate between the fictional

and the dramatic. No student of dramatology can

afford to miss this huge, monumental volume. A
parson might as well abandon his Bible. For here

the author may take his text and review a dozen

plots of similar subject. He will find the digests

capably compressed.
* The MacMillan Co., New York, $2.00.

THE CHANGING DRAMA.*
Three Whoops for the Highbrow.

Mr. Henderson's new book will be of little prac-

tical aid to the student for two reasons: First, he

has few firmly formulated theories of his own.

Second, his meaning is infrequently visible to the

naked eye. Peruse the following:

"In an age marked by sociological speculation and

persistent moral propagandism, the raisonneur typi-

fies the critical cast, the polemical passion, of mod-
ern thought."

If Prof. Henderson does not know that such effu-

sions blunt their own intelligibility he should be

told the fact in unalloyed English. This is no lan-

guage for the layman. It might happily harass the

highbrow.

There is a great deal that is of positive value in

this book, but it is so vacillating that a handbook is

needed to sift the wheat from the chaff. It could

easily endanger the career of the young craftsman,

too readily influenced by the echo of authoritative

statement. On the soliloquy, the aside and the con-

fidant, Mr. Henderson is a hopeless hedger. He is

neither for nor against. If the book could be prop-

erly pruned and edited, an immense amount of sound

sense might be gleaned.

One of the best paragraphs in this book follows:
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"The true dramatic realist does not create a drama
for the mere object of expounding a given thesis.

Nor does he permit his general idea to drain his

character of naturalness and versimilitude, leaving

the mere puppets to exhibit the operation of his

intellectual design. But he accepts a problem, a

generalization of life, a sociological datum, as the

basis, the ground plan for his structure. In accord-

ance with this plan, he erects his drama; each part

must structurally conform to the general scheme,

and at the same time be consistent with itself—an

unit within a larger unit."

Note, even here, the need of the handbook alluded

to. The real dramatist starts with a throbbing

dramatic crisis, not a generalization of life as the

basis of his play. The aforesaid generalization may
repose in his well chosen "punch," but it is the emo-
tional thump he instinctively strives for, not the

sociological datum. The latter exists or does not

exist in the soul of the author. If he is a true crafts-

man he will not labor to force it out.

* Henry Holt & Co., New York, $1.50.

A WELL TYPED PLAY.
Correct Typing is a passport to the producer. He

is used to a certain form. Be sure that your script

adheres to it,

TYPING DEPARTMENT,

THE DRAMATIST,

Plays $10. Sketches $$. Easton, Pa.
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HAMLET.*
Dramatization of a Dime Novel.

Problem.

1. A prince suspects the murderer of his father.

2. A play is performed to fasten this guilt.

3. The prince procrastinates his vengeance.

A glance will show the third clause the feeble

member of this Problem. It is not an outcome of

the first and second. Hamlet's procrastination,

which is usually lauded as the very theme and thesis

of the play, is but an idle outgrowth of the rambling
narrative that Shakespeare took his fable from. The
poet never intended this strain of irresolution to

dominate his play. He was adapting a tale of the

day for use on the stage much as we might drama-
tize a current story of New York crime. Literary

critics and commentators have landed on this pro-

crastination theory and no doubt meddlesome
retouchers have tuned it up.

What the Plot calls for and what Shakespeare
undoubtedly would have created, had he held a free

choice, is a Conflict which in the operation of Ham-
let's will would avenge a crime by a crime. Instead,

he draws a dreadful picture of good and evil all

tossed alike into the same abyss like victims offered

up to a mysterious and inexorable fate. The Conflict

is not consistent, the murder is never avenged.

Hamlet kills the king because he played unfair in
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another quarrel. The original motive is lost in a

whirlpool of other needless and irrelevant tragedies,

for Shakespeare was staging a current legend, not

composing an original play. Shorn of preposterous

excrescences the present tragedy is as follows

:

Hamlet is told by a ghost that his father was mur-
dered by his uncle who married his mother and
assumed the throne. He simulates insanity in order

to detect the truth of this communication and con-

trives a play which enacts the tragedy causing the

uncle-king to betray his guilt. He confronts his

mother with this truth and stabs his prospective

father-in-law thinking it is the king who is eaves-

dropping. This deprives his sweetheart of her

reason and later of her life. He kills his sweet-

heart's brother in a fencing match with a poisoned

foil that had been intended for him, but receives a

scratch from the same sword. His mother dies of

a poisoned drink prepared for Hamlet as a second

resort, and Hamlet stabs the king when he is told

that the latter had planned to poison him. Hamlet
now dies of the venomous scratch received in the

duel.

Forbes-Robertson, the most eminent living expo-

nent of "Hamlet," has done much in his acting ver-

sion to eliminate the extraneous off-shoots of the

original script. In his film story he goes much
further in giving only glimpses of the detached epi-

sodes. It is remarkable how tensely the photo

product grips the audience in the play-within-a-play

Scene. It is a great lesson in the objectivity of act-

ing. Only such things as appeal to the eye are

safely ventured, though the student of "Hamlet"
will naturally get much more out of the pantomime
than the average movie spectator can.

Now what could this great poet have made of his
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Problem had he been allowed to follow its natural

bent? The material teems with opportunities. If

we permit the Problem to take its inherent course

a very excellent Plot will ensue lending strength by

virtue of prescribed purpose and proper Sequence,

and rending weakness by cancelling pages of irrel-

evance and disunity, but meantime conserving all

that is dramatic and valid.

Revised Problem.

1. A prince suspects the murderer of his father.

2. A play is performed to fasten this guilt.

3. The prince kills the murderer.

The true dramatization of this Problem could

follow the early part of the original play, save that

we must see Hamlet making ardent love to Ophelia.

We are not content to hear her brother and father

prattle about it. Use the ghost to inform Hamlet of

his uncle's crime, if you like, and let him simulate

insanity to detect the truth. Preserve the exquisite

play-within-a-play as well as the wonderful Scene of

Hamlet reprimanding his mother. Let him pretend

to Ophelia that he is mad for the moment, while

he is being watched by the others, but let him
hint to Horatio that he will dispel this impression

the first chance he gets. But he stabs Ophelia's

father by mistake, and this, added to his feigned

madness, has a like psychic influence on her and she

loses her mind. Now, mounting emotion upon emo-
tion, we come to something sublime! Hamlet has

procrastinated more or less, but his vengeance now
cries out for atonement. The fencing match, the

poisoned cup and all that tommy rot is entirely too

tame! He sleeps no longer. His passions are

aroused. He assails the murder-king as he has

assailed his mother and at the height of this cata-

clysm he stabs him to the heart.
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Wouldn't this make a tragedy worth harping

about? Wouldn't it settle this hair-splitting flap-

doodle that has been so extravagantly heaped upon
this so-called masterpiece? Why, poor Shakespeare

would rise in his grave and let out the best laugh of

his life if he could hear the high-brows haggling

over his modest attempt to entertain a very stupid

male audience, and see the book worms butting their

brains to reconcile the loose ends of logic which

some literary lover tacked on after him. And true

analysts have ducked to the same hokum. Tech-

nicians approach his work with the foregone conclu-

sion that his plays are perfect and that it is rampant
ignorance to attack them—that the expert's only

option is to point out their various virtues and dwell

on their eternal fame. That is not the habit of this

journal and so long as grass grows and errors exist,

it never shall be.

* Walter H. Baker & Co., Boston, 25c.

WHAT MONEY CAN'T BUY.
Fantastic Disunity.

Whoever urged Mr. Broadhurst to forsake the

dramatic fabric of our workaday world for the

romantic threads of extravagant fantasy played a

cruel trick indeed on this prolific playwright. It is

a long, long way from the prosaic environs of the

Bronx to the mythical kingdoms of Anthony Hope.
It is a turbulent sea that separates these two domin-

ions and its passage is fraught with many hazards.

Mr. Broadhurst has weathered them with weak sea

legs. Lured on by the sirens of romantic unrestraint

he has come dangerously near floundering. As it

is he has barely kept afloat while the genius dis-

played in "The Man of the Hour" and "Bought and
Paid For" has all gone by the board entirely.
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It is indeed a sadly bereft Broadhurst who comes

up in "What Money Can't Buy." Perhaps the

crucial sin of this undramatic drama is its lack of

Unity. The locale of the piece is mythical and the

mood highly romantic, but all this is valid dramatic

license. The first iaus pas follows the kindling of

love between an American youth and an irresistible

damsel who turns out to be a princess. Despite this

insurmountable obstacle the father of the youth, a

persevering American millionaire whose career has

been one continual conquest of things material,

determines to obtain the hand of the princess for his

subsidized son. At this juncture Mr. Broadhurst

rings down the curtain on Act I with his Conflict

plainly projected.

We re-read the title "What Money Can't Buy"
with accrued wisdom. Its meaning is clear to us

now. But . . . the curtain rises upon a quarrel

between the princess and her noble suitor, the man
to whom she is engaged. This quarrel leads to a

duel. At least the second curtain descends upon
such a promise. We no sooner forget the original

Plot and take up with the new than a third is intro-

duced, a financial problem between the King and the

American millionaire. Mr. Broadhurst calmly

pigeon-holes plot number two for a while, but

returns to it in time to desert number three and see

number two properly concluded.

This still leaves one and three in the air, so

another act must be added. Plot number three is

readily solved by the complete financial triumph of

the millionaire. But how about number one ? It still

threatens trouble. The lovers are not disentangled

and it is past eleven o'clock! Mr. Broadhurst

decides to abruptly cut the Gordian knot. The
prince must withdraw and wed a ballet dancer. The
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princess flops into the open arms of the gilded youth
and mamma bids them all repair to a tea party.

Now even for fantastic farce wouldn't it be better

to choose one story and see it safely through? The
lighter a thing is the simpler it should be to follow.

To rip a flimsy fabric into three slim strips certainly

adds little worth to the dry goods. If the play gets

by it will be through the acting of George Fawcett.

A similar feat saved "Bought and Paid For."

S. B. T.

THE BOOMERANG.
Cleverest Comedy in New York.

Hardly a newspaper in New York City lost occa-

sion to comment upon the "light and meaningless"

proportions of this play. None emphasized the point

that this was the goal of the playwrights and that

their aim was surpassingly well taken. Their treat-

ment is light because their theme is of that variety,

and does not admit of heavy handling. But the deft

frivolity with which this trifle is elaborated betrays

more craftsmanship than any 1915 specimen of

playwriting to date.

It is easy to detect the touch of an expert. In this

case it is a pair of experts, for Winchell Smith and

Victor Mapes were both concerned in its construc-

tion. Their joint efforts leave very little to find

fault with. One vital defect is all that these clever

craftsmen allow you to see and that cannot be

detected without careful analysis. Even then it is

only a question of fuller values and the audience

seems to attest that the measure of enjoyment is

ample enough.

Problem.

I. A doctor prescribes absent treatment for jeal-

ousy.
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2. In the cure he becomes inoculated.

3. He prescribes the obverse remedy for himself.

The flaw we speak of involves the second clause

of Problem, the doctor's inoculation. This is the

pivot of the entire structure, but it is not allowed to

give signs of life until the early part of the third act.

This is a little late. An earlier development would
intensify Suspense. It is always well to postpone

the climax as far into the third as possible, but a

more gradual preparation for the catastrophe to

come would doubtless heighten the effect. This

could be done by an earlier evolution of the jealousy

germ reacting upon the doctor.

But the play is too perfect to split hairs about. Its

quality of Dialog alone would give it the rank of

excellence. Its humor is a part and parcel of the

Plot, and not a thing hitched on for comic relief.

Characterization all contributes to the progress of

the story, and is never allowed to project as a

detached vaudeville specialty. Unity is exact and

dramatization is exquisite. The play as a whole is

one of the rare specimens that surpasses the ideals

you may form of it before visiting the Belasco.

UNDER FIRE.
Dramatic License Let Loose.

A distinct decline in technic for Roi Cooper
Megrue is the only honest estimate this journal can

offer of "Under Fire." The play is not without vir-

tues, but its sins so far outweigh them that there is

no margin in the author's favor when the books are

balanced.

A timely exposition of war stunts and sentiments

made by a most capable and expensive cast manages
to manufacture some very theatric thrills out of

highly improbable and preposterous circumstances.
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It is only this unusual combination of war pictures

and prominent players that half succeeds in blinding

us to the appalling absurdities of this premeditated

melodrammer.
The Plot is so disconnected in its various off-

shoots that a coherent Problem is difficult to deduce.

Stripped of all irrelevance the fiber of Conflict is

something as follows:

Problem.

1. A girl marries the spy of her enemy.

2. She endures her wifehood to secure secrets.

3. She enables her lover's side to win.

Here is indeed a departure in marital traffic which

might be made a novelty if dramatization were cen-

tered upon this theme: Is a woman warranted in

continuing an immoral alliance for patriotic pur-

poses? This idea has tremendous magnitude, but

Mr. Megrue has not developed it. He dodges the

issue and loads it down with a cargo of heteroge-

neous war incidents.

It is in this way that opportunist authors fre-

quently offer tempting ideas to other playwrights.

Some one will take up this theme and show Mr.

Megrue what an opportunity he squandered. As a

speculation the play might be called a success if it

had been a record breaker. But with so costly a

cast there is little hope for commercial results save

where novelty scintilates.

COCK O' THE WALK.
An Acting Vehicle.

When an author starts out with a personal pur-

pose he must be a massive giant indeed if he can at

the same time produce a drama with Scenes of gen-

eral interest to all. Bernard Shaw is the one big

enough to attempt this and he falls short of both
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by-products above mentioned. He makes a poor

drama and limits interest to the select few.

In thrusting a jolt at knighted theatrical incom-

petants Mr. Jones labors hard to hold up his enter-

tainment and if it were not for the personal charms

and rare proclivities of Otis Skinner in an almost

inconsequent part the piece might go begging in

the theatre. The story interest is more or less

indifferent.

The two strongest moments of appeal do not

attain their intended goal for want of Plot integrity.

When the business manager refuses our hero his

promised contract at the end of Act III we do not

fully respond to this sorry plight for lack of faith

in his authority. The business manager has been

treated like an office boy all through the play and

nothing but discharge from the head of the firm

would substantiate this anguish. Some demonstra-

tion of the office boy's authority might remedy it

slightly, but the third act proceeds as if no such

thing had happened. So the crisis is twice false.

The second moment of sentimentality is extra-

neous reminiscence. The hero recalls a tearful

event in his early youth for the present purpose of

persuading a girl to go back to her parents. Both
incidents are beside the Plot and do not comprise

obligatory parts of the Conclusion. This narrative

material is tacked on for an obvious effort at mock
heroics and it is up to the super-skill of the actor

to level it off.

Problem.

1. A player is ignored by an old pal.

2. His gab rescues the pal's reputation.

3. He is given a job.
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SEE MY LAWYER.
Outrages a Universal Ideal.

Here is a play more worthy of success on most
counts than many that get by. To advise this

author that he is not fitted for comedy is a grave

mistake. He has a marked ability for brisk Dialog

and a sense of theatric situation. The flaw in his

play is fundamental, not technical, and with this one

basic blemish obliterated the play might have been

a success.

An ideal that most of us cherish is the sanctity of

the inventor's vocation. We may regard him a child

at times, but the general feeling prevails that the

creator of any useful thing is sacred. He partakes

of the Divine. And the fiend who would infringe

upon our composite credulity is a double-faced

demon indeed. And it is here that the present

comedy offends. The honored old inventor is made
to pervert his genius by palming off a bogus rubber

recipe on his friends.

Problem.

1. An inventor deceives his backer.

2. The latter feigns insanity to escape prison.

3. The bogus invention proves valuable.

You see the very first premise implies the inven-

tor's duplicity. If this deceit had been practiced by

some one else, the blight would be lessened. Even
the hero himself could bear the brunt of it better.

We would then have another "Get-Rich-Quick Wall-

ingford" and his regeneration could follow the dis-

covery of the true worth of the bogus rubber as a

by-product. Isn't this the solution, Mr. Marcin?

Don't kill your play to keep your hero untarnished.

Paint his true colors at the start, and let your Con-

flict transmogrify him so that we may all pass

through the process by proxy.
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SOME BABY.
A Manufactured Farce.

If all the doddering, old, bald-headed goops in

Gotham could be corralled in one pit, the promoters

of "Some Baby" might have a chance to sell their

product to a satisfied audience. For this seemed to

be the only class who were genuinely amused at the

shallow fun afforded by this amateurish concoction.

The beginning is tedious and stupid, the middle is

preposterous and the end unduly monotonous. How
it could well be worse is the only serious thought

this farrago gives rise to.

Problem.

1. An inventor discovers eternal youth.

2. He finds he hasn't.

3. His invention is a hair restorer.

What a splendid frame for a musical show. It

seems a paradox to say that farces should be made
of sterner stuff, but it will be seen that the gist of

our best laughing vehicles is sound, the treatment

being the chief hilarious source of exaggeration.

Take "Baby Mine" for example, the pattern after

which "Some Baby" seems modeled. The little wife

in that play pretends that she is actually a mother
and adopts a babe to carry out her ruse. Upon this

Plot fact the proud father's inflatus is founded and
honest laughter is evoked. The basis is fundamen-
tal: parentage. In "Some Baby" the basis is unreal

;

the laughs that ensue must be necessarily confined

to the few who can convulse in a vacuum. For the

entire structure rests upon an old man's belief that

he has converted a fop of seventy into a babe again.

This is hardly a harbor even for horseplay. In

another article we will treat of a similar trifle treated

with musical accompaniment and converted into a

substantial success by virtue of proper classification.
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"Some Baby" is a rough score for a musical comedy.
See "The Only Girl" also analyzed in this number.

A FULL HOUSE.
Laughs via Language.

The peculiarity of this farce is that it procures its

laughs largely by freaks of language. It does not

rely upon hilarious situation like "Twin Beds," but

utilizes the smart slang of a funny little fat burglar

to provoke most of its comic effects. But "A Full

House" surpasses the other play in its quality of

sustained Suspense. This is kept up throughout

the action. The Plot is propelled by our subjugated

desire to tell the distressed innocents where the

jewels are and who is the truly guilty man. The
author lets us in on his secret and Suspense is thus

engendered to the fullest degree. It is the direct

antithesis of the method employed in "Under
Cover."

Problem.

1. A lawyer is arrested for burglary.

2. His wife finds the loot in his bag.

3. It turns out that the bag is the burglar's.

The chief weakness in this farce is the lawyer's

inactivity in establishing his own identity. He has

the power, the intelligence, and the motive to prove

an alibi, but his normal effort is suppressed by the

author instead of being forestalled sufficiently by

obstacles in the Plot. The opening is lazy and talk-

ative in deference to the old school notion that

things must be explained before they begin to

happen. Let your trouble begin brewing, Mr. Jack-

son, and you will find that the audience needs no

exposition other than the natural explanations that

accompany the plights our hero and heroine are

plunged into. Build more situations like the fat
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man concealed in the fireplace blowing out the

matches with which the maid endeavors to light the

fire, and you will more fully realize the reward of

your efforts. The eye is a trenchant aid to dramatic

absurdity, and while the ear is easily tickled the

action is not as acute. Together, these agencies

achieve consummate drama, whether it be buffoon-

ery or sober play.

But our fault finding demands an apology. We
go to this play to be made to laugh, and get more
than we bargained for. What more is expected?

In addition you have enjoyed the thrill of mystery
and Suspense until the compound sends you away
exhausted and gratified. There can be but one

charge launched against such a performance and
that is the protest of the prude who rebels against

theatrical laughing gas.

DADDY LONG LEGS.
A Triumph of Temperament.

Problem.

1. A man secretly educates an orphan.

2. She learns to love another.

3. The other proves to be he.

Like "The Great Divide" the force of this play

exhausts itself in the earlier action. A third and a

fourth act are appended, but a very little portion of

them is devoted to the main plot bounded by the

above Problem. All that is great and human in this

play transpires in the first two acts and most of

what follows relies upon the interest herein awak-

ened to sustain us through the obvious effort to pro-

long these values.

One of the play's unusual merits is its generation

of comedy. Suspense is invariably engendered by
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the ignorance of one character set off against the

knowledge or intuitive surmise of the audience. We
thrill at our superior wisdom regarding the identity

of Daddy Long Legs when we see the girl innocently

alluding to him, not knowing that she is in his pres-

ence. But the author has cunningly contrived a

vast amount of comedy by the self-same angle of

ignorance. In fact, the funniest phases of the

comedy arise from her unconscious remarks to the

subject of her secret devotion.

The poorest specimen of Scene structure is the

crisis itself. Just as in "Peg O' My Heart" the great

moment where emotional tension should soar to its

greatest altitude, the Plot suddenly collapses for

want of real motive to actuate the heroine. She
rejects her ardent wooer for no tangible cause. If

she has a reason the author has not let us in on it.

And upon this flimsy crisis the whole action hangs.

In Act IV an entirely new story of a wounded hero

pops in and winds up the evening's entertainment.

The girl finds out that he is Daddy Long Legs, but

it is no fault of sustained Plot that she does.

Jean Webster is essentially a story teller and not

a dramatist. The most glorious opportunities sail

serenely over her head. She half dramatizes the

big points or slights them entirely. But the minor
moments which other authors would almost omit,

she grabs with a vengeance and makes them the

remarkable merit of her work. This is largely a

feat of close characterization. For her effects are

nothing more than temperamental touches flashed

in without origin in the pattern of Plot. That such
isolated touches can continually fill houses for

"Daddy Long Legs" is a tribute to Miss Webster's
art, though her art is but one feature in the

science of play construction. It is like winning a
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fortune with a single cent, the feat is all the more

astonishing.

A FOOL THERE WAS.
A Play for the Actor.

Briefly, this dramatization of Kipling's verse may
be recorded as a play with one big second act Scene,

and a great opportunity for the actor in IV. These

are its two pronounced virtues. As a whole the

piece is miserably haggled by too frequent change

of setting. This comes from a lack of dramatic

courage. The play might just as well occur in three

acts of one set each. All that is needed to accom-

plish this is closer craftsmanship. If Mr. Porter

Emerson Brown had not employed the fiction

fashion of flitting from one place to another, he

might have made a materially better drama. The
monotonous changes of scenery are annoying and

unnecessary. They spell dramaturgic trepidation.

Problem.

1. A devoted husband is enchanted by a vampire.

2. Her influence thoroughly demoralizes him.

3. He is unable to return to his wife and child.

By the use of this condensed outline of purpose

Mr. Brown could have clung to theme more con-

sistently. It would have prevented his going off on

an alcohol tangent where sexual debauch is the

principal motive. To be sure, rum is first aid to

adultery, but it should be so subdued in this Plot

that the degrading despotism of the vampire is

forced uppermost. Such treatment would stamp in

the author's intent more permanently.

Here is another triumph for the unhappy ending.

No one desires to see this vampire defeated. It is

a peculiar strife between good and evil, but the audi-

ence, to a man, is gratified to see the husband pay
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the price. The conclusion is in accord with our sub-

conscious wishes, no matter how hard it hits at

the happy home—no matter how gravely it defies

the third law of nature—the love of father and child.

Dramatists will do well to study this ending. It is

poetic justice personified. The play is still touring

the night-stand theatres and virtually the same
story may be seen in a well done motion picture

called "The Vampire."

THE ONLY GIRL.
A Semi-Musical Mixture.

It is not our custom to analyze musical comedies,

but here is product that demands the attention of

the playwright for two reasons—first, because it is

a defunct farce made over ; second, because it retains

most of the mood of the legitimate comedy. In

other words, it is a neuter gender—a sort of har-

monized farce.

"Our Wives" was first offered to the public as a

farce. It failed promptly and was withdrawn. The
texture seemed too light. The idea of setting the

piece to music was then conceived and the present

successful neuter product resulted.

Problem.

1. A bachelor scorns matrimony.

2. He collaborates with a girl on a male basis.

3. Propinquity does the rest.

We do not mean to say this Problem could not be

successfully handled as a drama. Such a feat

always awaits the inspiration and the author. It is

our purpose only to point out the fact that in its

present loosely constructed state the merger with

catchy music was a saving grace. Music is a vague

emotional medium and is a suitable background for

an indistinct Plot. These two indefinite elements
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joined make a potent entertainment of a different

category.

In another page of this number we have treated a

farce called "Some Baby" which we think would do
well if subjected to the same musical treatment.

"The Only Girl" has made an enviable record. It

is a new species of musical drama with a greater

measure of truth and sincerity than employed in

comic opera or musical comedy. The setting and
furnishings are closer to life and the disparity with

human purpose and conduct is not so obvious. The
story is more intimate and the episodes come nearer

home. "The Only Girl" presages a more realistic

style of musical mixture, a sort of parlor musicale

product.

THE ADMIRABLE CRICHTON.*

Barrie's Best Play.

When the perspective of time takes a drama-

turgic inventory of Barrie's work, "The Admirable
Crichton" will be counted the best play of his time.

Everything since then has shown a marked decline

in technical craftsmanship, though in some instances

the charm or humor has exceeded this delightful

drama. As a comedy of manners, a piercing satire

on aristocracy, a double-edged irony and a well made
play, he will probably never surpass it.

There are few masterpieces that we could hon-

estly recommend to the aspirant at five dollars per

play, but since this work is obtainable in no other

form we sincerely advise the investment. The book
itself is handsomely dressed and daintily illustrated.

The business is elaborately described and embel-

lished. But apart from all this, the value is there

in the play alone, for it is Barrie at his best and this
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means a great play by one of the greatest writers

of the age.

With the expectation that you are going to pos-

sess this volume, or study it in your public library,

we are going deeper into the details of analysis than

usual. The work deserves it, and the price warrants.

The play is almost a manual in itself. In some
instances we will merely give the page for your

perusal.

Problem.

1. A nobleman strands on an island.

2. His flunky becomes master pro tern.

3. They are rescued and caste is resumed.

Note how the very first episode of Ernest rehears-

ing his speech for the servants hits the trail of Plot

and sounds the key of satire. For sake of contrast

it is so much better to make the head of this house

a radical on the question of equality. His receptions

to the servants makes excellent background for the

developments of Act III when Crichton becomes a

king. Watch the comedy worked out of the foot-

stool (page 22) which Crichton offers Lord Brockel-

hurst, and the droll method of extracting humor out

of the aristocracy entertaining their employees on
equal terms. It is slight, but it penetrates. And
what could be more ridiculous than the petty jeal-

ousies of caste among these flunkies. It is an inti-

mate glimpse that only one thoroughly familiar

with the autocratic household should attempt—^the

etiquette of noble serving circles. The Act as a

whole climbs up to an excellent curtain, for it con-

stitutes the converse of what is to come and sounds
a premonition gently that the antithesis is coming.

Act II is a splendid change. Far from the track

of commerce and convention these mortals are now
thrown on their own resource to sink or swim. And
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the lovely part of it is that the thing is as lucid to

the low-brow as to his lordship himself. Naturally

the old custom clings for a time, but slowly we sur-

mise a reversion. Things cannot go on as they start.

"Mutt and Jeff in College" could not concoct a

more ridiculous situation than the old Earl creeping

through the bushes. "A tiger cat!" young Ernest

exclaims, and the poor old nobleman comes in on

all fours, having fought a winning battle with Fate

and the elements. The fantastic Conflict now wages

between master and man. The Earl, whose proud

estate came to him through some ancestor's acci-

dent, vies with the servant who successfully fights

the battle of existence. On page 109 this contest

comes to a clinch! The Earl comes off victor for

the time being and aristocracy still reigns. The first

skirmish is over, but there are clashes to come.

Let us halt a moment here to note the nature of

this combat. The Scene is mostly talk and the vic-

tory a verbal one. Wouldn't some actual happening

serve to heighten the situation. Take, for instance,

some minor feat which Crichton pulls off to demon-
strate his command of the little colony. We have

the material at hand. The soup in the kettle can do

it. If the appetites of these fair ones is more nor-

mally aroused the man with the ladle becomes an

unconscious despot. Then the crisis on page 114

is indeed a calamity of ridicule! "Take a month's

notice" is a harrowing behest from an Earl stranded

on an island with no soul to preserve him save the

butler he expels. Here again is an excellent curtain,

the soup's perfume is being duly dramatized. For
American use we might hit the soup note a little

harder. But Barrie knows his British public, and
his super-restraint is a higher sense of art.

We reach Act III with all the restraining conven-
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tions of public opinion shattered and gone. The
whole world is this island so far as any of us know
now and motive is actuated by the local law of

supply and demand. Possibly we need more thor-

ough preparation for Crichton*s constructive knowl-

edge of electricity. His intention in Act I of setting

up an electrical establishment as soon as he and
Tweeny were wed would be enough to show that

he had diligently pursued this subject in his off

hours. It would also enhance probability to show
that even the dynamo and wires were rescued from
the shipwrecked yacht.

On page 130 we see an example of talk that could

be visualized by the sight or sound of something that

Crichton is working on. The signal contrivance on
page 132 is a trifle far fetched. It could also be

bettered by visual demonstration. And the same
is true of Ernest's affection for Tweeny with no
visible courtship of her cooking to back it up. The
announcement falls flat for the want of optical

gradation.

On pages 153 to 159 you will find a trenchant

irony on unrequited love. The rest of this Scene

carries us to the summit of our satire—the parable of

reversed social positions employed by the author to

illustrate a universal truth.

And now we come to the fourth and last Act, an

unnecessary adjunct so far as pure technic is con-

cerned. No one of us would want to sacrifice the

exquisite irony of master basking in the light of his

man's achievements, but its substance is not strictly

essential to Plot. In England, the reversion to caste

is obligatory, no doubt, but we in America are more
optimistic. We would like to give the champion of

industry his due. We cannot believe that even the

flunky would ever revert to servitude after once he
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had risen to the estate of creative imagination. We
would like to see Lady Mary turn back to a rock

bottom basis after vainly trying to resume the softer

side of a decaying society. We would like to see her

mate with this man of the hour.

* George H. Doran Co., New York, $5.

MARTA OF THE LOWLANDS.*
Eighth Drama League Publication.

Angel Guimera is not so remarkable for his tech-

nic as for his genius in seeing the concept as a

whole. He tells his story in a very primitive manner,

but he was writing to a very primitive people. It

seemed expedient to him, no doubt, out in one of

the remote provinces of Spain, that a narrative

fashion of dramatization would better suit his audi-

ence. That point is open to serious debate. There
is little doubt, however, that had Guimera lived and

practiced his craft in a metropolis he would rank

with the greatest dramatists of his day.

Problem.

1. A mistress marries a rustic.

2. Her seducer attempts to retain her.

3. The rustic kills him.

It can be seen at a glance that this is no mean
nucleus for a drama. The concept is great. It offers

abundant resource for a Plot of twists, turns and
transitions that are calculated to stir vigorously the

cockles of the human heart. The aspirant will do
well to work this Problem over and apply American
methods to its reconstruction. He will find much
metal less worthy of his tools.

Note how the trail of Suspense grips you from
the start. The same Expectation seizes us all.

What will this uncouth rustic say when he finds out

that his bride was a mistress? What will he do
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when he meets her traducer? The Crisis is forecast

from the very start and the long path of Conflict

sustains interest to the very end—"I killed the

Wolf!" Here is telling evidence of dramatic

instinct, a better test of native genius, perhaps, than

any one trait an author can manifest.

* Doubleday, Page & Co., New York, $.75.

THE THIEF.*
Tenth Drama League Publication.

This play is analyzed on page 24 of the January,

1 910, number and little can be added here save to

express our gratitude for the printing of one of the

masterpieces of the current theatre. As a model of

big Scene writing, the second act has few parallels.

The work is firm and satisfying. You feel you are

under the spell of an iron quilled writer of steel

structure Plot.

The first act has come to be known as a successful

example of subtly concealed preparation. The
detective's inquisition is designed to stimulate sur-

mise and while no hint is offered that the wife is

actually the thief, a fighting chance is given to the

spectator to conjecture she may be. Study the play

as one that has held the American public securely.

It is a safe technical model to go by.

Richard Burton has written an introduction well

worth the price of the book. He has placed Burn-

stein more accurately on the scale of world's drama-

tists than any one who has heretofore attempted his

measurement.
* Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y., $.75.
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THE CASE OF AMERICAN DRAMA.*
By Thomas H. Dickinson.

In a new book by the editor of Chief Contem-
porary Dramatists you will find so many things

that you have felt vaguely—things that we have

tried to tell you in our blunt and futile way. But
here they are expressed in unsurpassed English

words of one syllable almost, accessible alike to the

craftsman and to the child. As an example we quote

the following:

"It has been said that drama is the most
democratic of the arts ; that it is in fact the only

art which is essentially democratic in character.

Is this the assertion of a partisan or can it be

defended? If we study any one of the arts,

music, painting, sculpture, or poetry, we will

see that there is in their substance and form

of appeal no essential dependence on social

groups. Apparently any one of these arts could

exist, as far as content is concerned, in a quite

unsocial world, and no one of them demands for

its appreciation anything more than the alert

sense of beauty in the individual. It is quite

possible to conceive of the proper artistic

response between a picture and a single indi-

vidual seated alone in a museum of art. A piece

of sculpture presents its beauty to the individual

better than to the crowd. So also the aesthetic

reaction secured from the playing of a sonata in

a closed room by an isolated individual is as

satisfactory and complete as that which comes

to one member of a group. Poetry, too, is as

truly poetry when read alone as when read

aloud to a large body of people.

"All these are arts which depend upon artistic

criteria which may be as thoroughly developed
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in the individual as in society. They appeal

directly to none of the essentially social func-

tions. It is drama alone, which, springing out of

the social functions for its subject-matter,

depends upon these functions for its under-

standing and is incomplete without them. Any
one who has attended the last rehearsals of a

play and has noticed how the lines and situa-

tions upon which the author has placed his best

thought, and into which the manager and actor

have thrown their most careful efforts, seem in

the empty room to be flat and unprofitable, must
have felt that something was lacking which
could not be supplied by an individual, however
skilled. And if, perhaps, he has attended the

performance on a later evening when the audi-

ence chamber, empty before, is filled with intel-

ligent humanity, and has noticed that the same
line and same situations are greeted with a

clamor of approval, he has been led to appre-

ciate how thoroughly drama is dependent on

the crowd emotion. After this experience he

may even feel himself justified in concluding

that the one indispensable factor of drama is

not author, or manager, or even player, but audi-

ence, and that the necessary characteristic of

the audience is not so much either intellectual

criticism, or favorable attitude, as it is simply

that sense of mass coalescence that impels the

audience to react as a social unit.

"Now that which is true of the appeal of

drama is no less true of its substance. In respect

of substance drama is a democratic art, for it

derives its being from the recognized and inter-

related functions of society. No other art equals

the drama in sheer immediacy of method. No
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other art is so direct in uncovering the human
purposes of men and women. Any comparison

between one art and another upon the score of

universality would lead one into unprofitable

speculations. However, whether drama is more
universal than other arts or not—and certainly

there is something that could be said in defense

of this theory—it cannot be questioned that it is

more immediate and concrete. Drama is the

art which most accepts the symbols of common
experience, in which the simple formulas of

every-day living are made, more than in any
other art, to serve as the channels of spiritual

expression. And it gains this immediacy at no

expense of subtlety or depth, for it retains

always the power of signifying by the most con-

crete means imaginative values of the greatest

delicacy and remoteness.

"Beyond this characteristic of concreteness is

drama, which will always be the explanation of

its great hold upon the people, and its power as

a social instrument, lies the fact that of all the

arts drama is the only one in which the sub-

stance of the art is identical with the substance

of the thing signified. The art of sculpture,

taking stone and clay as the substance of the

art, translates the rude outlines of these mate-

rials into forms indicative of the values of

humanity and spirituality. Painting, acting

under certain conventions of perspective, takes

the substance of canvas and oils and water
colors, and conveys through these the values of

beauty. In the same way music restricts itself

to the artificially created phenomena of sound,

and secures from the combinations of sounds in

harmony and discord symbols applicable to the
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farthest reaches of psychic meaning. In the case

of all these arts the substance of the art is

diverse from, and often apparently inconsistent

with, the substance of the thing signified. As a

result these arts require for their understanding

an acceptance of conventions, some of which go

very far into the regions of the complex and

even of the artificial. An understanding of the

art of music, even the enjoyment of the best

music, is not an immediate power; it is a devel-

oped faculty of the mind and taste. So also of

painting and sculpture. There is nothing imme-
diate in the mind of man which provides criteria

for the understanding of the greatest in these

arts. For by the disparity of their substance

from the substance of the thing signified, and

by the impediments of convention and devel-

oped technique built up between the art and the

natural understanding of man, these arts are

necessarily appropriated to the enjoyment of

the cultivated taste.

"Compared with these arts, if we turn to

drama, we see how complete is the identification

of the substance of the art with the substance of

the thing signified. Taking living men and

women, with their words, their gestures, their

peculiarities of speech, their expression of face

and modulations of voice, their particularities

of physical control, the drama identifies with

these in direct and immediate order the symbols

of its art. There is between the artist and his

auditor no clash of uncorresponding symbols.

Developed as is the technique of drama, its

fundamental theories are most simple and

immediate. The power which is thus given to

drama as an organ of popular appeal is not
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given to any other art. It takes no high sense

to appreciate the truth or the beauty of a

play. . . ."

The six chapters of the book are

:

I. The New Theatre in the Light of History.

11. The Social Sanction of Dramatic Art.

III. The Present Situation of the Stage in

America.

IV. The Theatre in the Open.

V. Festivals and Pageantry.

VI. The Promise of an American Drama.
* Houghton, Mifflin Co., Boston, Mass., $1.50.

WRITING AND SELLING A PLAY.*
By Fanny Cannon.

This book comes to us just as we are going to

press. We open it at random and read the following

:

"UNITY OF PLOT: The next feature of

play-technique is the *one-ness,' the unity, of the

plot. Unity of time and place are frequently

set aside; the unity of action, the singleness of

episode is steadily growing more and more of

an exaction.

"In a modern drama, every character, every

situation and complication, every line of the

dialog must deal with this one plot. There
are no cunning little by-paths leading nowhere.

All must lead up to that final curtain by gradual,

inevitable degrees—a succession of dramatic

actions or incidents moving definitely forward

to the climax.

"Reasons: There must be a reason for every

person, line, and situation in your play; this

point cannot be too much emphasized. Remem-
bering it will stop you when you are inclined to

permit your characters to do unnecessary
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things. Suppose, for example, you want to get

a certain character off the stage, so that certain

other characters may be in a position for a scene

which the first person must not hear. He must
have a reason for leaving which will be appar-

ent or obvious to the audience; he cannot

wander aimlessly out. He does not necessarily

have to say anything in explanation ; he may be

just a servant going about his duties, or a guest

following others to another room to smoke, or

play cards, or speak to someone; anything, so

long as there is a legitimate reason, spoken or

implied, for him to exit."

Without going further, this one glance would con-

vince us that the author's viewpoint is sound. Unity

is one of the fundamental principles of dramatology

and the writer who has a clear vision of this is sure

to have a wide knowledge of craftsmanship.

Miss Cannon has been an actress ; she has directed

and staged plays ; she has also been a critic, and has

had direct dealings with the bewildered beginner in

the art of play construction.

The book not only deals with the details of con-

struction as to scenario, characters, and dialogue,

but goes into the preparation and appearance of the

manuscript itself. It takes up with much care the

purely commercial questions, the proper disposal of

a play manuscript, with due attention to agents,

royalties and copyright.

Two scenarios (one of them analytical with notes)

from published plays are given, with notes of con-

struction. These, in themselves, practically amount
to a lesson in playwriting. A model contract, and a

bibliography of reference books and plays complete

the volume.
* Henry Holt & Co., New York, $1.50.
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in playwriting?

Ask yourself the following:

1. Do I understand dramatizing my audience?

2. Do I know how to hide myself in the endowed
motive of my characters ?

3. Do I understand the province of dialog and the

power of picturizing?

4. Is my Plot dramatized or merely a story?

5. Have I preserved the Unit of the Plot germ
employed?

6. Do I understand the mechanism of Scene

structure?

7. Have I used sufficient gradation of effects?

8. Is my Moral properly imbedded in the Conflict?

9. And after all these points are settled, what fac-

ulty of characterization do I possess?

10. What chance has my manuscript for market?

If none, what is my best plan for recon-

struction?

From a mere glance at this list of questions your

interest is awakened. What might a complete

inventory of your own manuscript mean? Let us

take account of stock for you. Irresolution pays no
royalties
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IBSEN PLAYWRITING COURSE.
For College, High School and Club.

In response to requests from various universities

The Dramatist will conduct a teachers' course in

Play Building founded upon Ibsen's masterpiece

"A Doll's House." This play is selected because of

the world-wide influence it has wielded on drama at

large and because the author's original notes are

available for guidance in each step of construction.

The version used for study will be Walter H. Baker's

edition which retails at 25 cents.

The course of instruction will be divided into ten

sections and the chapters will be so arranged that

classes constructing original plays may draw analo-

gies for their own synthetic purposes. Each of the

ten cardinal principles will be clearly defined and

the course will be simple enough for high schools

and reading circles.

The first chapter on "Conflict" will appear in the

April issue. Instructors will be cordially invited to

place their problems before the Editor. For further

particulars consult the Playwriting Department.

OUR MRS. McCHESNEY.
Mother-love Comedy.

The thing that really registers in this farce-

comedy is the strong mother-love appeal. The
"Potash and Perlmutter" material makes a strong
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pull on the Semitic public, but the mother and son

principle coupled with the maternal attitude toward

the daughter-in-law keeps the third law ever in the

ascendant throughout the play. And Miss Barry-

more is particularly fitted for this role. Physically,

facially and vocally she portrays the mother. Her
rare talent seems to chime in unison in the part.

Problem.

1. A widow's son forges money.
2. Her employer sympathizes.

3. She marries the employer.

This is not exactly the Problem for the Problem
is not exactly evolved. But it is no doubt the basic

idea that Mr. Hobart had in mind when he attempted

the difficult task of subjugating the McChesney
Stories to a semblance of sustained dramatic Plot.

The third clause might sound like a sentimental off-

shoot, but this is so nicely subordinated that even

the employer becomes a parental property of the

Plot.

Some of the lines are pretty sleepy, but again

many of them yield valuable laughs. The structure

as a whole would sustain interest better if the finan-

cial dilemma occurred at the end of the second act.

The curtain descends at that juncture with too little

to look forward to and practically all obstacles

cleared. This requires a sudden injection of a new
and arbitrary crisis at the beginning of Act III in

order to push the Plot along. But as a feat of pre-

serving the McChesney episodes and at the same
time dramatizing their emotional possibilities, Mr.

Hobart has probably rivalled any similar stunt

extant.
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THE ETERNAL MAGDALENE.
Defectively Out of Focus.

Did you ever take a picture out of focus and move
the camera while snapping? This is the impression

"The Eternal Magdalene" offers. The author has

lofty aims, but he has not acquired the art of aiming.

He starts out with reality, wanders off into a dream,

calls in the semi-supernatural, hitches on a bank
defalcation, seduces the daughter of the house,

delivers a ten-minute sermon on the virtues of pros-

titution and as a result of this chaos decides that

the social evil shall not be expelled simply because

Billy Sunday says so.

Mr. Robert H. McLaughlin evidently has some-

thing to say about Magdalenes, but in attempting

a Strindbergian frankness he appears to preach on

either side of the question. His purpose is so vague

and insecure that the play flounders between gener-

ality and sermon. But harlot and reformer may
find solace in his sentiments. The ancient profes-

sion is both lauded and bedamned.

Problem.

1. A man is fighting prostitution.

2. He dreams that he is its victim.

3. He renounces his crusade.

If the play were as direct as this Problem indi-

cates surely no dogmatist could find flaws in its

fundamental outline. But the trouble is in the

dramatization of the second clause. To become a

victim, the author makes this poor fellow suffer the

torment of illegitimate offspring, the seduction of

his legal daughter and the defalcation of his son.

Had the camera been focused on either of the first

two situations long enough to obtain well imaged

results the play would come much nearer the defini-

tion of good drama. All sensational advertising
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appendages could be profitably sacrificed as the

best selling agents of this subject are the elements

of naked truth. Mr. McLaughlin has not centered

on this phase of the subject long enough to drive

anything home. He has marred even the financial

success of the offering by spreading his youthful

talents over too much ground.

THE UNCHASTENED WOMAN.
An Unwholesome Product.

This ultra essence of unmoral maritality may
interest the public of a great city where such pol-

ished depravity exists, but just why it should be put

upon the stage is a question the author must answer.

Any bromide flavor may become a fad for a time,

but few mortal beings can behold such unholy hap-

pening for a term of two hours without being more
or less scathed by the experience. It is for this

reason we believe the piece an unwholesome
product.

Problem.

1. A vampire seduces a married man.
2. He betrays a preference for his wife.

3. The vampire renounces him.

This is the story of the unchastened woman.
There is another Conflict serving to detract interest

and vitality from this plot which runs as follows

:

Problem No. 2.

1. A woman exposes a girl's adultery.

2. The fiance forces her to write a denial.

3. She denies one instance then tells another.

The use of two plots is becoming obsolete. Apart

from fashion, it is very poor technic. "The Unchas-

tened Woman" relies upon another source entirely

for its pull, and that is the utter abandon of sex and

sensibility in an unregenerate woman. Miss Stevens
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eminently fits the part and plays it so well that the

thing takes on an undue semblance of illusion even

though the drama exploited is more of a nightmare

than a dream.

But the poison does not end there. By far the best

drawn character in the play is the courtesan's hus-

band. He too is a voluptuary. The victim of his

philandering is exploited as the heroine in Plot No.

2. There is a good moral to her Conflict, for she

loses the desirable match she is about to make. In

the first Plot there is no teaching and we are allowed

to leave with no antidote to offset the disease

inoculated.

This need not be interpreted as a demand that

every play have a moral. The first requisite of any

drama is that it be interesting emotionally. It is

sometimes necessary to corrupt an audience in order

to uplift them. There must ever be light and shade.

But it should never be all shade and all corruption.

If venom is administered a remedy should follow.

Of course, it might be said that a New York audi-

ence is not easily tarnished. But to find a crowd

that could endure "The Unchastened Woman"
without moral blemish would require rigorous social

slumming. And all this leads to the unavoidable

conclusion that the play is psychologically corrupt.

HER PRICE.
Marred by a Movie Ending.

In the mad race to outrun the movie, the melo-
dramatist sometimes over-reaches the endurance of

a theatre audience. This is the chief fault in "Her
Price," a play with many well wrought Scenes and
situations. With its extraneous ending amputated
this product might rival "Within the Law" for pop-
ular theatric sensation.
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Problem.

1. A woman is falsely imprisoned.

2. She vows adequate vengeance.

3. She inoculates leprosy.

The part that interests in this play is the melo-

drama above outlined, not the flimsy apology by

way of prologue and epilogue to the effect that it

was all the visualized perusal of a gruesome manu-
script. When a woman has been twice sentenced

to prison by a demon who committed the crimes

himself no audience wishes her revenge to be a

dream; they demand a reality. It is equivalent to

creating a sound illusion and then deliberately

undermining your acquired effect. Why wilfully

destroy your drama?

Of course, in this instance, the dream effect is

used to obviate the taint of leprosy. But the remedy
is needless since the affliction is extraneous. The
atrocious disease is invalid and no apology can

efface the defect. The audience is entitled to one

vengeance and the author appropriates another.

One course is poetic justice, the other is arbitrary

perversion. One ending makes the heroine a sym-

pathetic protagonist, the other a hideous vampire.

Leprosy is lugged in to create a punch, but the

punch is an abnormal one. The Plot dictates a nor-

mal crisis if the author would only permit it to take

its course.

This valid punch of the play is suggested by a lay-

man who attended one of the yearly tryouts. The
man is serenely basking in the snug complacency

of a respectable marriage. The conscience of the

remorseless murderer is beginning to prick and his

valet shows signs of betraying the terrible secret

that preys on his mind. A spectre appears at the

window and overhears this testimony. It is our
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heroine escaped from jail ! She calls the police. But
they believe the man first. The valet is too timid

to tell the truth. She stealthily presses a gun on
him. He reveals the real murderer. But the police

discover that he confessed under force! Now that

he has declared himself, however, the valet sticks to

the truth, the culprit goes to jail and the woman is

free.

Some such solution is the proper stage measure.

Revolting things which we may behold with equa-

nimity in the photoplay become too gruesome when
shown in the human flesh of the footlights. But
this analysis is based upon preliminary perform-

ances. Perhaps many of these defects will be obvi-

ated before the play gets to Broadway.

BEHOLD THY WIFE.
A Prodigal Try-Out.

Few plays receive a more resplendent mounting

and cast for try-out than Henry W. Savage gave

this weird experiment. There can be no question

of his wisdom in withdrawing the production. Its

try-out before an audience did not ring true and

there was no substance manifested that would war-

rant revision in order to save the wonderful scenery.

Problem.

1. A husband intends divorce.

2. An accident causes delirious penitence.

3. He reclaims his wife.

It would be tedious to recount the endless

instances of outraged technic in this try-out. The
cardinal flaws will suffice, particularly since there

is no assurance that "Behold Thy Wife" will ever

see Broadway even in a renovated version. It was

a prodigal experiment and William Harlowe Briggs

may be glad that it got no farther. For there is
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really nothing to recommend the piece save a nov-

elty of delirium visualized.

Following the brief outline of the Problem let us

elaborate the sequence of the parable. The husband

and wife are placed bodily in the same car by a

lame trick of the author and an accident occurs, also

at his instance, to stun them. In the brief moment
of senselessness they journey to Saint Peter and

pass through the inquisition precedent to entering

the Pearly Gates. At this inquest the husband who
is really at fault is lightly chastened, the innocent

wife is damned with faint praise and the attorney,

who has nothing to do with the thing, is lambasted

hot and heavy.

Well, the third act resumes actual life after the

accident and wifie is too sweet for words. She even

transforms the ugly intent of the harlot who threat-

ened to break up her happy home, and long after

the audience is satisfied and everything is over the

author goes on forcing a false Suspense that separa-

tion is still possible.

As we have already stated, the play has nothing

whatever to recommend it save the wonderful pro-

duction accorded it by Mr. Henry W. Savage. The
River Jordan was a dream-come-true in stage set-

tings. But the play had no substance to occupy such

a scene. The players were uniformly sacrificed on

the alter of puerile motives and inane episodes.

HOBSON'S CHOICE.
A First Act Punch.

Few plays can deliver their highest emotional

moments in the first act and continue to hold the

audience. After the first curtain in "Hobson's

Choice" the dramatic values hastily decline, but

interest is sustained by means of quaint episode and
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intricate character analysis. And good entertain-

ment it is, too. At times, the elemental manners of

Cockney life seem almost like the antics of inmates

in a menagerie. It is a phase of existence we most

of us know so little about that our laughter proceeds

from the child impulse within, and the play that can

reduce us to kindergarten capers is indeed a master-

piece.

Problem.

1. A daughter wooes her father's apprentice.

2. The father attempts to disown them.

3. They demonstrate their indispensable value.

To return to the big punch at the curtain of Act I,

it may not be saying too much to assert that this

should have been the crisis of the play. Let's glance

at the situation. A spinster is piqued at her van-

ishing chances for matrimony. She seizes her

father's apprentice bodily and proposes marriage.

He finds this altogether too sudden. The father

rails at such an idea and offers to horsewhip his

apprentice. It is here that dramatic sparks scintil-

late. The bridegroom is reborn in an instant! His

will power asserts itself! And one of the most
trenchant thrills of the season is registered.

Of course, the adoption of this crisis would
entirely change the course of the play. And no one
who has seen the performance would want to do
that. As a glimpse of primitive existence it is a
fascinating trifle and we are not tempted to trans-

form it into more pretentious drama. We would
suggest a compression. The last act is extraneous
and tends to stretch out inherent values. It would
be best to concentrate these eccentricities of British

provincial life since there is no sustained dramatic
fiber to bind them. The Problem above cited
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demonstrates the flimsy substance of the structure

as a whole.

THE HOUSE OF GLASS.
Perfection Founded on Fallacy.

There seems to be little difference of opinion on
the choice of the best melodrama on Broadway.
"The House of Glass" has no current competitor.

Mr. Max Marcin showed good Dialog and poor logic

in "See My Lawyer." His Dialog is even better in

this play and, while his logic is almost as weak,

it is not so treated as to desecrate composite

sympathy.

Problem.

1. A woman breaks parole.

2. The police find her.

3. Her husband's influence saves her.

The audience is made to believe, by means of

clever concentration and suggestion, that this

woman stands in trembling fear of arrest because

she broke parole twenty years ago. Of course, the

case is not water-tight. The wife of a railway mag-
nate could defeat this measure in a hundred differ-

ent ways. But it is not the business of the play-

wright to expose the fallacies of his structure. He
confines to the Conflict in hand. And while we are

under his spell we endure this woman's needless

sufferings with her. And crushed by her fears, we
are likewise oblivious to the thousand and one ways
out.

It is by a concentration on the emotion of fear

that this Plot steers clear of laughable absurdity.

Perhaps if the audience were reminded of the easy

solution the Suspense would be even greater. But

it would always be imperative on the part of the

author to blind his heroine to the flimsy fortress that
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imprisons her. If she were once given the fortitude

to go to her husband and confess her innocence, he

would soon find a means of proving it to the satis-

faction of the court and thereby annuling the parole

that she is accused of breaking. In the end they do
this, but the interim is the best built play in business.

All of which goes to prove the thin threads that

good plays may be made of. It is not so much the

case of what we would do with unrestricted reason-

ing facilities, as what this certain woman will do
under special and specified circumstances. In build-

ing a play you weave a dream for the spectators. So
long as you do not wake them up from their subcon-

scious slumbers, the inconsistencies of this dream
pass muster. Keep the ruling emotion paramount

and it will successfully throttle all minor obstacles.

The dominant emotion in this play is the wife's

reigning terror of detection. We are never for one

second allowed to dwell on the validity of this fear

for the dream of the author spins on so fast it pro-

hibits judgment.

THE DEVIL'S GARDEN.
Undramatized Book Ingredients.

If you can imagine a bunch of uncaused conse-

quences jumbled together and palmed off as a play

you have a lucid concept of the chaotic circum-

stances comprising "The Devil's Garden." No
recent concoction better illustrates the yawning

chasm between narrative dissonance and dramatic

Unity. The dramatist cannot take these flights ; he

must follow the prescribed path first outlined to his

audience.

Problem.

1. A husband kills his wife's seducer.

2. He becomes a seducer himself.
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3. He is burned to death.

Of course there is no rational coherence in this

Problem. The Unity of the play itself is even more
remote. An upright man murders the fiend who
assaults fifteen-year-old girls. He is haunted by
this crime and is about to be baptized as a last hope

of consolation in God. At the crest of this wave of

spiritual uplift he is infatuated by a demented girl

who suddenly declares her affinity for him. And he

falls! And all this in the face of a most amiable

wife and loving children, mind you.

Where can the moral of such sophistry lead to?

For even the hod carrier is prone to attribute some
cause to effects nowadays. Are we to conclude that

all those who murder libertines will become liber-

tines themselves? Or is it the implication of the

authors that the contemplation of baptism in a

brook is a soul destroying process? It may be

charged that we have not searched out the intended

meaning, but if it requires any searching it is not

drama. Where any such fate is visited upon a noble

hero the play must contain a cause quite obvious to

the naked eye.

If it were apparent what boomerang is intended

we would be glad to suggest a dramatic means of

bringing it about. But since a score of purposes all

cry out with equal ineptitude it is impossible to

select one worth demonstrating. The Problem
properly dramatized would signify that all men who
deplore sensuality had best do nothing to arrest it

lest they fall prey to like excesses. Surely this is

too demoralizing to think of. No one would want to

enunciate this philosophy in a play. It is the same
from any angle you take it, the various dramatic

germs in this crazy quilt all lead to some dissolute

goal.
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A PAIR OF SILK STOCKINGS.
Exquisite Farce Comedy.

A Problem.

1. A divorcee fears her husband's habits.

2. He pretends excesses to interest her.

3. They are re-married.

This is the main thread of Plot, but it gives no
distant hint of the exquisite farce contained in the

three acts of Cyril Harcourt's British satire. We
say farce and we say British for much of the merri-

ment afforded an American audience is at the

expense of the asinine Englishman. But it is all so

daintily dramatized that we never stop to think it

low comedy. We laugh at the satire without for-

feiting our self respect.

In the entire career of Winthrop Ames this is

probably the only play produced that did not in

some degree smack of the highbrow. It enables the

ordinary man or woman, the real human being, to

see and appreciate his high sense of stage fitness.

For there are many who could not believe in Mr.

Ames' ability so long as he spoke the language of

the few. This, then, is his first play produced in

the Universal tongue. We hope he may do many
of them!

Mr. Harcourt loses few opportunities at humor.

His knowledge of Plot is quite good, though he

seldom drives a strong bargain with Situation. In

several instances he develops a clever Scene and

then snuffs it out by an ill timed statement or flat

confession. Take as an example the premature

admission that he has on the much sought silk

stockings. What an opportunity for drama! And
it is the trigger of the title. The Plot offers excel-

lent opportunity for his embarrassment if found
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with incriminating evidence before its time. There
are other equally neglected opportunities.

It is a shame, too, that the secondary Conflict

must be made to spoil the flavor of the first. The
betrothed hero who vainly loves the divorcee is

made a rather caddish mate for the maid who awaits

him. This is unfortunate for the reason that the

sub-plot is allowed to gain such force as to make a

hero of the man who loves. And we do not like to

see our hero unnecessarily besmirched.

SINNERS.
A Sweet Little Melodrama.

The peculiar merit of this play is its quaint rural

fragrance, strange as this may seem when hitched

to such a title. But the title is no misfit when you

come to grasp the moral as a whole. The entire

Plot is founded on a mother's faith. And the author

endeavors to show that this abiding trust brings the

daughter safely through the dire predicament that

threatens to break her youthful powers of moral

resistance.

The whole force of Suspense depends upon this

little mother being made to believe that her daugh-

ter has strayed from the straight and narrow. It

is made a dramatic fact that such a blow would

kill her, her condition being already weakened by

long suffering. But her exquisite faith tides her

through such an accusation and impels her to believe

nothing but the best of her daughter, which after

all is the physical fact. In this as in many other

incidents throughout the play, Mr. Davis forsakes

the melodramatic thrill of his earlier successes and

pursues the easiest, simplest and most human
course of conduct.
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Problem.

1. A girl is about to resign her virtue.

2. Her mother's critical illness intervenes.

3. Both are saved by the reunion.

If successful plays can be spun out of this simple

Problem it would seem almost any homely senti-

ment might contain one. But there's the rub. The
simpler the sentiment the keener the skill required.

It is only a Davis or a Barrie who could weave this

elemental pattern with a certain stroke. The more
complex plots fit the beginner better and serve to

conceal his ragged ends. A long and prolific

apprenticeship in sturdier drama has developed this

daintier deftness.

SECRET SERVICE.*
An Audience Barometer.

As a specimen of sheer craftsmanship this play

ranks way ahead of the technic of its time. There

are few current dramas to equal it. Its comedy is

irresistible and prolific even to the verge of mathe-

matical precision in its inevitable reappearance.

The Scene structure is exact and finished full up to

the standards of its day. It is the audience that has

been advancing and the revival of this masterpiece

brings out nothing so bold as the brisk evolution in

the subconsciousness of the crowd. Things that

eluded us serenely eighteen years ago now jar and

disturb our make-believe faculties till we are con-

scious of flaws even though we may be unable to

define them. To be sure we have contemporary

rattle-trap pieces that more or less thrive on flaunt-

ing similar inconsistencies. "Under Fire" is a fla-

grant example. .

Problem.

I. A spy successfully deceives the enemy.
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2. A girl's love aided him.

3. He refuses to betray her people.

This is merely the backbone of the magnificent

Plot which has its windings in and out of an endless

pathway of complications. These continually

changing conditions serve to blind us to the minor
flaws of construction and dominated by the calm
steel-nerved deliberation of an actor like Gillette

subject us to a compulsory illusion that might not

otherwise exist. It is the height of harmony that

such a player could be his own playwright. For he

has literally pursued the theory of all true drama-

tists by acting out the motives as they come.

In your reading of the play try to discover all the

false exits and entrances, the instances where char-

acters are held unduly in positions they would not

reasonably tolerate and where others are at liberty

who would not logically be so. See if you can plan

the situation on pages 94 and 95 so that the victory

will belong to Thorne rather than to the brother

who brings the unpleasant element of death into the

Scene. Try by planting some telegraphic episode

earlier in the play to have Edith convey the infor-

mation in the first speech at top of page 174 without

spoken words and without utilizing the aside.

Thorne is an operator and his first attempt might

be to teach her certain sentimental words which

would augment the love affair of the present and

apply equally to unloaded muskets when his oppor-

tunity comes to escape. This secret signaling

would enhance the situation fully fifty per cent.

But by far your greatest profit will be gained in

marking the endless chain of sure points as they

register, tap, tap, tap. You will find that some pages

are utterly cluttered with them. There is no such

thing as a page in this play without some sort of a
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score made. If it is not comedy, it is possibly a click

in the plot wheels and if it is nothing more, you will

at least find a minor change in relationships, emo-
tions or happenings. The play is a veritable text-

book for study.

* Samuel French, New York, 50c.

THE REJUVENATION OF AUNT MARY.
Specialty Play Building.

It would be hard to find a better example of sure

fire comedy in the theatre through vapid looking

souffle on the printed page. If you were handed a

copy of this comedy just as it is played without the

knowledge of its long success on the stage, you
would doubtless denounce it as a bundle of stupid

tricks. Many of the keenest points that offer Miss

May Robson her most telling opportunities would
be readily scratched by your impatient pen. Ana-
lyze these elements in their execution and study

their application to an audience.

Problem.

1. A spinster disowns her nephew for his pranks.

2. She becomes inoculated with the juvenile germ.

3. Her second youth absolves him.

Here is a third-law Plot by proxy. We are so con-

cerned in the sympathetic appeal of Aunt Mary that

we reflect all the romantic emotions of the young-

ster through her rather than in the direct channel

of his affections. We are much more gratified at

her delight in the lovers than in the love affair itself.

The intimate details of Aunt Mary's character cen-

ter the spotlight of interest on her. We come to

know her so closely that her feelings mean more to

us than the drama that is taking place. It is like

seeing the war through its effect upon near relatives

or enjoying the transports of youth through one of
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your own offspring. For Aunt Mary is dramatized

to the degree that we put ourselves in her place and
rejuve with her.

Don't let the intricate details of this comedy dis-

courage you. You cannot write a script so complete,

neither could Anne Warner. This is specialty

dramatizing. The framework is about all the author

can produce. The rest must be left to actress. If

you could see the original script as it came to Miss

Robson and compare it with the finished work that

eight years* polishing have lent it, you would take

more heart in tailor-made attempts.

Given a clean-cut concept of a play with charac-

terization truthfully suggested, this actress could

do the needful in finishing it for the stage. The
concept is the thing, the germ that will generate a

unified chain of happenings which offer her intri-

cate analysis the whimsical touches of human
nature needed in such a role.

On this basis there is little to criticise in "The
Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary." Comedy is jostled in,

much after the style of a vaudeville act. Motives

seem weak at times, and relationships are not

always as clearly established as might be, but the

frame fits the picture which is an old fashioned sort

of chromo demanding high contrasts and broad

strokes of humor. Anne Warner must have fur-

nished a good concept. The rest is largely knowl-

edge of audiences which Miss Robson has mastered

in thirty seasons before the footlights.

WAR BRIDES.*
Propaganding Vaudeville.

Few authors can foist a pet theory on vaudeville

and get away with it. Mrs. Wentworth has done

so, though, of course, the influence wrought by her
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propagandum is quite another matter. She has suc-

ceeded, at least, in getting it before the audience.

Her pet hobby that war will cease when women
refuse to beget soldiers is of no consequence in the

theatric appeal of her playlet. There is more emo-
tional vibration in the grief her heroine needlessly

perpetrates than in the futile suicide itself.

Problem.

1. A woman defies the government.

2. She is condemned to prison.

3. She shoots herself.

This abridged Problem gives no inkling of the

mother's pregnant condition or the war bride ele-

ment. These are ingredients of the Plot. The odd
coincidence about the play is that its Problem is not

its source of interest. People flock to "War Brides"

for various reasons. Some of them expect a pretty

romance about blushing military brides. Others

take interest in the social crime of human breeding

factories. And there is still a third faction who hope

to find more or less spice and fun in a forbidden

subject.

Now after they come to the theatre what do they

respond to? For the truth about drama is that all

beings unite in their emotional appreciation. The
universal appeal of this play is in its maternal

punch. The highest moment of Suspense is the

receipt of news from the front. The sympathetic

throb comes from the old mother's dumb grief at

the loss of three sons and her daughter's husband.

The effect of this loss upon the heroine's resolve is

another matter. We do not follow her in her author-

endowed purpose to kill herself and the child-to-be.

This is a private plea of the author and is therefore

somewhat retarding in effect. In fact there is a
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feeble snicker when the woman's futile shot is

heard.

The final effect is a weird one. We feel that a

life has been wasted on a hopeless protest that has

no chance of being heard in the din of emotional

madness that dominates war. There is some conso-

lation in the thought that perhaps she might have

been permanently demented. But the sum total

effect is one of sadness, a poor old withered-up

mother torn by the terrifying ravages of war. And
it is this impression that we carry away from the

theatre rather than the scheme to stop war by

maternal suicide.

* The Century Co., New York, 6oc.

THE WEAVERS.*
Naturalism Gone Daffy.

An audience comes to the theatre with the expec-

tation of seeing a play. If no Conflict is started

they intuitively begin cogitating one out of the

static materials before them. For we are all play-

wrights at heart and enter the theatre with the

avowed purpose of surrendering to the author's

illusion.

In the first act of "The Weavers" the only sem-

blance of a Conflict character is a weaver by the

name of Becker. We grasp at his clash with the

manufacturer thinking that the Plot has begun at

last, only to find that we have been dramaturgically

defrauded and that nothing is to come of it. The
act is nothing more than a meaningless commen-
tary on pauperized conditions, an incantation of

vapid complaints.

In Act II the groans grow louder but still to no
Plot purpose, and a new cast of characters confronts

us. A most disgusting episode of disgorged dog
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meat is handed us as a relish. We feel confident

when Jaeger enters, that a strike story is about to

be launched, but again our rising hopes are dashed.

Act III opens with a third cast of characters and

matrimony is the momentary theme. On page 416

the traveller is making love to Anna and the mother

lends a hand in the matchmaking. But again it is

false pretence and this episode dies in its infancy

never to be seen again. The strikers close the act

with vague threats of sabotage.

Whatever drama there is in "The Weavers"
attempts to take form in the fourth act, but it is a

Conflict of abstract classes rather than individuals.

The individuals are not involved from their own
interests so much as from Hauptmann's dogged
determination to confront us with a tract on dreary

labor conditions. He was gratifying his own pro-

test against some highly exceptional instance of

poverty without hinting a cause or a cure for the

squalor depicted. He forsakes drama, technic and
art all for the sake of this yarn spinners' strike and
then drops the subject, placing no blame and pro-

posing no panacea. He does not tell us what's

wrong with the social condition. He does not tell

us how to fix it. And a tract should at least do that.

Well, the fifth act can't find anything new to talk

about so it comments idly upon the one thing we
have really seen happen. It undramatizes the one

patch of real doing. It makes what was present

past. And as though it were no burden on the audi-

ence to get acquainted with almost an entirely new
cast plus a new locality, Hauptmann plunges us

into another neighborhood still to no theatric pur-

pose, giving the individual annals and tribulations

of each new bunch of lamentators.

Page 433 shows what good stuff the author can
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write if he would only frame it in simple sustained

Conflict. This speech of Luise would have a telling

force if it had grown out of a situation that gave her

impetus to say it. But it is nothing more than an

abstract statement in the strike story that tediously

talks before us.

On pages 434-435 there is a repetition of the van-

dalism we had seen in Act IV continued by means
of the comment of those who see it off stage. This

is always a feeble device though at times it is imper-

ative. Here it is superfluous. The only law abiding

citizen in the play is shot by the stray bullet of the

militia. There is doubtless a meaning intended, but

nothing penetrates the composite crowd. Tech-

nically the play ends as it started, devoid of mean-

ing, purpose or profit. It is a narrative of naturalism

gone daffy to the death and extinction of drama.
* Contained in "Chief Contemporary Dramatists,"

Houghton, Mifflin Co., New York, $2.75.

AS YEARS ROLL ON.
A Good Road Show.

Just where to strike a note midway between the

movies and drama and win the public back to one-

night-stand attractions is a grave question. Messrs.

Herbert Hall Winslow and Charles Horwitz have

made about as good a stab at it as any one this

season. At the same time they have made a tailored

suit to fit that veteran singing comedian, Al. H.

Wilson. There are plenty of broad laughs, tears,

and thrills for the small town playgoer. Writers

for the road will do well to observe this product and

take account of its well diversified avenues of appeal.

Problem.

1. A man is falsely accused of military murder.

2. His daughter loves his betrayor's son.
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3. The betrayer confesses his false charge.

There are manifold faults of structure in this play,

but not many of them jar the movie-stage audience

it is intended for. The villain's pursuit of the wife

after she is safely married in America is rather obso-

lete turpitude. Even the movie audience is begin-

ning to resent such moss-eaten vengeance. The
wife's death off stage, at the end of the second act,

is a false thrill for curtain effect. And the hero's

mock martyrdom is fallacious when he surrenders

too willingly for the accidental murder of his supe-

rior officer twenty years after that doubtful event.

This is a hokum appeal for cheap tears which a

showman of Mr. Wilson's facility could muster out

of a maudlin sympathy for Ivory soap. But it is best

to cling to sound emotions.

LEROY, TALMA & BOSCO.
Miracle Mongers.

Well, what is The Dramatist doing discussing

illusionists? Such a venture does seem strange, but

we draw attention to this clever troupe of nec-

romancers merely to stimulate the sluggish imagi-

nation of the apprentice. See these miracle workers

accomplish the impossible and then go home and

tell yourself there is nothing that the magic of the

mind can't solve particularly in stageland.

Problem.

1. A playwright is puzzled.

2. He sees LeRoy conjure up miracles.

3. He goes home and does them in drama.

Sooner or later you come to the point where cer-

tain incidents are needed, but plot research refuses

to yield these. It is human to say you have done

your best and that only a miracle can solve your

predicament. Well, this miracle working of Plot is
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dramatic genius. The genious will forge ahead till

he hammers it out of the earth, the air or the water.

The tinker will give up in despair, not feeling that

rare conviction of the artist. But a solution ever

awaits the earnest craftsman. It is only after see-

ing a score of these impossibilities dissolve in filmy

vapor that you can appreciate the perseverance of

the magician. For he strives for the same unattain-

able thing at the start, but toils and struggles till

he squeezes it out of the atmosphere. And that's

where your Plot trick floats till you reach out boldly

and pull it down from the clouds.

The obvious moral is that you must persuade

yourself the solution is always there. One plus one

equals two. It is only your task to find the integers

and add them. After performing this bit of magic
for the hundredth time you will obtain the abiding

faith that it can always be accomplished.

WRITING FOR VAUDEVILLE.*
By Bret Page.

The amusement world is deeply indebted to this

author for the first serious essay into the realm of

vaudeville writing. Most highbrows will go to their

graves blissfully ignorant of the fact that a variety

entertainer must score his points more skilfully

than the mightiest author that ever lived. Writing
for vaudeville is one of the most ticklish proposi-

tions extant. To be sure the plane is elementary,

but that only makes its secrets more mystifying.

In addition to dealing very thoroughly and
capably with the theory of craftsmanship, Mr. Page
has included in his book nine well known acts that

have got over, specimens that are undoubtedly rep-

resentative of their class. If this author had not

taken the trouble to obtain these illustrations it is
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hard to say when the language might have been so

enriched with the published versions of pronounced

hits.

We advise everyone reading this new work and

furthermore we recommend careful application of

its hints to the skits you happen to witness. And
whatever you do don't sneer at the vaudeville crafts-

man. Why if one-half the road shows gave as good

fun for the money the present theatrical crisis would

be a problem of the past. Hats off to the three-a-

day! It's the highest art in the theatre to-day

—

high in the sense of being successful, entertaining

and thorough-going.
* Home Correspondence School, Springfield,

Mass., $2.00.

ERSTWHILE SUSAN.
Seeing America First.

The world war has compelled a great deal of

sightseeing in our own native land, but there are

few plays that can bring to the average spectator

an entirely fresh glimpse of American life. "Erst-

while Susan" furnishes such a picture, a snapshot
of the German provinces in this country known as

"Pennsylvania Dutch." Any one knowing this tribe

of settlers is qualified to assert that Miss Martin
who wrote the novel and Miss deForest who drama-
tized the book are in no way exaggerating the

cave man characteristics of these primitive people.

With no printed language of their own, they have
resisted the inroads of civilization more successfully

than any Caucasian quarter of our continent, and
Barnaby Dreary is an average specimen of the back-

woods Pennsylvania German.

Problem.
I. A reformer weds a Pennsylvania German.
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2. She curbs his cave man characteristics.

3. He dies and leaves her a fortune.

If this Problem were really dramatized in the play

it would cure most of the bookish frailties. But
there is no Plot connection between clauses two and
three. The tale continues because the author wills

it, not because one event generates another. No
cause for the cave man's death exists in the Conflict.

He falls from a roof between acts. A secondary

Plot is therefore substituted to continue the play

for another act. The son of the dead protagonist

seems supernaturally informed of some stain in his

stepmother's past and journeys to Iowa to dig it

up. This extraneous scandal concludes the Conflict

which began with another purpose entirely.

Now how might we connect this gap and continue

the original Conflict? It is obvious that the hus-

band should die as a direct result of her reforming.

The fact that any female "had the dare" to oppose

his will might be enough to bring on a stroke. Sup-

pose she had made a demand on him for the funds

to educate his daughter. He refuses and as a pro-

test tears up his will. This action causes the widow
to receive her legal one-third and provides for the

daughter thus concluding the original Plot issue.

But all this can be easily explained as an effort to

create a role for Mrs. Fiske. No matter if it is as

artificial as frizzed hair, she must have a part to

accentuate her peculiar equipment. It is the nov-

elty of this primitive people and their striking con-

trast to this female uplifter that gives the play big

chances of a pronounced success. Novelty is needed

on Broadway and when it can be served up as an

actual snapshot of prehistoric species at our very

doors, it has multiple chances of a walk-over.

One of the best features for study in this play is
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its Dialog. Manners and dialect offer natural

advantages in the way of humor. Have the authors

tuned them up to the proper pitch? Test this ques-

tion on yourself whether you possess the faculty of

writing crisp duolog or not. When the situation

evokes comedy your intuition tells you that the

Dialog should continually touch it off. A droll

speech should impel a certain reflex humor. Culti-

vate a sense of quick fire comedy for Dialog of this

sort. It bears little relation to real life. It is a

matter of theatric entertainment. But it is no more
artificial than the character of the piece itself. And
after all, a play's a play.

SO MUCH FOR SO MUCH.
Too Like the Others.

We have been asked to explain why this well built

play failed so abruptly. It is a several sided story.

A quarrel between playwright and producer may
have brought it to a precipitate end in New York.

But the fact that it is so like the Problem of "Help

Wanted" and a host of other working girl seduc-

tions doubtless had its weight against the pro-

nounced success of the play.

Considered merely on its merits there is nothing

to warrant its abrupt embarrassment on Broadway.

The play is beautifully constructed and evinces the

craftsmanship of an adept compared with many cur-

rent pieces that have made good at the box office.

Willard Mack has a keen insight for Scene construc-

tion and the sort of character drawing that draws

dollars.

Problem.

1. A girl accepts lavish favors from her employer.

2. She suspends her lover for reviling him.

3. She finds that her lover was right.
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This Problem does not require a Plot with many
windings. The Conflict steers straight for the

crisis, but it is amazing how much Suspense we get

out of it—the duel of sexes—the battle of a young
girl doomed to certain destruction according to all

conventional rules. But the seed for her salvation

is neatly planted. Her lover is coming. He is a

newspaper man in search of a sensation story. If

he will only get there before it is too late

!

Few plays have more simplified progress. The
Problem has but one purpose and goes at it hammer
and tongs. But there is a feeling of fair play that

is outraged. The girl has been a little too flagrant

in her defiance. She has violated all laws of pro-

priety and poetic justice demands her punishment.

Perhaps the actual rape of the girl is the only thing

an audience would stand for. It is futile to prophesy

"what might have been" the panacea for this par-

ticular play. We offer this thought as a finder.

THE LIFE OF MAN.*
Successful Dramatic Evasion.

We are not passing judgment on the literary or

philosophical merits of this piece when we declare

its utter worthlessness as drama. Whatever poetic

value it may possess we leave to the apprais-

als of judges. But as a dramaturgic composition

it is as void and lifeless as a thing of wood. Only
the most tolerant highbrow could sit through two
hours of such inchoate twaddle. If Andreiev pos-

sesses dramatic talent he has successfully repressed

it here. He has pursued the narrative method in

all save a few irrelevant instances and endows the

whole with no untiy of fable or Plot.

* MacMillan Co., New York, $1.25.
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TAKE ACCOUNT OF STOCK.

Have you ever seriously appraised your points in

playwriting?

Ask yourself the following:

1. Do I understand dramatizing my audience?

2. Do I know how to hide myself in the endowed
motive of my characters?

3. Do I understand the province of dialog and the

power of picturizing?

4. Is my Plot dramatized or merely a story?

5. Have I preserved the Unit of the Plot germ
employed?

6. Do I understand the mechanism of Scene

structure?

7. Have I used sufficient gradation of effects?

8. Is my Moral properly imbedded in the Conflict?

9. And after all these points are settled, what fac-

ulty of characterization do I possess?

10. What chance has my manuscript for market?

If none, what is my best plan for recon-

struction?

From a mere glance at this list of questions your

interest is awakened. What might a complete

inventory of your own manuscript mean? Let us

take account of stock for you. Irresolution pays no
royalties

!

PLAYREADING DEPARTMENT,
THE DRAMATIST,

Easton, Pa.
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RIO GRANDE.

Thomas Comes Back with a Bang.

After a long recess in the distant forests of

psychic research Augustus Thomas has finally come
back to the hum-drum of drama. He is welcome!
Weary of Harvest Mooning he has returned to his

first love, the legitimate. It is a journey that few
dramatists survive. Pinero, Ibsen and Shakespeare

travelled this road, but never returned. Mr. Thomas
comes back by way of the movies. And "Rio

Grande" bears the imprint of his sojourn.

The Drama League deplores the fact that "There
is no big idea behind the play." For our part we are

gratified that the playwright has put big ideas

behind him. Subject matter is one thing and drama
is another. Mr. Thomas has never been able to

combine them. But drama should come first. The
supplementary quality of a big idea may or may not

follow. What we dread above all else is to see an

author wander off after effervescent ideas entirely

denuded of drama. But we are particularly keen

about his come-back. Mr. Thomas has resumed the

language of the emotions and he has been heard.

The following report was sent in by one of our

subscribers. He is an attorney and contends for the

letter of the law.
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Problem.

1. A married woman is indiscreet.

2. A witness seeks her charms for his silence.

3. The husband shoots him.

In "Rio Grande" we see again the old and ever

recurring sex triangle of the unfaithful young wife,

her subsequent remorse, fear of discovery, suicide

of her lover and final happy reunion with her

middle-aged husband. Nothing new and yet taking

fifty per cent, of the ingredients of that popular

formula and mixing it with about an equal amount
of Augustus Thomas we find ourselves served with

the well known and relishing dish now travelling

incognito, under the new name of Melo-thrillo-de-

Mexicano. That it is well seasoned goes without

saying, for it is spiced up to the minute with Wash-
ington stupidity, Texas onions and dull hot air,

Mexican pep, all completely wrapped in a heavy
military coating.

If thrills are any indication whether a dramatist

can come back, there can be no doubt that Mr.

Thomas has returned to his own, for he has cer-

tainly succeeded in out-thrilling the best thrillers

of our defunct blood-curdling melodramas of ten,

twenty and thirty fame. A fatal stabbing in the

first act, an attack by the Colonel's orderly on the

Colonel's wife in the second act, then her attempted

drowning, the suicide of her lover in the third act,

and a deliberate cold-blooded murder of the orderly

by the Colonel in the last act, give the full measure

of thrill with a vengeance.

The entire story revolves about Nan, daughter of

Colonel Walcott, who making a prisoner of an in-

truding Mexican, displays an exhaustive knowledge

of international law. Afraid that retaining him
prisoner will cause international complications she
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decides on the better course of kicking him into the

Rio Grande. The Mexican calmly resenting the

indignity (we don't know whether it is to his coun-

try or to his own anatomy) uses his stiletto on the

father with fatal effects. And this in the presence

of Colonel Bannard and a guard standing alongside

with loaded gun ! The father with his dying breath

leaves Nan in the care of Colonel Bannard, who con-

struing a last wish too literally, marries the old sol-

dier. Of course, so far, all this is no part of the

story of the play and the first act could well be dis-

pensed with, but then, it is Mr. Augustus Thomas.

Two years later we discover that although mar-

ried to Colonel Bannard she has committed an indis-

cretion with Lieutenant Ellsworth whom she has

been in love with more or less prior to her marriage.

This is where the story really begins. The Colonel's

orderly having discovered the incident demands
that she yield to him as the price for his silence and

proceeds with an unsuccessful attack.

Driven to desperation she makes a written con-

fession to her husband and attempts to drown her-

self, just when the Colonel receives his marching

orders to checkmate a Mexican force. She knows
that the Colonel, the Lieutenant and the orderly are

all going to the front and may never return, but that

does not deter her from jumping into the river, as

they are about to start. She is gradually resusci-

tated, but as her written confession reaches the

Colonel the Lieutenant shoots himself.

The story would very easily end here but for the

fact that the Colonel smashes his glasses. He can't

read the confession without them. Of course, it is

quite plausible that the Colonel who cannot read his

departmental orders without his glasses, would be

miles from civilization at this God-forsaken post,
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with only one pair on hand. However, there must
be a fourth act, so two days later he returns from
the front, and is induced by his now loving and
repentent wife to have the confession read to him.

He is quite ready to forgive and forget and since the

Lieutenant is dead he calls in the offending orderly

and shoots him. Presumably they are to live hap-

pily ever after, but upon leaving the theatre one

can't help asking the question whether the author

has not frustrated that desired result by inventing

the inevitable court martial of the Colonel for the

killing of his orderly, ending with a firing squad or

rope around his neck accompanied by the exposure

of the scandal primarily sought to be avoided.

The play on the whole is exceedingly well written

and staged, interspersed with occasional flashes of

wit, and though the dialogue drags at times the

action holds interest and is well received.

C^^^S^^^

Beginning in this issue we are publishing a com-
plete course in play construction founded upon
Ibsen's "A DolVs House** utilizing the original notes

made by the dramatist during the process. One
chapter will appear in each number of this journal

until the ten cardinal principles have been treated.

Analysis and synthesis will be combined so that the

student may apply the science involved to the con-

struction of his own original dramatic compositions.

The first chapter is PLA Y.
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Ibsen Playwriting Course.

WHAT IS A PLAY?
A play is an island of incidents surrounded on all

sides by a notion of its own. It has a body and, per-

chance, a soul. The incidents constitute the body
and the notion the soul. In order to make the

incidents interesting they must tell a sustained

story. In order to make this story grip it must
involve a fundamental emotion of life. And in order

to make it eternal there must be some recoil. This

is a free-hand definition of a play, but it is as fixed

as I care to make it. There is no hard and fast

formula in dramatology.

Inception.

What is the usual inception of a play? Invariably

the young writer sets out with a burning desire to

impart to the world some ideal residing in his breast

—some brand new phase of his own philosophy. He
feels an impulse to protest against some particular

vice, perhaps. It is the spirit of reform within.

This he absorbs from the awakened conscience of

humanity about him and he wishes to build a play of

it. Now how will he go about it? Naturally there

must be some infallible guide, some first symptom
by which the author will know when he has found

the germ of that entity known as a play.

Theme.

The gravest peril in the path of the young drama-

tist to-day is an organized attempt to make Theme
the paramount purpose in play construction. Lec-

turers, instructors and dramaleaguers are blindly

striving to promote this paradox even in the most
abject ignorance of the true meaning of a play. In

their idle insistence that a play should exploit some
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new fad or philosophy they successfully thwart the

very genius they profess to foster. Give them a

chance and they would extract drama from the

greatest masterpiece under the sun. I want to

stamp out this rank delusion that plays may be built

of Themes. The island of incidents is of first impor-

tance. The notion merely surrounds it. The one

is the body, the other the soul. Now what the high-

brows desire is the creation of a soul before there is

a body to contain it. Shun these charlatans, my
dear young dramatist! They are a menace to the

art.

Abstract theories are not for the drama. They are

for the lyceum, the classroom or text. They can

be much more adequately advanced where Talk is

the medium of expression. Drama is not talk, it is

Doing. Whatever Theme is exploited must be thor-

oughly imbedded in the network of happenings.

But it is just as well to learn the words of the lan-

guage first. Who would attempt to write an oration

before knowing the parts of speech?

But there is still another side to the Theme ques-

tion. I am going to show you that it is utterly

impossible to conceive a sensible play without in-

volving a subject of some sort. This subject is your

Theme. Try as you will you cannot construct a

Conflict without some dominant idea underlying it.

Such a mollusc could only emanate from the brain

of an invertebrate. All plays have some central

idea. If an author is in earnest he will develop it.

If he deals honestly with the passions and preju-

dices of human beings the Theme will develop

itself. In the last analysis it is a question of what
there is in you. If there is anything worth while it

will come out. But your deliberate effort to inject a

Theme is not the thing. Let your Conflict evolve it.
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Ibsen was not obsessed by theme when he began
this structure, though it hampered him enough in

the end. I will deal with that failing under another

chapter. What we are concerned with now is

dramatist's preliminary design. With his structural

plans before us we are able to trace the workings of

his mind with reasonable certainty. He went to

Rome for the specific purpose of writing "A Doll's

House."* His first memorandum committed to

paper is as follows:

"The Tragedy oi To-day.

"Rome, 10, 19, 1879.

"There are two kinds of spiritual law, two
kinds of conscience; one in man and quite a

different one in woman. They do not under-

stand each other. But the woman is judged in

practical life according to the man's law, as if

she were not a woman but a man."

Had Ibsen found his play when he set down these

sentences? Evidently not. He was merely pros-

pecting. It is a glimpse of his Theme, one which
roughly circumscribed his philosophy. He wanted
to remonstrate, to say something about the injustice

of measuring woman's morality by practical, man-
made law. But his statement is still in the abstract.

He knew that he must dramatize this Theme by

putting it in the form of a Conflict with a kick in it.

The woman must be crushed by the inadequacy of

these man-made laws, but the evil agency which

humbles her must in turn be subjugated. This kick

is called Recoil.

Recoil.

The germ of a play has never been defined. It

has successfully eluded all attempts at exploration.

Aristotle gave a fairly good account of the drama
* W. H. Baker & Co., Boston, 25c.
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of his day though he omitted the root—Recoil.

Improved stage facilities have made an entirely

different thing of the modern play, but the nucleus

is still the same—Recoil. I am not saying why this

is so. Tradition has so decreed it. All things arise

from seeds, eggs or germs and the peculiar seed of

a play is Recoil so far as I can tell you. A play,

then, is the Recoil of an evil-doer's deed upon his

own head.

This seems like primitive justice, but it has been

the ruling factor for three thousand years. The
ancients called it Nemesis. She was their goddess

of fate. We have evidently not outgrown her

dominion for she is the dramatic avenger of wrongs
to-day. In farce it is the foolish deed that rebounds.

In comedy, an indiscretion.

But isn't this recoil true of everything from jokes

to fiction? Yes, to a degree it is. Every story,

poem, play or parable that holds human interest is

founded upon some form of Recoil. The hit-back

of the play is more tangible. Its highest form is as

follows: Good clashes with evil. Good is momen-
tarily overthrown. Good finally conquers. This is

a simple formula, but all great art is simple. If you

analyze anything from Homer to Howells you will

find that this boomerang basis holds good.

The chief difference between dramatic and narra-

tive methods is the molding of this Recoil. In

drama it takes the form of a Conflict of human
beings enacted upon the stage. The narrative may
tell past, present and future. Drama is always the

here and the now. If another age is depicted the

enactment is now, nevertheless. A novel may
ramble through various Conflicts with one Recoil

capping another. The ideal play has but one Con-

flict which takes its Climax at the Recoil. This is
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"The Sword of Damocles" we hear so much about.

It is the inevitable slap-back of retribution which
seems fundamental in the heart of the composite

crowd.

Recoil, then, is the basic germ of all true drama.

It is the first spark of dramatic fire that flickers

across the creative imagination of the dramatist. It

is the indefinable something that the dramatist

reaches out to clutch when he searches for the life

germ of any particular play. He is never certain

of his start till this element of Recoil presents itself.

The moment it is discovered the play takes birth.

In "The Second Mrs. Tanquary" the Recoil is the

heroine's past history. In "Lady Windermere's
Fan" it is the courtesan's heroic sacrifice for her

daughter. In "Paid in Full" it is the woman's self

reliant chastity. In "Admirable Crichton" it is the

master's hypocritical pretense to his servant's re-

sourcefulness. In "Fair and Warmer" it is a wife's

idle whimsy demonstrated. In "A Doll's House"
it is a husband's failure to see the devotion prompt-

ing her forgery.

Now when did Ibsen arrive at this Recoil? If you

want the truth he never fully grasped it. On page

120 Nora hints at the reason for her forgery, but

Helmer doesn't tumble. He never seems to realize

why she forged this note. He may be presumed to

know, but the point is not dramatized. The supreme

moment of the entire play is ignored—the Climax.

Ibsen was too beset with his theory at this point to

give it adequate emphasis. And so the husband

fails to detect the love back of her sacrifice and the

audience clamors for Recoil in vain. The Recoil is

there, but it is not dramatized. Nemesis is not

allowed her sway. She offers a chance for reconcili-

ation, but Ibsen will not have it so. He seemed bent
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on separation just to make a tragedy and by this

process he eliminated Recoil. We are beginning to

fathom a critical blunder. Is it this weakness that

denies the play its full measure of success on the

American stage? The error is worth analyzing. It

is enough for the present, however, to know that the

eternal germ of Recoil is not hatched in "A Doll's

House."

Conflict.

A great deal has been written about Dramatic
Conflict, but no effort made to solve its deep seated

dramatic significance. It is really the base of the

whole cosmic scheme of things. The survival of

the fittest, the primitive will to be and to grow all

involve conflict, conflict, conflict. And if drama is

to be a true representation of life it is imperative,

naturally, that it should partake liberally of this

vital element. Where Conflict is eliminated we find

either death or inertia. Dispense with it in drama
and you devitalize interest at once. No better

example can be cited than the fourteen pages of

drift in Act I of "A Doll's House" (pages 36 to 51).*

Here the intermission of Conflict works mischief

both ways. It halts the valid chain of events and is

too remote to instill any interest of its own. The
author is erecting a foundation for a secondary story

between Mrs. Linden and Krogstad by which he

intends eventually to absolve the forgery.

The great bulk of human events is dull and unin-

teresting. To see them upon the stage, no matter

how truthfully depicted, would be the quintesence

of boredom. Why? Because they lack Conflict.

The dramatist is permitted to pluck from this chaos

of happenings one isolated instance and concentrate

upon it in such a way as to furnish a vivid human
experience. This experience we term a Conflict.
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Of course, it need not always be a hostile affair. A
farce involves the ridiculous. "Baby Mine" is a

wife's effort to regain her husband's affection by
shamming motherhood. Conflict may take any of

these forms ; a fight, a contest or a game.

The softening influences of civilization tend to

deprive us of that normal strife so necessary to truer

development. We rob the child of its outdoor life

and substitute the mimic atmosphere of the nursery.

If the baby cries we choke off his exercise with a

pacifier. The obstructing pebbles are carefully

brushed from his path. The nutritive elements are

removed from his food. His education involves

little or no manual skill, but consists of a stupid

process of reading. Is it any wonder, then, that

drama is a live civic need, these days? Is it any
wonder that we flock to the theatre for Conflict?

If the individual is deprived of these things in life

he must get them by proxy. It was Ibsen who said

a play should be so real that the spectator could

feel "the sensation of having lived through a pas-

sage of actual life." Experience is the best teacher

and when that experience is not to be had a substi-

tute must answer. This substitute is an experience

by proxy, the vicarious Conflict of contending emo-

tions otherwise known as a play.

Ibsen recognized the operation of this great prin-

ciple for in the next note he set down we find the

Conflict ingredient.

"The wife in the play finds herself at last

entirely at sea in the society of to-day, which

is exclusively a masculine society with laws

written by men and with accusers and judges

of feminine conduct from the masculine stand-

point."

Here is the first provision for Conflict. The
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struggle now begins to vaguely define itself as a

clash between a feminine conscience and man-made
society. This wife will be accused and judged un-

fairly. As a result of this struggle the characters

will gradually begin to take life and grow. Here is

the true Dramatic process. From the general to the

particular, always. The indefinite female is now a

wife. Leonora he first called her. Conflict demands
another character, a husband, the logical opponent

to this wife. In his next note, Ibsen provides him.

"She has committed a forgery, and it is her

pride ; for she did it out of love for her husband,

and to save his life. But her husband full of

every-day rectitude, stands on a basis of the

law. He regards the matter with a masculine

eye."

The Conflict is now made more definite. Both
agencies are outlined. For love of a husband a wife

has committed forgery, but she is oblivious to the

gravity of her deed. She looked upon the transac-

tion as an informal loan and kept the secret from

her husband merely because of his abhorrence of

borrowing. What a promising field for Conflict!

Now in a line what is the Conflict of this play.

We found that the general formula is the clashing

of good with evil, the triumph of evil for a time and

then the Recoil. How does it apply in this case?

Good in this play is Nora. She clashes with

Helmer's man-made laws about signing a note.

This evil brings Nora to a sad state of despair at the

Crisis when suddenly good prevails and she is saved

the disgrace she so feared she had heaped upon him.

It would only take a word now to show Helmer his

mistake and let all be reconciled. But Ibsen dic-

tates the pessimistic conclusion. The Conflict does
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not prescribe such a course as we shall see more
clearly in our next chapter, AUDIENCE.

Nemesis.
Ke»p this image of Nemesis alert in

your mind. When you find the seed

of a new play be sure that this

goddess plants it. Ifyou start with

a marvellous Theme, forget the

Theme and remember Nemesis. And

after she has shown you the way to

Recoil, work back from that point

into the Conflict that begets it.
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JUSTICE.*
Not the Traditional Poetic Brand.

In our January, 191 1, issue we analyzed this play

from the printed page. The singularly fine produc-

tion of the piece does not change that verdict. It

is not a play. It is the finest achievement of the

season because it offers John Barrymore the oppor-

tunity of his career and because the topic of prison

reform is already half dramatized by the news read-

ing public. Few critics have discriminated, how-
ever, and the deluded aspirant will rush headlong

into this mold trying hopelessly to cast plays of this

pattern. To this poor creature we would say; your

chance is as forlorn as the spineless hero in Mr.

Galsworthy's story. You are beating dumbly at the

prison doors.

Unless you have spent a long apprenticeship at

theoretic writing, unless you have wrung from the

world its recognition for your mastery of the mor-

bid, unless you have evolved out of life a pretty

sound philosophy of your own, it is hopeless to foist

such abstract propaganda upon the playgoing pub-

lic. If this were a play then it would not be neces-

sary for dramatists to spend a lifetime mastering

the principles of their craft. Anyone who is able

to handle a sociological subject might put it in dia-

log form and sell it for drama. But take it from us,

"Justice" is not a play, it is a propaganda, and while

it deserves all the reward of a good and sincere dis-

sertation on criminal abuse, we do not want its

success to beguile the worthy young playwright.
* Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 6oc.
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THE HEART OF WETONA.
A Bewitching Indian Romance.

We call it a romance because no real Indian ever

had any notion of love. His sex standard is

monopoly. But Mr. Scarborough or Mr. Belasco has

deftly provided against this criticism by making the

heroine a college bred girl who no doubt acquired

many of the morals and customs of her white class-

mates. Then too, the play is a complete transposi-

tion from Yankee to Comanche and it is no miracle

if in the redrafting of races the ethics of the Anglo-

Saxon still haunt the heart of Wetona.

Problem.

1. An Indian girl loves her betrayer.

2. Her husband proves him a cad.

3. She falls in love with her husband.

Taking this Problem as a guide there is no need

for the murder of the betrayer. The play ends when
husband and wife learn to love. A savage revenge

on the seducer may be consistent with Indian prin-

ciple, but it is no part and parcel of this particular

plot. It shocks the more sensitive even though it

succeeds in producing a thrill. It is an effect at the

expense of Unity.

There is a very peculiar miscarriage of meaning
in Act II. Wetona's betrayer is sleeping in the

house at the husband's request. He intends leaving

them alone as a test of his treachery. Wetona is

afraid and begs for a sleeping powder. There is

but one interpretation to take. She knows that her

door is unlocked and we think she wishes to be pur-

posely helpless when her betrayer approaches.

Obviously this could not be the meaning of the

authors, but to the subconscious mind there is no

other message.

One of the best opportunities of the Plot goes
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begging. We refer to the old chief's discovery of

the seducer of his daughter. The audience is not

satisfied with his report of a trailing off stage. They
expect him to find the man right here and now.

Their traditional notion of Indian sagacity demands
that he should. And this turn is the crux of the

Conflict. It is a dangerous thing to divert the nat-

ural inclination of an audience. And after all, the

greatest dramatist is he who can best feel this pulse

of public intent.

The most fascinating feature of this play is its

picturesque quaintness. Wetona is a drama in her-

self. Her vivid contrast to the stolid old chieftain

gives a wide area of acting. "Such a sweet little

thing" is the universal acclaim as you wander out

of the playhouse. It is not Mr. Belasco's best, but

it surpasses all earlier efforts of the author, George
Scarborough.

JUST A WOMAN.
A Play with a Paralyzing Punch.

It would be hard to conceive a more trenchant

illustration of the term punch than the wallop

handed her husband by this much abused little wife.

He is suing for absolute divorce. She has listened

to the long list of lies trumped up against her and
has seen the steel structure of perjury gradually

closing in. She calmly declines a denial. It is

futile. The court is compelled to grant the decree

giving the husband the custody of the child. This

suddenly changes her. Now she will testify. She
goes on the stand and admits all they accuse and
more. She is an adultress and the husband is not

the father of her child

!

Here is a punch, all right, though the situation

crumples hopelessly if analyzed. This child is the
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last thing on earth that the father desires. It is

plumped into the climax merely to propagate the

punch. This single thump is the only real force in

the entire composition. All that follows, all that

goes before is of little consequence to the audience

and even less value to Plot.

Problem.

1. A husband perjures his wife's adultery.

2. The wife admits it to retain her child.

3. The husband is jailed for conspiracy.

The way to test the validity of a long string of

uninteresting episodes is to deduce the true Prob-

lem. All that the above Problem calls for is a single

act. A glance at this diagram shows there is no

need for the wife's early history. The husband's

adultery and money madness are all points of small

value. The Plot is of one-act duration and it is diffi-

cult to hitch on other acts fore or aft. The scene is

a courtroom and the transaction is closed when the

judge cries conspiracy. It is the height of absurdity

to reconcile this pair after a term in prison. It is the

photoplay process to employ pictured precedent

conditions. Mr. Walter has evidently caught the

movie fable fever and allowed it to inoculate his

pen with the germ. He forgets that a play is only

the culminating crisis of a Conflict and not the nar-

ration of chronological incidents all along the way.

All in all this is quite the flimsiest fabric Mr. Walter

has perpetrated.

FAIR AND WARMER.
A Farce of Infidelity and Booze.

If New York City is headquarters for mixed

drinks and hindquarters for infidelity there is

reason enough why a farce combining these two

vices should be wholly captivating entertainment.
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But even the Puritan cannot hold his long face long

in the hilarity of this highly seasoned satire. As a

laugh compeller it has no near rivals in this season's

output and few equals in the immediate past. It

can safely boast of the longest laughs, the broadest

jests and the thinnest plausibility.

Problem.

1. A wife detests placidity.

2. Her husband goes on a booze.

3. She adores him.

There is slight enough substance to this. What
"The House of Glass" demonstrates in serious

drama this little farce proves for frivolity. You
need have little scruples about probability if you
keep your audience sufficiently fussed. The same
rule holds, be it laughter or tears. Expert treatment

can do much to blind us to flaws. Mr. Hopwood has

ignored numerous occasions for sane circumstance,

but his auditors swallow it—bait, sinker and hook.

He doesn't bother his head about bottles of booze.

He just wheels in a wagon-load of multicolored

wines and turns on the laughing gas. It makes no

difference to him if the wagon is housed in the home
of a pious teetotaler. The liability of your laughing

at everything you see offsets the inconsistency.

Of course, this is not a safe technic for permanent

use. Mr. Hopwood gets away with it in this soli-

tary instance by the sheer overflow of his laugh

fund. He has easy work making the audience fall

for it till a common sense character comes on. The
moment the sane wife enters and pretends to believe

this debauch our cheerful credulity drags. We can-

not believe that she thinks the dissipation genuine

and the author's obvious efforts fall flat. Invention

deserts him at this point and we are allowed from

now on to witness the naked wires by which his
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clowns are propelled. But the spell has been created

and laughter goes on. It is not as spontaneous. We
now laugh out of force of habit and homage to what
we have had.

THE PRIDE OF RACE.*
A Third Law Overthrow.

Here is another evidence of the evil influence of

the motion picture upon the inexperienced play-

wright. This continual change would be enough to

test a well built drama. In a limp construction like

"The Pride of Race" it utterly demoralizes atten-

tion. Rapid change of scene is the peculiar virtue

of the movie. It thrives upon ceaseless shift. It

can almost flit from one locality to another without

letting you know. It is a lost race for the real stage

at the start.

Problem.

1. An octoroon marries a white girl.

2. A black baby is born to them.

3. The wife renounces them both.

If the author had clearly set this Problem before

him it would be easier to write this play in three

acts than any other way. In fact, the spurious set

scenes would be difficult to adjoin. As it stands,

the play looks as if every one had added a scene but

the billposter. And it is a safe bet Mr. Milliard

patched on the second section of the irrelevant epi-

logue for his own delectation and delight. In scat-

tering the materials of this Problem through so

many changes of scene, the real opportunity for

drama is lost. It is not in the narrowed confines of

race prejudice that this Conflict should abide, but in

the mightier relationship of mother and son.

In the south it is no doubt true that few women
could endure the public disgrace of bearing a black
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child. But white mothers have done such things

and the world contains many estimable types of

such offspring. The color prejudice is not universal

and it is difficult to endow an average audience with

the scruples of sectional hate. Millions of mothers

would not renounce the children of their own flesh

merely because Fate had seen fit to administer a

traceable shadow of darker blood. Of course, in this

case the author has chosen a Southern woman and

we are supposed to imagine her traditional grudge.

But there is a nobler subject in such a plot and
this loftier purpose is borne out by two fixed laws

of humanity—sex affinity and mother love. The
wife would be held from such a renunciation by both

of these laws and it is only the woman whose per-

sonal shame predominates that could defy these car-

dinal laws. We have had some magnificent speci-

mens born of a mixture of white and black blood and
while the subject is not the most enchanting for

play purposes, the real Problem very likely lies in

the courage to face the issue rather than evade it.

Not one soul in the audience leaves the theatre with

any degree of satisfaction in this arbitrary solution.

What of the mother, they feel? Is she to dismiss

from her life this love of all loves which we have

seen her invest in this man? A play can never be

solved in that way. The curtain rings down, but the

crowd fights it on. For after all, human nature

rules.

* Physical Culture Magazine^ March and April

issues, 15c. each.

MARGARET SCHILLER.
Another Novelist's Nemesis.

Like "Just a Woman" this play stakes its life on

a single punch. Margaret stands in the path of her
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brother's bullet fired at the avowed enemy of her

native land. But she has learned to love this enemy
and is willing to sacrifice her life for him. A beau-

tiful theme! A magnificent teaching! It is the

gospel of "love thy neighbor" so sorely needed in

this deadly hour of national enmity.

Problem.

1. A girl loves her country's enemy.

2. Her brother is pledged to shoot him.

3. She dies in her idol's stead.

The germ of a great play is here all right, but

Hall Cain is not the boy to evolve it. He is too used

to the process of writing. This play must be built.

A Problem something like the foregoing should

constitute the bare Conflict and germinate every

motive that follows. Mr. Cain's Plot is preposter-

ous. It does not have the integrity, even, of military

melodramatics. It is the silliest sentimentalism. It

is only another evidence that playgoers cannot be

dramatized with the limp logic of the printed page.

KILKENNY.
A Singing Comedian's Accompaniment.

We have been asked to classify this bit of Irish

entertainment. It is a difficult task. It can hardly

be termed a play, for it is so far from a semblance

of reality and so little of it takes place upon the

stage. It is really a melodramatic accompaniment
for a singing comedian. Things happen before and

after the characters come on, but the time in the

play is nearly all consumed telling us about them.

Interest is difficult to awaken by narrative comment
and still harder to successfully sustain.

Family feuds, Mexican mines, jealous guardians,

misappropriated fortunes and abducted daughters

do not furnish live factors in probable plots. They
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belong to a decadent class of dime-novel melodrama
that is hard to palm off even on the movies, now-a-

days. They may form a good enough background
for a ballad songster like Fiske O'Hara and it may
be that the audience would resent the intrusion in

a more truly believable play. But as a specimen of

playwriting Mr. Pitou's "Kilkenny" is a sporadic

design of romantic melodrama that is fast dying

out.

THE BUBBLE.
An Ideal Structure.

In many technical particulars this play has an
unusually fine framework. It is in three acts, all

acts in the one set and only five characters in the

cast. It follows the ideal formula of Clash, Crisis

and Climax with almost mathematical precision and
at the same time offers ample characterization for

an eccentric player like Louis Mann.

Problem.

1. A greenhorn meets a promoter.

2. The promoter trims him.

3. The promoter in turn is trimmed.

This is a rather generic statement of the Problem

to show clear-cut anatomy of the plot. Good clashes

with evil. Evil temporarily dominates. Good
finally prevails. This has always been the essence

of ideal drama and likely ever will be. It is the

extreme simplicity of this Conflict that carries it

across. There is little new or novel in it. It is "The
Auctioneer" over again. But this very rudimental

humaneness is the greatest factor in its favor.

One of the best examples of Scene building exhib-

ited by Mr. Locke is found in the first encounter of

these principals. The greenhorn meets the shark

without dreaming he has met one. The audience,
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too, is kept in semi-darkness for a time. It is only

as the promoter wends his way that we fully realize

he has deftly duped his victim. His game is nicely

graded. He speaks the language of a loyally

descended friend and skilfully unfolds the rascal's

character before us in a way that implants it deeply.

The impression is keener than any direct method
could impart.

The interweaving of secondary Conflict is just as

cleverly conceived but not so well executed. The
author has fallen down before his task is finished.

It is the hinge of the major Conflict and is therefore

doubly detrimental. We refer to the daughter's

sale of her father's worthless holdings. The pro-

moter's purchase of this fraudulent stock lacks con-

viction. That he would fork over fifty thousand

dollars in real currency fifteen minutes before the

expected burst of his colossal bubble, is a little too

much to believe. Of course, the dramatist can

always crust such episodes with credulity. The
difficulty here is that Mr. Locke has not even tried

to dramatize it. He makes vain apologies for his

negligence, but does not succeed in doctoring up the

deficit. He should labor just as religiously here as

in the beginning. He should toil even harder, for

here is the hinge of the Crisis. It is the sale of this

stock that finally brings down the hammer of good

on the head of the evildoer. This is the last straw

that breaks the rascal's back. Remember this

lesson and always give sufficient force to the crux

of your Conflict.

A WOMAN'S WAY.*
Thirteenth Drama League Publication.

The first act of this farce surpasses all rivals for

rapid fire repartee. If three acts of this excellent
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average could be constructed the world's speed

record would be beat. But this is almost too much
to expect of a playwright. The superiority of the

one act seemed enough to carry it to consider-

able success. It surpasses anything Thompson
Buchanan has since achieved. But we shall not

dwell on its virtues. They speak for themselves.

It is the cause of decline in the other two acts that

interests us.

As we have frequently pointed out, even a farce

must have some semblance of sincerity back of its

fun. It is never well to break faith with an audience

after you have once set your course and outlined a

certain culmination. It is never well to draw upon
extraneous sources for solution. The end should

come out of the beginning and not from irrelevant

auxiliaries suddenly summoned to the dramatist's

aid. Add to this a strong tincture of improbability

and you have the two chief flaws that go to destroy

the fuller effectiveness of "A Woman's Way."

Problem.

1. A husband is compromised by a woman.
2. His wife pretends to adore her.

3. The scandal is cleverly riddled.

The author breaks faith with his audience when
he promises in Act I to solve this scandal by her

subtle craft. We are led to believe that she will

arraign this rival in the court of higher resourceful-

ness. Instead, we are introduced to a triple coin-

cidence of three male relatives who have likewise

been playing fast and loose with the husband's

enticer. This would be strange enough if facts were

planted earlier and the triple flirtation accounted

for. But as mere haphazard happening it is illusion

killing coincidence.

Of course, an audience made merry by an inimit-
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able first act is apt to forgive most anything. And
many audiences did. But it is not a question of

getting by ; it is the higher responsibility of fidelity

to your art. The author could easily overcome this

discrepancy by faithfully performing the duty he

set out to do. If the wife would merely put herself

on intellectual exhibition she could soon subdue her

hair-brained rival. A contest in public would be

about all the husband would require. Mr. Buchanan
has the ability to complete this task as we have so

happily observed in his first-act fertility. Study the

comedy with this point in mind. Keep it on file as

a lofty example of quick-fire fun.

* Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y., 75c.

THE TRAGEDY OF NAN.*
A Play of Primitive Passions.

Problem.

1. A boy renounces a poor sweetheart.

2. Her good fortune reclaims him.

3. She kills him.

This little tragedy of primitive passion is the

nearest thing John Masefield has written to the

composite crowd. To be sure its pessimistic ending

is almost fatal so far as our public goes. America
is distinctly an optimistic audience. But the play

is a model of tragedy craftsmanship and shows more
technical quality than nine out of ten of the Man-
chester products. It is excellent reading and would
doubtless hold interest on our stage. It has good
situations of Suspense, well timed Expectation and
numerous instances of deft gradation.

There is only one essential scene in the play that

is critically weak. It is the scene that is supposed
to culminate in the young swain's transition on page

44. He is supposed to make the flop indicated by
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the first clause of our Problem. There is nothing

to warrant this change. The true love we have seen

so beautifully developed on pages 27 to 37 is not a

thing that can be quenched without adequate cause.

The reported preference of his parent for another

girl is hardly sufficient. We have seen the boy lov-

ing, we must see the something still greater than

love if we are to accept this reverse with credulity.

* The Macmillan Co., New York, $1.25.

MASTERPIECES OF MODERN DRAMA.*
American, English and Foreign Plays.

To be able to turn to the vital moments of sixty

modern dramas in the small compass of two vol-

umes is a convenience the aspirant may be thankful

for. A brief argument of plot precedes each play

told in story form till the telling situations are

reached. These are given in dialog. These two
volumes are further evidence of the substantial

library that is being built up for the American
dramatist by American publishers. But no descrip-

tion can be as eloquent as a list of the actual plays

contained.

English and American Plays.

Alfred Lord Tennyson—"Becket."
Oscar Wilde—"Lady Windermere's Fan."

Oscar Wilde—"The Importance of Being Earnest."

Sir Arthur Wing Pinero—"The Second Mrs. Tan-

queray."

Sir Arthur Wing Pinero—"The Thunderbolt."

Henry Arthur Jones
—"Michael and His Lost

Angel."

Henry Arthur Jones
—"The Liars."

C. Haddon Chambers—"The Tyranny of Tears."

Stephen Phillips—"Herod."

Bernard Shaw—"You Never Can Tell."
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Bernard Shaw—"Caesar and Cleopatra."

H. V. Esmond—"When We Were Twenty-One.
Sir James M. Barrie

—"The Admirable Crichton.

J. M. Synge—"Riders to the Sea."

Granville Barker—"The Voysey Inheritance."

John Galsworthy—"Justice."

Louis N. Parker—"Disraeli."

Githa Sowerby—"Rutherford and Son."

Bronson Howard—"Shenandoah."

William Gillette—"Secret Service."

Clyde Fitch—"The Moth and the Flame."

Clyde Fitch—"The Truth."

William C. De Mille—"Strongheart,"
Langdon Mitchell—"The New York Idea."

William Vaughn Moody *The Great Divide.

Augustus Thomas—"The Witching Hour."

Augustus Thomas—"As a Man Thinks."

Eugene Walter—"Paid in Full."

Percy Mackaye—"The Scarecrow."

David Belasco—"The Return of Peter Grimm."

f>

Foreign Plays.

Emile Augier and Jules Sandeau—"Porrier's Son-

in-Law."

Alexandre Dumas, the Younger—"The Demi-
Monde."

Eugene Labiche—"Perrichon*s Journey."

Victorien Sardou—"A Scrap of Paper."

Henri Meilhac and Ludovic Halevy—"Frou Frou."

Victorien Sardou and Emile de Najac—"Getting

Divorced."

Edouard Pailleron—"The Cult of Boredom."

Henry Becque—"The Crows."

Henri Lavedan—"The Prince d'Aurec."

Francois Coppee—"For the Crown."

Edmond Rostand—"Cyrano de Bergerac."

Eugene Brieux—"The Red Robe."
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Paul Hervieu--"The Torch Race."

Octave Mirbeau—"Business is Business."

Henry Bernstein—"The Thief."

Gabriele D'Annunzio—"Gioconda."
Henrik Ibsen—"Pillars of Society."

Henrik Ibsen—"A Doll's House."

Henrik Ibsen "Hedda Gabler."

Jose Echegaray—"The Great Galeoto."

Maxim Gorki—"The Submerged."

Bjornstjerne Bjornsen—"Beyond Our Power."

Leo Tolstoy—"The Power of Darkness."

August Strindberg—"The Father."

Maurice Maeterlinck
—

"Pelleas and Melisande."

Maurice Maeterlinck
—"Monna Vanna."

Gerhart Hauptmann—"The Weavers."

Anton Tchekhof—"The Seagull."

Herman Suderman—"John the Baptist."

Herman Heijermans—"The Good Hope."
* Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y., vol-

umes $2 each.

SHAKESPEARE'S THEATRE.*
By A. H. Thorndike.

In this epidemic of Shakespeare celebrations it is

satisfying to find an authentic book on the Shake-

speare Theatre. The part that appeals most prac-

tically to the playwright is the opportunity to study

the Elizabethan playgoing public. Mr. Thorndike

has gone into this phase of the subject most thor-

oughly. His explorations are a psychological

answer to many of the unsolved absurdities in

Shakespeare's plays. For Shakespeare wrote for

his public, not his posterity. The conditions of that

populace account for many of the peculiarities in

Shakespeare's plots.

The book is a comprehensive survey of the
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English theatre in Shakespeare's time. Among the

topics which Professor Thorndike discusses are

The Playhouses and Their Locations, The Arrange-

ments of the Stage, The Methods of Presenting

Plays, The Relations of the Court and Public Stage,

The Censorship and the Professional Actors and
their Audiences. These subjects have long engaged
the attention of specialists, yet there has hitherto

been no single work supplying an authoritative

treatment of them. The history of the Elizabethan

theatre marks a transition from the medieval to the

modern stage and reveals an evolution progressing

under peculiar English conditions. This volume is,

therefore, of value not only to students of Shake-

speare but to all interested in theatrical history.

The illustrations include many reproductions of

prints and portraits.

* The Macmillan Co., New York, $2.50.
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Chapter II.

AUDIENCE.
"The drama's laws, the drama's patrons give."

In our first lesson we found that the author ab-

sorbs his play idea from the awakened conscience

of humanity about him. No matter how lofty his

genies he must take his tip from the crowd. He
must deal exclusively in their materials. He can

dictate nothing new in the methods of entertain-

ment. He can merely manipulate the timeworn
springs of theatric response. In this sense it may
be said that the audience writes the play. They
are the determining factor, not the author. He is

rigidly restricted to their feelings and beliefs. All

he does is to drive a few pegs here and there to sus-

pend their emotions on.

The great bugbear of technic, then, is merely an
ear for the audience. By listening intently to the

call of the crowd we discover the principles of Unity,

Dramatization, Suspense, Characterization, etc. For
these are not any arbitrary rules laid down by the

author, they are the known symptoms of theatric

satisfaction. Technical skill is a mastery of these

symptoms.
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What is an Audience?

An audience is a mass of individuals swayed as

one man by a composite appeal to their feelings. A
true theatric audience is highly heterogeneous. It

comprises all classes of society and all grades of

intellect. They pay their admission to the play-

house for the express purpose of relishing that emo-
tional experience known as a play. They feel, hear

and share this slice of life depicted, as though it

were their very own. When a mixed crowd becomes

so coalesced by a common bond of sympathy it is a

theatric audience, correctly speaking, but not until

it is so merged.

Nonconductors o/ Drama.

Of course there are always a few who by virtue

of their super-self-consciousness stubbornly resist

this composite appeal. They retain their individu-

ality no matter how many emotional currents are

shot into them. They are the purely mental types.

They have no emotional nature. They have so in-

flexibly fixed their philosophy of life that it auto-

matically shuts off all avenues of emotional ap-

proach. Many of our dramatic critics should be

quoted in this class. They sit stiffly in their seats

deliberately challenging the spell of the dramatist.

They cannot submit to the spell. And in the ab-

sence of any emotional gratification they proceed

to pick flaws in logical reasoning of his plot. This,

as we shall soon see, has little or no bearing on

valid drama. The reasoning process is a noncon-

ductor of the drama.
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Emotion.

All great things emanate from the emotions.

Without emotion we would have no religion, no in-

vention, no drama or no great World War. All great

things emanate from feeling not thought. And yet

the study of the emotions has been shamefully neg-

lected. Colleges spend months on the Logic of

thinking while the greatest of all science is entirely

left out—the Logic of the Emotions. This is where
drama is dominant. It deals exclusively in the com-
modity of emotion. It employs them in a practical

way. It touches the heart and pierces the soul

through the grip of emotions. In fact drama is the

art of emotions applied.

As I have already said, none of the great things

in life spring direct from human thought. They
emanate from feeling. And wisdom itself is but

an echo of things that are felt. We strive through

the reason to fathom the feelings and instincts

that seem latent in the heart. This is the acme and

goal of all knowledge for the wisdom of mankind
is man. Under the chapter on MORAL I will

show that the only path to reform and regeneration

is the emotional journey, for it is only by way of

the feelings that the soul is finally reached.

It is essential, therefore, that a play appeal to the

emotions, rather than to the understanding. They
are the real part of humans, the thinking factor is

a very small concern. Ninety-eight per cent, of all

mental process that occupies the brain is the func-

tion of feeling. Only 2 per cent, of the brain's

activity is consumed with thinking thought. Psy-

chologists tell us this, and you can readily verify

it for yourself. You know you spend a great portion

of your time thinking the thoughts that suggest

themselves rather than thoughts that you initiate.
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Well, it is this automatic thinking, the subconscious,

suppose we call it, that the drama deals with. It is

in this mind that we find the seat of the emotions.

The only place where an author can always find his

audience is in this emotional department.

Intellectually men are all individuals. Their

thoughts are as widely variant as their bodies.

Emotionally they are all alike. They respond to

the same heart appeals, the same love, the same
hate, the same joy and sorrow. Intellectually no

two men can be swayed alike. Emotionally they

can be moved to see and feel like a single personal-

ity. It is as impossible to create a dramatic moment
in the intellect as to suggest a sound on the eye.

Emotion is the organ of drama and it is upon this

instrument that the dramatist plays.

If the dramatist is to play upon the emotions it is

well that he know the keyboard. He must avail

every opportunity to study them in others and to

properly appraise their motivating influence as they

continually echo in his own heart. The audience

becomes to him a vast organ upon which he plays

his Conflict. They have all the notes. He merely

sounds them. He can combine them in various

chords and set these chords to a key. But the audi-

ence is a very primitive instrument. It has but

three keys. The whole realm of emotional appeal

is divisible into three fundamental sources, Self, Sex

and Parentage. These three principles govern prac-

tically every variety of human conduct and embrace

every play subject under the sun.
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The Three Laws.

It is impossible to conceive a play not founded

upon one or more of these three cardinal principles.

The subtler emotions, the moral, intellectual and
aesthetic feelings may not come under these three

heads. But such sensibilities are not highly funda-

mental and do not permit dramatization for the

crowd. Their bodily reaction is much less manifest,

hence much more difficult to portray visually. These
vague vibrations of the soul can be far better stirred

by music. For harmony can project various moods
direct. Vague moods are not the province of the

drama. A play is something more concrete. It is a

definite Conflict of emotional experience.

A broader statement of the three fundamental life

principles is as follows

:

1. Self-preservation, the first law of life.

2. Propagation of the race, the second law of life.

3. Parental love, the third law of life.

Test your play on these three life laws and you
may see what chance you have for involving the in-

terest of an audience. They may mingle, more or

less, two or three laws all in one play. But a single

law should always dominate. They may invest a

play from a dozen different attitudes but all real

drama stands on a life law direct or inversely. For

instance, ambition is a phase of the First Law of

life—self-preservation. Lust is a perversion of the

Second. Matricide is an obverse of parental love but

it involves the Third Law from an opposite angle.

There are a thousand and one ways in which a play

may implicate these three principles, but there is no

such thing as a real play not in some way founded

on one of them.

There are many plays which satisfy all the can-

nons of dramatic science and still fail utterly to in-
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terest an audience. What is the reason? There is

some lack of substance the critics say. Yes, but

what is the fundamental secret of this lack? It is

the lack of emotion. The play is not founded upon

the bedrock of feeling or does not seriously involve

one of the three laws of life. These laws form the

emotional canvas upon which you paint your play.

No canvas, no painting. No primitive emotion, no

play.

First Law.

Originally there was but one human emotion

—

fear. Fear is practically synonymous with self-pres-

ervation. It is the father to that instinct. The story

of human progress is largely the problem of getting

away from fear. Civilization has done much to re-

duce this emotion just as science has relegated many
phases of the First Law. Audiences do not care for

a Conflict of mere fists. This is a trifle too crude.

So the First Law has gone pretty much out of fash-

ion save as it takes on the civilized aspect of pov-

erty, chastity or personal success. These are the

modern variants of self-preservation.

In "A Doll's House," the precedent conditions are

distinctly self-preservation. Nora forged money to

provide for her husband's health. Of course, this is

not the dominating emotion. It is merely a premise

to the play. It serves to illustrate a way in which
a law of life may be incidentally incorporated. The
irrelevant chatter about suicide is likewise a spuri-

ous First Law subject. It is a lame attempt to

generate emotion by endangering Nora's self-pres-

ervation. Suicide is seldom a potent dramatic

factor.

On page iig we find still another false use of the

First Law.
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Helmer—Before all else you are a wife and

mother.

Nora—Before all else I am a human being.

Ibsen wanted to preach this feminism but he did

not make it a product of his plot. Here is where
his individualistic theories ran away with him. The
playwright and iconoclast were ever at war and the

ego usually won. For even though his play is dis-

tinctly a Second Law Conflict, he interposes this

feminist dogma at the Climax. Nora renounces her

home for her personal betterment. This is a purely

selfish motive and in theatrical language it spells

nothing but First Law of Life. It is an erroneous

use of the principle, for nothing precedes to create

such a character. It is the naked impulse of the

author plumped in without preparation. It is not

Nora who proclaims her emancipation but Henrik
Ibsen undisguised. There is no trace of this dogma
in his early notes or synopses. This would seem to

show that the notion seized him while writing or

polishing the final dialog.

Second Law.

The Second Law has been the old theatrical

standby for many centuries. That it has not out-

grown its commercial usefulness may be seen by

this line from a managerial magnate

:

"You need not send me any play that does not

concern the old time-tried problem of sex."

Sex love is probably the most popular principle in

dramatic composition to-day and it is certainly the

whole thing in the movies. Nature has endowed
mankind with the instinct of propagation and it is

the basis of all love, marriage and affinity. The
whole scheme of Creation seems to center in sex.

Fate dazzles her victims with the glamor of love and
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they become the toys of her life game. We are all

incidents in this great law of mating.

Most of the Second Law plays are built out of the

Conflict of sex with convention. Nature's law says

mate and man's law says marry. In the great chan-

nels between these two statutes we find plays of

passion, romantic love, chivalry, marital reform and

mere sensuality. But where abstract sex is exploited

the traffic ceases to be a dramatic affair.

"A Doll's House" is distinctly a Second Law
product. It is obviously a struggle between a man
and a woman with marital happiness at stake. The
First and Third Laws enter at the end but do not

alter the dominant emotion. The ruling principle is

Second Law. All the world loves a lover and an
audience loves to see what it feign would experi-

ence. So the Second Law finds an appeal to the

soul of those who love, those who do not love, and
those who have loved in vain.

Third Law,

The Third Law is founded upon the family. All

permanent organization of society rests upon this

unit. Father, mother and child make the civilizing

trinity. Where the First Law is the most primitive,

the Third Law is the most advanced, the most com-

prehensive and the most universal. We have all

had mothers. The welfare of the child is the para-

mount issue of the day. The hope of humanity is

in the betterment of the breed. In its broader phase

this law incorporates every altruistic and philan-

thropic ideal. Religion and all beliefs in fellowship

and a common fatherhood find their classification

under this heading. As a general theme for plays it

would seem to hold more scope for the future than

either of the other life principles. Some of the
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strongest Third Law plays are "Merope," "Lady
Windermere's Fan," "Madame X," and "Peg O' My
Heart."

The chief application of this law to Ibsen*s play

is his abuse of the principle. At the very climax of

"A Doll's House," he needlessly introduces the

mother element. His plot is a Second Law Con-
flict and mother love is a very dangerous infusion.

Mother love is a more potent appeal and is capable

of prejudicing the audience against the conviction

the author wishes to carry. If it is his purpose to

show that a woman should leave her husband every

time they have a little tiff, well and good. But to

compel the wife to desert her children, this is an-

other problem. It has been no part and parcel of

the author's play.

Just here the dramatist's early notes will be found

interesting. He set down the following random
remarks

:

"Spiritual conflicts. Oppressed and bewil-

dered by the belief in authority, she loses faith

in her moral right and ability to bring up her

children. Bitterness. A mother in modern
society, like certain insects who away and die

when she has done her duty in the propagation

of the race. Love of life, of home, of husband

and children and family."

Confused by her predicament caused by the for-

gery Nora is going to abandon her children as a

result. She is not fit to raise them. That is virtu-

ally what the author is trying to persuade us. And
then he drifts over to Darwinian theories. (Dar-

win's work was just published in Norway the year

before.) But finally he includes all three laws of

life in his design, "self, husband and family." You
can see how his mind faltered between author and
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audience. It was always very difficult for him to

relegate Ibsen.

In other words Ibsen has outraged the Third Law
in attempting to expound his dogma of sex inde-

pendence. In order to chastise a selfish spouse on a

Second Law basis he makes his heroine a monu-
mental egotist of selfishness on a First Law plane.

The best that he could do with the premises he has

laid down for himself is to follow Acts I and II with

a good wholesome squabble, threaten the happiness

of the home and then reconcile the couple upon the

husband's sincere repentance. This affords the

much coveted happy ending and converts a pessi-

mists croak into a tune of optimism. The First Law
ending would certainly require a very different be-

ginning and middle to evolve it. The play does not

evolve a woman who could make such a drastic

stand. The Third Law Climax is merely an after-

clap as I have shown and could not be achieved

under any circumstances to the approbation of an

audience. A mother cannot desert her infant chil-

dren.

Sympathy,

"Every guilty deed

Holds in itself the seed

Of retribution and undying pain."

I have said that the first spark of dramatic fire

that flickers across the creative imagination of the

playwright is Recoil. Recoil is the underlying in-

stinct of an audience. It is the primitive sense of

justice which has possessed the human race since

the time of Cain and Abel. It is one of the Mosaic

laws: "An eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth."

It is the basis of the Golden Rule. It is the seed

that we plant to beget a play. It is likewise the first

source of all dramatic sympathy. The playwright
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calmly calculates this kick-back of retribution as a

goal toward which all our sympathies may tend.

He piles on the agony of unjust persecution till the

spectator fairly writhes in his seat. Unconsciously

the auditor finds himself biding his time when he

may wreak vicarious vengeance for the evil doer's

deed. This is how sympathy engenders. It may
seem a primitive procedure for an art so dignified.

But remember we are dealing with the composite

passions of the crowd. A chain is no stronger than

its weakest link. The sympathy of a play must be

tuned to the humblest auditor.

It takes light and shade to make a picture. Good
and bad are the light and shade of dramatic por-

traiture. A mere trace of sympathy is not enough.

The dramatist must draw in bold strokes, black and
white. Sympathy must be centered and emphasized.

It cannot be distributed throughout the cast. It

must be restricted to one or more characters and

deliberately withheld from the other side. In other

words we must love the one and hate the other of

the two contending forces of the Conflict.

How may we center this sympathy? Not by the

punishment of the evil but in the persecution of

good. Let innocence be made the victor of Recoil.

Ibsen understood this thoroughly. It was no acci-

dental turn that made us tremble at Nora's predica-

ment. (See pages 108-111.) See how he toys with

her anguish. His extreme skill in the treatment

generates more sympathy for Nora than the circum-

stance seems to contain. For the situation is not so

desperate. The author purposely makes it appear
so. What is the consequence? We hate Helmer
and hug poor Nora to our hearts. By the same
means we could be led to glorify a crime of the

brutalist order, the dagger, the thumbscrew, or
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burning oil. This is the extreme to which mob par-

tisanship can be manufactured in the playhouse.

But it takes for granted that the trap has been set

for sympathy, that we have placed our protagonist

on the side of Recoil.

The Happy Ending.

So much has been written about the arbitrary

happy ending that it will be necessary to set the

student straight in this particular as applied to the

Audience. The public wants to be pleased, yes, but

it wants even more to be satisfied. They do not

want to see their favorites assisted by the obvious

mechanics of the author. Neither do they want the

author to exploit his pet theories at the expense of

human credulity. The audience demands a fair fight

above all things and is just as much put out by illogi-

cal partiality as by inadequate punishment. The
evil doer must be paid back in his own coin. The
same weapon that he wielded must rebound on his

own head.

Now in life, any ending at all is artifice. Life goes

on eternally. The drama merely isolates one little

segment from the conglomerate chaos to concen-

trate upon it. Therefore, if all endings be false we
might as well falsify on the optimistic side, all

things being equal, for by so doing we place the

audience in a receptive mood for the moral to be ad-

ministered. When the heart is glad the muscles

expand and the favorable Conclusion is welcomed.

On the contrary, if the soul of the auditor is shocked

the dream is dispelled and his conscious mind arises

to dispute the issue.

On this point it is interesting again to refer to

Ibsen*s own notes:

"Here and there a womanly shaking-off of her
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thoughts. Sudden return of anxiety and terror.

She must bear it all alone. The catastrophe

approaches, inexorably, inevitably. Despair,

conflict and destruction."

It is plain that Ibsen had predetermined a trag-

edy. In fact he called his memoranda "Notes for

the Modern Tragedy." But the unhappy ending

was all in his mind. The play that he has given us

does not yield such a conclusion and it is only a few
individuals who will stand for it. The Audience as

a composite crowd will not.

Reality.

We hear a good deal about holding "the mirror up
to nature," but in the stricter sense a literal reality

is about the last thing you want. Drama may be

more injured than aided by it. The purely imitative

is destructive in any art. It is the phantom of

reality that we seek in the theatre, a sort of waking
dream that will implant an imaginary experience in

the beholder which he dimly discerns as transpiring

in his own soul. He forgets himself by sharing the

experience depicted and when thus spell-bound

lapses into a state of heightened suggestability.

Mentation practically ceases so long as the glamor

of the dream sweeps him on. The play may be

chock full of unreality, there is no consciousness to

detect it, provided the dream is properly propelled.

How to weave this dream and sustain its unin-

terrupted sway is the chief undertaking of the

author. It is not the voluntary but the involuntary

attention he is after. All voluntary faculties must

be lulled to sleep while the threads of plot weave a

spell about the beholder. Then by the line of least

resistance associated ideas in perfect sequence fill
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the channel of subconsciousness and suspend all

other mental traffic.

Thus the clever craftsman keeps his hearers half

hypnotized. With the dominant emotion ever

dangling before them, he avoids any suggestions

that will cause wakeful interruptions. The spots

we call spurious in a play are largely extraneous

jolts that mar our dramatic lullaby. It is more a

matter of sequence than logic. Each incident must
dovetail into the other and when once installed

these laws of association go on of their own impetus.

The dramatist merely pilots the way.

How does he know the Way? The master crafts-

man can induce self-hypnosis. He merely dismisses

the train of conscious mentation and lapses into the

attitude of the audience. Once the preface of his

play is projected, the audience cherishes certain

expectations and it is the author's only option to

bring them true. Through the crowd impulse at

his elbow he senses this course that the audience

would have him take and eventually pursues it. Of
course the dramatist in him has something to say

about strewing stones and obstacles to heighten

Suspense, but we will come to that under its proper

chapter. Suffice it for the present to remind our-

selves that the whole process of playwriting is in

the domain of the subconscious. All experience

comes to us through the feelings and in consequence

it is to them we must address the dream experience

of a play. All of the conditions of playwriting

are prescribed by the audience and it is the audience

in us that creates the play. Of all principles in

Dramatology, then. Audience is the most vital.

The next chapter will be DRAMATIZATION.
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THE MERRY WIVES OF WINDSOR.*
Tercentenary Tomfoolery.

This double-barrelled bunch of buffoonery is ade-

quate revelry for the overzealous fans of a tercen-

tenary festival. Presented as it is by Sir Herbert

Tree in a dozen separate settings it is a ripe harvest

for the moving picture alumni. But it must be ad-

mitted in all fairness to the photoplay producer

that he would not inflict such a bit of nonsence on

his slapstick patrons. And it is very likely that the

aforesaid patrons would set up a howl of "money
back" were any such thin substance offered them.

As a curio of the comedy that entertained the real

Shakespeare audience it may be a truer specimen

than any of the better plays attributed to this great

poet. For it gave less temptation to the literary re-

touchers who have hopelessly distorted the more
pretentious plays. And is it fair for these undra-

matic gentlemen to center all their censure on

Charlie Chaplin while knockabout stuff like this is

extolled to the skies?

Problem.

1. A corpulent clown woos two married women.

2. They conceal him to inspire marital jealousy.

3. They then duck him for his audacity.

Mr. Tree has given a wonderful staging to this

comedy. He adds numerous touches that are not in

the script. It is a shame that with his skill he

could not have eliminated the muddle of needless

settings and presented the curio in three simple acts.

He has made use of modern scenery on the one hand
and retained the obsolete changes of setting on the

other. It is better to preserve integrity throughout

in such plays and do them either in the new way or

the old. The flitter from one spot to another has
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now become the fixed asset of the movies and no

stage wizard can successfully compete with the film.

* Samuel French, New York, 15c.

POLLYANNA.
A Gospel of Gladness.

Last July we called your attention to the assured

success of a play that was to come to New York
City. It was called "Common Clay." This July we
can prophesy the same certainty for "Pollyanna,"

which is due for a metropolitan run next season.

"Pollyanna" is a gospel of gladness in four acts,

founded upon a novel of the same name by Eleanor

H. Porter. The book has the good fortune to be

dramatized by a dramatist, Catherine Chisholm

Cushing. Its stray episodes are assembled with a

skill that imparts a fair semblance of Unity, Se-

quence, Plot and Suspense. The author has pruned

the book fearlessly where Drama prescribed and the

result is one of the best staged fairy tales extant.

Problem.

1. An orphan preaches gladness.

2. She softens the hearts of her relatives.

3. They all marry happily.

This is about as much of a plot as we would expect

of a real fairy story. It is extremely general and not

specific in Conflict. The real master stroke is the

persistent optimism of this little Polly who bright-

ens even the most sombre depths of gloom and ani-

mosity. She forms a sort of third-law child to all

the older members of the Plot and is our adopted

daughter as well. Here antics teem with caprice

and comedy and while some of the happenings are

fortuitous and unskilled from a technical standpoint,

they are not out of tune for the mood in which the

piece is written. It is a wildly romantic fantasy in
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which caprice properly enters. A caution to the

novice is in order: do not attempt such whims of

anecdote in a play of more serious proportions.

THE CINDERELLA MAN.
A Poorly Constructed Play.

Whatever caused the public favor for this play?

It is not its integrity of construction. The technic

is frowsy and its development alive with flaws. The
chief transgressions are crude gradation, mock
sentiment and ill chosen sequence of Plot events.

The entire structure creaks with threadbare fabri-

cations of the theatre which rob many possible effec-

tive moments of their charm. The success of the

piece is a dangerous measure for aspirants to go by.

It may be the charm of the players, the romance of

the whimsical narrative, or any one of a dozen ex-

traneous appeals. It is certainly not a wealth of

dramaturgic treatment. And young writers employ-

ing like deficits in dramatization do so at their peril.

Problem.

1. A rich girl secretly aids a composer.

2. He falls in love with his benefactress.

3. She overcomes her father's objections.

The third clause is obviously off trail and its in-

juries to the Plot may be traced throughout the first

and last acts. With a corrected Problem the author

could have put his play in three concrete acts avoid-

ing pages of fungus that now choke the true growth

of the piece. Aside from the fact that there is no

strong pull to the play, this indefiniteness is the

chief fault of construction. Even for fairy tales a

clear outline of development is advisable when it

comes to putting them on the stage. For even the

child mind is reduced a fraction when it is appealed

to in composite form. The play has effective mo-
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ments but on the whole does not do much credit to

Edward Charles Carpenter, the author. It affords

little by which to gauge the author's dramatic pres-

ent worth. And its apparent success is very likely

a feat of financial craftsmanship.

A LADY'S NAME.
An Unfinished Framework.

Compared with "A Pair of Silk Stockings" by the

same author, "A Lady's Name" inevitably conveys

the impression that the play was abandoned in its

course of construction. Cyril Harcourt has not

finished his task. There is a certain degree of per-

fection in the first act but the other two lack sub-

stance and invest entirely too much time in elabora-

tion of small comedy and clever characterization, at

the fatal expense of Plot. We get a promise that is

never faithfully kept and alongside of serviceable

satire we find comic situations, like the lady's

attempts at cooking, that are extremely juvenile by

contrast. They do not show the conscientious

craftsmanship exhibited in *'A Pair of Silk Stock-

ings."

Problem.

1. A lady advertises for a husband.

2. A butler answers her ad.

3. She falls in love with his master.

If the author had taken this Problem and followed

its normal dictates he could have made a better

play. With no coherent course in his mind he

wanders away onto flimsy offshoots and develops

these incidentals to the detriment of his dominant

idea. It is the old, old story that a Plot must have

its own way. If the author distorts or perverts it

for some momentary diversion he usually ruins the

progress of the essential Scenes. Mr. Harcourt
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could spend more time on Scenario to advantage. A
clearer view of the high places in plot structure

would avoid his unwarranted overgrowth of de-

tached incidents. For these excesses not only fail of

interest in themselves, they obstruct the normal

trend of expectation which the premises have

planted in the audience. And don't forget this

axiom ; the audience writes the play.

SUKI.
A Farce in the Making.

We are treating of this farce before it is finished

but this phase might well be more interesting to

the student than any other step in the structure.

The rehearsals make the farce. "Suki" came to

Easton last April in the course of a road try-out.

The audience to a man pronounced it hopeless. But

those who have seen farces patiently evolve in re-

hearsal know that this may prove to be another

season's great success. The thing should be shook

up and turned over, end for end, until the real

beginning is located and the legitimate conclusion

achieved.

Boucicault once said that a farce must be founded

on granite. Mr. Smith founded "Suki" on an off

stage joy ride which is supposed to cost his leading

lady $2,200. In the first place, this young hoydon is

not the sort to worry about a financial obligation

even if it did involve the destruction of an automo-

bile. In the second place we care nothing about

these joy-ride damages for they are not incurred in

the play. They are off-stage rumors so far as we
are concerned and the author must not expect us to

kindle sympathy at Suki's supposed plight in an-

other territory. What we want is the performance

of the play here and now.
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The real foundation of the farce should be a

cause taking its genesis in an insult tendered her

"nunkie" by the art pretenders who come to buy his

time and use him as an exhibit at a house party.

Suki shares her "nunkie's" offense at this insult and
visits the dilettante pretenders just to show them up.

The possibilities of satire on futurists fans are ex-

quisite. Suki makes a preposterous daub by squirt-

ing the tubes of paint on a piece of paper. If this

ludicrous incident were properly prepared for and
then made the culminating Climax of a well graded

plot, there is no doubt that a fascinating farce could

come of it. In its present state "Suki" is too chaotic

to hold interest. Its promise is most in the making.

YOUTH.*
A Climax of Fortuitous Motive.

Problem.

1. A boy seduces an imbecile's sister.

2. The boy befriends the imbecile.

3. The imbecile shoots at him but kills his sister.

We have overemphasized the second clause to

illustrate a point. In the story of the play the hero

is truly the only one shown to be indulgent of the

imbecile. He had at least gratified him by letting

him play with his rifle. Now the author expects us

to believe that this half-witted lad reasons out his

sister's predicament and shoots at the hero who has

seduced her. It is a fortuitous solution all through.

The girl steps in front of the bullet just in time to

receive it herself. The author wishes a tragic end-

ing to his minor song and pulls the trigger to the

thing himself.

It is interesting to note that the play has gone

through an edition of 25,000 in Germany. Perhaps

in book form it is less obnoxious. It is a patent fact
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that the logic of a crowd is more instinctive than the

logic of an individual reader. The crowd is more
primitive and therefore more humanly honest. The
reader might swallow this vengeance of virtue ex-

ecuted by a hair-brained youngster without the least

shadow of suggestion to actuate him. The crowd

is more partisan in its tune of retaliation and wants

the evil doer put down by the reflex stroke of his

own initiation. The shot of the imbecile is in no

way operated by the seducer of his sister. No doubt

the author has some poetic interpretation of his own,

but it is far too sophisticated for the multitude. The
Recoil of a Conflict should be the most lucid ingred-

ient in the entire play.

"Youth" is a foremost specimen of German crafts-

manship. It compares more favorably with higher

American standards of technic than many leading

Teutonic examples. To convert it into domestic

property it would be best to effect an optimistic

issue. We, as an audience are fast beginning to

scoff the everlasting doom of a "fallen woman." The
mere thought that a girl inherits this trait from

her unmarried mother carries no ultimate convic-

tion. From whom does the boy inherit it? Of
course this play was written at a time when a girl's

misfortune was much more of an eternal tragedy

than it is to-day. But it is only by drawing a lesson

out of the present standards that we prosper tech-

nically. It is only by absorbing the mood of

humanity about us that we obtain new and novel

treatment of plays.

* Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y., 75c.
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THE PHOTOPLAY.*
By Hugo Munsterberg.

The handling of this subject by so eminent an

authority as Munsterberg is almost a triumph in

itself for the movies. The part that we are naturally

most interested in is this great psychologist's con-

tinual allusion to and comparison with the legiti-

mate drama. He makes many fine discriminations

heretofore overlooked by other writers on the sub-

ject and gives the young industry a distinct sig-

nificance upon which it can qualify as an art. No
writer has drawn this particular point more specific-

ally.

That Munsterberg has made a thorough study of

the movie art there can be little doubt or dispute.

That he has not applied his searching psychologic

mind with the same avidity to the legitimate drama
is manifest in repeated lapses of conscience. For

instance, on page 97, he lauds the larger latitude of

the film in its capacity for reproducing and recalling

the past and projecting the future. He fails to dis-

criminate here, that these two factors are elements

that the real drama can best be without and that it

is eternally the PRESENT that a good stage play

should concern itself about. The past and the future

are the commonest incumbrances of the drama. To
deftly eliminate them is the sifting process that

characterizes the method of the truly great drama-

tist. This virtue of the film, then, should not be

deplored as a failing of the drama, for it is ever a

vice when allowed to obtrude into the HERE and

NOW of a theatrical performance.

There are numerous instances of this sort that

betray the Professor's ignorance of dramatic law

and order, but the book will not be read from that

standpoint, naturally. It is for the readers of our
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paper that we point out these fallacies in the hope
that a great man's blunders will act as an impetus

to the struggling aspirant continually buffeted by
similar secrets of the workshop. The mightiest

genius of any other field is not necessarily an adept

in dramaturgy. In fact, the manuscripts that flow

into this office, written by university professors and
educators show a lower average of technical under-

standing than the products of the untutored mind.

This is inevitable, possibly, for the learned writer

becomes a subject of the mental domain. The prov-

ince of the drama is the emotional. Not the great

thinker but the great feeler writes the great play.

* D. Appleton & Co., New York, $1 net.

THE BIRD OF PARADISE.
A Scenic Production.

When this piece was first put on in New York
City it did not have the more formidable movie to

contend with. Even with all its flatness, its un-

colored scenes and mechanical accompaniments the

motion picture can represent the living landscape so

much more adequately that it puts most stage pic-

tures to shame. After all, the stage craftsman can-

not put action into the leaves and skies with any
semblance of movie reality, even. His direst at-

tempts merely accentuate the artificiality of the

crude means employed. "The Bird of Paradise" has

little else to rely on. It's attempt at the picturesque

was its main feature of novelty.

The Plot of the play is nominal. A degenerate

rehabilitates and a young surgeon degenerates, los-

ing his sweetheart to the regenerate tramp. This

is about all the Conflict that is attempted. The
theme of the play seems to be the seductive influ-

ences of the Hawaii climate. Mix this with a little
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weird native music and some hoochie-koochie kicks

that would hardly get by the censor in a straight

burlesque exhibition, and you have all that is left of

"The Bird of Paradise" in its continued success on

the road. But as we have already said, the movie

was not as highly developed at the time this play

began. Its survival is more the momentum of its

first hit than of any current value. The auditor in

the theatre has much more to swallow with a grain

of salt than is required of the photoplay spectator.

And the latter has so much less to pay. As time

goes on the spectacular will become more and more
a province of the movie and less and less a freak of

the stage. It is best that the two arts observe these

distinctions and neither encroach upon the other's

domain.

MACBETH BENNETTIZED.
By Bernard Shaw.

In the April Cosmopolitan^ Bernard Shaw flings

a bolt of wit and satire at an illustrious novelist who
deigns to scorn the province of playwriting.

In a pleasant little book, Arnold Bennett

talks shop and debits harmless tosh about tech-

nique for the entertainment of literary amateurs

in a very agreeable and suggestive manner, as

he has every right to do, being so distinguished

a master of the craft. But when I found the

words "One reason why a play is easier to write

than a novel" I need have read no further. I did

not want to know "one reason" for so outrageous

a piece of novelist's bluff. But the impetus of

my reading carried me on, in spite of the shock

;

and so I learned that this one reason is "that a

play is shorter than a novel." It is; and so is

the Bible shorter than the London Directory.
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"Excuse the length of my letter," said Pascal,

"I had no time to write a short one."

Now, I am not going to argue. I never do.

I will just take one of the shortest, most intense,

and most famous scenes in English dramatic

literature, and rewrite it as a chapter of a novel

in the style of my friends Bennett and Wells

and Galsworthy when they are too lazy to write

plays.

Mr. Shaw then quotes the eighth scene of the fifth

act of Macbeth and rerenders it into fiction of

the Bennett school. His last laughable lunge is as

follows

:

They laid Macbeth beside Gruach in God's

quiet acre in the little churchyard of Dunsinane.

Malcolm erected a handsome tomb there, for

the credit of the institution of kingship ; and the

epitaph, all things considered, was not unhand-

some. There was no reproach in it, no vain

bitterness. It said that he had "succeeded

Duncan."

The birds are still singing on Dunsinane.

The woodpigeon still coos about the coos; and

Malcolm takes them frankly and generously.

It is not for us to judge him, or to judge Mac-
beth. Macbeth was born before his time. Men
call him a villain; but had the press existed in

his time, a very trifling pecuniary sacrifice on

his part would have made a hero of him. And
to do him justice, he was never stingy.

Well! Well!

The End.

There ! That is what is called novel writing

!

I raise no idle question as to whether it is easy

or not. But that sort of thing I can write by the

hundred thousand words on my head. I believe
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that, if I turned my attention to mechanics for

a month or two, I could make a typewriter

attachment that would do it, like the calcu-

lating attachment that has lately come into use.

The odd thing is that people seem to like it.

They swallow it in doses of three hundred

pages at a time ; and they are not at all keen on
Shakespeare. Decidedly, when my faculties

decay a little further, I shall go back to novel

writing. And Arnold Bennett can go back to

writing plays.

What more subtle method of settling a contro-

versy? Has Mr. Shaw successfully annihilated his

opponent?
* Cosmopolitan, New York, 15c.
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Chapter III

DRAMATIZATION.
In our first chapter we learned that a play is a

Conflict between good and evil. In the second we
found that good and evil invariably clash over some
fundamental emotion instinctive in man. In this

chapter we are to explore that tantalizing process

which the playwright wilfully imposes in order to

wring from our hearts the greatest degree of emo-
tional response possible. In this operation he

applies all of the tricks of his trade to this Conflict

between good and evil ; Superior Knowledge, Expec-

tation, Suspense, Surprise, Doing, The Visual and

The Present. We call this process Dramatization,

but the real Dramatization actually takes place

when we dramatize the audience.

For we must not be deluded into thinking the

thing we write is a play. A play never really exists

until it is done in the form of simulated life. The
script is merely directions for a play. It is nothing

in itself separate and distinct from the effect it pro-

duces upon an audience. Drama is that effect

created upon a composite crowd known as an

audience.
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Superior Knowledge.

The enthralling thing about Drama is that while

it submerges our identities into that of the protago-

nist, it likewise endows us at one and the same time

with a God-like omnipotence to know what is going

on. At least we seem to divine everything present,

past and future. We see ourselves by proxy and
share in the apparent plans that Providence has set

down for us. On page 58* we can readily trace this

dual personality in Ibsen's clever treatment of

Nora's forgery.

As an audience we are all bodily compressed into

Nora. At the same time we see more than Nora
sees for we appreciate her predicament. We quake

at our peril as it is by proxy imminent for her. On
page 92 we see the obverse of this enlightenment.

It is Helmer's ignorance that makes Drama here.

We know and Nora knows about that fatal letter,

but Helmer doesn't. We still quail at our peril by

proxy as manifest in Nora's predicament, but this

time it is Helmer who is held in ignorance. So you

see the author flatters us with this pride in our

momentary omniscience.

The basis of all Drama is this superior knowledge

imparted to the audience as against the ignorance

of one or another character in the cast. Without

this preferred wisdom the greatest Scenes ever

written would fall to the floor. It is this flattering

wisdom that seduces us. It is this exultant feeling

that spells Drama. When you make us long to tell

the heroine the peril that awaits her or make us

gloat over the secret that the villain does not pos-

sess, you are generating Drama. Just how the

author accomplishes this miracle will be learned

under Expectation.

* "A Doll's House," Walter H. Baker A Co., Boston, 25c.
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But there is a vast difference between superior

knowledge flatly imparted and a subtle surmise

adroitly instilled in the audience. Ibsen frankly

prepares us for the cancellation of the forged note.

In many plays the solution is not hinted so baldly.

This is a matter of author's treatment. Both
methods are good. Bernstein employs a much more
cryptic method in "The Thief." Of the two the

latter may signify more sagacity of craftsmanship.

The situation tinctured with doubt is generally more
thrilling.

But it is necessary to choose one treatment or the

other and cleave to it. And your material deter-

mines the choice in every instance. The first applies

more successfully to the play that unfolds entirely

before our very eyes. The second to the mystery

play which yields its secret reluctantly. Ibsen made
no attempt to withhold from us the true condition

that it was Nora who forged. He based his Sus-

pense upon Nora's struggle to withhold it from

Helmer. Bernstein wished to build his entire

structure out of the disclosure of his heroine's theft

and spent the whole play doing it.

Expectation.

Life is mostly Expectation, not realization. Ex-

pectation is the greater part. In life this is so. In

Drama it is more so. Take the hopeful yearning

out of life and there would be little left to live for.

Yet comparatively few ever realize their longings.

It is the province of Drama to make them come true.

Drama pledges an Expectation and then fulfils it.

That ruthless Nemesis who overtakes the doer of

every evil deed is the mistress of Expectation.

Faith in her eternal retaliation gives us this sacred

pledge. The evil doer shall ultimately be repaid in

his own coin.
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Some boomerang of retribution, then, is the first

thing the dramatist instinctively goes after. He
seeks this germ at the end, again, not the beginning.

He leaps at once to the realization of a just conclu-

sion to his battle between good and evil and there

finds the paramount promise of his play. From this

summit he casts back through the entire Conflict to

get the first glimpse of the evil deed. He finds the

first instance where good is assailed by evil and the

long sweep of Expectation intervening is the first

technical survey of his play.

In reaching for Expectation, therefore, the drama-

tist deliberately incites this craving of the crowd
for vengeance by pitting an evil agency against

good. By this means he invites the just wrath of

Recoil and thus plants the first seed of Expectation.

He finds it at the end, but instigates it at the begin-

ning. This is the exact method Ibsen pursued

according to his first rough notes: "Despair, con-

flict and destruction."

When he showed us Nora's forgery committed
for the love and life of her husband and then

brought Helmer's blind commonplace principles

down heavily upon her innocent little head, he

boldly challenged the Recoil of Nemesis in all her

fury. And this Recoil becomes our composite

Expectation, the parent source of all our superior

knowledge. With omnipotent wisdom we begin to

sense the end. It can be nothing but the retribution

of a just God brought down upon the evil doer's

head. And Helmer is the evil agency. No matter

how many doubtful turns the Plot may take we shall

persistently cherish this primitive retaliation. This

is the dramatic means by which Superior Knowledge
is vested in the spectator. This is the genesis of

Expectation.
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Suspense.

When a thing is realized the sensation is soon

over. So is a play. When once the parent Expecta-

tion is attained the play is at an end. It is the chief

business of the playwright, therefore, to prolong

it—not to let it be attained. He applies himself to

the task of staying off the desired end by stretching

out the realization of it. This is the chord the true

dramatist harps on. It is better known as Suspense.
" 'Tis Expectation makes a blessing dear

And hope is brightest when it dawns from fear."

Suspense is that arbitrary artifice by which the

playwright wilfully thwarts the natural trend of

Expectation. It reaches its highest pitch just before

Expectation is ultimately gratified, where evil casts

its last gasp before succumbing to good. In Hel-

mer's instance we see this keenest era of Suspense

on page 113, just before the tables turn, where he

receives the letter and falters before opening it.

Study this supreme moment with profound rever-

ence and faith. It is magnificent technic. Ibsen

has maliciously stayed off this anticipated conquest

for Nora with the deliberate intent of heaping on

the agony. Why? In order to wring the last jot

of anguish from our hearts. In cold type this

sounds like a childish proceeding, but when turned

to the prejudices of a composite crowd it spells sub-

lime Drama. And it is the master dramatist who
plies it viciously.

By all odds Suspense is the keenest tool of the

dramatist. The theme of his story, the law of

nature involved, the sagacity of intrigue, all amount
to naught if he does not endow them with Suspense.

Yet Suspense in itself is none of these things. It

is merely a wily means of effectively manipulating

them. It is the delay and progress of hope and fear
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in the endless ups and downs of fortune that plunge

the auditor into a trance of illusion until he, entirely

lost, merges his identity with that of the hero. This

purely theatric trick, however, is the first that the

playwright should master and the last that the

dramatist can afford to do without.

Surprise.

And now that we have found Expectation the very

pith and fiber of Suspense how can we countenance

Surprise? For surely anything that is expected

cannot at the same time be a Surprise. And if Sus-

pense is the motive power of Drama, Surprise must
be the direct antithesis of this mightiest dramatic

factor. The very basis of Suspense is naturally that

there be some promise, some hope or longing, other-

wise there could be nothing to suspend. And if we
hope for or expect anything it is obviously impos-

sible that this same something be a Surprise. But

there is a valid Surprise that enters the science of

Dramatology as a very practicable asset. It is one

of the agents of Suspense. This Surprise merely

interrupts or stays Expectation. It is the Surprise

that arrests or temporarily holds it up. It does not

abort or falsify. It either generates Suspense or

ultimately caps the Climax. This might more prop-

erly be called the unexpected. It is a clever device

used by the dramatist to seduce the spectator.

Every turn which creates a heart throb, without

tearing the thread of Expectation, is a greater or

less Surprise.

For instance, it is a Surprise on page 54 when
Krogstad unexpectedly returns, but it is good
Drama for it does not divert our Expectation. It

stirs it up with doubt and fear. He unexpectedly

interrupts the trend of our parent Expectation, but
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stimulates Suspense. On page 92, when Helmer
starts to open the letter box, it is an unexpected

move. It interrupts the direct path of our Expecta-

tion but registers quick vibrations of Suspense.

But there is another sort of Surprise which is

highly invalid, the sort that stifles Suspense. Sup-

pose Helmer suddenly laughed, and said he knew
the fatal note was there, but was merely testing her

loyalty. This would be an invalid Surprise because

it destroys the Expected. It outrages our dominant
Expectation and converts Drama into dismay.

Again, of course, if we give the audience a hint of

Helmer's shamming we have valid technic again,

but the key of the comedy is changed.

The nearest approach to invalid Surprise in "A
Doll's House" is Nora's leaving Helmer. This is an
exaggerated over-reach of Recoil. It is an abrupt

Surprise which turns Drama suddenly adrift. We
want Helmer punished, but the true way to pay him
off is in his own coin. Sum up his selfishness to a

cruel awakening, but let the punishment fit the

crime. Every domestic squabble need not terminate

in divorce and separation.

To spring any Surprise that eradicates the right*

eous slapback of Recoil is the gravest crime the

playwright can commit. To surprise us in the

method of achieving this major Expectation is more
legitimate. Frequently a mysterious character

turns out to be a trump card at the Climax. This

is not the antithesis of Drama, so long as he behaves

in keeping with retributive justice. In "Enchained"

the fact that the boy is not his father's son, kicks

back at the husband with a thrill that almost over-

flows our sense of righteous gratification. Such
Surprises are valuable.

"Under Cover" is the most advanced type of such
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treatment. But it so perverts the motive of its pro-

tagonist that even his natural conduct which would
afford us a tip is equivocally averted. It is a case

of straining technic to the breaking point, though
the author has carefully supported our sympathy
for the lovers by making the romance come true.

So that it only half transgresses.

We had a feeble hint that the mysterious R. J.

might turn out to be the man our Expectation cher-

ished for the heroine's mate. Theatric tradition

runs so. She invariably marries the man. The only

difficulty is that Mr. Megrue deliberately lies to us

in suppressing his hero's normal conduct. This

tends to make the whole product trivial. It is only

when you betray that Expectation pledged by
Recoil then, that you violate the Surprise principle.

To really obtain such Surprise it is necessary to

deceive your audience and that is the most undra-

matic deed in the decalog.

Doing.

The definition of Drama comes from the Greek
dram, meaning to perform a deed, to do, or act. And
there could be no better definition of the physical

part of Dramatization—Doing. If we make the

actors Do the things that are described in a story

we are virtually dramatizing it. We convert con-

versation into happenings. But we can go to excess

in this principle the same as in any other. Like all

other rules, this one must not be taken too literally.

Everything need not be commotion. That is not the

idea. A thing is Done and not Talked if the Dialog

supports the negotiations seen to be pending. And
even mere talk is dramatic if it helps sustain the

thing that is being pictured by the Doing. Krog-

stad's description of the forgery and Nora's acqui-

escence establish the Doing.
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Self-preservation is not necessarily the cardinal

instinct of organic being. Beneath that is a more
primitive manifestation—Doing. A living thing

seeks above all else to exert its energies. Life itself

is a sort of will to do. And Drama being a transcript

of life, the first thing we demand in a play is Doing.

All emotions such as hate, fear, love and jealousy

are best expressed in this physical manifestation

—

by the Doing. Hate may be shown by tearing a

portrait; fear, by the trembling hand; love, by an

embrace ; jealousy, by an effort to scratch the rivaFs

eyes. Our very consciousness of the emotion, you
see, is shaped by the sensations which arise in our

bodily organs. It is natural, then, that the surest

way to register them on an audience is in the ges-

ture, grimace or Doing.

To dramatize a story we Do the things that are

Conflict essentials. And it is just as imperative that

we do not Do or Dramatize the non-essentials. For

obviously the Doing gives promise and emphasis

that we do not want to lay upon incompetent points.

The moment you spill a cup of cofifee the audience

instinctively attaches a meaning to it.

Now, paradox though it may seem, the summit of

all Drama is the direct antithesis of Doing—abso-

lute pause. By far the greatest moments achieved

are the dramatic silences where auditors sit with

bated breath, their hearts leaping to their throats.

But, of course, this is merely the cumulative result

of the Doing that has gone before. We could not

have the stifling pause (page no) if it had not been

led up to by the many happenings which focused all

our hopes on this one supreme moment. Of course,

the soliloquy is obsolete. But the tense silence that

follows Helmer's exit is more eloquent than words
or pantomime.
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Just as experience is the best teacher, so Doing is

the best object lesson. The child learns best by
doing and discovering. Discovery in the Doing is

the best discipline. And Doing is the best holder

of attention. By their deeds, Ye shall judge them.

Deeds are the true measure of man. The chief man-
ifestation of worth in a human being is what he can

do. The doless are the worthless. So in Drama, the

doer of deeds is the best exponent of the dramatic

Conflict.

Then if this Doing is the all important thing, why
isn't the movie the last word in drama? Let me say

right here that it is not my intention to minimize

the province of the spoken word. The silent drama
at best is a freak, conspicuous for the absence of the

largest factor in human intercourse, language.

What little can be thrown on the screen in the way
of a leader reverts us to the bookish method. It

retains all the metallics of the printed page, whereas

the spoken word is the most powerful mental sug-

gestion in the world. Tell a man to do a thing and

he already has a half-born impulse to follow your

suggestion. So in the reflex of the word upon the

audience, its influence upon the spectator may be

overpowering. But manage it so that the word
seems an adjunct to the Doing, an inobtrusive part

of the human picture transpiring before us, modify-

ing or augmenting it, and you have the sweetest

medium. For it will then have the total effect of

being performed.

The Present.

In the very nature of things a play must take place

in the Present. For unless it is seen to occur before

our eyes it is not the play itself, but merely the

report of a play. The Present is Ours. The report
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of it is the author's. We cannot play in the past nor

in the future, nor at any time save the Present so

far as the here and now of Drama is concerned. But

we can make either past or future the Present by
Doing it now. The Doing is the Now. Whatever
is past is Done for. Yesterday is a record. To-

morrow is a secret. To-day is yours and mine!

This is the besetting sin of the novice. He lugs

in the past and entails so much explanation of the

has been and by-gone that the experience depicted

cannot be felt and echoed in the heart of the spec-

tator. He cannot take sides in the issue and merge
his identity with that of the hero. The Doing here

and now helps to make the audience participate in

the hero's sufferings and fight his battles with him.

In this way the illusion of experience by proxy is

most adequately accomplished.

But incidents from the past occasionally have to

be woven into a play where some cause existing

prior to the Conflict is the fighting basis. Such inci-

dents should never be forced in for the sheer infor-

mation they furnish. They must be Dramatized.

They must be made Present by a valid present use

in the Conflict. This is an immutable law though

it is frequently violated. Ibsen brought up his

forgery from the past, but successfully Dramatized

it by making Krogstad a valid agent of the Present.

This is one of the most drastic differences between

narrative method, between movie and Drama. In

all other literary arts the author may wander back

and forth through history at random. In playwrit-

ing he may do it only at his peril. Recited or nar-

rated happenings are always weak even though they

may be current and in keeping with the time of the

Conflict. But when they are drawn up from the

past they are abominable. Every essential thing
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should occur within the bounds of the play and all

past elements should be made Present by use for

present purposes.

This principle is so vital that even things which
have already occurred within the bounds and limita-

tions of the acted play cannot be relied upon as

stock-in-trade knowledge of the audience. They
must be revived so that the audience is reminded.

Often a mere word or symbol of the happening will

serve to reinstate the point, but the author must not

rely upon any unprompted memory of the composite

crowd. Picture and repicture everything. Make
the hour-old incident live again by some subtle

recall to the Present.

Plays frequently deal with knowledge of the elect

few. The author takes for granted a certain univer-

sal familiarity with characters in Dickens or Shake-

speare, or even the Bible or history. Some members
of an audience will grasp these allusions, others will

not. No data of this sort can be reckoned common
knowledge unless the facts are recapitulated in the

pages of the play. The audience must be looked

upon as a jury and the play a trial in which all of

the evidence comes before the court. Every witness

should be an eye witness and every bit of evidence

duly qualified if expected to count. All else is ruled

out as irrelevant, impertinent, incompetent and

extraneous.

And not merely should the minor happenings be

in the present. The ideal Play, tinctured in the

least degree possible with fiction or narrative flavor,

should transpire in the Present, beginning with the

curtain and not one jot before. No revert to the past

is necessary in this kind of a play. It is neither the

unraveling of some past secret where we know and

some one in the play has to find out nor the found-
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ing of the Conflict upon some past event which
casts its influence into the present. "A Doll's

House" is of the latter variety. The forgery was
committed in the past and operates in the present

only as it is resuscitated. To make it utterly a play

of the present the forgery would have to be com-

mitted before our eyes. The play would begin with

it. Ibsen copied his incident from life and doubtless

copied the lapse of time with it. The forgery could

just as well occur the day it is discovered. This is

merely a problem in Sequence.

The Visual

Dreams are predominantly visual. You seldom

dream that you are hearing anything. It is more
commonly the eye that dreams. Few oral sugges-

tions seep in. It is quite consistent, then, that

Drama should be visual, for a Play is a dream more
than anything else. But there is a more vital reason

that the Play should address the eye. Most of us

are eye-minded. It is an ingrained habit to see and
observe. It is the line of least resistance. Sight

travels a million times faster than sound. What we
see in human conduct is instantly interpreted. No
two of us interpret a spoken thought with the same
velocity nor with the same meaning, not even after

the ear has caught the sound and the brain recorded

it. There is still a third degree it must pass through

before it is a belief or thought. The sound must be

pictured to the mind's eye. Not so with the Visual.

If it is a coherent showing it becomes a digested

thought at once. Seeing is believing.

Again the sign language or Visual is the best

because it does not lie. Feelings are literally ex-

pressed by motion and deeds, whereas words more
often belie the speaker than depict his soul. People
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seldom speak what they feel. They mask their

thoughts and play for effect of one kind or another.

The fool or the hypocrite is best suited to wordy
treatment. For the general run of Drama actions

speak louder than words.

Hence it is best to portray all the essential ele-

ments of a Conflict in deeds and symbols rather than
words. It is likewise just as disastrous to visualize

any deed or mood not intended to impress. The
audience will take undue record of it. It is a keen
test of dramatic genius to know just what should

and what should not be Visualized. Plot essentials

form the first general guide. The details are deter-

mined under Scene structure.

In "A Doll's House" the essentials are fairly well

told to the eye. Ibsen employed the visual method
in his early plays, though he lapsed later into the

invisible drama. A good example of the unvisual-

ized is the hairpin in the letter box. How did it get

there? If we had seen Nora tampering with the

lock the discovery of the pin would be much more
electrifying. The same is true of Nora's copy work.

If we had merely had a glimpse of her clandestine

occupation it would make a deeper impression than

all the idle talk of earning money in this fashion.

These are minor instances, but they illustrate the

point.

Of course there are instances where the principals

involved cannot appear in the situation or happen-

ing that requires them. It is then quite impossible

to visualize directly. The next best means is a per-

sonal agent, relative or symbol of the character.

Frequently a man may be visualized by his hat or

his cane, a woman by her glove. And there are

times when a symbol of this sort is even better than

the principal's presence. More and more it is
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becoming imperative to put every Plot or Scene

essential in Visual form. The movie has compelled

the application of this principle. On the screen all

things must be shown. There is no vocal sound to

augment the meaning. Of course pure symbolism

excels in the movies where an object is enlarged to

twenty times its normal size. But this is extrava-

gance. Still, we must not ignore its tremendous

influence. The movie is patiently graduating an

audience for the stage. The progressive American

will not stay long in the ten-cent photo-house.

When he ascends into the real theatre he naturally

expects all that the movies gave him plus the living,

breathing personality.

The next chapter will be PLOT. See January,

191 7, issue.

TURN TO THE RIGHT.
A First Act Masterpiece.

The paucity of good plays permits a one-act mas-

terpiece to take the plume this season. There is a

great deal of good entertainment in the second and

third acts of this rural comedy, but the fact remains,

nevertheless, that the first act is a masterpiece com-

plete and surpassing in its solitary form. It needs

neither the Prolog nor the acts that follow. At

best these adjuncts are spurious and depreciating.

All that is new, all that is theatrically wonderful

about the play begins and ends in the one first

act. All that is trite and imitative resides in its

appendages.

And why is one act in four able to capture the

premium in this season 1916-17? Simply because a

man like Winchell Smith has taken the threadbare

materials of a dozen quondam successes and treated

them theatrically. In other words, he has used
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the theatre for its rightful purpose and not for some
individual theory of his own. Even in this super-

lative first act he has employed archaic incidents

which Broadway managers habitually shy at and

which they emphatically declined in this particular

instance even after the play had appeared in

rehearsal.

The success of "Turn to the Right," therefore, has

a twofold lesson to playwrights and managers. It

glorifies "Hokum" and reinstates the obsolete.

There is nothing new under the sun nor nothing old.

The theatrical secret is not how new you can make
it, but how impelling. The oldest tricks in stage-

land are rehabilitated by the proper imposition of

composite craving. The only original trait in this

play is an inordinate desire to see crooks be crooked.

This craving is instilled in the audience. It is a

demoralizing tendency, but it is one of the rare occa-

sions where such a factor is utilized for the triumph

of good. It is an extreme interpretation of the eter-

nal formula of good conquering evil. The scamper-

ing felicity of the thing forgives whatever stigma

might attach to condoning evil practices. But in

any case, herein lies the virile power of the play

and it is this solitary Scene that will do the major

part of the box office pulling.

Problem.

1. A skinflint forecloses a widow's mortgage.

2. Crooks steal his money and pay him off.

3. They again steal to refund the first theft.

This is the completed Problem of the first act. A
second play is manufactured out of the skinflint's

discovery that his pockets were picked of the mort-

gage money. But the renewed drama is laborious

and trite and it is largely out of gratitude to the

first act that we submit to the second. A Crisis in
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the second play accumulates considerable Suspense

at the end of Act II, however, and a score of clever

novelties preserve the remainder of the evening's

entertainment. And this little island of originality

surrounded by an ocean of encumbrances is the suc-

cess of the season. It only goes to show what a

slight measure of exquisite craftsmanship is

required to score a current theatrical triumph.

Winchell Smith is a master craftsman.

BURIED TREASURE.
The Gem of the Season.

Although this Play has not reached New York at

this writing we feel secure in the prediction that it

will easily rank the gem of the season. The first

trial performance on the road leaves so little to be

desired that it is safe to say the New York premiere

will offer the best all-round performance in the city.

Miss Young has conceived and created a very orig-

inal character comedy with ample latitude of laugh-

ter and tears. Her literary quality ranks higher,

too, than most of the products on Broadway.

Problem.

1. A boy seeks a buried treasure.

2. It turns out a hoax.

3. The failure brings him a fortune.

This is the hazy Problem, but the Play is not of

the heavier than air variety. It is treated in the

most playful vein possible for pastoral characteriza-

tion. The sketches of Cape Cod types are particu-

larly refreshing, but the quaint humor that they let

off is quite the most captivating part of the Play.

At times the situations break out into whoops and

gasps of dramatic combustion.

It is the profoundest pleasure to find a specimen

of craftsmanship with no great gaps of regret and
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disappointment. "Buried Treasure" is such a

structure. You leave the theatre with a gratified

sense of having felt the measure full. It is a Play
with a heart and a soul. Its body may be a bit

bucolic, but it is a very sweet, clean, whole-hearted

bumpkin.

UNDER SENTENCE.
Another Movie Mimicry.

It is easy to see how two clever writers attempted

to collaborate this piece. Irvin S. Cobb contributed

a big idea on criminal reformation. Roi Cooper
Megrue injected a terrific punch into it. Then Cobb
told Megrue that he was crowding out his propa-

gandum. And Megrue persuaded Cobb that only

the punch was worth while. So they compromised.

Result: An evening of seven Acts comprising a

bully good play in the first five and a magnificent

allegory in the last two. Neither adequately devel-

oped nor rounded.

The Plot of the first half concerns a young wife's

retaliation to a magnate for the frame-up of her

husband. The theory of the second half is the use

of a rich criminal's efficiency to regenerate a prod-

igal prison. The two seem like an effort to combine

the commercial qualities of "The Lion and the

Mouse" and "Justice." There is a third story hastily

hatched off stage reporting the magnate's election

of a governor even while incarcerated. But this is

too carelessly sketched to rise to the dignity of

drama. It is a Plot "aside" in the process of con-

struction.

Now what is the cure for this chaotic jumble?

Find your center of oscillation before spinning your
yarn. Find your Climax before starting to write

around it. And if still you have surplus materials
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that have fastened themselves to your fancy, either

subjugate them to the dramatic Conflict or reserve

your theories for separate composition. There is no

use trying to stage static material. It must have the

wallop. It must have Recoil. It must take the time

honored turn of retaliation for the slow but sure

Nemesis avenging an evil deed. The first Plot

adopts that formula, but does not follow it out to a

full dramatic development. The attempt at Plot is

as follows:

Problem.

1. A magnate convicts a clerk on a frame-up.

2. The clerk's wife obtains evidence.

3. She sends the magnate to prison.

SEVEN CHANCES.
A Spontaneous Farce.

Problem.

1. A girl rejects a man for his million.

2. Rumor disinherits him.

3. She accepts the million heir.

This is the Plot bereft of its funny embellish-

ments of the six other girls whom he formally woos
in vain. Obviously it is a vehicle for the rare comic
genious of Frank Craven. In other hands it might
despair of success and with less rigor of rehearsal

it might rank in indifference with most mediocre

farces. But as the play stands, with star, support

and production, the piece is an admirable vehicle.

The dialog scores incessantly and the situations

are pregnant with comic Suspense.

Abundance of good example can be found in the

second and third acts for sincere study and emula-

tion. The more absorbing topic for playwrights,

however, is the negative structure of the first which
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may come to be the determining factor between
momentary and pronounced success.

The first act is a botch despite a few fragmentary

laughs obtained at random. It does not launch the

Plot securely so that the audience may fall into the

trap without a scruple. The efforts of the author

are painfully apparent here and the foundation of

the farce is weakened. Inordinate time is taken up
establishing the fact that Jimmie will inherit twelve

millions and too little verity is given to his chronic

aversity to marriage. He makes a great todo about

fearing the opposite sex at the sheer behest of the

author. This fuss and faint-heartedness is largely

talk which might well be left to true dramatization

in the natural course of enaction. Little can ever

be achieved by premature comment. The playing

of the personality under pressure is the thing.

But to return to the merit of the play. It adds

enviable laurels for the forthcoming crown of Roi

Cooper Megrue. The humor is wholesome and the

situations spontaneous. We leave the theatre with

that hearty fullness of satisfaction which in a

Belasco production usually spells Success.

PAGANINI.
A Preposterous Characterization.

Mr. George Arliss has proved that an utterly

worthless play may serve as a chart for fine acting.

He made "Disraeli" perform this service for his

subtle craft. "Paganini" while it offers peculiar

opportunities for faithful pictures of this renowned
violinist does not offer the slender thread of story

to assemble these portraits into a pleasing gallery.

There is plenty of the babyhood of artists so ade-

quately elaborated in other recent characterizations

of genius, but the technic of Mr. Knoblauch's plot-
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ting is so primitive it hardly bears a trace of his

"Marie Odile" supremacy. The callous crudity of

the thing is doubly noticeable when designed for an

artist like Mr. Arliss. It defies his utmost endeavor.

Problem.

1. Paganini elopes with a simpleton.

2. He loves his violin more than her.

3. She goes back to her affianced suitor.

There is a secondary intrigue of an abominable

Dago lady by whom Paganini has had a child. There

is also a secondary Crisis in which his love for this

illicit child is heralded as a commendable trait in his

character. But this is mere child's play in crafts-

manship. It would almost seem that Mr. Knoblauch

had dashed it off in defiance of Dramatology. There

is abundant opportunity to concentrate this affec-

tion on the beloved instrument, but the Conflict out-

lined in the above Problem is miserably half-hatched

and under-nourished. It never comes to a Climax.

It is only indifferently dramatized. A thousand

amateurs in this country could take the same
nucleus and build a better play. Mr. Knoblauch

should be ashamed of his shocking shiftlessness.

THE GUILTY MAN.
Unimproved Possibilities.

The movie is making its impression upon the

stage play almost as much as the stage influences

the movie. The first act or prolog of this play is

a typical photoplay beginning. Instead of rele-

gating the past to its proper place and allowing it

to seep in as it is needed, the authors go back,

movie fashion, and produce the preamble. This is

diametrically opposed to sound dramatic craftsman-

ship, though it is first rate movie method. It is

telling a story not staging a Conflict. A glance at
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the Problem would soon decide the starting point

for the play.

Problem.

1. A girl is falsely accused of murder.

2. The prosecutor is her illicit father.

3. She is liberated.

The gravest weakness of this composition occurs

at its very climax. When the father confesses that

he is the guilty man the audience has been so bored

with this oncoming exposure that it almost laughs

outright at the ineptitude of the situation. There
is no tinge of subtlety. Not content with the one

court-room scene like "Madame X" the author im-

poses two tedious cross examining sessions upon
us. And it is only after every man, woman and
child in the audience marvels at the stupidity of the

illicit parents for not recognizing one another, that

the maudlin father proclaims himself. Is it any
wonder the solemn situation begets a titter?

But the most profitable study for the amateur is

not this superabundance of absurdity. It is the

unimproved possibilities. The authors make the

mother blind for their own Plot convenience. They
miss the finest chance in the play by not using this

affliction to enhance the Climax. Suppose some
mannerism of the father were dramatically planted

in the mother's mind. Suppose that in his excite-

ment at the trial he gave way to his trepidation and

uttered this particular word in a way that recalled

his identity to the mother. She cries out in her blind

despair. It is the man who deserted her ! By some

such means we avoid the weak resort to the father's

flat confession, unprovoked.

This device is always flimsy. It is a lame apology

for craftsmanship. If the blind mother were drama-

tized into the Climax she would escape the Third
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Avenue odor that envelops her when stuck in as the

author's sheer expedient. The same is true of scores

of cheap contrivances in this play. They evolve into

valid dramaturgy the moment an honest factor of

Plot propels them. A trick is bunk because the

spirit of Drama has not reclaimed it.

PLEASE HELP EMILY.
A Good Farce Gone Wrong.

The London stamp of approval is no longer a

mascot in America. Several plays have come to us

this season with every recommendation from the

other side, but they cannot hold a job. Surely

Bernard Shaw in all his glory could not denounce

the defects of American exports any more cheer-

fully than we revile some of theirs. And "Please

Help Emily" is not the worst. It is bad enough.

Imagine a farce written especially for a female

star with nothing for her to do at the Climax ! Poor
Emily is left adrift at the curtain of Act II while the

Plot runs off on another errand. Everyone is con-

cerned but Emily. She is not even involved in the

issue. After the first act this poor child is not given

sufficient motive to make her rational fluff, even.

The third act is hauled in by the heels with effort

sticking out all over it. And even the effort is

feeble. It would seem as though Mr. H. M. Har-

wood had been away for a long, long time and upon
his return to civilization had seen "Charley's Aunt"
and a few other obsolete farces and immediately sat

down to do as bad if not better. He has succeeded

beyond the slightest shadow of a doubt.

Is there no merit in the play? Yes, there is, but

it abides largely in the unwritten acts of the piece.

The complications promised in the first act would
inspire any amateur to conceive better stuff to
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follow. But the promise is not kept. As long as

this valid path is paced, Miss Murdock also promises

unusual qualities as a comedienne. But the play

fails and both fall together. The saucy little imp
who mysteriously turns up in a gentleman's apart-

ments and in his bathrobe and bath naturally invests

the opening of the play with spice and flavor. But
the salad is never served. From this rather nifty

beginning the Plot rambles off into an incompetent

chain of irrelevant episodes which are futile in

themselves and extraneous to the introduction.

Throughout the second and third acts we consist-

ently mourn for a good farce gone wrong.

MR. LAZARUS.
A Mystifying Muddle.

"Mr. Lazarus" is a lamentation for two reasons,

authors and star. It is a sad, sad thing to see a

player of Mr. Dixey's reputation wasting his time

in such a piece and sadder still to think these clever

playwrights have squandered their valuable time on

such a concoction. Playwrights who are capable of

turning out a deft piece of work like "The Dummy"
are hard to reconcile with an incoherent bit of

blundering like "Mr. Lazarus." For no one can be

sure what the hodgepodge means nor just what the

authors intend it to mean. The players seem at a

loss how to interpret it and the net result is a mys-

tifying muddle.

Problem.

1. A husband finds that his wife has remarried.

2. He exposes the criminal second husband.

3. He then leaves abruptly.

The Problem may sound cryptic, but no reduced

view can do justice to the abounding blindness of

the play. The characters are so false that we never
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once take faith in them and the fundamental prin-

ciples of appeal employed miss fire for the same
reason. There is a splendid third-law opportunity

between father and daughter, but the crisis is hope-

lessly farced and fizzled. It is an attempt at "The
Third Floor Back" flavor without the spiritual

motif. There is absolutely nothing of the Ford &
O'Higgins trade mark in this deranged tangle.

THE WASHINGTON SQUARE PLAYERS.
A Toy for Indulgent Subscribers.

It is the purpose of this corporation to produce

plays that would not otherwise be given a hearing.

This seems to be their guiding principle in selecting

playlets, for many of the skits attempted by this

organization are obviously plays that should not

otherwise be given a hearing. Such dialogs as

"Literature," "Eugenically Speaking," "A Miracle of

Saint Anthony" and "A Bear" contain germs of

Drama all craving development. In each instance

they give promise of actual merit and then suddenly

swerve to an arbitrary or flippant ending. They are

truly plays that are different, but they differ only to

the disadvantage of Dramatic worth. It is true that

progress in the theatre is impossible without free

experiment. But the policy of ostracizing the truly

theatrical can only end in drifting away from the

theatre.

But while The Washington Square Players do

retrogress in dramaturgy they certainly advance in

scenic art. Their settings are original and stimu-

lating and the effect does not detract from interpre-

tation. In this department the company is perform-

ing a service to the art, but on the whole the scheme

is but a passing fad. It seems to be one of the

phases of amateur enterprise which is eternally
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asserting itself. This may be a good game for indul-

gent subscription members, but the true purpose of

the stage is to erase every evidence of amateurish-

ness possible and give as perfect a performance as

skilled and experienced players can present.

THE YOKE.
Analyzed by Request.

The dramatization of this book by the same name
is being played in the small towns and in this analy-

sis we are not taking issues with the author's ethics,

but are accepting the subject for the sake of

analysis. What is its chief technical defect? is the

inquiry that is put to us by a subscriber. Undoubt-
edly it is the spinster's absence of adequate motive

for her self-sacrifice. Let us glance at the Problem.

Problem.

1. A spinster guards her nephew's chastity.

2. He threatens to corrupt it.

3. She prostitutes herself to preserve him.

The spinster entertains fears of the boy contract-

ing social afflictions, but there is no specific danger

dramatized. To make the Crisis imperative there

should be some obvious danger which the boy is

about to encounter which actuates the woman in

offering herself as his hostage. In the absence of

such a situation the woman's choice is too apt

to appear as a carnal desire or an author-made

sensation.

Accepting the wide world as a skirmishing ground

for dramatic research this is the chief defect in "The

Yoke." We do not believe, however, that such sub-

jects have a valid place on the civilized stage. The
burlesque theatre would be raided for offering such

a thesis and there are few minds which may not be

seared by such dramatized incest.
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INTOLERANCE.
The Penultimate in Photography.

Every genius arrives at an epoch in his develop-

ment when technic predominates and the physical

conquest obliterates all else. This is the present

state of progress with D. W. Griffith. He has sur-

passed himself and much else that is fundamental

in photoplay making. He has gratified himself at

the expense of the spectator. In short he has

striven so hard he has over-reached and the result

is a great big disorganized jumble of magnificence.

It is the last syllable but one, in supercinema pro-

duction, and that one is human interest.

The tawdry movie story which represents the

modern phrase of intolerance in the quartet of

Conflicts that infest this spectacle is the sort of

photomelodrama Mr. Griffith is least efficient to pro-

duce. It is the sort of drivel that most second rate

movie magnates would promptly reject. The thrill

of passing a train with a motor has been more ade-

quately enacted in the nickel playhouse. The resort

to the hangman's noose for emotional hold-up has

been abandoned by all but the Bowery spellbound-

ers. And yet, Mr. Griffith regales us with these deli-

cacies amidst an exhibition of the mightiest strides

in cinematic science.

In the face of such achievement it might seem
amiss to pick flaws in the photoplay features of the

project. But it must be remembered that after all,

the province of this journal is the dramatic, and the

proper photographic appraisal is yielded to other

authorities. It is the dramatic structure that inter-

ests our readers and we waive all apology in going

straight to the point. The dramatic meaning of the

picture is as inchoate as the title itself. Just what
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Mr. Griffith means by Intolerance becomes a bigger

puzzle as the films reel on.

We cannot take sides in the Babylonian Conflict

for it is never apparent which side is which. We
see marvelous pictures of Herculean combat, but

the trend of the issue is ever opaque. In the current

struggle between labor and capital it is always con-

fusing which way intolerance runs, and in movie

literature these things should be visible to the naked

eye without the aid of endless printed attempts to

elucidate.

And so we must dismiss the cinema masterpiece

with a grudge only half gratified. If it will help

Mr. Griffith to see himself in the present state of

his own evolution our impatience shall be eased.

All artists pass through this preponderance of phys-

ical perfection. This is doubtless the lesson needed

by America's foremost motion photographer.

HUSH.

Dramatic Criticism Condensed.

Prologue, Gush.

Act I, Hush.

Act II, Blush.

Act III, Mush.

Epilogue, Tush.

—iV. y. Sun.
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Chapter lY.

PLOT.
In the last chapter we learned that the longer you

stretch out Suspense, all things being equal, the

more Drama you engender. The function of Plot,

then, is to provide this outstretching by inventing

incidents to continually defer the Expected by in-

terposing the Unexpected. Without regard to time,

place or characters there are certain essential hap-

penings which must be invented to create that sus-

tained experience known as a Play. A chart of

these essentials is what we call a Plot. It is the

struggle between good and evil for supremacy. It

is the progress and obstacle of these contending

forces. Do not confuse Plot with Scenario. Plot

does not describe or execute the incidents ; it merely

itemizes them. Scenario fills out the details of

these happenings with regard to time, place, char-

acters, etc. Plot is the What; Scenario is the How.
Plot is purely impersonal. In fact it is far better

not to think too specifically from the standpoint of

person until you get the incidents that are to in-

volve them. Premature fixity of character may
dwarf and destroy Plot. And Plot, after all, is the
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fundamental thing that grips the interest of an
audience. Get your Plot first and keep it liquid.

"The most important thing is the composition

oi incidents. The novice becomes adept in diction

or portraiture before Plot."

—Aristotle.

What is Plot?

We defined a Play as an "Island of Incidents sur-

rounded on all sides by a notion of its own." Plot

is that island. It is by these incidents that we lodge

a given experience with the audience. The amateur

dramatizes himself. The high-brow dramatizes his

theme or his characters, but the dramatist drama-

tizes his audience, and this is the proper way. And
it is only by a framework of happenings, something

doing all the while—doing, doing and never ceasing,

that we can be sure of dramatizing the audience.

For the purpose of the playwright a Plot is an in-

ventory of the essential happenings. It is a series

of signposts he sets up for his own guidance. It is

not a thing of beauty but an engine of power. It is

a deliberate calculating process; a most artificial,

scientific thing "turning the accomplishments of

years into an hourglass." There is little or no Plot

in life as we live it, and the events of a play are

merely made to seem life-like. The things which

never happen but which an enterprising imagination

conjures up to a point where the audience believes

they could happen are of infinitely more value in

playwriting than the most marvelous items of per-

sonal experiences. It is only the unusual chains of

events in life that are dramatic. And that is why
we call them dramatic. They are so hinged as to

awaken a sense of the inevitable.

Plot, then, is neither the philosophy, the psychol-
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ogy nor the poetry of a play, but rather the mold
into which these attributes may be poured. A mere
delineation of character, a series of personal por-

traits, an allegory, fable or parable, no matter how
well drawn or recited does not constitute a Plot.

Neither does a beautifully braided strand of anec-

dotes. Plot is something entirely difiFerent. It is

the chain that binds various events into a unified

entity. Interest may attach to detached represen-

tation but only in proportion to their elocutionary

or graphic fidelity. Plot interest is organic and pro-

ceeds from a solitary germ as we shall see in our

study of Unity.

To be sure, form is not the whole thing, but is

fully as much to Drama as speech is to language.

You would have a pretty hard time imparting any

oral intelligence to one whose tongue you do not

speak. You will never be heard in Drama if you do

not employ the voice of Plot. But the rules that

govern art, after all, are an afterthought in the

minds of lesser men who reduce the practice of the

masters to a body of principles. The technicist sits

in the lap of cosmic intelligence and merely allows

the truth to flow through him. He does nothing

himself but record the mechanical process with

greater or less accuracy. He is not laying down a

law, but interpreting one that the Art presents.

Problem.

The briefest possible statement of Plot may be

found in an adequate title, such as "She Stoops to

Conquer." And this is the sort of a title to select if

you can find it. "Paid in Full," for instance, conveys

at a glance the author's net idea with just a hint of

the Recoil. But Problem is the briefest digest of

the emotional experience to be depicted by the play.
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It is a statement consisting of three clauses. When
once these three levers of Plot are located, the in-

itial survey of the Play is made and the events

which are to enact it may be looked for. I do not

mean to say that Problem is indispensable nor that

the average author consciously states it before start-

ing his Plot. But his play must revolve around

some such syllogism when he finishes, or it is not a

play. No doubt Problem would be the popular be-

ginning of construction if the project of finding it

were not so difficult. A flood of abstract properties

usually obtrude. I shall endeavor to lay bare the

secret of prospecting for this elusive hypothesis.

How to Find Problem.

There are three parts in the Problem and strange

as it may seem we find the last first. As we learned

in our first chapter, the dramatist is never certain

of his play till the Recoil element presents itself.

The moment this first source of Drama puts in an

appearance the Problem takes birth. Recoil is its

third clause. The first and second are Conflict and
Climax. Conflict is the clash between good and
evil. The Climax is the crisis or supreme height of

the struggle where good is beaten and evil prevails.

Recoil is the turning point where retribution tri-

umphs and reinstates good.

1. Good encounters evil.

2. Evil wins.

3. Good triumphs.

Or, to illustrate with Ibsen's play, here is an epi-

tome of all the Plot contains.

Problem.

1. A wife forges to save her husband's life.

2. He condemns her criminal act.

3. She ceases to love him.
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Conflict.

It is the avowed purpose of the dramatist to in-

vent Conflict. He seeks an encounter between good
and evil and invites obstacles to provoke it. Step by
step this clash develops until the bone of contention

is clearly discernable. It is best not to launch the

fight too abruptly. The mechanics may creak. Con-

ceal your purpose in a well ordered opening from
which the lightning may flash at any angle. Let

the clouds gather gradually. If we see them lower-

ing it seems more truly out Conflict, not so obviously

the art of the author.

In "A Doll's House" you may find it difficult to

trace the agencies of good and evil, for the reason

that Helmer is more or less an invisible opponent.

Krogstad seems to be the evil agency, but he is

really Helmer's mask. The forgery has taken place

in the past. Nora's guilt is a past condition. Her
present danger is the thing dramatized. Krogstad

is merely used to revive the past deed. She meets

the obstacle of Helmer's rigid views on forgers and

decides to conceal her crime. This is the clash be-

tween good and evil in Ibsen's play. The conflict

is in Nora's soul. If the forgery had actually taken

place in the first act it would be more vivid. It

would seem more impending. However, the clash

is plainly indicated and the first clause of Problem

is clearly set before the audience.

Climax.

The Climax of the Problem is the supreme mo-

ment which marks the triumph of evil forces just on

the verge of Recoil. It embraces all essential hap-

penings between Conflict and Recoil. It is the de-

cisive point of the Plot. It is the last hinge. All

that has gone before Climax has had this one goal
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in view. It is the culminating summit of the whole

series of happenings that have transpired in Con-

flict. Every incident, situation, and scene has been

aimed at this altitude. After the Climax is reached

the Plot takes a declining attitude, for here the for-

tunes of our hero are at their lowest ebb. The first

two strings of Problem are firmly tied in a solid

knot.

There is little doubt that Ibsen reaches this low-

est ebb in the fortunes of his heroine at the Climax,

which falls due on page iii. The Climax should

normally occur about ten minutes before the end,

and in this respect "A Doll's House" is the most per-

fectly planned play of the Ibsen products. The
various incidents focused upon that fatal letter in

the mail-box stretch out the agony almost to the

breaking point. And it isn't such a harrowing di-

lemma. Only the super-craftsmanship of the author

makes it so. He piles on every possible pressure

till Nora's fate seems securely doomed. It is really

nothing but an occasion for a little domestic tiff.

But Ibsen does not let us see it so. He builds up a

powerful Climax which blinds us to the flimsiness

of the facts and this in itself is great Plot making.

Recoil.

Recoil is the natural consequence of the action of

Climax upon Conflict. It is a logical product of the

two. Originally it was the seed that made the

play worth writing, but it has been the author's

business to go back and invent a Conflict and Cli-

max that would emotionally produce it. Some ob-

stacle is to be removed, some unforeseen thing must
happen, or some tremendous change takes place

in the life or relationship of the chief character. It

must be a logical conclusion dimly foreseen by the
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audience, but ardently desired and vaguely ex-

pected. It should be achieved by a thoroughly con-

vincing method. The shot that rebounds should be

decisive and direct and if the same weapon that

originally smote good can be turned upon the

wielder, we have the master stroke of Dramatology.

It is this recoil of the evil-doer's deed upon his own
head that constitutes the silent sword of justice, the

penalty exacted by the inexorable law of retribution.

Ibsen's recoil is attained when Nora renounces

her affection for her husband. He approaches it

very skilfully on page 113. Note how he tortures

his victim. He allows Helmer to go on forgiving

Nora, while we know the grace is on the other shoe.

Even after the letter is in Helmer's hand the author

defers his opening it. Recoil positively sizzles!

With telling crescendo he caps his Climax: "Nora,

I am saved!" This deftness of method makes Re-

coil all the more trenchant. It is a subtler fashion

of turning the wielder's weapon upon his own head,

but it is none the less potent for its subtlety. With
traditional rectitude Helmer condemned Nora's

crime, ignoring the devotion that prompted it.

When the forgery is cancelled he condescends to

forgive her. The devotion he outraged is the

weapon that turns on him and hits him where the

rebound belongs. He now seeks reconciliation in

vain. She loathes him.

Of course, after Recoil the Plot discontinues. It

reaches its natural end when good eventually tri-

umphs. It is true that the dramatist makes the end,

and it is not true that there is only one conclusion

and that every other is impossible. The thing that

is imperative is a fair fight, the finish of which grati-

fies the instinctive sense of poetic justice. This is

not the technicist's decree. It is the law of tradi-
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tion, a law that has never been amended since the

day of Cain—that "he who killeth with the sword,

must be killed with the sword." If evil is allowed

to finally triumph, there is no audience for the play.

This is practically what we seek when adopting

a novel or short story for the stage. We do not use

the story as it runs, but leap at once to the Recoil

and avail only such approaching incidents and epi-

sodes as are suitable for Plot purpose. Frequently

the Conflict or the Climax have not been adequately

presented by the novelist, and it is necessary to

visualize them. We assemble the agencies of good

and evil to wage the Conflict and accentuate the Cli-

max and Recoil. All psychology of character and

beauty of view are depicted by actor and scenic

artist. The original story becomes a very small

part in the net worth of dramatization.

Punch.

And now if Recoil can be capped with an added

apex of surprise, the high water mark of Expecta-

tion will flood to overflowing. The crowd craves

revenge. It is the one thing you dare not deny

them. A little excess in the hero's favor never goes

amiss even though its nature is not hinted till the

final shot. This is what we call Punch. It is the

heaping measure which frequently sweeps a minor

effort to pronounced success. Not a stroke of light-

ning, mind you; but a sort of double rebound from

the evil-doer's deed. It should never be an acci-

dent, an impromptu or momentary affair. The
Punch should be deftly planted in the earlier por-

tions of the play and entirely consistent with com-
posite Expectation and Recoil.

Ibsen vainly attempts this Punch in "A Doll's

House." He hitches on a supplemental Recoil, but
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it is not in keeping with our Expectations. Imbued
with a fad of feminism he makes Nora the mannikin
of this doctrine. He sends her out of the home to

desert her children. This is an impossible ending.

It is not a result of the Problem we have exper-

ienced. He does not have our consent. If he had
intended this sort of fruit he should plant a tree to

bear it. Such a Punch would require a Conflict

eclipsing the individuality of a strong-minded

emancipator. It does not fit the broken-hearted bit

of fluff he paints Nora to be. And in any instance

the pull of motherhood is too strong an emotion to

tamper with. The desertion of children would
shatter our belief in the Punch. If such a feat were

intended the children had better be left out.

Inspiration.

The task of inventing Plot is not a matter of

technical training. It is a fortunate gift. A chart

or map of requirements does not cramp the genius.

It is the greatest aid in holding the author to his

highest achievement, but he must not be tyrannized

by same. He must give free fling to his fancy. To
invent is divine. Creative imagination has always

been called the greatest gift to man. You will be

fascinated with yourself when you feel the divine

flash vibrating through you. It thrills to conceive

thrills! The gift cannot even be explained. In

truth it is almost a fact that anyone asking minute

direction in this particular lacks the creative spark

which flashes it. Ample playgoing and playreading

will assist the aspirant, and actual laboratory work

both in writing and rehearsal will challenge what

talent exists. But it is not the province of a work

on technic to delve into its psychology. Suffice it
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for me to describe behavior of the microbe so that

you may recognize it when it gets hold of you.

Plays appeal to the subconscious in the crowd.

They are the product of the subconscious in the

author. The fraction of audience in him flows to the

audience as a whole; the human fragment to hu-

manity as a whole. The business of the author,

then, is to put himself in the channel of this subcon-

scious stream and feel the composite current. Then
it is the easiest thing in the world to write a play.

After a reasonable period of conscious research,

the author becomes saturated with the atmosphere

of his subject and the subconscious bee begins buz-

zing. You merely stand around in the way and it

stings you. Every time you are successfully inocu-

lated you get a new Plot concept and in this man-
ner most of the best points are stung into you with-

out your full knowledge and consent. The play-

building bee does it. We call this process, inspira-

tion.

Undoubtedly the conscious searching is essential,

but this is merely the cultivating, the plowing and

the harrowing. The crop ripens when you are not

at work, usually; at least original products do. And
it is only when technic has become second nature, a

submental process, that playwriting can be readily

performed. Until this education is accomplished,

the conscious and subconscious must work turn

about. The student must let his inspirations flow

subconsciously and then go back over them with

the critically conscious blue pencil. Let them evolve

freely and then send them to the workshop for re-

pairs. It is only the pastmaster of the craft who
can drive these two faculties tandem ; who can make
his dreams think and muse at the same time.
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Originality.

Plot materials are inexhaustible. Original stories

ran out long ago. There is nothing new under the

sun. Nine out of ten plays are triangle love stories.

But don't let that worry you. Most dramatists have

made good retieing that same old triangle. The
only way you can really fail is in not improving the

time-worn situation. Only your manner of looking

at it can be new, your treatment or representation

of the threadbare tale. Mark Twain said there were

only three jokes. We have learned this long time

that there are only three sources of emotional re-

sponse, and a man named Polti says that there are

only thirty-six possible plots or dramatic situations.

So there you are.

And yet I say to you: be original! Invite ob-

stacles. Turn your stumbling-blocks into stepping-

stones. It is a sign of the true genius to welcome
the insoluble situation. You can't achieve more
than you tackle. Your reward must be limited to

your effort. The path to prosperity runs through

your soul. Dream far and build close to the stars.

Dream with unleashed imagination! Whatever
Mind can plan. Will can construct.

Life is crossed and recrossed with deeply beaten

paths of traditions. You can hardly escape falling

into one. No career based on tradition will succeed.

The beaten path leads nowhere. Get out if you get

into one and make a path of your own. The instinct

of the animal is as bright as the man who lives in

constant dread of doing something new or original.

The old way, the way that things have been done, is

the easy one. It is so much easier to follow paths

already discovered than it is to make new. One
generation follows in the footsteps of the last.

Even when better methods have been discovered the
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majority cling to the old way. "We must uphold

tradition" is the cry of the critic. Tradition has

wrecked whole nations! It has kept many able

writers forever in the dull rut they lacked the ini-

tiation to escape. In many sections of the world the

roads follow the paths originally trod by the oxen.

Get out of the beaten path ! Be yourself ! You will

only write an original play by injecting yourself in-

to it.

Ibsen's Plot.

Nowhere in Ibsen's notes do we find any clear and

concise specifications for Plot. The nearest ap-

proach to it is a sort of Scenario of several pages.

The framework is very desultory. The best way to

illustrate what I mean by a plot is to draw one of

this play. Taking the Problem as a general survey,

we see that the first essential is a forgery. The
money lender applying for a position in the hus-

band's bank brings out the fact that the wife has

committed a forgery. She does not understand the

meaning of it. The husband knows that this very

same fellow was at one time a forger and makes the

wife realize the enormity of her act by his condem-

nation of the crime. She thought only of the neces-

sity of saving her husband's life. His health was at

stake. Now she must keep the facts of her forgery

from him. She begs in vain for a position in the

bank for the money lender. The latter becomes ar-

rogant and sends a letter explaining all to the hus-

band. In despair she uses every effort to keep him
from opening it. After a desperate battle of wits he

reads the letter. He learns of the forgery! He
ruthlessly condemns her. Now the Climax is

reached. Both main threads of Conflict are tied.

Now Recoil sets in. The money lender relents.
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There will be no exposure. The husband conde-

scends to forgive his little wife. It is too late. He
has ignored her sacrifice. She no longer loves him.

Here is a Plot without reference to time, place or

people. If Ibsen had set up similar sign-posts for

his own direction he might have clung to essentials

more successfully as I shall demonstrate in our next

chapter, UNITY. See April, 1917, issue.

LITTLE LADY IN BLUE.
A Movie Plan of Structure.

Problem.

1. A girl reforms a wastrel for his money.
2. He comes into his legacy.

3. He marries her.

If you were given this Problem to Plot out would
you go back to the drawing of the uncle's will, early

suitors, etc.? No. Neither would the authors if

they had not been bamboozled by the cinema

method. You would naturally cut all needless

antecedants and begin where Conflict begins. So
would Mr. Belasco if he had reduced his play to

its least common denominator during rehearsals.

What we want for the opening of a play is the first

clash of evil with good. The dramatist's way to

present antecedants is to subtly work them in as the

Conflict proceeds. It is not the story he wants, but

that Crisis of it where a Climax is to be achieved.

The first act gave Belasco tempting opportunities

for portrait painting and he fell for the chance. His

keener dramatic sense availed him not. There is a

tendency toward this thinner filament in his later

undertakings. The artist and playwright are ever

at odds in the soul of this great master.

How could we adjust this play so that the Con-

flict would take hold immediately and give Miss
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Starr her fair share of dramatic support? For as

the thing now stands little help is given her by the

authors. She relies solely upon isolated effort until

a solitary instance in the third act. Well, the Con-
flict really opens toward the close of the second act.

The play could be started here and the first act

finish with her attempting to reform the renegade

rummy. Her effort should be opposed by the uncle's

counsellors who suspect the girl's motives. Here
we would have the clashing of evil and good. For
the girl represents good even though she is avow-
edly out for the money. Most good people are nor-

mally actuated by self-interest.

In the second act good must needs succumb
abjectedly to the agency of evil. The representa-

tives of the uncle find that she knew of the financial

conditions of the will. She is merely a money
hunter ! Here we have our heroine in her direst cir-

cumstance which is the technical summit for the

curtain situation of act second. The betrothal

should be utterly off and the prospect as disparag-

ing as possible.

The third act could then be given over entirely

to the development of the girl's penitence which is

now the one big theatric value of the play. A recon-

ciliation would conclude a much more satisfactory

dramatization of values. We would have an oppor-

tunity, as auditors, to take an early interest in the

Conflict and to form some specific Expectation

which in turn would beget Suspense. As the play

stands we are unable to take sides for or against;

the struggle is so vague and indefinite. Take warn-

ing from this and draw your contending issues

vividly. Let us feel one right and one wrong.

Never permit your play to go half-way through

without showing plainly what the fuss is about.
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And this advice is addressed with double force

to the authors, Horace Hodges and T. Wigney
Percival.

COME OUT OF THE KITCHEN.
A Quit-Proof Servant Problem.

There is one false motive in this Plot which is ad-

vanced as the cause for so many actions, that a great

amount of expert craftsmanship would be required

to glaze it over. Mr. A. E. Thomas evidently ac-

cepts the discrepancy along with the book adapted

and falls far short in the effort at glazing. We refer

to the lease of the home with servants included. All

consequent embarrassments are supposed to arise

from this one fact that the lease has a quit-proof

clause for servants.

A very laughable farce might be woven around

sure-stay domestics, but it is quite difficult to place

credulity in either party to a dramatic contract that

seriously contemplates staying qualities in these

migratory mortals. No Union Label is strong

enough to bind such a bargain. It is not the eti-

quette in serving circles to be made appurtenances

in a property transaction. But you remove this

frailty from the Plot and there would be no reason

for the culinary caprice of the heroine in this com-

edy.

Of course, there are a hundred ways to offset or

overcome this difficulty. The sad fact is that it was
allowed to remain and undermine an otherwise

fairly clever book-play. It would have been better

to let this proud Southerner enter the kitchen out

of mere whimsy. She might have been caught in

menial occupation and assumed the role rather than

disgrace her family honor. The book evidently

contained the weakness and the dramatist passed it
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by. In print it is one thing, in flesh it is another.

Farces should be founded upon the rock, comedies

upon Vermont granite.

Problem.

1. A girl plays servant to avert bankruptcy.

2. Her counterfeit is discovered.

3. She wins solvency and a husband.

UPSTAIRS AND DOWN.
A Moral Libertine in Teens.

Whether the Hattons intend it or not there is a

certain taint of moral lechery in the precocious girl

libertine of this play. To behold a beautiful child

at puberty toying with the symptoms of sex is

neither a wholesome exhibition for the old nor

profitable example for the young. To paint her as

such and then prove her physical innocence does

relieve us the taint. And the spectator need not be

an inordinate Puritan to feel a sense of shame in

attending such entertainment. Is it the proper

employment of our stage?

In exploiting this idea the authors have exhibited

considerable skill in creating an unreal atmosphere

of certain super-sexed frivolity which might be an

object lesson in the abstract if it did not encroach

upon the sanctity of youth in its blossoming. Of
course, it is necessary for the dramatist to use shad-

ow in accelerating light, but in this instance it is not

so employed. If there were some trifling moral de-

picted by the vicious corruption of a child girl, the

thing might be pardonable, but it seems to be a pros-

titution of juvenile virtue for its own sake. There
is no lesson to redeem it. There is only the thin ice

of suggested lechery in short dresses.
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OLD LADY 31.

A Monolog in Three Acts.

We call this a monolog in three acts, not that it is

an overdose of soliloquy, but because its vagrant

episodes and intricate type sketches are no more
nor less than a background for the exquisite char-

acter etching of Emma Dunn. We do not seem to

resent the meanderings of incidents so long as they

are tied together by the artistry of this little woman
we love. Our attention is cleverly trained on her

sympathetic spirit and we live through her vicissi-

tudes in a glamor of Unity that rivals a well-built

play.

Hence the piece is valuable as a study of abstract

attributes. It is a valuable example of a structure

without a central purpose to propel it. It is virtu-

ally a soul without a body to contain it. Rachel

Crothers has done her work well, but she must not

mistake it for a success in playwriting. It is rather

a portrait monolog in three acts.

MILE-A-MINUTE KENDALL.
A Dramatized Engine.

There was enough good Dialog and histrionic

humor in this play to stock several competent Plots.

The missing factor was a substantiation of the hinge

upon which the whole play turns.

Problem.

1. A boy is disinherited for worthlessness.

2. He invents a great engine.

3. His father buys his invention.

In order to make such a Problem credible, it

would be necessary to begin early in the play to

show fragmentary proof of the boy's inventive

genius. It would not be too early to start at his

disinheritance and show how he turned his father's
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anger to his own account. But it is essential in such

a structure that more than oral testimony of the

boy's ability be given to prepare us for the grand

crisis where he performs a miracle.

In the absence of such visual evidence we have in

this play the dramatization of an oil engine. The
hum and whir of the successful machine itself gives

the only vibration of real drama in the entire prod-

uct. As a piece of machine acting, this is a deft bit

of emotional excitation, but it does not, of course,

retrieve the two static acts that have preceded it.

How readily Mr. Davis's quick powers might have

saved this play by careful preliminary planting. If

the boy had shown an inordinate obsession for doing

little stunts that manifest a fertile creative, we
would accept the invention without a murmur. His

pranks with oil or other motive energy should be

continually cropping out in the early action. Some
trick with a match and a cocktail would be a novel

introduction for this dormant faculty. It is by such

cumulative means that the dramatist inspires faith

in a precocious prodigy. It is the only way to dram-
atize a miracle.

MAJOR PENDENNIS.
A Plotless Play.

No better illustration of the thoroughly plotless

drama could well be offered. It seems to comprise

hurried snatches from the book roughly joined with-

out a thought of organic Unity. Each Act has a new
Conflict, and nothing tends to bind the whole into

a play, entity save the repeated appearance of Ar-

thus Pendennis and his uncle, the Major. As a play

the thing is an utter failure and even as book enter-

tainment designed to exploit Mr. John Drew it is

rather a dreary offering. It may preserve some of
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the classic episodes in tact but only at the expense

of Drama. And this is not a virtue in the theatre,

since it is almost impossible for the auditor and the

reader to respond from the same standpoint. The
one uses a passive imagination and the other an ac-

tive. If the reader attempts to retain his creative

process he can only half succeed, and the result is

more or less of a mixture. He reads a stage picture.

When we enter the playhouse we intuitively expect

to see a play and not hear a staged story.

OUR LITTLE WIFE.
A Vicious Virgin.

There has never been a bigger bulk of smart Dia-

log squandered on an utterly vicious theme. Quick-

fire flashes of fun sparkle all through this structure.

If an underlying motive had been built to sustain it,

this play might have rivalled Mr. Hopwood's mas-

terpiece, "Fair and Warmer," but the parent cause

is absent. The mother motive from which all minor

actions derive their impulse is painfully conspicuous

for its absence, as the Problem will demonstrate.

Problem.

1. An inherent flirt seeks diversion.

2. She needlessly compromises herself.

3. She flirts with the divorce attorney.

The incompetence of Problem shows the incon-

sequence of the Plot. The farce so teems with im-

plausible behavior that in analyzing it would be

hard to say where to begin. But, of course, if the

second clause of Problem is the major motive, that

is the technical starting point. The wife compro-

mises herself without rhyme or reason. She could

not possibly love the fat-headed gentleman whose
room she invades. He is not depicted as attractive

bait for her fishing and in the absence of other mo-
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tive her naughtiness becomes the idle dream of the

author. She is a fairly substantial married woman,
needlessly playing boob, and he is a harmless bump-
kin coaxing the author on to ineptitude. The hus-

band's anger aroused at this spectacle is necessarily

a super-farcical affair. And so the entire entangle-

ment falls, a hopeless twist of tinsel.

OBJECT—MATRIMONY.
A Play With a False Soul.

In attempting to capitalize the commercial traits

of the Jewish race, Montague Glass and Jules Good-
man betrayed their own people by overstepping the

bounds of propriety and repulsed the very nation

they were depending upon for auditors. It is not a

nice thing to have an author tell you that your

people will sell their sentimental souls to tide them
through financial difficulties, and to trace this re-

volting plot through all its laborious details is quite

too much of an imposition. We are more idealistic

in the theatre than in life, not less. It is therefore

well not to tread upon the ideals of the crowd in

putting over your humor.

Problem.

1. A man is in financial straits.

2. His fiancee shames his betrothal to another.

3. The rumor bridges his bankruptcy.

You may see that while this plot shows up a pecu-

liar trait in human nature, to trust a man who will

marry money, at the same time this asset is off-

set by the sympathy it loses for the heroine who
would so desecrate the sanctity of her love. It is

against romantic nature and just as repulsive to

Jew as to Gentile. In love all things are sacred, par-

ticularly in a play. To spoil this sentiment for fun

or plot values is to pervert the moral tone. If a free
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man had yielded to a betrothal long enough to tide

over his insolvency, that might have passed muster.

But for a betrothed man to do so is quite another

thing, and for the sweetheart to be the one who
initiates the fraud only adds fuel to the affrontery.

HER SOLDIER BOY.
Comic Opera With a Plot.

It is a treat to see a musical comedy with a plot.

The fact that this piece has not only a substantial

Conflict, but a war theme back of it, makes its suc-

cess doubly interesting. The popular fetish that

plays about war are too gloomy for current con-

sumption is probably a hoax. The public is said to

be surfeited with war news. And yet, here is a musi-

cal product whose very existence depends upon its

fun for a following. And it revolves around a good

live war situation. Doesn't this refute the war
theme fallacy? Poor war plays are not wanted.

Good ones go even in comedy. This book is by a

legitimate playwright, Rida Johnson Young, and
her work is magnificent.

GRUMPY.
An Over-praised Play.

It is very easy to confuse the merit of a play with

the praise of the player. This is evidently the case

in the wide-spread approval of "Grumpy" as acted

by Cyril Maude. At times the Plot seems almost

as doddering as the dear old grouch who sputters

through the principal part. It is certainly far from

an ideal structure and at its worst moments is very

tedious and repeating. Mr. Maude has evidently

done more for the part than the authors ever did.

By sheer force of histrionics he manages to get

away with some of the flimsier incidents, but there
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are moments which even his artistry does not suc-

cessfully tide over. In fact, we might even go
further and say that nearly every situation that

scores does so by virtue of its acting opportunity

rather than its Plot superiority. The thing is

almost entirely a figment of stage business. Its

novel characterization is more the conception of the

player than playwright.

Problem.

1. Attempt to reduce this play to a Problem.

2. You will find there is no Climax.

3. There is therefore no real play formation.

It only goes to show that the average audience as

well as the average newspaper reviewer does not

know the difference between a play success and a

playing success. Each is reached by something and
attributes it to good playwriting. The second

American product by these same two authors,

Messrs. Hodges and Percival, seems to substantiate

this theory that they know little or nothing of the

trade of play building. Their heroic efforts at com-
plicity are more conspicuous than their attainments.

They are actors by instinct and seek only the super-

ficial traits of a performance. They do not dig

deeper into the composite secrets which move and
solidify an audience. The analysis of "Little Lady
in Blue" in this number will corroborate this

opinion. It is not primarily to knock that we assail

these over-rated products. It is to set the tyro

straight in his floundering effort to find a standard

to cleave to. Discriminate between play and the

phonograph record for players. The one is built by

a playwright, the other by an actor or stage director.

"Grumpy" was evidently the merest shadow of a

playing part when it went into rehearsal. Of
course, there is no particular crime in that. What
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we are getting at is that the poor aspirant will have

little chance with a script of similar emptiness. If

you are writing Plays put the stuff in them; do not

wait for the stage director to give them substance.

THE PROFESSOR'S LOVE STORY.
A Comedy of Absentmindedness.

When Barrie wrote this play twenty years ago,

two years before "The Little Minister," he was in

the infancy of his stagecraft, but he has done noth-

ing since with better Conflict properties. Two years

later he wrote "The Admirable Crichton," probably

his masterpiece, but after that his mind ran away
with fantasy, and he has done nothing fundamen-

tally dramatic since. Not that we would wish to

deny the world his great contributions of whimsical

fiction, but it is interesting to watch the decline in

any playwright's work, whose tendency leads him
toward literature or philosophy. Age and intellect

seem to divorce men from the language of the

emotions.

To-day, Barrie probably looks upon "The Profes-

sor's Love Story" as a name to be whispered in dim
lights, yet he could not write as good drama to-

morrow if he would. There is much that seems
tiresome to this moving picture generation, but there

is also a wealth of Suspense and emotional splendor

that has long since subsided in this great writer's

work. In "The Professor's Love Story," he em-
ployed old devices, tricks that were essentially

stunts of the stage, but his theatrics got over in a

most satisfying way.

Problem.

1. A man is afflicted with love.

2. He travels with his secretary to escape it.

3. She turns out the cause and cure of it all.
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BROADWAY AND BUTTERMILK.
Contradictory Characterization.

In a word the fatal defect of this play is its con-

tradictory characterization. The Broadway types

are whitelighted beyond all recognition of city

extremes and the Buttermilk bumpkins are painted

greener than the gourds of the grange. The king

trick of the Plot is based upon a nauseating device.

The juvenile obtains permission to marry the girl

upon a deliberate pretense that a compromising re-

lationship makes it imperative. The author apolo-

gizes for this blemish by blaming Broadway for its

evil mind. But the injury has been propagated.

The audience is deceived on this delicate point. It

is not a subject for playwrights to play with.

Mr. Willard Mack manifests his usual fertility for

limber lingo. He exercises this gift to a depreci-

ating degree. For the bright lines he has given his

heroine permeate circumstances and situations that

do not admit of merriment. This returns us to our

original charge that character is contradicted.

Slang is an asset in its proper caste. The under-

world is the place for it. Miss Blanche Ring is an

unhappy misfit in such dissonance.

A DAUGHTER OF THE GODS.
A Bathing Spectacle.

If the gnomes and elves from a fairy tale, the

kings and princes from a legend, the Klu-Klux Klan

from The Clansman, and the harem girls from a bur-

lesque were indiscriminately patched together in a

continuous reel it would be hard to surpass the ar-

tistic incoherence of "A Daughter of the Gods."

There is no significance in the title, either. Annette

Kellermann is a daughter of but one god, the god of

moisture. Her water stunts are of the highest
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order of excellence both pictorially and aquatically,

but the parts that precede and the parts that follow

these bathing exhibits in no way connect or promote

the picture.

It is as if the producer had collected odd ends of

film from a dozen different sources and glued them
together as a makeshift entertainment. There is no

trace of the collosal grandeur promised by the great

expense undoubtedly gone to. This failure results

from two causes, an insecure scenario and over elab-

oration of camera product. There is no reason to

believe a score of pictures just as good could be

edited from the fragments of rejected films taken

in this connection. For the thread that binds it is a

slender one; it is frequently invisible. Only the

titles thrown on the screen hold the story together

and these are not supported by the visible incidents

presented. The thing relies entirely upon the

exquisite nudity of the bathing girls which is a de-

light to the eye in its brilliance of the Southern Seas.

The film is a costly lesson, but one that is doubtless

needed in these extravagant days of ten reelers.

Fortunately, the film managers have a way of break-

ing even on big pictures even though the New York
showing sinks a fortune.

DICTIONARY OF SIMILES.*
By Frank J. Wilstach.

George Moore said, "It is hard to find a simile

when one is seeking for one." The writer of to-day

has a decided advantage in the publication of Mr.

Wilstach's new work. It is a requisite that should

be in the hands of the student or writer of dramatic

composition.

No better examples can be cited than the ones

which fit our own craft.
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Drama.
The chief difference between drugs and the

drama, as habits, is the ease with which one breaks

away from the latter.

—

Channing PoIIuck.

Plays.

Most plays are like pills; if you swallow them
whole, they are sweet ; but if they are chewed like a

pill, you will, like the critic, find them bitter.

—

Inbid.

Playwright.

A wise playwright should act like the man who
gives a magnificent feast. He should delight the

spectators, that each on departing may feel that he

has eaten and drunk just the things he would chiefly

have chosen himself; not set but one dish for all

palates, one writing for all sorts of tastes.

—

Astyda-
mns, Jr.

The thing I would like to impress upon the

playwright is the fact that he usually gains by the

use of the old, not the new. The trite familiar simile

drives home the thought and clinches it in the sub-

conscious, even though the philosophy of the paral-

lel may not be entirely sound. To the tyro, Mr.

Wilstach's book is invaluable. It is a thesaurus of

the comparisons and associations which refine and

fertilize thought.
* Little, Brown & Co., Boston, $2.50.

GOOD GRACIOUS ANNABELLE.
Delightfully Preposterous.

The foremost impression given by Miss Clare

Kummer's play is that her idea is too good for the

handling it receives. There is also an evidence of

rehandling which still fails to eliminate the prepos-

terous too deeply imbedded in the original arrange-

ment of incidents. The result, however, is a deli-

cious entertainment despite all obstacles.
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Problem.

1. A wife flees from her cave-man husband.

2. She falls in love with a stranger.

3. He proves to be her husband manicured.

The ability to conceive this Problem is possibly

more promising for a young dramatist than the skill

to properly dramatize it. We have more new
authors who can do the latter than the former.

The creative genius to see this fun is rarer than the

technical training to execute it, but this last men-
tioned faculty may be the one that stops "Good
Gracious Annabelle" if she halts at this box office.

The rambling start of the Conflict gives rather an

amateur promise to the play. The second act offers

much convulsive comedy and incident, but fails of a

sure touch. The greatest moment in the third act is

not allowed to unwind as an inevitable outcome of

the Problem, but is more or less told to the audience

by the characters on the stage. Why not let the

Plot do it?

A MENACE TO TRUE ART.
By David Belasco.

The drama to-day in America requires defenders.

When young men and women just entering upon
manhood and womanhood, with little or no experi-

ence in or knowledge of life, start out in the world
it is only natural that their first emotional awaken-
ing should be stimulated by that which is distorted,

the exaggerated, for it is the more pronounced and
the easiest to detect and comprehend. The finer,

more subtle and more beautiful things in life do not

stand out through contrast as much, and an under-

standing and appreciation of these things of neces-

sity come with more experience and knowledge of

life.

If one only considers the type of plays chosen for

presentation by the amateurs I refer to he will be
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convinced of this, for they seem only to choose the
greatly exaggerated, the sordid and the salacious
plays and playlets. As they grow older and more
experienced in life, as well as in matters pertaining
to the drama and to the theatre, they will begin to
see the beauties of life that go to make up the real

drama. Young writers always start out to reform
something or other through their writings, but as
they grow older and more experienced they try to

please and to spread happiness. The world has been
undergoing the reforming process from time imme-
morial, but it has not been the sordid things that
have caused society to advance.

It is not art to raise the curtain on a darkened
interior and a moment afterward to hear repeated
knocking on the door, and as a woman scurries

stealthily to peer out the window to hear another
woman's voice outside cry out, "For God's sake,

Mary, open the door—I'm dying!" and, as the door
is opened, to find a woman with a babe in her arms
and with her eyes blackened by her drunken lover or

husband.
Nor is it art to present a playlet with the dead body

of a woman dying on the floor and make a man take
the hand of the dead and be married in order to right

the wrong he did the woman in life. Art is not con-

fined to the gutter and the dregs of life. Rather, real

art has more to do with the beautiful. Perverted
and degenerate ideas are the easiest to treat of in

literature, the drama and on the stage.

The present apparent craze in certain quarters for

these childish theatrical demonstrations will, of

course, pass out as it always has done whenever
these cults have sprung up. I have witnessed the

rise and fall of many such during my long experi-

ence in the theatre. The only reason why I pay any
attention to these cults is because of the widespread
and amateurish overpraise that tends to turn the
heads of these young people who might otherwise
eventually, through hard work and experience,

become of some use in the legitimate theatre.

They call it "new art," whatever they mean by
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that. In the first place, art could not be new. It is

as old as life itself. What of the Old Masters? This
so-called new art of the theatre is but a flash in the
pan of inexperience. It is the cubism of the theatre
—the wail of the incompetent and the degenerate.
As cubism became the asylum of those pretenders
in art who could not draw and had no conception of
composition in painting, so "new art of the theatre"
is the haven of those who lack experience and
knowledge of the drama and of the theatre, and
whose mental conception is so dull that only the
grossly exaggerated and perverted forms of life and
its expression in the written and spoken word can
appeal and be grasped. The whole thing merely
shows an ignorance and a diseased and depraved
understanding and appreciation of any art at all.

Theodore Roosevelt hit the nail on the head to apply
in this very instance when he gave voice to the pre-

tenders of art, saying that good art could not be
brutalized.

It angers me when these youthful pretenders

decry the theatre of America—the theatre of Augus-
tin Daly, of Lester Wallack, of A. M. Palmer. All

these faddists do is to bring out the dirty, the sala-

cious and the brutally sordid, perverted and degen-
erate playlets. Are they to be classed as "art"?

Occasionally, perhaps, these amateur dramatic
cults may present a playlet from the pen of a Mae-
terlinck, a Shaw, or some other worthy author, but

how often is the stuff they offer the diseased output
of diseased minds? Much better and actually "true

of life" and more intensely dramatic things are

staged daily in the police courts. But is this art?

Is a drunkard because he slips and slops about to be
called the personification of grace? Where are the

wits of our young enthusiasts? Get your bearings,

my young men and women who would aspire to do
things in the theatre. Study and do not attempt to

teach that which you yourself do not know. It is

like the blind leading the blind.

O Art, Art, how many freakish things are com-
mitted in thy name

!
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Chapter Y.

UNITY.
There are writers who have no faculty of orienta-

tion. They think logically enough but never know
which way they are bound for. They write fast

enough but it is around and around like a squirrel

in a cage. After endless exertion they wind up just

where they began. Unity is this faculty of orienta-

tion. It sticks to one trail till it gets there. It sub-

ordinates all else by binding your stage incidents

into a single series of events. It is the operation of

that law which compels the dramatist to show less

in order to reveal more ; to compress in order to elab-

orate; to simplify in order to subtleize. Truth lies

buried beneath a mass of facts and the dramatist

must dig for it. He must discard the irrelevant in

order to emphasize the particular phase of life he

elects to interpret to his audience.

There is Unity in everything. Each Art has its

own Unity by which we know its separate identity.

In Music it is Harmony; in fine Art—Blending; in

Chemistry—Affinity; in Statesmanship—Universal

Republic; in Theology—Common Fatherhood, and
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in Ethics—Universal Brotherhood of Man! Dra-

matic Unity, too, has its distinct characteristic, one

which does not apply to any other form of literature.

It is that peculiar fundamental in all plays which
takes its source from primitive human nature—Ret-

ribution—our old friend Recoil. Nemesis is the god-

dess who represents this universal instinct. She is

therefore the basic symbol of Unity.

Unity is the slogan of the age. The age of Unity

!

It is the underlying source of that great religious

and democratic evolution that now besets us
—

"all

for one and one for all." In playwriting this guid-

ing principle of Unity is becoming more imperative

every day. Why? Because it is back of the great

wave sweeping into the house of our lives through a

hundred doors. Time was when a play of desultory

technic could hold an audience. That time is past.

This is an age of specializing and a spirit of pur-

pose permeates our public. Naturally, then, if our

plays are to move modern audiences they must ad-

here closely to this great law. They must keep step

with the tendency of the age—Unity.

The Whole.

Unity is the principle which enables the dramatist

to grasp his subject with a clear-cut vision of the

whole. It clearly defines the subordination of the

parts. The ability to SEE the solitary progressive

picture of a play amid the chaotic jumble of incident,

detail, business, episode and dialog is indeed a rare

gift. Without its aid the novice stumbles helplessly

against innumerable obstacles, patiently fighting

them, one at a time. He blunders along with the

parts which he sees very clearly, but he does not

know what he is really looking at. The principle

once mastered, great groups of loosely related topics
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swing obediently into place. The master mind com-
prehends the whole and at the same time is duly

conscious of its parts. This is the province of

Unity. It is the rarest human endowment.
Unity is the goal of all scholarship. The desire

to give us an interconnected world in which every-

thing may be understood by its interlinking with

everything else is the loftiest aim of the scientist.

When Newton discovered the law of the attraction

of gravity he touched the very top notch of intel-

lectual achievement. This was a discovery of Unity

—the Unity of the mechanics of the universe.

There is just such a center of gravity which applies

to cohesion in playwriting and we are now going to

investigate it.

The Germ.

For want of a better termnology I will call this

dramatic center of gravity, the Germ. I am con-

scious that I am advancing a theory that is entirely

at odds with other authorities: the theory that a

play evolves from a germ, or gravitates around it.

I call it the Plot Germ. Most technicians believe

that a play evolves from a cause imbedded in the

antecedents of the Conflict. I contend that the

cause is invented by the author and that the Germ
is the real genesis.

A play seems to begin with the initial deed com-

mitted by the villain against the hero. But this is

not the case. The unfolding of it begins this way,

yes, but the conception of it starts with the Recoil.

It is only when the Recoil is determined that the

playwright can correctly determine his initial deed.

The Recoil begets the deed, the deed does not be-

get the Recoil, in the constructive sense of the pro-

cess. To cling obstinately to some arbitrary start-
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ing point might ruin the best play on earth. The
parent of the man is the mother. The babe cannot

give birth to his parents. We find the germ first

and then concoct a cause to fit it. In other words,

the beginning is the end. We find the end and de-

vise a beginning that will beget it. In prospecting

for this Germ, we are guided by our old friend Nem-
esis, the avenging Goddess; or in the terms of our

text. Recoil.

There is also a popular misconception among lit-

erary men that theme is the egg of Drama. It is,

insofar as theme and Recoil coincide, but the one

is merely a qualification of the other. We must
have Recoil first, then theme designates what spe-

cific trend this Recoil will take. For instance, in "A
Doll's House," the theme is the inadequacy of man's

law for woman. This is the predominant idea, but

it would never make a play until you inject a Recoil

into it. We must have a Conflict in which this man-
made law throws evil against good but recoils back

to good in the outcome. This is the secret of dra-

matic birth which the dramatist instinctively looks

for.

The dramatist, then, does not, like the realist in-

duce his theme from the details, nor like the roman-

ticist deduce his details from his theme; but he

cunningly conceals his theme in a Conflict of re-

taliation which forces the audience to experience

the particular idea aimed at. By using Nemesis as

his dominant guide he demonstrates his idea in the

kick-back of Recoil. "Sabotage"* is the best ex-

ample I can cite of this process. The authors illus-

trate the folly of vandalism in labor strikes. The
evil agency disables a power plant to injure his em-

ployer. But Nemesis assails him. The current is

* See January, 19 14, issue of The Dramatist.
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cut off that might have saved his son's life by sup-

plying light to the surgeon.

In "A Doll's House" Ibsen wished to show the

misapplication of man's law to woman, and he de-

picted a way to get even with Helmer. This may
not sound like a very noble impulse on the part of

the playwright, but it is true art. The playwright

has little to do with it. The audience has but one

string he can harp on. He plays it. Unity, then, is

practically the cultivation of one Plot Germ, and
that germ is based on Recoil.

One Law.

Drama differs from most other arts in that its

medium is the emotions. A play that appeals to the

intellect, as we found under the chapter on Audi-

ence, is a paradox. Intellects vary. No two minds
are alike. It is only in emotion that we are all sim-

ilar. It is only through this channel that a play may
reach anything like a uniform impression. In Drama
this universal meaning is imperative. There must

be but one interpretation possible and that must be

clear to the multitude, man and man, alike. Music

makes an emotional appeal, it is true, but the mean-

ing is vague and elusive. It admits of a dozen in-

terpretations by as many auditors. Poetry is much
the same. No two readers see Browning exactly

alike. But Drama must be one thing to all or it is

undemocratic, and therefore undramatic.

And beyond this Unity of appeal there is a spe-

cific law of Emotion that dominates every good

play. If a Conflict employs self-preservation at its

Climax, sex love should not be allowed to obtrude.

Ibsen starts off with the Second Law, the affection

between Helmer and Nora. This is his dominant

Law. He clings to it save in three instances. The
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first is his introduction of the suicide tangent. This

is First Law, of course, and it has no eminent place

in this Plot. The second tangent is the abrupt essay

on feminist rights and individual liberty. This is

again First Law. The third breach is his violation

of mother-love, the Third Law of life, which he chal-

lenges by forcing Nora to go away and desert her

children. Such transgressions of emotional Unity

mar the oneness of impression which all true dram-

atists seek. Ibsen was ever torn between intellect

and feeling. In many cases intellect won. The rul-

ing passion of his play is Second Law and every es-

sential factor of Plot should contribute to this dom-
inant emotion.

Of course, other Laws may wind in and out the

Conflict. It is difficult to avoid them. But why
should not the playwright be allowed to carry on
several independent streams of human passions and
endeavors, down to the moment of their raging

junction, if only he can place the spectator on an

eminence from whence he may overlook the whole
of their course? Why? Because the dominant Law
must rule. A play should begin with sex and end
with Sex. It should keep in key. The analogy is

simple if I ask : Shall we play in tune ?

Simplicity.

All great things are simple. Real art is Simplic-

ity. Every work of art should make a direct and
simple impression. This is the first rule of artistic

endeavor. The complex is usually the botchwork
of the beginner. A simple fable is the best dramatic

framework. Some big homely, human problem is

most apt to reach our hearts. The loftiest illusion

is obtained by the simplest means. The rule holds

good in character. The great souls are the simplest
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in personality. The keenest plays are the plain,

straightforward experiences of ordinary mortals.

But this plea for simplicity of fable must not be con-

fused with complicity of treatment. As we shall

find in our study of Scenario, a Conflict necessarily

contains many ups and downs in order to create the

illusion. There must be diversity of incident.

Happenings must weave continually in and out to

build up a close semblance of reality. By this means
an audience is impelled to accept their proxy ex-

perience a reality. The highest type of play is

therefore completely homogeneous, as Mr. Shaw
has said, consisting of a single incident treated in a

very complex style.

Simplicity also confines attention to the fortunes

of the principal characters. The direct line of in-

terest concerns their fate only. The spectator must
not be expected to divide sympathies with half a

dozen heroines. The destiny of subordinate char-

acters does not matter. And there is a very good

reason for this. The Conflict is necessarily between

two agencies, good and evil. We are interested

only in the outcome of this contest. All else is sub-

ordinated. The reign of Nemesis, the prejudice of

partisanship and the instinct of Recoil all strive to

emphasize this simplicity of interest and the tri-

umph of side characters is the business of another

play. Their affairs are of dramatic value only as

they contribute to this main channel of sympathy.

Disunity.

The chief occasion for the destruction of Unity in

a play is the employment of two Germs. It is just

as ludicrous to think of enhancing a drama by splic-

ing its seed as to hasten a journey by taking two
paths. And yet many writers perpetrate this par-
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adox. They attempt to kill two birds with one stone.

Of the thousands of plays submitted to managers

each year, nine-tenths of them employ more than

one plot Germ. Some of them have ten or a dozen.

One I have recently read contains six sprouts of

Recoil. First the brother's inherited crime, then the

sister's marriage, then the husband's infidelity, then

a divorce to marry a mistress, then a wife com-

promised by her brother's theft and finally a suicide

to end it all. Each sprout contained all the symp-
toms of a Clash that might justify our belief that

the play was beginning, but all of them petered out

to no dominant purpose. Two Recoils would kill

the play on earth. Be sure that you plant but one

seed when you sow your Plot Germ. Rigorous con-

centration on Recoil is the surest safeguard against

Disunity.

What nerves the dramatist to strike out at one

sweep the patient labor of days ? Fidelity to Recoil.

What gives him the courage to annihilate pet

Scenes and episodes? Recoil. No matter how ten-

derly he cherishes these children of fancy, they

must be ruthlessly sacrificed if they do not fit in the

play family. This does not mean that an episode

should be dropped for want of proper adjustment.

If its substance contributes it can be made to fit.

This is a separate study. We come to it under Se-

quence. Often the most remote matter becomes in-

tensely valuable by the magic twist of technology.

But this art of twisting is the science of scene-build-

ing. The very incident you discard to-day may fall

in line to-morrow. Cultivate your consciousness of

the discordant note, the scorn of Disunity.

Ibsen's Unity.

How did Ibsen employ this principle in "A Doll's
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House"? Was he guided by a single Germ? In his

plans, yes. In the execution of them, no! In his

original synopsis we find fidelity to one dominant
Recoil. But in the completed play his technic be-

trayed him. Another Recoil creeps in at the Climax.

This is a meddlesome afterthought etched into the

dialog. The secondary Recoil is a false alarm. It

never happens. Nora expects her husband to as-

sume the guilt of her criminal act. She has been

waiting eight years for such a miracle. Of course

this miracle stuff is Disunity. It is merely a figment

of the author's fancy. It is no product of the normal

Conflict. Ibsen has talked it into the story by

means of soliloquy (see page 77) and vainly tries

to hitch it onto the Climax. But it will not hitch.

The audience rejects it. They seek the valid Recoil

for the evil Helmer perpetrated and on the spur of

the moment Ibsen trumps up this miracle myth. It

dissipates Unity.

A good example of compound fable is the false

interest aroused in Krogstad and Mrs. Linden.

Their love affair is not the subject of the play but

Ibsen mortices it on to afford an easy escape from

the Climax. Too much time is taken up with this

bi-plot. It retards the main Conflict and dilutes

Plot interest. It is a slovenly way of working out a

predicament. The motive for changing Krogstad's

resolve should be woven out of the threads of the

main pattern of Plot. Ibsen rings in an off-stage

influence. There are other minor violations of

Unity in "A Doll's House." See if you can detect

them?
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Chapter YI.

ACTS.

And now we have completed the five big generic

principles of playwrighting ; Conflict, Audience,

Drama, Plot and Unity. The remaining five deal

with the specific parts of the craft: Acts, Scenario,

Character, Dialog and Moral. These are the phys-

ical elements. The first might be called the archi-

tectural; these the carpentry and plumbing. From
now on we proceed from the general specifications

to work out our plans in detail. From the moment
we divide the plan into Acts we tend to take it out

of that plastic state where everything has been ten-

tative. It will now become more or less fixed in

each progressive stage until Dialog completes the

process and Moral merely abides by the net result.

The first step is the division into Acts. I cannot

say that this is the first in lineal order. No two
minds work exactly alike and it might not be the

handiest method for some writers. It is imperative,

however, to determine pretty early in the operation,

just where your Act divisions of Conflict are to

occur. You will find for a time that it is necessary

to keep forwarding and advancing things that in

your eagerness you were inclined to introduce too

soon for effective results. It is the amateur's tend-

ency to shoot off all his ammunition at once. Stretch

out this material so that you will have enough to

dress the entire play. Hold off your Expectation

from Clash to Climax in one long, lingering line of

Suspense.

Scenery.

The selection of Scenery, properties and acces-

sories for an Act is a very vital question. So much
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can be made explanatory by the picture they pro-

duce. The visual is always desirable. It saves

explanation and inquiry. But the lacale of an Act

must not be prematurely fixed. Any attempt to pre-

determine it before the Plot prescribes its where-

abouts will invariably abort incubation. To begin

with a fixed setting cramps initiative. There are a

thousand and one things to be curtailed and limited

by the Scenery selected. All needs must be con-

sulted. All newly incorporated items must submit

to the conditions of the setting or create some
change to fit their particular demands. The letter

box in Act II of "A Doll's House" is an essential.

If the room did not permit of such a thing some
compromise would adjust it. Various ingredients

struggle to move the time and place fore and back,

fore and back, day to night, night to day till the

mean average is struck and the final compromise
effected.

In this way every little item enters into and influ-

ences the painting of your Scenery. The very soul

may be reflected in adequate surroundings and the

emotional attitude may be projected by the external

frame of the personality, as much as by gesture and
facial play. The room may moan in pathos or ring

with gaiety. But the dominant essentials of Plot

must naturally be the determining factor. They set

the stage and all minor things must be made to fit

into the place they dictate. Limit your stage

accessories to the specific demands of Conflict plus

a fair semblance of reality. The process of dividing

a play into Acts is a continual compromise. Acts,

more than any other physical trait distinguishes the

drama from the fiction process of writing. The
demand for economy and compression is much more
rigid.
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"A Doll's House" is an excellent example of this

feature. Scenery is chosen with a view to causing

as little confusion as possible. For it does confuse

an audience to be asking, where are we now? The
movie may ramble along from pillar to post, for it

has the quick facility of flickering changes without

interruption. But even if the stage could accom-

plish this feat it would never be the ideal of Drama.
The dramatist seeks to set forth as keenly and
vividly as he can a sustained experience of human
life. The ultimate is attained when he can conduct

his entire series of events in a single setting. There
is something about this stability of place that helps

focus attention and interest. The old Greek notion

of Unity was an ideal after all. It is the ideal to-day

when it comes to getting the maximum emotional

appeal out of a Conflict. Of course there are certain

sorts of plays that demand frequent change of

Scenery where the effect sought depends upon these

various localities.

The best way to proceed is to let Plot require-

ments fix the outlines of your Acts first and then go

into the subject of where it all happens. One slight

drift in Plot episode may change the setting

entirely. The incongruity of a certain character

appearing in a given place will compel the change.

Therefore keep Scenery plastic until Act outlines

are fixed and established. This tentative treatment

will not mar your play, and it gives more emphasis

to the Act division of your Conflict.

Antecedents.

A good deal has been written about Conditions

Precedent and Exposition as though they were sepa-

rate and distinct functions which the author must

put his mind to. It is true that there is generally
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some history from the past that creeps into a play,

but it is a fallacy that this comprises a separate part

of the construction of a play. It is also true that

certain relationships must come before an audience

to make the play intelligible, but it is an outrage to

mislead the poor novice into thinking he must
unfold such data in advance of his starting the play.

These things all fall in line if the author will merely

pursue his course giving proper intelligence to the

Plot as he proceeds. Not all of them belong at the

opening. Some may appear in the last Act. Com-
mon sense is all that is needed. The best advice I

can give the amateur is to plan a prologue with all

these preliminaries in it and then tear it up! Let

the necessary or essential items come out in their

natural and incidental order with no hint of your

purpose in presenting them. They can be welded in

wherever they serve a major or minor purpose. This

challenges the author's ingenuity, but there is noth-

ing that can't be done

!

In "A Doll's House" it is essential to show there

has been a forgery and Ibsen handles it very nicely

by making Krogstad the motivated exponent of the

fact. He enlightens Nora on the fact and he is not

telling her something she already knows for she

regards it only as a convenient means to avert her

husband's illness. By this treatment the forgery

does not appear to be something the author is

Expositioning. It is a Plot essential. Conditions

Precedent and Exposition, then, are things to be

shunned and avoided, so far as their technical entity

in playwriting goes. When it is impossible to avoid

them they must be hidden, not revealed. They must
be incidental, not obvious. They should not be

crowded into the first Act. They are not needed till

Plot calls for them. A good example of this trans-
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gression is Mrs. Linden's long, drawn-out duolog,

pages 36 to 46. She is telling Nora something she

already knows, in part, and it is not brought out

under the pressure of motive that dramatizes it.

How, then, should a play start? Let us examine into

the opening.

The Start.

As we found under the study of Problem, the

beginning of a play is the Clash of contending

forces—good and evil. Generally speaking, this

Clash is the substance and boundary of the first Act.

A heightened theatric effect is gained by halting

the progress of this Clash at a moment where doubt

and Suspense flourish. The interval between acts

may be merely a descent of curtain or it may pro-

vide plausible lapse of time for necessary events to

occur or change of place that certain essential hap-

penings may be more appropriate. It is frequently

a puzzling problem to fit necessary characters and
incidents into the localities demanded by the

majority of dominant essentials of the Act. The
non-essential may safely be consigned to the back-

ground or to the interval between Acts.

Act, I.

The first Act extends from the first clear idea of

the hero's desire to the symptoms of struggle where
evil crosses his purpose and threatens to thwart

same. When the two forces collide and a forecast

of Act II is projected a favorable moment of Sus-

pense is usually attained for the first curtain.

Act. II.

The second Act develops this promised contest

and the issue becomes clearly defined. The oppos-

ing forces gradually work their way to a supreme

moment where good seems hopelessly overthrown
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and evil dominates. The obstacle is apparently too

great for good ever to overcome. Our sympathies

are gripped for the reason that good is our favorite

and her fate seems doomed.

Act, III.

The third Act proceeds with this period of tense

uncertainty to the bitter end. That end is the

Climax. There is a turn in the tide. The very

instrument which has been used to crush good now
alternates and bowls evil over. Again we greet our

old friend Nemesis whom we met at the inception

of the play. The curtain cannot long delay after

this kick-back is registered. The modern audience

will not sit patiently through any deliberate hang-
over. Hats and cloaks begin migrating. The Con-
flict is all.

The next chapter on SCENARIO will appear in

the July issue.

THE 13th CHAIR.

A Succession of Shivers.

A continual succession of shivers may tantalize

the spine without creating the slightest semblance

of Suspense. No recent attraction illustrates this

truth better than "The 13th Chair." A play con-

centrates all its energies on one supreme hope. This

clever substitute devotes its entire effort to baffling

any such concentrate. The only sustained item is

the inquiry: "Who killed him?" But since we have

had no occasion to ally ourselves with one side or

the other we do not know whether we are for or

against. This is a fatal defect dramatically speak-

ing and the play that bewilders us in this regard

must necessarily depend upon some other attribute
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for interest. How well Mr. Veiller has chosen this

substitute is attested by the box office.

Problem.

1. Six people are accused of murder.

2. Each is exonerated.

3. A seventh suddenly betrays guilt.

The irrelevance of this Problem condemns it as

Drama. In real playbuilding the end must result

from the beginning. In this specimen the end comes
out of the atmosphere. Drama is a concrete thing.

It is a Conflict between good and evil agencies.

The audience, naturally, must KNOW who the con-

testants are in order to take sides in the issue. In

"The 13th Chair" the entire evening is given up to

guessing which one of the seven sides is ours.

There is a decoy Conflict between a police officer

and an innocent girl. But this is a sham bit of bluff

thrown out to dazzle our apprehension.

Nevertheless, the piece is successful. It conjures

the creeps. So does a cockfight. But neither is

necessarily Drama. There may be a million money-
makers produced on the legitimate stage and still

not one of them Drama. There may be a thousand

thrills that besiege the backbone and still none of

them theatrically valid. We do not condemn these

freak concoctions. We do not begrudge their suc-

cess. But we do want to remind the young play-

wright that such work is not playwrighting. It is

a happy accident of entertainment based upon dif-

ferent tricks entirely. Nearly every season sees one

or more of them and occasionally they meet with in-

viting success. The world pays liberally to be

fooled. Barnum proved that. "The 13th Chair"

caps the Climax of inconsonant creeps. It's a good

shiver show.
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SEREMONDA.
A Costume Play.

Every now and then we hear a plaintive murmur
that the costume play is returning. If any man be-

lieves this is true let him see Seremonda. Julia

Arthur has certainly contributed a gorgeous refuta-

tion of this prophesy. Of course, the futility of the

cloak and dagger drama should not be hastily

judged by a poorly constructed specimen, but the

costume end of it is elaborate and all the balderdash

and tragedy that usually goes with it. To this gen-

eration the costume play carries little conviction.

This is true as well in the movie. A strange garb is

a barrier between us, between the spectator and the

hero whose life he is momentarily supposed to live.

There are countless flaws in the construction of

this piece, but since it is obviously an imitation of

the plays of the past it is useless to judge it on mod-
ern standards. Then too, its brief run will prohibit

many readers from seeing it. Profit by the fate of

the costume drama. Unless you have something
that surpasses current technic do not hope to get

by with it in ancient apparel. A costume play

should have a surplus of fascination to make up for

the distraction that strange garments create.

FLORA BELLA.
Another Dramatic Opera.

We have dealt with several musical comedies

which show a tendency to mix drama with opera.

"Flora Bella" is another example. The form is very

similar to the dramatic and at times the musical ac-

companiment is dispensed with and the pure play

is acted without operatic exaggeration. The Cli-

max is left to dramatic treatment entirely and would
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come under that definition were it not for the trans-

parency of its first premise.

Problem.

1. A man loves a singer.

2. He attempts to apprise his wife.

3. Her singing betrays their identity.

It may be that opera and farce are the only forms

in which wives may be courted in disguise. It is

hardly possible in legitimate drama without elab-

orate transfiguration. It is doubly odd, then, to see

the weakest dramatic note in this structure per-

formed with the greatest theatric fidelity. The cur-

tain descends on this situation without the custom-

ary ensemble for the end. Does it mean that the

popular demand for drama is so strong that this ex-

periment is ventured?

THE PORTMANTEAU PLAYERS.
An Elevated Stage Compressed.

Stuart Walker's Portmanteau stage idea is merely

a compressed fashion of setting scenery, so far as

the staging is concerned. As for his plays, they

tend generally toward the degradation of dramatic

virility. They have value but it is not of the

theatric sort. As curios, whimsies, and imaginative

caprices, his playettes surpass the average fare in

the theatre. But their excellence, again, is not in

the definition of Drama. They give a certain de-

light not to be had in good play building, but they

do not move us as the real drama moves. For the

student, a life-long attendance at such performances

need never give him the impetus to write regular

plays. They inspire only by negative example.

Why is it that these plays do not move? The
playhouse is a factory of make-believe, yes, but is it

the home of the fairy tale? To be sure fairy legends
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may be enacted in the theatre. So may the mono-
log. Anything may be represented upon a stage.

But need these be Drama? The difference between
real plays and the substitutes most of these little

theatres offer is the illusion of reality. In most of

the pieces offered by them we gaze at the imagined

happenings of some fertile brain, but not the things

that could happen to us or create, for the time, an

experience by proxy. This is the chief difference

between sophisticated playettes and Drama. The
one is theirs, the other OURS. The one we gaze at,

the other we take part in.

In "The Birthday of the Infanta," we are required

to put ourself in the place of a hunchback who dies

when he first beholds his ugly figure in a mirror.

We do not die with him. "Nevertheless" is a very

frivolous but entertaining child's play where we
merge our identity with a burglar who risks appre-

hension to play games with the children. Of
course, we cannot merge. We look on from aside.

In "Grammer Gunton's Needle," a remarkable an-

tique from the early play shop, we are not invited

to undergo any experience by proxy. We merely

witness the curio of these early times. "The Six

Who Pass While the Lentils Boil" solicits our sym-
pathies for a queen who escapes beheading because

the village clocks were not wound. "The Very
Naked Boy" is the nearest approach to modern tech-

nic but it is hard to share the embarrassment of a

young lady who is about to be shocked by the ap-

pearance of her undressed brother in the presence of

her sweetheart. If we were in her place we would
take up our sweetheart and vamoose. We would not

permit the author to hold us there merely to eke

out a situation. "The Gods of the Mountains" are

goblins. In the person of thieves we must be
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moved by the fear that the real gods will punish us

for pretending we were they. In reality it is the

startling piece of stage lighting and statuary pan-

tomime that wins for this number. In all these in-

stances the spectator is not controlled by induced

hypnosis. He is not made to dream the dream of

reality that is otherwise known as a play. To be

sure, these divertisements will be relished by fairy-

tale fans, but the question remains, is it drama?

THE WITCHING HOUR.*
Movie and Melodrama.

The hazy admixture of past and present episode

in this melodrama is far better accounted for in the

film than on the stage. The gambler lover of a

woman whose mother was the quondam sweetheart

of a supreme court justice, saves her son from the

gallows by means of mental telepathy. He psy-

chographs the justice into acting as star witness

and psychologically impels the jury to render a ver-

dict of not guilty. He exposes the district attorney

as a murderer, makes him drop the gun with which

he is about to shoot our hero, and then feeling

qualms of conscience for having thought murder
assists the latter in making his escape. And these

miraculous powers were developed at the card table

reading the minds of companion poker players.

Could anything be a more preposterous stretch of

the imagination? And yet Mr. Thomas got away
with it. The play was a hit on the stage and is

destined for flourishing business on the screen.

How can he reconcile an audience to such unadjud-

icated junk? As a clever scene builder he does

much to dispel the derision that is due such a digres-

sion and his choice of a popular psychic theory does

the rest. Our minds can influence others to a cer-

t
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tain degree. We all believe this mystery with suffi-

cient conviction to absolve the thing from super-

natural suspicion. The supernaturial is invariably a

drug on American market save when it is employed
for incoherent thrills, as in "The 13th Chair."

Science has pretty well confirmed the truth of men-
tal telepathy under ideal and restricted conditions.

Every auditor has experienced hazy manifestations

of this occult intercourse. Mr. Thomas has merely

forged ahead and pictured things which might oc-

cur when the secrets of this new phenomenon are

formulated.

Problem No. i.

1. A man psychically impels murder.

2. He exposes the murderer.

3. Then aids his escape.

Problem No. 2.

1. Murder is incited by a cat's eye.

2. The prejudice is proved hereditary.

3. The victim escapes punishment.

Problem No. 3.

1. A man loves a widow.
2. He saves her boy from the gallows.

3. He wins her love.

There are still other Problems contending for su-

premacy in this mixup. No one Plot is sufficiently

isolated and emphasized to make a play. The thing

lacks Unity. The charm of the moment stimulates

a certain interest but it is a mistake to call the prod-

uct a great play. Technically it is an abominable

makeshift. Topically it is bully good hokum. Dom-
inated by the dignity of a sublime mental manifes-

tation its preposterous crudity is somewhat obvi-

ated. Here is an object lesson for the dramatist.

Sanctify your crudities with dramatic offsets. Con-
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ceal the one with the other. All life is a process of

replacing one emotional experience by a stronger

one. If Mr. Thomas can do it with "The Witching
Hour," have hope, there's a chance for anything.

* In "Masterpieces of Modern Drama." Double-

day, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y.; two volumes,

$2 per volume.

THE MAN OF THE HOUR.
Keen Conflict Example.

We are asked to analyze this play. It is difficult

to do so from memory. The book is not in print.

The thought that clings is the dramatic deftness

with which the author heaps on the agony putting

his courageous hero to the acid test. He is con-

fronted by every conceivable plight to shake his

honorable purpose. He successfully encounters

them all. This is the stuff that keen Conflicts are

made of and "The Man of the Hour" was undoubt-

edly one of the cleverest of its day.

Problem.

1. A mayor defies the boss who elected him.

2. His integrity will bankrupt his sweetheart.

3. His staunch veracity retrieves all.

This is the major Conflict. The young man is

also made to face the exposure of his father's past,

thus disgracing his mother and sending his sweet-

heart's uncle to jail. But this pyramiding of ob-

stacles seems to inspire our valiant hero and in spite

of them all he wins. The method of his winning out

is the only weak spot in the play. This is accom-

plished by "selling short" on the market, which is

something nobody understands ; and the turning up

of a lost brother who has all the while been spying

in disguise. These are frail devices. The truer

method is to work out your Plot on the direct line
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initiated. The boy's honorable defiance of evil

should be made to exonerate him. Side issues are

always weak and they demolish legitimate Recoil.

The boomerang should be the same weapon that is

originally hurled at the hero. At the Climax it

misses the hero and hits the antagonist.

WAR BRIDES.
Made Into a Movie.

It is a big job to work over a scant vaudeville skit

into a two-hour picture. Even with the incompara-

ble acting of Nazimova the thing becomes monoto-

nous for want of Plot. The story is eked out by a

rather primitive process of stretching, but the goods

will not bear the strain. The Theme is all the more
unconvincing. It was far-fetched as a sketch; it is

still more preposterous as a movie. The crazed

heroine's vagary that she can stop war by refusing

to bear her child might be used as an approach to a

Climax, but it could never constitute the main
punch.

For instance, to convert this hazy dream into a

Plot it would be necessary to let the heroine's mad
actions tip over something that actually might ac-

complish a miracle. The best part of the story re-

mains to be written. For a mob of mothers to way-
lay the king and hold up the body of a delirious

woman who has shot herself and babe rather than

bear food for cannon, is merely a nightmare. The
women would not join her, in the first place. They
know the young mother is mad and they could

hardly be persuaded to follow her on her perilous

mission. The play falls down at its most important

point, the Climax.

But there is one redeeming incident in the photo-

play which will serve as an exeimple to all who as-
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pire to really dramatize the screen. It is the re-

ceipt of the news of the death of the three sons. The
gradation of Suspense here is magnificent. Whether
it is the instinctive direction of Nazimova or the

skill of the film director, the result is wonderful.

Emotional response is about as effective here as the

screen can hope to engender. It compares favorably

with the great moment in "The Birth of a Nation,"

where the Confederate brother returns from the war
and meets his little impoverished sister shamming
her best to present a mockery of the wealth that has

left them.

NJU.
By J. Ranken Towse.

"Nju," presented in the Bandbox Theatre last

evening, and described upon the programme as "a

Russian play of everyday life," by Ossip Dymow,
might be tersely and sufficiently described as un-

mitigated trash. Such redeeming features as it may
possess are too insignificant to make qualification

necessary. The production, made by Joseph Urban
and Richard Ordynski, was intended—if any faith

may be put in the preliminary official press notices

—

as an illustration of all that is most progressive and

beautiful in modern scenic art, and it may be ad-

mitted readily and cheerfully that, from the purely

decorative point of view, a number of pictures strik-

ing in color and grouping were obtained by skilful

management of ffats, lights, and draperies. As a

series of impressionistic tableaux the entertainment

doubtless would have been mildly interesting, if

only the precaution of eliminating the speech and

the acting had been observed. The play itself—pre-

sented in ten dislocated episodes, whose brevity is

their chief merit—deals in preposterous, erotic, neu-
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rotic, and tommyrotic fashion, with the stale subject

of the domestic triangle, with a pretentious but

wholly incomprehensible and futile assumption of

subtle psychological significance. In some respects

the whole thing is like a crazy parody of Gals-

worthy's "The Fugitive." A lovely woman, with in-

definable yearnings, growing weary of her stupid

and uxorious husband—beyond question a woefully

tiresome personage—becomes fascinated by a rhap-

sodical poet who makes a boast of his habitual in-

constancy, joins him under conditions equally ridic-

ulous and incredible, and finally, finding him im-

possible, and dreaming of unknown joys excelling

the delights of champagne and cabarets, commits
suicide in the hope of finding them. The last act

shows her funeral ceremonies, with a comic under-

taker, female gossips, the husband and lover with

rival wreaths, and the latter, who has already begun
a new flirtation, fervently denouncing the stupidity

of the whole affair. In this sentiment many of the

audience—who had been stirred more than once to

irreverent laughter during the proceedings—most
heartily concurred.

The most irritating thing, perhaps about the per-

formance was the affectation of something new,

precious or revelatory in such a world-old topic so

crudely and sophomorically treated, and the pre-

sumption of describing vulgar and juvenile emotion-

al extravagance as a play of every day life. If the

piece had been written originally in English—in the

Russian it may have merits totally unobservable in

the translation, it is extremely improbable that any

manager would have thought it worth a stage trial.

It is intrinsically imitative, feeble, amateurish, and

disagreeable, the product of a receptive, but uncul-

tivated imagination and limited experience. Messrs.
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Urban and Ordynski, probably considered it chiefly

with a view to its decorative opportunities and have
availed themselves of these successfully enough,

according to their theories. Unfortunately these

are often forgetful of the vital necessities of drama,

which requires to be seen and heard. What they

offer here is more in the nature of a pictorial cha-

rade than a play. Histrionically considered, the

performance could not have been much less satis-

factory if they had thought that nothing mattered

except the pictures. A delusion of that kind is

known to exist among some of the more fanatical

devotees of what is sometimes called the new art

of the theatre. The fallacy of it was pretty well

exposed last night when the spectators laughed at

absurdities emphasized by the incompetence of the

players—when they did not laugh many of them
yawned. If the Bandbox, under its new manage-
ment, is to acquire any reputation as the abode of

an advanced dramatic art it must have much better

drama and more intelligent acting than were pro-

vided last night. The seekers after real human
comedy will not be contented with cheap and nasty

pantomime before pretty, symbolical, distracting,

unreal, and economical backgrounds.

—N. Y. Evening Post.

Note: The italics are ours.
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Chapter VII.

CHARACTERIZATION.

If we could lift the veil that shrouds the inner

sanctum of the soul we would see indeed a very

different creature from the outward representation

most men put on. In ordinary intercourse man
exhibits only the outward mask that disguises his

real self. In a Play the author permits us to peep

behind this mask and know the true character of

each person in the play. He deftly lifts the false

face behind which the average creature skulks. The
Dramatist has the double duty, then, of drawing a

semblance of character and of analyzing the legiti-

mate qualities back of it. His craft requires him to

expose human nature without appearing to do so

to show us the home with one wall knocked out.

He must make his audience feel that they divine all

these secret traits that are subtly disclosed and it

is in proportion that he succeeds in doing this that

he masters the great principle of Characterization.

For instance, it would not be art for Helmer to

come out and announce that he is a selfish brute nor

for Nora to blandly infer that she is a devoted cling-
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ing little vine. The exhibition of their deeds must
portray these attributes in a striking situation.

Ibsen accomplishes this feat in Helmer's instance

with a potency that has no equal in his entire gallery

of puppets. Helmer rises to a climax on page 114,

at least the situation does, where he says, "I have

forgiven you, Nora—I swear I have forgiven you."

His true character has been unconsciously revealed

before us. We have been permitted to peer behind

the conventional exterior and see the selfish soul

that lurks there.

Helmer is a good example of the man who does

not live according to his own conscience, but accord-

ing to what he supposes others expect of him. He
is a slave of convention as most of us be. Public

opinion takes the place of innate purpose and char-

acter slips a cog. Of course it is utterly impossible

to hide one's real character from the searching eye

and it is the pla5rwright's privilege to show us the

pretender unmasked by excitement, trial or tempta-

tion or the true spirit qualified by valor, chivalry,

and probity put to the test. This knack of tipping

us off is one of the subtlest principles in the play-

wright's craft.

In driving home this principle, with students, I

frequently cite the Chinese method which is the

obverse of characterization. "I am Mrs. Wu, the

first wife of my husband. I am the real and virtuous

mother of the child which is the bone of contention

in this play. The second Mrs. Wu, whom you will

soon have the misfortune of meeting, is making a

false claim to my infant in order that she may lay

hold of the legacy that is my rightful heritage, etc."

And you would be surprised to see how many pro-

fessional playwrights send in manuscripts with

characterization almost as obvious if a trifle more
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sophisticated. Ibsen is a safe model in this rule.

He uses the indirect method in all his later plays.

He lets the Conflict portray the Character and sel-

dom sinks to self revelation.

There are numerous methods of stirring the emo-
tions through sympathetic channels. One great

medium is the printed page. In this art the reader

is required to do the work of visualizing for himself.

From a description he dramatizes his own cast of

characters. Another is the moving pictures. The
movie has not only the make-believe episode, but

the make-believe motions and make-believe depth

or perspective. This is what makes Drama the

greatest of all arts. The playwright not only pic-

tures the characters for you in actual motion, he

also brings to the theatre all the human accompani-

ments of voice, tone, color, flesh and pantomime,

which conspire to elude even the episode of its

make-believe frailty. But, over and beyond all these

is final transcendant product. We call it Character-

ization. Characterization employs all of these trib-

utaries to effect one final achievement—personality.

Once Plot is fairly under way the author begins

to infuse this automaton with characters. Charac-

ters are merely his agents of emotional response.

The experience they depict is the main thing. They
are merely the medium employed by him to trans-

late this thing known as a Play. How your Plot

needs are converted into motive and how this

motive is infused into a certain Plot character is the

province of Characterization. It is a patient process.

The character is not born in a Play any more pre-

cipitately than in real life. He is an empty mold to

pour feelings into, at the beginning. And even when
Dialog is finally begun, the character building is not

finished. A mightier Plot concept, a loftier purpose,
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a nobler aim may demand a different personality to

contain it. So go slow in your evolution of char-

acter. Let Conflict dictate. Breathe in the soul-fire

of personality slowly.

One of the pitfalls of the educated amateur is his

endeavor to construct a play primarily through

character. The truth is that you need no characters

at all to begin a structure. If you listen too soon to

what they say you will be led astray. On the other

hand if you have to go gunning for a cast of char-

acters it is a safe bet that you have no Conflict.

Conflict building precedes Character building.

Character must evolve in the plot. To exalt wisdom
and reason in all manner of general declamations,

and not possess the faintest spark of either, is a

most absurd attempt at character creation. The
design of your play prescribes what sort of people

you will need to enact it. Deeds come first to the

truly creative mind. Of course, a character may
leap into the imagination of a thoroughly original

writer. He must then search for the deed in which
such a role may be cast. The deed is the index.

You feel the sublimity of a certain being and then

seek a powerful Conflict to evolve him. So it all

comes back to the same thing. Structurally Conflict

comes first.

In fact the building of any character in a play is

a continual compromise. The Plot will not permit

this and the Conflict will not permit that; so the

imaginary person becomes a product of the ever

changing needs of construction. Reality is only

feigned at best under these circumstances. If true

personality is minutely pursued Drama suffers

accordingly. A semblance of reality is all that the

best plays depict, sufficient to sustain the webwork
of illusion, sufficient to take us out of ourselves and
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merge our identities with those we see enacted

before us on the stage. Only the high Hghts of

Characterization are possible in the few rapid

strokes that sketch a situation, a mood, or an emo-
tion to sound the depth of the soul. Any attempt

to draw the finer lines of personality turns play-

writing into the channel of character analysis which
is the province of the psychologist.

It is difficult to construct plays of imagination

save as such. They are really not plays. They are

whimsies. Maeterlinck and Barrie have succeeded

admirably at this stunt, but they have not dealt ex-

clusively in Drama. It is food for the head, not

the heart. But they do afford good parts for great

players. Sometimes it is difficult to discriminate

between emotional appeal and the actor's art. A
capable actress can make you weep over the vicissi-

tudes of a hatpin. It may leave you deeply im-

pressed, but slightly moved. It stirs the emotions

to an aimless end. It makes no appeal. It is the

actor's abstract art.

Then, too, we have extremes like "The Unchas-

tened Woman," really a caricature of artifice that

bears little relation to human life or conduct. She

interests us as a freak, not as a woman into whose
personality we may merge our faith or sympathy.

She is a curio, not a character. The play is a theatric

fad or freak. The great plays of all times are essen-

tially those which enable the gifted actor to display

his skill by denoting the workings of the human
heart, by portraying its passions. This does not

mean that his artistic restraint should be wasted

over an imaginary nils of a nincompoop. Leave

those evanescents to the highbrow. The hero of

the true play must be human. His passions must
be big and real and noble. The closer he comes to
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the universal man the wider his appeal. The human
form, says Goethes, is the Alpha and Omega of all

known things. The highest product of creation is

man. Physically, intellectually, and spiritually he

is the ideal art form, and Nature is deemed beautiful

only as she expresses qualities that are Human.

Logic.

Logic is the least developed domain of all mental

science. It is called the science of correct thinking.

For twenty-three centuries the world has stood still

on this subject accepting what Aristotle laid down
as law. With Sphinx-like intelligence he set the

pace so high that all succeeding thinkers have been

content to grasp and worship his exalted formula,

not venturing to alter or amend it. He launched the

psychological absurdity of Pure Intellect and we
have supinely accepted it all these centuries. But
there is another branch of Logic much more impor-

tant than the science of reasoning, because it is the

science of the soul. Let us call it the Logic of

Feeling.

The Logic of the theatre is not that of the intel-

lect. It is the Logic of feeling and emotion. No
Play could be projected by means of the intellect,

nor could a Character be created in that way. Char-

acter is a subconscious quality and its abiding place

is in the heart, not the head. The Logic, therefore,

that governs a play is the Logic of subconscious

reasoning. This Logic is the seat of emotional

reasoning. The soul qualities are stored there. It

is the home of love, hate, fear, anger and hope. It

controls all the sensations and functions of the body.

Love dulls the appetite, hate poisons the blood, fear

blanches the cheek, anger arrests digestion and hope
may promote it. All these things operate without
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the aid of intellect. The subconscious mind trans-

acts business while we sleep and is particularly

industrious in dreams.

In our chapter on Audience we learned that a play

was virtually a dream. I may make it a little

plainer, then, by saying that the Logic of the sub-

conscious is the same Logic that would govern us

in our dreams. It is not measured by rules and com-
pass. If the author successfully merges us with the

Character he is drawing or with the experience that

this character lives in a play, we will follow blindly

the dream he weaves for us so long as the happen-

ings are not too wild and the hypothesis too far

fetched. When it is subconsciously inconsistent we
wake up and the dramatic spell is broken. This is

the extent of dream reasoning in Drama. In fact,

the fatal thing in good playwriting is to inadvert-

ently rouse the intellect, the pure reasoning facul-

ties. Crowds reach their convictions solely through

their feelings. The intellect has nothing to do with

it. Subconscious Logic is the thing that rules in an

audience. It is in this department only that we are

all alike. It is in this realm only that a uniform

impression can be registered.

We enter the playhouse as little children ready to

submit ourselves to the author's avowed illusion.

We drink in the picture presented to the eye, will-

ing even, to forget the reality of the outside world

upon which this stage illusion is based. We do

forget it, in fact, till painfully reminded of it by

means of some gross transgression of subconscious

sense. Of course, we protest in proportion to the

seriousness of the structure. Some pieces thrive

upon their romantic unreality. The incongruities

of farce prescribe this broader interpretation. It is

the unwritten bond of admittance. Melodrama is an
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embodiment of our romantic imaginings and its

flamboyant improbabilities do not disturb the sub-

consciousness that has accustomed itself to the con-

ventions of such fare.

But there are many ways in which this subcon-

scious Logic may be outraged. No character can do

the thing we feel intuitively wrong. He must act

in accordance with common sense. He cannot bear

the stamp of absolute truth. It is enough if he is

poetically truthful. He must convince our subcon-

scious that under pressure of similar passions we
would not have done otherwise. Old-time theatrical

fiction played to audiences over-willing to be de-

ceived. To-day plays will hardly stand the light of

pure reason. Let an audience dissect a manuscript

and they would find it full of holes, for the off-stage

layman goes at it with the Logic of Pure Reason.

But if plays are skilfully contrived they sustain the

theatric dream for the time being and are not illog-

ical to the composite crowd. Of course, the mental

processes of the characters must be remotely simu-

lated. You can't satisfy an audience with mere
whims and caprice. Misunderstandings and ob-

stacles cannot be maintained through tiresome

epochs of supposed Drama when the faintest

glimmer of common sense would detect their hol-

lowness. Characters cannot be made to hate one

another where a mere whisper of truth might dispel

the animus instantly. All such transparencies in-

cense the modern auditor who analyzes subcon-

sciously much faster than conscious man of old.

A Few Don'ts.

Don't allow characters to talk audibly in the pres-

ence of other characters, who are supposed not to

hear.
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Don't allow characters to enter and exit without

Cause.

Do not assume that a character knows anything

we have not seen him learn.

Do not introduce excess characters to accomplish

single Plot items.

Do not employ characters who have not been

introduced to the audience.

Do not employ Providential or superhuman inter-

vention.

Do not allow characters to explain themselves to

the audience.

Do not employ arbitrary adventure merely to

tickle the sensations.

Do not mistake violence for dramatic personality.

Do not employ abnormal conditions for the con-

venience of your Plot.

Question: What did she die of?

Answer: Of the fifth Act!

Qualities.

Truth is the summit of being; justice is the

application of it to affairs.—Emerson.

Of course, there is no way of testing character in

man save by rubbing against men. What we call

character is the general way in which a person acts

in his dealings with others. It is upon this behavior

that we pronounce our moral judgment condemning

one and approving another. A strong character is

one in which a fixed principle maintains itself

against temptations which ensnare the average per-

son. One quality may be particularly pronounced in

a certain character while he is exceptionally lax in

others. In fact, it is this weak and strong contact

in the persons of a Play that makes Drama possible.

For all of them have these qualities, latent or alert.
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Look over the list of Positives and Nepfatives.

Positives:

Justice

Service

Loyalty
Honesty
Fidelity

Truthfulness
Sincerity

Love
Kindness
Patience
Purity
Gratitude
Reverence
Temperance
Optimism
Courage
Modesty
Refinement
Ambition
Generosity
Sense of Humor

Negatives:

Against Injustice

Self Interest

Disloyalty
" Dishonesty

Infidelity

Lying
"

Insincerity

Hatred
" Cruelty
" Impatience
" Impurity
"

Ingratitude
"

Irreverence
" Intemperance
" Pessimism

Fear
" Vanity
" Coarseness
" Apathy
" Stinginess
" Lack of Humor

Take an inventory of any character on these items

and you soon run down his qualities. They run the

gamut of human qualifications. Any one of these

Positives or Negatives will afford a dramatic theme.

In judging a play the biggest measure is often taken

for the most drastic behavior of a leading character.

In other words, it is the degree to which the char-

acter pursues his hobby or is dominated by it that

makes the play. Hamlet is based upon apathy or

irresolution, Macbeth upon ambition. "The Easiest

Way" is a dramatization of insincerity. Nora is the

embodiment of loyalty. The theme of a Play, then,

shares the ruling qualification of one of the chief

characters. The Positive and Negative of that

quality become the two contending agencies of the

Conflict.
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From these various sources spring all the themes
of dramatic motive force. Characters, to be of

theatric interest, must be either one thing or the

other. They cannot be neutral. Think how many
of the Plays you have seen have been based upon
Love against Hate, Humor against Grouch, Loyalty

against Disloyalty, Justice against Injustice, and

the like. Do not be too scrupulous in charac-

terizing your minor puppets. Both good and bad

are required. Do not give them all deep convictions.

Some require hard and grasping natures. We need

variety for contrast and we must have the Positive

and Negative factors which compose the Conflict.

And furthermore, it is well to remember, these are

the two extreme divisions of mortals. The great

and the small. The great man does not make known
every trifling change in thought and feeling. He
centers his mind on the finished result. The small

man spouts continually about his petty portion.

Quiet is the badge of refinement. Noise is the

trumpet of the coarse. Like the actor who portrays

these types, restraint is his mainstay. And he may
manifest artistic skill only to the degree he conceals

his technical equipment, allowing its interpretation

to creep across the footlights with as little essence

of exaggeration as theatrical effectiveness permits.

His very restraint creates an atmosphere of dignity

which is in line with the essential goodness in

human nature.

Our aim in Characterization, then, is to diversify

with sufficient variety to create a certain slice of

life and to emphasize in our agency of good some
one of the Positives as a principle blended with the

best combination of justice, tenderness and intimate

sympathy. We must recognize that some human
wills are weak and that some bodies and minds are
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defective; but our optimism must not let us make
them all good nor infer that the human race is hope-

lessly depraved and base.

Character grows stronger or weaker according to

the choice of conduct, right or wrong. There is

always one good side even to the scoundrel. There
is that striving after some vague good in the worst

of us. And Drama accents this inherent ideal.

Character naturally gravitates upward. It is not

conscious of itself. It is the evidence of a rational

existence. It may be desultory and wayward, at

times, but it makes its constructive efforts to form
ideals just the same. It is perpetually at work. Of
course, no average man has a settled and coherent

plan of life for himself. That should be the province

of our spiritual advisors. But all have some hap-

hazard ideals with more or less definite imperfec-

tions. If life is narrowed their ideals may be hard-

ened. If it is broad they will inevitably develop and
evolve.

Laughter and Tears.

Without fun there would be no way to tell we
were human. The first sign of life is a laugh, the

second a tear. The baby's smile is its first disparity

to the ape. The extreme poles of emotional response

are Laughter and Tears. Between them lies the

whole keyboard of mortal moods. Between them,

too, runs the entire category of theatric expression.

Joy and sorrow—light and shade—sound and silence

—optimism and pessimism—pleasure and pain

—

heaven and hell ; the playwright employs these con-

trasting humors to create like feelings in the audi-

ence which lives the similated experience by proxy.

Sometimes the pleasure of the one is the pain of the

other, like the villain's triumph. And just as fre-

quently the mood is reversed. We laugh while the
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other fellow curses ; he slips—a banana peel. Some-
times the one blends invisibly into the other; tears

are dissolved in sunshine, and a boisterous laugh is

stifled by a sob.

Sympathetic sorrow has great power to purge the

soul, but its force as a dramatic agent needs little

boosting to the beginner. He can conceive misery

faster than his pen can pace. Plunge them down
deep in the direst doom is the motto of the average

amateur, and he sends us there and keeps us there

with scarcely a ray of hope. It is hardly neces-

sary, then, for me to dwell on the gloomy requisites

of playwriting, the opposite attribute is the urgent

need.

We do not go to the theatre to hunt trouble, but

to get away from it. A sense of humor is a saving

grace. There are so many troubles that are best dis-

pelled by a smile. Half the world is propelled by it,

most of our worry doesn't matter. Much ado is

about nothing. Many tempests are merely a teapot

noise. Many great victories are saved from defeat

by this irony, so let your character preach this

gospel. It is a mighty factor of the play. The
comedian is a tradition of the theatre. And there

is good reason for it. Levity is the index to the

super soul. It is the rarest gift in authorship. It is

the richest element of Characterization.

It takes long experience to transcribe fun for the

reader to laughs for the stage. Many printed puns

are too trivial when actually uttered. A misplaced

laugh is a terrible blunder. Of course, there is no

set rule for handling humor. Its mastery implies a

gift. If it hasn't the buoyant gush and overflow that

generates mirthfulness it is a sad substitute indeed.

They call this substitute "Comic relief."

We are in such haste at getting on that we forget
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the main thing—to Hve. And no life is complete

without laughter. A little humor seasons the most
serious situation. It gives it a loftier illusion of life.

In the stress of pressing duty Abraham Lincoln

found time for a funny story. The spirit that can

smile through tears is the one that wins sympathy.

Good cheer is like balm to the beholder. Regrets

and grumblings are the poisons of the stage.

Here we find one of the gravest failings of "A
Doll's House." Ibsen had not the grace to hide his

philosophy in a sense of humor. Pessimism runs

rampant. Helmer is a drab sort of character and the

irony he depicts is not the gentle sort that gives

relief to the picture. Even the sting of satire is

almost missing. A bromide taste prevails. No man,
who has once heartily and wholly laughed, can be

altogether irreclaimably bad.

How much lies in laughter, the cipher key, where-

with we decipher the whole man! Some men wear
an everlasting barren simper; in the smile of others

lies a cold glitter of ice ; the fewest are able to laugh,

what can be called laughing, but only sniff and titter

and snigger from the throat outwards; or at best,

produce some whiffling, husky cachinnation, as if

they were laughing through wool; of none such

comes good. The man w^ho cannot laugh is not only

fit for treasons, stratagems and spoils, but his whole
life is already a treason and a stratagem.

—

Carlyle.

What animal is very large and fast, with horns?

An automobile.

Beliefs.

As we learned under Plot, the first tangible out-

line of a play is its Problem. Problem in a way is

similar to that form in mental science known as the

syllogism. The first two clauses of Problem must
naturally evolve the third or the Problem is not a
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true one. This basis of argument is just as impera-

tive in the subconscious as in the conscious mind.

And furthermore, the first two clauses in a serious

play must represent the known beliefs of your audi-

ence. To defy them here would turn your drama
into farce or fiasco. It may seem smart to launch

some new and startling standard of conduct, but you
must be sure you are not defying the beliefs of your

audience. For though an audience is practically

hypnotized, even the victim of hypnosis resents a

suggestion that would be repugnant to him when
awake. The divine, the superhuman, the miracle,

oracle or other supernatural agent is a weak con-

trivance on the stage where everything has to do
with natural causes. Anything sinking beneath the

nobility of human nature like phantoms, goblins and

the like is likely to convert a legitimate comedy into

a fetich.

For instance, it would be fatal to Ibsen's success if

he had made the premises of his play in defiance of

human belief.

1. A wife forges to save her husband's life.

2. He condemns her criminal act.

Suppose she forged to buy macaroons. Suppose

he launched out in the macaroon business so that

she wouldn't have to commit forgery again. Any
outrage of common sense in a serious play would
soon blast its chances. It does not defy any of our

beliefs to admit that Nora forged to save Helmer's

life because she loved him. It is not beyond the

bounds of expectation for Helmer to condemn her

even though she did it solely for him. It is not quite

so final that Nora must cease to love Helmer as a

result of his condemnation. Here is where Ibsen

falls, if he falls at all, in "A Doll's House." In our

study of Moral we may see that the same lesson
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could be better learned by making Nora's animosity

a matter of the moment after Helmer's repentance

really arrives.

Motive.

All that happens in play must be caused. Noth-

ing offends us more than an action for which we can

see no reason. Situations must be the logical out-

growth of the natures engaged in them ; the play of

one personality upon another. But where does the

Motive come from in playwriting? The playwright

cannot stand back of his cast manipulating with

nimble fingers the various strings that set them
dancing. If he wishes to plant in our hearts the

firm and unshakable conviction that we are speak-

ing the words and living the tribulations, the joys,

the sorrows and transports enacted before us, he

must endow each puppet with Motive, he must make
each one act from impulse of his own and apparently

upon his best individual judgment. Motive lends

credulity and binds interest. It provides sympathy
for the character because it makes him human like

us. We feel he is one of us. The most fascinating

study of mankind is man.

The amateur wants a certain thing done and

merely makes his characters do it. Not because in

the nature of things they would do such things, but

because his Plot needs them done. The playwright

conceives a demand of Plot and sets about finding a

Motive that will incite one of his characters into

doing it. By the play of one personality upon
another he generates a feeling that promotes such a

Motive and so he builds back from Plot need to per-

sonality. At first the Motives are all his property.

He employs them as forces to make people express

themselves. And according to the Motives needed

1
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special characters are constructed to fit the case.

This is the process of Motivation. Motives first,

then people to contain them.

It is easy enough to reproduce the exact conduct

of human beings. It is desperately difficult to pro-

duce perfectly natural conduct when each word and
move has not only to represent life, but also to reveal

Character and contribute, bit by bit, to the drama's

soul. Characters are mere puppets if they do and
say things merely to lead up to a situation. Again
they are puppets if they are motivated to do these

things, but do not manifest a consistent personality

capable of so doing. Persons in a play must not do

things beyond their ages, experience, discretion or

station. A society thief may be trailed by the ashes

of an exclusive cigarette which he invariably uses.

But he must not be made to smoke in a lady's

boudoir where every chance leads to detection. All

conduct must be in keeping with the character and
if contradictory deeds are demanded of a puppet,

personality must be modified rather than have him
do something that would offend our credulity and
break the dream spell which Drama has been

weaving.

What is personality, anyway? Personality is that

identity of character designated by some dominant

trait or sentiment. Through it we learn to know a

particular being. In Drama, personality is the guid-

ing force, the big desire which drives him into Con-

flict. It is in projecting these traits that the play-

wright has his prime opportunity at Characteriza-

tion. For instance, in "A Doll's House" we soon

learn to know Nora by her dominating characteris-

tic, devotion. She is only a little bit of fluff, irre-

sponsible and clinging, but her chief trait is well

defined—blind devotion. It is the index to her per-
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sonality. She clings to it even in defiance of con-

ventional integrity.

Ibsen had need for such an agent in his Conflict,

so he created a wife to embody this Motive. He
built her personality skilfully. Later in the play,

however, he reincarnates this innocent woman into

another creature entirely. He makes her a feminist

of defiance and emancipation. Nothing is seen or

heard of such a transition. The Plot does not call

for it; merely the author. After the dominant trait

in a character is established she must be allowed to

follow it. Nora is a timid loyal type. She cannot

rise to this suffragette occasion merely because

Ibsen wants her to. Whatever she does must be for

love and devotion. Needless self-sacrifice has no
merit. Innocent suffering is not even tragic if per-

sonality is contradicted in the cause of it. The
Motive that leads a woman to leave her husband
must be the dominant passion of her soul. In Nora's

instance it is the obverse.

In characterizing a puppet it is permissible to

slightly exaggerate personality to make adequate

the dominant trait. We are fully prepared for

Helmer's stubbornness on the forgery question after

seeing the dominant trend of his behavior. He is all

honor and formality even to the degree of selfish-

ness. Some of the other characters have been

allowed to come to life devoid of events that should

generate them. Dr. Rank is merely an expedient.

He in no way contributes to the Plot and momen-
tarily impedes it. He is what might be called an

abstract supplement. If he had been the physician

who originally ordered Helmer away he might be

welded on to the Conflict.

Mrs. Linde is another excess part. She is hitched

to the story to afford an easy escape for Krogstad
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and the author at the end. And here is a cardinal

blunder. The Motive for a big deed must never be

morticed .on in this manner. Krogstad remits the

forgery at the instance of Mrs. Linde. Both are sub-

ordinate persons in the Plot. Dramatists do not

choose the easiest but the hardest way out of a

Crisis. Why? Because characters gather person-

ality according. The bigger the moment, the

mightier the Motive. The Motive at the Climax
should be an inevitable culmination of all that has

gone before. It should gather gradually and burst

in a storm of passion at the top. Krogstad's return

of the note is trivial. It is an unworthy solution of

the big punch Ibsen has prepared for. The motive

for Helmer's Climax should not come from this out-

side source. It is the master Motive of the entire

Plot and should grow out of the strife between
principals.

Our next chapter will go into details of Character

and Motive. We shall explore the minute handling

of cross currents of Emotion. See SCENE in the

October, 1917, issue.

THE KNIFE.

A Play of Improbabilities Plus.

One thing Eugene Walter is not afraid to do

—

hit the full blow. He does not hesitate to defile his

heroine in order to define his dramatic purpose.

And after all it is only the playwright who goes the

whole length of the stroke who hits home. This
play holds some of Mr. Walter's biggest work. In

some ways it surpasses "The Easiest Way" for

craftsmanship and sustains his title to technical

supremacy. It is a theatrical treat, these days of

dramatic impericism, to sit down to a good old-

fashioned feast of melodramatic thrills. For "The
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Knife" cuts a fat portion by old time-tried methods
plus a new twist.

Problem.

1. A surgeon experiments on his sweetheart's

seducers.

2. He is arrested for killing one of them.

3. She frees him by divulging his secret motive.

According to this Problem "The Knife" really

begins and ends all in the third act. Two acts and a

Prelude precede, telling the story leading up to the

crisis and it must be said to Mr. Walter's credit that

he makes the movie narrative intensely interesting.

Like scores of other playwrights his vision has prob-

ably been blurred by the flicker of the film. These
preambles leading up to the Conflict may be told in

an absorbing manner, but they do not constitute any

valid component part of a stage play. If the author

had centered his effort on the legal boundaries of his

Plot he would have earned more composite respon-

siveness. Movie spectators are content to sit

through chapters of how she fell in love, how she

was kidnapped by fortune tellers, how the attorney

raided the seducer's dive, etc., etc. But we go to

the theatre for a sublimer purpose, to get a quick

replica of an experience in life by proxy. It is safest

for this craft to shear the Crisis of all its prelimi-

naries. Perhaps this violation tests even Mr.

Walter's clever popularity.

But even at that, the piece is thrilling. It thrives

on its flaws and best of all the author allows you no

time nor chance to count them. We do not know
what kind of an experiment the surgeon wants to

make on this criminal. We do not even know that

he is sorely in need of a human specimen to test his

vaunted cure on. But taken as a whole it is better

than "Just a Woman," though like that play it is a
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try for Punch chiefly. Mr. Walter is good at

punches.

THE MAN WHO CAME BACK.
Disintegration Dramatized.

A play that regenerates the hero is always fasci-

nating. The disintegrate dregs of character that

lurk in us all take fire at the hope of some day being

reclaimed. For we all have negative or latent quali-

ties. But a play that so completely runs the gamut
of depravity and regeneration makes a deeper claim

upon our sympathies particularly if it can put over

this experience by proxy in a sustained spell. Mr.

Goodman has delivered the goods.

Problem.

1. A girl dissipates for love of a man.
2. He declines her chaste body.

3. This force regenerates them both.

This is one of the strongest sex themes attempted

on the stage. It may not be handled like a Pinero,

but it might not have made such a hit if it had. The
same movie propensities that characterize "The
Knife" are perceptible here; in fact the Acts would
merely have to be joined by intervening reels of film

to make the play a perfect flicker fable. But we are

glad it was given to the theatre. It is Mr. Goodman
at his very best. This salutary handling of a vital

theme is the thing that the stage wants. The deeper

we cut into the secrets of human instinct the more
permanent the soul wound made by the play. And
it is only by an endless series of these cuts in the

subconscious that we purge our natures and give

them lessons to profit by.

It is a shame that Mr. Goodman employed his

weakest technic at his keenest crisis. When the girl

has gone to the dogs in dope and her lover learns
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that she has done so because of his insulting jilt, the

author makes little or nothing of it. The characters

crudely tell this situation to each other. Here the

author should advance his sharpest weapons of

dramatic indirection. It is a queer fate that brings

these two mortals together in a Chinese opium den.

But it is not dramatically queer unless we see the

threads of chance that reunite them. The naked
machinations of the story book stand out. But, Mr.

Goodman should not only plant the symptoms of

probability. He should develop the coincidence

after it arrives.

Taking his notion from a printed page, he has no

doubt been influenced by the writer's flowing style

and let it go at that. Here was the opportunity of

a lifetime. This scene might have been a master-

piece. But it is merely a flash in the pan. It re-

quired the patience of a Pinero to analyze the disin-

tegrated attributes of these two lost souls. The boy
rejects her body too readily. The girl offers it too

obviously. There is no trigger to snap. The gun
goes off half-cocked in either instance. If the Scene

had given her some added evidence of his impure

love for her, if the latent spark of self-respect had

been wakened in him by some tangible suggestion,

how much more potent the psychology of the Scene

might have been. But as we have said, the Crisis

fires half ignited. There is a report, but in no pro-

portion to the tremendous psychic combustion tak-

ing place. These moments must be delineated so

that the audience can see the wheels of human wills

at work.

DE LUXE ANNIE.

A Psychopathic Surprise.

It is usually our privilege to witness or read some

of the successes booked for Broadway. It is bad
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business to prophesy these revolutionary dramatic

days, but it is a safe bet that "De Luxe Annie" is one

of the Conflicts that will win in the coming
theatrical campaign. It has many of the elements

of good dramatic discipline. It has the high moral

value of softening our ruthless prejudices against the

crook and it puts over a better Surprise than "Under
Cover" or "Seven Keys to Baldpate." This surprise

is in line with our moral expectations and with a

preparation which is subtly doled out in fragments

all along the path of Plot. The nature of the

story is psychic and the audience is permitted to

construct the Surprise as the play and personages

of the plot unfold it.

Problem.

1. A chaste woman is an involuntary crook.

2. She takes refuge in her own home by chance.

3. Associations reclaim her psychic identity.

Again the movie influence is in evidence. Mana-
gers may think that it is best not to wean the spec-

tator back to systematic drama too rapidly. The
photo-play has certainly absorbed the major atten-

tion of the public for a long time past. But the two
schools are diverse in purpose. One aims to tell a

story, the other to give the climax of same. The
success of the movie has got everyone guessing for

a time and its method dominates and dims good
theatrical technic.

But whatever the playwright may gain by cater-

ing to the mental habit of the movie spectator, he

loses by lack of concentration of scene in the play-

house. The film gains by flitting from one place to

another because it gathers illusion of reality by so

doing. The stage is the diametric opposite. The
film flits so capably, the stage so lamely. Contin-

uity is not broken by the revolving reel. It is blasted
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by the unnecessary shift of a cumbersome stage

setting. But we predict the success of "De Luxe
Annie" nevertheless. She will carry her incum-

brances bravely.

THE CHARMED BIRD.

Demoralized Moonshine.

A girl is charmed by a libertine, who seduces her

in early youth and retains his influence over her

after she falls honestly in love with another. She
has meantime married a third man to cloak any
maternal contingency in wedlock. The husband
learns of his nominal office, but forgives the girl sub-

jected to such hypnotic influence, kills the seducer

and leaves the lovers to live happily ever after.

We state this story in Plot form, it being too

skiddish to submit to Problem. It is intended as

an advanced type of drama, but misses the mark in

a dozen directions. In the first place it is not new
in treatment. The whole fable has a hackneyed

melodramatic creak. Its nastiness is not smart; it

betrays the effort to be slimy. (All episodes do, in

fact, whose filth is not fundamental Plot substance.)

Characterization is limp, for most of the puppets do

things that normal persons would not do, and the

Play does not motivate their behavior. In fact the

piece has nothing to recommend it, and the pro-

ducers who have been trying it out will doubtless

come to this conclusion. It would not be worthy of

review in these pages save as it serves to illustrate

the futility of those who attempt to outhoist the

highbrow. A few of these sporadic specimens have

met with decided success and many descendants

have in consequence followed. "The Charmed Bird"

is descent indeed.

I
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Help!
The summer is a good time to have some one else

do your work for you. Let us answer the following

questions

:

1. Do I understand dramatizing my audience?

2. Do I know how to hide myself in the endowed
motive of my characters?

3. Do I understand the province of dialog and the

power of picturizing?

4. Is my Plot dramatized or merely a story?

5. Have I preserved the Unity of the Plot germ
employed?

6. Do I understand the mechanism of Scene

structure?

7. Have I used sufficient gradation of effects?

8. Is my Moral properly imbedded in the Conflict?

9. And after all these points are settled, what
faculty of characterization do I possess?

10. What chance has my manuscript for market?
If none, what is my best plan for recon-

struction?

From a mere glance at this list of questions you
have learned something. What might a complete

inventory of your own manuscript mean? Irresolu-

tion pays no royalties

!

All these points are carefully analyzed and your

present standing as a playwright rated by the result.

Send us your latest specimen of construction.

PLAYREADING DEPARTMENT,
THE DRAMATIST,

Easton, Pa.

Plays $10. Sketches $5.
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Chapter IX.

DIALOG.
If you attempted to jot down certain memoranda

to represent the sounds of a musical phrase, how
would you go about it? You would need some
science, wouldn't you? The same is true of Dialog.

When you wish to stick down on paper certain

words to be spoken and certain actions to be simu-

lated you are seeking the science of Dialog. For
Dialog, technically speaking is the entire writing of

the manuscript, sounds and motions. These repre-

sent notes to be played on the emotions of an

audience just as a director's score represents the

sounds to be drawn from his various orchestral in-

struments. Each is an order for something. Neither

is a work of art till it is played.

A play, then, is not constructed by means of Dia-

log. The words committed to paper are merely the

memoranda for a play. Some of them are spoken
and some of them are acted. The first are usually

called lines and the second Business. In the Movie
it is impossible to give the lines coincident with the

actions, and printed sentences are thrown on the
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screen to enlighten the spectator AFTER the sen-

tence has been said. You repeat, child-fashion, the

words spelled out for you. The magic of the human
voice is absent entirely. In the stage play the voice

becomes a part in the picture and completely inter-

prets the Scene.

This leads us to a very vital attribute of Dialog.

The words are written by the audience not the

author. The lines are the words which the audience

miss in the movie. The author sets down the word
the audience craves for when the Conflict fails to

fully interpret. In other words it is not his duty to

TELL the audience what is going on, they see it

transpiring. What we ask of the author is that he

let the character make an utterance, a syllable, or

whatever vocal assistance the enacted Conflict lacks.

We know what we want them to say. All you can

do is to phrase it. If you make your characters ex-

press it better than we can, you are a Dialog adept.

If you wish to introduce a new subject make the

audience project the lines by creating Business that

suggests them. But be sure your supplementary
words are necessary.

It is mere story book stuff to incessantly label the

thoughts and actions of the actors. The province of

the play is to emotionalize the audience into an ex-

perience, not to recite it. What we want said is the

inner manifestation that we cannot see with the
naked eye. Touch off these symptons with a word
and you ignite their meaning. And this is Dialog.

Whole layers of TALK may be eliminated if this

attitude is taken toward the spoken word. Let the

audience write it. The composite crowd is at your
elbow always eager to dictate.

But this shorthand method would rob Dialog of

all reality, I hear you say. Don't deceive yourself

1
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about reality. That 'holding the mirror up to nature*

thing is an exploded theory so far as verbatim

language is concerned. At best there is only a

semblance of naturalness in good playwriting. The
whole thing, the whole process is artifice, artifice,

artifice. All we can do after the technical purpose

is accomplished is to attain an echo of lifelikeness.

Most of the gestures and antics of the stage are

unnatural. They constitute a traditional sign

language necessitated by the very nature of the un-

dertaking—to isolate a human experience elimin-

ating all connection with the outside world. You
couldn't earn your salt if you sustained no more
laughter in your lines than you find in life. Comedy
is an enormous factor in line building. What a man
would say under given circumstances is nothing

compared to what a fertile imagination will frame

for his lips to laugh home a point or sink in a

satirical suggestion. From life we take the tip and
simulate life canned, compressed and crystallized.

Whatever originality the author legitimately puts

into Dialog is an enlargement upon our view, an
idealizing of our utterances.

For instance, the sharpest line in "A Doll's House"
is found on page 113: "Nora, I am saved!" In the

original script before Ibsen went over it, he had:

"Nora you are saved." This latter is much the more
natural saying. But naturalness is not our prime

purpose. The author must give it the technical

twist. He has aroused a prejudice against this man
Helmer, and his project is to enhance it by accenting

his selfishness. In changing the YOU to I he
achieved the miracle. He bowed to OUR dictates.

He exploded our feelings. The audience in him de-

manded the change, and the words seem so natural
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we think them our own. They spring spontaneously

out of the situation.

Now, on the other hand, there is a perversion of

Dialog that is solely reliant on sound for its values.

The chief exponent of this school is Shaw. It has

little or nothing to do with Drama. It delights be-

cause it tickles the ear not the emotions. Thus
while Shaw seems deep, he is dramatically shallow

;

for he digs no deeper than the intellect. The mind
is a sterile vein for emotional response. The heart

is the real gold mine. The combined mechanics of

the stage are designed to impress a play upon the

composite heart of an audience. The play construc-

ted by means of bright lines inevitably dramatizes

the author rather than the audience. And this is

Shaw's limit. He is devoid of Plot, Scene and Situ-

ation. The more fluent the writer the more flagrant

the absence of dramatic principle. Ink runs to

words when personality interposes.

A good scheme to stimulate the Dialog muse is to

draw a mental picture of your Conflict with char-

acters in spirited negotiation. SEE the interplay of

gesture first and then add words that will help, not

hinder; that will augment and amplify the situation.

This will give you the first rough draft of lines. Re-

touch these into a semblance of human speech ac-

cording to your capacity. If you have humor it will

come out. If you have a deep insight into human
nature it will creep in. But do not let yourself be

seen in the process.

After you have made your Scenario don't think

for a moment that this is the final Sequence. Dialog
will demand certain revamps of Sequence inevitably.

You can merely attain some form and order in your
first Scenario. Dialog will infuse new life and in-

spire new developments which will crowd sequence
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to make a way for themselves. So the form con-

tinues plastic, or liquid till the end. New ideas arise

up until the last moment and dislocate some of the

old ones demanding readjustment, till finally all

parts fall into right and proper place like the pebbles

of a mosaic. To begrudge this process its natural

deliberation is merely aborting birth. The freest

stride is the only possible path to perfection.

Responsiveness.

Dialog must not be forced by the author. Infor-

mation should not be pumped into the lines. Noth-

ing can be forced in Nature. You may coax it along

but you can't make cabbage grow. And so it is with

Dialog. The words must be impelled. Through
innuendo, subtlety, symbol and suggestion, one line

must beget another and the last the next till the

whole appears spontaneous. Don't let a character

talk a streak of literature unless he is impersonating

a professor. In other words the author cannot put

words into his puppet's mouth. He must work up
the emotion which generates them. His purpose

must be made their motive. It is the interplay of

character upon character, of emotion upon emotion
that sustains the Dialog.

Conflict is the original source of this Responsive-

ness. The positive character asserts something and
the negative character relents or disputes it. Either

course gives rise to further responsive utterance.

Playmaking is paved with dissention. The moment
one character says "no," dramatization sets in. And
so the network of words is so closely interwoven

with our aroused sympathies that our own feelings

seem simply accented by them. This is true Dialog.

A smooth flow of responsive Dialog helps spin the

yarn our dramatic dream is made of. But it only
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helps. It is not the main factor. It is a lullaby that

completes the symphony.
Amateurs get the idle notion that lines of Dialog

convey completed meanings to an audience. This

is a false function. Lines are seldom complete sen-

tences. They need not finish a thought. It is the

give and take, back and forth movement of respon-

siveness that expresses meaning. Single speeches

need have no meaning whatever. It is their respon-

sive weaving that rounds out thought, not forget-

ting, always, that this coating of words is a mere
garment worn by the visual anatomy of the play.

Business.

All that is set down for a player to do and not

say may be termed Business. Business is the visual

expression of dramatic meaning. It is by far the

more important part of Dialog. I do not mean the

mere enters and exits, but the physical actions and
symbols that interpret Conflict. Long before

language was invented gesture and pantomime con-

stituted the only form of communication. For this

reason gesture is quicker in conveying sense. It is

the physical expression of the idea. The sight of a

deed makes a quicker appeal than the telling of it.

Then why is it that WORDS have occupied the

larger space in a play?

The wordy drama is the infancy of playwriting.

In infancy hearing comes first. Before we had
scenery the actor had to TELL the locality of the

scene. Before we had make-up the character had to

describe himself. Before we had actors the mummer
had to TALK about the feelings he possessed.

These relics of verbiage have clung to the play

longer than modern means of expression warrant.

In the absence of any formulated science of play

{
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construction writers have been slow in shaking this

fungus. But the movies are teaching us. Their

chief lesson is—the eye hears better than the ear.

When the world was young, man learned to speak

long before he learned to read or write. Before he

could speak he learned all he knew through the eyes.

It was the earliest avenue of education. Man's in-

terest in image has always been a fundamental

factor. To image a Conflict or an experience from
life is the highest form of this educational process.

We call this completed image a play. The visual

appeal, to-day, therefore, bridges the chasm be-

tween the cave man and the Broadway play-goer.

Centuries have not changed this essential. "Pictures

are the books of the ignorant," St. Augustine put it.

No spoken word or thought can reach the soul as

swiftly as the thing itself SEEN.

The road from the eye to the brain is a million

times shorter than the roundabout journey through

the ear! Seeing is the short cut to the understand-

ing. It is the language a dozen different tongues

may sympathetically absorb. The wedding ring is

a good example. You get the symbol of wedlock

at a glance. It makes no double draft upon the

faculties; not ears as well as eyes. Difficult words
do not obtrude. Concentration is centered. If the

imagination is sluggish the eye stimulates it, if it is

dull the limitation of the pictured deeds whips it into

Unity. But add to this the spoken word in explan-

atory complement to the picture and Dialog finds

its highest efficiency. Dialog is the union of tone

and activity. Speech is merely the finishing stroke

of the painter's brush. It colors the picture to the

fuller satisfaction of the spectator. It is the varnish

in other words.

To compose Dialog from the lone standpoint of
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speech will invariably mislead the playwright. Busi-

ness and lines should go hand in hand. The two
comprise the Dialog principle. And for the tyro at

least, Business should be created first. Compose
happenings, therefore, rather than words. Concen-

trate upon Doing rather than Saying. If you write

with an eye to happenings you will arouse FEEL-
ING. If you write with an ear to words you will

challenge thought, and this is the last thing a real

play appeals to. Feeling is the language of the

theatre, thinking is the language of the library. No
two mortals think alike. All Feel in fundamental

channels. And in the last analysis, all you know is

what you feel.

Silence.

And after all Dialog is tuned and trimmed, along

comes the most telling, the most gripping moment
of the play—a dramatic silence. With the beginner

most silences are accidental. It is a long time be-

fore the playwright appreciates the importance of

composing by silences. Perhaps these moments are

great because they make the audience one—that is,

the whole crowd registers as a unit. That "tut, tut,

tut" is a welcome echo to the ears of the expert.

The audience is Dramatizing. And to create this

composite feeling is the aim of all Dialog. They
know, better than the author does, what the senti-

ment is. No words are needed.

Take as an instance the climax in "Jim the Pen-

man" when the wife comes to the inevitable con-

clusion that her husband is a forger. Nothing is said.

Jim sits with bowed head. She looks from the signa-

ture on a check to her name in a book. Both are his

writing. One is a forgery. The other must be. Both
are forgeries ! All the words in the world could do
naught but subtract from the force of this Silence.
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It is often a good test for the wrong word to sub-

stitute a silence. Let the character pantomime the

reply and listen for the tip from the audience. When
the word won't come, draw a blank line and fill it in

later. In your Scenario carefully omit all speeches

so that the Scenes may be built up in Symbol and
Business. Then put in words when you find them
imperative. Often a tone is sufficient to convey the

emotional meaning. Ah! for surprise, Oh, for pity,

Ugh, for disgust and Wow, for derision.

The best example I can offer in Ibsen's play is by
way of transposing the TALK into more effective

silences. Suppose on p. 35 after Helmer's exit we
had seen Nora silently picking at the lock of the

letter-box with a hair pin. Then imagine the thrill

when Helmer discovers this tell-tale instrument on

p. 109. No words would be necessary. Nora would
stifle a temptation to explain, then Helmer would
reverse the emotion by blaming her for permitting

the children to tamper with it. Ibsen squanders the

situation by talking the substance after the fact.

Again there are instances that do not admit of a

verbal reply, like the response to a gross insult. The
only answer a man of dignity can give is disdained

silence. He belittles himself to respond in equiva-

lent coarseness. The highest nobility of Soul may
be characterized by profound silence. Still, we must
never delay a response, nor let a gesture interpose

when a word is vital to the sense of a situation. The
audience is impatient when an answer is due and any
pantomime that intervenes will be mistaken for it.

Sometimes a line can be fed in bits so that the

supplemental mood can interpret in between spoons-

ful. A mere gesture in the direction of a departing

character oft times suffices instead of a mention of

the party's name. A mood or decision or feeling can
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sometimes be best registered in sustained silence.

Watch your Silences ! They are more literary than

any language!

Brevity.

Remember the rifle ball—it goes further than a

barrel of buckshot. This same law applies to Dia-

log. A single, well considered sentence may suffice

where a whole hit and miss page merely obscures.

In fact long-winded speeches are best adapted to

hypocrites and ignoramuses. 'Brevity is the soul of

wit' and the body of good Dialog. All art is an
elimination of excess. A thousand and one things

that a character might say must be sacrificed for

technical purpose. Only such words as will inter-

pret the acting are vital. The rest is a matter of

making these words sound like people who utter

them.

But there is another and more imperative call for

Brevity—Elocution. No actor can register every

Vvord even in the briefest line. Some in the audi-

ence will not hear him. Some will get the sound

but not the sense. A real line should carry across

the footlights and back again. Ah, that's the idea!

There and back! Select words that possess this

round trip attribute, that are quick utterances ; words
with wings on them. Cut all expletives, avoid need-

less repetition of nouns and verbs, use lines broken

and fragmentary such as you hear in life. Avoid
too many modifying adjectives and adverbs. Be-

ware of rhetorical roundness in single sentences. In

short the beginner must recognize that there is a cer-

tain universal language of words and phrases which
the audience will imbibe automatically. Think how
much swifter you get the familiar Mother, Sister,

Brother than Henrietta Louise or Mrs. Hardpense.
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If you acquire this theatric tongue you will be able

to register your restricted meaning. If you permit

futile words to fog your meaning the audience may
take other interpretations entirely.

Trite bits of epigram that generalize great truths

are a pathway to Brevity. They carry traditional

conviction. They are invaluable when placed in the

mouths of consistent characters. But these must be

worked into the ups and downs of Dialog so that

they do not appear to emanate from the author. Peg
is forever spinning bright bits of Irish wit in "Peg
*0 My Heart." But her speeches are cleverly actu-

ated by the general situation in which she is placed,

plus the characterization given her. And if her

axioms are occasionally overdone the composite

prejudice of the audience effaces it. We are so hope-

lessly infatuated with her that any monotony of

epigram is overlooked.

Charles A. Dana once apologized for a lengthy

letter, "but" he added whimsically, "I hadn't time to

write a short one." Take time to build Brevity in

Dialog.

Diction.

The faculty of articulate speech is one of the chief

distinctions between man and other mammals. It is

normally a chief faction in representing man, then,

in theatric performance. But mere diction, words,

phrases, epigrams and platitudes are sterile unless

they imply, modify, or augment the Doing. When
a play descends to a mere nicety of syllables it be-

comes a character analysis or comedy of manners,
either of which are better fitted for the printed page.

This is not Drama. It is artifice. The best medium
of artifice is conversation. What false people say
is much more important than what they do. It is

even more important than what they are. The sin-
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cere man is characterized by his Doing. Doing

comes first in evolution of beings and remains the

most notable sympton.

In the spoken portion of Dialog, our first duty is to

be clear, our second, sayable. It requires a signal

aptitude for putting words together so that meaning
flows freely—so that the auditor need not strain to

get it. The surest test of the spurious word is its

incapacity to travel. Beware of the odd word that

dams up this spontaneous flow and attracts attention

unto itself. The crowd resents this obstruction.

It is so easy to convey a secondary meaning that

obscures the first. All words of two meanings are

hazardous. The crowd is apt to accept the pictur-

esque properties first. Speeches should be couched

in unmistakable terms so that there be no doubt

whatever in any given line. And here we find the

wisdom again, of adhering to what the audience

would have us write. A word should be understood

the moment it is uttered, or, if possible, the moment
before. It should be understood at the same instant

by every member of the composite crowd. If it is

the sense the audience anticipates, it achieves the

highest province of Dialog—idealize it as you may.

Therefore, keep away from Dialog as long as you
can. For when you once get into the wording of it

you will be absorbed with the process rather than

its function—the mere joining of smart lines rather

than a painting of an experience on the heart of the

throng. The Literary excellence of play language

is of little import. The only real poetry is in this

experience depicted. After all, the highest liter-

ature is that which most closely resembles human
intercourse in any given plane. But to impose any
dictum of style upon Dialog after asking it to per-
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form its technical function and keep up a semblance

of reality, is a paradox too obvious to reckon with.

So do not read rhythmic rhapsodies just before

starting to Dialog. If you get the poetic fever in

your pen there will be little hope for practical play-

writing. Verse is a verbal art that does not harmo-

nize with the graphic crait. So whatever flourish

you have acquired rhetorically, shed it now. Shake

off the effort to be fine and say what the character

actually feels under the circumstances, or help ex-

press what the character feels by aid of utterance,

dominated all the while by the restraint of technical

purpose.

This is why Shaw and Shakespeare do not write

good theatrical Dialog. Their lines must be masti-

cated before meaning is digested. For the com-
posite crowd they need an interpreter. Their mean-
ings should be carefully deciphered or worked out

in the classroom with the aid of a skilled instructor.

Real Dialog demands no walking delegate. It as-

sails the ear and penetrates the heart spontaneously.

The play that needs rehearsing on both sides of the

curtain is for the intellect rather than the sensibil-

ities and is a play of the head, not the heart.

Fine speeches imply a fine soul to conceive them.

The falling of fair consonants into an alluring har-

mony may or may not fit the character. The mere
rhythmic chime of sweet vowels may indicate a very

shallow spirit. Quiet restraint in Diction usually

shows a high and solemn purpose. As a broad rule,

sadness will require few words and shallow buf-

foonery, many. The broad vaudeville act is nearly

all puns and jabs at the expense of the victims emit-

ting them. They dramatize themselves rather than

the drama. In the last analysis, good Diction is bom
of the Scene and clinches the acting. Manufactured
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finery that is not spun of the materials in the Scene

is as spurious as a redundum.

Slang words are a first aid to the aspirant. Slang

is a simplified form of conversation. The average

mind does not hold a full equipment of rhetoric.

Some coin their own words to give shade to their

meanings. If you can put more punch in a phrase

by using or inventing slang, in the name of good
Dialog, do it. Those who resent your taste have re-

sented everything from the globular theory to

liquefied air. Line up with the pioneers of progress.

Invent words if you can't find them in stock for

slang has been the thriftiest innovator of new words
to the language. Hundreds of terms once ostracized

as slang now safely repose in the dictionary.

Hangovers.

One of the commonest errors of Dialog that I en-

counter is this tendency to tack on hangovers after

the real function of the line is served. The author is

not content to let his point carry. He blurs it with

an overdose of verbiage. Take the most telling line

in "A Doll's House" p. 113. "Oh, Nora, I am saved."

Suppose Ibsen had not exercised the artist's re-

straint and chattered on—"Oh, Nora, I am saved.

Krogsted has returned your forged note. Now all

is unalloyed joy." The keen effect of the line would
be lost. The mere acoustics of the line would be

blurred by the hangover, and a dozen misconceptions

of sound might result in the jumble of unwelcome
utterances tacked on after.

When one point is touched off by a line of Dialog

it is best to let it register. Useless appendages are

harmful. Long lines that enunciate a visible

mood are all right, but a main thought that is sup-

planted by a secondary phrase, is invalidated. Even
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if a happening is attached to support the speech, the

hangover is not justified. Words should be uttered

to supplement Plot deeds. Deeds cannot be sum-

moned to suit random remarks. All of which em-
phasizes the fact that Lines are the brush work to

help paint the enacted picture. The dramatist can-

not picture original scenes by means of them.

Personality,

But there is a great deal in Dialog writing that

cannot be laid down as law. I have explored the

technical side of the subject, the rest is largely the

personality of the playwright. There are a thou-

sand and one things that go into the making of good
Dialog which have no place in a technical treatise.

The philosophy, the subtlety, the humor and satire

are traits of the author imparted to the play. To
set down fixed rules for their insertion would be

like turning on talent with a valve. These gifts can-

not be inculcated, they must be bred. Their eugenics

is not my domain. It cannot be reduced to formula.

But personality is certainly imperative else the

author will have no reason to write. The individual-

ity that he has acquired in life will permeate his

playwriting. It is the unconscious stamp of char-

acter. His world view of life will gauge the soul of

his work but this soul must be unseen in the body.

The next and last chapter will be MORAL. See
the April 1918 issue.
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MADAME SAND.*
Temperamental Tosh.

Usually when a man writes something classed as

a play which falls beneath the definition it is be-

cause he does not know how to do Drama. In Philip

Moeller's case it is apparently a pride in doing some-

thing better. He rises above dramatic laws and

theatrical mediums only to find that he cannot carry

his audience with him. The range varies from moods
softer than feminine to tremens of dizzy delirium.

What do we poor mortals know of this fervid atmos-

phere. Excuse us if it all seems foolish. The
'Washington Square' influence is plainly in evidence

—a certain disdain for composite conviction which
becomes a non-conductor of emotional response. It

is too evanescent. It is too sophisticated. If an

audience could be congregated to digest this tosh

they would be so divergently temperamental that no
composite impression would result. And Unity is

still a factor in mortal art.

As for technic, some of the Scene structure is ex-

cellent. The play as a whole has no claim to the

designation. The conversion of the mother in Act i

is well graded. The mistress prevails upon the

poet's mother to allow her son to vamose on a free-

love elopement. Most of Act II is given over to re-

citing off-stage things that have and might have
been. There is one big scene in which dramatic
method is employed but it is morbidly nauseous

—

a dead man's room with the physician making love

to the corpse's mistress and drinking the dead man's
tea whilst the corpse looks on. The dramatic angle
is our superior knowledge that the dead man over-

hears, for he is only dead to her love. But after this

the act goes wool-gathering—the physician's mad
mistress seeks revenge—the dead lover finances his
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successor's honeymoonshine. If the thing were

offered in the spirit of burlesque it wouldn't be so

bad. But it is intended to be taken seriously by the

sophisticated. God help the poor dilettantes who
feed upon this sort of fare. "Biographical Comedy"
is cheap camouflage. It reeks with the fetid odor of

continental drama. It's a shame to inoculate our

stage with the pestilence.

*Alfred A. Knopf, New York, $1.25.

MOTHER CAREY'S CHICKENS
Star vs. Satellite.

Here is a peculiar friction between the leading

character chosen by the theme and the leading

actress caste by the producer. By some oversight,

Edith Taliaferro, an incomparable actress was ex-

ploited as the child figure in "Mother Carey's

Chickens" whereas Mother Carey herself so dom-
inates the emotional force of the story that auditors

are thrown into a confused impression which impairs

the piece. Edith Barker, as the mother, so com-
pletely epitomized the ideals of the author that the

fascinations of the younger actress were of no avail.

It is a case of satellite eclipsing the star. It is a

Third-law story with our sympathies centered in

mother-love. It is a mother and child emotion with

emphasis laid on the maternal note. What chance is

there then for the Star to shine in the radiant glow
of the controlling planet?

We have spoken of the play as a story because

there is really nothing that can be called a play. If

the authors had desired to round out a Plot that

would create a drama, the materials were waiting,

the characters were craving for birth. But the audi-

ence was not consulted. And still, no one ever

writes a successful play but the audience. If they
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had been allowed to disturb things just a trifle, the

book could have made a good play. A Conflict must
first be injected. Mother Carey should have some
definite agency to combat. Henry Lord is the

handiest candidate, the father of the boy Widow
Carey is championing. If her sweet mother spirit

were allowed to subdue the professor by matrimonial

captivity her maternal mastery would be more com-

plete and the conquest would lend full conviction

to the composite crowd. As it is, the audience never

quite sanctions the fact that the widow has won him
over. The professor gives permission for his son to

study art because the authors say so. The Conflict

is too slender to enlist theatric Suspense.

But why should we care about Drama if we can

relish such exquisite charm. For Mother Carey has

that very sweet fragrance which finer plays seldom

acquire. What is it that gives satisfaction? It isn't

the emotional thrill. It is just that touch of ideality,

that glimpse of life we would all like to live—which
we do experience for a couple of hours with the

fondest mother of tenderest dreams to caress us.

This is the secret pull of the play. It may not spell

its commercial salvation but it is certainly the source

of its earnest appeal. For every child of us leaves

the theatre parentally exalted.

BLIND YOUTH.
A Movie Melodrama.

No man who creates an opportunity for the actor

is a wholly bad playwright. Mr. Tellegen, co-author

in this piece, has at least made two or more occasions

for his own sincere playing. As for the play in its

entirety, it is a queer mixture of heavy French mood
and wild movie melodrama. The main structure in-

volves a courtezan who ensnares the brother of the
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man who repels her charms. A secondary Conflict

rings in an entirely extraneous counter revenge of

the younger brother. He seeks to injure the one who
has just delivered him from the toils of his discarded

mistress. This supplementary Recoil makes the

vision of the authors seem a squint. It is as un-

natural as the diabolical preference of the mother

for her younger son. All this stuff is continental

sog. It is as foreign to American playwriting as

German is to the British Isles.

Problem.

1. A youth is ensnared by his brother's mistress.

2. The brother feigns affection to defeat her.

3. The youth resents his salvation.

This is not a consistent Problem, for the play does

not furnish one. It is hardly likely that any boy who
had been saved from a marriage with a courtezan

would turn on the half-brother who had done him
this service and try to wreck the latter's marital

plans. It is not only too melodramatic to digest, it

is too contemptible for American consumption.

The concept is cheap movie stuff.

The two commendable features in the play are

the frank discussion of sex degeneracy and the ex-

cellent opportunity afforded Lou Tellegen to star in

capital letters. The tone of the piece is depressed

glum but the net moral tendency is one of sex up-

lift.

NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH.
From a Newspaper Clipping.

We have so often heard about plays founded on
newspaper stories but it is a strange experience to

read a squib about a man who vowed to tell the truth

for twenty-four hours and ten years later behold the
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inspired result as one of the reigning successes of

the New York stage. This was our happy surprise

in seeing "Nothing But The Truth" which was true

to the news item even to the detail of the hero's

opinion on the young lady's voice. In both instances

the mother is outraged at his frank inference that

her daughter's voice might be better.

It is not intended to cast any reflection on this

method of conceiving a farce. It is as good as any.

Take the germ whenever you find it. If you have

the ability to incubate a play you need have no
scruples about it. The genius to see the opportunity

is the major talent. James Montgomery, in this in-

stance has demonstrated marked ability for situ-

ations spontaneously evolved. His climax is the

acme of excellence so far as Recoil is concerned.

The plotters who have revelled in our hero's agonies

in sticking to the truth, at last feel the sting of re-

taliation. He is forced to tell a truth that costs his

persecutors handsomely. This is the Recoil all true

craftsmen strive for.

Problem.

1. A man wagers to tell the truth.

2. It costs his bettors money.

3. They also lose the bet.

But the thing that amazes the amateur is the

comedy of Willie Collier. How does the author

contrive these opportunities? To tell the truth he

doesn't. Mr. Collier's comic mannerisms are his

own and he would apply them to a scene in a ceme-

tery. It is not the playwright's province to assign

these individual antics, though it is well to note the

place they may be put. The clever comedian will

exceed your fondest hopes in supplying stunts for

farce of this kind. That is the player's personality.
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You are fortunate if you get a line on a star to this

extent. A working knowledge of his capabilities

lends inspiration. Without this confidence, many of

the tricks that go over big would be dismissed as

hopeless artificiality.

MARY'S ANKLE.
Not a Naughty Limb.

"Mary's Ankle" is preeminently a fabrication of

artifice. There are few human touches to redeem
it. The main concept is artificial and little sem-

blance of reality could emanate from such a Prob-

lem.

Problem.

1. A man issues fictitious wedding invites.

2. The counterfeit bride turns up.

3. The wedding takes place.

This is about as close as you can come to any
hinged hypothesis. The Plot has little cohesion.

Few things happen out of origin from the Conflict.

The author wills them. Like the fundamental in-

stance of Mary getting into the play; it is the result

of an automobile accident over which nothing in the

Conflict has any influence. This reverts to mere
narrative. A good farce knits its events more closely

and lets them evolve from something on stage. Off-

stage incidents are always demoralizing. The more
we can SEE everything here and now, the more
actual the illusion becomes.
Miss May Tully writes some clever Dialog, so far

as the smartness of lines is concerned. There are

tedious lapses like the slow unfolding of the first

act which seems interminable because the Plot does
not get a going. And besides. Dialog cannot be ex-

pected to sustain interest devoid of any visual hap-
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penings. This is as bad as the reel play without

occasional words on the screen. The trouble with

most first acts is that they attempt to place the

audience in possession of everything to date before

starting the Conflict. Much of this preface can take

its normal course in coming across the footlights.

To jumble it all in a prelude is bad practice for it

makes the author's effort obvious. Start the ball

rolling and let these little introductory bits find their

place in its path.

FURS & FRILLS.

Not Naughty Enuf.

This musical comedy concerns us because it is

written by Edward Clarke, author of the regular

play : "De Luxe Annie." "Furs & Frills" is built over

a typical play pattern rather than the usual operatic

model. And doubtless it was discounted on Broad-

way for this reason. It does not hit the dramatic

note hard enough after striking the key. Likewise

it fails to furnish the full measure of musical show
dishabille. From two sources we arrive at the same
conclusion, then, it is not naughty enough.

Problem.

1. A wife receives a sable coat.

2. Her husband's stenographer adopts it.

3. The rightful owner recovers it.

So far as any dramatic Suspense goes, this is an
impartial Problem of the play. There is a triple

complication preventing all three participants from

laying claim to the coat. These restrictions tend to

compel comedy but none of them is sufficiently com-

promising. The key of this piece is sex and it is

useless to whitewash it. The attempt results in a

series of denatured motives. The man has no real

I
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reason for giving the sable to his partner's wife. The
partner has no reason for letting his stenographer

take it. The stenographer has no reason for return-

ing it. Reasons are supplied at great expense to the

author's obviousness but they merely succeed in un-

dermining the Plot. If the play is pitched in the sex

key it must be sounded loud enough for New York
habitues to hear. There is but one Broadway reason

for the man giving this coat to his stenographer and
that is a surrender of her charms. Any attempt to

dodge this issue after adopting the premise is Sus-

pense suicide. Substitute motives will not suffice.

A suppressed kiss scandal is too chaste entirely. It

may result in complications galore but, compli-

cations of chaos, rather than clarity. Mr. Clarke

should profit by this experience. Mere complications

do not compel comedy unless accompanied by
clarity.

ROCOCO.*
Dramatization of a Cracked Crock.

Just why a practical stagecraftsman like Gran-

ville Barker should wish to perpetrate this trifle is

beyond a good guess. Surely there is no composite

crowd capable of being titivated at this tempest in a

teapot. The folly is too thin for satire. It shows the

pettiness of a group of peeved people, but this is

merely the veneer of playwriting, not the substance.

It is characterization gone to seed. If literary critics

acclaim this *the artistry of intellectualism' what
chance has poor Granville got. His talent already

runs to head rather than heart.

Problem.
1. A vicar claims a vase as legatee.

2. His nephew engages him in combat.

3. The cherished vase is busted.
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It is hard to imagine the British pubHc satisfied

with this drivel even before the war. The skit was
written in 1912. Of course, all that is changed
now. John Bull has been rejuvenated by the primi-

tive world encounter. And it is a great blessing if

he were becoming as decadent as this sort of fare

indicates. Let us hope that this great conflict will

divert Mr. Barker's attention to themes more worthy
of his vast experience and craftsmanship. "Rococo"
is a cracked crock.

Little Brown & Co., Boston, $1.00.

EFFICIENCY.*

Most Notable Play of the Season.

The most notable play of the season, thus far, is

a one-acter written by Robert H. Davis and Perley P.

Sheehan and done at the Greenwich Village

Theatre, New York. Its distinction arises from its

crystallization of the impulse uppermost in all true

American minds. This idea may be pregnant with

prejudiced patriotism, but that attribute only en-

hances its theatrical merit. A good play is a whirl-

wind of prejudice. If it sweeps us off our emotional

feet, it attains its highest province.

Problem.

1. A king reclaims a mangled warrior.

2. He demands the warrior's gratitude.

3. The warrior strangles him.

Most allegorical satires are deficient in Recoil.

In this playlet Recoil is accented although its oper-

ation is not altogether invoked by technic. As the

Problem shows, there is no close cohesion between

the king's command and the subject's slaying. To
make the Plot watertight the hitback should be

spontaneous. To keep strictly within the boundaries
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of theme and title the king should challenge the

automaton's efficiency. His slaying should prove

the supreme test. The Recoil should be the

warrior's absolute ruthlessness rebounding at its

author.

But it is not the technical side of this piece that

interests us. It would be easy to point out instances

of lost comedy, points made and not scored, deeds

not motivated and climax not actuated ; but current

patriotic passion can be trusted to take care of all

that. The skit is merely a symbolic straw to tickle

our prejudiced predilections. The conclusion is

fragmentary rather then a culmination of the entire

play. But the audience more than dramatizes it.

The delightful parody is its notable point.

*Geo. H. Doran Co., New York, 75 cents.

LOVE O' MIKE.

Inane Musical Farce.

This journal seldom reviews a musical play, but

when the nature of the product is fully half drama
or dramatic endeavor, we find it of interest to our

readers. "Love O' Mike" is a farce put to music. It

ran in New York for nearly a year. Why, no one

knows. An inordinate following of fatheads would
be necessary to feed on these antics of aimlessness.

They do not contain even the average merit of non-

sense. It must be that the eccentric droll of the

mummers is its chief attraction.

If the same drivel were offered by one of our lead-

ing university wig clubs it would doubtless be

tabooed as an amateur's attempt. But New York
stands for it. There must be a conspiracy to keep up
the pravity. For it is as lacking as the level of its

title
—"Love O' Mike." If such concoctions can
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draw on their intrinsic merit it is a sorry day for the

drama. If audiences were as feeble-minded as this

standard indicates there would be little chance for

dramatizing them with a worthy play.

TECHNIQUE OF PLAY WRITING.*

By Charlton Andrews.

Of course, no one but a nincompoop will sit down
to write a play with a text book in one hand and a

fountain pen in the other. The dramatic genius will

sift out the rules that accord with his notions and
then go at it writing, forgetting all he has ever

read. You cannot write according to rote, any more
than you can feel according to will. But Mr.

Andrews' "Technique of Play Writing" is a valuable

aid to the student who wishes to avail the best that

centuries have accumulated on the subject. Here
is a single instance clipped at random.

Danger of Misleading the Audience.

If it be dangerous to mystify your audience,

it is usually fatal seriously to mislead it. To
set forth manifest incitements to expect certain

important developments and then not to furnish

them will scarcely be forgiven. Whatever
reasonable anticipation is aroused must be ful-

filled. Among the things the audience has a

special right to expect and demand, as most

writers on the drama have pointed out, are those

incidents which are of such vital importance

that they must not be allowed to take place off

stage—what Sarcey called the scenes a faire.

Here again the inborn gift is the final guide.

What may be narrated? What must be actually

shown? I remember that when Mr. Booth
I
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Tarkington's interesting and popular play "The
Gentleman from Indiana" was presented in a
stage version by the gifted Edward Morgan the

play failed quite obviously because the crucial

events were not exhibited in action, but merely
described in dialogue. It is a mistake to let

essentials happen "off stage" whether prior to

the play, or between acts.

Finally in this connection, be it remembered
that the audience is entitled not only to the

scenes it has been led to anticipate but also to

the treatment indicated from the beginning.

Many an author has really made a promising

start and got no farther, usually because the

temptation to let drama degenerate into melo-

drama, or comedy into farce, has been irresist-

ible.

Dramatic interest, then, is best maintained

and heightened by means of suspense, the very

nature of which indicates delay, but delay with-

out relaxation. Surprise also serves the play-

wright's purpose in this respect, though it is a

means which must be handled with caution,

owing to the often dangerous element of mysti-

fication it involves. Coleridge has pointed out

that Shakespeare—in contradistinction, one

sees, to Dumas fils—relies rather on expecta-

tion in his dramaturgy than on surprise. "As
the feeling with which we startle at a shooting

star, compared with that of watching the sun-

rise at the pre-established moment, such and

so low is surprise compared with expectation."

Nevertheless, this lower expedient, so long as

it is not overdone, has its effectiveness and its

legitimate place in the drama. And more than

one noteworthy character-play or play of ideas
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has gained excellent advantage from the em-
ployment of this device as of all the others.

Following each chapter there are a few review

questions which should be of definite aid to the

student trying to master the subject by himself.

Mr. Andrews has had a wide experience in things

theatric and he imparts the benefits freely.

* The Home Correspondence School, Springfield,

Mass., $1.50.
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Chapter X.

MORAL.
Subconscious.

If art is a human being's urge to express life as he

sees it, Drama is to express life as he feels it. It is

closer to life than art because it bares the secret

workings of the heart. The subconscious is the

strongest, loftiest and truest part of any individual.

This not only applies to the auditor but to the author

of a play. As we explained under the Chapter on

Audience, the process is from the subconscious to

the subconscious. From the unconscious of the

author to the unconscious of the audience. The
noblest in each will awaken or be awakened when
consciousness is put to sleep. Therefore, listen to

the subconscious patiently. Put down the thoughts

that drift through the mind in hazy moments of in-

cubation.

Much of Mascfield and Galsworthy is not Drama
because it does not reach the subconscious. No two

of us feel the same about it. It comes direct and

cannot be absorbed by the subconscious and tell the
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conscious about it. It does not deal in feelings, it

can't reach us universally. The preacher hopes to

convert victims on the spot. He persuades by direct

moral precept. The Drama contents itself by in-

vigorating the subconscious to do good afterwards.

If you want to teach or preach permanently address

your play to the subconscious. All character-build-

ing factors are there—all entertainment qualities

are there. The more sincere the dramatist, the

more consummate must be his subconscious skill.

Only involuntary attention grips the soul. It is of

no avail to impress the mind only. No two minds
respond alike. The thing to do is to plant the les-

son in the soul through the medium of the emotions

so that it may bob up spontaneously whenever occa-

sion arises. Once stamped on the soul the lesson is

available for quick adaptation.

And this is the only secure impression. That
which is made on the mind merely, may or may not

lodge there. Too much depends upon the will of

the receiver. Most wills are weak. If they con-

tained the power to apply all they heard few of us

would need moral assistance. But the soul works

by auto-suggestion. It does not depend upon the

voluntary action of the will. It springs to consci-

ousness mechanically. It acts as a stimulus to

the will. Remember this faculty when you have

a tendency to launch some moral precept with-

out aid of motivation through character. You
are merely speaking it direct and the mind

rather than the soul accepts it. The mind's

acceptance is of no avail save in the thousandth man
who has the discipline to act upon mental precept.

Most of us need deeper conviction, the reminder of

the soul. And no preachment is safely landed till

it reaches the spirit by route of the feelings. A mul-

1
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tiplicity of these lessons well stamped eventually

constructs a personality. This is what we call the

attainment of character.

A play can only land one lesson. There may be

a host of lesser benefits derived from the manners
and customs portrayed by the players, but if a play

is properly built it will probably be content with one
Moral. In "A DolFs House" this Moral is the futil-

ity of letting a man-made law supersede the devo-

tion and sacrifice of love. This Moral is securely

stamped on the emotions. The fungus moral of

Nora's emancipation is the author's address to the

mind and it does not reach the soul.

There is much fidelity to detail that goes begging

in a play. The author usually aims these points at

the critic rather than the audience. Such effort is

wasted. For if you stampede the audience you
rope in the newspaper men with it. The composite

crowd with its subconscious level of knowledge is

the true compass to go by. An audience will in-

variably choose a play built on a living experience

that absorbs their emotions. And after choosing

the Moral in this indirect way, they virtually write

the play.

Ideals.

As by the hard knocks of life we develop our own
personalities, so in a play we purposely employ this

character mold to cast our stage parts in. Standards

of conduct form one of the great incidental powers

of the playwright. By creating people of the play

who can entertainingly demonstrate such qualities

the dramatist is doing immeasurable good. And if

he paints persons who do not exist, human nature

is so imitative that the next generation may put

these ideals into common usage. Such is the pass-

ing power of the master playwright.
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We all espouse certain ideals. Most of us can-

not get into the Conflict that matures them. We
therefore, possess, merely theoretic character. For
it is only the Conflict that tries and tests character.

We test it by proxy in the theatre and thereby ab-

sorb little grains of personality in our souls. And
this leads us to a clearer conception of the exalted

province of the Dramatist. In the Conflict pictured

on the stage, he weighs and reviews problems of

life for us, spinning them into a web of illusion that

seems to involve us. We fight the battles of the hero

and thus reveal our ideals to ourselves. The theatre

is the door through which we look on ideal beauty

and ideals. The whole tendency of the stage is to

idolize. The radiant lights, the vivid colors, the

gales of merriment, all tend to quicken our ideals

with the glamor of reality and the romance of art.

We are lifted to the heights in an instant. The
meanest wretch of an actor can impersonate the

moods of a martyr and stimulate our ideals to the

utmost. The theatre is a veritable foundry of ideal

creations.

The acid test of all human greatness is the readi-

ness to sacrifice ourselves for our ideals. Few of us

are strong enough in the flesh to perform this hero-

ism but by proxy we repeat such feats in the play-

house until the soul gather courage. Women, more
than men put themselves to this test of grandeur.

This is probably true in life as well as in the audi-

ence. It is one of the reasons why so much atten-

tion must be paid the feminine appeal in plays.

Drama is dominated by ideals and sacrifices and it

is for this reason that the psychic influence of the-

atric enterprise cannot go far wrong. You must
give the audience what it wants and as a composite

mass its ideals are much higher than in the average
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individual. Its resistance of evil may be weaker in

a mob or throng, but the institution that takes ad-

vantage of this frailty cannot endure. It is only for

the moment that such gratification can satisfy. In

the long run ideals must dominate.

Thus we see in the dramatist, the arch educator

of them all. No process of education is more effec-

tual. For is not character development the aim and
end of all existance? The character-creating Con-
flict of a real play moves the very soul of the specta-

tor and is as salutary in the regeneration of his spirit

as might be a similar experience in literal life. He
lives the Conflict for the time being and obtains the

best and nearest substitute for the actual character-

building process of worldly strife.

Nemesis.

In a large sense, Nemesis is the maker of all

morals in a play. Her boomerang of retribution

carries the Moral. It is the outcome of the Conflict

between Good and Evil. Evil employed for the

achievement of Good is one of the highest ethical

factors in playwriting. In fact there is no Good
without it. The timid author who hesitates to use

Evil as a background for Good will never get any-

where. Don't make this error of painting all your

characters white as the driven snow. You want
light and shade. Good cannot be dramatized ex-

cept in conflict with Evil, and of course. Good must

triumph.

This may be a false order of things according to

life, but as I have repeatedly said, drama is not life,

but a semblance thereof. Justice in life can never

be more than a clumsy approximate. In a play,

proper focus on Nemesis can make justice seem both

adequate and ultimate. Of course, no play can set-
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tie a sociological problem. It can only conclude a

specific Conflict, the slice of life chosen to be repre-

sented as a human experience on the stage. It is

only this aspect of justice that a play can establish.

Generic morals find no solution in the theatre.

The moral of a play, as we have found, takes its

genesis in the audience or that part of the audience

that reposes in you, the author. Its first symptom
is a certain thrill that exalts the soul of the author

who cherishes some kick-back of Good. In reality

the whole race thrills in him. We are all gratified

at the triumph of Good. Wherever a sincere con-

test is engaged in, the audience decrees that Good
shall prevail. There are frivolous farces where the

engagement is too trivial to demand such an out-

come, but when good faith is enlisted the ideals of

the crowd are extremely moral. They want the

squarest sort of a square deal. The morality of an
individual may be very low, but as a member of a

composite audience his ideals are rampant. They
fairly reek with maudlin morality.

In real life every good deed is not straightway re-

warded and every bad deed punished. Far from it

!

And would it be true morality if they were? Moral-

ity is not the weighing of profit and loss. Nor is it

the science of rewards and punishments. Morality

is not a policy of living or conduct, it is not good be-

cause it pays. It is the conviction of the martyr be-

cause it does not pay. It is more a matter of faith

than intelligence or calculation. The man who sees

how a good deed may profit him and hence goes and

does it is not moral, he is cunning. It is the man who
does not see, yet pursues Good from inner impulses

who is truly moral. Adversity is the badge of the

martyr. The soldier is roused by the wrongs of

the enemy into a frenzy of patriotism. He cannot
1
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be motivated to the same zeal by a promise of gold

and luxury.

And yet, The Play Moral is the orthodox code

of the Old Testament. It is a system of rewards

and punishments. A Play in which Evil triumphs

can no more endure than a demon. The time has

not come when unadulterated morality can reign in

the playhouse. Perhaps it never will. The crowd

can be captivated only by partizan prejudices. And
it is the province of the playwright to listen to this

primitive law. Pinero's wonderful play "His House
in Order" is a monument to this altruistic endeavor.

"The Thunderbolt" is another. He tried to lift the

audience up to a higher morality, but in vain. The
box office would have none of it. The old Mosaic

Law, an eye for an eye, etc., still obtains in the the-

atre. It is proscribed by Nemesis, the goddess of

Dramatization.

Nebulous Theories.

One of the most perilous ventures in the theatre is

a play with a nebulous Moral. Usually such an ef-

fort is actuated by the author's proud claim to some

sapient, soul-languishing, bizarre or high-brow

vision far aloof from mortal life. He forgets that

the first principles of playmaking are fraternal

equality, democracy and the building of his product

out of the materials owned and believed by the audi-

ence. The elusory emotions may be left to the realm

of music or oratory. Drama undertakes a more

tangible fabric. Nothing is more contemptible in

the playhouse than a stimulus that leaves the sensi-

bilities of the spectator afloat in a weltering sea of

nerveless sentiment. The evangelist may assault

the wavering spirit and penetrate the sinner's heart

with an abstract essence of awe but the dramatist
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must subjugate his spectator with a definite pictured

experience founded upon life and so stamp it upon
his soul that his personality profits by this proxy
predicament.

But how about the other fellow, the high-brow?

Where does his drama come in? You might as well

ask me how to cure the well. The high-brow

does not need any drama ; he does not deserve it. If

we regard the drama democratic, how shall we con-

coct undemocratic drama? This is a parodox. Leave
such enigmas to George Bernard Shaw. You might
as well ask for an uncongregated congregation. The
high-brow is in no need of a moral lesson, as a rule,

and is not susceptible of dramatic treatment as a

class. The man of highly developed mental tem-

perament, is no factor in an audience. He sits in a

chair, to be true, but remains an isolated thinking

entity scorning the spell that synthesizes an audi-

ence out of a composite crowd.

The supercraftsman may begin with the philoso-

phy of his play and contrive the events and episodes

that devolve it. He may begin with the soul and

construct the body. But the beginner must have

the body first. The soul may or may not emanate
from it. If the novice starts out with a prescribed

Moral his plot will change many times without his

consent. And each change alters or eliminates his

Moral. The play comes first. If it does not, the

result usually spells dramatic puerility. This is par-

ticularly true of the theorist who starts out to dem-
onstrate the truth of a generic principle through the

instance of a specific, incredible or nonsensical in-

stance.

Shaw is the only being who can dramatize an

argument. But Shaw is probably the best de-

bater extant to-day. If you are as eminent as this

1
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egoist you may undertake to dramatize a Conflict be-

tween yourself and the audience. That is about

what Shaw's plays amount to. And a good debate

is an exciting and interesting thing. But the real

dramatist is the one creator, who, as a rule, dare not

eulogize himself. Drama deals with the imper-

sonal, the universal. The author must avoid his

confidential message by thoroughly immersing it in

the experience he depicts.

And thus we see the futility of attempting to con-

struct plays out of nebulous abstractions. It cannot

be done. Such atrocities can only be expressed in

talk, there is nothing human to demonstrate them.

Ibsen was bitterly irritated by critics who tried to

make his characters into allegories. It caused him
deep distress when certain politicians insisted upon
seeing a satire on the peasantry in his "Peer Gynt."

A real play must be shown in terms of life, the life

we live or are accustomed to behold and believe in.

The more you do and the less you say in a drama
the better the audience will live the experience de-

picted before them.

Title.

There are many reasons why a play should be

given a good title. An interesting, arresting and at-

tractive title is most apt to be selected when the

playgoer runs down the column of theatrical wares.

If the dramatist has chosen a theme because the au-

dience in him prompted it, he should advertise this

fact by giving it a most adequate title. Is it obvious

that the Moral of the play should be embraced in this

title? I think it is. "Paid in Full" is one of the

best titles of modern times. "The Easiest Way" is

another. Both of them hit a glance shot at the

Nemesis or Moral of the Conflict. Not too much is
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revealed of Plot and just enough hinted of Recoil to

whet the public appetite. The assortment of titles

that most plays go through before finding this suit-

able index is both enlightening and amusing. For
this effort to find a name is nothing more than the

Moral of the thing trying to assert itself in a title.

Ending.

It is an act of immoral tendency to make a

character simulate a reformation or renunciation

when his evolution has not been carried to this pitch

of personality. It is a dramatic lie to permit any
one in a play to do something in the end that their

conduct, under pressure, has not manifested the

strength and force to commit. The crowd will un-

consciously repel any clap-trap conclusion. The
end must be inherent in the beginning and the

author must not meddle with its spontaneous out-

come. A play could end at any given time by the

intervention of the author. It is his business to stay

this ineveitable culmination in order to engender the

required Suspense and Expectation. He can point

his Moral. This is his right province. But he

must not let his pointing project.

Ibsen repeatedly declared that it was for his last

Scene that "A Doll's House" was written. He wished

to Write of a husband's usurpation of a wife's indi-

viduality and disrupted the whole climax of his play

to tuck this Moral in at the end. He defied conven-

tion and hoped more effectually to rouse the public

mind to his philosophy. If that were the province

of a play, he succeeded. But is not it more exact to

say that his book was a success and his play a fail-

ure? At the least the ending was. It is not a

product of the beginning.

Bear in mind that the items discussed in these les-
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sons are characteristic of ideal drama^-of a per-

fected type of playwriting now in process of evolu-

tion. The stage and methods of representation

have undergone great change. The spiritual and

moral nature of man, the relation of the individual

to the race, the idea of freedom and the conception

of religion have experienced great revolution and

all this finds its expression in the ideal drama, the

drama of a future day. Higher moral and political

principles have enriched our sense of the beautiful

and artistically effective so that the dramatist with

a message to convey becomes the apostle of the

highest and most liberal culture of his time. He
must occupy a superior height not by antagonizing

his audience, but by a manipulation of our own be-

liefs, thus drawing us upward toward himself

—

toward his lofter vision

!

End of Playbuilding Course.
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THE COPPERHEAD.
The Success of the Season.

Several New York subscribers have challenged

us to show cause why our stubborn dogma should

not be repealed since this pronounced success ut-

terly controverts the theory that the audience must
know. In this play the audience is kept in abject

ignorance of the true reason for Milt Shanks' appar-

ent treason. The fact is brought out in the last few
moments of the last act, but of course, this allows no
chance for Suspense to gather and for Expectation

to collect. How are we going to extricate ourselves

from this appaling indictment?

The answer is Subtlety, Not on our part but in

the technic of the author. Mr. Thomas does gener-

ate Suspense for his hero in a very sly and clever

fashion. Does any one in the audience dispise

Shanks? That is the test of Expectation. Do we
not all bide the time that our sympathies for this

patient martyr may be vindicated? Such treatment

is not as tangible as the bolder strokes of Dramatiz-

ing. But is this play written for the bolder crowd?

It is essentially a metropolitan performance and

through its exquisite production invites none but the

initiated. But even for the uninitiated the lull of

the first three acts has been highly overanalyzed

as our foregoing remarks would signify. Critics fol-

low the beaten path. The author has tricked the

subconscious and generated his Suspense in a new
way not visible to the naked eye, and hence the up-

roar. It assails every man who does a thing in a

better way particularly if his course is unconven-

tional.

As we have often said in these pages, the better

the player the lesser the play. To a degree this is

{
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true of "The Copperhead" though we do not say it

in any desire to detract from the true worth of this

drama. First place is given to the part, however,

the role that Lionel Barrymore is to play. This

has often been the policy of Augustus Thomas who
is one of the few fortunate enough to know the

moods and capabilities of our leading performers

well enough to seek inspiration in their being fitted

out with parts. This is in no sense an indictment,

it is an attribute of supercraftsmanship. Service is

the highest tribute any artist can attain and the

playwright who can build to measure is a dramatist

indeed.

Have we answered your challenge? Do you see

wherein restraint makes for subtler technic in this

play? Is it clear that in keeping his own counsel

all through the first three acts Shanks becomes a

much greater martyr than franker planting would
engender? We feel that he does. We feel that any

other method would fail to lend the Lincoln touch

which this stoicism establishes. And what is still

more gratifying, it seems to be a style of art in which
this great dramatist finds himself. It is more truly

Thomas than his late experiments in speculative

psychology. It is a fresh pattern for the embryo
playwright. Study it closely.

THE GAY LORD QUEX.*

Twenty Years' Deterioration?

Is it so much the decay of twenty years that re-

tards interest in this comedy as the fact that it was
old-fashioned when first produced? We were never

able to share the opinion that "The Gay Lord Quex"
ranked with Pinero's best plays. According to our

notes upon its first appearance its flaws were the
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same then as now. Other comedies written at the

same period do not creak with Uke infirmity. We
prefer, therefore, to regard it an isolated instance

rather than a general disintegration of this great

master's work.

Problem.

1. A girl tests her sister's suitors.

2. They both prove fickle.

3. She prefers the seasoned roue.

This seems to be the chief purport of the play, to

show that the fidelity of a reformed roue is safer

than the untried virtue of a younger swain. This

contest does not develop till the latter part of the

fourth act and then hustles through in a jiffy. The
rivalry between the two men is not drawn out into

a full fledged play and the interest is, therefore, un-

concentrated. For two acts we wander aimlessly

through the artifices of a lord living down a gay
past in anticipation of a sober marriage. The above

Problem is in no wise squarely placed before us. In

the third act an extraneous melodrama takes place

between the manicurist and the lord. This involves

her reputation, which is quite another story. Neither

plot gets fairly under way and the two split the in-

tended interest in the whole and thus sever a sus-

tained expectation.

It is this parodox that makes the leading femine

role so difficult to cast. A woman of Miss Illing-

ton's emotional force is required for the third act and

a fluffy bit of chaff is all that the remaining acts call

for. This latter role is so far-fetched that no actress

could give credence to the comedy. The manicurist

goes out of her way to test the fidelity of her foster

sister's fiance. Foster sisters are false enough, but
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when fallacious motive is heaped on top it is hard to

accept them. These incongruities were just as

culpable in 1898 as in 19 18. They are not character-

istic of Pinero at his best but at his worst. He is

usually strong on Unity.

*Walter H. Baker and Co., Boston. 50 cents.

FRIENDLY ENEMIES.

P. T. Barnum Perfection.

One of the strangest things ever attempted in

stagecraft is this flaying of the pro-German through

the agency of his own comedy. Louis Mann and

Sam Bernard are really the theme of the play. The
plot is written around their well-known methods of

cartooning the Teuton. Few managers would say

that such a feat could be accomplished in these tur-

bulent times. And it is doubtful if the American
public could be enticed into seeing it if the thing

were concocted in any other form. The Conflict is

frivolous and irresponsible contrived, manifestly to

exploit these two exponents of German dialect. The
language is taboo on the stage. But the clever work
of Messrs. Hoffmann and Shipman, furnishes a fusil-

lade of fun that blinds us to our patriotic prejudices

and lands a solar plexis swat at the Kaiser and his

cosmic crime.

Problem.

1. A pro-German invests in propaganda.

2. It sinks his son at sea.

3. He sinks propaganda.

In the Plot, the son is eventually rescued. Presi-

dent Wilson expressed the opinion that it would be

better not to recover him. This is a perfectly nat-
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ural view for a man with the affairs of this mighty
nation at heart. But it has no relation to the box
office. "Friendly Enemies" is essentially concerned

with cash receipts. The very nature of the piece

would not admit a tragic ending. The audience

would deem it a breach of good faith. The basis

upon which admission is charged to this entertain-

ment is that all end well. And since Louis Mann is

part and parcel of the theme, no one would want to

see his son blown up at sea.

In fact, critics will bump their brains against this

stonewall of folderol only to Hnd that the authors

have builded better than they knew. Guided by
commercial instincts and weighing and balancing

the countless elements that enter into the calcula-

tion, they have concocted the only mixture of pro-

paganda and patriotism that the American public

would stand for in this strained epoch. Considered

as valid drama it is a hopeless botch. But appraised

as putting something over that no other living play-

wrights could get away with it is a piece of perfec-

tion P. T. Barnum would be proud of.

HERE COMES THE BRIDE.

The Line of Most Resistance.

To get the greatest number of laughs in a farce it

is imperative both that the lines and plot follow the

line of least resistance. In "Here Comes the

Bride" it would seem at times that the authors had
attempted the line of most resistance for the easy

interpretation of their play. Complications are an

asset when they complicate the characters and

not the audience. When We are dismayed by the

complications they cease to be a virtue and become

1
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a liability. This is particularly true of the South
American fragment in the plot of this play. Evi-

dently it is a remnant of a sub-plot which had been
much more detrimental to the main story, but the

fungus should be obliterated entirely. The plot could

just as well confine itself to this continent.

Problem.

1. A man compromises his fiancee.

2. Her father thinks them married.

3. The marriage then takes place.

This is the shell of main plot. There are two
other Conflicts carried along through the evening

that dull the first and do not add any luster of their

own. The one is a love affair of the girl's sister.

The other is an intrigue of Spaniards who seek to

graft a fortune by marrying to a legatee. The first

biplot muddles the audience so that we frequently

confuse the courting couples. We do not know
which troubles are whose. The second biplot con-

sumes so much attention that it bewilders itself and
obscures the plot proper. It is a movie pattern

based upon the mistaken idea that the audience

needs to know all the antecedant history of the Con-

flict.

No doubt these extraneous factors grew out of

the manager's continual cry for more story, more
story. There is a well developed delusion on the

part of producers that a play can be fattened up only

by bringing in outside resources. The legitimate

method is to feed the normal plot. Laughs can be

gained and interest may be supplemented by lug-

ging in all sorts of foreign adjuncts and episodes.

But do they promote the main plot, the one thing

the play started out to do? If they do not contribute
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to this principal structure they are building separate

partitions of interest and will not enhance the

whole. "Here Comes the Bride," should be a very

valuable illustration of this evil. Profit by the ef-

forts of a very capable cast who toil in vain to make
one play out of three.

LOVE FORBIDDEN.

A Dissertation on Disease.

This is an appealing title from the box office stand-

point but the only heroine in the sympathetic sense

is the germ of tuberculosis. The only comedy af-

forded in the play is the humor of an Irishman who
is doomed to the dreaded disease. Altogether it is

an occasion of dramatized disinfection taking its

Suspense from our fortunate escape.

Problem.

1. Consumptives marry.

2. They separate for sanitation.

3. They live happy ever after.

Can you conjecture a more pitiful plight for an

average healthful audience? The microbes fairly

crawl through the crowd! The author is not con-

tent with inoculating the principals, the coming

generation is likewise rung in for its share of the

infection ; for the juvenile lovers have begot a child.

Abortion is added to the long list of discussed ir-

relevancies and social settlement is affixed in a very

amateurish fashion. But why worry about it? The
production has been dismissed and will probably

never be revived again. This analysis can only in-

terest those who have seen the experiment on the

road. It is from the French of Jacques Renaud.
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THE ETERNAL BARRIER.

A Vaudeville Criterion.

The student who does not watch the work that is

being done for the two-a-day nowadays is missing

much that sets the pace in the way of technical

audacity. Tom Barry, in this new playlet has

demonstrated what Joe Jefferson called the quintes-

ence of acting, the art of being a good listener.

Through the agency of a powerful human instru-

ment like Helen Ware, he has written a little drama
in one voice, characterizing the other players by
means of her responsiveness. It is a feat of no

mean proportions and both author and actress aquit

themselves triumphantly. The monotony of utter-

ance that might readily be expected of multiple

parts is cleverly modulated by Miss Ware and

manipulated by Mr. Barry. The emotional gamut is

played from pathos to pride and from pride to pa-

triotism in a manner that thoroughly obliterates

any consciousness of the devices employed.

Problem.

1. A girl marries above her sphere.

2. She imagines a hostile reception.

3. His family welcomes her.

It will be noticed that the third clause of this

Problem does not grow out of the first or second. In

a qualified structure this would be the rule. The
action of the second premise upon the first would

produce the third. In other words because the girl

imagined a hostile reception on the part of the boy*s

family, a welcome would result. It is not so in this

skit. Perhaps it is too much to ask of a one-part

cast. But Tom Barry is an author who unscrews
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the inscrutable, as the negro preacher one time said,

and here's luck to his iconoclasm.

HOW'S YOUR SECOND ACT?*

Under this

has written

easily places

endeavor to

tertainment

theory of the

kins has this

By Arthur Hopkins.

caption Mr. Arthur Hopkins, producer,

a very interesting little book which
him among the psychologic few, who
ascertain the scientific sources of en-

and thus formulate some permanent
theatre. Of the Playwright, Mr. Hop-
to say

:

"Self-elimination, unconscious speaking to

unconscious, an unconscious that easily touches

the common complexes of the many—these are

the fundamental needs of the playwright. I am
assuming that he has average writing ability

and sufficient knowledge of the theatre to be

practical. Beyond these his work depends en-

tirely upon his ability to surrender all that is

personal emphasis and to enter into that mind
that is common to all.

"There are brilliant exceptions, notably Shaw,

who obviously seeks to leave a heavy imprint of

himself on all that passes through him. Yet he

must pay the price. The world questions his

sincerity, suspects him of primarily seeking to

register his own impression of himself. And his

plays, especially his later ones, are somehow
seen through a shaggy beard that never will

get out of the way. It is an amusing beard, to

be sure, brittle, at times irresistibly penetrating,

but somehow it always remains a beard, and one

prays for the play to have a shave, for Shaw to
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be taken into another room, with his writing

hand left behind, free and untrammeled, just to

wander on, for a time forgetting its close rela-

tionship to the beard, that sorry blanket that

has muffled a great mind."

Mr. Hopkins does not believe in "realism" on the

part of the scene designer, of whose work he writes

:

"Realistic settings are designed wholly for

conscious appeal. An attempt at exact repro-

duction challenges the conscious mind of the au-

dience to comparison. Comparison of the scene

as it is offered with the auditor's conscious

knowledge of what it is supposed to reproduce.

If a Childs restaurant in all its detail is offered

it remains for the audience to recall its memory
photograph of a Childs restaurant and check it

up with what is shown on the stage. If the

buttercake stove is in place and the 'Not Re-

sponsible for Hats* sign is there, and if the tiling

is much the same, then the producer has done

well. He has been faithful to Childs, and what-

ever credit there is in being faithful to Childs

should be unstintedly awarded him.

"Unfortunately, while the audience has been

doing its conscious checking up, the play has

been going, and going for nothing, since any
form of conscious occupation must necessarily

dismiss the play. Further than that, the re-

sults of the whole mental comparing process is

to impress upon the auditor that he is in a the-

atre witnessing a very accurate reproduction,

only remarkable because it is not real. So the

upshot of the realistic effort is further to em-
phasize the unreality of the whole attempt, set-

ting, play and all. So I submit that realism de-
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feats the very thing to which it aspires. It em-
phasizes the faithfulness of unreality."

*Philip Goodman Company, New York, go cents.

TECHNIC OF SCENE BUILDING.

By Henri Lavedan.

A dramatist takes a trip. One evening he is made
witness, quite by accident, to a very dramatic con-

jugal explanation in the next room. The walls are

thin, and the man and woman do not care who may
be listening. The dramatist hears everything. The
keyhole tempts him ; he succumbs, and sees all, as if

he were actually present.

The scene he witnesses is a terrific one, palpitat-

ing with emotion. The woman, accused and con-

victed of infidelity by her husband, resorts to every

means known to her intelligence; her feelings; her

sex; resorts to all manner of tricks. She is in turn

indignant, astonished, grieved, angry, sarcastic, ten-

der; she tries to soften him through sex appeal,

tears, despair, and so on. The husband, on the other

hand, goes through his emotional and mental proces-

ses, shown by attitude and gesture; he has his mo-
ments of fury, grieved reproachfulness, mingled

with moments of tenderness, which soon give way
to others. He returns to the past, threatens, shows

signs of madness and hints at revenge, of brutality

on the verge of expression; he allows a glimmer of

weakness to appear, and hints at possible forgive-

ness.

He shows all this and much more besides ; and the

shock, the mingling, the confusion of his words ; his

cries, his expressions, his questions, and his sorrow;

and her reproaches, her grief, her answers, all com-

i
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bine to make an unimaginably magnificent scene,

every bit of which is drunk in by our dramatist, who
cannot help exclaiming to himself, What a scene!

What a powerful scene! And ready made! Here is

truth ! Here is no falsity ! What a scene for a play

!

If I could only remember it, write it over, exactly as

it took place, without altering a word, without

bothering my head about "style !" What an irresis-

tibly powerful effect it would produce on an audi-

ence! It would carry all before it by its absolute

truth! Nothing can surpass it, nothing imitate it,

nothing equal it. And thereupon our dramatist,

who is endowed with a most meticulous memory,
puts down on paper, hot with the sensations of actu-

ality, without changing a syllable, without adding

an iota, the marvelous scene which is calculated to

move men. Scarcely has he dropped his pen at the

end of his task before he feels delighted, carried

away, and relieved. The scene is his, it cannot es-

cape him. No earthly power can take from him the

masterpiece which he hold imprisoned in those few

leaves of paper.

The next day the fatal room is empty, and the

tragic figures of the man and his wife are gone. It

matters little, for the dramatist has nothing more
pressing to do than re-read the pages he has written,

dictated to him by life itself, the sentences and

speeches transcribed direct from the lips of imperi-

ous passion. Then something strange happens: as

he reads over the fiery passages, it seems to him that

they are not quite so ardent, that the dialogue lags

and lapses. No, it cannot be the same warm and

throbbing scene he had witnessed the evening be-

fore ! Here and there occasional words and phrases

ring true, but the rest is cold, banal, long and weari-

some. Our dramatist is disillusioned. How could
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he have been so utterly mistaken? He wishes to

delve to the bottom of the mystery, and he ponders
deeply over the whole affair, scrutinizing every part

of it with extreme care.

Why does that scene, that eminently true scene,

which had been lived, which with its marvelous

sweep literally carried him away yesterday, fail to

stand the test of reading to-day ; and why, tran-

scribed word for word, powerfully, realistically, will

it yield nothing on the stage to-morrow? Here, he

says, is the first reason : when, yesterday, I was the

fortunate though somewhat culpable witness of that

terrible explanation, I knew that it was in earnest, I

realized that the actors in it were not actors in a play,

that I was beholding life and not a drama. That was
the first and most important reason for my interest,

and I forgot absolutely everything about rules and
technic. If that same drama is put upon the stage it

ought of course to appeal to me as life appeals to me,

because the drama is a representation of life, (no-

tice that I say A representation and not the repre-

sentation,) but it must, in addition and above all, ap-

peal to me as a theatrical representation, because

that is its excuse for existence, its only excuse. Now,
if I wish nothing but life itself, I need not shut my-
self up in a theatre; I have only to look about me
and observe, from morning till night, or spend an

afternoon at the Palais de Justice. But if I willingly

enter a theatre, pay for my seat, and witness a play

set in artificial surroundings, I go in order to con-

sider a certain aspect of life, seen through the eyes

of a dramatist.

A little light, then, is thrown upon the question,

and Lnow begin to understand why my scene in the

hotel, so beautiful until it was transferred to the
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stage, becomes cold and wearisome when put into a

play. It lasts, even when read at white heat, one

hour and three-quarters. Do you know of any scene

that long? I do not, and I doubt whether one exists.

Ten to twelve minutes are as a rule all that are al-

lowed a dramatist to develop and bring to a climax

his "big scene." He can, at a stretch, extend it to

twenty or twenty-five minutes—half an hour, even

—but beyond that he cannot go: his audience will

not follow him. Therefore, a scene from life is more
than one-half too long for the theatre. A scene from

life is full of repetitions ; people say the same thing

ten times over. It is possible and necessary to reiter-

ate in life ; on the stage it is dangerous. To say the

same thing even twice is almost once too often. But

is this all? No. The actors in any scene from life

speak at random, without regard for order, form,

composition, rules; the unfortunate couple in ques-

tion made no plan, little they cared for brevity ; they

never tried to be amusing, or even wearisome—be-

cause they were acting a scene from life itself. Noth-

ing mattered to them but themselves. They were

not performing before twelve hundred critical spec-

tators in order to arouse their emotions. They had,

therefore, the right to say anything that occurred to

them, anything they liked—and they acted accord-

ingly. As a result, there were a thousand incoher-

ent remarks, mistakes of all sorts, of no importance

to them, but which, if reproduced in a play, would at

once become evident, because that is a matter of art,

which is subject to necessary rules and regulations.

And yet art, if it is to be something other than a

pretty or futile plaything, must respect life and not

falsify it ; it must be rooted in and derived from noth-

ing but life.

Then what can be done?
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Our dramatist will not worry, he will return to

the manuscript of the real scene, the scene that was
lived, spread the leaves on the table before him, ex-

amine the scene as a whole and in its component
parts, and he will observe that it contains everything

required to make an admirably dramatic scene,

though as yet nothing is in its proper place. The
various arguments are thrown in pell mell, with no
regard for order and balance, and the anti-climaxes

are painfully evident. The reasons set forth by
either party, the emotional sweep, are at every turn

interrupted, deflected, broken, inconsistent; now
there is too much talk, again there is not enough. In

short, the entire discussion, after endless peregrina-

tions, is incoherent, and when it finally comes to an

end we feel that it might just as well have lasted an-

other two hours.

The dramatist's problem is now so to combine

these excellent but diverse elements, within the time

at his disposal—between the point where he begins

and the goal he wishes to attain, in making his char-

acters say only what is essential—as to form a scene

with a beginning, a middle, and an end, rising to a

well-defined climax, and falling to a logical close.

And if in this scene there are words and sentences

—

no matter how true to life—that are out of place, he

must mercilessly eliminate them, for if he uses them,

it is at the risk of spoiling the whole. Life may, in

a big dramatic situation, indulge in the luxury of

being stupidly irrelevant, the drama may not. If, in

life, a ridiculous incident intrudes itself upon a

bloody scene, we do not laugh—or if we do, there is

no harm done to any one—but if we laugh at such an

incident in a play, the play is likely to be ruined.

Now, in operating upon, but not deforming, this

bit of life, the dramatist through a process which I
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have but briefly sketched has had recourse to tech-

nic, that delicate, respect-compelling, difficult and
noble process, without which he could not have pro-

duced a work of art—in this case, of dramatic art.

Now, let him produce this new, constructed, com-
posed, well-ordered, clarified and animated scene,

and that will be life, not the original version; this

will draw tears, move and agonize, and in earnest,

because—let me finally repeat—technic has en-

dowed it with the magic art.

Translated by Barrett H. Clark, N, Y. Times.

REPRESENTATIVE PLAYS.*

By American Dramatists.

The first volume of this set contains a collection

of distinctively American dramas which represent

the feelings, the tastes, and the thought of Colonial

and Revolutionary days. In order to give the

proper understanding of their atmosphere, the edi-

tor has supplied in a General Introduction the de-

tails, historical and social, which enable the reader

to realize the period.

In addition, each play is provided with a Biog-

raphy of its author, a critical Introduction, and one

or more illustrations, in the form of facsimile repro-

ductions of original title-pages, portraits, etc. The
texts are given in their entirety as originally writ-

ten.

The list of plays comprises : The Prince of Parthia

by Thomas Godfrey, Jr., 1765; Ponteach; or, The
Savages of America by Robert Rogers, 1766; The
Group; A Farce by Mrs. Mercy Warren, 1775; The
Battle of Bunker Hill by Hugh Henry Brackenridge,

1776; The Fall of British Tyranny; or, American

Liberty by John Leacock, 1776; The Politician Out-
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witted by Samuel Low, 1789; The Contrast by
Royall Tyler, 1790; Andre by William Dunlap, 1798;

The Indian Princess; or, La Belle Sauvage by J. N.

Barker, 1808; She Would Be a Soldier; or. The
Plains of Chippewa by M. M. Noah, 181 9.

This is the first volume of the series. The second

will embrace the plays from 181 5 to 1858 and the

third; 1858 to 191 7. This will make a library of

great value to the student. This first volume gives

a graphic index to the drama of early America and

should be an inspiration to those writing patriotic

plays at the present time. The technic may be ele-

mentary but the desire for expression back of it is

frequently appealing and sincere. We hope more
publishers will contribute to our own theatric litera-

ture in this way. If the book is too expensive for

your purchase recommend it to your public library.

We find that librarians as a rule are very eager to

assist the young playwright.

*E. P. Button & Co., New York, N. Y., $3.00.
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Some one criticizes the

work of every play-

wright. The greater the

genius, the greater the

tendency to over inspire.

Let us analyze your play

for you and point out the

discrepancies that your

enthusiasm has over-

looked.

THE DRAMATIST,
Easton, Pa,



Why a Liberty Bond is

Better than a Dollar Bill

Day in and day ont, you take and spend

dollar bills.

You never ask any questions about them,

you never wonder if they are good.

The best thing about the doDar bill is the

fact that the United States Government is

back of it.

Now the Government is asking you to

purchase Liberty Bonds.

And the big thing about the Liberty

Bond is that it contains the same promise

of the United States Government as the dol-

lar bill, the promise to pay.

While the Liberty Bond is in your pos-

session the United States Government pays

you interest at the rate of 41 per cent.,

which is $4.25 interest a year on a $100
Bond, or over 35 cents per month.

That is why you should take all your

spare dollar bills and change them for Lib-

erty Bonds.
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HARVARD PLAYS.*
The 47 Workshop.

This little book contains four little plays written

and produced at Harvard University by members of

Professor Baker's class in playwriting. They give

a better glimpse into the methods taught there than

all the magazine articles that have been written

about it. The paramount impression is the promi-

nence of subject matter and negligence of technical

craft.

"Three Pills in a Bottle" has a good idea back of

it if you stop witnessing the play long enough to

search behind the structure and reflect upon the

theme involved. But the playlet does not project

this theme and it is hardly the province of the audi-

ence to ponder over it. A whimsical picture may be

presented in the form of a play, but it should have
a meaning perceptible to the naked eye.

Problem.

1. A gentleman is selfish.

2. His soul takes a pill.

3. He becomes generous.

There are several pill episodes in this playlet, but

to conform to the offices of a play, one should domi-
nate to preserve Unity and the others should con-

tribute to the main idea. To fray out the interest
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making it more ridiculous than necessary is merely

dissipating the material. The playlet has a good
intention, but whether it could ever be put to dra-

matic use requires the judgment of a man like J. M.
Barrie. For such whimsical allegory draws more
upon the personality of the author than the validity

of the stuff.

"The Good Men Do" is an interesting sketch of a

moment of post-mortem history of Shakespeare. To
take for granted that the average audience is enough
interested in the bard's domestic relations to pay to

see such things is poor box office wisdom. The
Washington Square Players can get away with it

for a time, but their financial existence has paid for

it. This is not the stuff that plays are made of.

Percy MacKaye proved it in "Anti-Matrimony." A
subject should be universally interesting and grip-

ping. Whether it grips from laughter or tears, is

irrelevant. It must grip through some emotional,

not intellectual source. In other words, a play must
speak the language of the theatre which is the Emo-
tions. Even satire must concern a universal subject.

Problem.

1. A great poet leaves immortal manuscripts.

2. His family mourns the disgrace of them.

3. The manuscripts are burned.

This is as near the Problem as the structure per-

mits. The piece is so interlocked with our knowl-

edge of the dead man's consequent greatness that

we are unable to attend to the play. Our thoughts

are continually shifted from the picture produced to

the great poet's personality or the author's bright

shafts of satire. This is entertaining but not dram-

atic. It is better fitted for the fireside or the select

few.

"Two Crooks and a Lady" is the nearest approach
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to valid dramatic form, but the treatment is so

unsophisticated that the gripping moments flag.

The idea of playing off one crook against another is

good, but it requires skill to portray this psychology

in a convincing manner. In fact, practical experi-

ence teaches us that the audience loves a crook. To
allow a simple minded paralytic to defeat them too

easily injures the play from two standpoints : motive

and popular prejudice. We will not believe that the

crooks are tricked unless the device is exceedingly

clever, and we do not want to see them tricked in

the end. A thief is merely an old fashioned brother

who does not ply his talents within the modern law.

Problem.

1. Two thieves rob a paralytic.

2. She arouses a fatal distrust.

3. They destroy themselves.

If the technical flaws in this playlet did not

obscure a clear exposition of the author's intentions,

it would make a good vaudeville skit. It is so good
that it must tempt the vaudeville craftsman to elimi-

nate the crudities and place events in such Sequence

as to give the audience due thrills of Suspense.

Facts are mentioned before they bear meaning to

the audience and effects are plumped in that take no
genesis in the Plot. But all in all, it is the best

sketch of the lot.

"Free Speech" is another evidence of Prof. Baker's

insistence on theme. A touch of originality recon-

ciles the feeblest technical attributes. To an audi-

ence paying thirty cents currency for admittance to

such fare the thing would seem almost childish in

its flaccid treatment, though it is easy to understand
how it might pass muster in Workshop 47. That
audience is an elected band of amateur technicians

all more or less alive to the mechanism employed in
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the play. No group of self-conscious critics could

constitute an audience in the composite sense of the

word. They do not reflect the verdict of a crowd of

laymen coming into the theatre with the implied

purpose of being hypnotized, to dream and sleep to

the accompaniment of the author's lullaby sung in

the form of a play. On the other hand, the elected

member enters the 47 Workshop with a selective

consciousness that whatever he says about the play

must be the loftiest reflex of his own intellect and

taste. The criticism is necessarily mental under

such artificial circumstances and in no sense an esti-

mate of the general public.

We advise every student to procure this little book
of plays and profit by a study of their dominating

quality—theme; just as we advise Professor Baker

to lend an obedient ear to the ordinary two-a-day

one-acter. More technic is needed at Harvard. And
by technic we mean nothing more than the science

of fitting the play to the public. The tendency to

originality is good if it does not obliterate the prime

factor in playmaking ; composite appeal. A gang of

mill girls would be a safer guide to this attribute

than all the highbrows under the sun. Let the

Workshop extend its try-out to a third evening of

paid attendance and see if the general public will

endure "Harvard Plays" to the curtain. That is the

crucial test. For Drama is democratic even though

permeated with an ideal that leads us all to a higher

level.

*Brentano's, New York, $1.
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WHY MARRY?*
Better Than Bernard Shaw.

There is no question that Jesse Lynch Williams

has written a better marriage play than Shaw, but

the thing that interests us is why did it fail. In the

ordinary acceptance of the term it did not fail for

it ran several months in New York. But this is not

consistent with the high order of praise accorded at

the start-off. The play teems with wit and humor
and hands the highbrows a marvelous fill. But it

falls short in one thing, a satisfying sincerity for the

composite crowd. In other words, it is too much
like Shaw in all moments where it does not surpass

the artful Irishman. It is too palpably a discourse

with no propelling Climax to sustain it. The thing

frays out into an author's recited satire thinly veiled

by speaking parts. The audience has awaited a cul-

mination in good faith, a culmination in happenings,

not words. They are cheated by the author. That
is the failure of "Why Marry?" in a nutshell. Mr.

Williams is not yet equal to the task of driving his

bargain in theatrical terms, but he is a most prom-
ising adept. More anatomy, Mr. Williams, less

manicured skin!

Problem.

1. A couple refuse to marry formally.

2. They admit wedlock in the eyes of God.

3. A judge seals the informal ceremony.

A glance at this Problem will show that the last

two clauses occur in the last two pages of the play.

All the intervening matter, then, is inert and lifeless

so far as the fundamental structure of the play is

concerned. This naturally makes the talk of this

interim decidedly tedious so far as the drama is con-

cerned. It verily sparkles with comedy and satire,

but nothing can save a play in the long run but
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dramatization. For the bulk of the play there is

nothing doing. Therefore there is only intellectual

interest during these lapses. This interest is of a

very high character, but the point is that it is not

dramatic interest. Suspense is not hovering over

us. Expectation is not on the job. All these funda-

mentals after once being feebly started drift until

the last two pages while conversation flourishes at

large. As a talky play it is a record maker for this

country. Read it. It's worth while.

*Scribners, New York, $1.50.

OUT THERE.*
Atmosphere and Temperament.

J. Hartley Manners, the author of this work, does

not contend that it is a play and he is right. It is

not. The creator of "Peg O' My Heart" knows
better. In truth, it is a study of feminine tempera-

ment framed in timely military atmosphere. It is

a bit of dialect characterization without Plot which
affords Laurette Taylor a great trip to the front.

It would be hopeless to attempt reducing "Out
There" to a Problem for it has none. There is little

or no technical substance, just current recruiting

appeal. It is a successful attempt to do a play with-

out the theatric perquisites, at least, it employs only

one principle, characterization. It is possible for a

master to construct entertainment out of a nicely

turned exercise of any one of the ten cardinal prin-

ciples of playwriting. But naturally such experi-

ments are not plays and are necessarily one-sided,

both in appeal and performance. They cannot pre-

sent an emotionalized slice of life by proxy. At best

they can only show the force of the one principle

employed plus the theme exploited, like the patri-

otic subject in this piece well characterized.
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The greatest dramatic lesson to be learned from

this book is an undertaking to convert it into Drama.

How would you transplant Annie into a Plot sur-

rounded by Conflict and fighting on the side of inno-

cence and right? This is the first puzzle that con-

fronts you. How would you advance this struggle

to the direst despair for Annie permitting her to

eventually issue from the Conflict, triumphant?

Inject such a skeleton into the delightful character-

ization of "Out There" and you will find great profit

in the enterprise.

*Dodd, Mead & Co., New York, $1.25.

BRUISED WINGS.
An Archaec Comedy.

Edward Clark has descended from the sublime to

the ridiculous in his drop from "DeLuxe Annie" to

this type of play. "Bruised Wings" employs the

creakiest threadbare devices of the archaic school.

"DeLuxe Annie" was too advanced and subtle even

for the Broadway playgoing fan. Of course, this

opinion is formed from a preliminary hearing on the

road and it is not fair to judge a play under such

circumstance. But the type of product will remain

the same no matter what effort is expended on its

revision. And it is the type that condemns in this

instance. If this were changed it would be a new
play entirely and the present remarks would not

obtain.

Problem.

1. An aristocrat marries a harlot.

2. His mother objects to the union.

3. She achieves fame and regains him.

Not only, you see, is the form obsolete, the cohe-

sion is frail. There is little connection between
clauses one and two, and there is none whatever
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between the first two clauses and the third. Under
dramatic pressure the first two would produce the

third. To omit this cohesion is to revert to mere
narrative form which admits abstract conclusions

of almost any sort. In this case it would be just as

much in Unity for the heroine to suddenly take to

the movies as to achieve fame as a literary genius.

The achieving does not grow out of the marrying
and the mother's objections.

The creaking devices that we allude to are the

parental disapproval and a mock marriage. Allow-

ing Mr. Clark an original turn in making it the

heroine who secures a fake priest so that her mar-

riage might be nullified at will, is the stunt legiti-

mate and does it have anything to do with the play?

It has never been seen by us nor has it been woven
into the foreground so that we may believe in it.

We have nothing more than the recited words of

the heroine. This does not constitute Drama and

the Plot being rather flimsy at best is woefully fabu-

lous when perpetrated in this undramatic fashion.

Such a device would injure any but the most extrav-

agant melodrama and "Bruised Wings" is not

designed in that vein. Whatever measure of suc-

cess it attains in New York next season will depend
upon the erasure of its chief characteristics as the

Conflict now stands.

IN A NET.
Real Romantic Love.

When you see this play next season under some
other name we promise you the finest piece of

romantic sentiment offered in a long while.

Whether the play catches on or not will be largely

this question : Does New York want a genuine love

story? For the highest attainment of the play is
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its love interest. A motherlove note underlies the

heroine's motive, but the Conflict and Plot take gen-

esis in the following Problem whether the author

sees it so or not.

Problem.

1. A man is mistaken for a murderer.

2. He falls in love with the latter's wife.

3. They marry.

From these bare bones of Problem you cannot con-

jecture the finished Plot. There is nothing in this

abstract statement to hint that the wife permits the

man to be mistaken for her husband who committed
the murder. She does this because she does not

want her husband's imprisonment to stigmatize her

son. The naked Problem does not suggest that

the man mistaken for the murderer was an aphasia

victim at the time. His return to reason under the

compelling situation that he is the husband of this

beautiful woman begins to weave the real Plot of

the play. But the author evidently intended another

story and slighted the evolution of this major Con-
flict somewhat. An author cannot always manipu-
late a Conflict. It asserts itself. By far the more
salient drama in this material is the evolving love

between this woman and this man. The motherlove

Conflict was the original purpose of the author, but

it lost its sway in the development of more fasci-

nating and more profitable theatrics.

All this need not mean that motherlove is the

weaker emotion. It is not. It surpasses all other

themes. The fact remains that this plot took a

different course in pursuing the Conflict. It is a

lucky thing that it did, for the newness of the play

lies all in its sentimental love story. The mother-

love motive is hackneyed so far as it goes. The sin-

cerity of the big throbbing love theme soon runs
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away with the play and Maravene Thompson should

not have cause to regret it. Her scene writing in the

last act seems to bring forth all the force of her

faculties and the result is a wonderful second law

play.

A DOLL'S HOUSE FILMED.
False Ending Retained.

To our great host of readers who have been fol-

lowing the Ibsen Course in Playwriting, this film

made by the Artcraft people with no less a star than

Elsie Ferguson will be particularly interesting.

Some of the flaws pointed out in our analyses have

been obliterated, but others have been more or less

incorporated in the screen story. We are happy to

see that the editors have not found it necessary to

go back to the childhood coloring of Nora's curly

hair. This is a relief from the usual movie transla-

tion. The story unfolds much as it does in the

printed form and in several instances splendid cuts

have been made of useless episodes.

The one vital change which should have been

made and which mars the play for picture business

is the ending. We have questioned scores of women
photoplay spectators and the first word, invariably

is: I don't like that ending. The same argument
used by us in the playwriting course holds doubly

good here, for motion picture patrons are a shade

or two more primitive than the theatre audience.

This is inherent in the very nature of the art ; a pho-

tographed story. But it is not a fact that they feed

on happy endings. The screen offers more tragic

conclusions than the stage, perhaps, but the ele-

mental movie audience does not understand why a

woman like Nora should go into the bedroom and
bid farewell to her children, then go out and desert
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them and her perfectly good breadwinning husband
all because she had a bug in her bonnet that she

must educate herself and seek some silly miracle.

This is an arbitrary author's ending in the eyes of a

composite crowd and particularly the movie crowd.

There are several points of interest in the picturi-

zation of Ibsen's play. You will note that Nora is

seen for a second, trying to pick the lock of the

letterbox. This is essential preparation, but it

should be more adequately emphasized to excite

interest. The adapters did not seem to know just

what to do with Dr. Rank and the suicide thread

in the story, so they brought him in for a meaning-

less moment and tried in vain to justify the drown-

ing motive for Nora. Both of these items would be

better out. Most screen spectators have not seen

the play and do not know what to make of such

sleep-walking digressions. They are so apt to

attach some expectation to the non-essential and

thus blur the impression aimed at by the director.

The adapters followed too mechanically the detail

of the stage version and used little elasticity of the

imagination permitted the screen writer. Taken all

in all, the product is not a great triumph when the

celebrity of the author and play is considered plus

the employment of a star like Miss Ferguson,

though her portraiture is exquisite.

DE LUXE ANNIE FILMED.
Dedramatization of Subtleties.

The difference between screen instinct and
dramatic instinct is forcibly demonstrated in the

dedramatization of the play for the film. All those

thrills of Suspense, all the subtleties of psychology

which have taken the real drama so many centuries

to build up are torn to tatters ruthlessly in the nar-
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ratization of this story for the movies. And if this

process is valid screen technic, the movie spectator

must not only see everything, he must inhale it

divested of all suffocating subtleties. It would seem
that as great an emotional actress as Norma Tal-

mage could be trusted to project more of the dra-

matic deftness of the original play, but the adapters

permit none of the phenomena to come out in mys-
tifying Sequence. They convert every thrill of this

wonderful drama into storybook narration. All of

the superplay qualities of the manuscript are lost

in this process. But who knows, the movie people

may be right. Mr. Clark's play seemed too subtle

for Broadway. A flat statement of fable may be the

wisest treatment of the tale for the less alert sub-

conscious of the flicker drama crowd.

ART.

By Otto H. Kahn.

Silly, inane shows are no antidote to "that tired

feeling." What both men and women, both tired

and idle, do want is to be genuinely moved and

stirred, either to laughter or to tears, or stimulated

to new thought, in short, to be lifted out of the rut

and routine of their daily lives and mental atmos-

phere.

The conditions of existence of a great majority of

the people are, unfortunately, hard and wearing, but

I venture to question whether as yet we use suffi-

ciently the spiritual means at hand, and well tested

in European countries, to make them less so.

We are doing as much, probably, for education as

any other country, but relatively little for recrea-

tion. And recreation of the right kind does have

power literally to re-create, to re-create the wasting
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tissues of our souls, the worn fibers of our brains, to

re-create indeed the zest and courage of life.

Art has that power beyond all other forms or

means of recreation. And the people are ready to

welcome art; they are hungry for nourishment for

their souls, eager for outlets for their emotions.

Observation and experience have thoroughly con-

vinced me how great and beneficent an influence art

can, and should, be made in their lives.
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3 39
I 416
I I

4 263

4 269
I 614

4 597
4 282
2 761

4 279
2 13

4 581
I 307
I 102

4 718
I 827
I 391

3 150
2 220

3 344
I 499
3 896
2 12

I 99
I 619
2 525
4 277

4 274
3 151

2 770

4 592
I 850
3 463
4 172

3 148

4 277
4 824

4 923
I 108



Index of Plays and Plots—{Continued)

vol,.

Devil's Garden, The VII
Devotion to the Cross V
Dialog IX
Dictionary of Similes VIII

Dispensation, The VI
Disraeli Ill

Divorce Question, The IV
Doctor's Dilemma, The Ill

Don II

Double Cross Ill

Double Deceiver, A V
Double Suicide, A Ill

Drama League Plays V
Drama of To-day, The VI
Dramatic Index, The IV
Dramatic Index, The V
Dramatic Index, The VI
Dramatization VIII
Drifting II

Driven VI
Dummy, The VI
Easiest Way, The IV

Efficiency IX
Eldest Son, The IV
Electricity II

Elevating a Husband Ill

Embers Ill

Enchained I

Enchained (In three Acts) I

Enchained (Revision) II

Enduring Success Ill

Englishman's Home, An I

Erstwhile Susan VII
Eternal Barrier, The IX
Eternal Magdalene, The VII
Eternal Mystery, The IV
Excuse Me II

Facing Death (In One Act) II

Facing Death (analyzed) II

Facing Death (Reconstruction) Ill

Failures IV
Fair and Warmer VII
Faith Healer, The I

Family Cupboard, The V
Family, The V
Family, The II

Fanny's First Play IV
Faraway Princess, The I

Fatted Calf, The Ill

Fine Feathers IV
Fire Commissioner, The II

Flora Bella VIII
Fool There Was, A VII

Footlights Fore and Aft Ill

Fortune Hunter, The I

Freckles IV
Friend Martha IX
Friendly Enemies IX

Fritzchen II

Frohman, Charles IV
From Ibsen's Workshop Ill

Fugitive, The V
Full House, A VII
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I 202

3 155
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3 152
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2 327
2 119

3 237
2 223

4 55
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2 136

3 233
2 33
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2 637

3 349
4 168

4 173
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2 315
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2 33
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2 30

3 247
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2 137
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3 248
2 20
2 328
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3 899
3 159

4 365

3 248

3 459
I 618
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you. KO. PACE
Furs and Frills IX 2 878
Gamblers, The II 2 123

Gauntlet, A Ill 4 280
*Gay Lord Quex, The IX 3 897
Gentleman from Mississippi, A I 4 90
Get Rich Quick Wallingford II 2 118

*Getting Married Ill I 203
Girl He Couldn't Leave Behind Him, The I 4 91
Goddess of Reason, The I 2 31
Good Gracious Annabelle VIII 2 772
Governor's Lady, The Ill 4 253
Great Adventure, The V 2 442
Great Divide, The IV 3 354
Great Galeoto, The V 4 485
Green Stockings Ill 3 239
Greyhound, The Ill 4 256
Grumpy VIII 2 767
Guide to Pictures, A Ill 4 267
Guilty Man, The VIII i 739
Half an Hour V i 392
Ham Tree, The VI 4 601
Hamlet VII i 607
Hamilton, Clayton V 3 461
Hans V 3 363
Har\'ard Plays IX 4 913
Harvest Moon, The I 2 21

Havoc, The II 3 145
Hawk, The VI 2 529
Heart of Wetona, The VII 3 677
Hearts Adrift VI 2 545
Her Husband's Wife VI i 516
Her Own Money V i 401
Her Price VII 2 639
Her Soldier Boy VIII 2 767
Here Comes the Bride IX 3 900
Hervieu's Reply to Our Criticism II i 95
High Road, The IV 2 319
Higher Court, The IV i 310
Hindel Wakes IV 2 323
His Wife by His Side IV 2 328
Hobson's Choice VII 2 642
Home Thrust, The Ill 4 262
Honeymoon, The IV 3 347
House Next Door, The Ill 4 261
House of Glass, The VII 2 644
How He Lied to Her Husband I 2 31
How Not to Playwrite VI i 522
How to See a Play VI 2 543
How's Your Second Act IX 3 904
Husband II 2 124
Ibsen Playwriting Course VII 2 635
Ibsen Playwriting Course VII 3 667
Idol Breaker, The V 3 458
In a Net IX 4 920
Inconstant George I 3 49
Index to Volumes I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII. VIII, IX IX 4 926
Indian Summer V 2 420
Innocent VI 4 591
Inside Out IX i 854
Intellectual Dramatist, The I I 7
Interviewed II 2 138
Intolerance VIII 1 745

Iris IV 2 335
COMPLETE BOUND SET $10



Index of Plays and Plots—(Continued)

VOh.

Is Matrimony a Failure I

Israel I

Israel Ill

It Pays to Advertise VI
Jeptha's Daughter IV
Jerry V
Jew, The IV
Jones, Henry Arthur IV
Joseph and His Brethren IV
Journalist a Playwright IV
Judge of Zalmea, The IV
Julius Caesar IV
June Madness IV
Just a Wife I

Just a Woman VII
Just Like John IV

Justice II

Justice VII
Kilkenny VII
Kindling Ill

Kindling V
King of the Dark Chamber, The VI
King, The Ill

Kitty MacKay VI
Knife, The VIII
Lady Patricia Ill

Lady's Name, A VII
L'Aiglon IV
Laboremus Ill

Lady Kobald IV
Lady of Lyons, The Ill

Land of Promise, The V
Last Visit, The I

Laughter and Tears VIII
Leah Kleschna II

LeRoy, Talma & Bosco VII
Letter from Chas. R. Kennedy Ill

Lie, The VI
Life of Man, The VII
Life a Dream IV
Lily, The I

Lily, The Ill

Lion and the Mouse, The V
Little Lady in Blue VIII
Littlest Rebel, The Ill

Little Women V
Lola VI
London Assurance Ill

Love Forbidden IX
Love O' Mike IX
Lovely Peggy Ill

Lure, The V
Lysistrata Ill

Macbeth Ill

Macbeth Bennettized VII
Madam Sand IX
Madame X Ill

Madame X Ill

Maggie Pepper Ill

Major Pendennis VIII
Maker of Men, A I

Managers Hunting Feverishly for Plays I

Man Inside, The V
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3 45
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2 217

4 280
I 200
2 764

4 89
2 II

2 439



Index of Plays and Plots—{Continued)

TOL.

Man of Honor, A Ill

*Man of the Hour, The VIII
Man Who Came Back, The VIII
Man Who Stood Still, The I

Margaret Schiller VII
Margot I

Mariano IV
Marie-Odile VI
Marionettes, The Ill

Martha by the Day VI
Marta of the Lowlands VII
Mary Goes First VI
Mary Magdalene II

Mary's Ankle IX
Masquerader, The IX
Master of the House, The IV
Masterpieces of Modern Drama, The VII
Master Mind, The V
Maternity Ill

Matthews, Brander IV
Melting Pot, The I

Memories of a Manager IV
Menace to True Art, A VIII
Merry, Merry Cuckoo, The (Analyzed) IV
Merry, Merry Cuckoo, The (Complete in one act) .

.

IV
Merry Wives of Windsor, The VII
Michael and His Lost Angel VI
Mid-Channel Ill

Mile-a-Minute Kendall VIII
Milestones IV
Million, The Ill

Mind the Paint Girl, The IV
Miracle Man, The IV
Misleading Lady, The V
Mistress of St. Tropez, The Ill

Mix Up, A IV
Mob, The VI
Model, The Ill

Mollusc, The V
Money Makers, The VI
Money Spinner, The IV
Moral IX
Morosco's Playreading Plan VI
Mother II

Mother IV
Mother Carey's Chickens IX
Mr. Lazarus VIII
Mrs. Bumstead-Leigh II

Mrs. Dot I

Mrs. McChesney, Our VII
Natural Bornness I

Nearly Married V
Ne'er-Do-Well, The IV
Nest Egg, The Ill

New American Drama, The V
New Movement in the Theatre, The VI
New Plays I

New Way to Pay Old Debts, A Ill

Newly-Weds, The Ill

Next Religion, The IV
Nigger, The II

1909 Record, The I

Nju VIII
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2 121
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2 23
2 547
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3 555
I 205
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I 305
I 200
2 335
2 530
2 423

4 275

3 532
I 510

4 252

4 488
I 500
2 332

3 885

3 577
I 97
3 362
2 873
I 742

4 169

4 89
2 635
I 4
2 440
I 289
I 199

4 493
3 574
I I

2 226

4 281
2 .^
3 161

2 II

3 800



Index of Plays and Plots— {Continued)

VOlv.

Nobody's Daughter II

Nobody's Widow II

Nouma Roumestan IV
Nothing but the Truth IX
Object—Matrimony IV
Obstacle, The IV
Officer 666 IV
Old Homestead, The VI
Old Lady 31 VIII
Only Girl, The VII
Only Son, The Ill

*0n Trial VI
Orphan and the Murderer, The IV
Othello V
Other Danger, The V
Other Danger, The V
Our Doctrines Endorsed Ill

Our Fifth Year V
Our Little Wife '. VIII
Ourselves V
Our Third Year Ill

*Out There IX
Paganini VIII
Paid in Full I

Pair of Silk Stockings, A VII
Pair of Sixes, A VI
Pariah, The Ill

*Passers-By Ill

*Peach Bloom V
Pearl, The Ill

Pearl, The (Fourth Revision) Ill

Pearl, The (Revision) Ill

Peg O' My Heart V
Perfect Lady, A VI
Perplexed Husband, The IV
Perjurer, The Ill

Philip II Ill

Photoplay, The VII
Physician of His Own Honor, The IV
Pinero IV
Playboy of the Western World, The Ill

Playbuilding Bee IV
Play in the Pulpit, A Ill

Play-Making Ill

Play of To-day, The IV
Plays of the New Season II

Playwriting II

Please Help Emily VIII
Plot VIII
Plots and Playwrights IX
Plots of the World's Best Plays (Continued) IV
Plots of the World's Best Plays (Continued) IV
Plots of the World's Best Plays (Continued) IV
Plots of the World's Best Plays (Continued) V
Pollyanna .• VII
Polyeucte IV
Polygamy VI
Portmanteau Players, The VIII

Possession VI
Potash and Perlmutter V
Preserving Mr. Panmure Ill

Price, The Ill

Pride of Race, The VII
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3 ISO
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4 3«9
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2 325

3 363
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2 218
I 498
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2 337
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Index of Plays and Plots—{Continued)

VOL.

Priest of Churchfield, The Ill

Professional Playgoer, The • IV
Professor's Love Story, The VIII

Profligate, The IV
Prodigal Husband, The VI
Province of Analysis, The II

Put This in Your Note Book V
Putting it Over Ill

Puss IV
Pygmalion VI
Quincy Adams Sawyer V
Rack, The Ill

Rainbow, The Ill

Reading of Plays II

Ready Money IV
Real Thing, The Ill

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm II

Red Robe, The ! IV
Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary, The VII

Representative Plays IX
Return of Eve, The I

Return of Peter Grimm, The Ill

Return of Peter Grimm, The Ill

Richelieu Ill

Ringmaster, The I

Rio Grande VII
Road to Arcady, The IV
Rocco IX
Romance V
Rosary, The IV
Sabotage V
Sabotage Analyzed V
Salvation Nell I

Sampson Ill

Samuel Johnson, Plajrwright I

Sardou V
Sauce for the Goose Ill

Scene IX
Scrap of Paper, A V
Second Mrs. Tanquary, The IV
Secret of a Play's Success, The VI
Secret Service VII
Secret, The V
See My Lawyer VII
Seremonda VIII
Servant in the House, The Ill

Seven Chances VIII
Seven Days I

Seven Days Ill

Seven Keys to Baldpate V
Shakespeare as a Playwright V
Shakespeare's Theatre VII
Shaw V
Shepherd of the Hills, The IV
Shore Acres Ill

Showing Up of Blanco Posnet, The Ill

Show Shop. The VI
Silver Box, The II

Single Man, A Ill

Sinners VII
Snobs Ill

So Much for So Much VII
Some Baby VII
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Index of Plays and Plots—{Continued)

VOL.

Specimen Criticism of an Amateur Play, A II

Speed Ill

Speed IV
Spendthrift, The II

Spiritualist, The IV
Squaw Man, The II

Stained Honor Ill

Straight VI
*Streaks of Light I

Struensee Ill

Subjects of Plays, The VI
*Such is Life IV
Suderman's One-Act Plays I

Sulci VII
Sumurun Ill

Sunken Bell, The VI
Tainted Philanthropy IV
Talker, The Ill

Tante V
Technic of Scene Building IX
Technical Tendencies II

Technique of Play Writing IX
Technique of the Drama Ill

Tempermental Journey, The V
Thatcher, The Ill

$10,000 Prize for Best American Play IV
Terrible Meek, The Ill

Test, The II

That Right Word L IV
Theatre of Ideas, The VI
Theft II

Thief, The I

Thief, The VII
Things That Count, The V
Third Degree, The V
Third Floor Back, The VI
Thirteenth Chair, The VIII
This Way Out IX
Thousand Years Ago, A V
Three Books for Playbuilders Ill

Three Plays by Brieux Ill

Three Plays by Shaw Ill

Three Seasons Compared IV
Thunderbolt, The II

Thy Neighbor's Wife Ill

Titles from Shakespeare Ill

To-day and Yesterday Ill

To-day VI
To-morrow IV
Too Many Cooks V
Tragedy of Nan, The VII
Trail of the Lonesome Pine, The Ill

Traveling Salesman, The IV
True Adventures of a Play, The VI
Turning Point, The I

Turn to the BUght VIII
Twin Beds VI
Twelve Pound Look, The II

Two Theatrical Seasons Compared I

Two Theatrical Seasons Compared II

Two Women II

Tyranny of Tears, The V
Ugliest of Seven, The Ill
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VOL. Na PAGE
Unchastened Woman, The VII 2 638
Under Cover VI i 503
Under Fire VII 1 613
Under Sentence VIII i 736
Unequal Triangle, The Ill 3 243
Unity VIII 3 777
Unseen Empire, The VI i 512
U. S. Minister Bedloe II 3 147
Unwritten Law, The Ill 4 265
Upstairs and Down VIII 2 762
Valley of Life, The IV 3 362
Veil of Fortune, The IV 2 313
Violin Maker of Cremona, The IV 2 337
Visit, A Ill 4 282
Vitagraph Theatre, The V 3 470
Voysey Inheritance, The Ill 4 258
War VI I 512
War Brides VII 2 652
War Brides (as a Movie) VIII 3 799
War and Drama VI i 497
Washington Square Players, The VIII i 743
Waste Ill 4 259
Weavers, The VII 2 654
What Happened to Mary IV 3 343
What is Technic? Ill 4 251
What Money Can't Buy VII i 610
Who's Who V 3 466
Why Marry? IX 4 917
Widow by Proxy IV 3 346
Wife Decides, The Ill 2 219
Will, The V i 395
Witching Hour, The V 3 467
Witching Hour, The VIII 3 796
Within the Law IV 2 318
Witness for the Defense, The Ill i 193
Woman, The Ill i 190
Woman, The IV 4 389
Woman Pays, The I 2 15
Woman with the Dagger, The Ill 4 264
Woman's Way, A VII 3 685
Wonderworking Magician, The IV 2 337
World and His Wife, The II 4 170
"World" Prize Play I 3 53
"World" Prize Play Award II i 108
Writing and Selling a Play VII i 633
Writing for Vaudeville VII 2 658
Yoke, The VIII I 744
Yellow Jacket, The IV 2 320
Yellow Ticket, The VI 2 536
Younger Generation, The V i 396
Your Humble Servant I 2 17
Youth VII 4 712
Zaza Ill 4 280

The asterisk indicates that the book or play is published.
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Is There a

Thrift Card

in YOUR
Pocket?

As you sit and read, you thank your stars that the war
IS "over there"—and not here at your doorstep. And
you feel grateful to the boys in khaki who are keeping it

and winning it
*' over there."

Turn Your Gratitude Into War Savings Stamps

The spare quarters that you invest in War Savings Stamps and
Thrift Stamps help Uncle Sam to clothe, to feed and to arm those

boys in khaki.

When you have accumulated sixteen Thrift Stamps, coittoyou
$4.00, you exchange them by paying from 13 to 23 cents, accord-

ing to thfe month in 1918 in which you make the exchange, for a
War Savings Stamp for which the Government will pay you $5.00

in January, 1923. This is equivalent to 4% interest compounded
quarterly. A safe and remunerative investment..

Get a Thrift Stamp, pasted ona Thrift Card,
TODAY—at any post-office, bank or trust com-
pany, drug, cigar or department store, or any
other place shoiuing the W. S.S. agincy sign.

NationalWar Savings Committee
Washington, D. C.
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This space contributed to the Winning of the War by

L. A. WATERMAN COMPANY,

New York City

Through Ote Division of Advertising. U. S. Gov't Committee on Public Information.
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